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Paper mill workers want to negotiate wages directly

Labour Reporter
MORE than 2,000 workers at five mills belonging to the Mondi Paper Company have asked to negotiate wages directly with the management rather than using the official machinery.

The 2,300 workers, who belong to an affiliate of the Federation of SA Trade Unions (Fosatu), the Paper, Wood and Allied Workers' Union (PWAWU), have said they are dissatisfied with wage increases negotiated through the Pulp and Paper Industrial Council.

The latest increases granted by the council bring minimum wages to R1,38 an hour in the lowest-paying Mondi factory and to R1,97 an hour in the highest-paying, according to a union spokesman.

A union statement said no progress had been made in negotiating wages with local management.

PWAWU claims to have majority support in five out of six of Mondi's paper mills, with the Cape Town mill the only exception.

A spokesman for Mondi said the management would bargain with representative bodies on issues common to all employees "in one forum only, that is with all unions together.

"The Industrial Council provides for just such a mechanism and the paper and pulp industry is no exception to this preference for non-racial, non-fragmentary bargaining."
Naawu men meet international union

THE National Automobile and Allied Workers’ Union (Naawu) has strengthened its links with one of the largest international trade unions — IG Metall in Germany — which supports the workers’ struggle in South Africa.

This was disclosed by a union delegation which visited Germany and met with people at all levels at the IG Metall congress which recently stressed the need for international solidarity.

The delegation also visited shop stewards’ councils at the major motor plants, including the giant VW plant in Wolfsburg.

In their report the delegation said that as a result of the visit IG Metall has committed itself to fully supporting the struggles of oppressed workers in South Africa.

They said that the shop stewards were extremely interested in the situation in South Africa and they discussed the Federation of South African Trade Union’s shop steward structure.

The Naawu delegation also underlined the importance of international links between workers’ movements. They say managements were very co-operative and the flow of information was “very fast.”

“It is high time that workers move away from concerning themselves only with the problems of their factories. They should be considering all the workers involved in the same industry right round the world,” the delegation said.

They said this will prevent management from using one group of workers against another.
STRIKING WORKERS at Ford's Struandale Assembly plant near Port Elizabeth will hold a meeting in KwaZakhele tomorrow to decide what strategy to adopt when the factory reopens on Monday after a three week shutdown.

The workers, who are members of the National Automobile and Allied Workers' Union (Nawwa) and the Motor Assemblers and Component Workers' Union of South Africa (Macwusa), have been off work since December 13.

The 700 workers downed tools in sympathy with a suspended worker. When the plant shut down for the Christmas period, the workers collected their pay and bonuses.

Ford industrial relations director Mr Fred Ferreira was not available for comment this week whether the suspended workers would be reinstated on Monday.

However, it is learnt from sources close to the two unions that the workers will report back on Monday, but will not take up their positions if the suspended worker at the Sierra plant has not been reinstated.

The striking workers have received the backing of the Port Elizabeth Civic Organisation (Pebco).
Union organiser arrested in Brits

A union organiser and a member of the Metal and Allied Workers Union were arrested by Security Police and charged with trespassing at a Brits factory yesterday morning after trying to persuade striking workers to return to their jobs, says a union spokesman.

Mawu has accused the South African Police of blatant interference in labour affairs.

A union organiser, Mr David Modimoeng, claimed he had been given access to RAH Products to address workers who had gone on strike on Monday over the dismissal of Mr Edward Mookgatoane.

Security policemen watched while the company representative signed off Mr Mookgatoane, and asked whether Mr Modimoeng had permission to be on the premises. The management representative allegedly said he had not.

Police have been asked for comment.

The strike, accompanied by a strong police presence, is the second in the Brits area in a week.

About 450 workers at the Rako metal plant went on strike last week over the dismissal of a colleague, but returned on Monday when he was temporarily reinstated pending an inquiry.
700 are sacked

About 700 striking members of the Engineering and Allied Workers’ Union employed by African Cables Company in Vereeniging were yesterday dismissed by the company.

This was confirmed by the company’s managing director, Mr P Muller, who said that the company would start recruiting new workers from today.

Meanwhile, the Police Directorate in Pretoria yesterday confirmed that eight people were arrested — two for illegal trading and six for pass offences — near the company premises, while union officials claim that 50 members are believed to have been detained. This claim has not been confirmed.

Mr Muller has also denied reports that workers chanted freedom songs and shouted black power slogans on the premises while the union has condemned the police involvement in the labour dispute.

In another labour dispute, about 500 Soweto Council employees have complained of assault, being pointed at with a firearm and being called kaffirs by their white supervisors while on duty.

During an emotion-charged meeting at Zondi, the workers, mostly street cleaners and refuse removers, demanded that the supervisors be replaced with blacks. The council is to investigate the allegations.

Between 1,600 and 2,000 members of the Commercial Catering and Allied Workers’ Union (Cawusa) employed at Pick ’n Pay were still on strike by late yesterday after rejecting management’s new offer.

Meanwhile, more than 100 workers at the Durban Central Post Office went on strike yesterday in protest against their working conditions. After their stoppage, workers quedly waited at one of the post office entrances in Pine Street.

In Newcastle about 300 workers, members of the Textile and Allied Workers’ Union went on strike in protest against the dismissal of a shop steward. Management said the workers had been dismissed.
employees in the same industry. There are the different working conditions and obligations of the two groups.

The SFAWU’s inability to take the whole question of financial disclosure to the Industrial Court does, of course, represent a setback to the growing number of unions which are taking an intense interest in this issue. But it will not necessarily deter them from placing a variety of pressures on management to provide them with more financial information.

From a procedural point of view, these unions operating in industries where an industrial council exists have a distinct advantage in their efforts to get access to the court for hearings on unfair labour practice claims. Where there is an industrial council, the route to the court is far smoother. A party declaring a dispute does not have to apply for a conciliation board — and is therefore not subject to the discretionary powers held by the Minister in connection with the appointment of conciliation boards.

The Supreme Court

This is not the first time that the Minister has used such discretionary powers granted to him by the Labour Relations Act. Last year the Council of Mining Unions (CMU) applied to the Supreme Court to overrule the Minister’s refusal to include an alleged unfair labour practice in the terms of reference of a conciliation board it had applied for.

The major issue in that dispute arose from the fact that certain conditions of employment of members of CMU affiliated unions were less beneficial than those enjoyed by some other non-union employees. Thus, the CMU alleged, constituted an unfair labour practice.

In its judgment (reported in the Industrial Law Journal) the Supreme Court found that the Minister had not acted unreasonably and it provided guidelines for determining whether he had exercised his discretionary powers correctly. The court said that in analysing the definition of an unfair labour practice, it was evident that, except in the case of labour unrest, the test for unfairness revolved around the question of whether injustice, prejudice, jeopardy or detriment existed in the given circumstances. The discretion exercised by the Minister in a particular case should thus be tested against this background.

The court said it could hardly have been the intention of the legislature that any condition of service of a group of employees, which was less beneficial than a similar condition of service of another group of employees, should be regarded as an unfair labour practice. It said comprehensive conditions of service of a particular group of employees may inevitably differ in certain respects from those of another group of
since the Metal and Allied Workers' Union (Mawu) gained a significant victory with the reinstatement of workers at the B&G factory, at Brits, union membership in the area has grown tremendously.

However, being a deconcentration point, a lower wage bill is one of the incentives offered to industrialists in Brits. Unions are not likely to be welcomed with open arms.

Now Mawu is alleging close Security Police interest in its activities in the area and fears another East London syndrome. There, it transpired in Parliament in 1981, Security Police had advised employers on union-busting methods.

Union fears were compounded last week with the arrest of a union organiser who had addressed striking workers at the MAH plant.

Mawu spokesmen said the organisers had been granted access to the factory to persuade the workers to go back. He was charged with trespassing.

speaking of East London, it is worth noting that the Swart Commision, which made radical recommendations to develop the Ciskei economy through a policy of free enterprise, made no mention of the banning of the South African Allied Workers Union (Sawu) in the territory.

Sawu operates mainly in East London industry but most of its members live in M solsane, in Ciskei. Sawu was banned by the Ciskei Government last year.

While the report hinted that some form of labour legislation appropriate to the territory's needs was necessary it failed to comment on the prevailing situation.

Presumably its authors believe that you can have free enterprise without freedom of association.
BMW workers down tools

ABOUT 1500 workers at BMW's Roslyn plant near Pretoria downed tools yesterday while negotiations for better wages were being held.

According to a joint statement released by the company and the National Automobile and Allied Workers' Union (Naawu) the workers have promised to go back to work today while negotiations continue.

The statement said production on about 80 cars had been disrupted, but that they would have no problems in supplying customers.
Ford silent as PE workers meet 140A

Post Reporter
A BLANKET of official silence surrounds a meeting attended by an estimated 1200 workers from Ford Motor Company last night in New Brighton.

The issues raised were workers' grievances and speculation that a large number of workers would be retrenched, beginning tomorrow.

Attempts today by the Evening Post to obtain official comment from Ford and the two unions said to be involved, the National Automobile and Allied Workers Union (Naawu) and the Motor Assemblers and Component Workers Union (Macwusa), failed.

Mr Bob Kernohan, director of public affairs for Ford, declined to comment.

When specifically asked about the talk of possible retrenchments, Mr Kernohan still declined to comment.

Informed sources in the motor trade said they found it hard to believe Ford would lay off workers at this stage, because the Sierra was selling very well.

Workers at Ford are believed to have submitted a set of grievances to management on January 9, and a reply was due yesterday.

Further representations were made by the workers to the management a week later, about a certain employee's alleged "anti-black attitude and poor human relations."

Last night the workers are reported to have rejected a 15% retrenchment. They gave the two unions a mandate to investigate the issue.

The unions were asked to report back at a meeting to be held at the Holy Spirit Hall, KwaZakele, on Saturday afternoon.

No comment could be obtained from Naawu today, and a spokesman for Macwusa declined to comment.

The managing director of General Motors South Africa, Mr Lou Wilkung, said today that according to current production schedules the company did not envisage any changes in their labour force complement.

"We are hopeful this trend will continue throughout 1984," he said.

No comment was available from Volkswagen on the company's labour position.

From Page 1
PAY NEGOTIATIONS

Heavy metal

Pay negotiations in the metal industries were tough in 1983. But chances are that employers and unions may have even more difficulty reaching agreement in 1984. This is the view of some industrial relations practitioners, who predict that 1984 is going to be an extremely difficult year. Says one bluntly: “I foresee labour unrest.”

Last year the employers — represented by the Steel and Engineering Industries Federation (Seifsa) — first tried to postpone annual wage talks which are usually held towards mid-year. After protracted negotiations, agreement was finally reached on a 5%-7% rise from July 1 for the about 500,000 employed in the industries. The Metal and Allied Workers’ Union (Mawu) which had demanded a 30% increase, refused to sign the agreement.

The industries continue to suffer badly from the recession, and Seifsa director Sam van Coller recently predicted that it was unlikely that there would be a recovery this year and said prospects for 1984 were “uncertain.”

Unions can, however, be expected to press hard for improved wages this year. SA Electrical Workers’ Association general secretary Ben Nicholson, who plays an influential role in the negotiations, is already arguing that there are signs of an upturn. “We are beginning to see a turn-around and, in a few months, things may look brighter,” he says.

Some industrial relations managers believe that a major problem at this year’s negotiations may arise from the fact that while many companies are still going through a difficult period, others are not doing too badly. If an employer wage offer is based on the ability of the least profitable companies to pay more, then there may be an increased effort by unions to persuade the more profitable companies to become involved in further negotiations at plant or company level.

BLACK TAX

Explanations needed

As the March 1 deadline for the introduction of the new tax structure to bring Black taxation in line with that of whites approaches, both employers and trade unions are showing signs of nervousness.

Despite widespread support for the “harmonisation” of the PAYE system, there are clear indications that both sides are fearful that government has not made enough effort to disseminate information about it to workers on the hoof floor. It seems that nightmare visions of a repeat of the misunderstanding over the Preservation of Pensions Bill in 1980-81 are troubling a great many people.

The Trade Union Council of SA (Tusca) which represents close to half a million workers, while stating that it is not opposed to the system, has come up with sharp criticism of government’s handling of the issue. The latest edition of the council’s monthly newsletter, Labour Mirror, makes that clear.

Commenting on a meeting held in Pretoria last year at which the former Commissioneer of Inland Revenue Mickey van der Walt addressed union and employer representatives on the issue, Tusca says: “Then shock came when, in reply to a questioner, he said that the government was taking no steps to publicise the new tax system in the black communities and was addressing all its communications on the issue through employers.”

Tusca states unequivocally that this approach is unacceptable. “Will they never learn?” it asks. “If the decision to tax black South Africans on the same basis as other races is based on sound and fair principles — as we believe it is — then the government should have the courtesy to explain their reasons to the community concerned.”

It is difficult enough to sell any form of taxation to full citizens of a community who share in all its privileges. How much more so is it going to be to put across this potentially explosive issue to a disadvantaged black community?”

Tusca warns that the new tax system could become as big a headache for government as the pensions bill, and warns that political agitators will exploit the situation. “Undoubtedly there will be those elements who will grasp at an opportunity to politicise the issue as was done with the preservation of pensions proposals a few years ago. And there will be many angry black people — particularly working couples — who will pay higher taxes under the new system.”

If the government is again opting to let beerhall agitators and political rabble-rousers be the sole interpreters of their financial legislation in the black communities, they have only themselves to blame if we have another fracaso similar to the 1980-81 pensions issue.”

RURAL POVERTY

Learning self-help

It is one thing to be concerned about the lack of jobs, but quite another to do something about it. The Africa Co-operative Action Trust (Acat), a non-profit making organisation, is making the effort in rural areas.

A brainchild of former agricultural equipment marketer Von der Lande, Acat is supported by a number of business and professional men. They are helping people in the rural areas by teaching them the concepts of saving and how to make the transition from subsistence living to the cash economy.

Today Acat, which was launched in Kwazulu in 1978, operates in the Transkei, Swaziland, Ciskei and Zimbabwe. It has established a board of trustees in each territory drawn from the local communities. Activities are co-ordinated by Acat South Africa, the parent body. Acat believes the problem is not primarily one of shortages
Ford retrenches

PORT ELIZABETH — Nearly 500 workers have been laid off by the Ford Motor Company following retrenchments by the Sigma Corporation in Johannesburg yesterday.

Ford's director of public relations, Mr Fred Ferreira, said in a statement today that the company saw no prospect of the present depressed market for car sales improving in 1984.

As a result, 490 hourly-paid Ford workers had been retrenched and would be paid off today.

FEWER CARS

He said Ford anticipated building fewer cars this year than it did last year and felt it could not economically work fewer hours instead of laying off staff.

However, the general secretary of the powerful National Automobile and Allied Workers' Union (Naawu), Mr Freddie Sauls, said his union was unhappy with the way Ford had effected the reductions.

"We received only one day's notice of the layoffs and have had no opportunity to consult our members on any possible action," he said.

DEPARTURE

"This is a complete departure from normal practice at Ford, where in the past we have sat down with management and tried to find solutions to any problems we foresaw.

"It appears that Ford has adopted a new strategy with respect to industrial actions which may be better designed to out-maneuvre the unions but is definitely a turn for the worse in industrial relations practice at Ford."

Mr Sauls said the next general meeting of the union was scheduled for next Thursday. He thought the layoffs had been timed to catch workers off guard and short of funds after the Christmas recess, and he did not expect any industrial action.

Spokesmen for the other major vehicle manufacturers in the area, General Motors and Volkswagen, said they did not anticipate any layoffs in the immediate future.
THE Ford Motor Company in Port Elizabeth announced today that 490 hourly paid workers in the city were being retrenched.

The news was released in a short statement from the company's director of industrial relations, Mr Fred Ferreira.

Production at Ford's Struandale plant ground to a halt today when about 50 workers on the main Sierra line refused to work in sympathy with the retrenched workers at Neave and Struandale.

Because they were not working, there was a ripple effect on the other lines and production stopped at Struandale.

At 1pm all the workers at Struandale were given their pay packets and sent home. Fewer than 100 of the workers at Struandale were among those retrenched. The rest were retrenched at Neave.

It is believed that workers held a meeting in New Brighton after leaving Struandale.

The closure at Struandale was confirmed this afternoon by Mr Bob Kershaw, director of public affairs at Ford.

The official statement released earlier today confirmed a report in the Evening Post yesterday that a large number of workers would be retrenched from today.

In his statement on the retrenchments, Mr Ferreira said: "This action has been taken because vehicle markets are anticipated to remain at low levels for at least the first half of 1984 and the company has, therefore, had to reduce its production schedules."

Despite depressed market conditions and, therefore, a difficult financial climate in 1983, Ford made no reductions in personnel.

"However, as no improvement is in prospect for 1984, we decided to reduce personnel by the minimal amount," Mr Ferreira said.

"We have considered a number of alternatives in order to prevent the retrenchment, including working extended short time at the end of last year. We have now reached the point where we can no longer absorb these penalties.

"We have consulted with the unions and they have been advised that retrenched workers will be given preference when positions become vacant."

Mr Freddie Sauls, secretary-general of the National Automobile and Allied Workers Union (Nawu), said the union had been told only on Wednesday afternoon by Ford management that workers would be laid off today.

He said that in the past Ford management and the unions had sat down and discussed problems. But this time there had only been a brief statement that workers would be retrenched and there had been no consultation with the unions.

"It appears that Ford has adopted a new strategy over industrial relations. This is definitely a turn for the worse in industrial relations practice at Ford," Mr Sauls said.

The other two big Eastern Province motor manufacturing plants, General Motors South African and Volkswagen in Uitenhage, have no plans to retrench workers.

Mr Lou Wilking, managing director of General Motors South African, said yesterday the company did not envisage any changes in its labour force.

A spokesman for Volkswagen said the company had a full complement of staff and no retrenchments were planned for 1984.

Today's lay-off at Ford comes about two months after Ford's director of vehicle sales and marketing, Mr Keith Butler-Wheelhouse, confidently predicted that passenger vehicle sales could exceed the 300,000 level this year.

In Pretoria, the Sigma Motor Corporation retrenched about 120 salaried staff and 725 hourly paid workers yesterday.
Ford lay-offs bring new model plant to standstill

By PHILLIP VAN NIEKERK

THE Ford Sierra plant in Port Elizabeth was closed down early yesterday after hundreds of workers downed tools in protest against the retrenchment of 400 colleagues.

A company statement from Port Elizabeth said the retrenchments had been decided on because vehicle markets, which were quiet in 1984, were expected to remain at low levels in 1985.

The retrenchments follow close on the heels of the laying off of 850 workers by auto manufacturers Sigma in Pretoria on Thursday.

However, officials of both the National Automobile and Allied Workers’ Union (NAAWU) and the Motor Assembly and Component Workers’ Union (MACWUSA) accused the company of using the retrenchments to weaken the unions.

A few hundred workers in several sections at the Sierra plant, formerly the Cortina plant, stopped work in protest against the retrenchments, after which the company closed the plant and paid the entire workforce of 1 500 early.

Mr. Fred Ferrera, the company’s industrial relations director, said Ford had made no reductions in personnel in 1983, despite difficult market conditions.

Replying to the union allegations, Mr. Ferrera said:

“We have considered a number of alternatives in order to prevent the retrenchment, including working extended short time at the end of last year. We have now reached the point where we can no longer absorb these penalties.”

Mr. Ferrera said unions had been advised of the move and had confirmed that retrenched workers would be given preference when positions become vacant.

This was denied by Mr. Fred Sauls, NAAWU’s general secretary. In response to Mr. Ferrera’s assertions, Mr. Sauls said the union had been advised of the impending retrenchments at the last moment.

He said the union had been told there was no possibility of deferring them until the union had been able report back to their members.

Both Mr. Sauls and Mr. Denis Nair, general secretary of MACWUSA, said the retrenchments had come soon after a strike by about 1 500 workers at the Sierra plant in December.

They claimed that by the current retrenchments the company was “hitting back” at the unions.

The last time Ford retrenched workers was in August 1982. At that time there were widespread strikes in the Port Elizabeth motor industry.

Mr. Nair said “Ford has a new approach as far as communication with the workers is concerned. In the past it was agreed that if there were retrenchments pending we should be informed but now they sprung this on us at the last moment.”
Ford workers hit at 'lack of consultation'

By JIMMY MATYU

Retrenched Ford workers today strongly criticised the company's management for "failure to consult with their unions" before they were laid off on Friday.

Some 500 African and coloured workers attended a meeting in KwaZulu today.

It was organised by the Ford Workers' Committee.

The workers rejected their retrenchment, speakers saying it was especially unfair as it coincided with parents having to pay school fees and for school books.

They said in times of recession it was always the black workers who suffered most, they being the most prone to retrenchment.

Reports were presented by the different Ford plants and workers claimed they were told of their retrenchment two days beforehand.

They expressed shock that the National Automobile and Allied Workers' Union (Naawu) and the Motor Assemblers' and Components Workers' Union of South Africa (Macwusa) were kept in the dark by management.

The committee's chairman, Mr R Bucwa, told the meeting workers were angry because management did not adhere to agreements it had reached with the unions. Instead it had bypassed the two unions.

He said workers felt management had been trying to create mistrust and disunity among its workers and towards the end of last year this resulted in strained relationships between workers and management, especially at the Umtata plant.

He said in this time discussions between management and the unions were held in an effort to avert a retrenchment of workers. "Because of the situation (car sales) not improving, workers usually accepted retrenchment although not wholeheartedly," Mr Bucwa said.

He said this time there was no such communication between the unions and the management. Instead retrenchment was first heard of by way of rumour.
The BMW car manufacturing plant at Roslyn, Pretoria, has been closed down indefinitely by a "wildcat strike" involving about 1,500 workers.

It is the second time this month that the BMW plant has been closed down by labour unrest.

The strike started yesterday after wage negotiations between management and National Automobile and Allied Workers' Union representatives ended in deadlock.

A statement by BMW management said production was halted after threats and acts of violence against black supervisory staff.

"The plant will remain closed until management is confident that the intimidation of fellow workers will not recur," the statement said.
1500 workers strike at BMW Rosslyn plant

PRETORIA. — About 1500 workers at the BMW car-manufacturing plant in Rosslyn here went on strike today — the second in eight days — following a breakdown in negotiations for a pay increase.

The strike started a day after the negotiations between the plant management and National Automobile and Allied Workers' Union (Naawu) representatives ended in a deadlock.

A spokesman for the union said the workers were not happy when they reported the outcome of the negotiations yesterday. The management cited the economic climate for their "unwillingness" to meet the workers' demands.

It is the second work stoppage to hit the plant in a week. About the same number of workers refused to enter the workshop last Tuesday when they were unhappy about the 10c an hour across-the-board wage increase offered by the management.

The workers decided not to resume work until the dispute was settled. They returned to work the following day pending the outcome of negotiations between Naawu and the management.

The union spokesman said Naawu had been trying to reach the management to propose a new round of talks.

The BMW management could not immediately be reached for a comment.

Meanwhile, hundreds of OK workers at three branches in Johannesburg downed their tools yesterday in sympathy with 180 Sandton Hyperama workers who were dismissed last week after a strike.
Poor people hardest hit by increase

YWON

By DANY STEELE

The Cape Times, Wednesday, January 24, 1984
people badly suffer in GST

be hardest hit by increase in GST
Second strike at car plant

Pretoria Correspondent

About 1,500 workers at the BMW car manufacturing plant in Rosslyn, Pretoria, went on strike today — for the second time in eight days — after negotiations for a pay increase broke down.

The strike started a day after the talks between the plant management and the National Automobile and Allied Workers' Union (Naawu) representatives ended in deadlock.

A spokesman for the union said today the workers were not happy when they reported the outcome of the negotiations yesterday. The management cited the present economic climate as a reason for its "unwillingness" to meet the demands of the workers.

REFUSED

This is the second work stoppage to hit the plant in a week. About the same number of workers refused to enter the workshop last Tuesday in protest against the 10c-an-hour, across-the-board wage increase offered by management.

They vowed not to resume work until the dispute was settled but returned to work the next day pending the outcome of negotiations between Naawu and management.

The union spokesman said Naawu had been trying to reach management to propose a new round of talks to solve the dispute. BMW management could not be reached for comment.

Hundreds of workers at three branches in Johannesburg downed tools yesterday in sympathy with 180 Sandton Hyperama workers who were dismissed last week after striking.
BMW talks in limbo as plant stays shut

By PHILLIP VAN NIEKERK

THE BMW plant at Rosslyn near Pretoria — where about 1 500 workers are out on strike over wage demands — remains closed until further notice.

BMW shut down the plant on Tuesday after workers had downed tools for the second time within a week, rejecting management's offer of a 10c an hour across the board increase.

A spokesman for the National Automobile and Allied Workers' Union said they had met with their shop stewards and general membership yesterday and that they would be attempting to re-open talks with the company.

A BMW spokesman said there had been no further talks and the plant would not re-open "until we are satisfied our people will be safe when they report for work."

Meanwhile, members of the Metal and Allied Workers' Union downed tools at three Rand plants yesterday.

A spokesman for Mawu said workers at Promac Plastics in Wynberg stopped work yesterday morning over the retrenchment of eight workers, but returned to their jobs in the afternoon.

He said that at Reliable Products at Herreidtale about 100 workers downed tools over the dismissal of three workers — but the dispute was settled within half an hour.

The Mawu spokesman said about 200 workers were on strike at Powerlines in Springs over the dismissal of a union shop steward. The Mail was unable to obtain further comment yesterday.
WORKERS OUT AT BMW

By JOSHUA RABOROKO

- About 300 workers at Vulco Latex Company went on strike yesterday over wage demands. The workers were told to leave the company's premises and to report for work today.
- The company's director, Mr S Lapschitz, said the workers made wage demands in the morning and the management was having discussions with the workers.
- About 450 mineworkers at Ucat Mine in Bophuthatswana went on strike again yesterday, after the Government had put pressure on the company, Union Carbide, not to talk to the National Union of Mineworkers (Num), which represents the miners.
- Other strikes were at OK Bazaars Carlton Hotel, Promex Plastics in Wyaberg, Reliable Products in Johannesburg and Powerlines in Springs. The strikes are over the dismissal and retrenchment of workers.

THE BMW car manufacturing plant at Rosslyn, Pretoria, has closed down indefinitely following a "wildcat strike" over wages involving about 1 500 workers.

This was disclosed to The SOWETAN by the company's spokesman, Mr Michael Brandt, who said that production at the plant was halted yesterday after "threats and acts of violence against black supervisory staff during a wildcat strike."

More workers were reported to be on strike over wages in the Transvaal yesterday, and labour relations consultants warned that 1984 seems set on a torrid course.

BMW's spokesman said "it would appear that some employees have been misled by their leaders into believing that unreasonably high wage increases could be expected because of the exceptional demand for BMW."

The plant will remain closed until management is confident that the intimidation of fellow workers will not recur.

SOWETAN, Thursday, January 26, 1984
"We are paid poverty wages and cannot feed our children. The government should not consider increasing the price of people's foodstuffs," said UWO Secretary, Nonto Beko.

Senior vice-president of the Housewives' League, Mrs Lyn Morris, feared that the GST increase would lead to a new round of wage increases and inflation.

IMPOSSIBLE

She said, "The Government should seriously think about taking tax off basic foodstuffs. Although they have repeatedly dismissed this as being administratively impossible, I don't see why Zimbabwe can employ such a system and not us."

A POSATU spokesperson said, "We strongly oppose this form of taxation since it affects workers the most. Workers do not benefit at all from expenditure like defence. The Government must cut all expenditure created by its apartheid system—like a three-house parliament."

TRADE Unions, women's organisations, consumer bodies and political organisations have reacted angrily to the Government announcement that General Sales Tax will be increased from six to seven percent.

The Retail and Allied Workers' Union said the GST increase would "contribute further to the degrading general living standards of the working class."

"We find it unfair that we should foot the bill for the State's incursions into other sovereign states," they said. "Our problems will not be solved outside of South Africa. These problems are caused by a Government which does not represent the majority of South Africans."

CRITICISED

The United Women's Organisation sharply criticised the Government for making life even harder for the underprivileged and called for the removal of GST on basic foodstuffs and for an increase in food subsidies.
BMW plant closes down

Own Correspondent
JOHANNESBURG — The BMW plant at Roslyn near Pretoria — where about 1,800 workers are on strike over wage demands — remains shut until further notice.

BMW closed the plant on Tuesday after the workers had downed tools for the second time within a week, rejecting management's offer of a 10c across-the-board increase.

A spokesman for the National Automobile and Allied Workers' Union (Naawu) said they had met with their shop stewards and general membership yesterday and that they would be attempting to reopen talks with the company.

A BMW spokesman said there had been no further talks with the union and the plant would not reopen "until we are satisfied our people will be safe when they report for work."

Meanwhile, members of the Metal and Allied Workers' Union (Mawu) downed tools at three Rand plants yesterday.

A spokesman for Mawu said workers at Promac Plastics in Wymberg stopped work yesterday morning over the retrenchment of eight workers, but returned to their jobs yesterday afternoon.

He said that at Reliable Products at Herriesdale about 100 workers downed tools over the dismissal of three workers. A spokesman for the company said it was a "minor problem" and the dispute had been settled within half an hour.

The Mawu spokesman said about 400 workers were on strike at Powerlines in Springs over the dismissal of a union shop steward.
shoe factory at Loskop in KwaZulu. In the face of hostility from management and the “unhelpful” intervention of the KwaZulu government, the union, which is affiliated to the Federation of South African Trade Unions (Fosatu), decided to back off. While maintaining a presence in the plant, it is no longer organizing.

NUTW general secretary John Copelyn admits: “We received a bashing in this one. In retrospect, perhaps, we made a mistake by going in there in the first place.”

Management’s reaction, says Copelyn, was negative. The union alleges there were threats and assaults on workers, though by whom is not clear, as well as two strikes, one of which was “extremely bitter and lasted four months in really the most pitiful of circumstances.”

Bata broke the strike by firing strikers, paring the workforce from 550 to 250, hiring non-union labour and shifting production to factories at Greytown and Pinetown. When the KwaZulu government intervened on the strikers’ behalf, Bata threatened to close the plant permanently.

Says Copelyn: “None of the rights of the Industrial Conciliation Act apply in the homelands. You can’t get a conciliation board hearing. There’s no way you can take on a multinational with no access to the factory and no meeting place.”

The lesson in all this, Copelyn claims, is that homelands are not the place for strong trade union activity. Factories locate there because of the low wage scales.

**BLACK POLITICS**

**UDF campaign opens**

The anti-constitution United Democratic Front (UDF) seems to be successfully recruiting Transvaal support to boost its strength in other provinces. One sign of this was the impressive launch of its campaign to gather a million signatures for an anti-constitution petition.

The campaign was launched at a rally held at the Soshanguve Roman Catholic Church hall in Mabopane, Pretoria, on Sunday afternoon. About 2,500 people — mainly Africans, coloureds and Indians — packed the hall, its corridors and the area outside.

Most seemed to be from within the PWV area and they gave the UDF leaders, among them president, Oscar Mpetha and publicity secretary, Sisulu Lekota, a rousing welcome.

Lekota told the crowd the campaign was intended to demonstrate to the world that UDF:

- Rejects apartheid,
- Supports the struggle and unity of the people against the evil of apartheid, and
- Stands for the creation of an non-racial democratic SA free of oppression, economic exploitation and racism.

He stressed that the UDF rejected the
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS

Frame loses a round

The National Union of Textile Workers (NUTW) has won the first round in its battle for recognition at the Frame group's Pinetown plant. But its struggle for recognition as the most representative union in the textile industry's biggest single employer is far from over.

Two legal issues, which will have a vital impact on deciding whether the union will emerge triumphant over the Tusca-affiliated Textile Workers Industrial Union (TWIU), still have to be decided by the Supreme Court.

This week a Durban magistrate ruled that Frame must stop deducting TWIU subs from the pay of workers who have resigned from the TWIU. The NUTW is using the resignations to show that it is truly representative at the Frametex plant and that Frame should be forced to grant it recognition. Frame demurred on the grounds that it had no right to cancel stop-orders without instructions from the TWIU.

Describing the judgment as "a good one," the NUTW's legal representative, Chris Albertyn, said: "This is just one more step in the union's struggle to be seen as the representative union."

But if the union thinks its chances of being recognised have been enhanced, it also knows it is not yet out of the woods.

Late last year, when the Frame group was on the point of recognising the TWIU, the NUTW successfully applied for an Industrial Court hearing on the grounds that it was an unfair labour practice to recognise a union that had not yet proved its representation. Frame subsequently brought an application in the Supreme Court in an attempt to restrain the Industrial Court from hearing the matter. It claimed the court had no right to intervene in an issue of union recognition. The matter will be argued on Friday.

The second matter being heard by the Supreme Court involves retrenchment procedures and is not really germane to the recognition issue, though there are links. Frame claims that it should have the right to decide who should be retrenched, and when. The NUTW argues, in response to a recent retrenchment at Frametex, that retrenchments should be handled on the last-in-first-out basis to avoid discrimination. The Industrial Court has granted the union a reinstatement order.

Frame is now requesting that the Supreme Court review that judgment.

Most observers, while conceding that the endless round of litigation delays matters, maintain that if the NUTW is as representative as it says it is, Frame will eventually be forced to recognise it.

Says NUTW general secretary, John Copelyn: "I'll say this for them: they are putting up a good fight. But one of these days the workers will come out on strike and settle it in the streets. I'm sure they can."

Frametex worker ... recognition dispute
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CROCKER JEEVES FEEL NOW IS THE FORMULA TO ALLAY EVERYONE'S FEARS TO GET A SETTLEMENT UNDERWAY. HE COULD BE RIGHT — BUT THERE'S A LONG WAY TO GO BEFORE ANYONE CAN BE SURE.

METAL INDUSTRY

IMF council revived

In a move with major implications for the metal industry, new life is being breathed into the SA Co-ordinating Council of the International Metalworkers Federation (IMF), Herman Rebhan. The representative of some 14-15m metalworkers, the IMF is one of the largest employee federations in the world. In the last few years the IMF played a key role in some SA disputes by bringing pressure to bear on overseas suppliers and head-branches — most importantly during disputes at Volkswagen and Alfa Romeo.

The SA IMF Co-ordinating Council has been in existence since the early Seventies. It represents workers ranging from highly skilled to unskilled and cuts across the conventional union boundary lines. However, it has had a traumatic history — mainly because of the vastly disparate nature of its member trade unions. These included unions from the Confederation of Metal and Building Unions (CMBU), the Federation of SA Trade Unions (Fosatu) and unions which are now members of the Council of Unions of SA (Cusa) in 1981 the council became moribund when differences of opinion among the unions became insurmountable.

This was followed by the expulsion of the Amalgamated Engineering Union (AEU) and the SA Electrical Workers' Association (SAEWA) from the IMF in May 1982. The all-white AEU was expelled because it refused to open its ranks to workers of other races. The SAEWA received the chop because it was unwilling to accept the IMF's view that the practice of organising parallel unions for other races was unacceptable.

The IMF council has been operating again in an informal manner since the beginning of last year. According to informed sources, the time has been spent in rethinking organisational structures and strategies. The March conference is intended to signal the start of a new era which should have a significant impact on the metal industry.

The member unions of the reconstituted council are SA Boilermakers' Society, Engineering Industrial Workers' Union of SA, Radio, Television, Electrical and Allied Workers' Union, National Automobile and Allied Workers' Union, Federated Mining Union, SA Tin Workers' Union, Metal and Allied Workers' Union, and the Steel, Engineering and Allied Workers' Union.

Some of these unions are not affiliated to any union grouping. Others belong to the Trade Union Council of SA (TUCSA), Fosatu, and Cusa. A conservative estimate is that the IMF council now represents some 200,000 workers.

Several issues will come up for discussion at the conference. Among them:

- The structure and number of representatives each union will have on the council;
- Finding a conflict-resolving structure which will deal with matters such as demarcation disputes between council members;
- The appointment of a permanent secretariat to serve the council; and
- A commitment from all the unions involved to act together to assist each other with training and in making full use of the IMF's facilities.

Negotiations

One of the functions of the council will be to co-ordinate the various unions' claims for this year's metal industry wage negotiations. In the past the member unions have often worked at cross purposes. Unions representing skilled workers have tended to concentrate on the upper end of the wage scale, while others have given their attention to lower-paid workers. Last year, for example, the unions' demands ranged from 4% for the upper ranks to 30% for lower ranks. The council intends to narrow this gap in the interests of workers' unity.

"The SA council has never functioned in this way. It involves a new degree of co-ordinating which never existed before. There are also more potential members now than existed before," a union source told the FM.
BMW is losing R1.7m a day

By PHILLIP VAN WEREK

THE strike by about 1,500 BMW workers at the Rosslyn plant near Pretoria has entered its fourth day and the demand for higher wages remains unresolved.

There is still no end in sight to the dispute, which began on Tuesday and is costing the company an estimated R1.75 million a day in sales.

But a spokesman for the National Automobile and Allied Workers' Union (Naawu) said they were attempting to meet management on Tuesday.

A spokesman for BMW said the company was "being held to ransom" by people demanding even higher wages.

If had "every reason to regard such demands as unreasonable and not worthy of further consideration."

The company paid the highest minimum wage in the industry, R567 a month.

And the depressed motor market made retrenchments and short working weeks the order of the day, elsewhere in the motor industry.

He emphasised the company was not conducting wage negotiations with Naawu and the current wage increase had been announced last June.

The Naawu spokesman said the workers were holding to their demand for R3.50 an hour — which they regarded as a "living wage" — though they were open to negotiation if the company wished to discuss the issue.

He said 16 workers had been taken aside when they went to collect their pay yesterday and told to report for disciplinary hearings Monday morning.

After a general meeting yesterday, the workers decided they should not report for this hearing as this constituted "victimisation."
We pay well. BMW South Africa has said BMW was still investigating threats and incidents of violence during last Tuesday's strike.

"The safety of a number of workers, in particular black foremen, was endangered by violent elements. We cannot re-open the plant until employees can be assured that those who intimidated them, have been brought to book," the spokesman added.

— Sapa
MAWU PRESS STATEMENT ON TAXES

Despite the recession, most of the major companies in South Africa have succeeded in reporting tremendous profits for 1983.

On the other hand, workers have suffered more and more — their real standard of living has dropped more and more as inflation, more dependants (through unemployment) loss of agricultural land and loss of livestock have forced workers to spread their money more thinly than ever. More families are falling below the breadline than before.

Now the Government has administered another terrible blow to workers and their families by increasing GST by a further 1 per cent.

The families on or below the breadline just can’t afford it. There are so many other ways for the Government to collect the money it needs from those who can afford it: marginal taxes, taxes on profits etc.

But workers are not represented on the committees that recommend changes in taxes — and those who can afford to pay are represented, both directly and indirectly.

MAWU’s National Executive Committee (NEC) meeting on 29 January, resolved that all MAWU members should be encouraged to put as the first part of any wage demand to employers that 1 per cent to make up for the GST increase. The NEC resolved that if workers have no voice in Government, they must speak where they do have a voice — at work.

The NEC also discussed the new ‘equal’ tax dispensation. The NEC noted that -

1. Although the tax paid will be equalised, the benefit of the money will not go equally to all groups in South Africa.

2. Some groups in South Africa have tax with representation, the majority do not. This is not equality.

3. The Departments responsible for UIF and other funds have proved totally inadequate to operate these funds. The tax changes will place huge responsibilities on the responsible department, and the NEC expects this to prove as inadequate and chaotic as other departments. Workers will in practice never get the benefit of rebates because of this, and because in any case most workers will not be able to fill in the assessment and other tax forms.

30 1 84 B Fanaroff, Metal and Allied Workers Union
Unions urged to help 'exploited'

Education Reporter

TRADE unions must challenge the "extreme" exploitation faced by black women workers, the University of Cape Town Summer School course on Women and Work has been told.

Ms Adrienne Bird, education officer for the Federation of South African Trade Unions, said at the weekend that women were most vulnerable to retrenchment because of their "position at the bottom of the pile".

"Women are usually in the least skilled jobs and are the first to be retrenched in times of recession," she said.

The legal system made no provision for maternity leave, and this meant it was impossible for women to have long, unbroken service records.

"The 'last-in, first-out' principle is used by unions when negotiating retrenchments. Because of broken service, women are in effect discriminated against."

Other problems faced by women included sexual harassment and "discriminatory medical aid schemes."

"Medical aid schemes often exclude pregnancy and contraceptives," she said.

Ms Hester van der Walt, a community health worker, said black nurses faced great dangers in travelling to and from work at hospitals in "white areas", yet these hospitals would not open empty rooms in white hostels to them.

Ms van der Walt said there seemed to be real parity only from the rank of matron upwards.

African nurses still earned about R1 000 a year less than their white colleagues, although they all wrote the same examinations and did the same training courses.

"Black nurses often work in overcrowded wards and have to deal with the worst casualties in our society — such as diseases caused by poverty and malnutrition, and the victims of violent assaults."
BMW might seek new workforce

Pretoria Correspondent

The management of the BMW plant at Rosslyn - closed after labour unrest - is considering hiring new production staff.

"This might become necessary in the event of union leaders or the attitude of our current employees forcing us into a position where we have to dismiss a part of the labour force," said a BMW spokesman.

The plant, which opened last November after a R100-million expansion, remained closed for the sixth consecutive day since a wildcat strike was staged.

The strike by about 1500 workers centres on dissatisfaction with a 10c-an-hour across-the-board wage increase introduced at the beginning of January.

There have been allegations of violence and intimidation during the strike and the BMW management has refused to reopen the plant until those responsible have been dealt with.

"The continued intimidation of black supervisory staff had necessitated special security precautions at the homes of people involved," said a statement.

An inquiry into the allegations started yesterday and continued today. So far 18 people have been charged.

A spokesman for the National Automobile and Allied Workers' Union (NAAWU) denied the allegations of intimidation and violence.

"Violence and intimidation have never been condoned by this union and it has never been our method of working in the past," he said.

He added that BMW was using the allegations to avoid the real issue of the strike - pay negotiations.

BMW management and representatives of NAAWU were due to meet today to discuss the situation.
Joint action is planned

Labour Correspondent

THE Paper, Wood and Allied Workers Union, shop stewards at five plants owned by Anglo American's Mondi Paper have formed a council to plan joint worker action on wages and pensions.

According to a statement issued by the union yesterday, the council held its first meeting at the weekend and has already written to Mondi asking for wage talks and for discussions on the company's pension fund.

The council is the first attempt by PWAWU to unite workers in different plants owned by the same company to plan common action.

Another union, the Metal and Allied Workers Union, has set up a similar council among Barlow Rand shop stewards.

PWAWU claims to have enrolled two-thirds of the Mondi group's workers — more than 2,000 people.

The new council's letter calling for wage talks may also prompt conflict with Mondi, as the company is known to oppose wage bargaining with unions outside the official industrial council system.

Mondi recently agreed to recognise PWAWU, but this agreement does not give the union wage bargaining rights at the company.

Mondi's managing director, Mr Reg Donner, was not available for comment yesterday.

In its statement yesterday, PWAWU said the council had met for the first time at the weekend to discuss 'a joint approach towards management'.

It said stewards had decided to have joint talks 'after ludicrous wage increases were granted this year in terms of the industrial council agreement'.

Another issue discussed at the meeting had been Mondi's group pension fund 'about which workers have many complaints'.
Mawu lashes out at increase in GST

By Carolyn Dempster, Labour Reporter

The Metal and Allied Workers Union has criticised the one percent increase in General Sales Tax coupled with the incorporation of blacks into the equalised tax system.

At a weekend meeting of Mawu's national executive committee it was resolved that members should add an additional one percent to any wage demand put before management this year in view of the GST rise.

"Despite the recession, most of the major companies in South Africa have success in reporting tremendous profits for 1983," states the union.

"On the other hand, workers' real standard of living has dropped more and more with inflation, unemployment and the loss of agricultural land. Families on or below the breadline just cannot afford the one percent added on to GST."

Because black workers have no political voice and are not represented on the committees instituting the tax changes the only area where they can voice their dissent is at work, says Mawu.

The committee also discussed the introduction of the new harmonised tax structure on March 1 and noted that although tax paid will be equalised, the benefit of the money will not go equally to all groups in South Africa.

While some groups in South Africa have tax with representation, the majority do not. This is not equality.

The departments responsible for unemployment insurance fund and other funds have proved unable to operate these funds adequately.

The tax changes will place enormous responsibility on the relevant department and Mawu expects this to prove as inadequate as other departments.

"Workers will, in practice, never get the benefit of rebates because of this, and because in any case, most workers will not be able to fill in the assessment and other tax forms."

2000 illegal offices in Pretoria

Pretoria Correspondent

Pretoria's accommodation problem is said to be aggravated by the illegal use of up to 2000 houses as offices.

This is the view of Mr. Robbe Schilz, chairman of the city council's town planning advisory committee which meets tomorrow to finalise a report and recommendations to the city council.

Mr. Schilz said that houses contravening the Town Planning Scheme and the Housing Act were all in the older city suburbs and many fell under the Rent Control Act.

Mr. Schilz said that "The Government with the taxpayer's money was forced to build multihundred rand housing schemes such as Schubert Park to ease the accommodation problem."

"The use of houses as offices was unfair on institutional and other property developers in the city."

"It could create ghost areas occupied only from 8 am to 5 pm and vacant at night and weekends."

The houses were not designed with neighbours' security in mind.

Some tenants saved 25 to 30 percent on rent.

Net 18 1/2 percent interest p.a. with Syfrets Participation Bonds.
Ford retrenchment talks continue

Mail Correspondent

PORT ELIZABETH — Talks concerning the recent retrenchment of 400 workers by Ford Motor Company were continuing between management and union representatives, an executive member of the Motor Assemblers and Component Workers' Union of South Africa (MACWUSA), Mr Thomas Kobese, yesterday.

Mr Kobese said Monday's informal meeting between officials of the National Automobile and Allied Workers' Union (NAAWU) and MACWUSA did not take place as MACWUSA general secretary, Mr Dennis Neer, had to attend to other matters.

"Mr Neer is expected to back in the office today and we have to arrange another date now," said Mr Kobese.

Representatives of Ford's industrial relations department telephoned MACWUSA's offices yesterday asking union representatives to attend another meeting with management as soon as union officials were available, said Mr Kobese.

"The meeting, which will probably be held next week is a follow-up to the one last week when we asked management to reconsider the retrenchments, aired our other grievances and told management how workers generally felt about the retrenchments," he said.
Labour Correspondent

TALKS aimed at ending the deadlock at motor company BMW's Roslyn plant — which the company closed over a week ago after a wage strike by 1,400 workers — failed to settle the dispute yesterday.

The company met the National Union of Automobile and Allied Workers, to which most strikers belong, at a Pretoria hotel. NAAWU accused BMW of going back on an undertaking concerning wage negotiations and said workers would not return unless BMW agreed to negotiate.

BMW spokesmen replied that the company was not prepared to reconsider a 10c-an-hour wage rise which, NAAWU charges, sparked the strike. It also said it was unwilling to re-open the plant unless workers returned.

In another development, the company issued a statement saying it was preparing to employ new workers because it might fire some of the strikers. BMW closed the plant after alleging that some of its staff had been guilty of intimidation.

On Monday, it said it had identified some workers who had been accused of intimidation and had summoned them to disciplinary hearings. If they were found guilty, they would be fired, it said. The plant would not re-open until these hearings were over.

According to NAAWU, 19 workers have been summoned to appear at hearings. In the statement, BMW said firing some strikers might be necessary.

A union spokesman, Mr Brian Fredericks, said yesterday NAAWU was opposed to the hearings. "Simply picking out 19 workers in this way can only inflame tensions."
Conflict looms as talks rejected

Labour Correspondent

CONFLICT between the Anglo American company, Mondi Paper, and Fosadah's Paper, Wood and Allied Workers Union threatened yesterday as the company said it would not deal with a new joint shop stewards council set up by the union unless the it joined the paper industry's industrial council.

On Monday, PWAU announced that shop stewards at five Mondi plants had formed a council to plan joint worker action - the first such body set up by PWAU - and that the new council had written to Mondi asking for talks on wages and the company's group pension fund.

The union, which does not belong to the paper industrial council, attacked recent wage rises negotiated at the council and suggested that it would press to negotiate wages directly with Mondi outside the council.

But Mondi, which opposes wage bargaining outside the industrial council system, issued a statement yesterday ruling out talks with PWAU's joint council unless these were held under the auspices of the industrial council.

The company suggested that it was willing to consider dealing with the new council - but only if PWAU agreed to join the industrial council.

It said it would only negotiate on issues common to all its workers with all the unions in the paper industry at the same time and said this could only be done through an industrial council.

Mondi also charged that PWAU's claim to represent two-thirds of its workers had not yet been verified.
Workers urged to combat GST rise

Labour Correspondent

The Metal and Allied Workers Union (Mawu) has condemned the Government's decision to raise General Sales Tax — and is urging union members to demand that employers raise wages to compensate for the 1% rise.

The union has also expressed reservations about pending moves to tax black workers on the same basis as whites.

In a statement Mawu said its national executive had resolved at the weekend that all Mawu members should be encouraged to put as the first part of any wage demand the 1% to make up for the GST increase.

GST rises from 6% to 7% today.

The executive had resolved that, because workers had no voice in the Government, where decisions on taxes were made, "they must speak where they do have a voice — at work."

The union argues that increased taxes should be raised from companies which, it says, made "tremendous profits" in 1983 despite the recession, rather than from workers who have "suffered more and more."

It said workers' "real standard of living has dropped more and more" inflation, the need to support the unemployed, and loss of land and livestock had forced workers "to spread their money more thinly than ever."

"More families than before are falling below the breadline. Now the Government has administered another terrible blow to workers and their families by increasing GST by a further 1%," Mawu said.

On the move to change the tax structure for blacks, Mawu said that "although the tax will be equalised, the benefit of the money will not go equally to all groups."

"Some groups have tax with representation, the majority do not. This is not equality," it said.

It said the tax changes would also place "huge responsibilities" on the responsible department, and the union's executive feared workers, therefore, would not in practice receive the rebates to which they would be entitled.

Most workers would also not be able to fill up their tax assessments and other forms and would be at a disadvantage.
It's D-Day for car plant's 1500 strikers

By Carolyn Dempster, Labour Reporter

BMW is to decide today whether to fire the 1500 workers who went on strike at the motor manufacturer's Rosslyn plant in Pretoria last week. Talks between the National Automobile and Allied Workers' Union (Naawu) delegation and management deadlocked yesterday and the fate of 19 union members charged with intimidation and violence is still uncertain.

A crowd of about 400 workers, reportedly Nissan employees retrenched last month, gathered at the gates of the BMW plant this morning seeking work.

Mr Pierre de la Rey, communications manager for BMW, confirmed that application forms were given to the queues of waiting workers "in the event of a decision to dismiss the striking Naawu workers".

He said the fate of the 19 union members was a separate issue and a decision on whether to dismiss them was pending.

"We met the union yesterday and they could not give us any assurances that if we reopened the plant they would help to prevent further unrest," said Mr de la Rey.

"We strongly believe there is a political motive behind this whole thing and have come to the conclusion that there is enough evidence to prove this is not a normal dispute," he added.

A spokesman for Naawu denied that there was any more to the strike than dissatisfaction over management's refusal to budge over its wage offer, which resulted in deadlocked negotiations last week.

He also said the claims of "intimidation and violence" by certain union members were untrue.
HOUSES of black BMW personnel living in Mabopane have been placed under guard.

Sources close to employees said security guards were posted after the safety of workers, particularly black foremen, was "endangered by violent elements."

Both the Rosslyn and the Ga-Rankuwa plants were closed down as a result of the strike.

The public relations officer of the company, Mr Michael Brandt, confirmed that security guards were being employed to keep a close watch on some of management officials and foremen. He said threats of violence were made against them and that the company found it necessary to have security guards at their homes.

"No violence will be tolerated by us," he said.

Mr Brandt said BMW had identified a number of people accused by fellow workers of having been responsible for intimidating and assaulting employees who did not wish to participate in last Tuesday's wildcat strike at the company's Rosslyn plant.

"Evidence will be submitted and those found guilty will be dismissed."

"We intend keeping the plant closed until offenders have been dealt with. Protecting the lives of loyal employees is a higher priority than resuming production immediately," he said.

The strike, allegedly caused by some workers who were dissatisfied with their new wages (an average of R367 a month), was accompanied by violence directed particularly at black foremen.
Mawu considers a dispute over lay-offs

Labour Correspondent

The Metal and Allied Workers Union yesterday said it was considering raising a dispute against Wynberg company Promex Plastics, a member of the Protea group of companies, for allegedly refusing to negotiate on retrenchments.

A union spokesman, Mr. Moses Mayekiso, said yesterday the company's 120 workers downed tools last Monday in protest against the retrenchment of eight workers, but returned after management agreed to meet the union's demands.

Promex told the union at yesterday's meeting it would not negotiate on the retrenchments, because Mawu was not recognised by the company.

Workers were due to meet last night, he said.

The company refused to recognise the union last October, even though it provided proof that it represented a worker majority, he said.

"The fact that we are not recognised is, therefore, the result of their attitude and is no reason to refuse to negotiate retrenchments," he said.

A company source yesterday denied there had been a strike at the plant over the retrenchments.

He refused to comment further, referring all queries to the company's managing director, who was not available.
Legal action threat in BMW strike

By STEVEN FRIEDMAN
Labour Correspondent

RELATIONS between motor firm BMW and the National Union of Automobile and Allied Workers, which represents strikers at its Rossllyn plant, deteriorated sharply yesterday as both sides threatened the other with legal action.

In key developments yesterday at the plant, which the company shut nine days ago after a wage strike by about 1400 workers:

BMW said it was allowing a skeleton staff to begin work aimed at reopening the plant, but said no date had been fixed for restarting production.

Earlier in the day, NAAWU had written the company a letter asking when it would reopen the plant.

The company dropped notices by helicopter over three black townships in the area sharply attacking the union. NAAWU charged the pamphlet was "defamatory" and said it might take legal action.

BMW said it had told NAAWU it reserved the right to sue it for damages resulting from the strike and to end its recognition agreement with the union.

The company later dropped a second pamphlet over the townships inviting workers and their wives to an "entertainment" at which free cold drinks would be served, videos shown and the strike discussed.

A company spokesman said yesterday the decision to allow staff to begin maintenance work meant simply that the plant would be able to re-open as soon as management decided this was necessary. It did not necessarily mean that a re-opening was imminent.

He confirmed that BMW had dropped pamphlets over the townships accusing NAAWU of not representing the "true feelings" of workers and of not being in control of its members.

It said it had done this after a meeting with the union on Wednesday at which NAAWU had been "unable to give any assurance that it could get workers back to work or end the continuing violent intimidation of workers.

"We decided that if we could not achieve a re-opening by talking to them, we would do so by talking directly to our workers," he said.

But a NAAWU spokesman, Mr Brian Fredericks, said the pamphlet showed BMW was "totally out of touch with the feelings of their workers.

"They do not realise that our demands come from the workers and that pamphlets like these simply anger them further," he said.

Mr Fredericks said BMW had "used every means at our disposal to keep talks open but BMW had flatly refused to even discuss wages.

The company's spokesman reiterated BMW's refusal to negotiate pay until mid-year, saying this had been accepted by NAAWU in negotiations.
Disenchanted strikers quitting union BMW

BY STEVEN FRIEDMAN
Labour Correspondent

WORKERS at motor company BMW's Roslyn plant, closed early last week after a wage strike, are resigning from their union, the National Automobile and Allied Workers Union (NAAWU), in protest at its handling of the dispute, the company claimed yesterday.

But a NAAWU spokesman told Sapa the union had no knowledge of resignations.

And a meeting of about 1400 workers has voted not to return to the plant until management guarantees that 19 strikers, who were summoned to disciplinary hearings for allegedly "intimidating" workers, will not be fired.

The company summoned the workers to appear at the hearings, after charging that it had evidence they had assaulted or intimidated supervisory staff and said they would be fired if found guilty.

NAAWU says this has angered workers and raised tensions in the dispute.

BMW's statement comes in the wake of a sharp deterioration in relations between it and NAAWU, a union it recognizes.

A meeting between the two sides on Tuesday led to the escalation of tension. In its wake, NAAWU attacked BMW for refusing to negotiate on pay, while BMW criticized the union for refusing to guarantee workers would return to work and that alleged "intimidation" would end.

The dispute flows from the workers' rejection of a 10c an hour wage raise granted by the company. Workers initially demanded a 50c an hour rise, but the union has since said this is negotiable.

BMW, which says it refuses to negotiate on wages until mid-year because NAAWU has agreed in negotiations that pay should only be negotiated then, closed the plant in reaction to the strike.

The company has announced that staff have been appointed to prepare the plant for re-opening but says no decision has been taken to restart production.

In its statement, BMW said the first batch of resignations from people apparently disenchanted with NAAWU's handling of the current labour problems arrived yesterday. It gave no details of how many workers had resigned.

It added that, in terms of the company's agreement with NAAWU, workers wishing to resign from the union hand in their resignations at the plant and the company then passes them on to union headquarters.
Labour Correspondent

THE Federation of SA Trade Unions says its union in the textile industry has made important gains in protecting the health and safety of workers — and that its metal and motor unions are also becoming involved in safety issues.

But Fosatu also warns that a new Machinery and Occupational Safety Act passed last year may enable employers to supplant safety negotiations with union shop stewards and says it will strongly oppose this.

These points are contained in Fosatu’s annual report for 1983, which was released this week.

Fosatu’s increasing interest in health and safety comes at a time when this issue is emerging as a major bargaining point on the mines.

It says it has been interested in health and safety issues “for some years” but found that bargaining on them was difficult “in an environment that still required a struggle for basic recognition rights.”

Last year, however, it decided to encourage its unions to carry out health and safety campaigns.

The new Act, which Fosatu criticises in the report provides that employers must establish health and safety committees in their plants.

Fosatu says it fears this may enable employers to nominate their own safety representatives and thus bypass negotiations with union shop stewards.

It warns that it will take action if this occurs.

In the textile industry, the report says the National Union of Textile Workers has started negotiations at two large plants on a “comprehensive health and safety agreement.”

It also gives details of a campaign by the NUTW to protect workers against “brown lung,” a disease which, it says, is caused by exposure to cotton dust and could be fatal.

Last year, a NUTW member became the second worker in South Africa to be granted Workmen’s Compensation after contracting “brown lung.”

The report says the campaign has also prompted the Government’s National Centre for Occupational Health to investigate “brown lung.”

It adds that Fosatu’s National Automobile and Allied Workers’ Union and the Metal and Allied Workers’ Union have also held seminars on safety issues.
Striking workers must 'sign'

MORE than 300-sticked strikers at Vetsak, Isando, have been forced to sign documents undertaking not to go on strike again as a condition of re-employment.

This claim has been made by the Metal and Allied Workers' Union representing workers who said that they felt threatened by having to sign the forms which they regard as "a means to stifle our union activities".

The workers were dismissed by the company after they had been on strike in demand of the recognition of Naawu, increased wages and stop order facilities on Friday.

They were ordered to leave the premises of the company and to report back on Monday.

Some of the workers have accepted the offer while others have gone to the union to help them in this regard.

BMW UNDER FIRE

THE National Automobile and Allied Workers' Union (Naawu) has accused BMW of adopting an attitude of non-negotiation before the central labour problem could be solved.

Speaking from Naawu offices in Pretoria North yesterday, the national secretary, Mr Fred Sauls, stressed that the company was responsible for the closure of the Rosslyn plant last week. For the company to have closed negotiations before the dispute was resolved was enough proof that management collaborated with other industries where retrenchments were the order of the day.
Strikers’ fate still hangs in balance

By Carolyn Dempster, Labour Reporter

The fate of the 1500 striking workers at BMW’s Rosslyn plant was still hanging in the balance as the factory remained shut for the eighth day today.

In the latest twist in the saga, helicopters distributing pamphlets reportedly attacking the National Automobile and Allied Workers’ Union flew over three Pretoria townships yesterday.

Later in the day thousands more pamphlets were distributed inviting the striking workers and their wives to a party at the Garankuwa Community Hall on Friday at 2 pm. Video on soccer and music will be shown and free cool drink and food has been promised, to be followed by a discussion on the strike.

The decision whether or not to dismiss the striking workers has not yet been taken, but BMW’s communications manager, Mr. Pierre de la Rey, said yesterday it was likely a “skeleton” staff would be employed to start up operations before the factory was placed on line once again.

Now the union is threatening BMW with legal action, saying the first of the two pamphlets distributed in Mahopane, Sohanguve and Garankuwa was defamatory.

A union organiser said workers would be advised not to attend the party which, he claimed, was nothing but a blatant attempt to sweet-talk workers into returning to work without negotiating wage demands.

A final decision on the future of the 19 union members charged with alleged intimidation and violence has not yet been made.

The dispute began when wage negotiations deadlocked last Monday. Naawu demanded a R1-an-hour increase across the board, while management refused to go higher than a 10c increase. The lowest minimum wage is R2.50 an hour.

Management has accused certain union members of intimidation and violence.

Naawu assistant general secretary Mr. Brian Fredericks also denied management allegations that there were “political overtones” to the strike.

“If management is not prepared to recognise that the workers have legitimate needs, then it is behaving in a totally unrealistic way,” he said.
Union says 1% rise in GST ‘blow’ for workers

Mercury Reporter

THE 1 percent rise in general sales tax which came into effect yesterday had dealt a ‘terrible blow’ to workers and their families, says the Metal and Allied Workers’ Union.

In a statement released yesterday, the union said there were thousands of families living on or below the ‘breadline’ and could not ‘make ends meet’.

‘There are so many other ways for the Government to obtain additional revenue rather than burdening the workers. ‘But workers are not represented on committees which recommend changes in taxes yet people who can afford to pay higher taxes are represented both directly and indirectly,’ said Mr B Fanaroff, a spokesman for the union.

At a meeting of the union’s national executive committee recently it was decided that all of its members should be encouraged to put as the first port of call any future wage demand to employers, the 1 percent to make up for the increase in GST.

Suffered

Mr Fanaroff pointed out that in spite of the recession most of the major companies in South Africa had reported ‘terrific’ profits for past year.

‘On the other hand workers have suffered with a drop in their standard of living as a result of rising food prices and increased travelling costs,’ he said.

Following the increase of GST moves to help the consumer are being taken by several chain stores countrywide.

Checkers will be subsidising one basic food item a week and slashing the price below cost.

The managing director, Mr Gordon Utian, said this action had been taken because of the recent price rises and the GST increase.

‘With drought, unemployment and the current recession, urgent action is necessary to help the people of South Africa,’ he said.

‘We are not interested in retail wars. People cannot live on bread and milk alone, they need vital proteins, and we are going to help them in a meaningful way.’

Mr Utian said the Minister of Finance had been contacted in an attempt to remove GST from basic foods — bread, milk, flour, sugar and maize meal.

‘To date, he has merely acknowledged our message,’ he said.

The chain will subsidise one item, changing from week to week, in an effort to provide the opportunity for a healthy and balanced diet.

Checkers, bread and margarine are the first foodstuffs on which Checkers are cutting the price below cost.

The items for the next ‘Save-A-Rama’ will be announced each Wednesday.

Mr Bob Bezuidenhout, regional manager for Pick n Pay Natal, said the food chain was looking to the Government to abolish GST on the five basic food items in accordance with the lower-income group.

'It is only this group which is affected by GST,' said Mr Bezuidenhout.

'Although we do sell milk at cost and we don't make profit on the basic items, we do not have any price reduction scheme at the moment.'

Increases

Managing director of Spar Natal, Mr Brian Beavon, said the company was concerned about the increase in prices and GST.

'We do run weekly promotions where we sell up to 20% of our stock either at cost or below on an on-going basis,' said Mr Beavon.

The products included all the food categories.

‘In situations where we are faced with price increases we try to buy in against price increases and hold down prices to the public as long as possible’

Mr Allan Fapig, a director of O'K Bazaars, said a spectrum of key products had been chosen where they were presented to the public at 'rock bottom' prices.

'We have two basic foodstuffs such as bread and milk at below cost where we are watching the situation on a daily basis,' said Mr Fapig.
Row is growing over company lay-offs

Labour Correspondent

A WYNBERG company Promex Plastics, which faces a possible formal dispute called by the Metal and Allied Workers Union for allegedly refusing to negotiate on retrenchments, denied yesterday that it was unwilling to deal with the union.

Mawu alleges that about 115 workers at Promex, part of the Protea Holdings group, struck recently in protest at the retrenchment of eight workers.

It says it persuaded them to return after management agreed to meet it on the issue, but that, at a meeting this week, Promex said it could not negotiate on retrenchments because it 'did not recognise the union'.

Mawu says it has approached Promex for recognition, but that this was refused, and says it may declare a dispute with the company.

Yesterday a Promex spokesman denied there had been a strike at the plant.

He confirmed that the company had been approached by Mawu with a request to take back retrenched workers, and that it had refused to do this.

"There is no way we can take them back. We have had to close down a section of our plant because of the recession. We kept people on as long as possible, but the situation has worsened and our books reflect this," he says.
BMW workers sign ‘ballot’

By Carolyn Dempster
Labour Reporter

The whole BMW workforce gathered outside the gates of the company's Rosslyn plant this morning to find out whether management intends reopening the factory which has been shut for nine days.

At a meeting called by the National Automobile and Allied Workers' Union yesterday, the 1 500 workers, who went on strike last Tuesday, resolved to respond to a management request to come to the plant.

According to a union spokesman monitoring the situation at the plant this morning, workers were asked inside the plant and made to sign a declaration saying they were prepared to return to work under the conditions of employment stipulated by management.

"The shop stewards told management this was unacceptable and are meeting them to find out what BMW's plans are about opening the plant," he said. However, according to a statement released by BMW, an overwhelming majority of plant workers voted in favour of returning to work under the ruling wage conditions and employment policies of the company.

Hundreds signed the "ballot" indicating they were prepared to accept the ruling wage scales and policies of the company, said Mr Michael Brandt, public relations director.

Once the workers had signed the form, the conditions would be binding on them, he confirmed.

Small groups of workers were already performing maintenance and preparation work in the plant and management would decide during the course of the day when to resume full scale production.

Nuawu has refuted reports of union resignations. "We have received at least 300 applications for membership from BMW workers since the plant shutdown last week," said a union organiser.

BMW confirmed today that the resignations had come from the small group of employees performing maintenance work in the factory over the past two days.

The union has also levelled accusations of unfair labour practice at BMW for refusing to continue negotiating with the union.

BMW announced on Tuesday this week that it was no longer prepared to negotiate with the union and would continue to liaise directly with the workers. Reasons given by management were that it felt the union no longer represented the interests of the workers.
DISPUTES
Tensions in textiles

The strike at SA Fabrics Durban plant involving the National Union of Textile Workers (NUTW) indicates that a tough year in labour relations lies ahead for the textile industry in Natal.

Tensions between employers and unions are building, with the NUTW, a Federation of South African Trade Unions (Fosatu) member, in the thick of the fray. Apart from the bitter recognition battle with the Frame Group (FM January 27), it has declared wage disputes at four other factories, including SA Fabrics.

Taking a positive view, the union's national secretary, John Copelyn, claims there is a good chance that some of the disputes will be settled before strike action is considered — though not at SA Fabrics, where, he insists, management was "just itching for a confrontation" over wages.

However, he does see the plant-level wage deadlock as indicative of hardening attitudes on both sides.

According to Copelyn, "There is a widespread belief among employers that inflation is dropping to around 9% or 10%, and they are basing their increases on that assumption. Employees, of course, are far from convinced that that is the case."

Adding to the tensions is the imminent introduction of the new system of taxation for blacks, which, says Copelyn, will have a severe impact on married women. He points out that at some plants 80% of the workers are women. Initial calculations show that, in some cases, their deductions could increase from around 50c/week to R2.80. "That's a lot of money for someone with take-home pay of around R25 a week," he says.

Putting the case for the industry, Stanley Shlagman, executive director of the SA Textile Federation, argues that it would be irresponsible for the unions to push manufacturers into an uncompetitive position vis-a-vis their foreign competitors through excessive wage demands. "That would do the industry and employees no good whatsoever."

Shlagman says that already the industry's competitiveness is suspect. The industry has had to deal with a number of adverse factors, including the recommendations of the Steenkamp committee. "We recognise the industry must pay a fair wage, but, in the SA context, we cannot be forced into a situation where our main inputs are so out of line with those of our competitors that we go out of business," he says.

MWU's Paulus ... 'strengthen a fighting union'
Fosatu union wins textile factory ballot

Mercury Reporter

In a ballot held at a Pinetown clothing factory yesterday, an overwhelming majority of the workers voted for the black-dominated National Union of Textile Workers to represent them instead of the Tucsa-affiliated Garment Workers' Industrial Union.

The ballot to determine which union had the majority support at James North (Africa) (Pty) Ltd, followed a clash between the two unions for recognition at the plant, a subsidiary of the UK-based company, Siebe Gorman Group.

A spokesman for the Pinetown factory, which manufactures protective clothing for the mining industry, yesterday confirmed the result of the ballot but declined to say whether the Fosatu-affiliated union would be recognised at the plant.

A total of 219 workers voted in favour of the National Union while 43 voted for the Garment Workers' Union. There were four spoilt papers and three abstentions.

Mr Frankie Hansa, general secretary of the Garment Workers' Industrial Union, which represents 55,000 workers, said yesterday his union had objected to the ballot because it had a 'closed shop' agreement with the company.

He pointed out that in terms of the agreement workers were bound to his union and could only terminate their membership once they resigned from the factory.

Mr Hansa said his union had represented workers at the factory for many years and had not received any complaints against it.
BMW plant set to re-open

BY STEVIE FRIEDMAN
Labour Correspondent

BMW's Rosslyn motor plant, which has been closed since early last week after a wage strike, is set to begin re-opening early next week.

Workers returned to the plant yesterday to tender their services and were told to report for work on specified days next week.

This indicates that the plant is to resume production in stages next week, with groups of workers reporting on different days. It is not yet clear when the plant will be fully operational again.

However, the return to work does not mean the end of the dispute between the company and the National Automobile and Allied Workers' Union.

A union spokesman said yesterday that NAAWU would now take legal action against the company for allegedly "locking out" workers by closing the plant. It would also take action alleging that BMW had been guilty of an "unfair labour practice" by refusing to negotiate with NAAWU on pay.

The dispute which closed the plant began when workers repeated a 10-hour wage increase granted by the company and demanded a R1 an hour raise.

Since the plant closed, BMW has refused to negotiate on pay, saying it had already agreed with NAAWU that wages would be negotiated in mid-year only.

After a stormy meeting on Tuesday, BMW said it would not negotiate with NAAWU until the return to work would be discussed directly with workers.

In a statement yesterday, BMW claimed that workers who flocked to the plant yesterday to take part in a company-organised ballot on whether to return to work "under the existing work conditions stipulated by the company."

This meant, it said, that they had voted to accept "the ruling wage scales and policies of the company."

BMW said groups of workers were already performing maintenance and preparation tasks and a decision on when to resume production was imminent.

But a NAAWU organizer, Mr Brian Fredericks, said the workers' decision to return to the plant and offer their services was taken by about 1 400 BMW workers at a union meeting on Thursday and was communicated to the company in a telex from the union office.

"By the time workers began arriving at the plant, the company was well aware they had decided, under the auspices of the union, to return. No ballot was ever held," Mr Fredericks said.

He said that, on arriving at the plant yesterday, workers were asked to fill in forms agreeing to work under existing wage rates and work conditions.

They had not been prepared to sign these until they were advised to do so by NAAWU shop stewards, he added.

Mr Fredericks also replied yesterday to a company statement claiming that workers were resigning from NAAWU in protest at its handling of the dispute.

"It appears now that most 15 out of 1 400 workers resigned. The majority remain strong and committed to their union," he said.
Striking fabric workers to return

Mercury Reporter

STRIKING workers at S A Fabrics in Durban yesterday decided to return to work on Monday following the appointment of a conciliation board to resolve the dispute over pay, Mr John Copelyn, a spokesman for the National Union of Textile Workers, said last night.

He said the company had agreed to negotiate with the board and the workers had therefore decided to end their six-day strike.

In a statement yesterday, Mr N P Lourens, chairman of the company, confirmed that 350 workers had stopped work since January 29 and said that if the workers failed to return by Monday their services would be terminated.

"The refusal to work relates to a dispute over recent retrenchments, due notice of which was given to the National Union of Textile Workers during December last year in accordance with a written agreement concluded in the latter part of last year.

"The union now claims that the refusal to work relates to a wage dispute. The company acting on legal advice has informed the union that it has breached the written agreement and is holding the union liable for any losses suffered by the company.

"The company has continued with production due to the full co-operation of its salaried employees and some of its wage employees.

"The company is attempting to communicate individually with all its wage employees urging each of them to return to work at their usual starting times on Monday, failing which their contracts of service will be regarded as having terminated without any further notice to anyone," he said in the statement.
Strike-time is party time at BMW

IN WHAT must be regarded as one of the most determined efforts to break a strike, BMW in Pretoria have used their company helicopter to drop pamphlets over Mabopane and Garankuwa inviting workers and their wives to a party today.

The offer of free drink, videos and a chance to discuss the possibility of the plant re-opening is seen as part of BMW's effort to avoid dealing with the National Automobile and Allied Workers' Union (Naawu).

Last week 1,500 workers downed tools when BMW refused to continue negotiations over workers' demands for a rand an hour increase.

BMW closed the plant and demanded that workers - six of them Naawu shop stewards - accused of "intimidation and violence" during the strike face a disciplinary hearing.

Naawu responded by asking BMW to defer the hearing until the plant re-opened, maintaining that while workers were locked out any disciplinary procedures would constitute unfair labour practice.

BMW refused to defer the hearing and in turn accused Naawu of neglecting to assist its members.

Talks between Naawu and BMW on terminating their agreement with Naawu and sue the union for damages in respect of the wage dispute, as their agreement with the union specified that salary adjustments would not be considered until June.

Naawu are also contemplating legal action, claiming the BMW pamphlet distributed on Wednesday is defamatory.

Meanwhile, BMW says it has begun receiving union resignations from some striking workers.

A company spokesman said the first batch of resignations from people apparently disenchanted with Naawu had arrived on Wednesday.

By BRIAN TILLEY

Tuesday ended in deadlock, with BMW claiming that Naawu no longer had control of the situation.

The pamphlets from BMW's helicopter urge workers to "come to the main entrance of the plant where notices will be handed out daily".

Approximately 900 workers at a Naawu meeting in Soshanguve welcomed the helicopter with stones and chants of "We are not afraid".

In their latest statement BMW maintain they reserve the right to
Laid-off workers paid out

FRAMETEX in Princetown has paid out more than R9 600 to ten members of the National Union of Textile Workers.

The money — backpay from the time they were retrenched last year — comes after a ruling from the Industrial Court.

The court ruled that an earlier order for management to pay the wages should not be suspended.
words...

BOP Manpower Minister Rowan Cronje, a former member of Ian Smith's Rhodesian Front Cabinet, has apparently changed his tune about trade unions.

The homeland's recent ban on SA-based trade unions is in glaring contrast with Mr Cronje's utterances at a conference of the Institute of Personnel Management last year.

He said at the time: "Many people regard trade unions as a monster. I believe that a trade union is an essential and a most important part in the process of industrial stability and sound relationships."

In grand fashion he continued: "In the field of industrial relations the objective ultimately is industrial peace and harmony. However, if 'peace' means to an employer a humble, docile labour force, peace could never be a possibility."

Mr Cronje said that Bop's new industrial relations legislation would "actively encourage and assist with the establishment and training of these unions."

Trade unionsists might be wondering if he rather meant "assisting in the neutralising and tampering of these unions."

The Cusa statement also warned the giant multinational Union Carbide, which owns a number of mines in the homeland — including Ucar, which is refusing to grant NUM recognition — that it was "prepared to raise the issue at every local and international forum."

Cusa also alleged that the Bophuthatswana government had come to a deal with the white mine-workers of the Mineworks' Union and warned that this would sow the seeds of discord and suffering among workers.

It also slammed Mr. Cronje for his "pious and sanctimonious utterances" in supporting the homeland ban.

"For some time now we have been expecting the so-called government of Bophuthatswana to take this action," said Cusa.

"Many of our members daily cross the road to work in so-called Bophuthatswana. Cusa has constantly maintained that this charade will game and its misguided advances."

The National Automobile and Allied Workers' Union (Naswau) and the Motor Assemblers' and Component Workers' Union (Macwusa) said they were "not informed of his visit and also condemned the remarks he made."

Mr Caldwell told reporters Ford could not manage labour affairs from 9 000 kms away and left these with Ford management in South Africa. Naswau regional secretary Les Kettlecas described this as surprising.

"We believe there are principles which are basic to labour relations all over the world. This includes consultation with trade unions before workers are retrenched," he said.

"Mr Caldwell's statement amounts to divorcing Ford's headquarters from labour issues at its subsidiaries."

Ticket inspector 'told me to strip'...

By Benito Phillips

A RAILWAYS ticket controller ordered a 14-year-old to strip and then assaulted her after querying her train ticket, an East London magistrate heard this week.

The controller, Carl Albertus van Rensburg, was fined R300 or 50 days for indecent assault.

The girl told the court she had been taken into a second-class compartment by the controller, who said he wanted to speak to her about her ticket.
Delay tax plan, pleads Fosatu

By STEVEN FRIEDMAN
Labour Correspondent

THE country's biggest emerging union group, the Federation of SA Trade Unions, has asked the Government to delay including black workers in the same tax system as whites, warning that this could cause unrest.

Fosatu says some black workers are refusing to fill in tax forms - which they must now do.

It says workers were not consulted about the change and are therefore "extremely suspicious" of it.

And the Trade Union Council of SA has also slammed the Government's handling of the tax change because the black community was not consulted.

Last week, Fosatu met a senior Inland Revenue official, Mr Clive Kingon, to discuss the change, which comes into effect next month.

This followed a telex from Fosatu to the authorities, urging that the move be delayed.

Yesterday Fosatu's general secretary, Mr Joe Foster, said Mr Kingon agreed to inform his superiors about the request.

He said, however, that Mr Kingon had warned that a postponement was unlikely.

"He said any delay would have to be until the beginning of the 1985 tax year and that the Government was unlikely to agree," Mr Foster said.

"He also said employers were very keen to see the change implemented soon," Mr Foster added.

He said that one of the key causes of worker suspension was that tax forms were being handed out by employers.

"And workers are suspicious of anything handed out by employers," Mr Foster added.

Fosatu also feared workers would not know how fill in their tax forms so as to claim the rebates to which they were entitled.

Mr Kingon was not available for comment yesterday.

Until now blacks have been subject to a different tax system to whites.

"This has meant that lower-paid black workers have paid more tax than whites," Mr Foster said.

The new system will bring all wage earners under the same tax system and thus mean that many black workers will pay less tax.

Married black women and some higher-paid black workers will, however, pay more tax.

"They have been planning this for five years and only at the last minute do they talk to us - and then only after everything has been decided," Mr Foster said.
Fosatu: Suspend new black taxation deal

By RIAAN DE WILDES
Labour Reporter

THE Federation of South African Trade Unions (Fosatu), representing more than 100,000 workers, has called on the authorities to suspend the equalization of black income tax which is due from March 1.

Similar to many employers, Fosatu fears the change-over in taxation of blacks could lead to labour unrest similar to that in 1981 over proposed preservation of black pensions.

However, indications are that the authorities are unlikely to postpone the scheme, in terms of which blacks will pay income tax on the same basis as other population groups.

In practice, most black workers will pay less tax than before. However, unrest is feared on the grounds that the scheme is being implemented too quickly and has not been adequately explained to workers, who are suspicious of any changes in their deductions.

Following an executive committee meeting a week ago, Fosatu sent a telex to the Department of Inland Revenue saying the immediate implementation of the scheme and the practical problems involved could have "serious consequences for the labour movement."

It urged the authorities to consider suspending the scheme to enable "further discussion and consultation to take place."

Fosatu also sent a copy of the message to the Federated Chamber of Industries, asking it to support its call. As a result, top tax officials met Fosatu representatives in Johannesburg on Friday.

Foster, general secretary of Fosatu, said yesterday that the officials were told the scheme was being pushed through too quickly and could spark off problems.

Workers were "very suspicious" of the new tax system and Fosatu believed unrest was possible, especially in Natal.

Officials agreed to refer the appeal to higher authorities, but said it was "unlikely" that the scheme would be postponed.

Mr. C. Schweppenhuisen, Commissioner of Inland Revenue, yesterday confirmed that tax officials had met with Fosatu. He had not yet received an official report of the meeting but said Fosatu's appeal would be referred to the Minister of Finance, Mr. Owen Horwood.

However, he added that Mr. Horwood had announced the scheme last year already and the department had launched a "big publicity campaign" to make details of the scheme known.

Dr. Johan van Zyl, director of the Federated Chamber of Industries, said the FCI was "sympathetic" to Fosatu's request but felt there was little to be done about the matter in practice.

He said the FCI had also met with tax officials and had asked that the scheme be postponed to July 1.

Dr. van Zyl said the situation was "very sensitive" and many employers feared labour unrest.

However, the officials had replied that a postponement was not possible as new tax tables would have to be worked out, he added.
Labour unrest cost BMW R1.6m in lost production

Pretoria Correspondent

The labour unrest at BMW's Rosslyn motor plant cost the company about 800 cars or R1.6 million in income.

Employees are back at work after a stoppage, the result of a pay dispute, which shut the plant for 10 days.

Workers were dissatisfied with the increase of 10c an hour across the board offered by management and demanded an increase of R1 an hour.

The plant resumed production when the employees decided to accept the company's existing wage scale and employment conditions.

Management and workers also resolved a dispute over the manner in which workers would return.

Mr Pierre de la Rey, BMW's public relations officer, said the 19 workers charged with intimidation would be retried and the National Automobile and Allied Workers' Union (Naawu) had been invited to the hearings.
Women are exploited

South African trade unions have been urged to challenge the extreme exploitation faced by black women workers.

This issue was the highlight of a summer school course on women and work at the University of Cape Town recently, and it has also been a constant feature in the official journal of the Garment Workers Union of South Africa (GWUSA).

Miss Adriene Bird, education officer for the Federation of South African Trade Unions, says women are most vulnerable to retrenchment because of their position at the bottom of the pile. The legal system has made no provision for maternity leave and this makes it impossible for women to have long unbroken service records, she says.

"The last-in, first-out, principle is used by unions when negotiating retrenchments and because of broken service, women are in effect discriminated against," she adds.

Other problems faced by women include sexual harassment and discriminatory medical aid schemes concludes Ms Bird.

As for sexual harassment at the workplace, unions in this country take it up very few, or no cases at all, states the GWUSA journal.

The editorial states that unions may be dealing with very few cases involving sexual harassment, but this does not mean that it does not occur because if the issue could be taken up, they could be well shocked at the extent of it.

Unions in other countries are beginning to make up the issue. The British Trade Unions Congress defines it as repeated and unwanted verbal sexual advances, sexually explicit derogatory statements or discriminating remarks made by someone in the workplace which are offensive to the worker involved and interfere with the worker's job performance in due course.

According to the editorial, surveys in England reveal a staggering proportion of women with such encouters — up to 75 percent in one instance. A study of British female managers produced a figure of 50 percent. It is also reported that a majority of women, at least 50 percent choose to answer sexual harassment by leaving their jobs.

All the surveys say that women have found that complaints either to management or through their unions have not ended the harassment.

Mrs Lucy Myubela, general secretary of the National Union of Clothing Workers (NUCW) whose union recently signed an agreement on a four months confinement leave for its members with the GWUSA, says the clothing industry seemingly have not such problems as sexual harassment. Although she admits that there could be many unreported cases, these would be very very few as their industry is mainly female.

Sexual harassment begins when the advance is persistent and causes distress. Examples of sexual harassment of an extreme sort are:

- Workers being told to come for a job interview after hours when there are no other workers in the factory.
- Sexual abuse and swearing.
Row over sacked workers

A WYNBERG, Johannesburg company has confirmed that it refused to discuss the retrenchment of eight workers with their union, but has denied that its workers went on strike late last month.

The SOWETAN last week quoted officials of the Metal and Allied Workers' Union (Mawu), that the management of Promex Plastics had refused to discuss the retrenchment of eight of their members by the company and that workers were threatening to resume the strike they had for a few hours on January 23.

A union official said that the 130 workers had agreed to go back to work after the company had agreed to discuss the retrenchments with the union.

When the meeting between the union and the company did take place, last Wednesday, the company refused to talk about the eight.

The managing director of the company, Mr B Sidders, says the company and the union have had a date, February 20, when they will discuss the recognition of the union.

"For now, there is no procedural agreement between us and the union. We have not even seen their constitution."

Mr Sidders says that although there is no formal procedure the company did talk to the union and explained why the eight workers were retrenched.

"Although one of our plants was shut down on December 1, we kept the workers on the payroll for an extra six weeks hoping that sales would improve in January," Mr Sudder says.
LABOUR

BMW, workers end dispute

Labour Correspondent

BMW's Roslyn plant returned to full production yesterday, after a shut-down of nearly two weeks, when the company and the National Union of Automobile and Allied Workers Union signed an agreement ending their dispute.

But tension between them remains high, and yesterday NABUWU labelled the shut-down a "lock out", saying it was still considering legal action against BMW.

The plant was closed after a stoppage prompted by worker rejection of a 10c an hour pay rise. NABUWU pressed for negotiations on wages, but BMW said it had agreed with the union that pay talks would take place in mid-year.

During the shut-down, BMW accused strikers of "intimidating" supervisory staff and summoned 19 of them to disciplinary hearings.

The key features of yesterday's agreement are that NABUWU will now submit proposals on wages and conditions which will be negotiated.

But the union has agreed that any wage rise negotiated will not be introduced before July 1.

The two sides have also agreed that workers accused of "intimidation" will appear at a hearing at which union shop stewards will be present and that none will be fired except as a result of such a hearing.

A company statement yesterday noted, "that the existing wage structure would not be changed before July 1".
Business Day

BMW gets back into gear after pay dispute

By SIMON WILLSON

PRODUCTION started again yesterday at BMW's strike-hit motor assembly plant near Pretoria.

The Rosslyn factory was shut for 10 working days by an industrial dispute.

It is estimated to have cost BMW at least R17m — the value of the 800 cars that would normally have been produced during the closure.

Rosslyn, the only plant outside West Germany that manufactures BMWs, was closed by the company on January 25 after some workers allegedly threatened supervisors with violence during a pay dispute.

A company spokesman said yesterday that the 10 days' lost production would delay launch of the latest variants in the 3 Series range — the 318i and the 325i.

Since the 3 Series appeared late last year only one model — the 320 — has been produced. Others were scheduled to make their debuts this month and next month.

The 3 Series has proved to be the company's best-selling marque with more than 2 600 units taken in its first three months on the market.

Waiting lists already range between three and six months and the spokesman said yesterday that these were bound to lengthen. BMW is looking at ways of making up the backlog but is reluctant to speed production line in case quality suffers.

Before launch of the 3 Series BMW was ranked ninth among manufacturers with sales of 905 units. The December national car sales figures showed that the company had risen to seventh place with 1 517 sales.

The spokesman said that the dispute would prove worthwhile in the long run. Expectations of higher pay being conceded by the company under duress had proved unrealistic. A new agreement had been signed between the company and the trade union involved — the National Automobile and Allied Workers' Union (Naawu) — governing the financial year's pay rates.

The union also recognised the company's right to take disciplinary action against workers who went on strike.
Union set to go to court

The National Automobile and Allied Workers Union (Naawu) is considering legal action against BMW in Rosslyn, despite an agreement reached yesterday which brought to an end a two-week dispute at the Pretoria plant.

The threat of legal action arises from a claim by Naawu that BMW defamed the union's leaders in certain official statements, and that the company refused to deal with a representative union and instead chose to deal with union members in an unequal face-to-face situation in the plant.

The Rosslyn plant returned to full production yesterday after being shutdown since January 24 after the workers' rejection of a 10c-an-hour pay increase. Naawu asked the company to enter into negotiations for wage increases, but BMW said it had previously agreed with the workers that pay talks would only take place during the middle of this year.

The parties have also agreed that the company will not dismiss any workers without an impartial inquiry at which Naawu shop stewards will be present.

In a letter to BMW, Naawu states that the dispute arose "because of wages and working conditions which are the result of unilateral decisions by management after consultation with a puppet Works Council".

A BMW statement said the company had reached agreement with Naawu that the existing wage structure would not change before July 1.
During 1983, says Fosuaa Report
Trade unions in 124 strikes

Despite the recession, Union members achieved

(To be continued)
DISPUTE GOES TO COURT

THE dispute between African Cables and the Engineering and Allied Workers' Union (EAWU) over the sacking of 700 workers will be brought before the Industrial Court next month. Lawyers acting for EAWU and the sacked workers, Mr William Lane, told The SOWE-TAN, that management, in an attempt to reach an out-of-court settlement with EAWU — who have threatened to take them to court — had opted to re-employ a hundred of the 700 sacked workers.

The workers were sacked two months ago when they confronted management, demanding an explanation about the alteration in their four-day working shift to five days.
Bar on church hall use aimed at us, says union

Labour Correspondent

The Orange-Vaal Administration Board has warned three churches in its area they could lose their premises if they allowed their halls to be used for “non-church” activities — and was yesterday accused of doing this to prevent trade unions using the halls.

Unions frequently use church halls for their meetings and, in many cases, say these are the only venues available in the townships for worker meetings.

Yesterday, the board’s chief director, Mr D Ganz, confirmed that the warning had been issued — but denied it was aimed at unions.

He said the board warned the churches — in Sehale, Sharpeville and Bophelong townships — after their halls were used for political meetings by groups opposed to the recent black local authority elections.

Mr Ganz added that groups such as unions might be allowed to use church halls for meetings — but only if they obtained permission from the new black town councils in their areas.

A spokesman for the Black Allied Workers Union, Mr Cosmos Thokoza, said yesterday that the board’s bar on the churches making their halls available for non-church meetings had been conveyed to them in a letter from the board.

This warned that allowing these meetings could lead to the cancellation of the church’s lease and the withdrawal of its right of occupation.

Mr Thokoza said BAWU saw the move as “an attempt to prevent unions recruiting” and branded it “unchristian”.

He said church buildings were erected with money donated by workers. This money had been earned by workers through their “sweat and toil”.

Workers were “not only Christians on Sundays” and the holding of union meetings in church halls formed part of workers’ Christian commitment.

The ban was “embarrassing” — particularly in view of the fact that South Africa is a Christian country,” he added.

Mr Ganz said yesterday the letters were sent to the churches last month.

He said the leases the churches held specified that their buildings be used for church activities only and the letters had merely restated the existing legal position.

“We sent the letters to these churches because all three allowed their buildings to be used by non-church groups for political meetings which were designed to disrupt the recent elections,” he added.

While the move was not aimed at unions, the terms of the lease meant that any non-church group which wanted to use church halls would have to obtain permission.
Mills, union on clash course

By STEVEN FRIEDMAN
Labour Correspondent
THE Paper, Wood and Allied
Workers Union (PWAWU)
and Anglo American's Mondi
Paper seem headed for a
clash over the union's de-
mand to bargain wages with
Mondi.

Yesterday the PWAWU is-
 sued a statement saying
Mondi had not yet replied to
a union letter demanding
wage negotiations. It said it
had asked for a reply by Mon-
day and warned it would con-
sider action

In a replyng statement,
Mondi said it would respond
to the letter — but indica-
tions are that it will refuse to
bargain over wages directly
with PWAWU.

The union, which claims to
represent a worker majority
at five of Mondi's six mills,
recently announced that it
had formed a joint shop as-
wards council. This had
brought together worker
leaders at the five plants
which had asked for nego-
tiations on wages and the com-
pany's group pension fund.

It is understood that
PWAWU demanded a R3 an
hour minimum wage. Ac-
cording to the union, min-
imum pay at Mondi mills
ranges between R1.68 and
R2.62 an hour — a claim on
which the company would
not comment yesterday.

Mondi replied that it would
only talk to the new council
under the auspices of the in-
dustry's industrial council
and with other unions in the
industry.

PWAWU has so far rejec-
ted joining the council and
says the other paper unions
represent only white artisans
— about 5% of the workforce.
**Black Taxation**

**Urgent union call**

In a significant move, trade unions representing 300,000 workers have banded together to call on government to delay the implementation of the new equal taxation system for blacks and whites. The "harmonisation" of tax is due to come into effect on March 1.

The unions and union federations behind the call are the Federation of SA Trade Unions, the Council of Unions of SA, the Orange-Vaal General Workers' Union, the General Workers' Union of SA, the SA Allied Workers' Union, the Motor Assembly Component Workers' Union of SA and the General and Allied Workers Union.

"We have seriously considered the implications of the new tax system," their joint statement says. "We urgently call on the State, in the short term, to delay the implementation of the system and in the medium term to seriously withdraw the implementation until a just and equitable method is found which will not have the devastating effect as the present system on working incomes."

The unions say they reject the new system for the following reasons:

- It perpetuates the inequities of the apartheid system of taxation without representation.
- It discriminates against married women.
- It places further burdens on migrant workers who may have to pay taxes in SA and also in their own countries, and
- It places intolerable burdens on workers originating from the homelands who have to pay additional levies in such areas.

Addressing themselves to employers, the unions say: "We call on employers to lend their protest and delay implementation of this system. We know that the State is not geared to respond to the tremendous administration which will be required to handle implementation."

The unions say they agree that an integrated tax system which benefits all workers should be looked into on condition that it is a just and equitable system.
HEALTH
Loop's heart view

South Africans are altogether too blasé about their health. The latest charge is that they are ignoring all the warnings about the contribution to coronary heart disease made by fatty diets, cigarette smoking and high blood pressure. The white male population is particularly at risk, according to US heart surgeon Floyd Loop, who has been visiting this country.

Loop is chairman of the Department of Thoracic and Cardiovascular Surgery in Cleveland, and his hospital performs 5,500 bypass operations a year. That's more than any other hospital in the world.

"Heart disease is the Western world's biggest killer," says Loop, "and despite medical and surgical advances, much of the change necessary to reduce the incidence of heart disease has to come from increased public awareness." In the US, much of the population is aware of the facts. The result has been that the heart attack rate has been cut by 25% since 1968. A switch from animal fats to vegetable oils, reductions in amounts eaten, cutting down on smoking, and more exercise are factors which have contributed to the improvement.

"SA lags behind in this awareness," says Loop. So it has "the highest frequency of attacks likely to occur between the ages of 50 and 55."

Despite SA's reputation as a great outdoor nation, the muscles developed and maintained during sport-playing years and military service often turn to fat once people switch to armchair sports.

Loop says stress is an overrated cause of heart disease. "It is very difficult to make generalisations about stress because it affects different people in different ways. There is as much as there could lead to people smoking and raising their blood pressure, then it is a factor."

Women are no longer exempt from the scourge. What has, until recently, been "a man's disease is becoming increasing common among women. Whereas men have cut down on smoking dramatically in the US, the rate (of disease) is smaller among women and chances of developing coronary disease are higher than before," says Loop.

The old saying that the best things in life are bad for you seems true. But the choice could seem to be cut down now, or risk the possibility of death — or of open-heart surgery and a dramatic change in lifestyle.

UNION MATTERS
Cutting the cloth

The National Union of Textile Workers (NUTW) has won the first round in its battle with the Garment Workers' Industrial Union (GWIU). The stakes are supremacy in the Natal clothing industry. Industrial Court action which the NUTW now intends to launch could well signal new moves in the conflict.

A ballot to determine which union had majority support was held last Thursday among workers employed by protective clothing manufacturer James North Africa in New Germany. The NUTW got an overwhelming majority. The union, which is affiliated to the Federation of SA Trade Unions (Fosatu), garnered 219 votes to the Tusca-affiliated GWIU's 43. This was the culmination of rivalry between the two, which began last year.

The GWIU, which is the sole union member of the Natal clothing industrial council, operates a closed shop in the areas falling under the council's jurisdiction. According to NUTW general secretary John Copelyn, his union has in the past organised clothing workers falling outside this area. Last year, however, the union signed up a number of clothing workers in the New Germany area, including the James North Africa workers, and applied for membership of the industrial council. The application was rejected on the grounds that the union did not have enough representation in the industry.

The GWIU's response was to change its constitution last year to enable it to expel any members who joined another union. Because of the GWIU's closed shop, this meant that the jobs of workers within the industrial council jurisdiction who joined the NUTW were at risk. The closed shop prevents employers from employing non-GWIU members — and if they do, they can be prosecuted by the industrial council under criminal law. The GWIU's action was clearly designed to discourage workers from joining the NUTW, and employers from employing those who did.

In the interim, attempts by the International Textile, Garment and Leather Workers' Federation to reach some kind of compromise between the rival unions proved futile. Matters came to a head at James North Africa.

Recognition

Commenting on the NUTW's victory Copelyn told the FM "our recognition agreement with James North Africa, which has already been signed, will now come into force. We intend to break the GWIU's legal hold over workers. Initially we will appeal to the Industrial Court against the refusal of the industrial council to grant us exemptions for (the James North Africa) factory. We will also resist any attempt by the GWIU to expel workers from the industry because they join us. We regard that as an unfair labour practice."

GWIU general secretary Frankie Hansa says "any organisation expects its members to be loyal. In view of that we decided to change our constitution."

A James North Africa spokesman indicates that the company will continue to employ the NUTW workers. "We now know which unions our staff would like to have," he says. Copelyn has indicated that his union will in future consider organising more clothing workers within the GWIU's area.
Chopper used to tame a strike

By Angus Macmillan

BMW used unorthodox tactics — including showering a union meeting with leaflets from a helicopter and asking workers to a soccer match — to bring the militant National Automobile and Allied Workers Union to heel this week.

Workers returned to the production lines without a single concession from the company.

Other methods used by the luxury car manufacturer to secure a settlement varied from delivering letters "on the economic facts of life" to workers' homes and the presentation of an audio-visual in a Ga-Rankouna hall.

According to BMW communications manager Pierre de la Ray, the car plant was closed in the last week of January because some workers were threatened with violence.

The dispute arose over dissatisfaction with a management offer of a 10c an hour pay increase. Workers wanted R1 an hour more — or about 40% — whereas BMW workers earn R570 a month on average.

NAAWU spokesman Taffy Adler says BMW pegs wages unilaterally, merely consulting a puppet workers' council. He claims that the increase offered was less than that granted by other motor companies. He says of the company's tactics: "God knows what anthropologist they consulted, but they really dropped to the depths of naiveté offering cold drinks and dropping pamphlets."

But Professor Roux van der Merwe of the University of Port Elizabeth's industrial relations department says "Management should do its damnedest to put its point across to workers," BMW has been innovative, but most realise that winning a battle does not necessarily mean winning the peace."
Pay row — strike

By PAT SIDLEY

ABOUT 250 workers at Nampak’s Klipriver paper mill could strike legally after a dispute over 1984 wages ended in deadlock this week.

The workers, who belong to the Paper, Wood and Allied Workers Union, will meet later this week to decide what to do.

A statement from the union said deadlock had been reached in a dispute over 1984 wages.

“After numerous meetings, and after mediation, the company would not increase its offer above 25c an hour.

“The Paper, Wood and Allied Workers’ Union is demanding an increase of 35c an hour. This will bring the minimum wage up to R1.90c an hour by July.”

“Now that the dispute procedure is exhausted, the matter has been referred to the Arbitration Board.”

A spokesman for Nampak confirmed the statement.

Mr John McGabey, the group personnel manager, said there had been eight negotiating meetings and three meetings at which mediation had taken place.

The union and the company had failed to reach agreement during this time.

MATTER OF FACT

TO CORRECT specific errors of fact written to the Editor at P.O. Box 1136, Johannesburg, or telephone the Editor’s secretary at 119 9111 between 9am and 5pm on weekdays.

If you have broader complaints about the Rand Daily Mail these can be taken up with the Mail Ombudsman, James McClurg, c/o the Editor’s secretary.

POLITICAL comment in the issue by R.A. Groenewald was written by Michael Broadhurst and sub-editing by Paul Hensley. Copy by David Anderson, 119 Market Street, Johannesburg.

250 000 tax

THE Commissioner for inland Revenue has intensified the hunt for more than 250 000 “tax delinquents” who have not yet submitted their returns for the 1982/83 financial year.

“We are prosecuting as fast as the magistrates’ courts can handle the cases,” said yesterday.

Mr Alberts, the chief director of operations for the Commissioner’s Office, said that a few delinquents had been sent to court twice.

“Up to 300 a month are coming before the courts in Pretoria, and 500 a month in
Protest strike
at factory ends

Mercury Reporter

WORKERS at Vynide in Pinetown, a subsidiary of the giant AECL, returned to work yesterday after a one day protest strike against wages agreed to by the Central Industrial Council.

The Pinetown company's workers were protesting against the greater increases given to people on higher grades. These were 32c for workers on the G grade compared with 14c for A grade workers, according to Mr Sipho Cele, a spokesman for the Chemical Workers' Industrial Union.

The company made a final offer of another 2c on the A grade and 1c on the B grade. If it was not accepted the offer was to be withdrawn.

'We accepted the offer because it was better than nothing and decided to go back to work. It was just a protest strike.'

Vynide regional manager Barry Arnold said 'The strike was only a partial one. Only the union members, about 140 out of a total work force of about 190 went out on strike.

The union wanted a redistribution of the wage package in favour of the unskilled workers, which we felt would be penalizing the skilled workers.

'We managed to reach a mutually beneficial agreement.'
Blow for 'closed shop' as union is recognised

By STEVEN FRIEDMAN
Labour Correspondent

The "closed shop" in the Natal garment industry has suffered a major blow with the decision of a multinational company, James North Africa, to recognize the Federation of SA Trade Unions (Fasatu) National Union of Textile Workers — despite the fact that the company's workers are forced to belong to a rival union.

A company statement says it took this decision after holding a secret ballot in which 81.4% of its workers opted to be represented by NUTW and only 18.6% by the Garment Workers' Industrial Union (Natal) — affiliated to the Textile Union Council of SA (Tuscan).

The "closed shop" has thus far enabled the Tuscan union to maintain a monopoly over worker membership by compelling all workers to belong to it.

Recently it had been constituted as a company when the Natal clothing industry was not "doomed to irrelevance".

In explaining the company's action, James North said it had been subject to pressure from both unions and decided to show its neutrality by organizing a secret ballot in which both sides had taken part.

The result implied that the company had an obligation to recognize the NUTW.

The company also claimed it had faced threats of legal action from both sides, although Mr. Copelyn said yesterday the only legal action his union had threatened against James North had concerned retracements.

The Tuscan union is believed to be considering legal action.

Minimum pay offer sparks new strike

Labour Correspondent

In a sequel to the first-ever national legal strike by 8,000 AECI workers last month, workers at a Pinetown vinly plant owned by the company struck for 24 hours on Thursday in protest at a company wage offer, a Chemical Workers' Industrial Union spokesman said yesterday.

The legal strike was prompted by the rejection by workers of an AECI offer bringing minimum pay to R503 a month, and the AECI vinly workers struck in protest at a similar, but slightly higher offer, he added.

Minimum wages have the local for comment yesterday.

According to the union spokesman, AECI Vinyl last year agreed to negotiate wages with the CWW after it had recruited a majority of workers at the plant.

However, when negotiations began, it had maintained that its wages were in accordance with the industrial council agreement for the explosives industry, to which AECI is the sole employer party.

This meant, he said, the company was pressuring the union to accept the wages negotiated at the council and was
Minimum pay offer sparks new strike

Labour Correspondent

In a sequel to the first-ever national legal strike by 8 000 AECI workers last month, workers at a Pinetown vinyl plant owned by the company struck for 24 hours on Tuesday in protest at a company wage offer, a Chemical Workers' Industrial Union spokesman said yesterday.

The legal strike was prompted by the rejection by workers of an AECI offer bringing minimum pay to R363 a month, and the AECI Vinyl workers struck in protest at a similar, but slightly higher offer, he added.

However, like the legal strikers, the AECI Vinyl workers returned without the company increasing its offer and by doing so have finally accepted it.

AECI Vinyl employs about 200 workers, according to the CWIU.

The company's industrial relations chief, Mr Bokke Botha, could not be reached for comment yesterday.

According to the union spokesman, AECI Vinyl last year agreed to negotiate wages with the CWIU after it had recruited a majority of workers at the plant.

However, when negotiations began, it had maintained that its wages were set in accordance with the industrial council agreement for the explosives industry, to which AECI is the sole employer party.

This meant, he said, the company was insisting the union accept the wages negotiated at the council and was not willing to bargain with it.

Last month's legal strike was prompted by a deadlock on the explosives council between AECI and the SA Chemical Workers' Union over the company's R363 offer. The defeat of the strike meant the company was offering CWIU the same amount as a minimum.
Unions question MPs' pay rises

LEADING trade unionists yesterday reacted sharply to the latest pay rise for members of Parliament.

Mr Joe Foster, secretary of the Federation of South African Trade Unions (Fosatu), said the move demonstrated that most workers had no control over what MPs did.

"MPs can vote themselves increases and nobody can say anything about it. I'm sure that if the majority of the people in South Africa were properly represented in Parliament, these increases would not have occurred," he added.

The latest pay rise of 12 percent for MPs — which follows an increase of 27 percent in July last year — will take their earnings up to about R34,000 a year, much of it tax-free.

Mr Pirosch Camay, secretary of the Council of Unions of South Africa (Cusa), said the increases were "completely unacceptable" to workers.

"Employers are telling us that wages have to be kept below the inflation rate and are offering paltry increases of 7 percent to 8 percent as a result," he said.

Mr Lief van Tonder, president of the Trade Union Council of South Africa (Tucsa), said the increases came while employers were telling workers to moderate wage demands.

"The increases are that much more difficult to understand because the people who are giving the advice are not setting an example themselves."
Dear dear [Name],

I went to the library and they had your book waiting for me. I think I will like it.

Sincerely,
[Your Name]
A new bid to resolve a dispute over pay between the management and workers at S.A. Fabrics in Durban will be made today at a meeting of a conciliation board appointed by the Minister of Manpower.

About 350 workers at the plant at Hobbsburgh went on a 10-day strike earlier this month in support of their demand for more pay. They returned to work after the appointment of the conciliation board.

But the workers decided to boycott all overtime work pending the settlement of their dispute with the management according to a spokesman for the Fosatu-affiliated National Union of Textile Workers.

The union spokesman added that if today's wage talks broke down workers would consider further possible strike action.

The workers demanded an increase of 16 percent spread over the year and rejected a company offer of a 4 percent increase for the first six months. They also refused to collect their pay during the work stoppage.

A spokesman for S.A. Fabrics yesterday described the conciliation board meeting as "normal procedure" and added that it was not company policy to divulge any information concerning workers' pay to the media.
Three hours of talks end strike at Kohler Plastics

Labour Reporter

Kohler Plastics yesterday decided to re-open its Robertville plant and re-instate the entire workforce of 220 at the end of this week.

The decision was made after three hours of negotiations with representatives of the Metal and Allied Workers Union.

The plant was closed on Monday and the 220 workers were dismissed after a strike over retrenchments which resulted from the extension of working shifts.

In a statement, released yesterday, the company said it advised the works council of the change in shifts in mid-December. The plan to change from a 45-hour, two-shift, five-day week to a 40-hour, four-shift, seven-day week was designed to enable the plant to work continuously.

When workers arrived on Monday to start the new shift, 46 were told they were being retrenched because of the rationalisation programme. When the night shift started, another 22 were told they were being retrenched. At this stage, the entire night shift, left the plant in support of their colleagues.

The strike continued yesterday morning when all of the workers were dismissed and the plant was closed.

Union representatives met management under the auspices of the National Industrial Council for the Metal Industry and the dispute was resolved. The workers are to return on the four-shift system on Friday.
Motor industry accused of putting profits before people

By Carolyn Dempster
Labour Reporter

Massive retrenchments in the motor industry since the beginning of the year have resulted in a backlash from the National Automobile and Allied Workers' Union (NAAWU).

In the latest issue of Fosadu News, mouthpiece of the Federation of South African Trade Unions, NAAWU accuses the motor industry of putting profits before the livelihood of people.

More than 2000 workers have been retrenched since December, 500 at Ford, 859 at Sigma and 740 at Datam-NSM. Mr. Freddie Pautu, general secretary of NAAWU, told that insecurity fuelled by retrenchments did not exist industrial relations, and discussions on the issues needed to be handled with sensitivity.

"We are formulating proposals to ensure that workers in auto plants will not be at such a disadvantage through factors over which they have no control," he states.

"Agreements need to be made to buttress workers against the financial risks of working in this industry, and decent severance and unemployment pay arrangements must be made."

There was also a substantial difference in the way companies handled the retrenchments. In the case of the Sigma lay-offs, the company began the lay-offs with NAAWU as only as Delem become over the possibility of retrenchments and the policy of last-in, first-out with a week's notice and one to three months' severance pay was followed.

In contrast, states NAAWU, Ford informed the workers that they were to be retrenched two days before retrenchments took place.

Mr Fred Ferreira, industrial relations manager at Ford, said that the retrenchments were "a factor of the current economic situation." A total of 460 workers had been laid off this year, but he refused to comment on NAAWU's allegations that workers were not given due notice.

"We have a separation clause in our contract with NAAWU and advised the union well in advance of the retrenchments," he said. It was not possible to say whether Ford would be retrenching more workers, as it depended on the economic situation.

Mr. P. P. Lemmer, human resources director for Sigma, said that the assumption made by the union was not necessarily true in respect of profits before people. Sigma had to "curb losses" as a result of the economic downturn and it was primarily economic trends that had led to the situation.

"We are not responsible for the drought, the high inflation rate or the position of the rand," he said. In response to criticism that the motor industry should have planned for the effects of the recession, Mr. Lemmer said that the situation was in a constant state of flux.

"In 1983, the economists predicted an upturn in the first quarter of 1984. Then it became the second quarter and now mention is being made of 1985. Worker News also describes the recent shutdown by BMW at its Roslyn plant as a vivid example of union-bashing."

Methods used by BMW, including distribution of anti-union pamphlets from a helicopter in Pretoria's three black townships, were a clear attempt by the company to undermine NAAWU. The effects of the tactics used by management in the strike and subsequent shutdown would undoubtedly contribute to a worsening in worker-management relations, adds the union newspaper.
4000 recruited brings 'a breakthrough at Sasol'

By STEVEN FRIEDMAN
Labour Correspondent

The Chemical Workers' Industrial Union (CWIU) says it has achieved a major breakthrough by recruiting 4000 workers — a majority of unskilled and semi-skilled workers — at Sasol's Secunda plant.

The CWIU, affiliated to the Federation of SA Trade Unions (Fosita), says Sasol has granted it "stop order" facilities whereby union dues will be deducted from workers' pay. It says it will now seek recognition at Sasol. The union says it will hold recognition talks with Sasol "soon".

A spokesman for Sasol confirmed yesterday that talks were planned, but said the granting of "stop orders" to the union had not yet been finalized. He said "administrative details" still had to be sorted out before this was done.

He also confirmed that the CWIU had members at Sasol. If the CWIU reaches an accord with Sasol, it will give emerging unions their first foothold at the key Secunda complex. It would also be the biggest advance yet for these unions in State and semi-State enterprises.

The CWIU says its Sasol recruiting drive has more than doubled its Transvaal membership. It believes it now "stands on the verge of massive expansion".

However, observers believe that recognition talks between the CWIU and Sasol will be tough and could develop into a major test for both sides.

The company's position is strengthened by the fact that Sasol is an "essential service" in terms of labour law and its workers cannot strike legally.

The CWIU says it began organizing workers at Sasol more than a year ago.

During the recruiting drive, the union says, it approached Sasol for facilities but was told it could not have "stop orders" until it had recruited a majority of workers.

A union representative said yesterday that, since the CWIU recruited a majority, Sasol had granted it "stop orders" and the first ones had been processed this month.

The union says it will now seek a "full recognition agreement" at Sasol.

Sasol's spokesman said a meeting would be held shortly "to discuss the union's request for stop orders". He said "a number of things still have to be cleared up" before the union is granted these.

At the meeting, Sasol would also discuss with the CWIU its policy on union recognition, he added.
Workers settle row over pay

By STEVEN FRIEDMAN
Labour Correspondent

A DISPUTE between a Natal textile company SA Fabrics and the National Union of Textile Workers which led to one of only three legal strikes by black workers since the Government's labour reforms were introduced — has been settled, a union statement announced yesterday.

The dispute was prompted by a union demand for a staggered 16% wage increase, to be introduced in three instalments between January and July. SA Fabrics replied with a 4% wage offer.

A formal dispute was declared and on January 25 workers struck legally at the plant. During the strike, the company threatened to sue the union and cancel its agreement with it, and also retrenched some workers.

Workers returned to work when an official conciliation board was appointed to settle the dispute.

In its statement yesterday, the union said the settlement meant workers would receive an 8% wage increase backdated to January.

It said the agreement had come after two full days of negotiations and was adopted after a general meeting of union members agreed to accept it yesterday.

According to the statement, a key point in the agreement is that further wage negotiations will take place in order to agree on a July increase.

It added that 12 workers retrenched during the strike would be reinstated "immediately" and a detailed recognition and procedural agreement had been signed by the two sides.

In exchange workers had agreed to work overtime for up to three months to minimise delivery hold-ups prompted by both the strike and a fire at the plant.
Growing pressure on worker living standards — increased by GST and bread price rises — is the prime reason, despite the continuing recession.

So there is a real prospect of a more united union push for large increases this year.

But one factor could hamper this. Key local unions in the International Metalworkers' Federation say IMF unions — of which MAWU is one — agreed to submit joint wage demands this year.

But they argue that by announcing its demands, MAWU has made this more difficult and has left the others with a choice between simply endorsing its demands or repeating last year's divisions.

Despite this, unionists insist there is enough common ground among them to formulate common demands.

The recession means the balance of power will be with employers, who have been taking a tough line on wages this year.

But there is a greater danger now that the squeeze on workers could prompt them to take action to defend their real wage levels — whatever the employer response.
About 220 dismissed workers at Kohler Plastics at Robertville on the West Rand have agreed to return to work tomorrow following a strike over retrenchments of colleagues at the plant.

The workers, members of the Fosatu-affiliate, Metal and Allied Workers' Union (Mawu), all agreed to return after three hours of negotiations between the union and management under the auspices of the National Industrial Council.

In a statement to The SOWETAN, yesterday management said that the company had earlier announced that it was going to retrench certain workers on a last-in-first-out basis in order to "rationalise production".
Satu defends its closed shop policy

The South African Typographical Union (Satu) has reacted strongly to attacks levelled at it by the Paper, Wood and Allied Workers' Union (Pwawu) in a report in The SOWETAN on December 21, 1983.

Pwawu issued a statement in The SOWETAN after 700 workers had been exempted from the printing industry from belonging to Satu, which enjoys a closed shop agreement with Kohler Corrugated in Brakpan and Printpak in Industria, Johannesburg.

The 700 workers referred to are employed at these two concerns. According to a statement issued by Pwawu, it claimed that a flood of workers wanted to leave Satu to join Pwawu. Pwawu also claimed:
- Satu does not represent workers or fight for their interests,
- Satu's apartheid branches and Tucsa's policies do not appeal to the workers,
- Satu's so-called benefits are difficult to obtain and largely illusory, and
- Workers want a union, not a benefit society.

In its response, Satu pointed out that after publication of the statement by Pwawu they had written to the union by registered post, without having had the courtesy of a reply. Satu has 47,000 members. Pwawu has appealed on behalf of 700 members from the closed shop and the Industrial Council has granted this exemption. No individual workers have applied to leave Satu.

In a statement Satu said:
"Satu has been in existence for more than 85 years and fighting for the interests of all workers, even when black workers were prohibited by law from joining Satu. The most recent agreement concluded, provides for a 20 percent wage increase in 1983, 16.67 percent in 1984 and a further increase of 15 percent in January 1985," Satu said.

Benefits
"Hours of work and benefit funds are equal and in most cases superior to any benefits that any other union in the country may have to offer. Its benefit funds are negotiated by a democratic process of member request, its rules published in the relevant Government Gazette, and available also to anyone on request, its funds properly audited and open to inspection," they added.

"Satu still has separate branches which, according to the old Industrial Conciliation Act and which is not easy to dismantle overnight because of financial and other implications. Its administration is however completely multi-racial and open to inspection. The reference to Tucsa's policies is not relevant at all and space will not permit us to respond.

"Our system of negotiation by member mandate and feedback is prescribed in our constitution and open to inspection. Closed shops are an internationally recognized practice and in the South African context perfectly legal. Closed shops are not forced on workers, but negotiated by majority request of all parties to an industrial council agreement," the statement said.

"Satu, in consequence, never forced black workers to belong to the union when legislation changed to permit them to be unionised. Satu went even further and at the executive committee meeting of the Industrial Council held in Durban on 20 March 1980, Satu stated categorically in response to employers' questions, that the closed shop will not be forced on black employees working in the industry at that time.

"Those employees were given the freedom of choice. The only condition being that new entries into the industry should join the Satu in terms of the closed shop agreement operating in the industry. The fact that exemptions were granted to the workers of Printpak and Kohler Industries proves that the Satu, depending on the circumstances are prepared to grant exemptions in certain cases to workers who do not wish to belong to them," they added.

Union calls for urgent strike talks

Mercury Reporter

THE National Union of Textile Workers has called for an urgent meeting with the management of a Pinelown textile factory in a bid to avert the escalation of labour unrest following the dismissal of about 80 striking workers.

The workers, who were protesting against the shift system at Ninian and Lester Ltd, were fired this week for taking part in an illegal strike. However, most of them have refused to collect their pay yesterday afternoon because they refuse to accept their dismissal.

Mr D Driesdale, the company's managing director, last night confirmed that only a few of the dismissed workers collected their pay yesterday.

Stoppage

Mr Isaac Ndlovu, the union's branch secretary, said yesterday that the NUTW called for the meeting to appeal for the reinstatement of workers for the sake of industrial peace.

Meanwhile, the work stoppage by about 600 workers at another textile factory — Smith and Nephew (Pty) Ltd — where production has been disrupted — entered its fourth day yesterday with still no indication when the workers would return to work.

Mr G K Johnson, the company's personnel manager, said no ultimatum was given to the workers, but if they still failed to return by Monday the company would be forced to review its stand.

The workers downed tools on Tuesday morning in support of their demand for an across-the-board increase of R12.50 a week and called for the scrapping of the productivity bonus scheme which, they claimed, discriminated against some.

Mr Johnson said: "The company's practice is to settle such issues through the process of collective bargaining and we have requested the NUTW to assist us in getting the workers to return to work so that negotiations can continue.

The company was willing to increase current wage levels by 13.7 percent.

'In effect, the increase for the lowest paid workers represented a rise of R8.55 per week in basic pay and a further increase of R2.25 per week in productivity bonus,' he added.
PRESS STATEMENTS

PRESS STATEMENT BY THE FEASIBILITY COMMITTEE MEETING TO DISCUSS THE NEW FEDERATION.

A meeting of the Feasibility Committee was held on 3 and 4 March 1984.

The view of the majority of organisations was that since it was decided in April 1983 to form a federation, little progress had been achieved. This was because some Unions taking part in the talks are not ready or able to join a federation. The federation planned will be a federation of industrially demarcated Unions, with the eventual aim of having one Union for one industry. It follows that Unions which are not demarcated along industrial lines or which have not yet formed industrial Unions, are not ready to join a federation. It was decided to ask these Unions to attend the meeting as observers, until such time as they are properly constituted along industrial lines. These Unions did not accept the offer of observer status and left the meeting. However there is no hostility towards those unions and the offer to rejoin the talks as observers or as industrially constituted unions still stands.

Considerable progress has been achieved in the talks and further meetings are planned in the near future.
A key battle over bargaining rights is coming to a head in the paper industry. For some time, Fosatu's Paper, Wood and Allied Workers' Union has been trying to bargain wages with employers outside an official industrial council.

Two companies have agreed, but major firms like Anglo American's Mondi Paper continue to refuse. Now PWAWU has declared two disputes with Mondi — one over wages and the other over its refusal to bargain outside the council.

Mondi says it wants to bargain at the council because this is the only way it can negotiate with all unions in the industry. PWAWU says unions on the council represent skilled workers only.

If the disputes are not settled, PWAWU can strike or go to the industrial court.

Either way, Mondi is a major force in the industry and the outcome at its mills could decide whether the industrial council will continue to be a major force.
Workers still out on strike

STRIKES at two textile factories in Pinetown continued yesterday with the entire workforce at Nishan and Lester downing tools to protest against last week's dismissal of 80 of their colleagues.

About 80 workers were dismissed at Nishan and Lester last week "for participating in an illegal strike and failing to return to work at the times arranged with the union", a spokesman for the company said.

The dismissed workers were told to collect their pay late on Friday. However, it was reported yesterday that only a few workers did so.

The branch secretary of the National Union of Textile Workers, Mr Isaac Ndlouv, said yesterday the workers were angry at the dismissal of their colleagues. He said they were hoping to hold a meeting with workers yesterday.

Meanwhile the work stoppage at Smith and Nephew entered its fifth day yesterday. The personnel manager, Mr K. Johnson, said there had been no change in the situation.

Workers there went on strike last week in support of a basic increase of R12.50 across the board. They also called for the scrapping of the productivity bonus scheme which, they claimed, was unreliable and discriminated against some workers. — Sapa.
New agreement for tyre workers

Labour Correspondent

FOSATU'S National Automobile and Allied Workers Union and the Firestone tyre company have reached an agreement at the company's Brits plant which makes minimum wages there the highest in the industry, the union announced yesterday.

This is an unusual development because Brits is a "border area" where wages are generally much lower than in the cities.

The union now says it plans to press for wage increases in the Eastern Cape, Natal and Transvaal tyre industries.

It announced yesterday that it had joined the industrial council for the Eastern Cape rubber and tyre industry in an attempt to boost wages in the area.

This is the second official industrial council the union has joined. It also belongs to the council for the East Cape motor assembly industry.

According to a union statement yesterday, the Brits agreement will raise pay at the plant by 25c an hour, bringing the minimum to R2.87 an hour.

It said this "stands in sharp contrast" with the R1.31 minimum negotiated at the Eastern Cape industrial council before NAAWU became a member.

In one Natal plant, it added, the minimum was R1.31 an hour.

NAAWU said its decision to join the Eastern Cape industrial council meant that this council would now be representative of the majority of workers in the industry for the first time.

Firestone's managing director, Mr Peter Morgan, was not available for comment on the wage agreement yesterday.
Union dispute after 'undertakings broken'

Labour Correspondent
THE Metal and Allied Workers Union has declared a dispute with Kohler Plastics at its West Rand plant after alleging the company broke undertakings to take back about 400 striking workers.

This follows a deadlock meeting between MAWU and the company yesterday in which the union again tried to secure the reinstatement of the strikers, who have been off work for nearly two weeks.

The company, by Gencor, says it is recruiting new workers and that strikers who want their jobs back must apply for them in the same way as other workers.

MAWU says workers reject this, charging that it will mean that many will not be re-hired. Only 14 strikers have re-applied for their jobs.

The dispute follows a strike last month over retrenchments and Kohler's decision to introduce a new shift system. Kohler fired the strikers.

The two sides met at the metal industrial council to settle the dispute and after the meeting, Kohler issued a statement saying it had agreed to reinstate the workers provided they returned to work the next day, a Friday.

It said workers agreed to accept the new shift system.

MAWU alleges that, after this Kohler sent it an agreement to sign which contained different work conditions to those agreed to at the council.

The union says it asked the company for an extension of the return-to-work deadline so its lawyer could study this agreement and that the company agreed.

But when workers returned to work the next day and offered their services, they were told by Kohler the deadline had passed.

MAWU says workers refused to apply in this way because they believed Kohler planned to rehire some of them but not others.

'We believe Kohler is guilty of an unfair labour practice. It attempted to go back on the agreement reached at the council and then went back on its undertaking to extend the return-to-work deadline,' a MAWU spokesman said.

A Kohler spokesman said yesterday that the company believed the settlement agreement contained 'our conditions of employment.'
Tyre firm's wage hike

THE National Automobile and Allied Workers (Naawu) and Firestone South Africa have concluded wage negotiations covering the company's operation at Brits.

Mr T Adler, Naawu's Transvaal regional secretary, said the wage settlement gives workers an across the board increase of 25 cents an hour, bringing the minimum rate to R2.37 an hour.

"This is the highest minimum in the tyre manufacturing industry," he said.

Naawu, he said, has recently been admitted to the industrial council for the tyre and rubber industry for the Eastern Cape. This council will now be representative of the majority of workers in the industry for the first time.
Motor union in key wage deal at Brits plant

By Jo-Anne Collinge

Workers at a Brits tyre factory will be paid the top minimum wage for the industry in terms of an agreement negotiated with Firestone South Africa, says the National Automobile and Allied Workers Union (NAAWU).

"The settlement gives the workers an across-the-board increase of 25c an hour, bringing the minimum rate to R2.57 an hour. This is the highest minimum in the tyre manufacturing industry and stands in sharp contrast to the current minimum Eastern Cape rate of R1.38 and the minimum applicable in the Dunlop factory at Ladysmith — R1.31 an hour," Naawu stated this week.

The union pointed out it had not been party to setting the Eastern Cape wage as it was not at that stage a member of the Industrial Council for the Tyre and Rubber Industry in the Eastern Cape.

It announced it had recently been admitted to the council, saying "The council will now be representative of workers in the industry for the first time. Naawu will now take steps to ensure that the council's agreement more fully represents the needs and aspirations of our members — something which was not the case when a minority union sat alone on the council."

The unrepresentative nature of industrial councils is a legacy of defunct labour law which permitted only registered unions to be party to councils and which excluded black unions from registration.
Motor company fires workers

By ALINAH DUBE

TWENTY-FOUR workers have been fired from the BMW Rosslyn plant near Pretoria, according to the company's Public Relations Officer, Mr. Michael Brandt.

The dismissals came as a result of disciplinary hearing after a strike for better pay by about 1,200 workers a month ago. About 200 employees were identified by management as having been responsible for the labour unrest at the plant. It was then decided that inquiries be held to establish what action to take against such people.

Mr. Brandt refused to discuss the matter further because of an agreement his company has with the National Automobile and Allied Workers' Union (Nawu). He said a joint statement would be made.

A spokesman for Nawu confirmed that some of the workers had been fired from work after inquiries were held. He said, however, the union would meet BMW soon to review the situation. "It would not like to go into details as we have an agreement to always make a joint statement," he said.
1,000 textile workers still striking

STRIKES and industrial unrest continued to plague two large Pinetown textile factories yesterday when more than 1,000 workers had downed tools since last week, seriously disrupting production.

At Ninian and Lester more than 500 workers are striking in support of the reinstatement of their 80 colleagues who were sacked last week. The company has agreed to reinstate all but 10, but the workers are still considering the offer.

Mr Isaac Ndlovu, branch secretary of the National Union of Textile Workers, said after talks with management that the 10 workers had been refused their jobs because they were allegedly involved in the intimidation of workers.

A company spokesman last night confirmed that talks had been held with the NUTW and added that there had been no change in the company's stand: 'The talks were inconclusive,' he said.

The management of a surgical supplies company, Smith and Nephew (Pty) Ltd, where about 600 workers are on a pay strike, have requested an urgent meeting with Mr Johnny Copelyn, general secretary of the National Union of Textile Workers, to help resolve the dispute.

The company's personnel manager, Mr Kelvin Johnson, yesterday confirmed that a telegram had been sent to Mr Copelyn requesting a meeting. He said the meeting is expected to take place this morning.

Although the work stoppage at the factory entered its sixth day yesterday, the company still withheld giving any ultimatum to the workers.

Mr Johnson said it was company policy to first exhaust all avenues of peaceful negotiations before taking any drastic action.

'However, the company will be forced to reconsider its stand if the workers still fail to return to work this week,' he added.
Mawu workers strike

ABOUT 300 workers at a Boksburg firm downed tools yesterday demanding higher wages, after negotiations between their union and management deadlock.

The entire workforce at Dever Metals, near Dunsware railway station, are demanding an increase of 50 cents per hour.

Workers said they had been negotiating through their union, the Metal and Allied Workers' Union (Mawu).
Split in big metal unions' demands

Labour Correspondent

UNIONS representing artisans in the giant metal industries have drawn up demands for this year's pay negotiations — but do not believe unions should push for large wage increases this year, artisan union sources said yesterday.

This means the unions who are represented by the Confederation of Metal and Building Unions, are likely to take a different approach to other metal unions who have already announced plans to push for large wage increases.

The Metal and Allied Workers Union has announced it will push for a 45% rise and its layman, Dewald van der Watt, general secretary of the SA Boilermakers Society, has said unions have no option but to push for "substantial increases".

Mr. Van der Watt is also chairman of the South African committee of the International Metalworkers Federation, whose unions meet tomorrow to attempt to draw up joint wage demands.

He has been pressing for all metal unions to draw up similar demands, but the likelihood of this was reduced by MAWU's decision to release its demands.

The CMBU's position could make such a joint stance even less likely.

Indications are that employers, represented by the Steel and Engineering Industries Federation (Seifsa), intend to resist large increases strongly.

CMBU sources confirmed yesterday the Seifsa would consider the confederation's demands at its council meeting on Monday.
One strike ends as workforce at second factory continues protest

Mercury Reporter

ABOUT 600 striking workers at a Pinetown surgical supplies factory, Smith and Nephew Ltd, yesterday decided to end their week-long strike and return to work today, according to a spokesman for the workers.

But the strike at another Pinetown textile factory, Ninian and Lester, continued as the entire workforce of more than 500 protested against the company's refusal to restate all the workers who were dismissed last week for taking part in what has been described as an illegal strike.

The Smith and Nephew decision follows urgent talks between the management and Mr. Johnny Copely, general secretary of the Posatu-affiliated National Union of Textile Workers, earlier yesterday.

The workers, who have been on strike since last week in support of their demand for more pay, were later addressed by Mr. Copely and other union officials.

Mr. Kelvin Johnson, the company's personnel manager, could not be reached for comment yesterday, but in a statement to the Mercury earlier he said:

'The company's practice is to settle such issues through the process of collective bargaining and we have requested the NUTW to assist us in getting the workers to return to work so that negotiations can continue.'

He said the company offered to increase current wage levels by 13.7 percent. 'In effect, the increase for the lowest paid workers represented a rise of R8.55 a week in basic pay and a further increase of R2.25 a week in productivity bonus,' he added.

The workers demanded an across-the-board increase of R12.50 a week and the scrapping of the productivity bonus scheme.

According to a spokesman for the NUTW, Ninian and Lester agreed to reinstate only 70 of the 80 dismissed workers. 'The other workers are not prepared to accept the offer and are blocking by their demand that all 80 be reinstated.'
The 12.5% fare increase for second-class, not applicable on the Soweto suburban run, represents about R5 in hard cash on most runs while the 3.5% rise for first-class accounts for about R4, according to Hammersma.

A weekly third-class ticket from Naledi, the furthest point from central Johannesburg on the Soweto run, now costs R2.60 and a monthly ticket costs R9.90. From the beginning of next month, when the new fares are introduced, commuters will pay R2.80 for a weekly and R11 for a monthly ticket.

A first-class monthly ticket on the suburban service from and to Naledi will rise from R31 to R34 and a weekly ticket from R8.90 to R9.20.

At the moment, a ticket for a long-distance trip (e.g. Johannesburg to Durban) costs R20 for third-class, R40 for second and R57 for first. The new fares will be R23.50, R45.50 and R62 respectively.

UNIONS

Naawu's progress

Firestone and the National Automobile and Allied Workers' Union (Naawu) have signed a wage agreement covering the company's plants at Brits.

According to the union, the settlement gives workers an across-the-board increase of 25c/hour and brings the minimum wage at the factory to R2.57/hour. Naawu says this is the highest rate in the tyre manufacturing industry and is in sharp contrast to the current minimum wage agreement reached by the Industrial Council for the Tyre and Rubber Industry in the eastern Cape - R1.39/hour.

Naawu points out that it was not a party to the industrial council agreement, but says it has now been admitted to the council. Its admission, it says, means that the union representatives on the council will represent the majority of eastern Cape workers in the industry.

The union has obviously set its sights on the eastern Cape and Natal as areas for expansion - despite resistance from established unions - and particularly on the Dunlop factory in Ladysmith. Naawu claims the minimum rate at the Dunlop works is R1.31/hour - an amount it contrasts with the minimum negotiated at Firestone's Brits plant.

The union says it will now take steps to ensure that the agreement (in the eastern Cape) more fully represents the needs and aspirations of its members, something which was not the case when the majority union sat alone on the council.

"In addition, together with our sister unions in the Federation of SA Trade Unions (Fosatu) which are involved in the tyre and rubber industries, Naawu will be looking at ways of improving conditions for our members in both the Transvaal and Natal. In addition to the wage increase negotiated at Firestone, the company and the union are continuing their discussions related to the implementation of a new grading structure which will replace the current incentive payment scheme."

Fosatu unions have strong representation in both the motor and motor-components industries. The Naawu statement indicates that they will be taking a tough line with both rival unions and management.

SWAPO
Confused approach

Swapo's attitude towards the SA-Angolan ceasefire continues to be confused - and sometimes contradictory.

A Swapo source in London, who did not want to be named, said: "Obviously we are not going to do anything to disrupt the disengagement on Angolan territory. But there is no ceasefire in Namibia and the armed struggle has been the key element in producing the negotiations which led ultimately to the agreement on Security Council Resolution 435. The armed struggle cannot stop until 435 is implemented."
Bus strike forces
40 000 to walk

DURBAN — A snap Durban Transport Management Board bus drivers' strike forced about 40 000 workers from the Pinetown and Ntuzuma areas to trek long distances to work today.

The strikers have been told to return to their jobs or face dismissal and prosecution under the Riotous Assemblies Act.

Mr Alan Bray, the deputy general manager of the DTMB, said the strike had started over a "power struggle" between pro- and anti-Transport and General Workers' Union factions.

The union men had apparently decided to stop work in an attempt to force the management to take sides.

Mr Bray said it was not clear yet how many drivers were involved, but 145 buses on the Clermont run, 65 on the Ntuzuma route, which operates through kwaMashu, and another 23 at Klarwater had failed to take to the road.

Later this morning about 40 drivers had returned to work.

There had been no violence but "a bit of militance" after a meeting of union supporters last night.

The DTMB had been told shortly after midnight that the strike would take place.
No Indian homeland

THE Government considered the establishment of an Indian homeland 'an impractical idea' and had not instituted an investigation into the possibility of such a homeland, the Prime Minister said yesterday in reply to a question by Mr Daan van der Merwe (CP Rusik). Mr Botha said if Mr van der Merwe could furnish him with the proposed borders for an Indian homeland, calculations could be made on how much it would cost—(SAPA)

Pinetown workers down tools, demand more pay

Mercury Reporter

THE entire workforce at a New German company manufacturing household appliances downs tools yesterday, demanding more pay. A spokesman for the workers at Pineware (Pty) Ltd said they had asked for the minimum wage to be increased from R1.58 an hour to R2 an hour, but their request had been rejected by the management. The workers are obviously angry and decided as a form of protest to down tools. The entire workforce of blacks, Indians and coloureds have refused to work till their pay demand is met,' he said. The striking workers were later asked to leave the company premises by the management.

Representatives of the Metal and Allied Workers' Union were still holding talks with the workers late yesterday and were unavailable for comment. A spokesman for the company said: 'We would not like to comment on the situation at our factory at this stage.'

Rich and exotic concert fare

THE unconventional programme for this week's Natal Philharmonic Orchestra symphony concert was rich and exotic but by no means indisgestable. The variety of styles was such that opinion is likely to be divided on what, if anything, constituted the highlight or central point.

Ravel's Shéhérazade is seldom heard in Durban. A beautiful, evocative set of three rhapsodic songs, the intricate and atmospheric orchestration kept the NPO and David Tidboald on their toes.

Barbara Knox has just the right type of voice and brought a controlled and fluid vocal line to Ravel's sensitive prosody, with clear, expressive words. It was a great pity that, through poor lighting, her face was invisible to a large section of the audience and that a badly placed microphone literally cut her in half.

Ravel's poème chorégraphique La Valse, which he described as a hommage to Johann Strauss, is very difficult but also very rewarding. The music ebbed and swelled and whirled about the City Hall in the most delightful way.

Tessa Uys gave a graceful, stylish performance of Mozart's Piano Concerto in C Major, in which the slow movement was particularly enjoyable. It is deceptively simple and, if played at a fraction to slow, it drags.

But Miss Uys David Tidboald and the NPO had the mixture just right. Having said that, there was the unavoidable feeling that Miss Uys, like other pianists, found the piano a problem, particularly the upper registers which seemed to have no 'give'.

The orchestra also seemed at times too weighty in the outer movements. Balance can be a difficult business.

Bizet's delightful and spirited Symphony in C Major was not given what it deserved. It was rushed and sounded tense, even in the slow movement. Something seemed to be lacking in the first violins that was there in previous concerts. The tone and ensemble are not what they have been. The wind section, too, was bedevilled by intonation problems.

Perhaps these small gribbles arise from the fact that this concert is two thirds of the way through a very heavy season, which has made enormous demands on an orchestra with great potential and a promising future but which almost inevitably is having some awkward experiences while expanding its repertoire.

Anthea Johnstone
Deadlock in talks with striking bus drivers

Mercury Reporters

THOUSANDS of workers from Pinetown andNumuma were again expected to be without Durban Corporation transport today following a deadlock in negotiations between striking bus drivers and the Durban Transport Management Board.

Angered

DTMB general manager Marshall Cuthbert had warned that the drivers would face instant dismissal if they did not return to work today.

But the 55 percent of Durban Corporation drivers, on strike since Friday, are expected to continue their work stoppage today unless a Works Committee, a rival negotiating body, is abolished by the DTMB.

According to the Transport and General Workers' Union branch secretary, Mr. John Mawhery, the board agreed to sign an agreement with the workers yesterday allowing for union recognition but reneged when it was established that the committee would have to be abolished.

'This angered the workers even more and they are determined to continue the strike until the committee is abolished,' he said.

He stressed that there had been no intimidation or violence during the strike and that some drivers were still driving.

Members of the affiliated Federation of South African Trade Unions (Fosaatu), which has a strong following in Pinetown, have apologised to commuters on the drivers' behalf.

Mr. Cuthbert said although what the union had proposed over the telephone had sounded reasonable, when the final typescript of the proposed agreement had been seen late yesterday, negotiations had broken down.

Clauses insisting on the dismissal of the leader of the 'rival faction' - those drivers still working and who did not belong to the TGWU - and the abolition of the Works Committee had been 'too much to live with,' Mr. Cuthbert said.

The striking drivers had been given 48 hours' notice on Friday, and this would be effective today.

'But I don't want to be ruthless about this. Those drivers who report for their shifts will not lose their jobs,' he said.
Police move in to talk as strikers ignore ultimatum

156 drivers sacked in bid to end Durban bus chaos

midday yesterday

They were warned they were no longer employed by the Durban Corporation and would be arrested and charged with trespass if they failed to leave the premises.

Confirming this, Mr Cuthbert said the police had arrived at the depot and told the dismissed workers they had broken the law by taking part in an illegal strike.

They were also told summonses would be issued against them and they were ordered to leave the premises or be arrested.

"All of them left without incident I must compliment the police for the tactful manner in which they handled the situation," said Mr Cuthbert.

He said notices calling for replacement staff were displayed at the depots and the response had been "very good".

He said among those who applied for the jobs were some of the dismissed workers. He said many have taken "special taxis" costing workers about R5 to get from Pinetown to Durban.

According to Mr Cuthbert, the strike has cost the DTMB between R25 000 and R35 000 a day.

He said the DTMB could not accept the demand that only TGWU members represent the running staff and that the existing works committee, which had roughly equal support, be abolished.
156 bus drivers fired, new staff taken on

A TOTAL of 156 striking Durban Corporation bus drivers have been fired after ignoring an ultimatum to return to work, Mr Marshall Cuthbert, general manager of the Durban Transport Management Board, announced yesterday.

He said new staff were being recruited to replace the dismissed drivers. The work stoppage started on Friday morning, disrupting bus services for commuters on some of the green-line services routes.

Commuters in the Pinetown and Nozuma areas will once again be faced with transport problems today as the corporation service there is still disrupted.

The strikers were demanding the scrapping of a works committee—a rival negotiating body to the Transport and General Workers' Union.

After being dismissed, the drivers congregated at the Clermont depot and were later ordered to disperse by the South African Police.

They were warned they were no longer employed by the Durban Corporation and they would be arrested and charged with trespass if they failed to leave.

Confirming this last night, Mr Cuthbert said the police had arrived at the depot and informed the dismissed workers they had broken the law by taking part in an illegal strike. They were also told summonses would be issued against them and were ordered to leave the premises.

"All of them left without any incidents. I must compliment the police for the tactful manner in which they handled the situation," he said.

Dismissal

Mr Cuthbert said notices calling for replacement staff were displayed at the depots and the response had been "very good".

He said among those who had applied for jobs were some of the dismissed workers. "Each application will be considered on its merit," he added.

Mr John Mawbey, branch secretary of the Transport and General Workers' Union, said the drivers had refused to accept their dismissal.

"We were very close to reaching an agreement with the DTMB at talks over the weekend, but the DTMB was yesterday still unwilling to negotiate a few minor amendments to a clause to pave the way for a settlement.

"The clause concerns the removal of the existing works committee which has severely antagonised our members," he said.

Many commuters yesterday claimed they had been forced to take 'special taxis' costing about R5 from Pinetown to Durban to get to work.

Mr Cuthbert said the strike had cost the DTMB between R25,000 and R35,000 a day.
return
to work

Mercury Reporter

WORKERS at a New German company manufacturing household appliances ended their one-day strike over pay and returned to work yesterday following an ultimatum by management.

A spokesman for Pineware (Pty) Ltd yesterday confirmed that all the workers who downed tools last Friday were back at work. He declined to say whether their pay demand had been met, but confirmed that none of the strikers had been penalised.

The entire workforce at the Pinetown-based factory downed tools in protest against the company's refusal to increase their minimum wage from R1.56 an hour to R2 an hour.

The strikers were later ordered to leave the company premises and were given an ultimatum to return to work by yesterday or face dismissal.

The Natsu-affiliated Metal and Allied Workers' Union, yesterday declined to comment.
Union official arrested while trying to settle strike

By STEVEN FRIEDMAN
Labour Correspondent

A KEY official of Ponta's Paper, Wood and Allied Workers' Union, Mr Jeremy Baskin, was arrested yesterday outside a Johannesburg factory where he had been in an attempt to settle a strike.

His arrest follows those of two other union leaders in the past few weeks. Several unionists were also arrested in January after arriving at plants to intervene in strikes.

Mr Baskin was arrested yesterday morning and, by late yesterday afternoon, was still being held. A police spokesman who confirmed the arrest said, however, he was due to be released on bail.

According to the spokesman, Mr Baskin has been charged with holding an illegal meeting.

Recently Mr Shakes Sikakhane, the general secretary of the Food and Beverage Workers' Union, was arrested outside a Potchefstroom plant where he had gone to settle a dispute.

And the chief shop steward of the Commercial, Catering and Allied Workers' Union, Mr Robert Mkhize, was arrested under the intimidation Act last week. Both men are facing charges.

According to a spokesman for the union, Mr Baskin's arrest followed a strike at an Amalgam factory, Transpo-ly, over union recognition.

He said Mr Baskin went to the plant yesterday morning after learning of the strike and had found both West Rand Administration Board police — who were asking for workers' pass books — and SA Police.

Mr Baskin was, however, the only one arrested, he added.

He said the strike started because workers had been sacked for belonging to the union.

According to the paper workers' union spokesman, the plant's 65 workers approached management on Saturday to request recognition of the union.

Management responded by calling workers together and asking who the union leaders in the factory were. The spokesman said they had not replied but management then fired 11 workers who identified as union leaders.

On Sunday four night-shift workers, all members of the union steering committee at the plant, were fired, he added, and workers then downed tools.

According to the spokesman, the company is refusing to negotiate with the paper workers' union. Comment from the company could not be obtained yesterday.
Pinetown — It is "the end of the road" for 156 illegally striking Durban Corporation bus drivers, the chairman of
the Durban Transport Management Board, Mr Marshall Cuthbert, said yesterday.

The strikers, a faction of the Transport and General Workers' Union, were demanding that their union rep-
resent all drivers employed by the corporation.

The strike has stranded thousands of commuters in the Pinetown and Ntuzuma areas.

There was no point in the drivers asking for another meeting with the DTMGB, Mr Cuthbert said.

"They are saying this is still a live issue. We are saying there is no further issue, it is the end of the road and
they are no longer in our employ,"

The sacked drivers, who could be charged under the Rictuss Assemblies Act for staging an illegal strike,
were cleared from the Cler-
mont bus depot yesterday by
police — Sapa
An official of the Paper, Wood and Allied Workers' Union (Pwawu), Mr Jeremy Baskin, made a brief appearance in a Johannesburg Regional Court yesterday charged with convening an illegal gathering.

His appearance follows a strike on Monday at an Amalgam factory, Transport, over union recognition.

Eighty-five workers are on strike.

Mr Baskin was not asked to plead and the case was postponed to April 11.
Workers in fifth month of protest

Labour Correspondent
MEMBERS of the Metal and Allied Workers Union (Mawu) at Dely Corporation's plant at Vulcania, Brakpan, have been staging an overtime ban since October last year in support of wage demands. It was revealed yesterday. The ban is still in force and last week workers also staged a demonstration at the company grounds in support of their demands. This is believed to be the longest overtime ban yet by black workers.

Dely is one of the few companies in the metal industries which has agreed to negotiate directly with Mawu on wages and work conditions. The dispute which prompted the overtime ban began almost a year ago and centres around worker demands for a 50c an hour rise. The company has offered a 7c rise.

Mawu originally demanded a 50c rise, but has since scaled down its demands, while the company originally said it could offer no increase at all.

According to informed sources, negotiations between Mawu and Dely began last March when the company told the union it could not pay any increase and suggested that wage talks be postponed until October.

In October, the company repeated its March stance and workers then launched a ban on overtime. Talks between the two sides on the wage issue are still in progress.

Meanwhile, the Paper, Wood and Allied Workers Union announced yesterday it is to take legal action against Johannesburg plastic bag manufacturers Transpol, which fired its entire workforce after a strike earlier this week.

A union official, Mr Jeremy Baskin, was arrested outside the plant.
Striking drivers may return to work

Mercury Reporters

All the striking bus drivers of the Durban Transport Management Board may return to work today after agreement was reached late last night between officials of the board and the Transport and General Workers’ Union.

In a terse statement issued after a marathon meeting, Mr Marshall Cuthbert, general manager of the board, said: “Management has reached an agreement with the union which protects the rights of both union and non-union members of staff.”

But, Mr John Mawbey, branch secretary of the union, said the board’s proposal had not yet been accepted by the union.

He said they would be told the details of the proposal early this morning.

Details of the proposed agreement were not available to the Press last night.

Mr Mawbey was optimistic that agreement could be reached, and the six-day dispute ended.

A spokesman for the union said it appeared that more than 150 drivers were affected.

Mr Cuthbert said the board would retain the additional 31 drivers hired since Tuesday.

Bus services in the western areas were disrupted as the drivers went on strike and demanded full recognition rights for the union and the scrapping of the Works Committee—a rival negotiating body.

The DTMB refused to accede to their demands and subsequently dismissed the drivers for taking part in what it described as an illegal strike.

The drivers refused to accept their dismissal.

Mercury Reporter

Workers in Durban shops are planning to protest against a move by the Durban Chamber of Commerce to have April 21—Easter Saturday—declared a normal trading day for shops in central Durban.

The Commercial, Catering and Allied Workers’ Union—representing thousands of shop workers—has called a meeting of shop stewards today to decide on a line of action.

Shop workers interviewed by the Mercury yesterday said they were not happy about working on April 21 as it would disrupt their Easter long weekend. “We work pretty hard all the year round—why can’t we, too, have a break sometime,” said a sales assistant in a large West Street department store.

Mr James Aikman, assistant general manager of the Durban Chamber of Commerce, yesterday confirmed that the Chamber had recommended to the Durban City Council that it allow shops to remain open on Easter Saturday.

He said most local authorities on the Natal coast had amended the trading by-laws to enable shops to remain open on Easter Saturday. It was time the Durban City Council did the same.
Sacked N. Mercury drivers taken back

Mercury Reporter

BUS services in western areas, including Clermont and Ntuzama, were back to normal yesterday after 156 sacked bus drivers were reinstated.

This was confirmed yesterday by Durban Transportation Management Board general manager Mr Marshall Cuthbert.

Drivers on the board's green-line services who had been fired for taking part in what was described as an illegal strike, were taken back following talks between the board and the Transport and General Workers' Union.

This followed a signed agreement between the board and the union recognising union and non-union employees, Mr Cuthbert said. Staff hired to replace some of the dismissed workers would be retained, he added.

He also confirmed that 11 of the board's buses were stoned in Clermont on Wednesday night, but denied that commuters had boycotted the bus service in protest against the dismissal of drivers.

Damage was caused mainly to windows of buses, but all buses were back on the road yesterday.

Mr John Mawbey, branch secretary of the union, said the union was very pleased that the matter had been settled.

'At the meeting with the board, agreement was reached which will lead to negotiation of a full recognition agreement with the union,' he added.
out... however efficient the SSPA may be in obtaining oil supplies its record so far as this is known is decidedly spotty when it comes to getting involved in deals that lead to unfavourable publicity.

Not only was it the organisation that purchased the stolen oil from the Solem (albeit in all innocence), but it is also one of the prime defendants in the mysterious case before the Transvaal Supreme Court in which largely overseas interests are suing Sasol, the SSPA and others.

Although the Minister is not involved in the case, he is being represented in court by lawyers appointed by the State attorneys who are empowered to "intervene" if the interests of the Department of Mineral and Energy Affairs require it.

The identities of the plaintiffs are known, but the interests they represent remain a mystery. Maurice Sellar, in whose name the case is being brought, is said to be a British barrister - but his name does not appear on the British bar list. Nor is Trade and Technology Holdings (Ltd), a company involved in the case, listed by the British companies' office.

Lawyers point out that the Sasol/SSPA case is not the only one involving huge sums of money being heard in absolute secrecy by SA courts. The case in which Johannesburg businessman Taki Xenopoulos is suing a free-spending Italian ex-patratite, Mariano Chiavelli, for some $70m is being heard in the same secrecy.

The opposition does not object to secrecy necessary to protect SA's oil supplies. But, in the light of the Solem case and of talk surrounding the court cases, there is inevitably the suspicion that secrecy is cloaking inefficiency - or worse.

**INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS**

Natal tax strike

Industrial relations in Natal are steadily worsening. Durban is experiencing its first strike related to the new Black Tax Act, striking bus drivers have crippled the city's transport services, and further labour unrest is looming in the textile, clothing and leather industries.

Since the beginning of the year, there have been almost a dozen strikes in the Durban/Pinetown/Hamarsdale complex. The textile industry appears to be the hardest hit and employers fear they are in for a tough year.

Industry's main worry at the moment is that the strike over the new Black Tax Act, at Union Flour Mills (UFM) in Mombeni, could precipitate a rash of similar strikes. Managements are worried about the similarities between the strike and the pension disturbances of 1979. Employers complain that government has not come up with the guidelines for the changes and has left the burden of explaining the new tax laws to them.

Taking the optimistic view, the Natal

---

**ADVANCED EXECUTIVE PROGRAMME**

**THE 3 STAR COURSE IN STRATEGIC GENERAL MANAGEMENT AND LEADERSHIP**

The School of Business Leadership's 3rd Annual Advanced Executive Programme commences on June 2, 1984.

Highly regarded in South African business circles, the AEP is undoubtedly the toughest non-degree programme offered in Business Leadership.

**PROGRAMME OBJECTIVE**

The AEP is designed to meet the needs of the more mature and experienced business executive, who has advanced or is about to advance beyond the functional specialist management level.

**PROFILE OF AEP PARTICIPANTS**

Dynamic, high potential men and women who are in senior executive management positions, and who are being groomed to enter a "in the near future" are definite candidates for the programme. They are typically between 30 and 45 years of age.

**METHOD OF TUITION**

There are two main components: telephone (part time) and seminars (at a distance).

- A prescribed reading and study programme supported by a series of work assignments.
- Participation in weekly study group sessions.
- Compulsory and regular full day centre meetings with visiting lecturers.

**RESIDENTIAL TRAINING**

- Five full time, intensive one week study schools at the SBL in Pretoria held at regular intervals throughout the 15 month programme.

**LANGUAGE MEDIUM**

The programme is a bilingual one and participants are expected to have an adequate command of both official languages.

**ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS**

Candidates must:
- have matriculation status
- have at least ten years managerial experience
- be able to join and meet regularly with a study group of 7 to 10 students.

**REGISTRATION**

Full details and entry form may be obtained from:

The Associate Director

Non-Degree Programmes
School of Business Leadership
PO Box 392, Pretoria 0001
Tel: (012) 28 1771

**CLOSING DATE FOR ENROLMENT APRIL 15, 1984**

---

Financial Mail March 16, 1984
Chamber of Mines says it is hoping that the UFM strike will be a "one-off" which will be contained and speedily resolved.

A company spokesman tells the *Fm* that the stoppage occurred after personnel officials from head office travelled to Durban to explain the new Act to employees. Workers refused to sign IRP2 tax forms, saying they had already paid enough tax. As a result, the company was forced to tax them all at the rate for single people. When the workers saw the size of the deductions in last week's pay packets, they came out on strike. A deadline was set for them to return to work, and those who failed to do so were dismissed.

The chronology of the strike certainly suggests there was a failure of communication somewhere along the line. Nonetheless, some employers claim black politics and inter-union strife are keeping tension high in Natal labour circles. Moreover, as the substance of the dispute often does not concern employers directly (as in the case of the Tax Act), they feel powerless to offer meaningful mediation. "Why else would we have a problem here?" asks a UFM official. "We've had no problems at any of our other plants."

One explanation could be the plant's troubled labour history. Some time ago, it signed a recognition agreement with the South African Allied Workers' Union, but the relationships have not been a happy one. There have been four work stoppages at the factory in the past eight months.

The theory that black militancy and inter-union rivalries are making themselves felt on the shop floor at the expense of industry is gaining ground. The strike by Durban bus drivers is certainly rooted in union discord. The Transport and General Workers Union is seeking to replace an anti-union works committee.

Current speculation has it that, as SA reaches accord with its neighbours, "other forces are bound to internalise the struggle" meaning that internal political forces will come into play, including strike activity for political ends. The stand-off between the unions which act as the United Democratic Front and those linked to the Federation of SA Trade Unions (Fosatu) which Natal employers see as avoiding political involvement is also suspected of playing a part.

With Natal at the interface of black politics, and with issues like the Black Tax Act and the recession providing large scope for the build-up of grievances, employers are preparing for further unrest.

NEW HOUSE ELECTIONS

Party posers

Nomination day for elections to the coloured House of Representatives and the Indian House of Delegates in terms of the new constitution is expected to be Monday, July 16. At least one cross-ethnic surprise could be in the offing.

Fredie Peters, national secretary of the coloured Labour Party, says the election campaigns will begin in earnest after that. "For the moment we are concentrating on voter registration," he says. The elections are scheduled for August 22, the coloured people will elect 80 candidates and the Indians 40.

The Department of Internal Affairs has drawn up rules to govern voter registration and the compiling of voters' rolls. Officials were due to outline the procedures to representatives of political parties and community leaders at a seminar in Pretoria this week.

Details of how the delimitation of constituencies is being conducted were also expected to be outlined. The Electoral Act of 1979 is being amended through the Electoral Amendment Bill now before Parliament, to bring electoral law into line with the new constitution.

Nevertheless, voters who were registered under the Coloured Persons Representative Act of 1964, or under the Electoral Act for Indians of 1977, will be eligible.

As 669,913 coloured people and 365,782 Indians are registered in terms of the old Acts, government should to a substantial degree, be able to frustrate a "don't register" campaign by the anti-constitution United Democratic Front.

The real contest will remain one between those who advocate boycotting the new constitution and politicians who wish to use it to extract further reform measures from the government. On that score victory or defeat will be decided by the size of the poll.

An intriguing political prospect arises from Labour Party hints that it might contest the election for the Indian chamber using Indian candidates in addition to the coloured house.

At the moment this remains no more than a vague prospect although Labour leaders have expressed interest in the idea. *Prima facie* such a move would be a contravention of the Prohibition of Improper Political Interference Act - but it would be difficult for government to enforce the Act against those it wants in the new deal.

But if the Labour Party can contest both the Indian and coloured elections, what is the Progressive Federal Party to do? Can coloured voters and Indians vote for a racially based party? Whether or not they are members of the PPP, can they declare themselves to be in line with it and bound by its principles?

That is a question that government would find considerably less palatable than that of Labour Party members of the Indian house.

THE UNITED STATES

Oil mergers

The short-term trend that has America's big oil firms devouring each other continued unchecked last week. The only limitation on the struggle has been Wall Street's capacity to provide cash for the participants to bid each other out. Now Washington is getting alarmed.

In what was the third multi-billion dollar merger proposal in less than a month for America's reshuffling oil industry, Mobil Corp last week made a $5.7 billion bid for Superior Oil. Unlike the other recent mega mergers, Mobil conducted its negotiations...
US PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION

Super Tuesday's confusion

America's "Super Tuesday" presidential primary elections failed to give a clear indication of who will oppose Ronald Reagan in November.

Our Washington correspondent writes that three weeks ago the political forecast was that by March 15 the one-third of the 535 Democratic Party delegates to its nominating convention in July would be committed. Everyone was to have had a pretty good idea of the nominee.

A week ago, the bright burning comet that is Senator Gary Warren Hart (see Newsweek) of Colorado swept victorious through the sparsely-populated, but symbolically important early party preference contests in New Hampshire, Vermont, Wyoming and Maine.

Hart's call for "new leadership and a fresh start" generated excitement among Democrats and it appeared that Super Tuesday would mark the point where he gained a decisive lead over Walter Mondale, the Jimmy Carter vice-president whose early-front-runner status is now in doubt.

It didn't happen. With official returns not likely to be certified for another week, this was the situation at the time of going to press.

On Tuesday there were 511 delegates up for grabs in nine states. These were primaries (public balloting) in the southern states of Florida (123 delegates), Georgia (70), Alabama (52), and the New England states of Massachusetts (130) and Rhode Island (22). And there were caucuses (party meetings to nominate delegates) in the states of Washington (81), Oklahoma (65), Hawaii (19) and Nevada (15).

In addition Democratic Party members in two other categories, American Samoa and the so-called Democrats Abroad clubs in foreign countries picked uncommitted delegates.

Finances

In terms of winning votes Hart did better than anyone expected a fortnight ago - when he had planned not to contest the Super Tuesday races at all but to concentrate his then financial resources ($15,000 a day in campaign fund receipts) on the big northern state contests in April.

Hart led Mondale in Florida, Massachusetts, Rhode Island and Nevada. The trouble is that these wins do not necessarily translate into delegates. In Florida, for example, Hart fielded delegate candidates in only one-third of the contests so Mondale effectively captured most of that populous state's delegation.

Mondale was victorious in Alabama and Georgia - despite the defection of large numbers of black voters who voted for Jesse Jackson. As the campaign moves to the northern states (Illinois, Ohio, Pennsylvania, New York) next week, Mondale may begin to regain ground thanks to heavy union and urban-liberal support.

Which does Super Tuesday tell us? A month ago there were eight Democratic contenders for the nomination. Now, effectively, there are two Mondale and Hart. Two others who remained in the race, George McGovern and John Glenn may withdraw after the vote in Illinois next Tuesday.

Super Tuesday also demonstrates that a good man can still defeat a good little man. The Mondale organization is fuelled by a Democratic Party hierarchy (of which organised labour is an unofficial but active part) which wants him for several reasons.

One is that Mondale has a claim on their loyalties by long service to the party in the US Senate and as vice-president. He is also an orthodox Laborer with strong anti-Pentagon, big welfare and strong regulation-of-business credentials. Finally, Mondale can be counted upon to help Democrat congressional and senatorial candidates as well as the thousands running for local and state offices - even if he fails to unseat Reagan.

Super Tuesday also showed how bored Americans - or at least Americans who are Democrats - are with the campaign in general, and with Mondale in particular. It was George Wallace the old segregationist turned integrationist, Governor of Alabama, who summed up the mood as only he could: "The whole damned thing was a mile wide and an inch deep. Some of the places they (the presidential candidates) went in Alabama, I used to draw bigger crowds when I'd stop to fill up my car's gas tank.

It is also clear that many Democrats are now going to pay closer attention to Hart and ask whether they really want to go into battle behind him in November.

The prospect understandably worries party professionals. Many think that voters will find Hart's "neo-liberal" mix of pro-Pentagon and free-enterprise policies indistinguishable from one of Reagan that he will drag down other party candidates as well - just as his old mentor, George McGovern, did against Richard Nixon in 1972.

But Hart has won delegates in a region he was going to bypass a month ago. His campaign fund flow has soared to $80,000 a day. The media hang on every word - sometimes to his detriment. The crack about quitting a Czechoslovakian airliner if it violated US air space was added to the string of gaffes that are being tolerated as beginner's blunders - for now.

Finally, Super Tuesday's results mean that Hart and Mondale must press on through the heavily industrial state primaries of April and May. And they may still be slugging it out in California as late as June - and a horrifying thought for the party professionals - the contest could end up being decided on the convention floor.

MS VICE-PRESIDENT?

Uncertainty about the meaning of Tuesday's Democratic Party presidential primary results set campaign aides for both frontrunners talking about one move that would pep up the backburner race - a woman vice-presidential nominee.

According to our Washington correspondent, no major American party has ever had one, although several feminist parties have fielded candidates. And, in the Seventies, black congresswoman Shirley Chisholm was ushered as a candidate for president, though more as a token of her race than her sex.

American women will make up 52% of the vote next November, and Ronald Reagan is the least popular candidate among women who consider themselves "non-political."

"I am sure a woman will be on the shortlist of vice-presidential possibilities," says Charles Manatt, the Democratic Party's chairman. Among those who might be considered are San Francisco Mayor Dianne Feinstein, and congresswomen Patricia Schroeder of Colorado and Martha Griffiths of Michigan.

METAL UNIONS

Forging worker links

Worker clout in the steel-hitt metal industry received a boost this week when 10 metal trade unions representing some 200,000 workers met to revive the SA Coordinating Council of the International Metalworkers Federation (IMF).

Present at the conference was Herman Rehnan, general secretary of the IMF, which represents 14.5m metalworkers worldwide.

The SA council is composed of unions.
with widely differing ideologies drawn from three different union federations as well as some unaffiliated unions. The federations are the Federation of SA Trade Unions (Fosatu), the Council of Unions of SA (Cusa), and the Trade Union Council of SA (Tucsa).

Member unions are the SA Bolermakers' Society, Radio, Television, Electronic and Allied Workers' Union, Engineering and Allied Workers' Union of SA, Engineering Industrial Workers' Union of SA, National Automobile and Allied Workers' Union, Federation of Mining Union, SA Tin Workers' Union, Metal and Allied Workers' Union, and the Steel Engineering and Allied Workers' Union.

Also participating was the Tucsa-affiliated Motor Industry Combined Workers' Union (Mcmwu). Although it is not an IMF member, the Mcmwu has already applied to join the world body. Its application is expected to be accepted when the IMF meets in Dublin in June.

The council's revival comes after a year of careful planning following on its collapse in 1981 due to irreconcilable differences between member unions. The possibility of a revival occurred in 1982 when the IMF expelled the all-white Amalgamated Engineering Union and the SA Electrical Workers' Association because of their support for apartheid.

The IMF, which has its head office in Geneva, Switzerland, has similar councils in England, the US, Germany, Japan and the Far East, the Caribbean and several African countries.

Said council chairman Ike van der Watt, "We are very optimistic with the way things have been going. There is no doubt that there are a lot of major problems to be sorted out but I am convinced we have reached a position to place the IMF SA Coordinating Council on a much firmer footing than in the past. We will also be creating a full-time secretariat for the IMF in SA. It is essential to have this if we are to be in a position to deal with the problems facing us in a realistic and professional manner."

Negotiations

According to Van der Watt, one of the aims of the council will be to co-ordinate union demands in negotiations with the metal industry employer body - the Steel and Engineering Industries Federation of SA. The 1984 negotiations are scheduled to take place in the next few months. These talks, which affect 400 000 workers, set the tone for wage bargaining in many other industries.

However, the council's aim will not be achieved at this year's negotiations. Moves for co-ordination have already been frustrated by the decision of the Metal and Allied Workers' Union (Mawu) and the Steel, Engineering and Allied Workers' Union of SA to break ranks with other council unions and demand a R2.50/hour minimum wage.

Van der Watt . . . 'no wage unity this year'

Next year could see united action.

"As far as the wage talks in the engineering industry are concerned, the possibility of unity is virtually impossible this year," Van der Watt says. "At this stage we are still in a position where we are trying to create something. You cannot expect miracles overnight."

The IMF council's revival is also expected to lead to unity talks in other industries.

National Automobile and Allied Workers' Union (Naawu) officials Brian Fredericks tells the FM that council unions active in the motor industry will be meeting in May to discuss joint action. Unions involved will be Naawu, Mcmwu and Mawu. A fourth union, the Cusa-affiliated United African Motor and Allied Workers' Union, which is not a member of the council, will also participate in these talks. If co-operation comes about between these unions - and this seems inevitable - they will be in a position to dominate both the motor assembly and motor components industries.

Co-operation

Council members are also hopeful that better co-operation between electrical industry unions will take place in the future.

The SA council's aims and objectives are:

☐ To promote understanding and co-operation between all metalworkers and between the organisations to which they belong.

☐ To strive for fair and equal employment, training and promotion opportunities for all metalworkers.

☐ To study and inquire into international labour relations so as to improve the working conditions and welfare of SA metalworkers.

☐ To establish trade union educational programmes, and sponsor seminars on national and international labour relations, economic and other problems.

☐ To compile and issue publications on matters concerning social and economic events and their effects on workers.

☐ To undertake to resolve jurisdictional and demarcation problems between member unions.

☐ To work for the extension of trade union rights in particular of collective bargaining rights, to all SA workers.

☐ To render organisational, administrative and other facilities to member unions.

☐ To elect persons to represent the council on occasions that may be deemed necessary.

☐ To involve itself in any matters affecting metalworkers and their organisations.

☐ To work with any other trade union body whose aims and objectives are in conformity with IMF objectives and

☐ To inform the IMF on developments in SA, to carry out IMF decisions and to co-operate with the IMF affiliates in other parts of Africa.

RURAL FOUNDATIONS

The Urban Foundation (UF) is broadening the scope of its work. Natal director Alan Mountain is to lead a study to establish whether the private sector can make a bigger contribution in helping rural communities.

By nature of its mandate Mountain says, the UF has been obliged to concern itself primarily with urban problems. "But the development spectrum starts in the rural areas and ends in the urban areas. For that reason it is important that we address ourselves to the question of rural development as well."

Mountain reckons his investigation will take about two years. He will be replaced as Natal director to allow him to concentrate on his new task. He plans to study all aspects of rural development with particular reference to the creation of economic opportunities with the aid of the private sector.

The study will be a national one, but Mountain says he will be based in Natal where "the problems of rural development manifest themselves most windsly."

PETROLEUM BILL

Curtain of secrecy

As the mysterious court case involving Sasol and the Strategic Fuel Fund Association (SFPA) gets under way this week, gov
Move to widen dispute at plastic bag firm

BY STEVEN FRIEDMAN
Labour Correspondent

FORSATU's Paper, Wood and Allied Workers Union has vowed to turn its dispute with Johannesburg plastic bag maker Transpoly into a "test case" on the labour practices of small firms in paper and similar industries.

It says it has contacted workers at companies which use Transpoly products and asked them to back strikers fired by the company this week.

Yesterday, the union and company met for the first time in an attempt to settle the dispute since workers struck at the plant over the weekend. PWAWU says the company refused to talk to it until now.

The talks did not produce a settlement and the two sides meet again today.

During the strike, a union organiser, Mr Jeremy Baskin, was arrested outside the plant and charged with holding an illegal gathering.

PWAWU has threatened legal action against the company, charging that workers are forced to work an 84-hour week. Transpoly management refuses to comment on the dispute.

A PWAWU spokesman said yesterday that, if the talks did not produce a settlement, the union would intensify its campaign against the company.

"We have contacted workers at companies which are customers of Transpoly, such as Pick n Pay and Trout, and asked them to support Transpoly workers," he said.

"We may also take other steps in support of the workers." "

Although Transpoly employed only 83 workers, the union was "taking the dispute very seriously because we want to show that small firms, who get away with unacceptable labour practices, can do so no longer," he said.

"Yesterday, he added, workers demanded their reinstatement, that management pay them for the time they were on strike, that it agree to union recognition talks, and that it ask police to withdraw charges against Mr Baskin."

He said management agreed to reinstate some of the workers, but they were demanding that all be rehired.
Union acts on BMW sackings

By STEVEN FRIEDMAN

Labour Correspondent

MOTOR firm BMW and Fo-

satu's National Auto-
mobile and Allied Workers

Union, who clashed in a

recent strike at BMW's

Roslyn, Pretoria, plant

are at loggerheads again

- the issue over the firing

of 37 workers in wake of

the strike.

The union's general sec-

tary, Mr Fred Sauls, says

he has called on German

unions to act in support of

the fired workers and says

NAAWU does not accept

the sackings.

And BMW said yesterday it

had postponed indefinitely

a meeting scheduled for

Monday at which fired

strikers were to have ap-

pealed against their sack-

ings.

The company says it did this

because NAAWU twice

failed to provide it with a

list of names of fired strik-

ers who it believed had

been unfairly dismissed.

The 37 workers 'were' fired

after two sets of hearings

held during and after the

strike.

They centred around BMW

charges that some workers

'harassed' supervisory

staff and that supervisors

had to be protected against

assault.

According to the company's

figures, a total of 37 work-

ers appeared at hearings,

of which 37 were fired.

According to NAAWU, as

many as 150 workers were

originally to have ap-

peared, but it says the

company agreed to scale

down the figure.

The workers appealed

against their sacking and

NAAWU says they are still

due to appear at an appeal

hearing on Monday.

Mr Sauls said that, at this

week's meeting of the

South African council of

the International Metal-

workers Federation, to

which NAAWU belongs,

the IMF's general sec-

tary, Mr Herman Beihan,

pledged overseas union

support for local unions

NAAWU had asked a major

German union, IG Metall,

to act in terms of that com-

mitment.

A company spokesman said

yesterday that appeal

meeting would not be held

until NAAWU submitted

the list BMW requested.
Workers’ wrath

Unions warn the motor men after big retrenchments

By Barney Mthombothi

TRADE union leaders have accused the motor industry of putting profits before the livelihood of its employees and have warned that anger and bitterness caused by recent retrenchments will destabilise future industrial peace.

More than 2,000 workers have been retrenched in the industry so far this year — 650 at Sigma, 700 at Daewo Nissan and 490 at Ford. In addition, 24 workers were fired after a crippling strike by 1,500 at the BMW’s Rosslyn plant in January.

Union leaders say these massive retrenchments so early in the year underline the inherent insecurity of workers in the industry and agreements are therefore needed to buttress them against the financial risks of working in the industry.

Decent severance and unemployment pay arrangements will also have to be made.

Coming in for harsh criticism, surprisingly, is Ford, long acclaimed as one of the most progressive employers in the country.

Union sources say there has been a change of attitude to unions at Ford and that the company has recently been “a source of considerable conflict.”

General secretary of the Motor Assemblers’ and Component Workers’ Union, Dennis Neer, said this week he had heard of the retrenchments at Ford a week before they were to be carried out “almost as a rumour.”

“We contacted Ford and they confirmed the rumour was in fact true,” he said.

“A meeting was arranged at which we put forward some suggestions as alternatives to avoid retrenchments. Our suggestions were all rejected. It was a matter of ‘take it or leave it.’ They said the matter was not negotiable.”

Mr Neer said workers had interpreted the retrenchments as a retaliation by management to a strike in December after a worker was fired.

“Workers are angry and I don’t know what will happen should such a thing be done again. The whole manner of approach has changed at Ford.”

Also critical of Ford was Fred Sauls, general secretary of the National Automobile and Allied Workers’ Union, who said since 1980 Ford had been a source of considerable conflict.

He said the union was informed by Ford only two days before the lay-off. A meeting was held only at the union’s request and Ford refused to consider alternatives or to delay the retrenchments until after a union meeting.

He said the difference between the way Sigma and Ford handled the lay-offs was quite startling.

Although his union was not at all happy with the retrenchments at Sigma, ample discussion had at least taken place between the union and the company before the actual lay-off.

“In addition, the long-standing agreement between the two parties ensured that the ‘first-in, first-out’ principle was adhered to and that workers who were retrenched received a week’s notice, and one to three months’ severance pay.”

Ford’s Press Relations Manager Bob Kernohan said there was “no particular legal obligation” to inform the unions about the lay-offs.

“It’s an abnormal situation. We don’t retrench often, and this is the first major retrenchment since the energy crisis of the early Seventies.”

Mr Kernohan said Ford had always co-operated with the two unions but the retrenchments were non-negotiable issues.

“We informed the unions about it, but only once the decision had been made. And we gave an assurance that retrenched workers will get first option should conditions improve.”

Mr Ruben Els of Sigma also said the workers would be given preference should the situation improve.

“The decision to retrench was arrived at after thorough investigation.”

BMW spokesman Mike Brandt said none of their workers had been laid off, but 24 employees had been fired “for reasons related to their activities during the strike. They were involved in intimidation and violence against members of staff.”

He said all BMW workers had gone back after the strike “at our rate.”

“We told them they are to work for the money we are offering them or they can go and look for work somewhere else. It was as simple as that, and they went back at our rate.”
Strikers ask for R9-million

THE 272 sacked strikers from African Cable in Vereeniging have rejected a R35 000 offer for an out-of-court settlement and are demanding R9-million from the company.

At a meeting at the Roman Catholic church in Evaton last weekend the strikers said they wanted R35 000 each — as R35 000 divided among 272 of them means they would get only R154.43c each.

The meeting was a report-back on discussions held last month between the industrial council, management and lawyers representing the strikers.

The strikers, all members of the Engineering and Allied Workers Union (EAWU), were told that management approached EAWU with the R35 000 last month.
400 strikers may be sacked

THE entire workforce at a Boksburg firm, who have been on strike since last Thursday, were yesterday given an ultimatum: return to work or lose your jobs.

About 400 workers at Wighttech in Main Reef Road, a subsidiary of the giant Barlow Rand Group, downed tools last Thursday morning demanding the reinstatement of three of their colleagues who were dismissed early last week.

Last Monday the company's management sacked two workers for unknown reasons and on Wednesday, a shop steward, Mr Stephen Mbathe, who questioned the sacking, was also fired. The following day the entire workforce refused to work until the three were reinstated.

FOSATU management at the firm has until now refused to discuss the workers' grievances with their union, the Metal and Allied Workers' Union (Mawu), which is affiliated to Fosatu. A spokesman for the union told The SOWETAN yesterday that the union has been refused entry to the company's premises.

If the workers lose their jobs about 160 of them may also lose their posh houses in Daveyton's Swazi Section, which the company built for them early last year.
Ultimatum to strikers

Workers at a Boksburg North firm have been given an ultimatum to return to work or lose their jobs — and many may also lose their houses, which were built by the company.

About 400 workers at Wrigtech have been on strike since last Thursday in protest at the dismissal of three colleagues. The workers have refused to return until their colleagues are reinstated.

The three dismissed workers were all members of the Metal and Allied Workers' Union's shop stewards' council for the plant.

The company built 150 houses for its employees last year.
By STEVEN FRIEDMAN
Labour Correspondent

ABOUT 300 strikers at the Boksburg plant of a Barlow Rand company Wrightech — regarded by Barlows as a "model company" which offers extensive benefits to black workers — have been fired, a company statement said yesterday.

According to Wrightech, workers were sacked after striking for three days and failing to meet a return-to-work deadline on Tuesday.

But a spokesman for the Metal and Allied Workers Union (Mawu) charged yesterday that workers arrived at the company to meet the deadline, but that management had refused to let them resume work.

"The gates were locked and a company official told them they could not come in," he said.

Later, senior management told workers they would be paid off," he said. He said Mawu was considering legal action against Wrightech.

The strike was sparked by three dismissals, including that of Mawu's senior shop steward at the plant. The union charges that he was fired for taking up an appeal on behalf of a dismissed worker.

One of the key benefits Wrightech offers workers is home ownership.

But Mawu's spokesman said that the homes, with which workers had been provided in terms of this scheme, were now a key issue in the wake of the dismissals.

"The workers fear they may now be evicted. We are seeking an urgent meeting with Barlow Rand to clarify the position," he said.

The strike began last Thursday after two workers were fired for alleged breaches of discipline and the senior steward was sacked after, it is alleged, management objected to the way in which he performed his union duties.

Wrightech's statement said 26 workers had been fired after "they failed to return to work at the specified shift starting times on Tuesday".

It said an appeal hearing into the three dismissals which sparked the strike was being conducted in terms of a procedure agreed between it and Mawu.

Its personnel manager, Mr. Andre Oosthuizen, said it was "unfortunate that workers chose strike action instead of making use of the agreed procedure which was negotiated with the union".

He said the company was concerned "that workers chose to continue to strike after management conveyed to the union's shop stewards that we would allow an extension of time to lodge an appeal in terms of the procedure".

The company began recruitment yesterday and would consider applications from fired strikers, he said.

Mawu's spokesman charged that the company first refused to allow an appeal into the firings. But on Monday it said it was prepared to hear appeals.

The agreement said appeals must be heard within two days, he said. Mawu was nevertheless, taking part in the appeals, due to be completed today.
Unions seek greater stop order rights

Labour Correspondent
CURBS on the rights of metal unions to receive "stop orders" — employers' deduction of union dues on their behalf — are set to become a negotiating issue at the metal industries' industrial council.

Both the Metal and Allied Workers' Union and the Confederation of Metal and Building Unions, representing mainly skilled workers, have tabled demands seeking greater "stop order" rights for unions.

But, while MAWU wants greater rights for non-members of the council or for unions who have not signed the agreement negotiated at it, the CMBU wants greater rights for signatories.

The demands could, therefore, prompt tension between the union groups as well as between unions and employers.

Most unions regard "stop orders" as a key source of financial stability, arguing that it is costly and inefficient to collect union dues by hand.

Metal employers may not grant "stop orders" to a union which is not on the council, or a party to its agreement, without the council's permission.

MAWU, a council member, is affected by this curb because it refused to sign last year's wage agreement.
Union to lay charges for wrongful arrest

THE Metal and Allied Workers Union (Mawu) has decided to lay a charge of wrongful arrest after a union organiser, Mr David Modmoeng, was held in De Wildt on Monday.

It is the second time in three months that Mr Modmoeng, Mawu's Rosslyn organiser, has been arrested while on union work, before being released without charge.

A Mawu spokesman said Mr Modmoeng was arrested outside a factory on Monday with union membership cards he was taking to the factory.

The spokesman said he was held for four hours in a locked police van, searched and questioned before being released with the order that he "must not organise in the bush."

He was arrested in Brits in January after addressing striking workers who he had told to return to work. He was released a few hours later without being charged.

Brigadier H A du Plessis, a police public relations officer, said Mr Modmoeng was arrested near de Wildt on Monday. He was taken to the police station for questioning and was released "after his bona fides had been established."

Brig Du Plessis said if Mr Modmoeng felt aggrieved he could lay a complaint with Colonel Calitz, commandant for the Pretoria North district.
leader Sam Nujoma. Sources close to Garoeb told the FM that he is “seriously considering” joining Swapo.

Garoeb, who is under strong pressure from pro-Swazi elements in his party, is expected to announce his decision to colleagues in the MPC on Monday. If he joins Swapo, it will be a blow for the conference, and others could follow.

The FM was told that Nora Chase, the secretary general of Swaru, also an MPC party, and the past president of the organisation, Gerson Ven, held secret talks with Nujoma two weeks ago. They, too, are expected to join Swapo.

Swanu president Moses Katju vowed he also asked for a meeting, but was told that Nujoma would only see him if he denounced the MPC. Katju and Ngwaxa also hoped to persuade Nujoma to hold talks with the MPC.

Namibia also saw the emergence of a secret militant movement on the far right this week. It was formed at Otunjongo and is called the Walvo liberation Front (WLF). It is said to incorporate an armed wing called the White Brigade. The leader is known as “the White Horse.”

In its first statement, the movement threatened to “chase out or annullate” any foreigners or UN troops who arrived in Namibia. It is possible the WLF has some support among rightwing radicals in the security forces—especially the commandos in the northern areas.

THE NKOMATI ACCORD
The fine print

The Nkomati Accord—an officially the “Agreement on Non-Aggression and Good Neighbourliness”—is a thorough and far-reaching document. It is quite explicit on the duties of the signatories, SA and Namibia. It also makes provision for enforcement.

Thus, one states that the two parties undertake to respect each other’s “sovereignty and independence” and to refrain from interfering in the internal affairs of the other.

The two parties undertake to resolve differences and disputes by means of negotiation and other peaceful means, and undertake not to resort to the threat or use of violence.

Violence is defined as including attacks by land, air or sea forces, sabotage, “unwarranted concentration of such forces at, or near, the international boundaries,” or violations of the international boundaries of either country.

The two parties will, with aid to the Mozambique National Resistance Movement (MNR), and the ANC—without actual fighting. The parties shall not “allow their territories, territorial waters or air space to be used as a base, thoroughfare or in any other way by an other state, government, foreign military forces, organisations or individuals which plan or prepare to commit acts of violence, terrorism or aggression against the territorial integrity or political independence of the other or may threaten the security of its inhabitants.”

The Accord goes on to say that the parties undertake to “forbid and prevent” the “organisation of irregular forces or armed bands, including mercenaries.” The signatories must “eliminate and forbid” from their respective territories, centres or depots containing armaments command posts and communication facilities used by these elements—and to prohibit radio stations used by them, including unofficial or clandestine broadcasts.

Recruitment is also forbidden.

Article four says the two countries will take steps “individually and collectively, to ensure that the international boundary between their respective territories is effectively patrolled and that the border posts are effectively administered to prevent illegal crossings.”

Under Article five the signatories are obliged to prohibit “acts of propaganda that incite a war of aggression against the other party and shall also prohibit acts of propaganda aimed at inciting acts of terrorism and civil war in the territory of the other party.”

Article six makes provision for a Joint Security Commission to supervise and monitor the application of the agreement.

TEXTILE UNIONS
Closed shop war

The closed shop battle between the National Union of Textile Workers (NUTW) and the Garment Workers’ Industrial Union/Natal (GWIU), at protective clothing manufacturer James North Africa (JNA), in Pinetown, continues.

In the latest round a number of JNA workers were summoned to appear before a GWIU disciplinary committee to answer a “charge” of being NUTW members. The GWIU’s letter to the workers warned them that the union’s executive council would consider the “charges” against them even if they failed to appear.

The letter follows a ballot at the factory in February to determine which union had majority support among the workers. The NUTW, which is affiliated to the Federation of SA Trade Union (Fosatu), achieved an overwhelming 215-3 majority over its Trade Union Council of SA (Tusca)-affiliated rival.

Tusca has a closed shop at the factory. Last year it changed its constitution to allow it to expel any member who joined another union. This means that any member of the Natal Clothing Manufacturers Association (NCMA), who hires non-GWIU workers, could face criminal charges in terms of...
the relevant legislation. The move was clearly intended to stop workers joining the rival NUTW and to prevent NCMA members from hiring those who do.

The status of the JNA workers has been hanging in the balance since the ballot. G WIU general secretary Franks Hanisa refuses to tell FM what happened at the disciplinary meeting — he claims the proceedings are sub judice.

A worker representative tells the FM that the workers did not appear at the hearing. He also says that attorneys for the workers submitted a letter on their behalf to the G WIU stating that the notice served on the workers was not in compliance with the GWIU constitution as it was not delivered in good time. The legality of the G WIU constitutional change is also being questioned.

Despite the pressure being brought by the G WIU on the NUTW’s JNA workers, they are unlikely to be dismissed. The company could, just possibly, resolve the issue by reappointing from the NCMA. That would cause problems for the G WIU’s 40 members at the factory, since in terms of the union constitution they would be barred from working for a non-NCMA employer.

**URBAN BLACKS**

**Spill-over solutions**

The outline of a new government policy on black urban townships is beginning to emerge. Government seems to be limiting the expansion of existing residential complexes and creating new ones outside both the prescribed white urban areas and the homelands.

Only people with Section 10 residential rights in terms of the Black (Urban Areas) Consoliation Act can obtain housing in the new centres. Once they have done this, however, they lose their Section 10 rights to their previous areas and become what the Black Sash calls “commuters with preferential access to jobs in the prescribed areas” — but with no legal right to live there.

Reports presented at the three-day national congress of the Black Sash in Johannesburg last weekend outlined the new approach. Only two new townships — Soshangue and Enkangala — were mentioned in the reports. However, the organisation’s national president, Sheena Duncan, tells the FM that Botsebela, which is being built some 63 km from Bloemfontein, also fits the pattern.

Government spokesmen argue that existing black townships in the PWV complex are too big and should not be allowed to grow further. They favour new residential areas to accommodate the expanding populations of the existing townships.

*Enkangala is 20 km north of Bronkhorstspuit and borders on the Kwanebele homeland. It is earmarked for people who have Section 10 rights in the East Rand area — almost 100 km away. More than 1,000 families are reported to have been resettled there already, and development is planned to make room for thousands more.*

Botsebela, in the Free State, is at an early stage of development. It is intended to house surplus population growth from townships in Bloemfontein.

Non-Tswanas who qualify for rights at Mamelodi and Atteridgeville-Saulsville (Pretoria’s two black townships) are encouraged to resettle at Soshangue — adjacent to Mabopane in Bophuthatswana. Some 10,000 families are already living there, and 4,000 others are on the waiting list for housing. Extensions of the complex are already being planned on the farms Zoutpan and Rietgat, which could eventually house about 220,000 people.

Residents of Enkangala and those from Soshangue are expected to commute to work in Pretoria and the East Rand, respectively. Because of the distances involved, some of the workers, particularly from Enkangala, stay at hostels or as lodgers with friends or relations in the prescribed areas, visiting their own families only at weekends.

In the Mamelodi and Atteridgeville-Saulsville townships in Pretoria (legal 1978 population 312,211) authorities plan to build only another 1,200 housing units. About 700 are planned for Mamelodi and 500 for Atteridgeville-Saulsville, according to an official draft guide plan for Greater Pretoria.

Confirmation of the new policy is implied in “guide plans” for the areas produced by the Department of Constitutional Affairs and Planning Pretoria, says that the low population growth rate of Pretoria townships is attributed to “resettlement of a large part of the population increase” at Soshangue in the north and at Tembisa near Kempton Park in the south, as well as in townships within Bophuthatswana.

Wide-ranging planning of every facet of people’s lives is obviously alive and well in Pretoria. Well might the Minister of Transport complain about losses in railway passenger services which have provoked him with ever-increasing multitudes to transport (uncommercially) between their work and their distant homes.

Many education experts believe the country’s economic needs can only be met through a single education system. At the moment SA has at least 10 separate ones.

Martin Nasser, Professor of Manpower Development and Organisational Dynamics at Umsha’s School of Business Leadership said at a two-day seminar on bridging education for blacks last week that only 1,3 m whites, 204,621 Asians, 668,591 coloureds and 4m Africans were economically active.

There was one manager for every 42 workers in SA — compared to one manager for six workers in the US and one for 11 in Australia.

It was impossible, he said, for one man to develop and control 42 workers effectively. Often he had no idea what many workers were doing, or even where they were.

“there’s great need for black development if the economy is going to grow.”

From an educational point of view diverse systems are unlikely to yield results. A single, well-designed, system is needed.
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**BROWN ELECTIONS**

**One man, one party**

Mention the possibility of an election to a South African and he's likely to go out and start a political party. That, at any rate, seems to be the case among coloureds and Asians, judging from the number of parties gearing up to contest the August 22 elections for the new-style chambers of Parliament.

At last count no less than 11 parties were registered with the Department of Internal Affairs — as they are required to be if they wish to field candidates. There are six Indian and five coloured parties.

The six Indian parties are the National Peoples Party, the National Federal Party, the Reform Party, the National Democratic Party, the Democratic Party of SA, and Solidarity.

The five registered in the coloured area are the New Convention People's Party, the Reformed Freedom Party, the Freedom Party of SA, the Congress Peoples Party, and the better-known Labour Party.

**Profligate**

While registered parties organise and profligate, other organisations are working to undermine them. The United Democratic Front (UDF), the Transvaal Indian Congress (TIC) and the Transvaal Anti-President's Committee are well into their campaign to persuade voters to boycott the elections.

Anti-election meetings were held in Johannesburg and Pretoria last weekend under the auspices of the UDF.

Government, ignoring the political dogfight, is pressing ahead with the registration of voters and the delimitation of constituencies. Judge J J F Hefer, chairman of the Delimitation Commission, hopes to complete his task by the end of April.

The commission is to sit in Johannesburg on April 9, Durban on April 10 and 11, and Cape Town on April 12 and 13. Then the proposed electoral districts will be revealed. Parties and interested individuals will be able to put their own proposals to the commission.

**NATAL UNIONS**

**Mavu cries 'unfair'**

The Metal and Allied Workers Union's (Mavu) attempts to organise workers in the light industrial sector in Maritzburg appear to have run into a steel wall.

Mavu has signed a number of recognition agreements with major employers in the area and is now turning its attention to the smaller plants. But union organisers claim they are being blocked at every turn by the "obstructive" attitude of employers.

Relationships between the union and some employers have reached a critical
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**Own your share of timelessness**

Mount Sheba Time Sharing offers you a week in paradise in your own luxury cottage only four hours' drive from the Reef and Pretoria.

Built on the edges of virgin rain forest, high in the Eastern Transvaal Drakensberg lies Mount Sheba Hotel. Surrounding the hotel are ten luxury cottages designed and furnished to the highest standards. You can become the owner of a week or more in one of these self contained cottages for the next 30 years, and, what's more, share the excellent facilities of the Mount Sheba Hotel.

**Your cozy thatched cottage**

* sleeps up to nine in a downstairs bedroom and upstairs loft,
* is tastefully furnished and self contained,
* is serviced daily by a full-time maid,
* provides you with the opportunity to enjoy the luxuries of the Hotel dining room or your own more casual fare prepared in your own kitchen, and
* has a TV set with own Video tape deck, and Video library in the hotel
* bring your own music — every cottage has a Tape Deck

**The Hotel provides for your use and pleasure**

* tennis and squash courts,
* billiards and table tennis,
* a magnificent filtered swimming pool,
* the Potted Owl cocktail bar and Candelier restaurant and
* golf at nearby Pilgrims Rest
* conference facilities

**For the nature lover there are**

* beautiful and accessible trails through dense forest ravines,
* a wide variety of fauna and flora,
* panoramic views out over the Lowveld, and
* beautiful drives to Pilgrims Rest, Bryde River Canyons and other scenic places
* Pack a picnic lunch and spend the day in the Kruger National Park 100 km away

An investment from R6 500.00 ensures you a share in this paradise

An inflation proof annual holiday at the very heart of the Eastern Transvaal holiday playground
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For further information

Telephone
Pretoria (012) 46 3223/4 — Irma
Johannesburg (011) 726 6254 — Dale
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If the matter is not resolved at Industrial Council level it says it will "take the issue further."

Selective
The union also believes it has a case against the Pressure Die Casting plant. It alleges that virtually the entire workforce was fired after a strike late last year and that the company has since been selectively re-hiring. The union argues that as the representative labour movement, it should have been consulted over the re-hiring.

The union's most serious dispute is with McKinnon Chain. The company balked at signing an agreement and has subsequently granted merit increases to favoured employees. The union, which claims a majority representation, holds that this is an unfair labour practice. After several attempts to resolve the dispute at a lower level, it is now filing papers with the Industrial Court.

Says Mawu's Maritzburg organizer, Dumisani Mbanjwa "We have had a good relationship with some of the bigger employers but now, unfortunately, a few individuals are trying to block us on the grounds that we are not a suitable union to have dealings with."
THE SON of East London's branch organiser for the Federation of SA Trade Unions has drowned mysteriously on the Lesotho border after disappearing in January.

Nineteen-year-old Sicelo Zweliazuza Fazzie is the second Fazzie son to die in Lesotho – his brother Mzwanele, 20, was one of those who died in the SA Defence Force raid on Maseru in December, 1982.

The boy's father, Duncan Village resident Cornelius Judah Fazzie, said Sicelo left home on January 26 with a man who had asked for help in getting to Maseru.

"They told me they would definitely be back the next weekend, but we didn't hear a thing until February 14, when I got a surprise visit from some Lesotho National University students.

"They told me they heard Sicelo had drowned in the Orange River, so we went to investigate," Mr Fazzie eventually confirmed with the police in Sterkspruit that his son and another man had been found dead on the bank of the Orange.

What puzzled Mr Fazzie was that the man who went to his son had returned to Duncan Village unharmed – and hadn't said a thing about his son.

"He didn't bother to come and see us, or get a message to us," Mr Fazzie said.

"I hunted high and low for that man. And when I eventually tracked him down, he refused to discuss the matter with me.

Sicelo Fazzie will be buried in Duncan Village cemetery tomorrow.
Union wins pay rise

By Carolyn Deporter, Labour Reporter

The National Automobile and Allied Workers' Union yesterday achieved a 62 percent pay increase for its members at Miller Engineering, a components manufacturer in Pretoria.

The wage agreement, which raises wages from 89c to R1.30 an hour has been hailed by the union as a significant increase in view of the recession. It will come into effect this month and is operative until next March.

A spokesman for the Fosatu-affiliated union said the agreement was the start of a drive by NAAWU to organise the components manufacturing industry.
Big Naawu pay rise

Argus Correspondent
JOHANNESBURG — The National Automobile and Allied Workers' Union this week achieved a 62-percent pay rise for members at Miller Engineering, a components manufacturer in Pretoria.

The wage agreement, which pushes salaries up from 80c to R1 30 an hour, has been hailed by the union as a significant increase considering the recession. It will come into effect this month and is operative until next March.

A spokesman for the Fosatu-affiliated union said the agreement was the start of a drive by Naawu to organise the components manufacturing industry.
Fosatu 'settles test of strength'  

By STEVEN FRIEDMAN  
Labour Correspondent

A DISPUTE between Fosatu's Paper, Wood and Allied Workers Union and a Johannesburg plastic bag manufacturer, Transpoly, which the union vowed to treat as a "test of strength" with smaller paper companies, has been settled.

The dispute recently led to a strike at the company's Amalgam plant and the arrest of a union official, Mr Jeremy Baskin, for allegedly holding an illegal gathering. The company reacted by firing its entire workforce.

The union then took legal action against the company and also approached workers at major companies supplied by Transpoly to ask them to take action in support of the fired strikers.

According to the union, workers at these companies responded sympathetically.

Although Transpoly only employs 85 workers, the union said it regarded the dispute as a key test. It said the industry was dominated by smaller firms whose labour practices, it charged, were "openly abysmal" and said it hoped to use the dispute "as a warning to other companies with similar practices."

According to a PWAWU spokesman, yesterday's settlement, which was negotiated with the help of the two sides' lawyers, will see half the fired strikers reinstated. They will return to work today, he added.

The other strikers, the spokesman said, would receive an out-of-court settlement totalling R35 000 in compensation for their dismissal. It is understood that this is equivalent to around three months' pay for each worker.

The reinstated strikers will also be paid for the time they were on strike, he added.

A further feature of the settlement is that two workers who were fired before the strike for alleged disciplinary infringements will have their case reviewed by both sides' lawyers.

The union's spokesman said that PWAWU was "not entirely satisfied" with the settlement, but added that it had been a "compromise."

Transpoly has refused to comment on the dispute and the Rand Daily Mail was told yesterday that no company officials were available to comment.
Deadlock in dispute at sugar company

Mercury Reporter

WAGE negotiations between the C G Smith sugar company and Fosatu’s Sweet Food and Allied Workers’ Union ended in deadlock yesterday.

The Minister of Manpower will now be asked to appoint a conciliation board to settle the dispute which, according to the union, affects about 1,500 workers at three C G Smith Mills at Umzimkulu, Noodsberg and Pongola.

Mr Barrie Horlock, the company’s personnel director, last night confirmed that the talks had ended in deadlock and said that in regard to Umzimkulu the dispute would have to be referred to the Industrial Council for the Sugar Manufacturing and Refining Industry whose agreement applies to this particular mill.

In a statement to the Mercury, he said the dispute arose from union demands for wage increases and other allowances which would have the effect of increasing wage costs by about 72 percent.

The company and the sugar industry are in no position to meet this kind of demand. Unfortunately various meetings with the trade union concerned have not been able to bring these demands down to more realistic levels,” he added.

The union’s general secretary, Jay Naidoo, said the union resolved to follow the dispute procedure as laid down in their negotiation agreement with the company which covers the three mills.

‘Workers are fighting for a living wage because they are being hard-hit by the increase in the general sales tax and in the price of basic foodstuffs such as bread,” he said.

Fatal blasts

PARIS—Explosions shook the headquarters of Zaire’s national radio station and the main post office in Kinshasa on Monday, killing one person and injuring five, according to reports reaching Paris yesterday. (Sapa-AP)
A Feasibility Committee into the formation of a new trade union federation met again in Durban on the 28th and 29th March. The organisations represented were:
- Commercial Catering and Allied Workers Union (CCAWUSA)
- Council of Unions of South Africa (CUSA)
- Cape Town Municipal Workers Association (CTMWA)
- Food and Canning Workers Union (FCWU)
- Federation of South African Trade Unions (FOSATU)
- General Workers Union (GWU)

This involves 24 unions.

Detailed and constructive talks were held toward finalising a working document for consideration by all participants.

The meeting repeated its position that unions who were ready to join a federation were welcome.

The meeting also deplored the inaccurate reports in the Sunday Tribune and criticised the Sunday Tribune for publicising gross falsehoods without checking their information.

The meeting also noted the statement that the Minister of Finance is considering lifting the general sales tax on basic food. This vague statement does not at all satisfy the demand of our members and of many other organisations which support urgently lifting GST on food and basic necessities.

We as trade unions have decided that should the Minister not agree to grant some relief on GST, we will demand in our wage negotiations during the year that in addition to any increase in wages, the employers should compensate the workers directly for GST on food and basic necessities.

Feasibility Committee, Durban, 29 3 84
Labour News

Court upholds council's 'stop order' union ruling

By Steven Friedman
Labour Correspondent

THE industrial court has upheld a decision by the textile industry's Cape Industrial Council to bar employers from granting "stop orders" to unions who do not belong to the council.

This is a blow to Fosfit's National Union of Textile Workers, which is recruiting workers at the Cape textile plants.

"Stop orders" are automatic deductions of union dues and are regarded as a key source of financial stability. Now only Tusea's Textile Workers Industrial Union, a council member, can receive stop orders.

The ruling may also have implications for other unions.

It is understood that NUTW plans to appeal against the decision.

The ruling was given in a case in which Cape company, SA Nylon Spinners, applied for an exemption from the council's stop order bar so it could deduct dues for NUTW, which represents most workers at the plant.

It is barred from doing this in terms of a clause in the textile industrial agreement preventing employers deducting amounts from workers' wages for any purpose other than those laid down in the agreement.

The council refused the exemption and NUTW then appealed to the court.

Union lawyers argued the bar was meant to protect workers from employers who sought to make unwarranted deductions from their pay.

Where workers agreed to pay stop orders to a union, this did not apply, they said.

The council's lawyers, however, argued that the bar was specifically designed to protect unions on the council.

Meanwhile, the Minister of Manpower has refused to allow retrenched NUTW members at a Frame Group textile factory to test their firing in the court — despite the fact that the court has already temporarily reinstated them.

The Minister has also agreed to appoint a conciliation board to settle the dispute declared by eleven of the fired workers — but refused to appoint one to settle what lawyers say is an almost identical case declared by a twelfth...
Sugar deadlock crystallises

Labour Correspondent

WAGE negotiations between the major sugar company, C G Smith and Fosatu's Sweet, Food and Allied Workers Union, have deadlocked and the two sides have agreed to ask the Minister of Manpower to appoint a conciliation board to settle the dispute.

The appointment of a board is the first step on the way to a legal strike.

It is understood that the unions' demands and the company's offer are far apart and that there is little immediate chance of a settlement.

The deadlock also comes soon before key talks at the sugar industry's industrial council on an agreement setting minimum wages for the entire industry. These are at a delicate stage and could also end in deadlock.

Employers argue that drought and floods, together with low export prices for sugar, make large increases impossible this year. FSAWU says workers must be paid a "living wage" because they have been hard-hit by increases in general sales tax and in the price of basic foodstuffs like bread. It says workers are struggling to buy basic necessities.

The deadlock between SFAWU and C G Smith covers three of the company's mills - at Ummkhulu, Noodsberg and Pongola. According to a union statement, about 1,500 workers are covered by the talks.

The union began the negotiations by demanding a minimum wage of R2 an hour or R400 a month, which Fosatu regards as a minimum "living wage." It also demanded increases in workers' ration and shift allowances and other changes.

It has since modified its demands, but a company spokesman said yesterday that these changes were not significant.

"Their demands range from a 74% rise for the lowest-paid to 22% for semi-skilled workers. The total increase in our wage bill would be 72% and we cannot afford it with the industry in its present state," he said.
NUTW wins right to take dispute to Industrial Court

By Carolyn Dempster, Labour Reporter

In an important development in the long recognition dispute between the Frame textile group and the National Union of Textile Workers, the Durban Supreme Court yesterday handed down a judgment allowing for the dispute to be heard in the Industrial Court.

The ruling, in favour of the NUTW, means the case can be debated in the Industrial Court.

Frame had fought against this since the union first brought an unfair labour practice claim against the Frametex Mill.

The dispute is over the Frametex Mill's recognition of the Tucsa-affiliated Textile Workers' Industrial Union and not the NUTW which gained support from the majority of workers in the New Germany complex.

"It is a very important judgment because if the court had ruled in favour of the Frame Group it probably would have resulted in a violent response by the workers," said Mr John Copelyn, acting general secretary of the NUTW.

In April, the NUTW asked the Minister of Manpower to appoint a conciliation board to resolve the dispute.

Frame opposed the request on the basis that the dispute be settled by a "trial of strength" between the two unions.

The conciliation board failed to resolve the dispute.

The NUTW then applied for an interlocutory court order restraining Frametex Mill, with 3,500 employees, from recognising the Tucsa union.
Cuban statement of support for Swapo and the African National Congress (ANC) merely repeated “positions of principle.” He regretted that attention was not paid to the statement’s “most important part: the gradual withdrawal of Cuban troops in Angola under certain conditions.”

In Namibia itself the political scene is in turmoil. The Multi-Party Conference (MPC) was dealt a blow when one of its most prominent members, Chief Justus Garoob, withdrew his Damaraland Council and went into an alliance with Swapo.

**Patriotic Front**

The indications are that Swapo is trying to form a “patriotic front” with other groups to undermine the MPC. Swapo leader Sakpo Njomba has had meetings with dissidents from another MPC member, Swarna, and has reportedly offered to finance a palace revolution in the party.

If Swapo president Moses Katjipungu gives in to pressure for a party congress, there is a chance that the party might also decide to ally itself with Swapo. It is thought in Namibia that Swapo has approached other internal politicians and that lobbying will be continued by Herman Tovoja Toivo — who is on his way home from Lusaka, Dar es Salaam, Harare and Luanda.

**UNIONS**

**Unity in Sight**

*The prospect of two major trade union federations and several unaffiliated unions forming a powerful new federation representing more than 300,000 workers grew more likely this week.*

Following talks held in Johannesburg earlier this month, representatives of the unions met in Durban in an attempt to cement their relationship, as the FMF went to press. If the talks are successful — and the indications are that they will be — the new federation will be the largest, mainly black, union organisation ever formed in SA.

Although the unions involved are reluctant to comment, the FMF understands that the participants represent the Federation of SA Trade Unions (Fosatu), the Council of Unions of SA (Cusa), the Food and Canning Workers’ Union, the General Workers’ Union, the Cape Town Municipal Employes’ Association, and the Commercial Catering and Allied Workers’ Union of SA.

The Johannesburg meeting earlier this month broke the impasse which has blocked unity moves for almost a year. In the past the main stumbling block arose from disagreements between the bigger and more established unions, and newer organisations linked to community groups.

The new unions are the SA Allied Workers’ Union, the General and Allied Workers’ Union, and the Municipal and General Workers’ Union of SA. This week’s meeting to decide how to finance a “palace revolution”?

**SHOP**

In a story about the dispute between two unions in Natal last week, the FMF mentioned that Tucsa has a closed shop at the James North Africa factory. Tucsa’s general secretary Arthur Grobbelaar points out that this should have read “The Tucsa union has a closed shop”.

Workers’ Union of SA.

The established unions, disturbed at what they perceived as attempts by the “community” unions to delay the formation of a new federation, brought matters to a head in early March — indicating they would go ahead with their plans.

Community unions were gravely offended at being offered only observer status at the Johannesburg meeting — which the larger organisations justified on the grounds that the community bodies did not appear ready to support a new umbrella organisation.

There is disagreement on what happened next. According to the established unions the community bodies walked out. The smaller unions, on the other hand, claim they were expelled from the meeting. Last week the unions claimed they still wanted to be involved in the unity talks.

No one will say whether the community groups have representatives at this week’s meeting in Durban — although it is regarded as highly unlikely.

Despite optimism that most of the obstacles to unity have been removed, there are still problems to be resolved. Personality clashes and accusations about past breaches of trust have still to be ironed out.

In addition, the formation of a new federation will almost certainly require the “rationalisation” of many existing union posts and the allocation of some power, and revenues, to the federation — not matters on which unions easily agree.

**BLACK EDUCATION**

**Continuing Crisis**

Unless parents, children and teachers can work together the crisis in black education will continue, says Es'kia Mphahlele, professor of African Language at the University of the Witwatersrand. He was speaking at the regional annual general meeting of the SA Institute of Race Relations in Johannesburg.

Mphahlele says blacks must work out alternative non-formal structures and strategies, both within and outside the conventional system, to make education meaningful.

One problem was that the basic agreement between parents and teachers — that pupils in school should be disciplined and guided — no longer applied. It had been un-
THE Supreme Court has been asked to take the unprecedented step of forbidding a union to organise workers in an industry.

This is the implication of a case brought by Tusca's National Union of Furniture and Allied Workers (NUFAW) against Fosatu's Paper, Wood and Allied Workers' Union.

NUFAW has a closed shop, forcing furniture workers to belong to it. This is common, but has never prevented rival unions recruiting in a closed shop industry. Workers can join the rival but need an exemption to resign from the closed shop union.

But NUFAW now wants the court to grant an interdict stopping PWAWU recruiting in the industry.

In Natal recently, Tusca's Garment Workers' Industrial Union changed its constitution to provide for the expulsion of members who join another union.

This was a response to competition by Fosatu's National Union of Textile Workers. Its effect could be that workers who join NUTW will lose their jobs.

Both responses indicate that established unions are increasingly concerned at the emerging union threat to their closed shops.

They are set to fight this with legal and constitutional moves rather than attempts to rally worker support.
Frame Group: court ruling sets precedent

JOHANNESBURG — In a key ruling, the Natal Supreme Court has rejected an application by the Frame Group of textile companies asking it to prevent a major union recognition dispute being considered by the Industrial Court.

"This means the National Union of Textile Workers (NUTW) is now free to take court action against the company for allegedly refusing to recognise it and allegedly favouring Tusca's Textile Workers Industrial Union."

In ruling against Frame, Mr Justice Booyzen also gave a boost to the court's power in cases where "unfair labour practices" are alleged.

He endorsed a ruling by the court's deputy president, Dr D B Ehlers, who had found a labour practice could be "unfair" even if the party committing it had not violated a binding contract.

The Industrial Court has heard argument that its role in some "unfair practices" cases is limited to deciding if an employer honoured the provisions of a workers' contract and that it has no power to intervene if he did.

It is this view which has now been rejected by the Supreme Court.

The case was brought by Frame after the Minister of Manpower agreed to a request by NUTW that he appoint a conciliation board to consider the union's claim that the company is guilty of an "unfair labour practice".

NUTW alleges Frame undertook to recognise it at its Frametex mill if it represented a worker majority and also agreed not to favour either it or Tusca's TWIU who were waging a recruiting battle in the plant.

It charges that Frame broke this agreement.

An application for the extension of an interim order restraining frame from recognising the TWIU was settled out of court.

Frame agreed not to recognise TWIU until the Industrial Court case was settled and NUTW agreed not to regard the undertaking to recognise a majority union allegedly made by Frame as legally binding.

Frame then asked the minister to scrap the conciliation board. It said that, because the union had agreed that the company had not violated a binding contract, there was no longer a dispute between the two sides.

The minister refused and Frame then challenged his decision in court — DDC.
Brits plant lays off 240 workers

By Carolyn Dempster, Labour Reporter

B and S Engineering and Steelbrite of Brits — scene of a major labour dispute last year — has closed one of its two plants and retrenched 240 workers.

The plant, Steelbrite 2, was closed down last Thursday.

According to a Metal and Allied Workers' Union (MAWU) spokesman — it has majority membership at the two plants — negotiations for the re-employment of the retrenched workers were unsuccessful.

The 240 retrenched workers received small severance pay.

The closure is particularly significant in the light of the dispute at B and S during 1982/3.

MAWU's struggle for recognition by the steel furniture manufacturing company was resisted strongly, and a shop stewards' committee was dismissed as soon as the 12 members were elected by workers in July 1982.

This was followed by a work stoppage to pressure management to reinstate the workers.

Twelve were later taken back.

The uneasy peace between B and S and MAWU was broken when shop stewards renewed efforts to achieve union recognition.

Management dismissed the entire workforce on September 7 and told workers that if they wanted their jobs back, they could reapply.

Of 600 who did, 400 were taken on.

A total of 249 workers declared a dispute and asked for an Industrial Court order declaring the dismissal unlawful and unfair and demanding reinstatement.

The dispute was not resolved for 20 months, with the 249 workers verging on starvation.

The Industrial Court ordered the reinstatement of the workers, and ruled that they receive backpay for the entire period.

Mr R Bingham, the managing director of B and S, was contacted repeatedly for comment on the plant closure, but was never available.
**Bargaining row flares**

Labor Correspondent

IN WHAT could become a key case affecting bargaining in several industries, the Metal and Allied Workers Union (Mawu) says it will ask the Industrial Court to rule that it is unfair for an employer to refuse to bargain over wages with a majority union outside an official industrial council.

Mawu has declared a dispute with a metal company McKinnon Chalm at its Maritzburg plant, because the company is not prepared to negotiate wages with it directly.

The company, a member of the Steel and Engineering Industries Federation (Seifs), says wages should be negotiated between Mawu and Seifs at the Metal Industrial Council.

Seifs has advised all member companies to refuse to negotiate wages with unions outside the metal council. Most metal companies support this stance and would therefore be affected by the case should it come to court.

In several other industries, employers are also opposed to negotiating outside councils and the case would therefore affect them too.

According to a company spokesperson, the McKinnon dispute is to be considered by the Metal Industrial Council, as the law requires. If the council fails to settle it, the union can take action against the company in the court.

The current dispute follows one last year in which Mawu threatened the company with Industrial Court action after claiming it had refused to negotiate at McKinnon. The company denied this, saying it was willing to deal with the union.

The action was withdrawn after the two sides began negotiating on recognition but, when negotiations began, the company said it was unwilling to negotiate wages directly.

In the latest issue of Focus Workers News, the Journal of the Federation of SA Trade Unions to which Mawu belongs, the union charges that McKinnon Chalm has given workers money increases in addition to the wage increases negotiated at the industrial council but had refused to negotiate these with the union.

It said "worker pressure" had forced some employers to negotiate wages directly with the union, but that there were still a few stubborn metal employers left.
THE Metal and Allied Workers' Union (Mawu) has applied to the industrial court for the reinstatement of about 300 workers dismissed from Wrightech, a subsidiary of the giant Barlow Rand company in Boksburg three weeks ago.

The workers at the firm downed tools following the dismissal of three of their colleagues, including the chairman of the shop stewards committee at Wrightech, Mr Steven Mbatsha.

After having been on strike for three days and failing to go back to work after the management had given them an ultimatum to do so or be dismissed, 296 of the workers were dismissed when they failed to return to work and only 29 others were not affected.

Meanwhile, since last Wednesday the company has been recruiting new workers.
Deadlock on sugar wages

By STEVEN FRIEDMAN
Labour Correspondent

OFFICIAL wage negotiations in the sugar industry have deadlocked after unions on the industry's industrial council rejected an employer offer 8% lower than union demands.

The deadlock means that the council will meet twice — today and next Friday — in an attempt to settle the dispute.

If the two sides fail to reach a settlement, unions could launch a legal strike. But both sides could refer the dispute to mediation or arbitration.

The deadlock — at a council meeting on Monday — follows the declaration of a dispute between Fosato's Sweet, Food and Allied Workers Union and key sugar company C G Smith, also over wages. The union bargains directly with the company.

Sugar employers currently say the industry's ability to pay increases has been sharply reduced by the drought, floods, and low export prices for sugar.

Negotiations began with unions demanding a 30% increase in the minimum wage and employers offering 11%. The unions then scaled down their demands to 18% and employers responded by offering 16%, the Mail's Durban correspondent reports.
For more than a decade the National Union of Textile Workers has been locked in a recognition battle with the massive Frame textile group. Labour Reporter CAROLYN DEMPSTER reviews the epic struggle in the light of recent developments.

Textile union battle for recognition continues

Despite persistent opposition from the Frame Group, the battle for recognition in the group's complex of mills at New Germany, Natal, by the National Union of Textile Workers (NUTW) continues.

In the Natal Supreme Court last week, Mr Justice Booyzen opened the way for the NUTW to take its case to the Industrial Court — exactly a year after the Fosatu union first applied for a conciliation board in a move to resolve the recognition dispute with Consolidated Frame Cotton Corporation Ltd.

But this is just the latest incident in the battle for recognition, and the Frame Group's response to NUTW's concerted organising efforts in the mills, have a long and complex history.

This dates back to 1973 and the widespread strikes in the Durban area which radically changed the nature of labour legislation in South Africa.

According to NUTW general secretary Mr John Copelyn, many of the workers involved in the strikes were Frame employees and one of the first factories targeted for organising by the then new union was Frametex — the largest of the five factories in the complex with 4,000 workers.

To complicate matters, a Tusca union — the Textile Workers' Industrial Union was also organising in the New Germany factories. Until 1979 this union was open only to Indians and worked closely with NUTW. With the change in legislation the relationship between the two unions changed.

DIFFERENCES

The major differences were that the older established Tusca union had access to the New Germany factories while the NUTW did not. Frame had a relationship with the TWIU and was processing stop orders for their limited membership whereas the Fosatu union had no such relationship.

With its rapid growth in membership and other recognition successes in the textile industry, the NUTW was also variously regarded by employers as being the more militant of the two unions.

In brief, the initial attempts at recognition at Frametex led to two strikes — in 1974 and 1980. On the one hand NUTW claimed Frame was frustrating the unions' efforts by intimidating workers. On the other hand, Frame said it was not prepared to become involved in any way in the competition between the two trade unions.

But, in April 1983, Frame told NUTW that it was prepared to recognise the Tusca union because it had a majority in the Frametex Mill, even though the NUTW produced proof to the contrary.

As a result the NUTW applied successfully for an interim court order preventing Frame from recognising the Tusca union and from continuing to deduct union dues.

LEGAL ACTION

At the same time the Fosatu union embarked on a legal course in an attempt to win redress and appealed to the Minister of Manpower to appoint a conciliation board. At stake were five allegedly unfair labour practices linked to Frame's refusal to recognise a representative union and an agreement which the union claimed they had concluded with Frame on the issue.

For exactly a year, the case has bounced from one civil court to another largely as a result of NUTW's determination to see the merits of the matter debated in the Industrial Court but, more precisely, because of Frame's persistent opposition. The corporation has refused to hold a secret ballot as a test of representativeness, argues that Frametex forms a part of the complex which should be regarded as a whole for purposes of union recognition, and has three times tried to prevent the recognition dispute from reaching the Industrial Court.

Mr Selwyn Lurse, joint managing director of Frame, confirmed that Frame would apply for leave to appeal against Mr Justice Booyzen's judgment.

But that is not the end of the story. The NUTW has also tackled Frame over retrenchments and is currently fighting for the reinstatement of about 25 workers who have been laid off since October last year.
Union to challenge Minister

By STEVEN FRIEDMAN
Labour Correspondent

For the first time, a trade union is to challenge in the Supreme Court a decision by the Minister of Manpower, Mr Piet van der Walt, preventing workers taking an alleged "unfair labour practice" case to the industrial court.

The move will prompt intense interest from unions and employers as the Minister has used his powers to prevent "unfair labour practices" disputes being heard in the court increasingly since the beginning of this year.

It comes at a time when the court has been under attack from employers who are angered by several key rulings which have favoured unions and workers.

The Department of Manpower is preparing legislation to curb the court's powers, and, at the same time the Minister has increasingly been refusing trade union requests for official conciliation boards to consider disputes as alleged "unfair labour practices".

This effectively prevents the cases being heard by the industrial court.

The union which is challenging the decision by the Minister is the National Union of Textile Workers, an affiliate of the Federation of SA Trade Unions.

Recently, Mr Du Plessis appointed a conciliation board to consider the retrenchment of 10 union members at a Frame Group textile mill near Durban.

But he stipulated that the board could not consider the dispute as one involving an "unfair practice", thus ensuring that the workers could not have their retrenchment tested in the court.

He took this step even though the 10 had already asked the court for temporary reinstatement on the grounds that their sacking might have been unfair, and were granted it.

The decision meant they could not apply to the court for permanent reinstatement.

In the case of an eleventh worker, the Minister refused to appoint a board at all, although NUTW's lawyers allege that the circumstances in this case were "almost identical" to those in the cases where a board was appointed.

A lawyer acting for the NUTW confirmed yesterday that the union was to ask the Natal Supreme Court to review the Minister's decision in the Frame case.

"We are asking the court to rule that the Minister acted unreasonably and that the dispute declared by the 10 should be regarded as one concerning an unfair labour practice. We are also asking it to overrule his decision not to grant a board in the eleventh case," he said.

It was expected that papers launching the action would be served on the Minister today, he added.

Although a ruling in the union's favour would not necessarily affect other similar cases, such a ruling would be almost certain to lead to a spate of similar cases brought by unions who have requests for "unfair practices" conciliation boards turned down.
METAL INDUSTRIES

Tough talks ahead

The scene is set for tough talking next Tuesday when the Steel and Engineering Industries Federation of SA (Seifasa) sits down with metal industries trade unions to negotiate the 1984/85 agreement on wages and working conditions.

Lay-offs and relocations from last year’s often acrimonious bargaining are bound to have a profound effect on the talks which set the tone for pay talks in many other industries. At least one industrial relations practitioner predicts that “labour unrest” may result (Current Affairs, January 20).

Last year Seifasa tried to postpone the annual talks. After protracted negotiations, agreement was reached on a 5%-7% pay increase. One of the participants, the Metal and Allied Workers’ Union (Mawu), demanded a 20% increase and refused to sign the agreement.

Four independent unions as well as two unions falling under the umbrella of the Confederation of Mining and Building Unions (CMBU) have this year submitted demands to the National Industrial Council for the Iron Steel Engineering and Metallurgical Industry.

The CMBU represents about 160,000 workers. The majority are employed in the engineering industry but it also has a presence in the mining and explosive sector as well as at Escom. It demands:

- That the minimum rate at the top end of the scale of employment categories be increased from R1,21 to R1,44/hour;
- That the bottom three work categories be combined and receive a minimum wage of R2/hour;
- That a 12% across the board increase for all categories of workers;
- That holiday leave allowances be increased by between 6%-8%.

Although the Trade Union Council of SA (Tusca) affiliated Engineering and Industrial Workers’ Union (EIWU) is a CMBU member, it has submitted separate demands. “Due to a misunderstanding our union was not represented at the CMBU when the demands were formulated. Therefore, because we were not aware of the nature of the proposals, we found ourselves unable to identify with them,” the union’s western Cape regional secretary Leslie Davodoff told the FM Davodoff stressed, however, that his union would be caucusing with the CMBU next Monday. It seems likely that its demands will be merged with those of the CMBU.

The EIWU has demanded a minimum top rate of R5,30/hour, a minimum bottom rate of R2/hour, a 5% increase in the fourth leave cycle, and a gradual reduction of the working hours over the next five years to a 40-hour working week.

The all-white SA Iron, Steel and Allied Industries Union, which is affiliated to the SA Confederation of Labour, has submitted the same demands as the CMBU.

Two emerging unions which sit on the council have submitted demands which mainly affect unskilled and semi-skilled metal workers.

The Metal and Allied Workers’ Union (Mawu), an affiliate of the Federation of SA Trade Unions, has called for a minimum wage of R2,50/hour, a R2,50 across the board increase for all workers, a 40-hour working week, one month’s notice when services are terminated, a maximum of five hours overtime work a week, overtime to be paid at twice the normal rate from Monday to Saturday and at triple rates on Sundays, that stop order facilities and plant access be granted to any union which has 10% representation among the workforce or 50 members at a plant, and for a proper lay-off procedure to be negotiated.

Council of Unions of SA (Casa) affiliate, the Steel, Engineering and Allied Workers’ Union of SA is demanding a R2,53 minimum hourly rate. It is also demanding increases of between 6% and 8.33% in holiday leave pay, an increase in annual leave from three to four weeks, that employees receive 14-day notice when redundancies are effected instead of the present one day’s notice, severance payments of one week’s pay for each year of service and that employees should be paid at least 25% of their normal rate of pay if they are laid-off temporarily.

Given the small increases won last year, the unions will have to fight hard to achieve anything significant this year. Seifasa director Sam van Coller is tight-lipped about how employers have responded to the demands Seifasa’s overall response will be formulated next Monday.

The number of workers who have been laid off during the recession will be a major inhibiting factor on the union side. The metal industries employed 450,000 workers during the 1982 employment peak. In November last year the total employment figure was below 300,000 – a drop of 70,000 workers. Nevertheless the unions will not want to be left empty-handed. Says Ben Nicholson, a leading union figure “If it were not for the drought I believe that SA economy would have been on the way to recovery. With the drought persisting things have not progressed the way we had hoped. However, the employers must be honest. Some have made healthy profits – especially the bigger firms which are export oriented – but are pleading poverty. That is not good.”

Continued on page 31
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WALTER HASSELKUS

Man from Munich

Succeeding Eberhard von Koerber as MD of BMW SA is a hard act to follow — for it was he who pushed sales from indifferent levels to above those of Mercedes. He also gave BMW the highest market share of all its international sales territories.

What is more, Von Koerber left (to join the central board as world-wide marketing director) after a year, when Mercedes once again toppled BMW from its short-lived leadership.

Yet the new man, Walter Hasselkus (42), appears to have thrived on challenge throughout his relatively short working life. “I cannot see how we can fail here,” he says “We are well prepared. The new 3-Series BMW is a major step forward which will increase sales from about 14,000 to 20,000 units a year.”

His first full-time job in business came at the relatively advanced age of 28 after completing a doctorate in law cum laude at the University of Munich. He joined the German electrical goods manufacturer Osram, starting from scratch as a trainee.

But after two years he was made personal assistant to the chairman. “I used to take the minutes of board meetings and write the chairman’s speeches,” he says “And everybody in the company was very friendly as I was so close to him

“But when the chairman retired, many changed their attitudes. Thus taught me a key lesson in business — there was no longer a place for me, so I left.”

His next job was in BMW’s long-term planning department which again involved taking board meeting minutes. “The beauty of the job was that I became one of the best-informed people in the company,” says Hasselkus.

London transfer

“Directors are only human and do not always say the most sensible things, so I had to ensure that the minutes reflected their views in a good light.”

Contacts here led him into line-management when the sales director offered him the post of MD of the Berlin retail and wholesale operation. “People thought the idea ludicrous,” he says “as I had never sold a car in my life. But it was not sensationaly difficult and I learned that you have to be open-minded, listen to people and not tell the sales manager, who had been there ten years, how to do his job.

“I was quite successful.”

After 18 months, he was transferred to London as MD of BMW’s British sales and service operation. Four years later, sales had doubled and Hasselkus had come to

“learn the British way of life and the British sense of humour.” Then came his transfer to SA.

“This is a more complicated job,” he concedes “as it involves manufacture as well as sales — SA is the only country outside Germany where BMWs are made.”

He disagrees with those who criticise BMW’s quality. “That has improved over the years and will continue to do so,” he says “but naturally there is always room for improvement.”

“My main challenge will be to maintain the company’s high profile and reputation and get involved in local affairs as a committed member of the community,” he says.

To this end he has already toured the country and neighbouring territories to meet leading political figures. All, he says, have praised the company’s decisive handling of the strikes which happened shortly before his arrival.

“Our workers at Rosslyn are the best paid in the industry,” he says “yet there was a wildcat strike after a demand for a 40% increase. We will negotiate through proper channels with representative bodies. However, if necessary, we will be as firm again and will have Munich’s full support.”

Hasselkus, his wife (a political economist) and three children have rented a house in Pretoria within easy reach of his office in Isipingo and the production facilities in Rosslyn. He reads politics and history and likes playing tennis and skiing.

Lack of good skiing slopes is, he says, one of SA’s few shortcomings.

BRIAN FREDRICKS

Born to the trade

Natal trade unionist Brian Fredricks, known at the cutting edge of the recently-re-vived SA Co-ordinating Council of the International Metal Federation (IMF),

As SA’s black union movement comes of age, the complexity of labour relations increases, particularly in heavy industry where metal predominates. And to compound management’s problems, there are some avowedly conservative white unions — with interests at variance with the newer black unions — in the industry as well.

The IMF council has member unions drawn from the Federation of SA Trade Unions, the Council of Unions of SA, the Trade Union Council of SA, and other unaffiliated unions. It’s not unlikely that it will come to hold the ring in the industry’s future bargaining.

Fredricks (39) says he’s looking forward.
to his new assignment, but is very aware that the task will be difficult. Previous attempts at establishing a local council of the IMF were short-lived. The first, established in 1975, split in 1981 as a result of irreconcilable differences in the ranks of its union affiliates.

Consequently, as Fredricks sees it, one of his main functions as full-time secretary will be to ensure that the new body isn’t wrecked on the same rocks. He hopes to forge closer links between member organisations and get their co-operation on matters of mutual interest.

Ultimately he’d like to expand services offered by the council to full moral and material support for affiliates, a collective stance on wage negotiations, the recruitment of new members, and help with union organising.

Unity

Fredricks is confident that the inter-union rivalry that split the council before can be overcome.

Tensions have eased markedly, he notes, since the expulsion from the IMF of the all-white Amalgated Engineering Union and the SA Electrical Workers’ Association for what he calls “attitudinal problems.”

Although differences persist (the movement’s nine affiliates have widely differing ideologies), he says there’s a large measure of agreement at top leadership level as to what strategies and policies should be adopted.

The problem is to get co-operation and support from the rank and file. “We recognise that disputes between unions are going to occur. What we need is the machinery, at all levels, to handle them when they do,” Fredricks says.

One development which particularly threatens some employers is the stated intention of the IMF council to bring about a unified wage structure for the entire metal industry.

A wage policy would have advantages, says Fredricks, in that it would bring differing wage scales into line across the various sectors in the metal and engineering industries. Though a common approach to wages seems unlikely this year, it could well be on the cards for the next round of negotiations.

The representativeness of the unions who are party to the metal industrial council wage negotiations is also a source of concern for Fredricks. On a straight head count, he says, they are likely to represent only around 15% of employees in the industry — a situation which calls for “urgent redress.”

It sounds like tough talk, but employers can probably count themselves lucky having a man like Fredricks sitting across the negotiating table. He’s articulate and full of resolve, yet comes across as far more moderate and pragmatic than the common management stereotype of a hardline union activist.

Born in the back streets of Durban’s Greyville, a batch-pot residential enclave of coloureds, Indians, blacks and whites, Fredricks says he “couldn’t help but be politicised at an early age.”

He went to a Catholic primary school and to Bechet College in Sydenham, but left before matric to help support his family. Working as a dispatch clerk at Motor Assembley, he seems back in the Sixties for a while. He left to become a union activist. He’s been a union leader for 15 years, and still has a strong affection for the union movement.

He left, joined Tucsa, and came back to organise a branch of the National Auto Mobile and Allied Workers (Naawin). Today he’s the union’s National Branch secretary.

Fredricks has frequently represented Naawin at international congresses, and he’s a keen student of the American labour movement. He believes that the American unions have a clear advantage over unions in other parts of the world. He points to the fact that the American unions are well-organised and well-financed.

Fredricks says that the American unions are well-organised and well-financed.

HILMAR VENTER

Hitting the fan

The fertiliser industry is in turmoil. Ingredients are drought, falling sales, abolition of price and import controls and, to crown it all, new producers are struggling to enter an overcrowded market.

To step into the position of public representative for the industry at a lean, mean time like this needs a certain low-key diplomatic skill — plus, of course, considerable experience.

Hilmar Venter (46) took over as director and chief executive of the Fertilizer Society of SA (FSSA) on March 22, after about eight years with the society.

He represents an industry facing the unfamiliar, chill winds of cheaper imported feedstocks — and even the ultimate possibility of imported fertiliser, though tariff walls will give some protection for the next two years.

But scrapping of price controls, combined with drastic cuts in demand resulting from the drought, has set the cat among the pigeons. Rebates to users of 20%-30% are commonplace. But with mushrooming agricultural debt and scarcity of funds, takers are few.

And now, with Hanhill’s Bonus Fertilizer folding, a break-up between AECI and Troum, a new Sasol/Troum ammonia supply agreement and AECI’s Kynech Fertilizer entering an oversupplied market, the strains are intensifying.

According to market sources, present fertiliser production capacity is about 6Mt/year, but latest sales figures indicate a market of only about 2.5Mt. Is Venter daunted by this scenario? Not at all, judging from his relaxed and thoughtful replies to probing questions. He does admit, though, that “the industry’s image could improve.”

Venter, a BSc (Agric) major from Pretoria University (1969), says there is a “fixation” with maize in agricultural circles. Hopefully, greater diversification of markets is in the offing, although he is cautious.
IT was only a matter of time before the Minister of Man-
power's refusal to allow key un-
fair labour practice cases into the
industrial court was challenged in
the Supreme Court.
Now Fosecu's National Union
of Textile Workers (NUTW) has
made the first move.
It will ask the court to overrule
the Minister's decision not to al-
low 10 retrenched Frame Group
workers to take their case to the
court—a move reported in this
column last week.
Even if NUTW wins, it would
not set an automatic precedent
for other cases blocked by the
Minister.
But, in considering the case, the
Natal Supreme Court will pre-
sumably set down guidelines on
whether certain types of re-
trenchment could be "unfair".
If NUTW wins, it is likely that
unions will take other ministerial
refusals to the court.
In every case, the Supreme
Court will have to rule on whether
the practice at issue could be "un-
fair".
This could give it, not the indus-
trial court, the key role in defin-
ing unfair practices.
Meanwhile, the Natal Supreme
Court has overruled an attempt
by the Frame Group to keep a key
union recognition case out of the
industrial court—and in so doing
has given the court its first boost
for some time.
It endorsed an industrial court
finding that a practice can be un-
fair even if the law has not been
broken—in this case the law of
contract.
This allows the court to rule
practices "unfair" if it believes
they harm labour relations, and
not only on strict legal grounds.
Dismissed workers each claim R35 000

By Carolyn Dempster, Labour Reporter

Some 300 of about 600 workers dismissed by African Cables, Vereeniging, in January this year are to make a bid for reinstatement in the Industrial Court tomorrow.

An out-of-court settlement offer of R35 000 by African Cables was rejected by the dismissed workers last month on the ground that each would receive only about R150.

The workers, members of the Engineering and Allied Workers' Union, have now demanded R35 000 each.

About 600 workers were fired after a stoppage in protest after the company announced in January that it would no longer be working short-time and employees were required to work on Fridays.

A breakdown in communication led to only half of the shift turning up on the Friday.

At the time the managing director, Mr P J Muller, said attempts to contact the union had failed and the workers by refusing to start the shift had dismissed themselves.

Many of the fired workers have between 15 and 20 years' service with African Cables. Subsequently the company re-employed more than 200 of those dismissed.
Workers get R50 000 to settle dispute

By Carolyn Dempster, Labour Reporter

An out-of-court settlement of R50 000 has been awarded to 50 workers after a four-month dispute with the Jatex company in Rosslyn.

The settlement was reached shortly before the dispute was to be heard in the Industrial Court.

In an article in Fosatu Worker News, mouthpiece of the Federation of South African Trade Unions, it was reported the company agreed to take back 50 of the workers dismissed in December last year.

Jatex had also agreed to negotiate a recognition agreement with the National Union of Textile Workers (NUTW) when the union achieved over 50 percent membership at the plant.

The dispute began last year with the dismissal of nine Jatex workers, all of whom were active in the NUTW. When the workforce protested and demanded an explanation from the manager they were told they could leave.

Those who wished to have their jobs back could reapply the following day.

The NUTW then lodged an unfair labour practice claim against the company. For four months the dismissed Jatex workers have remained steadfast.

Although the entire workforce has not been reinstated, Jatex has agreed to notify the union should any vacancies arise.

- The Metal and Allied Workers' Union is challenging the right of employers to refuse to bargain at plant level with unions which have a representative majority.

The case has been set before the Industrial Court and concerns the refusal by Maritzburg factory McKinnon Chain to bargain with MAWU outside of the Industrial Council.

In several instances over the past two years metal industry employers have negotiated agreements at plant level. This has often resulted in increases for workers substantially above those negotiated at the Iron and Steel Industrial Council.

- The eight miners workers arrested at the Riet spruit open cast coal mine have been released on R500 bail pending the outcome of a joint inquiry by the mine management and the National Union of Mineworkers.

The eight were arrested and charged under the Intimidation Act after the entire Riet spruit workforce of 1 200 staged a stoppage last week.

A union spokesman said the dispute was over the recognition of shaft stewards, but a management statement said the stoppage was caused by a misunderstanding of procedure.

Union representatives have claimed that management took photographs of the striking miners workers which they later handed to police, enabling them to make the arrests.
Metal unions put on 'iron gloves' for 1984 wage talks

By Carolyn Dempster and Bill Levitt

The stage has been set for a head-on confrontation at this year's annual metal industry wage talks with the interests of 500,000 metal workers at stake.

Union spokesmen have warned that this year they are not prepared to settle for paltry increases and will not easily back down on their demands at the April 10 meeting.

On the other hand it is thought that the Steel Engineering Industries Federation of South Africa (Seifsa), representing employer bodies on the Industrial Council for the steel and metal industries, is likely to shelter behind the recession, a dropping gold price and the effects of the drought.

It has been mooted that Seifsa will offer a minimum increase of R1,50 across the board with hourly increases ranging from 15c to 20c.

The Metal and Allied Workers' Union (Mawu) with a membership of 40,000 intends submitting exactly the same demands as last year.

"The reason why our demands have not changed much is that in 1983 Seifsa did not give serious attention to what our members wanted. So we decided to tell them again this year," said Mr J Vilane, Mawu president.

Mawu's demands are for a minimum living wage of R125 a week and an across-the-board increase of R225 a week.

Also anticipating tough pay negotiations is the Confederation of Metal and Building Unions (CMBU) which submitted a separate set of demands.

CMBU director Mr Ben Nicholson says as far as the confederation is concerned "some of our demands have just got to go through."

Among the demands are a 12 percent overall increase, a reduction in working hours from 45 to 42 hours a week, and raising leave bonuses for skilled and semiskilled members of the CMBU to 13th cheque status.

The multiracial South African Boilermakers Society is pushing for increases of between 24 percent for skilled workers and 66 percent for labourers.

At present skilled members earn between R6 and R8 an hour. Semi-skilled workers earn between R4 and R6 an hour.
Metalmen's pay talks start today

By STEVEN FRIEDMAN
Labour Correspondent

OFFICIAL pay talks in the giant metal industries — which set minimum pay and work conditions for about 360,000 workers and influence pay negotiations in several other industries — begin in Johannesburg today.

The negotiations will take place at a meeting of the industries' industrial council. Unions on the council have already released their pay demands, but employers will make known their reply at today's meeting.

While employers, represented by the Steel and Engineering Industries Federation of SA (Seifza), were only due to finalise their response at a meeting yesterday, it is certain their offer will fall far short of union demands.

The unions have demanded sharp percentage increases for lowest-paid workers, arguing that recent price rises have placed intense pressure on workers' wage packets.

The Metal and Allied Workers' Union wants the present minimum of R1.53 an hour increased to R2.50, and a minimum rise of 10c an hour for all workers.

Another emerging union representing black workers, the Steel, Engineering and Allied Workers' Union, wants the minimum increased to R2.53 and is also demanding severance pay for retrenched workers.

The Confederation of Metal and Building Workers, made up of unions representing mainly skilled workers, wants a minimum of at least R2 an hour.

However, employers say the industries are still in the grip of their most serious slump in decades and that they cannot meet the unions' demands.
Union to appeal on dues decision

By STEVEN FRIEDMAN
Labour Correspondent

A KEY industrial court decision, upholding the right of an official industrial council to bar unions who are not members of the council from having union dues deducted by employers, is to be challenged in the Supreme Court.

Mr John Copelyn, acting general secretary of the National Union of Textile Workers (NUTW), yesterday confirmed that the union had launched this action which calls for testing of the right of councils to bar unions from receiving automatic deductions, or "stop orders".

Its ruling will have implications for several industries in which councils have barred emerging unions, which refuse to join them, from receiving "stop orders" which are regarded by many unions as an important source of financial stability.

The decision against which the NUTW is appealing was given in a case brought by it against the Cape textile industry's industrial council. A clause in the council's agreement prevents the deduction of money from workers' pay by employers, except for purposes laid down by it.

After applying unsuccessfully for an exemption allowing "stop orders" to be deducted on the union's behalf, the NUTW appealed to the industrial court, arguing that the clause in the agreement barring deductions was meant to protect workers from employers who deducted money from their pay against their will, and that this could not apply where workers had joined voluntarily.

The council argued, however, that the clause was specifically designed to protect the unions which belonged to it. The court refused to overrule the ban, which was a blow not only to NUTW, but also to other emerging unions as many industrial councils have imposed similar bans on "stop orders" for unions who resist joining councils.
Union to fight for its dues

Mercy Correspondent

JOHANNESBURG—A key Industrial Court decision, upholding the right of an official industrial council to bar unions who are not members of the council from having union dues deducted by employers, is to be challenged in the Supreme Court.

Mr. John Copelyn, acting general secretary of the National Union of Textile Workers, yesterday confirmed that the union had launched an action, asking the Supreme Court to review the Court's decision.

This means the right of councils to bar unions from receiving automatic deductions — or "stop orders" — will now be tested in the Supreme Court.

Stability

Its ruling will have implications for several industries in which councils have barred "emerging" unions who refuse to join them from receiving "stop orders".

"Stop orders," are regarded by many unions as an important source of financial stability and they argue that "stop order" bans hamper their recruiting efforts.

The decision against which the NUTW is appealing was given in a case brought by it against the Cape textile industry's industrial council.

A clause in the agreement negotiated at the council — which is binding in law — prevents the deduction of money from workers' pay by employers, except for purposes laid down by the council.
327 workers to ask court for jobs back

Labour Correspondent

THE INDUSTRIAL COURT is to be asked today to order the temporary reinstatement of 327 workers fired during a dispute at African Cables' Meyerton plant earlier this year.

It is believed that this is the largest number of workers over to have brought to court a joint request for reinstatement.

And it is understood that they have already turned down two out-of-court settlement offers by the company.

The workers, who are members of the Engineering and Allied Workers Union, were fired in January after a dispute about the introduction of a longer working week.

The company, which had been working a four-day week, told workers it was switching to a five-day week and that they would have to work on Fridays.

The workers allege the four-day week was negotiated with them but that the change was not. Its introduction without negotiation, they allege, is an "unfair labour practice".

African Cables has responded by arguing that management is entitled to introduce a longer working week on its own initiative.
300 ‘unfairly-fired’ workers pack court

Labour Correspondent

MORE than 300 workers fired from the Meyerton Plant of African Cables in January packed a Johannesburg auditorium yesterday to hear their application for temporary reinstatement argued before the industrial court.

The workers, members of the Engineering and Allied Workers Union, allege their firing was "unfair".

In papers before the court, they allege they have been out of work for three months since their sacking, that some are starving and that others face eviction from their homes.

They have declared a dispute with the company and are asking the court to reinstate them temporarily until the dispute is settled.

The dispute which led to their firing was sparked by a decision to change from a four-day to a five-day week.

This meant workers had to work on Fridays.

But 322 of the plant's 600 workers refused to work the Friday shift, charging they had not been consulted about the change. They were fired as a result.

Yesterday's hearing was taken up with argument by Mr M Brassey, who is appearing for the workers.

He told the court the company erred in firing the workers because it should first have held an inquiry into their refusal to work the shift rather than immediately dismissing them.

Mr R Harper, who is appearing for African Cables, is due to reply today.

The case is believed to be the biggest application for mass reinstatement the industrial court has seen.
Fired workers talk to union

By JOSHUA RABOROKO

THE Fosatu-affiliated Metal and Allied Workers' Union (Mawu) is to hold consultations with hundreds of its members who have been retrenched by B and S Engineering and Steelbrite of Brits in Bophuthatswana.

Mawu's spokesman told The SOWETAN yesterday that the company has closed down one of its plants — Steelbrite — and laid off about 240 workers. These received minimal severance pay.

The company became the scene of a major labour dispute last year when Mawu's struggle for recognition was strongly resisted, and a shop stewards' committee was dismissed.

This was followed by a work stoppage to pressure management to reinstate the sacked workers. Management later dismissed the entire workforce and re-employed 400 of the 600 workers.
Mawu first as it signs deal with Springs firm

By STEVEN FRIEDMAN
Labour Correspondent
BRITISH-OWNED firm Raleigh Cycles yesterday signed a recognition agreement with the Federation of SA Trade Unions’ Metal and Allied Workers’ Union at the company’s Springs plant — thus giving Mawu its first recognition agreement in the town.

The union claims the agreement gives it the right to negotiate wages with Raleigh outside the metal industries’ official industrial council, but a company spokesman said yesterday this was not necessarily the case.

The Raleigh agreement, which covers about 430 workers, is regarded by Mawu as a “breakthrough” in its attempt to recruit workers in Springs.

The area has been the preserve of the Engineering and Allied Workers’ Union, a former Posatu affiliate which was expelled from the organisation.

Raleigh workers were at one stage represented by the EAWU but the company was involved in a lengthy dispute which led to a key industrial court action.

At that stage, Raleigh was accused of opposing black unionism.

A Mawu spokesman said yesterday the Raleigh agreement gave the union the right to negotiate with the company on all “substantive issues” — a phrase which, he said, included wage bargaining.

He said details of the agreement were still to be worked out.

Mawu was negotiating “on union recognition with five companies in Springs,” he said.

The Raleigh agreement was an important advance for the union because most other companies in the area refused to negotiate with it unless it agreed to bargain together with unions representing skilled workers. Raleigh had not made this a condition of signing the agreement, he said.

Raleigh’s spokesman yesterday confirmed the agreement.

But he added that the company had only agreed to negotiate with the union on “certain substantive issues” and that this may not include wages.

“Our policy is to adhere to the industrial council machinery, which means wage bargaining should take place at the industrial council between Mawu and our employer federation, Seifsan,” he said.
Unions reject offers

TWO major black trade unions representing over 200,000 workers in the metal industry countrywide yesterday totally rejected wage offers made by the employers' organisation — the Steel Engineering Industries Federation of South Africa (Seifsa).

The unions, Fosatufiliale Metal and Allied Workers' Union (Mawu) and Cusa-filiale Steel Engineering and Allied Workers' Union (Seawun), said that the employers' offer would cause the standard of living of workers to drop further because it came nowhere near a living wage.

Union sources said that the employers had offered to increase minimum pay by 12c per hour for the lowest paid workers and 31c per hour for the highest paid workers.

The present minimum wage for the lowest-paid workers is R1.53 per hour.

The highest grade of skilled worker must be paid at least R4.41 an hour. This means that the offer would increase the minimum for those workers by about seven percent.

But, according to the sources, most skilled workers are earning well in excess of the minimum, and, for some of the 31c offer would amount to an increase of between four percent and five percent.

In a statement after the talks in Johannesburg, the unions said that they were "totally dissatisfied with the inadequate proposals given by Seifsa," at the talks.

They said that even in 1993 the wage increases left most workers well behind the inflation.

The new offer would cause the standard of living of workers to drop even further.

The Seifsa offer on the minimum was rejected by the unions because it came nowhere near a living wage. The unions have told Seifsa to go and think again.

On the other hand, employers contend that because of the economic recession it was not possible to increase wages much higher.

AA on fines

PROVINCIAL and municipal traffic authorities should place more emphasis on traffic management rather than law enforcement, says a spokesman of the Automobile Association (AA).

Commenting on the drastic increase in traffic fines and jail sentences for traffic offences that came into effect on April 1, he said he believed the traffic authorities and the South African Police were combining forces to ensure that the tough new measures were enforced.

Some of these were more than double the present maximum penalties.

Fines for reckless or negligent driving have been increased to a maximum of R2,000, while the maximum jail sentence was up to two years. In the past fines ranged from R400 to R800, while the jail term was a maximum of 12 months.

For no stopping at a red robot or stop street, ignoring traffic signs and overtaking on a solid line, the maximum penalty has been increased from R200 or six months to R500 or six months or both.

"If these measures were to help reduce road accidents and casualties, motorists might welcome the increased fines. However, the increase should not be viewed by the traffic authorities as an opportunity to fill their coffers," he said.
Dispute stops work at factory

Labour Reporter

PRODUCTION at a wool-packaging plant stopped today when most of the workers left after a dispute on short time.

Workers at the Boeremakelaars Koep BPK (BKB) in Epping said they had been working short time for about five months.

"We don't work on Wednesday afternoons. But the management has sometimes brought casuals in yesterday afternoon they asked about 50 workers to stay on," said a spokesman for a workers' committee.

"Dismissed"

"The workers said they were not prepared to do so until management took all the workers back on full time. The 50 workers were dismissed this morning.

"All the workers sat down and asked to speak to the general manager. He refused to speak to us and we were given half an hour to start work or leave.

The workers, who belong to the Fosatu-affiliated National Union of Textile Workers (NUTW), have denied they are on strike.

Not locked out

The regional general manager, Mr HJ Scholtz, said the management had not locked them out.

"The workers went on a sit-down strike," he said.

The dispute over short time has been brewing for several months. Workers say they are angry that the management employs casual workers on Wednesday afternoons and on other days.

"We have been getting only R37.25 a week since we started short time. It seems to us there is enough work to put us all back on full time," the spokesman said.

Mr Scholtz said there was not enough work to employ workers full-time.

"But we have told them that we can rotate full-time work, so they all get a chance," he said.

The workers have denied they have been consulted.
Crucial ruling on dismissals due on Monday

By Carolyn Dempster, Labour Reporter

The Industrial Court is to hand down a decision on Monday regarding the 327 African Cable workers who were dismissed in January.

This was the biggest single application by workers for reinstatement yet heard by the court and this week's hearing in Johannesburg took two days.

The case is likely to point the way for the future course of applications to the court arising from mass dismissals.

Evidence at the hearing outlined a mass dismissal which, say labour observers, should never have happened.

On January 10 this year, 500 semi-skilled and skilled workers out of a workforce of 1,200 were dismissed from the Meyerton plant of African Cables.

The action followed a change in the work schedule from a four-day week (short-time) to a full week. The workers claimed management had not consulted them about the change, as they had promised, and as a result almost the entire shift failed to clock in on Friday January 6.

Under the short-time system they would not normally have reported for work on the Friday, but, according to management, they should have been at work after the change.

On the following Monday the workers returned but stopped work mid-morning and asked for the managing director, Mr. P Muller, to explain to them why neither the works council nor the workers had been consulted about the change.

Mr. Muller refused to address the workers en masse but said he would speak to small groups or to the works council. This was not acceptable to the workforce.

Next day it was announced by management that before Mr. Muller would speak to any representatives workers would have to sign a letter, and the outcome of the Industrial Court hearing depends largely on the nature of that letter whose contents are not altogether clear.

According to management their purpose was to get workers to agree to return to work under conditions already stipulated by the company.

But many workers, suspicious of the motive behind the letter, refused to sign. Those who did sign were immediately taken back. The 500 who refused were dismissed on the Wednesday.
Fosatu gets big boost in biscuit industry

By STEVEN FRIEDMAN
Labour Correspondent

Attempts by the Sweet, Food and Allied Workers Union, a Federation of SA Trade Unions affiliate, to establish a hold in the biscuit industry received a major boost yesterday when the union signed a recognition agreement with Baker's Biscuits, by far the industry's biggest employer.

The industry has been the preserve of a Trade Union Council of SA union, the National Union of Operative Biscuit Makers and Packers, but SAWU says the agreement shows it is making key gains at the Tucsa union's expense.

Despite the agreement—which took two years to negotiate—SAWU and Bakers remain at odds over the union's demand that it be allowed to negotiate wages directly with the company.

Bakers want wages to be negotiated at the industry's industrial council, to which SAWU does not belong.

A union statement yesterday said SAWU had made "a major breakthrough" by signing a "comprehensive" agreement at Bakers' Westmead, Durban, plant.

It said the agreement covered about 700 workers and covered recognition of union shop stewards as well as other issues.

SAWU added that it also had two preliminary agreements with plants owned by Bakers' in Durban, a muffing plant and a bread and cake factory.

Bakers' owns an estimated 90% of the biscuit industry.

A union spokesman described the agreement as a "major breakthrough" and said workers had "won the right to belong to a true union which represents their real interests."

SAWU's general secretary, Mr. Jay Nandez, said yesterday that most workers had resigned from the Tucsa union to join SAWU.

He added that the union was considering joining the industrial council, but demanded the right to negotiate directly with Bakers even if it did.

The company was against this and the issue would be discussed further, he said.

This was confirmed by a Baker's spokesman who said the company had asked the union to join the council.

The agreement was "silent on the wage issue" because Bakers had not conceded the union's right to bargain on pay directly.

"There are numerous small firms in this industry making the same products as us and we believe wages negotiated with the union should apply to them too."

"For this reason, we favour industry-wide negotiations," he said.

He said he did not believe this would become a source of conflict between the company and union.

"We differ, but so far negotiations have been fair and reasonable and should remain so," he said.
Decision on sacked 327

THE fate of the 327 African Cables workers dismissed in January this year is still to be decided by the Industrial Court, in the single biggest application by workers for reinstatement.

After the two-day hearing in Johannesburg this week, judgment is due to be handed down on Monday by the court.

Depending on the outcome, the case is likely to point the way for the future course of applications to the court arising from mass dismissals.

The evidence which emerged during the course of the two-day hearing outlines the anatomy of a mass dismissal, which, say labour observers, should never have happened.

Altogether 590 semi-skilled and skilled workers were fired from the Meyerton plant of African Cables on January 10 this year out of a workforce of 1,200.

The action followed a change in work schedule from a four-day week (short-time) to a full week. The workers claimed management had not consulted them about the change as they promised, and as a result virtually the entire shift failed to clock in on Friday, January 6.

Under the short-time system, they would normally report for work on the Friday, but according to management they should have been at work following the change.

On Monday the workers returned, but ceased work mid-morning and asked for the managing director, Mr P Muller, to explain to them personally why neither the works council nor the workers had been consulted about the change.

Mr Muller refused to address the workers en masse but said he would speak to small groups or the works council. This was not acceptable to the workforce.

Nafococ blessing service

THE National African Federated Chamber of Commerce (Nafococ) is to hold a thanksgiving and blessing service on Sunday at the Soshanguve Community Hall to mark the start of a project to build a R12-million conference centre in the area.

Mr Gabriel Mokojo, Nafococ national organiser, said they were inviting churches, businessmen and other community organisations to the service. It will be conducted by ministers of various denominations.

There will be a fund-raising during the service, where the community and businessmen will be asked to buy tickets for 200 to 2000 to help raise the erection of the centre.

Two cows will be slaughtered on the site, and their blood will flow in the traditional fashion, as was done in 1975 when Apartheid was established in Ga-Rankuwa.

NEW END

PARENTS of students boycotting schools in Pretoria and Bloemfontein have been invited to meetings on Sunday and Monday.

The chairman of the Flavus Mareka High School committee in Pretoria, Dr C P D Marnavale, told a meeting on Saturday that a number of schools in the area had been closed by students.

"Sisters — and

WHO said beautiful ladies don't Mothimonye sisters. (From left), all the way from Soweto to Mamelodi Sundowns at

LARGEST SELECTION OF MUSIC AT THE LOWEST PRICES ALL YEAR ROUND

KOHINOOR
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ARETHA'S GREATEST

MTS — 9,90

TWO FROM DUKE — Harold Ashley-Paul Grosshans 5.99

AFTER HOURS SESSION — Herb Lleo Stan Getz 6.99

RAB BROWN'S BAG — Ray Brown 3.99

AFRICAN MARKET PLACE — Dollar Brand-Woza Mthetho 10.99

STAR EYES — Donald Byrd-John Jenkins 2.99

HOW YOU BOUT US — Chappogee—Vocal 2.99

JOURNEY TO SATCHEDANANDA — Ace Coltrane 6.99

THE REST OF KING CURTIS — Soul Serenade 5.99

JOHN COLTRANE AND JOHNNY HARTMAN — Vocal 6.99

SIGNIFYING — Lou Donaldson-John Patton 6.99

JONE OF BLUE — Mel Davis-Wynton Kelly 6.99

FREY EATER — Rudy Brayden-Jones Muhammad 6.99

ROYAL FLUSH — Donald Byrd-Slim 6.99

TATA TANG — Paul Desmond-John Hall 6.99

A CAWOOD VOL 2 — Gene Chandler-Carl Cotton-Delios etc 6.99

SOUL SOUL — Charles Grands-Flip Muhammad 2.99

ELLA FITZGERALD AND THE BLOWS Vol 2 — Sugar Blue 2.99

IN THE KITCHEN — Cookbook Vol 1 — Eddie Locke-Dave Banks 6.99

ROBERTA FLACON FEATURING DONNY RATHAVER—Back Together Again 6.99

GEO — Double Gordon—Import 6.99

DUETS — Dizzy Gillespie-Sonny Stitt 6.99

GEE BABY AM I GOING TO YOU — Harry Edison—Vocal 4.99

DIAMOND CUTS — Nat Diamond — 12 Favourite Songs 1.99

MEDLEY FROM THE PEOPLE — Ray Charles 3.99

COLEMAN HAWKINS ENCOUNTERS BUD WEBSTER—Back Together Again 6.99

FOR TOMORROW 6.99

YOU BETTER KNOW IT — Lionel Hampton 6.99

MOIR NOURSE — Gregory Isaacs — Reggae 10.99

SAVE THE Children — Intruders—Vocal 6.99

MORE SOUL CRYING — Mike Jackson-Ray Brown 6.99

SLOW BLUES — J A P — All Stars 2.99

THAT'S THE WAY IT IS — Bill Jackson-Ray Brown 6.99

TAKE IT HOME — El King 6.99

HEARTBREAKER — Devoon Kite 2.99

NOOMOTHWA MFOANA — Ladybird Black Mambazo 2.99

LATIMO MORE — Latimore—Vocal 4.99

IN THE NEW YORK — Harold Lane 6.99

WARNING ON :

EMBASSIES in Maputo have been advised not to use the road between the Mozambican capital, Maputo, and the border town of Mzumbe, because of the dangers of the road.

The warnings follow an increase in attacks on vehicles in an area south of Maputo, including power supplies to the capital. On T—truck was destroyed by mortar fire last week.

FOR FINEST QUALITY SCHI

AND FASHIONWE

SNAPPE PAY AS YOU WE

21 Commissions St

Johannesburg

833-2168
The Indian Law section has questioned the validity of the allegations made by the auditors. The Indian Law section has also rejected the allegations made by the auditors. The auditors has not received any proof that the allegations are true. In the meantime, the Indian Law section has decided to hold a meeting with the auditors to discuss the allegations.
allegations and that wages set in IC agreements might have been still lower had it not been for their efforts.

The fact that the wage gap between skilled and unskilled, which in SA terms means mainly between black and white, has closed slightly is not necessarily an indication of the improvement of traditional unions. Many have felt that the gap has always been too large and needed lowering.

TERORISM

More to come?

The terror bombings in Durban and Bloemfontein last week were not unexpected. However, there are those who believe they actually marked the "beginning of the end" of the ANC's terror campaign in SA.

"Terrorism," Police Commissioner, General Johann Coetzee, said last Sunday, "is planned over a long period and the (Durban explosion) had apparently been planned some time ago." It should therefore not be seen as a new phase in the strategy of the banned organisation.

Saying that the peace initiatives between neighbouring states in southern Africa would cause logistical problems for the ANC, Coetzee added that the ANC would have to reassess its attacks on SA.

It could be argued, therefore, that cells of Umkhonto we Sizwe (the ANC's armed wing) infiltrated into SA "some time ago" will gradually play themselves out. Certainly, they will not be helped by the anti-ANC peace accords which will, to a considerable程度, restrict ANC supply lines from Mozambique and Swaziland.

The ANC President, Oliver Tambo, made statements after the Nkomati Accord - but he may not be quoted in SA.

Says the University of the Witwatersrand's Tom Lodge, who has made a study of the ANC: "One should not expect a cessation of ANC terror as a result of the Nkomati accord. He points out that the organisation still "has people in the country."

The Director of the Pretoria Institute of Strategic Studies, Mike Hough, says "The Nkomati accord does not mean that all infiltration will cease. It is very difficult to stop everybody."

He points out that there are cases of insurgents infiltrating from Zimbabwe and Botswana without the consent of those governments. Hough adds that there may be some ANC terrorists still in the country and that the organisation has attempted to build up arms caches.

Facilities

The ANC's claim to rely on support inside SA will now, however, be tested as SA's "cordons sanitaires" of neighbouring states are reconstructed to cut off the organisation's facilities.

Although Botswana sees no need to enter into an anti-insurrection treaty with SA, it has always denied harbouring ANC militants. In fact that country has never been considered a major insurgency base.

Lesotho, a known ANC conduit in the past, may yet sign an Nkomati-type pact with Pretoria.

Although relations with Lesotho are not good, its Foreign Minister, Evarustus Sekhonyana, was in Cape Town earlier this week to confer with Foreign Affairs Minister Pik Botha. Significantly, Sekhonyana also met PM PW Botha - but no statement was issued after the meeting.

UNION BATTLES

Going to court

The struggle between the National Union of Textile Workers (NUTW) and the Garment Workers' Industrial Union (GWIU) at Punetown protective clothing manufacturer James North Africa (JNA) has gone one step further - to the Industrial Court. The court hearing will be an all-out battle between the unions which will reverberate through the Natal clothing industry.

The GWIU, an affiliate of the Trade Union Council of SA, has a closed shop at JNA. The company is a member of the international Sche Gormae Group, which operates in 25 countries. Standard Bank also has an interest.

Last year, the NUTW, an affiliate of the Federation of SA Trade Unions (Fosatu), signed up a number of Natal clothing workers, including some at JNA. It then applied to the Natal Clothing Industrial Council for exemption from the GWIU's closed shop.

The union also asked the council to sanction the deduction of union dues on its behalf at JNA. The council - which has the GWIU as its sole union member - rejected the application on the grounds that the NUTW did not have sufficient representation in the industry.

The GWIU responded to the NUTW threat by changing its constitution to enable it to expel any worker who joined another union. Because of the GWIU's closed shop, this meant that JNA, or any other company, who is a member of the Natal Clothing Manufacturers' Association, could be taken to court if it hired non-GWIU labour.

JNA took the initiative to settle the dispute when it arranged a ballot among its workers to determine which union had majority support. The NUTW won overwhelmingly by 219 votes to 45. It has taken the industrial council's rejection of its requests on appeal to the Industrial Court. The council has announced that it will oppose the union's action.

The closed-shop war has led to a legal battle between the GWIU and JNA. A company spokesman tells the PM that it has received a letter from lawyers acting for the GWIU, alleging a number of irregularities in the ballot. The GWIU is claiming it was not given sufficient notice of the ballot.
Union (SFAWU) has already declared a dispute with employers C G Smith Negotiations at Industrial Council (IC) level with a number of other unions go into their third and final round of talks on Friday.

"If we don't reach agreement," says Banree Horlock, vice-chairman of the employers' association, "we could have another dispute on our hands."

Horlock says that in terms of an agreement struck last year, C G Smith is negotiating directly with SFAWU over wages at three mills where the union has majority representation. This union is not a party to the IC wage talks.

At the same time, the company and other employers in the industry are negotiating at IC level, principally with the National Union of Sugar Manufacturing and Refining Employees (NUSMRE) and a host of smaller unions in the engineering, electrical and boilermaking sectors. These talks are believed to be close to deadlock.

In the case of SFAWU, the union is said to be holding out for a minimum wage of around R375 a month -- including a feeding allowance. According to Horlock, this represents an increase of 50% at the labourer level -- although less at skilled levels. The company's top offer is a 10.5% overall increase. "As you can see we are poles apart," says Horlock, who is also C G Smith's personnel director.

Official wage negotiations through the IC have run into similar obstacles. Employers are offering wage increases of the same order but unions, in particular the NUSMRE, are demanding substantially higher increases.

Exemptions

Having wage talks at two levels has further complications. Some of the mills where the SFAWU is representative are also covered by the IC agreement. This means that exemptions are needed for wage deals struck outside the IC.

Though talks have been "tough on both sides," Horlock is optimistic that the differences can be overcome. He notes that similar difficulties were overcome last year.

A promising indicator is that members of the Fosatu Chemical Workers Industrial Union at the Smithchem factory, which adjoins the Szelaz sugar mill, this week settled for a 9.5% increase. "That might inject some realism into discussions," hopes Horlock.

Employers maintain that because of the poor financial position of the sugar industry, they cannot afford to go beyond their current offer.

Says Horlock: "We cannot compete with the automotive industry which is paying such high rates. What employees must understand is that, at least in the short term, the sugar industry is not going to be the most lucrative place to work."

The industry has been badly affected by both droughts and floods and has a weak international market.
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Dismissal sparks metal strike

By STEVEN FRIEDMAN
Labour Correspondent

ABOUT 100 workers at Wadokor, a company in the mining industry, went on strike over the firing of a colleague, a spokesman for the Metal and Allied Workers Union said yesterday.

But a company spokesman denied this.

He confirmed there had been ‘some upset’ over the firing.

But he said Wadokor's 1,500-2,000 workers were all at work.

He also confirmed a MAMU charge that the company called police in to intervene in the dispute.

He said this was done because “some people were threatening workers”, not because there had been a strike.

The union says police refused to intervene.

According to a union spokesman, the stoppage is the result of the dismissal of a woman worker who was sent to clean the flat of a manager.

She had been fired for “not doing the job properly,” he said.

He said Wadokor rejected union requests for talks on the firing and on two occasions workers demonstrated at the plant, calling on the company to negotiate with them, but met with no response.

They then struck on Wednesday.

Management, he said, had now agreed to meet the union this morning.

The company's spokesman confirmed that a “tea girl” had been fired “for a variety of reasons”, but did not elaborate.

“There has been some upset, but it is nothing serious,” he added.

Police were called when people who were “threatening” workers had refused to leave the premises when asked to do so, he said.
Sugar giant seeks order on employee

By Barney Mthombothi

THE giant C G Smith Sugar Company this week took the unusual step of applying for an urgent court interdict restraining shop stewards of a trade union it recognises from preventing the re-employment of a worker at one of its mills.

Mr Justice Shearer, acting in chambers, granted an interim interdict preventing the Sweet Food and Allied Workers' Union and 13 of its shop stewards at the company's Noodeberg mill in the Natal Midlands from threatening, intimidating or interfering with the employment of a worker, Mr J Khumalo.

Company personnel director Barrie Horlock claimed later in a statement that the shop stewards had on Wednesday demanded that the general manager of the mill, Clifford Wardle, explain to a mass meeting of employees why he had not supported the dismissal of Mr Khumalo, a non-union member.

The workers, Mr Horlock said, subsequently advised a company official they did not wish to see Mr Khumalo at work until Mr Wardle had addressed them.

Mr Horlock said on Thursday morning Mr Khumalo was physically seized by two employees and "manhandled to the factory gates accompanied by a shouting, singing mob of approximately 150 factory workers."

SFAWU general secretary Jay Naidoo emphatically denied all allegations contained in the statement and said his union would contest the application on May 18.

Mr Naidoo said the conflict began when a non-union member was sacked after an assault on a union member. The man was reinstated.

He said workers interpreted this as an attempt by the company to protect non-union members.
But Mr Gqwetha and his allies appear to have the bulk of the support.

THE battle over the closed shop is set for an industrial court test. The case centres around attempts by Fosatu's National Union of Textile Workers to make gains in Natal clothing plants at the expense of Tusca's Garment Workers' Industrial Union, which has dominated the industry through a closed-shop agreement by forcing workers to belong to it.

NUTW was recently recognised at the Pinetown clothing firm of James North after it won a company-run ballot in which workers chose between the two unions.

But clothing's industrial council turned down a request that workers there should be allowed to resign from the Tusca union. It also refused to allow the company to deduct union dues for NUTW.

It said NUTW was not representative enough in the industry as a whole. Now NUTW is to appeal to the court.

The case important to NUTW members at the firm who risk expulsion from the GWIU for joining a rival union. Thus would cost them their jobs.
SLOWLY, unions affiliated to Fosatu, are showing growing willingness to join official industrial councils. The latest example is the Sweet, Food & Allied Workers' Union, which says it is considering joining the biscuit industry's council.

Like other emerging unions, Fosatu once rejected joining councils entirely, but for some time Fosatu has argued that this is not a matter of principle — as it is for unions who see councils as part of the Government machinery — but of tactics.
Valente: no bus terminus

By Jackie Unwin

A residents’ association newsletter claiming a massive bus terminus is to be built in Parkmore has been denied by the chairman of the Sandton management committee, Mr Ricky Valente.

The Ward 5 (Parkmore) Residents’ Association claimed a bus terminus was planned for the corner of 11th Street and Marie Avenue, where there is a bus stop.

But Mr Valente said the statements in the circular were “without any factual basis”.

“Parkmore needs a bus stop to handle the needs of Parkmore — no more and no less.”

He said the bus situation in Sandton was being investigated and the number of buses in Parkmore could be reduced if more efficient time-tables were introduced.

The need for toilet facilities at the Parkmore bus stop might arise, but the matter would be canvassed with Parkmore residents.

Parkmore councillor Mr Schalk Visser said he met with the residents’ association committee in March and advised the committee of the situation regarding the bus stop.

Mr J de Villiers, chairman of the Ward 5 Residents’ Association, claimed Mr Visser had said the bus terminus would be built as soon as finances were available.

A spokesman for the bus company said: “As far as we know there are no plans to site a bus depot in Parkmore, but Sandton is doing a survey.”

Woman shot dead in her lounge

CAPE TOWN — A 22-year-old woman was shot dead during an argument in her lounge yesterday. Shortly afterwards a man gave himself up to the police.

Mrs Tina Arnold was found lying in her Kenridge home with two bullet wounds in the head at about 7 p.m. Police took possession of a pistol.

A car parked in the driveway had been hastily packed with the woman’s clothing and a handwritten note saying she was going on the floor.

Shocked elderly neighbours Mr and Mrs George Donnelly described the drama that took place in the quiet area.

“I saw a man drive up and enter the house,” said a still visibly shaken Mr Donnelly, “minutes later we heard shooting and the man ran across to our place and asked us to get help because he had shot someone.”

The Donnellys said that Mrs Arnold had been “very pretty” but that they had not been close friends.

“All we saw of her was when she drove in and out of the driveway,” they said.

Durbanville police and members of the Cape Town Murder and Robbery Squad were at the scene and the man gave himself up. He is expected to appear in court tomorrow.

Wage talks in metal industry reach stalemate

By Carolyn Dempster, Labour Reporter

The first round of wage negotiations covering about 400,000 workers in the metal industry reached stalemate yesterday with unions rejecting employers’ proposals out of hand.

The official negotiations had been adjourned until May 1, the Industrial Council for the Iron, Steel, Engineering and Metallurgical Industry announced today.

Although neither employers nor unions would comment on the proposals tabled by the Steel Engineering Industries Federation of South Africa (Seisa), it is believed the employers’ body offered a minimum increase of eight percent.

This is well below the inflation rate and well below union demands.

According to union sources, it is also the first time that the unions represented at the talks have joined forces to press for increases on the minimum rates for the lowest-paid workers.

In a joint statement released by the Steel, Engineering and Allied Workers’ Union and the Metal and Allied Workers’ Union (Mawu) today, both unions expressed “total dissatisfaction” with the “inadequate response”.

In 1983, the wage increase granted left workers well behind inflation. This new offer would cause workers’ standards of living to drop even further.

Unions are demanding increases of up to 60 percent. Should employers fail to respond to some of the more urgent pay demands at the second round of talks, there is an increasing likelihood of a dispute.
Workers the key to change in SA, says union man

By CAMUEL DIKTLO

CHANGE in South Africa could only be brought about by workers, the national organiser of the Paper, Wood and Allied Union, Mr Jerry Baskin, said at Dube YMCA yesterday.

Addressing a Federation of South African Trade Unions (Fosatu) meeting, Mr Baskin said it was in their interest that unions came together and initiated change instead of "waiting for the intellectualists."

"The Prime Minister of South Africa, Mr PW Botha is aware that change is on the way. It is for you to know what is happening. We all de-test apartheid. But one thing is certain, the struggle is not only against apartheid, but it is against the suffering of the great black masses."

The struggle is also against the system of capitalism," he said.

He said politics and unions could not be separated, and added that workers were directly affected by the politics of South Africa.

About 1,000 old and new members attended the meeting.

Another speaker, a shop steward Mr Elias Qwabe, told the meeting that representatives from the Metal and Allied Workers' Union had met the Industrial Council and demanded the following for 1984:

- A 40-hour working week.
- A maximum of five hours overtime to be paid at double rates during the week and triple rates for the weekends.
- One month's notice on termination of service for both weekly and monthly-paid employees.
- Exemption from the main agreement only to be granted if supported by workers in the factory concerned.

- Stop order facilities mandatory and without council exemption if any union registered or unregistered had 50% membership or 300 members in any factory.
- A procedure for lay-offs to be effected instead of retrenchments.

A meeting between Mawu and the Industrial Council is scheduled for May 1.
Anglo's Mondi set to haggle on bargaining

Labour Correspondent

AN ANGLO AMERICAN company, Mondi Paper will meet the Paper, Wood and Allied Workers Union and other unions in the paper industry tomorrow in a final attempt to settle a key dispute on union bargaining rights.

The meeting will decide a company plan to bargain directly with the union on wages — but only if the PWAWU agrees to negotiate together with other unions under the aegis of an industrial council.

The PWAWU has previously rejected these conditions. The union has declared two disputes with the company — Mondi's refusal to bargain wages directly with it and all paper and pulp industry's official industrial council and demands for a Rs3-an-hour minimum wage.

If the dispute is not settled the union, which claims majority membership at five of Mondi's six mills, will be able to launch a legal strike or take industrial court action.

Union demands to negotiate outside industrial councils are a key issue in several industries and the dispute is a key test of strength for both sides.

The PWAWU recently formed a council of workers in Mondi mills where it claims majority support and wants the company to negotiate directly with it.

It says workers are "angered" by a Rs2-an-hour pay rise negotiated at the industrial council in January and want a minimum of Rs3 an hour.

Mondi says it will bargain with the PWAWU only if it joins the industrial council and agrees to negotiate along with unions representing skilled workers.

The PWAWU says these unions represent less than 10% of paper workers.

In a statement yesterday, the PWAWU said the two sides met at the industry's official industrial council last Thursday, but failed to settle the dispute.
Cases loom over firings

Labour Correspondent

THE Metal and Allied Workers' Union (Mawu) has launched an industrial court action against a Barlow Rand company, Wrightech, in an attempt to win reinstatement of workers fired during a dispute at the East Rand plant last month.

It has also launched an action against a metal firm, Benbow Steel, alleging it refused to recognize Mawu and fired two workers for belonging to it.

Mawu served papers on Wrightech last week, asking the industrial court to grant workers fired during the dispute temporary reinstatement. It alleges the company is guilty of an "unfair labour practice".

The dispute follows the firing of three workers who, Mawu alleges, were fired after an appeal against their sacking by the company.

According to the company, workers then struck and ignored an ultimatum to return to work or be fired. About 250 workers lost their jobs in the dispute.

Mawu alleges workers did not strike but gathered to discuss the sackings. It also says that they obeyed the return-to-work deadline, but that Wrightech locked the factory gates and refused to allow them to return.

Barlow Rand spokesman said yesterday the company knew of the action.

So far 63 workers are parties to the action against the company.

A Mawu spokesman said yesterday the union was also conducting a fund-raising drive for the fired workers. He said they were facing a "community housing loan".

Benbow Steel is also alleged to have committed an "unfair labour practice". An action for a temporary order is due on May 3.

The union alleges the company refused to negotiate and instead urged workers to support a worker committee appointed by management. It claims Benbow asked workers to elect a committee, but that they had refused.

Mawu alleges company officials warned workers against joining them and that two workers, and a union shop steward, were fired shortly after the union's presence at the plant was known.
Wool packers still away

Staff Reporter

MORE THAN 140 Epping wool packers who walked off their jobs last Thursday in protest at the use of casual labour on short shifts yesterday continued their stay-away.

The general manager of KKB woolbrokers, Mr Gideon Scholtz, said he was confident his labour force would return to sign new contracts today, adding that he was willing to enter into negotiations with their labour union, the National Union of Textile Workers (NUTW).

The dispute, over rotational afternoon shifts on a Wednesday, reached deadlock on Monday.

Mr Scholtz said yesterday that the new contract would include clauses that the workers continue to work short-time or overtime.

Workers fired

The month-old dispute came to a head on Thursday when Mr Scholtz fired 60 workers who had refused to work the rotational shift the day before. None of the 140 labourers had worked the shift for four weeks and were angered when Mr Scholtz hired casual labour to fill the shift.

Mr Scholtz said the shift was introduced to gain more working time for his labourers after his depot had had a slight increase in wool-bale receipts. Earlier the depot had experienced a marked drop in wool-bale receipts and he had reduced Wednesdays to half-days.
MORE than 1,000 workers at three companies went on strike over wages and the dismissal of colleagues in Johannesburg and Durban yesterday.

About 300 workers at Farmfare, Wynberg, went on strike over the dismissal of 30 colleagues, 300 workers at Cable Tops in Ortansfonstein downed tools over wages and 400 workers at Mondi Paper in Felixton near Durban struck over a clock-card system and other grievances.

A shop steward at the Sweet, Fruit Workers' Union said 31 colleagues were dismissed following their attempts to get management to recognise the union. Management preferred talking to the liaison committee rather than union shop stewards.

Mr van der Merwe, manager of the company, said: "We are not talking to the Press on the issue. We are busy with managerial work. No comment."

A Food, Beverage Workers' Union spokesman said that the workers at Cable Top asked for a R20 wage increase and the transfer of a supervisor who used abusive language. Management said it was not prepared to comment at this stage.

A spokesman for Pwawu said that workers at Felixton went on strike because they were dissatisfied with the clocking system and various "frustrating methods" introduced by management recently.

The strike has no links with wage negotiations at four other Mondi paper plants.

A company PRO denied that there was a strike at the plant.

A trade unionist confirmed that Pwawu would meet Mondi Paper today in a final attempt to settle a dispute. They would discuss a company plan to bargain with the union directly — but only if the union belonged to the industrial council.

Pwawu has previously rejected the conditions of negotiating at the industrial council level and has since declared disputes with the company — the refusal to bargain wages directly outside the IC and demands for a R3-an-hour minimum wage.
Union rivalry in Springs settled after secret ballot

By Carolyn Dempster, Labour Reporter

Months of intense inter-union rivalry at the Irvin and Johnson plant in Springs ended yesterday when a secret ballot revealed majority support for the Sweet, Food and Allied Workers' Union.

The union, affiliated to the Federation of South African Trade Unions, has been battling the Cusa-affiliated Food and Beverage Workers' Union for more than six months in a bid for support from the 652 factory workers.

As a result of the rivalry, the management of Irvin and Johnson and officials of both unions decided to hold a ballot to assess union support.

All parties agreed that a negotiated agreement would be signed once the union with majority support submitted signed stop orders indicating majority paid-up membership.

A joint statement was released yesterday by Irvin and Johnson's group industrial relations manager, Mr Trevor Brodrick, and the national president of SFAWU, Mrs Chris Dlamini, announcing the ballot indicated 33.74 percent support for FBWU and 51.83 percent support for SFAWU.

SFAWU then submitted stop orders indicating a majority membership.

"Both procedural and substantive agreements will now be negotiated between Irvin and Johnson and SFAWU. In the interim SFAWU shop stewards have been formally recognized by management," read the statement.
Deadlock in sugar industry

Mercury Reporter

NEGOTIATIONS between sugar industry employers and six employee unions for a new industrial council agreement and increased wages which would apply to all but two of the sugar mills in Natal are deadlocked.

But representatives of both camps have agreed to meet again on April 27 and the Sugar Manufacturers' and Refiners' Employers' Association has decided to implement its final offer to unions as a gesture of good faith.

This offer includes an increase in minimum wages of 10 percent and not less than 8 percent on personal wage rates and other matters concerning work conditions.

The six unions involved in negotiations were the Amalgamated Engineering Union, the South African Boilermakers' Society, the Electrical Workers' Association, the Natal Sugar Industry Employers' Union, the Sugar Industry Employers' Association and the National Union of Sugar Manufacturing, Refining and Allied Employees.

Vice-Chairman of the employers' association, Mr. Barrie Horlock, said negotiations had been going on for some time for the new agreement which was due to come into operation on April 1.

"All our offers were rejected and because of the proximity of April pay days we decided to implement our final offer," he said.

Mr. Horlock said this action was not without its risks but he hoped it would contribute to maintaining industrial peace while the issues remained unresolved, as the industry could not operate indefinitely without an industrial council agreement.

But Mr. André Britz, provincial secretary of the Amalgamated Engineering Union, said the employers' decision to implement their final offer would not bedevil further negotiations on the subject.

Increase

"We asked for an 10 percent increase in minimum wage rates and 12 percent in personal wage rates and other things as far as conditions were concerned.

"Considerable progress had been made and the unions withdrew a number of proposals of little consequence but we could not make progress on wages," he said.

"We failed at our last meeting to agree whether to settle on arbitration or mediation but have agreed to meet again on April 27," he said.

"The employer's implementation of their final offer will not negatively affect future talks and the Amalgamated Engineering Union will use every legal means to bring the matter to a satisfactory conclusion," he said.
Stoppages mar paper talks

Labour Correspondent

A MEETING between Anglo American Company and unions, aimed at settling a key dispute between Mondi and Fos- tato's Paper Wood and Allied Workers Union, was interrupted dramatically yesterday when members of PWAWU at three of the company's mills staged work stoppages.

The meeting was still continuing last night and few details of the stoppages were available, but a brief company statement said the affected mills were those at Merlenbank, near Durban, Springs and Pietermaritzburg.

A PWAWU source said workers had been due to stage a lunch-hour demonstration at the mills in support of union demands. This, he said, could have been interpreted as a stoppage.

Recently, PWAWU, which claims majority support at five of Mondi's six mills, formed a stoppage council composed of workers at the five mills and demanded that the company negotiate directly with this council over wages.

The council also demanded a R3 an hour minimum wage for Mondi workers. The company, which supports negotiations at official industrial councils, replied that it would only negotiate pay with PWAWU if it joined the council and agreed to negotiate jointly with other unions in the industry.
Employers to implement
their own sugar pay offer

By STEVEN FRIEDMAN
Labour Correspondent

TALKS aimed at setting a pay dispute be-
tween unions and employers in the sugar
industry have deadlocked and employers
have decided to implement their pay offer to
workers unilaterally.

This follows several meetings aimed at
settling the dispute, which followed an earlier
pay deadlock at the industry's industrial
council negotiations at the council set pay
for all but two sugar mills.

Unions have now asked employers for a
fresh negotiating meeting on April 27 and a
union spokesman, Mr Andre Brits, said yest-
day he was confident the dispute could be
settled.

The deadlock arose when unions rejected
an employer offer to raise the minimum pay
rates in the council agreement by 10% and
actual pay rates by at least 8%. They want
the minimum raised by 12% and actual pay
raised by at least 12%, and declared a dispute
with employers.

Earlier, pay talks between Fossati's Sweet,
Food and Allied Workers Union and major
sugar company CG Smith, which take place
separately under the ambit of the industrial
council, also deadlocked.

Several meetings have been held to break
the deadlock at the council. The last of these
was held on Monday and failed to produce a
settlement.

The meeting was adjourned without a date
set for new talks being set.

According to Mr Brits, the council's mach-
inery allows disputes to be settled by media-
tion or arbitration if both sides agree, but
employers rejected arbitration and unions
rejected mediation.

In a statement, Mr Barrie Horlock, vice-
chairman of the industry's employers associa-
tion, said attempts to break the deadlock
also included a private meeting, at the union's
request, between them and the managing di-
rector of the industry's two largest employ-
ors, CG Smith and Hulett's.

The industry's industrial agreement had
expired on April 1.

As a result, he said, employers had decided
to implement their final offer and pay work-
ers the minimum 8% increase "as a gesture of
good faith".

Employers were also implementing a
washing allowance for workers and various
other changes, Mr Horlock said.

He conceded that this action was "not with-
out its risks" but said he hoped it would
contribute to "maintaining industrial peace".

The industry could not operate indefinitely
without an industrial agreement.

Mr Horlock said the request by unions for a
further meeting was "an encouraging sign".

But employers would nevertheless imple-
ment their offer.

Mr Brits said unions had told members it
was up to them whether to accept the
employer decision to implement their offer,
but they should not concede their wage
claims.
Fosatu wins secret ballot

Labour Correspondent

A LENGTHY recruiting battle between food unions affiliated to the Federation of 'SA: Trade Unions' and Council of Unions of SA at Irvine and Johnson's Springs plant has been settled in favour of the Fosatu union.

A joint statement yesterday by I & J's group industrial relations manager, Mr. Trevor Broderick and the president of Fosatu's Sweet, Food and Allied Workers Union, Mr. Chris Diamon, announced that the Fosatu union had won a secret ballot among workers.

In the ballot, workers were asked to choose between the Cusa union and Fosatu union, which represented a worker majority at the plant and was recognised by the company there.

I & J is now negotiating a recognition agreement with the Fosatu union.

The agreement with the Cusa union has lapsed and, as of yesterday, the union will no longer have dues deducted by the company on its behalf.

The Springs plant battle began last year when Cusa accused Fosatu of seeking to recruit members there.

I & J asked both unions to produce "stop order forms" in which workers agreed to have union dues deducted on their behalf in order to test the two unions' membership.

The Cusa union produced the longer list, but the Fosatu union challenged this and said a secret ballot would be a better test of union support.

Yesterday's statement said that as a result of "longstanding inter-union rivalry" at the plant, I & J and the two unions had agreed to hold the ballot "in order to assess the relative support of the two unions."

It said all parties agreed "that a negotiated agreement would be signed once the union with majority support submitted signed stop orders indicating majority paid-up membership."

In the ballot, it said, 51.53% of workers voted for the Fosatu union and 38.74% for the Cusa union.

Following this "the company and the Sweet Food and Allied Workers Union verified a 52% membership of SFAWU from signed stop orders."

"Both procedural and substantive agreements will now be negotiated between I & J and SFAWU and in the interim SFAWU shop stewards have been formally recognised," the statement said. 
Sugar unions clash

Two unions are locked in battle for pre-eminence in Natal's sugar industry. They are the Fosatu-affiliated Sweet, Food and Allied Workers' Union (SFAWU) and the non-aligned National Union of Sugar Manufacturing and Refining Employees (NUSMRE).

As the first black union to be established in the industry, NUSMRE seems to be in the dominant position. But the Fosatu union is challenging whether it is really representative.

So far, three mills in the C G Smith group have fallen to the SFAWU camp and others are under serious assault. NUSMRE's main power base is in the mills owned by the industry's other major employer, the Tongaat Hulett group, but there, too, it is being challenged by SFAWU.

Targets

According to SFAWU general secretary Jay Naidoo, his union is targeting several mills and refining complexes for takeover. "By the end of the year, a substantial portion of employees should be represented by us," he predicts.

So far, SFAWU's penetration of the industry has been relatively trouble-free. Unlike its Fosatu counterpart, the National Union of Textile Workers, whose push for recognition at the Frame Group textile factories has been frustrated at almost every turn, the sugar industry employers have been even-handed in dealing with the rival unions. A spokesman for the employers' association says current policy is to grant recognition to any union which can prove it is representative.

Naidoo reckons Fosatu's standing in Natal has helped rally workers behind his union. He adds that NUSMRE's beginnings as an offshoot of the industry's original works committees undermine its credibility.

Though its attitudes have changed markedly since the early days, there are those who charge that it is too close to the employers.

Nonetheless, SFAWU seems a long way from winning its war. The NUSMRE is fighting hard. It has strong support in Kwazulu and is spreading its activities into other industries, such as steel, milling and confectionery — in some of which it is again clashing with SFAWU. "The battle," says one observer, "is clearly far from over."
Labour Correspondent

Workers at at least one mill owned by Anglo American's Mondi Paper -- at Merebank in Durban -- are to hold a legal strike ballot on May 9 after talks between the company and their union failed to settle two key disputes.

The following stoppages by workers at three Mondi mills during the talks -- held on Wednesday -- by yesterday's strike at all three had returned to work.

It is expected that workers at other mills could also hold strike ballots.

This could bring to a head two disputes between Mondi and the Paper, Wood and Allied Workers Union (PWAU), which are regarded as key tests for both sides.

The PWAU has declared a dispute with the company's demand that minimum pay be raised to R3 an hour and also over Mondi's refusal to bargain directly with it on wages instead of at an official industrial council.

Wednesday's meeting, which was attended by other paper unions besides the PWAU, was held to discuss Mondi's plan allowing for direct wage talks if all paper unions take part and the PWAU joined the industry's industrial council.

While progress was made towards a settlement, this was delayed when Mondi refused to set a date for pay talks until PWAU joined the council.

The union plans to hold a ballot among members on whether or not to join the council but has not yet decided when this will be held. No date was set, therefore, and the threatened strike ballots stem, according to the union, from worker dissatisfaction at delays in arranging the talks.

Wednesday's meeting was interrupted when workers at Mondi's Springs, Piet Retief and Merebank mills downed tools in support of the PWAU's demands.

A union statement said the stoppages lasted between two and six hours and involved 33 workers at Piet Retief, 250 at Springs and 150 at Merebank.

Springs and Piet Retief workers resumed work on Wednesday, and those at Merebank yesterday but Merebank workers gathered at noon to hear the outcome of the talks and were dissatisfied when told no date for negotiations had been set. As a result, they decided to hold a strike ballot.

At Wednesday's meeting, the union said, it had agreed to negotiate along with other unions on wages as an interim measure for this year.

It wanted negotiations to cover all Mondi's operations. The company wanted three sets of talks because its mills produced three different products. Progress had been made towards setting this, but no final date was reached.

Mondi's refusal to set a date for wage talks until the union joined the council would mean an indefinite delay, the PWAU said, because it was not possible for the union to say when its ballot on the issue would be held.

A Mondi statement said talks continued on Wednesday "notwithstanding" the stoppages.

Mondi said it would now report on the talks to the industrial council.
Wages row at KwaZulu firm

Labour Correspondent

IN THE first move of its kind, the Sweet, Food and Allied Workers' Union (SFAWU) — affiliated to the Federation of SA Trade Unions — has declared a formal wage dispute with Imbali Brewery, a company owned by the KwaZulu Development Corporation (KDC).

This is the first time a union has used machinery in labour law to declare a dispute with a company owned by a "homeland" development corporation.

Worker rights embodied in labour law do not apply in the "homelands".

Declaring a dispute gives workers the right to strike legally or use the industrial court if the dispute is not settled.

The union said in a statement yesterday it had been able to declare a dispute with the company because, although it was owned by the KDC, Imbali, the town where it is sited, is not part of KwaZulu.

It said workers were demanding a minimum wage of R300 a month and had rejected a company offer which would set the starting wage at R100.

Meanwhile, the union's general secretary, Mr. Jay Naidoo, also announced yesterday that the SFAWU had declared a wage dispute with Tongaat Milking at its Eastcourt plant.

He said the SFAWU was demanding a "living wage" of R376 a month. Workers had rejected a company offer to raise the present minimum of R36 by 12.5%.
324 are reinstated in key decision

BY STEVEN FRIEDMAN
Labour Correspondent

THE Industrial Court has ordered Afri-
can Cables to temporarily reinstate 324
workers fired in a dispute in January —
the biggest mass reinstatement ever or-
dered by the court.

Labour lawyers see the decision as a
key advance for worker rights, adding
that arguments advanced in it could
have implications for other cases.

A total of 335 workers, all of whom
belong to the Engineering and Allied
Workers' Union, requested temporary
reinstatement from the court, alleging
that the company was guilty of an "un-
law" labour practice.

All but three have been granted rein-
statement. The order instructing the
company to re-hire them took effect on
Wednesday and lasts for 90 days.

Attempts to settle the dispute through
the machinery in labour law will now
continue and it could come before the
court again for a final decision.

Comment from African Cables could
not be obtained yesterday but, in terms
of the order, it must now either pay the
workers their wages for the next three
months without re-hiring them, or allow
them to return to their jobs.

In argument before the court, the
company said that re-hiring the workers
would force it to fire other workers tak-
en on to replace them.

The dispute which led to the sackings
occurred in early January when the
company, which had been working a
four-day week, told workers they would
have to work on Fridays.

Workers charged that they had not
been adequately consulted and many
refused to work on the first Friday they
were required to. They allege that the
company responded by calling in police.

The court was told that workers were
then asked to sign a document agreeing
to certain work conditions and were dis-
missed if they did not.

In argument before the court, counsel
for the workers alleged that African
Cables acted "unfairly" by requiring
workers to sign a form setting out new
work conditions or face dismissal.

Because the forms set out new condi-
tions, workers, by refusing to sign, were
not refusing to honour their existing con-
tracts but to agree to new ones.

It was also alleged that management
acted "unfairly" by not consulting work-
ers about the change and not granting
them an appeal against their sacking.

Work contracts were commercial
agreements. It was argued, and employ-
ers therefore had to have a commercial
reason for ending them. No such reasons
existed in the dispute, it was alleged.

The company denied the forms set out
new conditions and said they simply
confirmed existing ones. It also denied
that it had to negotiate the change with
workers and said those fired could have
requested the right to appeal.

According to a statement by the union
yesterday, 506 of more than 900 workers
were fired. Of these, 195 were later re-
employed.

The union said it would press for the
reinstatement of the three workers, who
did not win reinstatement, when the dis-
pute is finally settled.
Company accused

THE Metal and Allied Workers' Union (Mawu) has accused a British-owned company, the National Trading Company, of flouting the EEC code of conduct for European countries in South Africa by refusing to recognise a trade union chosen by the workers.

The union's Transvaal organiser, Mr Moses Mayekiso, yesterday said Mawu has more than fifty percent support from the workers at the company's two plants in Germiston, but the company refused to talk to them.

He said Mr L F Stern, the managing director, walked out of a meeting with Mawu officials after saying he would not talk to them.

The union now intends sending an urgent message to the company's head office in Britain about the matter.
We fought - unions

TRADE unionists claim they have fought "poverty wages" offered by management in industrial councils - but with very little effect.

The Metal and Allied Workers' Union (Mawu) and the National Automobile and Allied Workers' Union (Naawu), both affiliated to Fosatu, said they had walked out during wage talks in the industrial councils because management would not give them the living wage they were demanding.

Some unions, also participating in industrial councils, have stayed on in spite of the low wages in the agreements because they hope to do better in future talks.

A paper presented at the second Carnegie conference on Poverty and Development in Southern Africa, has said the minimum wage rates for almost all labourers covered by Industrial Council (IC) agreements were "poverty rates".

Only one out of 101 IC agreements prescribed a minimum rate for labourers above the supplemented living level, according to the paper.

Regarded as the most authoritative study on industrial councils done in recent years, it was also sharply critical of the council system - the cornerstone of official collective bargaining in South Africa.

Another paper presented at the conference said that unemployment was a major cause of poverty in South Africa.

None of the trade unionists interviewed could explain why they signed wage agreements which were "poverty wage rates" at industrial councils.

Mrs Lucy Mvubelo, president of the Garment Workers' Union of South Africa, said that labourers were "the poorly paid people in the black workforce."

"We put enough pressure on management, but some time we end up getting little. Employers often complain of inflation, drought and recession as the cause of slackness in the businesses."

Mrs Jane Hlongwane, general secretary of Steel Engineering and Allied Workers' Union, said labourers in the metal industry were not earning a "living wage." Whites earned far above blacks.

Wages

"We have to fight harder than before to earn our members a living wage this year," she said.

A Mawu spokesman said that they refused to sign the IC wage agreement last year because "we contended that the wages did not come up to the expectations of our members."

Wages were normally not impressive at the IC.

A Naawu spokesman said that they walked out of the talks because management was not prepared to offer workers a living wage.

A Fosatu spokesman said that although IC agreements were binding, they were normally very low. Fosatu prefers shop floor bargaining to the IC.
THE PRESS

Fight for freedom

The story as far as Donald Trelford, editor of The Observer, flies from London to Zimbabwe on April 7 at PM Robert Mugabe's invitation. As a result of information he receives while in Harare, he proceeds to Bulawayo and writes a full-page report on "murder and torture" by the Fifth Brigade in southern Matabeleland.

"Tiny" Rowland, whose Lonrho company has an 80% stake in The Observer, explodes. He cables Mugabe a public apology and in a further letter to Trelford accuses him of dishonesty, disrespectful, professional incompetence and generally embarrassing the journalistic standards of the newspaper. Rowland threatens either to sack Trelford or sell The Observer.

The case against Trelford, as presented by Rowland, is that Trelford's report was inaccurately and dishonestly presented, and that he saw affidavits and spoke to eyewitnesses and that he is entirely convinced that what he wrote was true.

And in fact, Rowland is going to find it difficult to substantiate his charges. Too many reports have emanated from southern Matabeleland about atrocities to suggest that the balance of probability is in Trelford's favour. The Observer's rivals, the Sunday Times, indignantly claims in fact that it "first revealed the murderous campaign of torture, rape, beatings and public execution that is currently being inflicted on the people of Matabeleland." The evidence from missionaries, too, is overwhelming. Besides, if the allegations are untrue, why has the curfew area been sealed off to the press?

The question is whether dissenters are active in southern Matabeleland — which is clearly the case — but whether the notorious Fifth Brigade have been up to their old tricks, in which case it is the proper duty of the press to report it. The point is clearly that a conflict of interests has arisen between Rowland's Lonrho interests and his ownership of The Observer.

Lonrho employs 6,000 people in Zimbabwe and earns R220m of its annual profits there, as well as having extensive interests in other African countries. Trelford's actions are perceived as being in direct conflict with these interests. This is exactly the situation envisaged by the Observer staff when Lonrho took over the influential paper in 1981. Trelford, in a memorandum to the Monopolies Commission, warned that a conflict of interests would arise and that Rowland would try to impose his will on the paper. It was a precise prophecy.

Independence

On the issue of editorial independence, therefore, Trelford is on firm ground, and he will have the support of most of the British press and of many politicians. He also has the firm support of the five independent directors who this week charged Rowland with "improper proprietor interference." The independent directors issued this statement after meeting both Trelford and Rowland.

The Observer is an illustrious newspaper with 193 years of publication behind it and it will have powerful allies in its fight against Rowland. Rowland, for the moment, appears to be the odd man out. He has suggested several courses of action to close down The Observer, but he does not have the money to do so, and, in any case, has nowhere to put the paper. He is said to be planning to sell the paper to a Belgian publisher, but Trelford, for the moment, appears to be able to hold on.

Sacking Trelford would be hazardous. On the day before publication of Trelford's article, Terry Robinson, a Lonrho director charged with The Observer's affairs, reportedly telephoned Sir Derek Mitchell, convener of the five independent directors (appointed on the insistence of the government as a safeguard of The Observer's editorial integrity) and suggested that Trelford should be sacked and replaced by Charles Wilson of The Times. Sir Derek apparently dismissed the proposal.

For Trelford to agree to return to Zimbabwe would be an admission of guilt of a kind. Also, the team would not be able to conduct its investigations covertly in the way that Trelford did, speaking to fearful witnesses. On the other hand, a thorough investigation by trained journalists might not be a bad idea.

It is not clear how seriously Rowland's threats should be taken. He warned that he might sell The Observer to the dreaded Robert Maxwell, whose very name sends a shiver up the spines of Fleet Street journalists. "He's a tougher man than I am," said Rowland. "He'd be able to deal with Trelford with any difficulty. He has the killer instinct which we unfortunately lack." This is quite stuff.

But the rebuff administered to Rowland by the independent directors may indeed lead to the sale of The Observer to Maxwell, whom he met over breakfast at Claridges this week. After the meeting, Maxwell indicated that he thought he and Rowland had the makings of a deal. But at the time of going to press, negotiations remained inconclusive while Trelford and the independent directors were debating strategies with the British National Union of Journalists.

Trelford is said to be delighted with the support of the independent directors, because it makes Rowland's proprietorship rather than Trelford's editorship untenable.

In the long run, however, whatever the ethical restraints might be, a proprietor (whether he is Rowland or Maxwell) has the power to close the paper. He has, of course, not done so, but his influence is great. Harold Evans last year found himself squeezed out of the editorship of The Times by Rupert Murdoch, another tough customer. Similarly, Trelford's position could be made untenable by an assault of financial and other pressures. He would have to be very thick-skinned indeed to survive a war of attrition against him by Rowland or Maxwell.

Meanwhile, he has clearly won a battle, if not the war.

LITIGATION

Employers hit back

Employers who have been taking a came from unions through the courts are beginning to fight back — through the courts. Last week, for instance, an interim order was granted in the Pretoria High Court restraining the Sweet Food and Allied Workers Union (SFWAU) and its shop stewards from preventing a non-union member from resuming work at C G Smith's Noordsberg mill.

According to the company's personnel director, Barry Horlock, the matter involves important points of principle which the company feels obliged to defend. In its view SFWAU is attempting to prevent the company from employing a non-union member, a move which it feels is a breach of contract.

At issue was one J Khumalo, a non-union employee, who allegedly assaulted a SFWAU member. The company normally carries a dismissal. But in view of Khumalo's length of service, job performance and personal circumstances, mill manager Gladwyn Wardle decided that a written warning would suffice.

The union shop stewards, however, were...
not satisfied. They demanded that Wardle explain his decision. Wardle was preparing a statement to be read to workers when there was a commotion at the factory gates. Khumalo was being forcibly ejected from the premises by his co-workers.

Says Horlock, "We see this as an attempt by the union to influence who we can or cannot employ. This is a right we will defend to the end."

The union, however, takes a different view. Jay Nadoo, SPAWU general secretary, says the union was not represented in court but intends to mount a vigorous argument against Khumalo's reinstatement before the order is made final on May 15.

"We too regard it as an important matter of principle. We can't have the company using this kind of order against union members in future," he says.

Though the order pertains only to Khumalo, Horlock says there are wider implications. The company would like the court to rule that in future the union, shop stewards or union members be restrained from harassing any non-union employee.

The issue of just where the bounds of company authority begin and end is a tricky one about which Barlows, C.G. Smith's parent, is known to have strong views. Horlock concedes that the case could set an important precedent in SA labour law. "If we lose, where does that leave employers in future?" he asks.

Nadoo agrees. He says management has dominated this area of employee relations for too long and it is time that unions were given a bigger say. "This is an area which will become keenly contested in future," he predicts.
Strike at factory in Britain

Between 300 and 400 workers at Auto Cable Manufacturing in Brits went on strike this morning.

This is the second spontaneous stoppage at the factory this year. According to a source close to the factory, the strike was sparked by the dismissal of an employee.

The strikers believe their colleague was fired as a result of his union organizing activities within the company. The Metal and Allied Workers' Union is organizing in the firm, but so far the company has refused to hold talks with the union.

Mr R Shusse, managing director of Auto Cable, refused to speak to the Press about the strike.
MEMBERS of the Paper, Wood and Allied Workers' Union employed by Anglo American's Mondi paper mills are to hold a legal strike ballot next week following a deadlock over two disputes between the two parties.

The union's general secretary, Ms Refiloe Ndzuta, yesterday said that hundreds of workers at Piet Retief and Merebank and Sprungs who held a work stoppage last week had all returned to work.

The workers had stopped work following a dispute between the parties over the union's demand for a minimum wage rate to be increased to R3 per hour and over Mondi's refusal to bargain directly with it on wages instead of the industrial council.

She also said that the union was planning to hold a ballot among members on whether or not to join the council. The date of the meeting will be discussed in Durban on Sunday.
174 strikers charged

Charges of trespassing have been laid against 174 men and women following a strike at a Brits cable-manufacturing firm.

The men and women appeared in a Brits Magistrate's Court late yesterday. The hearing was postponed to June 25 and bail was set at R100 each.

The strikers, all members of the Metal and Allied Workers' Union, were arrested at the plant of Auto Cable Manufacturing Company.
176 metal workers held after Auto Cables strike

By STEVEN FRIEDMAN
Labour Correspondent

ALTOGETHER 176 workers were arrested yesterday during a work stoppage at Auto Cables in Brits.

They appeared in court later in the day.

The stoppage was sparked by a dismissal and the workers face the prospect of two months in jail because their union, the Metal and Allied Workers' Union, fears it will be unable to raise bail for them.

A metal union spokesman said yesterday most of the workers were women who now faced the prospect of being separated from their children for a long period.

The workers were arrested yesterday morning after the company fired about 300 strikers and told them to leave the premises. They allegedly refused.

During the incident, police allegedly searched the briefcases of two senior union officials, general secretary Mr David Sibibi and organiser Dr Bernard Fanaroff, in the company's security office.

They also allegedly asked Mr Sibibi to produce his pass.

The arrested workers appeared in court yesterday afternoon and bail was set at R100 each. They were remanded to appear again on seven different days, beginning on June 25.

A union spokesman said the union was attempting to raise the R17 600 needed to bail the workers out. "But a sum like that is way beyond our means and I fear workers may spend the two months in prison," he said.

"Auto Cables are responsible for separating scores of workers from their children simply because they disagreed with it over a dismissal," he charged.

He called on the company's chairman, Mr L C Spinazze, to make a statement on the arrests, but Auto Cables yesterday refused to comment.

According to the union, the strike was prompted by the dismissal last week of a worker who was a prominent union activist at the plant, Mr Piet Machete.

Workers struck for one hour last Thursday, but returned to work pending talks on the sacking. Yesterday they resumed their strike after no progress had been made towards settling the dispute, the union said.

It said workers had been fired after striking for three hours and police were then called to remove them from the premises.

A police representative said the factory's manager met workers and union officials yesterday morning and asked workers to return to work, but they refused.

Later the workers were fired and asked to leave but they refused to do so. The riot squad was then called and when the workers continued to refuse to leave they were arrested, the police said.
The strike by 400 workers at Dunlop Industrial Products in Benonu continued today after a deadlock in wage negotiations brought workers out at 3 pm yesterday.

Mr B H Beebee, director of Industrial Products, said the strike was illegal and "not authorized by the Chemical Workers' Industrial Union", which is negotiating on behalf of workers.

There have been five meetings between the union and management in an attempt to set wage increases. Management advanced its last offer yesterday, which was rejected by the union.

Mr Beebee said the strikers had been told that negotiations would not be resumed as long as strike action continued.
400 workers at Reef factory in pay strike

Labour Correspondent

ABOUT 400 workers at the Dunlop Industrial Products plant in Benoni went on strike yesterday after the company and the Chemical Workers' Industrial Union-affiliated Federation of South Africa Trade Union were locked over wages, a union representative said.

She said the number of strikers was not yet possible that night shift workers would join the stoppage.

The strike comes as Dunlop and another Foskatu union, the Metal and Allied Workers' Union, are continuing a dispute over wages and other issues in Natal.

Masw and Dunlop remain deadlock over wages at the company's Durban plant and, at one point, the union declared a dispute with the company over union recognition at its Ladysmith plant as well.

The union has declared a dispute with the company at the Durban plant, in a secret ballot last year, workers voted to strike.

Workers at the Durban plant have held talks with Dunlop workers at Benoni and Ladysmith in an attempt to launch joint action in support of their wage demands. The strike at the Benoni plant began yesterday afternoon after N36U officers reported back to workers that talks would deadlock.

The union's representative said the CWU was demanding a rise in minimum wages of R30 an hour from May 1, but that the company was offering an R30 rise to come into effect on June 1.

Comment from the company could not be obtained yesterday.

R3m spent on housing workers

Mail Reporter

THE BMW motor company yesterday opened a R3 million section of a major housing project for their employees at Mahozen, Pretoria.

Mr D P Kirby, the company's industrial relations executive, said the project cost R3 million of its total capital expenditure last year.

"We realised that the need of workers should be fulfilled," said Mr Kirby, "so we are the people who are doing the work and who need to rent after the heavy all day labour," he said.
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International guitarist Narcisco Yepes is in Johannesburg for a three concert season, starting next week.

His first will be in Wits Great Hall this Tuesday, the second in the Linder Auditorium on Sunday, May 10, and the third in the Johannesburg Civic Theatre at 8pm on Wednesday, May 20.

Yepes will be conducting two master classes on Saturday, May 19. These have been made possible through the collaboration of Adcock-Ingram Ltd, the Miami Music Festival and the Classic Guitar Society of South Africa.

Guitarist Yepes for SA concerts

call and the Classical Guitar Society of South Africa.

The closing date for applications, either as participants or as observers, is May 9.

For further information, contact the Secretary of the School of Music at 011 716-3879.
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Strikers return, but dispute unresolved

By PHILIP VAN NIEKERK

STRIKING workers at the Dunlop Industrial Products plant at Benoni returned to their jobs yesterday but will decide this weekend what action to take over the deadlock wage dispute with the company.

About 850 workers went on strike on Thursday in support of wage demands.

A spokesman for the Posatu-affiliated Chemical Workers' Industrial Union said the workers were demanding a 35c an hour increase from May 1 while Dunlop was offering an 18c increase from June 1.

Both the union spokesman and a Dunlop statement confirmed that the workers returned to their jobs at 9.30am yesterday after which union officials met with management.

They said neither side was prepared to budge and union officials addressed the workers at lunch-time. The situation at the factory remains deadlocked.

The Dunlop statement, issued by Mr B H Beebee, director of the company, said the company was still prepared to talk but warned that there would be no further negotiations if the strike action continued.

The union spokesman said there was a 36-hour no-dismissal clause — preventing management from dismissing workers 36 hours after the start of a strike — in the recognition agreement with the company.

The union believed this clause meant the workers could return and then strike again whereas the company had warned the union that if the workers went out again they faced dismissal.
2 000 reasons for strikers to fear trespass law

WHEN a law was introduced last year, sharply raising the minimum fine for trespass to R2 000, there were suggestions this would be used against strikers. These seem to have been confirmed.

Last week, 176 Metal and Allied Workers' Union members at Brits company Auto Cables were arrested after allegedly being fired and ordered to leave the premises.

They are likely to be charged with trespass — presumably on the basis that, once fired, they could not remain on company property without permission.

One immediate effect of the vastly increased fine is that the arrested workers may spend the next two months in prison.

Their case has been remanded to late June and bail set at R100 each — which MAWU is unlikely to raise. Pleas to have the amount reduced were rejected because workers faced a possible R2 000 fine.

The arrests are the most dramatic illustration thus far of the way in which the trespass law can be used against strikers — although there have been other labour-related trespass arrests.

The incident also highlights the fact that police are increasingly using general security laws, rather than the anti-strike laws in labour law, to act against strikers.

The Intimidation Act has been used against strikers for some time. Now a blanket ban on outdoor gatherings is also being used.

This takes on added significance in the light of rumours that the authorities may scrap the laws making striking a crime.

This would bring our labour laws in line with those of Western industrial countries. But, if the last few months are anything to go by, it would make absolutely no difference to the extent of police action against strikers.
Company 'normal' after strike

Labour Correspondent 3/5/84

A BRITS company, Auto Cables, says the situation of its plant has returned to normal following a strike last week which led to the arrest of 176 workers — apparently for trespassing.

It says it is hiring new workers to replace those who were arrested after being fired by the company.

The workers appeared in court last week after striking in protest against a dismissal. The company fired them and they were arrested after allegedly refusing to leave the premises.

They were granted R100 bail each, but their union, the Metal and Allied Workers Union, said it feared they would be unable to raise the amount they, and that the workers would have to remain in prison until at least June 25.

It said many of them were mothers, and sharply criticised the company's role in the dispute.

In a statement yesterday, Auto Cables' managing director, Mr R Schusser, defended the company, charging that the worker whose dismissal led to the strike had been fired "for lawful reasons".

He denied that the firing was related to the sacked worker's active support for Mawu.

Mr Schusser said workers had struck in protest against the firing "notwithstanding offers by management to hold a further inquiry into it".

Mawu alleges that workers were fired after striking for only three hours, but Mr Schusser charged they had continued their stoppage despite "repeated" warnings to return to work, and were sacked as a result.

They had then refused to leave "despite requests by management and police".

Mr Schusser said the company's "production requirements" had necessitated an early return to full production and it had therefore hired replacements.
Dispute looms over pay

Labour Report

A dispute is looming at Hart Ltd in Umbilo, Natal, where 700 workers staged a work stoppage this week to find out why management was refusing to give wage increases.

A meeting of representatives of the Metal and Allied Workers' Union and management after the stoppage on Wednesday failed to resolve the matter.

The union says that the company refuses to discuss wages and conditions of service outside the industrial council.

Union attempts over the past few months to get the company to discuss wages, a saving allowance and a funeral benefit scheme with the shop steward committee have failed.
Talks fail to end pay dispute

By STEVEN FRIEDMAN
Labour Correspondent

MANAGEMENT at Dunlop Industrial Products in Belgium met Foster's Chemical Workers Industrial Union yesterday in an attempt to settle their wage dispute which led to a strike by 400 workers last week — but the meeting failed to produce a settlement.

According to a statement yesterday by a director of the company, Mr B H Beebee, both sides changed their stance at the talks, but the union withdrew its demands after rejecting a new company offer.

Mr Beebee said Dunlop "remains available for further negotiations" but added that CWIU had "given no indication" on when it would seek further talks.

Workers struck last week after negotiations between Dunlop and CWIU deadlocked. CWIU demanded a 35c an hour increase from May 1, and the company offered an 18c an hour rise from June 1.

They returned to work pending further negotiations.

Mr Beebee said CWIU had reduced its demands yesterday and requested a 30c increase from May or a 25c rise in May, followed by a further 8c in September.

"In good faith", the company changed its offer to 18c in May followed by 3c in November.

After reporting back to its members, however, CWIU had withdrawn its reduced demand "and returned to its previous position of 35c per hour immediately," Mr
Firing of 59 workers is 'unfair legal practice'

By STEVEN FRIEDMAN
Labour Correspondent

MAJOR agricultural co-operative Vetsak committed an "unfair labour practice" by firing some workers who took part in a work stoppage at its Isando plant, and rehiring others, the Industrial Court heard yesterday.

Vetsak replied that, by stopping work, workers "repudiated" their work contracts and that the organisation was therefore free to fire all or some of them.

The court yesterday heard argument in a case brought by 59 former Vetsak workers who belong to the Metal and Allied Workers Union (Mawu).

They were fired after a stoppage on January 27 in which Vetsak fired its entire workforce and then rehired 71% of its workers. The 59 are asking the court to reinstate them temporarily until their dispute with Vetsak is settled.

Argument yesterday centred round charges by counsel for the workers, Mr. Arthur Chaskelison of the Legal Resources Centre, that Vetsak's decision to selectively fire workers was "arbitrary" and thus "unfair".

The workers allege that those fired included 15 of Mawu's 17 shop stewards at the plant and that the sackings were a "purge" aimed at the union.

In two previous cases, the court has granted temporary reinstatement to workers whose lawyers argued that selectively rehiring workers who had stopped work was an "unfair labour practice".

Mr. Chaskelison also argued that, by stopping work, the workers had not been taking part in an illegal strike because they had made no demands, but were merely seeking "explanations" from management.

The Vetsak stoppage flowed from demands by workers for recognition of Mawu, wage increases, and the granting of "stop orders" to the union.

Mr. Chaskelison argued that management behaved unreasonably in rejecting all three demands and therefore caused the stoppage.

He charged that Vetsak had given no valid reasons why the 28% of workers who were fired were selected for dismissal and others were not. The firings were therefore "arbitrary" and an "unfair labour practice".

Mr. J. Hiemstra, for Vetsak, said they had chosen to strike and had therefore repudiated their contracts. Management, therefore, was not bound to rehire all or any of them.

Management, Mr. Hiemstra said, had treated each case for rehiring "on its merits" and had not been "arbitrary".

Rehiring all workers would have reduced discipline in the plant, he added, and granting the order the workers sought would cost Vetsak R10 000 in wages.
Better wages contract signed at Sigma

Labour Correspondent

THE Pretoria-based motor manufacturers Sigma, and the National Automobile and Allied Workers Union (Naawu), have signed a new wage agreement which includes the motor assembly industry's first formal maternity leave agreement.

It also includes the first agreement in the industry to offer workers wage incentives in exchange for greater productivity.

Details of the agreement were released yesterday in a joint statement by the company and union. It said the agreement would come into effect at the weekend and last for one year.

According to the statement, the two sides have also agreed on a general wage rise of between 10c and 15c an hour, depending on workers' job grades.

It said the maternity agreement would provide workers with 12 weeks' paid maternity leave.

It is understood, however, that Sigma has not conceded a Naawu demand that women workers be guaranteed their job back if they take maternity leave.

The statement added that the new productivity incentive would guarantee workers a minimum payment of 10c an hour in recognition of the improved productivity they had already achieved over the last quarter. This could be increased to a maximum of 26c an hour, depending on productivity.

A formula had been negotiated between Sigma and Naawu to determine the size of this increase, the statement said.

Both the union and company were "committed to contribute actively and fully" in this scheme, it said.
New agreement on service and wage conditions

JOHANNESBURG — A new agreement on wages and service conditions has been concluded between the Sigma Motor Corporation and the National Automobile and Allied Workers Union (Naawu).

Effective for one year from May 12, Sigma said in a statement it included "the first negotiated productivity agreement, and the first formal maternity agreement in the assembly industry in South Africa."

"Covering all hourly rated employees except artisans, the agreement includes a general increase ranging from 10c to 15c an hour, based on the grading of the employee."

It also includes a productivity incentive, "guaranteeing a minimum payment of 10c an hour in recognition of the improved productivity already achieved by the labour force over the past quarter."

"The incentive amount can be increased by 25c an hour based on improved performance in relation to the negotiated productivity formula."

"Productivity incentive payments will only be made to individuals in respect of actual hours worked."

"In view of the mutual benefits to be derived, the union and company are committed to contribute actively and fully in this scheme and will endeavour to remove all aspects which have a detrimental effect on productivity trends among direct and indirect hourly employees."

"In view of the interactive nature of their functions, challenges and bottlenecks will be tackled by labour, shop stewards and managers."

The new maternity benefits for female employees will provide 12 weeks unpaid maternity leave. "During this period, the company will pay the full amount of the employees medical aid and pension contributions."

SIGMA Motor Corporation has signed a new conditions agreement with the National Automobile and Allied Workers' Union (Naawu).

In a statement to SOWETAN yesterday, the company's spokesman said the new agreement which covered "some significant matters" would become effective as from May 12.

The main elements of the agreement which covers all hourly rated employees except artisans are, a general increase ranging from 10 cents to 13 cents per hour based on the grading of the employee and a productivity incentive guaranteeing a minimum payment of 10 cents per hour in recognition of the improved productivity already achieved by the labour force over the past quarter.

Details of the agreement will be explained at a Press conference in Johannesburg today.

New bus service

THE Vaal Bus Company is to introduce its luxury bus service in Evaton in the near future following a public request for faster transport in the area.
Metal industry unions reject final pay offer

Two major unions — party to the official metal industry pay talks — have rejected the final pay offer made by employers at the last round of negotiations.

The Metal and Allied Workers' Union (Mawu) and Steel, Engineering and Allied Workers' Union (Seawu) issued a joint statement today rejecting the final wage offer — of 17c an hour for the lowest paid worker and up to 37c an hour for artisans — made by the Steel Engineering Industries Federation of South Africa (Seifsa) on May 1.

The unions announced their intention of pressing for a minimum living wage when the talks resume on May 16.

"Both unions feel that this final offer does nothing to satisfy the demand of workers for a living wage."

The offer doesn't even keep up with inflation. It makes nonsense of Seifsa's statement that they are committed to improving the standard of living of their employees," the statement said.

"Most factories are busy and a large number of workers retrenched have been re-employed. More overtime is being worked.

Members of Mawu and Seawu are not satisfied that other demands made by the unions — a shorter working week and higher overtime pay — have been rejected out of hand by the employer associations."
Pay offer averts legal strike threat at Dunlop

By STEVEN FRIEDMAN
Labour Correspondent

A FIVE month-old wage dispute between the Metal and Allied Workers Union and Dunlop's Durban tyre plant—which threatened to lead to a legal strike—has been settled, a company statement announced yesterday.

The statement said the union had accepted a wage offer which, it added, was "substantially the same" as an offer it made in December at an official conciliation board, and which MAWU rejected.

Comment from the union could not be obtained yesterday.

The dispute between MAWU and Dunlop at the plant began late last year and led to both sides accusing the other of refusing to bargain "in good faith".

Several meetings of an official conciliation board failed to break the deadlock and, in November, the union held a legal strike ballot at which workers voted overwhelmingly to down tools.

However, the union did not call a strike in the wake of the ballot.

During the dispute, MAWU also declared a dispute with Dunlop at its Ladysmith plant after the company allegedly did not sign a recognition agreement negotiated between it and the union.

The dispute was also marked by attempts by workers at the Durban plant to enlist the support of Ladysmith and Benoni Dunlop workers for joint action against the company.

In its statement yesterday, Dunlop said MAWU has accepted an employer offer "tailored at a meeting requestcd by the union last week."

It added that a formal wage agreement had been signed on Monday, which would come into effect from April 29.

The agreement meant there would be no further negotiations or wage and work conditions between the two sides for the next twelve months, the company added.

According to Dunlop, the wage agreement will grant workers average wage increases of 15c an hour in two stages.

The first increase, it said, ranged from 21c an hour for lowest-paid workers to 15c for the highest paid, while the second would raise the wages of all workers by 12c an hour.

"The company's wage offer is substantially the same as that made in December at the last meeting of the conciliation board which the Minister of Manpower appointed when the union declared a dispute during wage negotiations," Dunlop said.
Union seeks court order against ban

Court Reporter

THE acting Chief Magistrate of Durban was ordered by a judge yesterday to give reasons in the Supreme Court tomorrow why his ban on the holding of an open-air meeting of the Metal and Allied Workers' Union should not be reviewed and set aside.

The annual meeting of the union was planned to be held at the Curries Fountain Soccer Stadium on Saturday.

The order against the Magistrate, Mr P G Castell, was granted by Mr Justice Wilson after the Metal and Allied Workers' Union had brought an urgent application before him in chambers. Mr Castell was ordered to file his answering affidavit by 4:30 p.m. today.

In an affidavit, the union's Natal secretary, Mr. William Geoffrey Schreiner, said there were 7,042 paid-up members and at least 3,000 other members employed in 55 factories in Natal. It was anticipated that 2,000 members would attend the meeting.

Curries Fountain had been chosen for the meeting because there was no available indoor venue big enough.

Mr. Schreiner said many meetings had previously been held at the stadium, including the annual meeting of the Garment Workers' Industrial Union which took place recently.

He said there was nothing controversial on the agenda. The union's annual secretaries had always been well attended and orderly and there could be no reason for believing that Saturday's meeting could lead to disturbance or cause hostility between different population groups.

Prejudiced

The main purpose of the meeting was to have the union's financial statements and the auditor's report considered.

Unless the meeting took place the union would not be able to perform its obligations in terms of the Labour Relations Act.

Mr. Schreiner said he was told by Mr. Castell that, according to reports he had received, the union's membership had not grown much and it was not necessary to hold an open-air meeting.

He submitted that the union would be enormously prejudiced if the meeting could not be held as planned and had been widely advertised and chaff would result if the venue were to be changed at this late stage.
Hope for fired five workers involved in Portland diesel power plant dispute.

A spokesman for the Portland-based company said the workers who are union members were represented by local interest groups. The union said the company would release a statement today about the settlement reached between the company and the union.

The company was pleased to have settled the matter, said a union official, who added that the company would release a statement today about the settlement reached between the company and the union.
DURBAN — About 1 000 workers, mostly members of the Metal and Allied Workers' Union, are on strike at eight plants in Natal today.

Seven hundred workers from seven factories in Isiliehe at Mandini went on strike yesterday.

Three hundred drivers at the Motorvia plant in Pinetown entered the fourth day of their strike today.

A spokesman for the kwazulu Development Corporation said that the seven plants affected were Kempar Appliances, Henred-Fruehan, Mintex, Castle Lead Works Natal, F A Poole, kwazulu Non-Ferrous Castings and TBA Industrial Products.

A spokesman for the Metal and Allied Workers' Union said that the workers went out on strike at Kempar over a number of issues, including unfair practices, and people from the other companies came out in sympathy.

In Pinetown, the Transport and General Workers' Union representative, Mr Mike Gwamandla, said the management of Motorvia had not yet come up with a basic wage offer to replace the present policy of each driver being paid for every trip.
Unions to meet Seifsa

By JOSHUA RABOROKO

TRADE unions in the metal industries have demanded "a living wage" from the industries' 380,000 workers.

The two sides — Steel Engineering Industries' Federation of SA (Seifsa) and the unions — are to meet again in Johannesburg on May 15 when unions will reply to the offer which would raise the minimum wage by 11.1 percent.

In a joint statement yesterday, the unions — Metal and Allied Workers' Union (Mawa) and the Steel Engineering and Allied Workers' Union — said that Seifsa's offer did nothing to satisfy the demands of the workers for a living wage.

"The offer makes nonsense of Seifsa's statement that they are committed to improving the standard of living of their employees. We feel that there has been a significant upturn in the industries' economy," the unions said.
DISPUTES

Deutz settles

A settlement has been reached between the Metal and Allied Workers Union (Mawu) and Deutz Diesel in a dispute about the retrenchment of five Mawu members who were laid off without the union being consulted.

In terms of the settlement Mawu is to be paid an undisclosed amount by the company and its members will be guaranteed re-employment, along with any other retrenched workers, if suitable vacancies arise.

The union has been granted check off and access facilities to the plant and the shop stewards’ committee will be recognised by the company.

Company representatives denied any knowledge about who issued a statement to a Natal newspaper saying that failure to settle the dispute could lead to the company closing its Pietermaritzburg operation.

Both parties say they intend negotiating a full procedural agreement to regulate industrial relations at the plant. In terms of the settlement negotiations should be completed within 3 months.
PRESS STATEMENTS

METAL AND ALLIED WORKERS UNION AND DEUTZ DIESEL POWER (Pietermaritzburg)

Settlement of Retrenchment Case

FOLLOWING negotiations yesterday between representatives of MAWU and Deutz Diesel Power an out court of settlement was reached between the parties in respect of five MAWU members who were retrenched without the union's being consulted.

In terms of the settlement MAWU is to be paid an undisclosed amount in respect of its members and these members will be guaranteed reemployment along with any other retrenched employees provided suitable vacancies arise. Furthermore the union has been granted check off and access facilities and the shop steward committee will be recognised by the company.

Yesterday the company's representatives denied any knowledge as to whom had issued a statement to the Natal Witness to the effect that the failure to settle this matter might lead to the company closing down its Pietermaritzburg operations and moving elsewhere.

MAWU for its part has called on the company to conduct a full investigation into the leakage which led to the highly emotive and inaccurate report appearing in the Natal Witness on Wednesday.

Both parties now intend to begin negotiations on a full procedural agreement to regulate industrial relations at the plant - this according to the settlement yesterday is to be completed within 3 months.

MAWU commented that they were pleased to have settled the matter with the company on behalf of their members. They commented also that there were a number of Pietermaritzburg firms whose archaic labour practices were leading to disputes in the city and warned that the union would not tolerate such exploitation.
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MAWU, Natal Branch
DURBAN — About 1,000 workers, mostly members of the Metal and Allied Workers' Union, are striking at eight plants in Natal today.

Seven hundred workers from seven factories in Ithihebe at Mandini went on strike yesterday, while 300 drivers at the Motorvia plant in Pinetown have been on strike for four days.

A spokesman for the KwaZulu Development Corporation said the seven plants affected were Kempar Appliances, Henred Freihaufl, Mintex, Castle Lead Works, Natal, F A Poole, KwaZulu Non-Ferrous Castings and TBA Industrial Products.

A spokesman for the Metal and Allied Workers' Union (Mawu) said the workers went on strike at Kemper over "a number" of issues, and employees of the other companies took action in sympathy.

Workers were willing to return to their jobs if Kempar management was prepared to resolve the issues, he added.

A spokesman for Kempar declined to comment today.

In Pinetown, the Transport and General Workers Union representative, Mr Mike Gwanda, said Motorvia's management had not yet settled a wage dispute with the striking drivers.

"The members want a basic wage instead of getting paid per trip, as is the case right now," he said.

The problem arose after a supervisor at Kempar allegedly put pressure on workers to resign from Mawu.

"A number of workers were sacked and new staff hired. This angered workers in the neighbouring factories who decided to down tools in sympathy with the Kempar workers," the spokesman said.

Repeated attempts to contact the management at Kempar Appliances failed, but a spokesman for the Ithihebe township manager's office confirmed that workers "at a number of factories" were on strike.

Two of the companies affected, Henred Freihaufl Trailers and Poole Industries, confirmed work stoppages.
Court's decision reviewed

Mail Reporter

THE Natal Supreme Court has provisionally set aside a decision by the acting chief magistrate of Durban, Mr B Castell, preventing the Metal and Allied Workers' Union (Mawu) from holding their annual meeting in Durban this weekend.

The court has given Mr Castell until today to show cause why his decision should not finally be set aside.

According to a notice issued by the Minister of Law and Order Mr Louis J Grange, open-air meetings are not permitted in South Africa without the permission of a magistrate or the Minister unless it is a sports or religious meeting.

Mawu had applied to hold their annual meeting at Carrie's Fountain, an open-air venue near Durban.

A Mawu statement said their lawyers were also filing a notice in the alternative challenging the Government notice issued by the Minister as being ultra vires.
Meeting ban overruled

By PHILLIP VAN NIEKERK

THE Natal Supreme Court has set aside a decision prohibiting the Metal and Allied Workers Union (Mawu) from holding their annual meeting at an open-air venue.

Mr Justice A Wilson's judgment yesterday followed a ruling on Thursday in which he had provisionally set aside the order made by Mr P G Castell, acting chief magistrate of Durban, banning Mawu from holding the meeting.

Mr Castell prohibited the meeting in terms of a notice issued by the Minister of Law and Order which does not permit open-air meetings without the permission of a magistrate or the Minister, unless they are sports or religious meetings.

Mr Castell was given until yesterday to show cause why his order prohibiting the open-air gathering should not be set aside.

Mr Justice Wilson said he was satisfied that the union had made out a sufficient case and ordered Mr Castell to grant the union the necessary permission to hold the meeting.

Mr Justice Wilson did not give reasons, nor did he deal with an argument by the union's legal representatives that the provisions of the ministerial order were ultra vires.

Legal experts said yesterday the decision meant that in terms of the ministerial order, magistrates no longer had an absolute discretion to refuse permission for open-air gatherings.

"Magistrates must give their reasons for withholding permission," said one.

A spokesman for Mawu said: "We and our members are naturally delighted with the results."
Dunlop agrees to pay rises

By PHILLIP VAN NIEKERK

A wage settlement has been reached between the Chemical Workers' Industrial Union (CWIU) and management at Dunlop Industrial Products in Benon, scene of several recent work stoppages over wages.

In terms of the agreement, which was concluded yesterday, workers will receive two wage increases.

The first increase of 18c an hour across-the-board comes into effect from May 14 while the second increase of 8c an hour will come into effect on November 12.

A statement from the company said there would be no further negotiations on wages for the next 12 months.

The Dunlop Benon settlement comes within days of a settlement to the five-month wage dispute between the Metal and Allied Workers' Union (Mawu) and Dunlop Tyres in Durban.

Both the CWIU and Mawu are affiliated to the Federation of South African Trade Unions (FosaTU).

Mawu and Deutz Diesel Power of Murrumburra have reached an out-of-court settlement in connection with five workers who were retrenched without the union being consulted.

In terms of the settlement, Mawu is to be paid out an undisclosed amount for the workers who will be guaranteed re-employment if there are suitable vacancies.

The company is to recognise the union's shop steward committee.
MORE than 3,000 members of the Metal and Allied Workers' Union have rejected an offer of a 17c an hour across the board pay rise for lowest graded employees in the steel industry.

The Union's national executive has been mandated to make representations for higher pay at wage negotiations at National Industrial Council level this week.

The offer was rejected at a meeting at Currie's Fountain in Durban on Saturday.

The meeting was held after a Durban judge set aside a ban on the open air meeting imposed by the acting-chief magistrate of Durban, Mr P G Castell.
Metal men set for split on pay

Sources at the meeting said it appeared likely that unions representing skilled workers, who originally demanded a 30% minimum increase, would agree to the offer.

However, unions representing less skilled workers appear unlikely to accept the offer, which is not much higher than the 12% minimum offered at the last industrial council meeting two weeks ago.

At a general meeting at the weekend thousands of members of the Metal and Allied Workers’ Union (Mawu), which is party to the council, rejected the offer.

Mawu and the Steel, Engineering and Allied Workers’ Union (Seawu) began the talks by asking for a 65% increase, taking the minimum wage in the industry to R2,50 or slightly above.

The initial employer offer was an 8% minimum in the lower grades and a 6% minimum in the higher grades.

TRADE unions belonging to the giant Metal Industries Industrial Council are headed towards a divided response to the employer’s latest wage package offer.

At the industrial council meeting yesterday the employers upped their offer to 20c across-the-board or a 12.5% increase minimum for workers in the bottom grades, and an effective 9.07% for workers in the top grades.

The employer group, the Steel and Engineering Industries Federation of South Africa (Selfsa), has also offered a substantial rise in the holiday bonus, which is to be progressively increased over the next three years.

Unions have been given until May 24 to respond to the offer, which could be the employers’ final one in this year’s round of pay talks at the council, the largest bargaining forum in the country.
Metal unions to discuss pay offer

Mail Reporter

THE Metal and Allied Workers' Union (Mawu) was the only union at Wednesday's key meeting of the Industrial Council for the metal industry to refuse to recommend the employers' final offer of 12.5% to their members.

However, sources at the meeting said yesterday there was still a possibility of a dispute being declared by a representative group of metal unions which is party to the country's largest bargaining forum.

The unions have until May 24 to report back to their members and decide whether or not to settle on the wage, fringe benefits and working conditions package, which will apply to more than 30,000 workers.

The final offer by the Steel and Engineering Industries Federation of South Africa (Seita) was a minimum 12.5% or 20c across-the-board on the lowest grade or salary and a minimum 9.67% or 40c across-the-board for the artisan grades.

The council added in a statement yesterday that there were to be increased holiday bonuses, a reduction in the qualifying period for additional leave -- from six years to five years -- and increases in subsistence allowances.

It is unlikely that unions representing skilled workers will reject this package, but unions representing semi-skilled and unskilled workers, who initially made demands in excess of 65%, will find it hard to settle.

Both Mawu and the Steel Engineering and Allied Workers' Union (Seawa) spokesmen said yesterday they would only make their final decision once they had reported back to their members.

A spokesman for the SA Boilermakers Society said he was 'not happy' with the offer and that the union's response would depend on what the other unions are prepared to do.

Seta has proposed that wages in three sectors falling under the giant metal industrial council be negotiated separately, sources at the meeting said.
OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH

The imminent implementation of the Machinery and Occupational Safety Act and the tabling of the Occupational Medicine Bill in Parliament have focused renewed attention on health hazards in the workplace. The issue is highly emotive and is developing into a major point of contention between trade unions and management.

Underlying much of the debate is the thorny question of determining what constitutes safe levels when substances known to be harmful to humans are involved in the production process. It is in this area that input on risk factors from researchers is invaluable. But it is a question which is not easily answered. For, as the scientists are at pains to point out, uncertainty clouds much of their data.

This point was driven home recently at the SA Medical Research Council's International Symposium on Environmental Pollution and Man, in a debate entitled "The estimation of exposure limits — possibility and potential for cooperation between science, industry and government agencies."

A great deal of occupational health research is aimed at determining how much exposure to dangerous substances causes illness. These dose-response relationships are widely used to determine minimum safety levels. But this research is fraught with problems:

□ Exposure data are often crude and the possibility that they do not actually measure the disease-producing elements is ever present.
□ What should scientists concentrate on in measuring responses? Should mortality be the criterion or should attention be focused on the development of less drastic physical symptoms? If so, which symptoms?

Given these built-in inaccuracies, it would seem that it would be an impossible task to lay down minimum acceptable levels based purely on scientific data. The speakers, however, emphasised that the only practical way to overcome these problems is for people in decision-making positions to be made aware of them — endorsing the principle that informed debate is preferable to ill-informed decision-making. The other message that came through clearly is that decisions about safety levels must come about through consultation. It is likely that for many substances, asbestos being one, there is no safe level and decisions have to be made about how much risk is acceptable. Determining the acceptability of risk to the health of workers is a responsibility shared by employers, employees and government, and one in which economic considerations have to be taken into account, it was argued.

Nearing conclusion?

Negotiations at the National Industrial Council for the Iron, Steel, Engineering and Metallurgical Industry — to set working conditions and minimum wages for the
next year — have reached a critical stage.

Several meetings have been held since negotiations started on April 10. According to a statement released by the council, the Steel and Engineering Industries Federation of SA (Seifs) has made a final offer which the metal trade union, which represents 380,000 workers, will respond to on May 24. It seems likely that most of the trade unions involved will accept. But the Metal and Allied Workers Union is expected to reject it — creating the possibility of unrest in the industry. The final employer offer was

- An increase of 40c/hour for artisans from the present R4.41/hour level.
- An increase of 20c/hour for unskilled workers from the present R1.53/hour.
- A reduction in the qualifying period of service, which makes workers eligible for an 11-week's leave, from six to five years.
- An increase in subsistence allowances paid to workers sent out on site work (details were not made available).

Seifs's wage offer represents an 11% increase for skilled workers, and 7.5% for the lower levels — far lower than the unions' original demands for minimum increases ranging from 33% to 66%.

However, informed sources tell the FM that unions falling under the umbrella of the Confederation of Mining and Building Unions, which represents some 160,000 skilled workers, is likely to accept the offer. So too is the all-white SA Iron, Steel and Allied Workers Union (Yster en Staal).

There are also strong indications that Council of Unions of SA-affiliate, the Steel, Engineering and Allied Workers Union (Seawu), will accept. This is seen as being significant since this union, along with the Metal and Allied Workers Union (Mawu), represents unskilled workers. It is understood that these unions have been co-operating closely in the negotiations and Seawu, going along with Seifs, offers to be a bargaining unit.

Not that this is likely to trouble Mawu, which has been demanding a minimum wage of R2.50 an hour. President Jeffreys Vilane told the FM. "We will report Seifs's offer back to our members. But at the same time the employers must be aware that we are not satisfied with their offer."

SOWETO HOUSING
Why LTA pulled out

LTA Housing withdrew from the lucrative housing market in Greater Soweto not so much because of local councils' tardiness in allotting sites, but mainly because it was doing too little business.

The company's MD, Allan Begg, tells the FM: "This thing has been blown out of proportion. Our involvement in Soweto was so small you can't really say we were in the area, and there's no indication we had problems. In the period we have been operating there we built 25 houses. For a company such as ours, this is too small. So the decision to withdraw is purely financial."

However, other business concerns, including the Small Business Development Corporation, have complained of black local authorities' tardiness in allocating sites. This is frustrating development in the townships, and applies not only to Soweto but to business sites.

In the meantime the three local Greater Soweto Councils - Soweto, Diepsloot and Dobsonville - have formed a representative committee, composed of three members from each, to look into the question of allotting stands to developers.

The council says they have taken the decision to serve the interests of the community. They also clarify that white corporations were "fleeing" residents and making black property market pricing "artificial." Steve Kgane, chairman of Dobsonville Council's executive committee and president of the national Urban Councils' Association, says white developers are putting residents for a ride through overpricing.

"They charge at least R4500/m² for their houses compared to the R2000/m² black developers charge for the same size. We want low-cost housing for the thousands of families who have registered for accommodation, not houses ranging from R80,000 to R120,000, as these are for the rich only," he says.

Soweto Council's deputy chairman, Isaac Buthelezi, says "White developers want to monopolise the housing market in the townships, and we won't allow them to. We feel blacks should play a part in the development of our areas. They must share the cake. It's only fair."

ZIMBABWE
Loses all

Last week's abortive visit by Zimbabwean and foreign journalists to the currey area of southern Matabeleland in search of evidence for atrocities alleged by visiting newsmen and Catholic churchmen was unsatisfactory to almost all counts.

First, it was badly planned and poorly organised, a criticism that applied more and more to Zimbabwean government operations. A planned one-day trip into the bush was extended to two days because key personnel — notably army commander General R. H. Mugabe — agreed several hours late to an engagement at the Victoria Falls in Botswana and because the bus carrying the journalists was lost in the bush for several hours.

After the Wednesday wild-goose chase, the irritated newsmen agreed to go on a second day's outing, provided they could choose their own route, to which the general agreed on the understanding that London Sunday Times reporter Peter Godwin led the agreed convoy in his own car.

Godwin and The Observer editor Donald Tremblay last month published major articles accusing the Zimbabwean security forces of atrocities against the minority Ndebele tribe.

Witneses

On their trip, the newsmen met witneses — black villagers, nurses, a doctor, and a Catholic priest — who either gave their own evidence or produced eyewitnesses to tell what had happened. During the questioning of some of the witnesses, Zimbabwean journalists sharply criticised their foreign counterparts, and Reuters reported that, at one stage, a senior official of the Ministry of Information tried to prevent the Washington Post correspondent from questioning an American doctor.

The Zimbabwe media have all been trained to have no idea what the matter, and claimed that the witnesses had been pre-arranged by Godwin and evidence unreliable.

The witnesses failed to produce evidence of mass graves, and the Zimbabwean Director of Information, John Zimba, claimed after the trip that it had failed to produce evidence of mass killing.

Since the trip, the Zimbabwe media have faithfully trotted out the view that the Western newsmen are conducting a vendetta against Zimbabwe.

For their part, the foreign newsmen stuck to their guns.
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Swapo's new strategy is to try to split the MPC and to get as many other parties as possible to go into alliance with it. In this, Swapo has been unexpectedly successful. Among the "Swapo allies" sitting with the Swapo delegation in Lusaka were the powerful Damara Council, until recently one of the pillars of strength of the MPC; the Namibian Independence Party, with support among coloured, Baster and Nama people in the south; and the Namibian Christian Democratic Party with strong Kavango support. Another strong member of the MPC, Swamu, lost half its leadership to Swapo.

The FM has learnt that Swapo even invited the traditional Ovambo leader and old Swapo enemy, Peter Kalambanga, to go to Lusaka, with the promise that Swapo's new strength could mean increased confidence about a victory in Namibia, which would encourage the organisation to be more flexible in accommodating the demands of SA and the MPC.

The MPC, for its part, is riddled with division. It performed badly in Lusaka - too much so that the meticulously correct Kaunda more than once lost patience with them. Their present tour of Francophone Africa might help to give them more direction and confidence.

LABOUR DISPUTES

The ultimate option?

Employers are taking an increasingly tough line with truculent unions. Some even seem prepared to go all the way, including shutting down plants, if industrial disputes cannot be resolved amicably.

The management at Unply, a Barlow Rand subsidiary in Natal, gave this as one of a range of options they are considering in their efforts to bring to an end a particularly intractable labour problem at their Cape Ridge plant.

The Paper, Wood and Allied Workers Union (PWWAU) immediately interpreted the gesture as an intimidatory tactic. PWWAU general secretary, Pat Horn, says the union is particularly united at Unply and the company's action appears to be a "last ditch attempt to crush it completely". Further, she claims, it is in line with Barlows' hardening attitudes in respect of workers' attempts to influence management decision-making (Current Affairs April 27).

But Unply MD, Lew Behr, denies that any threat was intended or that undue emphasis was placed on their discussions with the union. Says Behr: "The company doesn't threaten anything. All we did was lay out the various alternatives open to us in our attempts to settle the matter - one of which was the possibility of closing the plant." (Other options were to reduce the size of the factory, fire the entire workforce and re-employ for a settlement with the union.)

The dispute arose when four shop stewards were dismissed for organising a May Day rally at the plant. Two were subsequently re-employed but management refused to make a similar concession on behalf of others. As a result the workers related with food stoppages and a go-slow.

Horn contends that Barlows could be using Unply as a "soft target" to demonstrate to the more militant unions that it means business and will in future close plants if it has union problems.

Behr, however, says any talk of closure is purely speculative. He says the management, with its obligations to shareholders, would hardly take lightly a decision to close down a successful operation.

However, Barlows' human resources executive for the building materials division, Leon Conrads, tells the FM Unply is not a "very exciting" business. He cites a number of reasons timber used at the plant is not grown in the area but has to be transported in, and its main competitors enjoy a range of benefits because they operate from decentralised areas. On top of that it also has a legacy of labour problems.

No final decision has been reached. In the interim, all workers have been suspended with full pay while management chews over the problem.

REGIONAL AFFAIRS

Botswana in line?

Is a SA-Botswana indaba timed at choosing a joint "security arrangement" imminent?

A Foreign Affairs spokesman in Cape Town thinks so, but a government spokesman in Gaborone tells the FM he is "s普及" by the views and denies such a meeting is in the offing.

Further, Botswana's President, Quett Masire, said on a state visit to Washington recently that his country has no intention of signing a non-aggression accord with SA. "Not at any price," Masire emphasised, would Botswana "trade principles for expediency".

It is no secret that SA would like Botswana to enter into such an "arrangement". This is, after all, part of Pretoria's regional peace offensive and ultimate goal of international acceptability.
DISPUTES

Defining who's who

A judgment handed down by the Industrial Court last week could have far-reaching implications in defining the categories of worker who fall within the ambit of the Labour Relations Act (LRA) and other labour legislation. The court ruled that six workers employed by Rainbow Chickens in Natal are industrial, not agricultural workers.

Agricultural workers (along with domestics) are excluded from the provisions of the LRA and are among the least protected workers in SA. The judgment gives clearer definition to the somewhat blurred distinction between the two worker categories in agricultural processing industries.

It also opens the way for Rainbow, a major employer group, to become rapidly unionised. The Sweet Food and Allied Workers' Union (SFAWU), an affiliate of the Federation of SA Trade Unions, has already given notice that it intends to organise the plant.

The court was asked to decide the issue after the Legal Resources Centre took up the case of six men dismissed by Rainbow for refusing to work overtime. Centre attorney Richard Lyster contended that as the men were industrial workers, they had a right to refuse overtime in terms of the LRA and the Basic Conditions of Employment Act (BCEA). Consequently, he argued, their dismissal amounted to an unfair labour practice.

In reply, Rainbow argued that it had always regarded itself as an integrated farming operation and its employees as agricultural workers. Therefore, neither the provisions of the LRA nor the BCEA applied and the court had no jurisdiction in the matter.

Industrial undertaking

The court found that Rainbow's chicken processing operation was, by nature, an industrial undertaking. Therefore, the court had jurisdiction, and it ruled that the applicants had been unjustifiably dismissed and granted a temporary reinstatement order.

Lyster says that although the company has given notice that it will comply with the order, it intends to take the matter on appeal to the Pretoria Supreme Court.

In Lyster's view, the company was attempting to "perpetuate a fiction" by claiming that it was an agricultural operation. He says its processing plant at Hammarsdale is in an area zoned for light industry and is rated by the local authority on an industrial basis. In addition, he points out that other chicken producers have recognised their industrial status. One, Farm Farc Chickens, has signed a recognition agreement with the SFAWU.

The case has similar elements to the recent dispute in the sugar industry where SFAWU claimed that workers in cane farming fields were industrial workers. In that case too, the court ruled in the union's favour.

The implication of the judgment is that henceforth Rainbow workers will enjoy the protection of all the statutes governing employment - particularly in relation to wages, conditions of employment, retrenchment procedures and overtime payment.

Says Lyster, "We feel that it is desirable that conditions of employment be standardised throughout industry."
Seifsa makes offer

METAL unions representing 380,000 workers in the steel and engineering industries have been given until May 24 to accept a final wage offer made by the Steel Engineering Industries Federation of South Africa (Seifsa) — or else declare a dispute.

Formal negotiations under the auspices of the Industrial Council ended on Tuesday when Seifsa presented its final wage and service package to the unions.

This included an offer of a 20 cents per hour increase for workers in the lowest grades and 40 cents per hour increase for the top grades of metalworkers. Current minimums are R1.53 and R4.41.

The employers' associations have also agreed to more beneficial adjustments on holiday leave.

The offer is a slight improvement on the proposals which Seifsa put forward on May 1, at the second round of pay talks, but falls far short of the R2.50 per hour minimum wage which the Metal and Allied Workers' Union and Steel Engineering and Allied Workers' Union are demanding.
Bosses at Barlow paper firm are 'union bashers'

By PHILIP VAN NIEKERK

ABOUT 500 workers from the Unply plant at Cato Ridge, near Durban, were waiting yesterday to hear if management was going to sack them all, reopen talks with their trade union or close the factory down.

The workers were suspended at full pay on Tuesday after they went on a series of strikes and work stoppages and finally a go-slow, in protest against the company's sacking of shop stewards who were involved in organising a May Day demonstration.

The workers first struck on May 3 after four shop stewards were fired, following the demonstration. After an appeals committee hearing, at which two of the shop stewards were reinstated, workers struck again.

On Tuesday, management suspended all the workers who were on a go-slow, and informed the union they were considering several options, which included closing the plant, firing all the workers, reducing the workforce, or setting the plant's labour problems.

A spokesman for the Paper, Wood and Allied Workers' Union (PWAWU) said they saw the threat to close the factory as a union-bashing technique, as the union was particularly strong in the Unply factory.

She said this was consistent with the tougher line now being taken toward emerging unions by Barlow Rand, owners of Unply.

Mr Leon Conradie, human resources executive for Barlows' building division, said the proposal to close the factory was 'one of several options which the company faced, and was "obviously not an attempt by Barlows to crush the union".'

Mr Conradie said the company had not yet reached a final decision.
Pay talks hang in balance

IN THE next fortnight key pay talks — in the metal and mining sectors — will move closer to their climax.

Metal unions have been given till Wednesday to respond to the final offer from the Steel & Engineering Industries Federation (Seifsa). Talks between the National Union of Mineworkers (NUM) and the Chamber of Mines could be decided one way or the other before the end of the month.

In both cases a trial of strength is on the cards. This year's pay talks have not seemed likely to end in an amicable settlement.

The conflicting pressures of ongoing recession, on the one hand, and worsening poverty within the black community, on the other, have been an immense challenge to unions and employers.

Last year the mainly black emerging unions accepted below-inflation pay rises for their members who in the past 12 months have been further hit by cost of living increases and rising unemployment.

This time round the unions, under pressure from their members, have gone into wage talks with demands for increases in minimum rates of 60% and more, while employer groups, under pressure from economic conditions, have not deviated far from the 10% mark.

Small wonder that they're finding it hard to settle.

ONE of the features of this year's talks has been the isolated stand of the unions representing black unskilled and semi-skilled workers — particularly the NUM and the Metal & Allied Workers' Union (Mawu).

Unions representing mainly white, skilled workers have put up a token fight, but have been prepared to settle.

The Council of Mining Unions declared a dispute over a half-a-percent difference before settling for little more than 10%. Artisan unions in the metal industry are likely to agree to an effective 9.07% this week.

In the metal industry, the wild card is the S A Boilermakers Society whose general secretary, Mr Ike van der Watt, says he is not happy with Seifsa's offer and is waiting to see what other unions do.

While Mr Van der Watt says a dispute cannot be ruled out, he is more likely to opt for last year's solution: Settling at the industrial council and pressing for increases over and above this with individual companies.

This was the route that unions dissatisfied with the industrial council settlement last year decided to take — and it was not a particularly successful one.

This year Mawu, the metal union which has shown the most ability to marshal support on the shopfloor, is the one most opposed to settling with Seifsa.
Sacked
500 to
be replaced

Labour Reporter

THE Uniply factory in Cato Ridge will begin recruiting new staff today to replace more than 500 workers who were fired on Friday after a go-slow campaign.

The entire production staff at the woodpanel factory was suspended last week after protesting against the dismissal of two shop stewards, who were fired for allegedly organizing a May Day demonstration.

Announcing their dismissal, a spokesman for the company said the management 'regrettably came to the unhappy decision to terminate the employment of the weekly paid production staff after very careful consideration of all the relevant factors.'

All employees affected by the notice would receive an additional one week's pay The company was taking steps to engage a new workforce as quickly as possible, he said.

The factory had had labour problems for a considerable time.

Matters came to a head earlier this month when four shop stewards were fired for allegedly organizing a May Day demonstration.

Two were reinstated after the Paper, Wood and Allied Workers' Union intervened.

The company refused to reinstate the remaining two — which led to a series of work stoppages and the go-slow campaign.
Reef company hit by strike

A SHOT was allegedly fired, a black worker assaulted and threatened with a knife when workers went on strike at GEC Traction Signal Company near Germiston yesterday.

Three workers were physically forced out of the company premises after a deadlock in talks between shop stewards and management over the recognition of the Fosatu-affiliate Metal and Allied Workers' Union and other working conditions.

Workers are appealing to their counterparts employed by GEC in Britain to help them, and have called on Barlow Rand to intervene in the matter. The company is a subsidiary of

SOWETAN Reporter

Barlow Rand

A Mawa spokesman said trouble started when two shop stewards were dismissed by management following what management termed "an infringement of procedure" by the stewards.

They were physically rushed out of the company premises. When they tried to tell the workers what had happened, a shot was allegedly fired by a security officer.

SITHABISO Mahlobo (25) of Escom, convicted of high treason for bombing two Supreme Courts in Maritzburg last year, was yesterday sentenced to 20 years' imprisonment.

Mr Justice D D V Kannemeyer sentenced Benedict Matuna (27) of Imbhali to 10 years' imprisonment after he was found guilty of terrorism.

Duma Gubule (19) of Edenvale, was sentenced to 30 months, suspended for five years on condition that he does not contravene the provisions of the Internal Security Act during the period of suspension.

LITERATURE: Members of the Security Branch, which Azapo's literature was loaded yesterday.

Black students at Cape Town

HUNDREDS of protesting black students broke a door and forced their way into the University of Cape Town's Bremner administration office block yesterday and mobbed a senior staff member who tried to talk to them.

Later reports said the students "seemed to have staged a sit-in inside the building."

The group — about 400-strong — broke some glass panels after besieging the building for about an hour, preventing staff from entering or leaving the building.

Professor John Reid, deputy vice-chancellor, was mobbed when the protesters stormed the building and some UCT....
Unions split over Seifisa pay offer

By Carolyn Dempster, Labour Reporter

Unions in the iron, steel and engineering industry are split down the middle over whether or not to accept the wage offer made by the Steel and Engineering Industries Federation of South Africa (Seifisa).

Today was the deadline for unions to respond to Seifisa's final offer of a 15 percent increase for labourers and a 9 percent rise for artisans.

The South African Boulermakers' Society, which represents about 30,000 metalworkers, is to ask the Industrial Council to set up a further meeting with the employers. "Unless this happens, we will not be able to accept the present offer," said the general secretary of the SABS, Mr Ike van der Walt.

The decision was taken after a stormy five-hour meeting of the union's executive yesterday.

Mr N.L.M. Ferreira, general secretary of the SA Iron, Steel and Allied Workers' Union (Vater en Staal Unie), said his union, with 30,000 mostly skilled workers in the metal industry, would be accepting Seifisa's offer "reluctantly".

The two unions with majority representation among the unskilled metalworkers - the Metal and Allied Workers' Union, with 30,000 members, and the Steel and Engineering Allied Workers' Union, with 20,000 members - had not reached a decision on what course of action to take by midday today.

Both unions have in principle rejected the offer of a 20c-an-hour increase for labourers and an increase of 40c-an-hour for artisans.
Fosatu urges workers to boycott elections. Under the banner of the Federation of South African Trade Unions (SACTU), Fosatu has urged all workers to boycott the elections. In August, coloured and Indian voters went to the polls to elect the new government. Without support from the workers, the new government would be dominated by whites. The workers are demanding a majority representation. The workers also attacks the self-seeking, 'sell-out' coloured and Indian parties. In the pamphlet the workers state: 'Forget those who are seeking their own self-seeking advantage. No back is trying to lead the workers. The workers say: 'We demand the right to negotiate our own position and to elect a government to rule for the workers.'
Sacked workers march in protest

Labour Reporter

FIVE hundred discharged Uniply workers staged a protest march to the factory in Cato Ridge yesterday after deciding to make an urgent application to the Industrial Court for an order to have them reinstated.

Police kept a close watch and there were no incidents. On arriving at the factory gates, the workers were handed their pay packets which they accepted. They then left the factory.

Speaking after an earlier workers' meeting in Inchanga, Miss Pat Horn, Natal branch secretary of the Paper, Wood and Allied Workers' Union, said union legal advisers were being briefed and it was likely that a court application would be made.

"In terms of Section 42 of the Labour Relations Act, temporary relief for reinstatement may be sought pending the appointment of a conciliation board by the Minister of Manpower," she said.

The workers had decided to accept their pay, but they did not consider themselves dismissed, she added.

The entire workforce of 550 was fired last week after a go-slow campaign in protest against the dismissal of two shop stewards, fired for allegedly organising a May Day demonstration at the factory.

Among those dismissed were some with more than 10 years' unbroken service. Mr Bhuka Hlungwane, 78, said he had 14 years' service with the company and he was worried that he would not find alternative employment because of his age.

A spokesman for Uniply said it was the prerogative of discharged workers to make a court application if they so wished.

He said he was pleased that they had collected their wages which had been available since Friday.
THE estimated 250-strong black workforce at South African Traction Manufacturers near Germiston yesterday continued their strike in protest against the dismissal of three shop stewards.

The workers, members of the Metal and Allied Workers' Union (Mawu), went on strike last Friday after management had accused the shop stewards of violating disciplinary procedure.

Management met union officials and explained that the three had been dismissed and that they had the right to appeal in terms of the disciplinary procedure.

Meanwhile more than 300 members of Mawu employed at Formscaff in Wynberg, yesterday returned to work after going on strike over the dismissal of a shop steward.

Management agreed to resume discussions with the union's representatives. Management has also undertaken not to victimise the workers.

At another company, Metinak, Johannesburg, management has started re-employing selectively sacked workers who are members of the Steel Engineering and Allied Workers' Union, following a strike action at the plant.

The union's general secretary, Mrs Jane Hlongwane, said the workers had followed a colleague who was dismissed by management. This resulted in a strike which led to their dismissal. The union has sought legal advice.

At Edison Plating Works, Benrose, the 300 striking workers have returned to work, but management has indicated to Mrs Hlongwane that it was going to retrench about 50 of the workers.

This action, she said, was seen by the union as "victimisation of members" and "we intend taking it to the industrial court."

McPhail Coal Company has confirmed that over 250 workers who went on strike over wage demands have all returned to work. The workers have downed tools on Friday.
Workers reject rise

MORE than 30 000 members of the Metal and Allied Workers' Union in the country have rejected an offer of 17 cents an hour pay rise for lowest graded employees in the steel industry, the union has announced.

And the union's national executive was given a mandate to make representations for "a living wage" at the National Industrial Council meeting today.

However, according to sources, the unions participating in the wage negotiations with the Steel Engineering Industries Federation of South Africa (Seifsa), are likely to accept the offer when talks resume.

Attack

Members also made a scathing attack at the hike in general sales tax to be effected from July. They warned the Government of labour unrest unless the employers make pay increases that will make up for the rise in GST.

In a statement, Mawu's executive said that some employers took advantage of the recession by not meeting workers' demands. They used recession to justify "starvation wages".

They have also accused management of trying to destroy the union in 1983/84 following resolution by the union's refusal to sign a wage agreement last year.

"They will not weaken or destroy us, instead we shall grow from strength to strength," the union said.

Indications are that in today's meeting the union will declare a dispute — one of the steps towards a legal strike.

Demand

Mawu's demands are for a minimum living wage of R112.50 a week and an across-the-board increase of R22.50 a week. It has been mooted that Seifsa offer a minimum increase of R1.33 across the board with hourly increases ranging from 15 cents to 20 cents.

Mrs JANE HLONGWANE: General secretary of the Steel Engineering and Allied Workers union which is also participating in wage talks
Union recognition talks stall

Labour Reporter

TALKS over union recognition between the Metal and Allied Workers' Union and a Howick rubber company, BTR Sarncol, have broken down.

In a statement, Mawu said it believed there was no prospect of the negotiations being resumed unless the company made "some very serious counter offers" on reasonable procedures for dispute resolution and industrial peace.

"Whenever there are differences between the parties over what constitutes a fair labour practice Mawu will as and when necessary apply for conciliation board hearings and thereafter refer the matters to the industrial court," the union said.

"The union expects that there will be increasing conflict between its shop stewards and management and intimidation to eventually secure recognition by the company. To expect Mawu to sink to the level of a liaison committee after what happened in the past is absurd and utterly naive," said Mawu branch secretary Mr. Geoff Schreiner.

The administrative director of BTR Sarncol Mr. John Sampson, said in a statement last night:

"Some months ago the company took the union to the industrial court to compel them to negotiate a recognition agreement in good faith which they had failed to do.

"Subsequent negotiations came close to reaching agreement until Tuesday when the union introduced conditions which were unreasonable. The company has informed the union of its willingness and desire to continue negotiations."
Colgate workers down their tools

By JOSHUA RABOROKO

ABOUT 300 workers of Colgate Palmolive, members of the Chemical Workers' Industrial Union, downed tools in protest against a wage offer at the Boksburg plant yesterday.

A union spokesman said the stoppage started at midnight, following a report-back meeting during the meal break. Day shift workers joined the night shift in the canteen.

Workers were incensed at management's offer of 10 cents per hour increase on the minimum for a one year period. The offer amounts to a 4.3 percent at a time when inflation is rising.

They have refused to return to work to allow negotiations to proceed today. They will not sign any offer unless it provides a living wage.

Stewards

Meanwhile representatives of the Metal and Allied Workers' Union (Mawu) were busy negotiating with the management of South African Traction Manufacturers near Germiston.

About 250 workers returned to work yesterday after three of their shop stewards were dismissed by what management termed "violation of disciplinary procedure."
Strike over dismissals at SATM persists

Mail Reporter

WORKERS at SA Trachon Manufacturers near Germiston yesterday continued their strike in protest against the dismissal of three Metal and Allied Workers' Union (Mawu) shop stewards. The 265 workers downed tools on Friday.

A spokesman for Mawu said the company was negotiating an agreement with the union and said they had not been paid for some time.

The strike has lasted for several days, with the company offering various incentives to the workers. The workers want recognition of their union, Mawu, and the reinstatement of the three shop stewards.

Union refuses to back pay-rise offer

By PHILIP VAN NIEKERK

The National Union of Mineworkers (NUM) will not recommend the pay rise offered by the Chamber of Mines gold mines to members who meet at a special mine conference on June 9 to debate the offer.

Mr Cyril Ramaphosa, general secretary of the NUM, said yesterday that the purpose of the conference was to decide on a course of action, not to seek a new mandate for negotiations with the chamber.

The NUM has held the NUM miners' range from 15% to 20%, which would be the smallest pay increase for black mine-workers since the beginning of the 70s.

The NUM, which is negotiating along with the much smaller Federated Mining Union, is demanding a 25% increase for all members on the eight mines where it is recognised.

While the union is only recognised in certain categories on eight chamber gold mines, the deal it reaches with the chamber is likely to affect almost all black workers on chamber gold mines.

The union began the talks on Thursday with demands of 50%, 50% and 50% for the various grades and Mr Ramaphosa said yesterday they had no mandate to go lower than the final 25% demand made on Monday.

"As they're not prepared to go much higher, though they have maintained they have one more offer to go - and we have no mandate to go lower, we have had to call the special congress to confirm our rejection of the offer," he told The Times.

"We won't even ask congress to accept the offer. We are going to ask the workers to decide what they should do."

Meanwhile, talks with the chamber on pay for NUM members in the continuous industry are due to start on May 4.

Mr Ramaphosa said he would be pushing the chamber to place their final offer on the table at this meeting. This would allow the union, if necessary, to discuss the issue of coalmine wages at the special congress as well.
R35 000 payout for strikers

Labour Briefs

Once the retail union had been formed, a mandate would be obtained from members whether or not to apply for a place on the feasibility committee which is drawing up proposals for a new union federation.

Mr Khumalo said he did not think the new union (RAWU) would constitute a threat to the Commercial, Catering, and Allied Workers' Union.

After two years of negotiations, Bakers biscuit company has signed a recognition agreement with the Sweet, Food and Allied Workers' Union (SFAWU).

The agreement covers the union's 700 members at the company's Westmead factory near Pinetown. SFAWU have already embarked on negotiations and have preliminary agreements with two other factories in the Bakers group — in milling and the bread and cake division.

In an out-of-court settlement, the Transvaal packaging firm Transpoly has agreed to pay R35 000 to 40 of the 72 striking workers dismissed from the plant in March.

The remaining 32 workers who were fired are to be reinstated.

The settlement signifies a major advance for the Paper, Wood and Allied Workers' Union (PWAU), which has also been recognised by Transpoly as the representative union in the plant.

PWAU's initial attempts at meeting management to discuss a recognition agreement were cut short when the company started dismissing union activists.

The action led to an 18-day strike by 74 workers at the plant. The police were called to the scene and management reportedly refused to talk to the union. A union organiser was arrested and charged under the Intimidation Act as a result of the strike.

As part of the settlement, negotiations have already begun between the union and management.

- A December deadline has been set for the dissolution of the General Workers' Union of South Africa, after which the union will officially re-emerge as the Retail and Allied Workers' Union (RAWU).
- The president of the Pretoria-based union, Mr Donnie Khumalo, said the intent was gradually to transform the general union into an industrial union.

"Our strongest element is in the retail trade, in Pick 'n Pay's northern Transvaal division where we have over 50 percent membership," he said.

"Our strongest element is in the retail trade, in Pick 'n Pay's northern Transvaal division where we have over 50 percent membership," he said.
Union appeals to Koornhof in Natal dispute

By PHILIP VAN NIEKERK

THE Sweet, Food and Allied Workers Union (SFAWU) has appealed to Dr Piet Koornhof, the Minister of Co-operation and Development, to take urgent action over a dispute between the union and the Port Natal Administration Board (PNAB).

The SFAWU is an affiliate of Fosatu and the Minister's response could be an important indication of state employers' willingness to deal with emerging unions.

The union appeal follows a strike in demand of higher wages by about 500 workers at the PNAB-controlled Congella Brewery in Durban on Monday.

In a statement the SFAWU said the union had been trying for the past few months to negotiate with the PNAB but had been consistently told it was only the Minister who could agree to increases.

The statement said the workers were 'sick and tired of the PNAB being behind the Minister. Our union has been recognised and we therefore demand the right to negotiate right inside the factory.

"Workers have returned to work on the assurance that management has telexed the Minister asking him to take urgent action on their demands."

A spokesman for the Department of Co-operation and Development was unable to contact any of the officials at the PNAB for comment yesterday afternoon but confirmed that the strike had occurred.

Meanwhile, the Minister of Manpower, Mr Pietie du Plessis, has approved a statutory conciliation board to resolve the deadlock over wage dispute between the SFAWU and sugar giant C G Smith.

A statement from the Fosatu-affiliated SFAWU yesterday said both the company — which is owned by Erlich Rand — and the union had applied for the board and had agreed on an independent chairman.

The SFAWU is recognised at three of C G Smith's six mills in Natal — the only three mills which negotiate wages outside the industry's industrial council. The National Sugar and Refining and Allied Industries Employees Union, which is a party to the council, is recognised at the other three.

The union statement said: "We are set for more difficult negotiations. We are in a desperate situation. We are determined to win a living wage which will allow us to live like human beings and not animals."

A spokesman for the company refused to comment yesterday but confirmed the board had been approved.
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to appeal against his judgment. The appeal will be heard by a full bench of the Natal provincial court in September.

The March case, which was heard in the Durban and Coast Local Division of the Supreme Court, centred on an issue with a complicated history.

The NUTW has long been trying to gain recognition from CFCC at the Frametex mill of the company's New Germany complex. The union alleges that at a meeting with the company in October 1982 CFCC undertook to recognise it at the mill provided it represented the majority of the Frametex workers. The NUTW claims it later proved — although the company disputes this — that the majority of workers were indeed NUTW members but that the CFCC had decided to favour the Tusca-affiliated Textile Workers Industrial Union (TWIU).

Whether CFCC agreed to recognise the NUTW at the October 1982 meeting and whether or not that agreement was enforceable by law later became hotly disputed. The union alleged that CFCC broke that undertaking by favouring the TWIU. The company contested it. In a Supreme Court case heard in September last year, the NUTW agreed that in any future proceedings it would not claim that any contractually binding agreement on recognition had been concluded by CFCC.

Unfair labour practice

In the same month, however, the Minister of Manpower appointed a conciliation board to establish whether CFCC had committed an unfair labour practice by refusing to give effect to the alleged agreement to recognise the union made in October 1982.

CFCC asked for the board to be scrapped because, as a result of the Supreme Court case, there was no longer a dispute. But the NUTW contested that, claiming that a breach of an agreement — even if it was not contractually binding — did constitute an unfair labour practice.

In March Mr Justice Booyzen endorsed the union's contention. This opened the way for the NUTW to contest the main issue in its battle with CFCC. Whether CFCC has committed an unfair labour practice by allegedly refusing to recognise the NUTW and favouring the TWIU. However, after the judgment was delivered, CFCC gave notice that it would contest the judge's findings.

This week Mr Justice Booyzen said that it was very difficult for him to evaluate whether another judge would come to the same conclusions as he had in March. He therefore granted CFCC leave to appeal against the judgment, although he said the matter was not important enough to be heard by the Appellate Division.

According to a lawyer acting for the union, the judgment means that a possible hearing of the main case in the Industrial Court will be delayed yet again.

---

**INDUSTRIAL COURT: A Round to Frame**

The laborious legal battle between the National Union of Textile Workers (NUTW) and Consolidated Frame Cotton Corporation (CFCC) seems set to become even more prolonged. This follows a judgment handed down in the Maritzburg Supreme Court this week.

Mr Justice Booyzen, who in March rejected an application from CFCC to prevent the Industrial Court (IC) from considering the NUTW's recognition dispute with CFCC, has now granted the company leave to appeal against his judgment. The appeal will be heard by a full bench of the Natal provincial court in September.

The March case, which was heard in the Durban and Coast Local Division of the Supreme Court, centred on an issue with a complicated history.

The NUTW has long been trying to gain recognition from CFCC at the Frametex mill of the company's New Germany complex. The union alleges that at a meeting with the company in October 1982 CFCC undertook to recognise it at the mill provided it represented the majority of the Frametex workers. The NUTW claims it later proved — although the company disputes this — that the majority of workers were indeed NUTW members but that the CFCC had decided to favour the Tusca-affiliated Textile Workers Industrial Union (TWIU).

Whether CFCC agreed to recognise the NUTW at the October 1982 meeting and whether or not that agreement was enforceable by law later became hotly disputed. The union alleged that CFCC broke that undertaking by favouring the TWIU. The company contested it. In a Supreme Court case heard in September last year, the NUTW agreed that in any future proceedings it would not claim that any contractually binding agreement on recognition had been concluded by CFCC.

Unfair labour practice

In the same month, however, the Minister of Manpower appointed a conciliation board to establish whether CFCC had committed an unfair labour practice by refusing to give effect to the alleged agreement to recognise the union made in October 1982.

CFCC asked for the board to be scrapped because, as a result of the Supreme Court case, there was no longer a dispute. But the NUTW contested that, claiming that a breach of an agreement — even if it was not contractually binding — did constitute an unfair labour practice.

In March Mr Justice Booyzen endorsed the union's contention. This opened the way for the NUTW to contest the main issue in its battle with CFCC. Whether CFCC has committed an unfair labour practice by allegedly refusing to recognise the NUTW and favouring the TWIU. However, after the judgment was delivered, CFCC gave notice that it would contest the judge's findings.

This week Mr Justice Booyzen said that it was very difficult for him to evaluate whether another judge would come to the same conclusions as he had in March. He therefore granted CFCC leave to appeal against the judgment, although he said the matter was not important enough to be heard by the Appellate Division.

According to a lawyer acting for the union, the judgment means that a possible hearing of the main case in the Industrial Court will be delayed yet again.
self-proclaimed law-breakers Internal Affairs Minister F W de Klerk tells the FM he does not wish to react to the LP decision before he has talked to the party.

The Act itself reads "No person who belongs to one population group may (a) be a member of any political party of which any person who belongs to any other population group, is a member; (b) render assistance as agent, or be a member of an election committee, of a political party of which any person who belongs to any other population group, is a member, or of any person who belongs to any other population group and who has been nominated or may be nominated as a candidate for an election . . ."

The Act makes provision for penalties of not less than R300 or six months' imprisonment for a first conviction, and not less than R1 000 or one year for subsequent convictions. It stipulates, however, that no prosecution shall be instituted except "on the express direction of the Attorney-General concerned . . ."

Transvaal Attorney-General, Don Brumette, tells the FM that if a charge is made and the police hand him a dossier with their investigation, "I will have to seriously consider the matter. One will have to look at the whole thing with the background of the politics of the time when the Act was made and at the present political climate . . ."

This could be interpreted as implying that Acts passed by Parliament will not be enforced if political circumstances have changed since the legislation was drafted.

PFP spokesman Tsun van der Merwe says the LP has created a "severe dilemma" for government in which Pretoria will certainly lose face. The LP action does not seem to be a contradiction of the Constitution or the Electoral Act. In addition, the Political Interference Act does not make provision for declaring an election void.

The only way to avert unpleasantness and conflict at the start of the new dispensation will be to scrap the Act at the earliest possible moment, Van der Merwe says.

He adds, "This is the first indication that some coloured and Indian politicians are not going to accept their minority status lying down and are giving notice at an early stage that government's right to dictate unilaterally will not go unchallenged . . ."

The LP seems confident that the Act will be scrapped. "How will it look if this government takes members of the future government to court," Transvaal LP leader Jac Rabie asked at the party's congress last weekend.

Ironically, the showdown between the LP and government can only help the LP to do well in the coming election — and that is certainly in government's interest.

If the Act is scrapped, however, there will also be nothing to stop the PFP putting up candidates in the brown elections. This is not likely to appeal to government.

METAL NEGOTIATIONS

Three dissidents

The mixed reaction from trade unions to the employers' offer in the metal industry wage negotiations involving 380 000 workers (40%)
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ers) for the forthcoming year was not unexpected. But it is bound to cause serious problems for the Steel and Engineering Industries Federation (Seifsa).

When the parties last met at the National Industrial Council for the Iron, Steel, Engineering and Metallurgical Industry on May 15, Seifsa made its final offer to the unions. They were given until last Thursday to respond. The Seifsa offer, which represented a 5% increase in minimum wages for skilled workers and a 13% increase for the lower levels, consisted of:

- Minimum wages for artisans to be raised by 40c/hour to R4,81c;
- Minimum wages for unskilled workers to be raised by 20c/hour to R1,73;
- A reduction in the period of service enabling workers to qualify for an extra week's leave from six to five years;
- An increase in site workers' subsistence allowance, and
- Significant increases in holiday leave bonuses, particularly in respect of general labourers.

Most of the unions in the Confederation of Mining and Building Unions (CMBU) as well as the Yster and Staal Une have accepted Seifsa's offer — despite the fact that it is considerably lower than the original wage demands for a 33% and 66% increase for the upper and lower levels respectively.

The SA Boilermakers' Society broke ranks with the other CMBU members to reject it, along with the Metal and Allied Workers' Union (Mawu) and the Steel Engineering and Allied Workers' Union (Seawu).

Both Boilermakers general secretary Ike van der Watt and Seawu general secretary Jane Hlongwane have called on Seifsa to make another offer. Mawu has indicated that it will reject the offer and would be reporting back to its members.

IMF council members

It is significant that these three unions are not only large, representing a substantial number of the workers total, but that all are members of the recently revived SA Co-ordinating Council of the International Metalworkers' Federation (IMF).

The revival of the SA council came too late for co-ordinated action in this year's negotiations and the council decided to allow its member unions to act on an individual basis. However, it is believed that union alignments will be radically restructured in future negotiations.

Seifsa director Sam van Coller declined to comment to the FM on the possible outcome of this year's talks. But it is likely that the Boilermakers, Mawu and Seawu will act together in confronting Seifsa.

Seifsa's strategy will be important in determining what form their action will take. It is clear that Van Coller faces a number of problems. If Seifsa goes ahead and publishes the agreement for the metal industry based on the consensus reached with the CMBU majority and Seawu, the three dissident unions could challenge their
right to sign a national agreement.

Alternatively, the trio could decide not to challenge the agreement, which would not bind them, and instead join forces to demand higher pay from individual metal industry companies. If their demands are not met, they could declare disputes with the individual companies.

This would be in line with the tactics adopted by many emerging unions. Indeed, one of Mawu’s preconditions for joining the metal industrial council last year was that it wanted to negotiate on both industry and company levels.

Seifsa could defuse the situation by deciding to table a new offer. This would, however, involve loss of face and could be taken as a sign of weakness.
Last day today for registration

Political Correspondent

CAPE TOWN — Today is the last opportunity for coloured and Indian South Africans to register for the August elections for the House of Representatives and House of Delegates.

Completed registration cards can be handed in at any police station up to midnight tonight.

Registration cards will also be accepted by the Department of Internal Affairs if they bear today's postal date stamp.

Voters are compelled by law to register, but no penalty is laid down for coloureds and Indians who fail to do so.

Leaders of registered "participating" coloured and Indian political parties have called on as many of their supporters as possible to register and thus have a say in South Africa's tri-cameral parliament.

Thousands have registered at Department of Internal Affairs offices over the past few days.

---

Fosatu election boycott plan intensifies

By CLAIRE PICKARD-CAMBRIDGE

EASTERN CAPE affiliates of the Federation of South African Trade Unions (Fosatu) are intensifying their boycott campaign against the coloured and Indian parliamentary elections on August 22 this year.

Union spokesmen said yesterday that thousands of pamphlets criticizing the new deal would be put into factories and distributed among Fosatu's 25,000 members in East London, Port Elizabeth, Grahamstown and Uitenhage.

The campaign, which is intended to mount during July and August, was initiated last year when their factory committees discussed the issue with membership.

Local affiliates maintain in the pamphlets that refusing to vote is a "positive" action because it unites coloureds and Indians with the majority who do not have the vote.

These pamphlets also claim that elections are designed to "divide and rule the oppressed," to maintain white dominance, to disinherit the majority, to restrict people to group areas and homelands and to draft coloureds and Indians into the army.

A large team of Fosatu members, along with people from other groups, will embark on house calls to discuss the boycott with the aim of conscientizing the community, say union spokesmen.

They said yesterday that they would issue stickers urging workers not to vote as the time of the elections drew near. These stickers would then be worn by workers in the factories.

---

Cyclist is robbed of cash, bike

A 19-YEAR-OLD youth was robbed of R40 and his bicycle while cycling on the Uitenhage Road yesterday.

The acting police liaison officer for the Eastern Cape, Lieutenant-Colonel A. C. Vermaak, said Leonard Johann Pieterse, of Albatross Flats, Algoa Park, was cycling on the Uitenhage road near the Duinveren crossing, when two men apprehended him and took his cash and his bicycle.

Mr Pieterse was not hurt in the incident. No arrests have been made and police are investigating the incident.

---

A reprimand

TEL AVIV — An Israeli army general has been reprimanded in connection with the beating to death of two captured Palestinian terrorists after a bus hijacking on April 12.

He is Major-General Moshe Bar-Kochba. The 10-hour hijack drama began near Ašdod and ended in the Gaza Strip — Sapa-AP.

---

OVERNITE EXPRESS says...

THINK ABOUT IT LOGICALLY...

(1) We specialise only in Express Road freight to East London and South Western Districts.

(2) We have the largest fleet in P.E. at our disposal concentrating only on road freight, thus producing a higher standard of efficiency.

(3) We have our own staff depots along all the routes we cover.

ISN'T THAT WHY OVERNITE PRODUCES THE BEST RESULTS?
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PE, Uitenhage tyre firms offer 55% increase

By CLAIRE PICKARD-CAMBRIDGE

UNIONS representing about 7,000 workers in Port Elizabeth and Uitenhage's tyre and rubber industry are currently considering an offer of a 55% minimum wage increase from three giant employers.

This follows lengthy negotiations between the National Allied and Automobile Workers Union (Naawu), the Steen Staal Workers Union and three companies, General Tire and Rubber Company, Goodyear Tyre and Rubber Company and Firestone, who are all party to the Industrial Council.

According to Mr Les Kettledas, Naawu's regional secretary, the proposed minimum wage increases from a current R1,38 to R2,15 an hour will bring them into line with wages negotiated in the local automobile industry.

Mr Kettledas, who led the union negotiations, said they had encountered unusually low wages in the tyre and rubber industry when Naawu first became party to the Industrial Council covering the industry in March this year.

Industrial Council negotiations had begun on April 16, but up until the present proposal they had rejected all employers' offers.

Unions are now considering the employers' offer and will respond on Wednesday after they have had report-back meetings with their membership.

If this is accepted by the workers it will become a two-year agreement implemented from June 11.

Furthermore, this is the first time workers in the tyre and rubber industry have also been guaranteed minimum six-monthly increases for a two-year period, applying over and above the new minimum wage offers, he said.

These minimum six-monthly increases to keep abreast of the cost of living were previously given at management's discretion.

Long-service leave had also been agreed upon for the first time, as well as an additional paid public holiday over and above that provided in the Basic Conditions of Employment Act.

He said union demands had been for increased wages, minimum wage rates, shorter working hours, long-service leave, lay-off and retrenchment benefits and increased annual bonuses.

Naawu was committed to a struggle for a meaningful living wage and believed the manner in which new conditions of employment had been determined would set a pattern for negotiations in the future, he said.

Mr Fred Sauls, general secretary of Naawu, said the union had been struggling since 1971 to break into tyre and rubber wage negotiations as the Yeasted-Staal Union only had been party to the Industrial Council.

However, management had become more open to talking with Naawu after legislative changes in the labour field and a breakthrough had been achieved after 10 years in the cold.

Now that there is direct representation for black workers concerning conditions affecting them, there has been a marked change in the attitude of employers who are looking at wages more realistically.

The employer bodies contacted by Weekend Post said they would rather not comment at this delicate stage of the negotiations.
Seifsa rejects pay talks plea

By PHILLIP VAN NIEKERK

THE Steel and Engineering Industries Federation of South Africa (Seifsa) has turned down a plea by leading metal unions to reopen wage negotiations for this year's Industrial Council agreement.

The Seifsa decision — which would mean that unskilled and semi-skilled workers would be bound by an agreement between Seifsa and unions representing skilled workers — has been greeted with disappointment and some anger by the three unions who have rejected Seifsa's pay offer.

The unions — the Metal and Allied Workers' Union (Mawu), the Steel, Engineering and Allied Workers' Union (Seawu) and the SA Boilermakers Society (Sabs) — represent the bulk of semi-skilled and unskilled unionised workers in the industry, though Sabs also represents some skilled workers.

All three unions are party to the local co-ordinating committee of the International Metal Workers' Federation (IMF) and it is understood they will be meeting soon to formulate a common response to the employers' position.

However, the meeting is unlikely to take place this week as several leading union figures are in Dublin attending the IMF's annual congress, where the South African issue is sure to appear on the agenda.

Seifsa appears set to sign the agreement — which amounts to a 40c an hour across the board increase for artisans and 25c an hour across the board for unskilled workers — with the artisan unions, who have agreed to settle.

Mawu rejected Seifsa's final offer outright, while Seawu and Sabs refused to accept the offer and called on Seifsa to return to the bargaining table to reopen negotiations.
Unions settle dispute

Mail Reporter

A LENGTHY battle between two rival trade unions at the Irvin and Johnson processed foods plant in Springs culminated yesterday with the company signing a recognition agreement with the Sweet, Food and Allied Workers' Union.

The agreement follows a secret ballot victory in April by the SPAWU, an affiliate of the Federation of South African Trade Unions (Fostatu), over the Food and Beverage Workers' Union, an affiliate of the Council of Unions of South Africa (Cusa).

The ballot came after months of inter-union rivalry over the recruitment of members and overturned a previous company recognition agreement with FBWU which was signed when they had majority membership.

A statement issued jointly by Mr Trevor Broderick, the J&A group's industrial relations manager, and Mr Chris Dlamini, president of the SPAWU, said the SPAWU had confirmed a fully-paid-up membership of 30% of the permanent employees at the site.

"A full procedural agreement was signed between J&A's processed food plant and the SPAWU at Springs on June 4," the statement said.

In the ballot held on April 18, 52% of the workers supported SPAWU with 34% supporting FBWU.
Unionists attend company's AGM

JOHANNESBURG — Shareholders of the local subsidiary of a large British multinational firm, which has its headquarters in Randburg, were astonished yesterday when two representatives of the Metal and Allied Workers' Union (Mawu) attended their annual meeting after having bought 100 shares in the company.

The Mawu representatives — a union organiser and the union's lawyer, — attended the annual meeting of BTR South Africa to protest against wages paid at a Howick plant, BTR Sarmcol.

This form of action is virtually unique in South Africa.

Mawu declared itself in dispute two weeks ago when wage talks broke down with the company offering a 10.5% increase from R1.43 an hour to R1.66 an hour.

Mawu said BTR pay rates were far below the accepted minimum standard of living levels though it was a British company covered by the EEC code.

Mr Peter Fatherly, the chairman and managing director of BTR South Africa and chairman of British Tyre and Rubber (Eastern Region), said Mawu's share purchase certificate and their proxy had not been registered. "But we invited them to stay as guests."

— Sapa
ABOUT 200 workers at Precision Castings in Pretoria yesterday downed tools, demanding that management recognise the National Automobile and Allied Workers' Union (Naawu).

The union's organiser, Mr R Mazza, said management had refused to talk to the union after they had presented them with a draft of the union's constitution.

"We feel very bad about the attitude of management because we were aiming at wage negotiations with them soon," he said.

The workers have demanded that management should talk to their leaders. All attempts were fruitless and they decided to take strike action.

The company's managing director, Mr C A Struwe, said he had no comment.
By PHILLIP VAN NIEKERK

SHAREHOLDERS of the local subsidiary of a large British multinational were astonished yesterday when two representatives of the Metal and Allied Workers' Union (Mawu) attended their annual general meeting after having bought 100 shares in the company.

The Mawu representatives attended the annual meeting of BTR South Africa to protest against wages paid at a Howick plant, BTR Sarmec, and to inform shareholders of a wage dispute at the plant.

The representatives—a union organiser and the union's lawyer—handed out pamphlets to shareholders and submitted a lengthy question to the board of directors which set out the reasons behind their wage demands.

This form of action is unique in South Africa but labour observers agree it could develop increasingly into a union tactic to put pressure on employers.

Mawu declared itself in dispute with the company two weeks ago when wage talks broke down with the company offering a 10.5% increase from R1,43 an hour to R1,49 an hour.

In their pamphlet to the BTR shareholders, Mawu asked the shareholders whether they were able to justify the level of wages at the company and called on the meeting to use its influence to break the deadlock by calling on the company to resume negotiations.

They said BTR pay rates were far below the accepted minimum standard of living levels though it was a British company covered by the EEC code which required firms to pay 50% above the minimum levels.

Mr Peter Fatherly, the chairman and managing director of BTR South Africa and chairman of British Tyre and Rubber (Eastern Region), said that Mawu's share purchase certificate and their proxy had not been registered.

"We explained they could not participate in the meeting," said Mr Fatherly. "But we invited them to stay as guests. At the end of the meeting they asked their questions and put forward some well-presented points of view. They struck me as nice chaps and they behaved very well."
Wage deadlock takes new turn
By Sol Mokgabutlane

The wage increase deadlock between BTR Sarmcol (a subsidiary of BTR Holdings) and the Metal and Allied Workers' Union (Mawu) took a new turn yesterday when Mawu was refused permission to state its case at a meeting of the company's shareholders in Johannesburg.

According to Mr Dumisani Mbuywa, Mawu's organiser, his union bought 100 shares at BTR with the intention of attending shareholders' meetings to persuade them to force management to give workers a better deal.

"Yesterday, however, we were accorded only observer status at the meeting because BTR said that our shares, which we bought on May 29, had not yet been registered."

Mawu, which is affiliated to the Federation of South African Trade Unions (Fosatu), has 920 members out of a workforce of 1,200 workers in BTR's factory in Howick, Natal, said Mr Mbuywa.
METAL INDUSTRY TALKS

Conflict ahead

The Steel and Engineering Industries Federation of SA (Seifsa) may have paved the way for unrest in the metal industry. It has announced that it is no longer prepared to negotiate with three trade unions which rejected its pay offer in this year’s negotiations.

Seifsa’s final offer in the drawn-out talks at the metal industry industrial council was a minimum 40c/hour increase for skilled workers and 20c/hour for unskilled workers, as well as improvements in site workers’ allowances and holiday leave bonuses. Two weeks ago most of the 14 unions involved in the negotiations—including all but one of the unions falling under the umbrella of the Confederation of Miners and Building Unions (CMBU) and the Yster and Staal Ume—accepted Seifsa’s offer.

But three member unions of the SA Coordinating Council of the International Metalworkers’ Federation— the SA Boilermakers’ Society (also a CMBU member), the Metal and Allied Workers’ Union (Mau) and the Steel, Engineering and Allied Workers’ Union (Seawu)—rejected it. The Boilermakers and Seawu called on Seifsa to make another offer. Mau stated that it rejected the offer and would refer the issue back to its members.

Now that Seifsa has rejected the call, the indications are that when the industrial council meets next week it may decide to go ahead and ask the Minister of Manpower to publish the 1984 agreement and apply to have it extended to non-parties.

The Metalworkers’ Federation unions’ reaction to Seifsa’s action has been delayed as several key officials are attending a federation conference in Dublin.

It seems that confrontation will be inevitable when the federation unions finally formulate their response. It is also likely that the International Metalworkers’ Federation itself, which has in the past intervened in SA labour disputes, will be drawn into the fracas.
Unions want to negotiate pay rises outside Seifsa

By PHILIP VAN NIEKERK
THE South African Boilermakers Society, Sabs, yesterday appealed to the Steel and Engineering Industries Federation of South Africa, Seifsa, to allow individual employers to negotiate wages above the Metal Industrial Council’s minimum rates.

Sabs is one of the three unions party to the council, which did not initially accept Seifsa’s pay offer.

They have made this proposal on the last lap of this year’s pay talks which could see up to three leading unions not signing the agreement.

Seifsa – which has long opposed wage bargaining outside the Metal Industrial Council – will respond when the council’s executive committee meets on Tuesday.

The unions which rejected Seifsa’s offer of a 29c across-the-board increase for unskilled workers were Sabs, the Metal and Allied Workers’ Union, Mawu, and the Steel, Engineering and Allied Workers’ Union, Seawu.

Their demand that Seifsa reopen talks was turned down last week.

Seifsa’s determination to sign the agreement – which will cover some 800 000 skilled, semi-skilled and unskilled workers – will meet union officials who only represent skilled workers has caused anger among the unions representing unskilled workers.

However, informed sources said yesterday that one of these unions – Seawu, an affiliate of the Council of Unions of South Africa, Cosatu – was prepared to settle with Seifsa and sign the agreement.

Miss Jane Hlongwane, the general secretary of Seawu, refused to confirm or deny these reports yesterday. She said the union had a mandate which would only be revealed after the executive committee meeting on Tuesday.
Hundreds of unionists march on Natal firm

By Sol Makgabutlane

Hundreds of Metal and Allied Workers' Union (Mawu) members yesterday marched to the offices of BTR Sarmcol in Howick, Natal, and handed in a petition calling for the reopening of wage talks.

A Mawu statement said BTR management's negotiating teams agreed to reopen wage talks if Mawu withdrew its dispute with the company on the wage deadlock.

The march by comes after two Mawu representatives attended a shareholders' meeting of BTR Holdings in Johannesburg to air complaints.

The representatives were not given a chance to address the meeting as their 100 shares had not been registered.

The list was handed to the chairman of the board of directors, who undertook to raise the matter with the relevant BTR managers.

The union said in the statement, "All efforts by the union to secure a fair and equitable recognition agreement with reasonable dispute settlement procedures and peace obligations have failed."

Mawu also claimed that more than 1,000 workers had been retrenched without compensation.
Wage dispute leads to demands

Mail Reporter

HUNDREDS of Metal and Allied Workers Union members at BTR Sarmcol in Howick marched on the company's offices yesterday where shop stewards presented management with petitions calling on them to reopen wage negotiations, a Mawu statement said last night.

The action was a follow-up to the attendance of two Mawu representatives at the AGM of BTR South Africa on Wednesday, to inform shareholders of the wage dispute at Sarmcol.

The Mawu representatives told the meeting that the company's proposed wage increase was 27% below the household effective level, that company profits were substantial and that wages for other workers doing the same job were at least 25% higher.

In addition, about 1 000 workers had been retrenched without compensation.

Yesterday's statement said the company had agreed to respect wage negotiations.
Don't vote in August — Fosatu

THE FEDERATION of SA Trade Unions has flooded the Eastern Cape with pamphlets urging workers to boycott the August 22 elections for coloured and Indian "chambers" in Parliament.

There are more than 25,000 Fosatu members in Port Elizabeth, Grahamstown, East London and Uitenhage.

The pamphlets have been distributed to all Fosatu-organised factories in the union grouping's first real campaign against the elections in the area.

The decision to distribute the pamphlets follows Fosatu's commitment earlier this year to oppose the

By MONO BADELA

elections, which they rejected as "divisive".

The pamphlets distributed this week contain statements from local Fosatu affiliates saying that to refuse to vote is a "positive action" because it unites coloured and Indian people with the millions of African people who don't have the vote.

The pamphlets also say the "new deal" offered by the SA Government will disenfranchise the majority of people, restrict people to group areas and allow the Government to draft coloured and Indian people into the army.

A Fosatu spokesman said the union grouping — the largest independent federation in South Africa — will follow up its pamphlet campaign with house visits to "educate" people.

They intend to distribute stickers urging people not to vote.

Workers at Fosatu-organised factories will also wear the stickers, the union spokesman said.
WHAT could be a new precedent was set last week when Metal and Allied Workers Union (Mawu) representatives attended the annual meeting of the local holding company of the multinational British Tyre and Rubber company.

The Mawu representatives, who had bought 100 shares in the company, informed shareholders of their wage dispute with a Howick subsidiary, BTR Sarmcol, and put forward reasons why their members deserved a larger increase than was being offered.

The action was followed up the next day by a march by Mawu members at the plant to the company’s office where they handed over a petition setting out their wage demands.

Attending shareholders meetings to put pressure on employers is an almost unprecedented tactic for unionists in SA though in other Western countries it is quite common. The Southern African Society of Journalists also attends employers’ annual meetings to ask pertinent questions.

Sarmcol has been in the news before for a “fair labour practice” case for refusing to bargain in good faith, though this was later withdrawn.
Charges against a trade unionist — of convening an illegal gathering — were withdrawn in the Johannesburg Regional Magistrate's court this morning.

Mr Jeremy Michael Baskin (25) of the Paper, Wood and Allied Workers Union (PWAWU) had not been asked to plead.

He was arrested on March 12 at a Johannesburg factory where he had gone to settle a strike. He was then released on R200 bail.
Women vow to fight harassment

BY LEAH MATARI

A NUMBER of trade union members attended the launch of a book on job discrimination and harassment at the Fosatu offices on Saturday. The book was launched under the auspices of the Women's Section of the union.

Women workers are discriminated against in their places of work. In their further books, she said, women workers are subordinated and other forms of harassment are said to be on the increase.

A woman who is working in an industrial factory is still in the same position as she was when she started working there. She is still in the same position as she was when she started working there. She is still in the same position as she was when she started working there.

Women workers are in the same position as they were when they started working there. They are still in the same position as they were when they started working there. They are in the same position as they were when they started working there.

CONTRIBUTORS: They are Chris Bonner, Jane Barrett, Grace Monamodi, Rehely Ndzula, Lina Maluleke and Maggie Magubane.
Workers back single union representation

Labour Reporter

IN ONE of the largest trade union meetings at Curries Fountain in Durban yesterday, more than 16 000 garment workers pledged support for the Tucan-affiliated Garment Workers Industrial Union in the face of union rivalry that threatens to disrupt the clothing industry.

Hundreds of clothing factories in Natal were shut down to enable workers to attend the rally convened by the union to discuss alleged inroads made into its membership by Fosatu-affiliated National Union of Textile Workers and other unions.

Most workers were on duty last Saturday at normal rates of pay to get the day off yesterday.

The meeting was attended mainly by Indian and black women and unanimously resolved to give the GWIU full support.

It called on the union to use all powers at its disposal, including strike action, to oppose infiltration of rival unions into the garment industry.

GWIU supporters carrying placards denouncing rival unions were applauded as they marched into the crowded sports ground.

Banners stated 'Unity is strength - we are happy with our union', and 'Garment workers do not want more than one union'.

Opening the meeting, union president Ismail Muckdoom said attempts were being made by other unions to win support although the GWIU had a closed shop agreement with many factories.

He said the GWIU had a membership of more than 55 000 workers at 425 clothing factories in Natal.

Since its formation about 50 years ago it had made significant strides in improving wages and working conditions.

He said the union was not racially-segregated, its membership was open to all races.

The presence of workers at the meeting was a public demonstration of their faith in the GWIU, he said.

He claimed that the GWIU was a workers' union and was not affiliated to any political body.

General secretary of the union Frankie Hanso told the meeting that attempts were being made to sow division among garment workers by allowing more than one union to represent them.
300 Nigel workers on strike

By JOSHUA RABOROKO

ABOUT 300 workers at Nigel Carriage yesterday entered their third day in a strike, demanding the reinstatement of a sacked colleague.

The workers, members of the Metal and Allied Workers' Union (Mawu), downed tools on Tuesday after a colleague was dismissed for allegedly going on tea time before the scheduled time.

A Mawu spokesman said that the workers have vowed that they would not return until their colleague was reinstated. They felt that the dismissal was “unfair” and have charged that they tried to open discussions with management on the subject, but their attempts have fallen on deaf ears.

The union was locked in talks with management in an attempt to resolve the matter.

A management spokesman said that they will only talk to the Press on the matter today.
Court told of union dispute on shop floor

Labour Reporter

HOSTILITY was growing among workers in the garment industry and chances were that officials of the Texta-affiliated Garment Workers' Industrial Union might be assaulted if they went into factories, an Industrial Court sitting in Durban was told yesterday.

This was said in evidence by Mr. Johnny Copelyn, general secretary of the Fedstu-affiliated National Union of Textile Workers, in support of an appeal by the union for membership on the Industrial Council of which GWIU is a party.

Petition

The union, which had earlier been refused membership on the council, is appealing to the Court for an order to grant membership to the council or exempt its members from a closed shop agreement reached between the GWIU and a Natal company, James North (Africa) Ltd.

Under cross-examination by Mr. Heation Cheadle, representing NUTW, Mr. Copelyn said 80 percent of workers at James North had signed a petition stating that they did not wish to continue being members of GWIU, but were bound in terms of the closed shop agreement.

In spite of the agreement — in terms of which the company may not employ a worker who is not a member of GWIU — NUTW won recognition at the plant after about 80 percent of the workers voted in favour of NUTW in a secret ballot conducted by the company.

Mr. Copelyn alleged that GWIU threatened workers with their jobs if they joined NUTW.

The hearing was adjourned to June 15. Mr. J.A. Cockrane appeared for the Industrial Council.
Southern African miners will discuss federation

By Carolyn Dempster, Labour Reporter

A new federation of Southern African mineworkers' unions is on the cards.

Talks between the South African National Union of Mineworkers (NUM) and the Lesotho, Botswana, Zambia, and Zimbabwe mineworkers' unions are planned in the next eight weeks — and the new federation is on the agenda.

The steps towards the formation of a Southern African federation are part of a long-term scheme to bring all of the major African mineworkers' unions under one federation.

Mr Cyril Ramaphosa, general secretary of NUM, said the proposal was first mooted at a preliminary meeting of the Southern African unions some time ago.

The Miners' International Federation (MIF) congress on May 24 and 25 provided the forum for a report-back on the feasibility of the federation and it was decided to go ahead with the plan.

Ultimately, the African federation would encompass miners' unions as far afield as Sierra Leone, Nigeria, Senegal and Zaire.

Mr Ramaphosa said the reason for forming the federation was to give African mineworkers a stronger united voice in the MIF.

As most miners on the continent shared the same employers, it would benefit them to present a solid front, he said.
Union signs wage pact

The Fosatsu-affiliate Chemical Workers' Industrial Union (CWIU) and the international Colgate Palmolive have signed a wage agreement covering about 300 workers in Bloemfontein.

In a statement to The SOWETAN yesterday, the union's branch secretary, Ms Chris Bonner, said the minimum wages are to be increased by between R2 and R2.60 per hour as from June 30. Increases granted range from 32 cents to 40 cents per hour, according to the statement, as compared with 10 cents per hour rates offered when negotiations began earlier.

Colgate, an American owned company, was hit by a strike during May this year when the initial offer was rejected.

The statement further says that improvements to various other conditions of employment were also negotiated. Leave benefits, shift allowance and public holidays have been increased.

A company spokesman confirmed that wage negotiations have been concluded.

Meanwhile, the Steel Engineering and Allied Workers' Union (Seawu), under Mrs Jane Hlogwane, had indicated that it will accept the Steel Engineering Industries Federation of South Africa (Seifsa) wage offer under protest.

"We are disappointed at the aggressive attitude adopted by Seifsa as this has aggravated the situation during the wage talks," he said.

Seawu has found management to be "intolerable" by refusing to bargain in "good faith" for the industries' 380,000 workers. It also found that even if "we refused the offer the Minister will still carry it out."

However, the union has decided to accept the offer under protest and will negotiate with different management at plant level.

Two other unions in the metal industry — the Metal and Allied Workers' Union (Mawu) and the South African Boilermakers' Society — have rejected the Seifsa's offer.

The unions could not say whether they will declare a dispute, but sources close to Mawu said that the union is to hold a special national meeting at the weekend to discuss the matter. Ten other unions have accepted the 40 cents across the board increase for unskilled and 20 cents for skilled workers.
INDUSTRIAL HEALTH
Brown Lung Battle

The National Union of Textile Workers' brown lung campaign among cotton mill workers is being stymied by the tiff over representativeness between the NUTW and the Frame Group Union officials claim the company refuses to allow them access to the mills to examine workers and test levels of dust emission.

So far the union's two-year national campaign has turned up 50 workers suffering from suspected brown lung (byssinosis), a disease thought to be associated with cotton dust particles.

The survey, which has received the cooperation of most employers in the industry, has revealed vastly varying levels of dust control. The Frame Group's New Germany factories employ between them some 7,000 mill workers, a group the union believes could be at high risk.

To circumvent the ban, the union's medical examiner, Dr. Neil White, has been conducting medical examinations of workers at a local church hall. Tests have shown that of the 1,500 workers examined, 90 displayed symptoms of brown lung.

Frame Group joint MD, Selwyn Lurie, however, vigorously denies that the tests mean the workers are stricken with the disease. He says byssinosis is a notoriously difficult disease to diagnose conclusively and that its symptoms are common among a host of other diseases. This is confirmed by Dr. White.

Further, Lurie says the group is in the forefront of industrial health and safety in the textile industry and has modern and sophisticated machinery which reduce cotton dust to the maximum extent possible. In addition, plants have been re-equipped with modern waste filtration which has further reduced hazards.

According to Lurie, the group is cooperating with the special committee on byssinosis set up by the Textile Federation. It has two representatives on the six-man committee, chaired by a doctor, and he says he will act on any of its recommendations.

Laudable as the federation's efforts are,
Mediator called to chair wage dispute

Labour Reporter

ADVOCATE Paul Pretorius has been appointed mediator for a meeting in Durban today to help resolve a dispute between the Sweet, Food and Allied Workers' Union and the CG Smith sugar company.

The dispute, which affects about 1,500 workers at CG Smith Mills at Pongola, Noodsberg and Umtirikulu, has been dragging on since April when wage increases were to have come into effect.

A conciliation board, appointed by the Minister of Manpower, Mr PTC du Plessis, met last week but failed to find agreement.

Mr B Horlock, the company's personnel director, confirmed yesterday that further talks would take place today.

He said a meeting had already been held under the chairmanship of Mr Pretorius at which some progress had been made.

Interdict

In a statement yesterday, a spokesman for the union said: 'The appointment of a mediator is a significant breakthrough in the deadlocked wage negotiations. We hope that a settlement will be reached today.'

Meanwhile, the union has been called upon to show cause why it and its 14 shop stewards at Noodsberg sugar mill should not be interdicted from stopping non-union members from working at the CG Smith-owned mill when the matter comes before the Supreme Court in Pietermaritzburg later this month.

The company's application for an interdict was heard in the Supreme Court on May 10.
Sugar workers to get pay rise

Labour Reporter

WORKERS at three CG Smith sugar mills in Natal are to receive pay increases of between 10 and 14 percent backdated to April 1.

Yesterday's announcement which ends a three-month-long dispute, was made in a joint statement by Mr Jay Nadoo, general secretary of the Sweet, Food and Allied Workers' Union and Mr Barrie Horlock, personnel director of CG Smith Sugar, after a meeting of a Conciliation Board chaired by Advocate Paul Pretorius.

In terms of the agreement workers at the Noodsberg, Pongola and Umzimkulu mills will receive an increase in wages from 14 percent at the unskilled level to 10 percent at the semi-skilled level. Food allowances at the three mills would be fixed at R50 going up to R55 in October.

The statement said 'The talks, which have been going on for some months, during which there had been some tough talking on both sides, ended on a conciliatory note with the agreement.'

'This further meeting was suggested by Mr Pretorius, who had been appointed chairman of a Conciliation Board by the Minister of Manpower, Mr P T C du Plessis, as the first meeting under his chairmanship last week produced no agreement.'
HOSTILITY was growing among workers in the garment industry and it was likely that officials of the Tucson-affiliated Garment Workers' Industrial Union may be assaulted if they went into factories, an Industrial Court in Durban was told this week.

This was said by Fosatsu-affiliated National Union of Textile Workers' general secretary Johnny Copelyn in support of an appeal by the union for membership to the Industrial Council, of which Gwaspa is a party.

The union, which had earlier been refused membership to the council, is appealing to the court for an order to grant membership to the council or exempt its members from a closed-shop agreement reached between Gwaspa and a Natal company, James North.

Under cross-examination by NUTW's representative, Reellow Chedle, Mr Copelyn said 80 percent of the workers at James North had signed a petition stating that they did not wish to continue being members of Gwaspa, but were bound in terms of the closed-shop agreement.

Mr Copelyn alleged that Gwaspa threatened workers that they might lose their jobs if they joined NUTW.

The hearing continues today.

Crude sentence for gang men

GANG justice for a prisoner who disobeyed rules was a throat slashed by a sharpened spoon.

Keith Beukes, member of the Mongrel gang, survived the attack to recover in hospital.

But two of his fellow gang members in the Fort Glamorgan Prison, Johnny Corderoy, 26, of Duncan Village, and Lawrence Windvelg, 25, also did not go unpunished.

They were convicted in the East London Regional Court for their actions. Condemned to 18 months in prison, further six months to run concurrently.

Magistrate sentenced him to home detention and that you can keep the victim of violence.

Windvelg, facing 25 months for possession of a knife before he was acquitted of the charges.
Closed shop appeal seen as a test case

Labour Reporter

THE Industrial Court sitting in Durban has reserved judgment on an appeal by the National Union of Textile Workers to have its members exempted from a closed-shop agreement at a Natal clothing factory, James North (Afrana) Ltd, which led to a nine-month-long dispute.

The outcome is seen by labour experts as an important test case likely to affect about 45,000 workers in the clothing industry — the majority of whom are members of the Garment Workers Industrial Union.

In terms of the agreement reached between the garment union and some clothing factory owners, no employer who is a party to the agreement may employ a worker who is not a member of that union. The agreement, which has been in force for 47 years, effectively barred rival unions from making inroads into the membership of the Tucsa-affiliated GWIU.

Blocked

The Court was told that the NUTW won recognition at James North after a majority of the workers voted to join the union, although they were legally bound by the closed-shop agreement to be members of the GWIU to which union dues were still being deducted.

Mr Halton Chedle, who represented the textile workers, told the Court that the exemption was being sought specifically in respect of its 219 members at the James North factory.

He claimed that the GWIU had blocked several attempts by the NUTW to have the dispute resolved in a mature way and the situation in the industry had become extremely volatile. He said workers should be free to choose which union should represent them.

If the Court refused to grant the relief sought, the company would be faced with the choice of either pulling out of the Industrial Council — in a move to break away from the closed-shop agreement — or face a mass resignation.

A withdrawal from the Industrial Council would also eventually lead to the breaking up of the council and would put an end to collective bargaining at industry level — a move which would weaken the bargaining strength of workers in the industry.

Approval

Opposing the application, Mr A de Kok, for the GWIU, said the NUTW was effectively asking for an ending of the closed-shop agreement — an agreement which had been reached with the approval of all workers in the industry.

There are really no grounds for why the agreement should be nullified merely because a union, knowing of its existence, elects to move into the industry by obtaining a minuscule measure of support — 219 members out of a labour force of 45,000," he said.

Mr I H Cochrane, who appeared for the Industrial Council, questioned whether the Court had the power to award costs in the application. He said the Industrial Council, which was the first respondent, was obliged to appear before the Court in terms of Section 51 of the Labour Relations Act and it was unfair to expect the council to be called upon to pay costs to any of the parties.
WAGE DISPUTE SETTLED

IN a joint statement Mr. Jay Naidu, General Secretary of the Sweet Food and Allied Workers Union – affiliated to FOSATU and Mr. Barry Horlock, Personnel Director of C.G. Smith Sugar, announced that agreement had been reached over an increase in wages and feeding allowances covering about 1 500 employees at the Noodsberg, Pongola and Umzimkulu mills at a meeting in Durban today.

This further meeting had been suggested by advocate Paul Pretorius who had been appointed chairman of a conciliation board by the Minister of Manpower, as the first meeting under his chairmanship last week produced an agreement.

The agreement provides for an increase in wages varying from 14 per cent at the unskilled level to 10 per cent at the semi-skilled level. Feeding allowances at the three mills will be fixed at R50 going up to R55 in October. Both awards are back-dated to April. The talks which have been going on for some months, during which there had been some tough talking on both sides ended on a conciliatory note with the agreement.

In a separate statement a union spokesman added, 'Though we have not achieved what we demanded we consider the outcome a success as we have moved the company office from 10.5 per cent to 14 per cent. However we will still continue our struggle for a proper living wage we will now be conducting a series of report backs to our membership.'

Sweet Food and Allied Workers Union
15.6.84

SETTLEMENT BETWEEN THE NATIONAL AUTOMOBILE AND ALLIED WORKERS UNION (NAAWU) AND B.M.W. S.A. (Pty) Ltd

NAAWU and B.M.W. have reached agreement on wages and working conditions applicable from July 1, 1984 to June 30, 1985.

Among items agreed are the following -

1. WAGES

Increases averaging 13 per cent have been awarded. Increases in the grades are as follows:

GRADE 1 33c A T B
GRADE 2 35c A T B
GRADE 3 37c A T B
GRADE 4 39c A T B
GRADE 5 41c A T B
GRADE 6 50c A T B

2. ATTENDANCE ALLOWANCE

A service attendance ranging from 5c per hour to 12c per hour depending on length of service will be awarded.

3. BONUS

A guaranteed bonus ranging from 4 per cent to 8.33 per cent depending on length of service will be awarded to workers.

Both parties have expressed their satisfaction with the outcome of the negotiations.

NAAWU – 18.6.84
Dairy workers ask for recognition

MORE than 700 workers from the three major dairy factories in Natal decided at a meeting in Durban to stand united and demand recognition of their union.

In a statement released after the meeting yesterday, Mr Jay Naidoo, general secretary of the Sweet, Food and Allied Workers' Union, said the union, which represents a majority of the workers at Clover Dairies in Durban and Pietermaritzburg and Creamline in Pinetown, had been having difficulty in negotiating recognition with certain companies.

'Workers at the meeting in Bolton Hall resolved to stand united in spite of all attempts to divide them, and to demand recognition of their union. It was decided further that any attempt to victimise any member will be taken as an action against all of them.'

Mr R J Flowesday, divisional manager for Clover Dairies in Natal, said he was aware of a meeting, but preferred to reserve comment until he was fully briefed on what had transpired.
BMW workers now best paid in industry

Automobile workers at the BMW factory in Pretoria are to receive wage increases averaging 13 percent as from July 1. The announcement was made yesterday after an agreement was concluded between BMW and the National Automobile and Allied Workers' Union. The increases, pushing the minimum hourly wage at the plant up to R2.73, will mean that the BMW workers will be the highest paid in the motor industry.

Also negotiated in the agreement is an attendance allowance ranging from 5c an hour to 15c an hour depending on length of service, and a guaranteed bonus ranging from four percent to 8.33 percent also depending on service.
MAWU HITS OUT AT SEIFSA
By JOSHUA RABOROKO

THE Metal and Allied Workers' Union has accused the Steel Engineering Industry Federation of South Africa (Seifsa) of showing a "cynical contempt" for the process of collective bargaining for the industries' over 380,000 workers.

The union was reacting to a series of annual wage negotiations which have been rejected by them and the South African Toolmakers' Society at the Industrial Council.

A total of 11 out of the 13 unions have signed the Industrial Council wage agreement — but the majority of those who have been signed are craft unions.

In a statement to the SOWETAN yesterday, Mawu slammed the actions of Seifsa during the wage talks. Mawu accused them of using artisanship unions as a means of "avoiding bona fide collective bargaining".

Contemptuous

"By forwarding to the Minister for gazetting, an agreement which has been rejected by the two largest unions representing unskilled and semi-skilled workers, Seifsa has once again shown that it is completely contemptuous of these workers," the union said.

The union also expressed feelings that the action by Seifsa and its associates at the IC confirmed that the majority of employers had never intended to accept collective bargaining.

Both Mawu and SABS, who are members of the International Metalworkers' Federation, have rejected Seifsa's wage offer of a 20 cents an hour increase for unskilled workers and 40 cents an hour rise for artisans and asked for further talks with the employers.

However, the request for further meetings has been rejected by the employers. The wage agreement is to be presented to the Minister for gazetting soon.

TurffLOOP graduation

THE 23rd graduation ceremony of the University of the North (Turffloop) will be held on Friday and Saturday when a total of 673 degrees and diplomas in seven faculties will be awarded. Mr Frank Swart, the public relations officer, announced yesterday.

Faculties concerned on Friday are Arts, Mathematics and Natural Sciences and Theology. On Saturday degrees will be conferred by the faculties of Economics and Administration, Education, Law and Agriculture.

The university will also award two honorary doctorates to Mr T K Mopeli, Chief Minister of Qwaqwa (Doctor of Administration HC) and Professor A J D Manning, retired professor of Zoology (Doctor of Education HC).

R13-m already

PART of the R18.5 million required for the building of the giant commercial training centre in Kathlehong, which is due to be erected early next year, has been raised.

This was told to The SOWETAN over the weekend by Mr Oscar Mamba, the chairman of the Kathlehong Junior Chamber of Commerce and Industries (KJOCI), whose organisation is behind the erection.

According to Mamba, some companies based in the USA and West Germany have donated R13 million and negotiations are at an advanced stage with some local companies and private businesses.
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Steel bosses show contempt — union

JOHANNESBURG. — The Metal and Allied Workers' Union has accused employers in the steel and engineering industries of displaying a cynical contempt for the process of collective bargaining.

The charge arises from the recent series of disputes over wage negotiations covering some 80,000 workers in the metal industries.

In a strong attack on the actions taken by the Steel and Engineering Industries Federation (Seifsa) during the talks, MAWU's national executive said the employers had used the artisan unions party to the Industrial Council as a means of avoiding bona fide collective bargaining.

Altogether 11 of the 13 unions party to the council have signed the agreement, but the majority of these are craft unions.

MAWU, together with the South African Boilermakers' Society, rejected the Seifsa offer of a 20-cent-an-hour increase for unskilled workers and 40-cent-an-hour raise for artisans, and asked for further talks with the employers. The request was turned down.

Seifsa has also advised its employer members not to negotiate outside of the agreement. In recent years bargaining at plant-level has been the major avenue used by MAWU.
Wage hike for workers

THE National Automobile and Allied Workers Union (Naawu) has signed a wage and working conditions agreement with BMW South Africa covering more than 1,500 workers.

In a statement to The SOWETAN yesterday the company said that the hourly-paid workers will receive a wage increase of more than 13 percent effective from July 1984 to June 30, 1985.

This raises BMW's minimum wage to R2.73 an hour — the highest in the country's motor manufacturing industry, according to the statement. The effective average wage has been increased to R3.30 per hour.

BMW was forced to close its plant in Rosslyn early this year following labour unrest sparked-off by wage demands and working conditions.

The company later re-opened its doors for the thousands of workers.

The company has also reached an agreement with the union on certain changes in the working conditions. A service attendance allowance ranging from 5 cents per hour to 12 cents per hour depending on length of service will be awarded.

The company has also undertaken to pay a guaranteed bonus ranging from 4 percent to 8.33 percent depending on length of service, according to the statement.

The union's branch secretary, Mr Charles Nthite, said that the wage negotiations which took almost six weeks, were "tough" and he was "quite happy with the outcome.

He said that management has shown great co-operation with the union and hoped that they will keep good labour relations with them in future.

"This is a major victory for us," he said.
Mawu calls for talks

THE Metal and Allied Workers Union (Mawu) has asked for legal advice in an attempt to pressurise Crown Chrome Plating Company to open discussions with them, concerning more than 100 sacked workers.

The union's legal representatives have already written a letter, requesting the company to hold talks with them on the matter soon.

About 120 workers were dismissed by the company, following a strike over two colleagues who were sacked and transferred to another plant last week.

The workers are also demanding that the company should recognise their union, but management has refused to do so.
CNA GALLO'S SOURCES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sales</th>
<th>% of group sales</th>
<th>Pre-tax</th>
<th>% of group profit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rm</td>
<td>sales</td>
<td>profit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>retail stores</td>
<td>125.5</td>
<td>67.8</td>
<td>9.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gallo division</td>
<td>70.2</td>
<td>24.7</td>
<td>9.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support subsidiaries</td>
<td>21.0</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holding company financial services</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The CNA stores will also remain general bookellers, while specialist shops formerly held by Gallo, such as the Exclusive and Campus bookshops, will concentrate on specialist markets

Band notes that non-CNA retailers probably account for about 85% of Gallo's sales and will always remain a major part

Longer term, management expects the SA markets to increasingly follow US and UK trends. That means preparing for another major market — that for cable and satellite TV. Possible government subsidies for computer education in schools could provide considerably more impetus to acceptance of these media.

Stronger emphasis on educational products will help to make the group's earnings less cyclical.

Bloom predicts higher earnings for the group this year, flowing from the elimination of loss-making companies and the expansion into the profitable video business.

Despite the recent share price fall, the market recognizes there is potential as it sees the share well above the net worth of R1.25. By next year, if consumer spending revives in line with forecasts, the company should look increasingly attractive. The share yields 5.3% at the current price of 260c, against the yield of 4.8% for the sector.

Andrew McSharry

THE CLOSED SHOP

Controlling the entry points

Few labour issues can beat emotions like that of the closed shop. The practice of employers hiring only workers who are members of specific unions is controversial — and particularly so in SA, where race is an ever-present factor in the workplace.

Before 1979, in the pre-Wiehahn period, Africans could not be members of legally-recognized trade unions. The closed shop was widely condemned by labour reformists as entrenching job reservation. Only recognized unions could enter into closed shop agreements prohibiting employers from hiring non-union labour — and all these unions excluded Africans.

Since government accorded legal recognition to black trade unions, much has changed. Unions mainly representing unskilled black workers — founded both before and after Wiehahn — have flourished. And as they gained strength they began to challenge the closed shop preposterously held by the older unions. Some have applied for, and been granted exemptions. The Federation of SA Trade Unions (Fosatu), the Paper Wood and Allied Workers' Union, has, for instance, been exempted from the SA Typographical Union's closed shop at a number of Namak factories.

At one stage it seemed that if the emerging unions continued to gain exemptions, there would be a long-term erosion of the closed shop. But, recently, the older unions have begun to use the closed shop to resist the organizational gains made by the newer unions. One defensive tactic has been to develop a mechanism to expel workers from established unions if they join emerging ones — and so bringing down closed shop penalties on the employer.

This seems to be the case in the present battle between Fosatu's National Union of Textile Workers (NUTW) and the Garment Workers' Industrial Union (GWIU). Both have members at the Pinetown protective clothing manufacturer, James North (Africa) Conflicts started last year when the NUTW applied to the Natal clothing industrial council for membership. The application was refused on the grounds that the NUTW did not have sufficient representation in the industry. The NUTW subsequently announced that it would challenge the industrial council's decision in the Industrial Court.

The GWIU, which is affiliated to the Trade Union Council of SA (Tusca), followed up late last year by amending its constitution to allow it to expel any member who joined another trade union. It was a masterful tactic. Labour law does not prevent workers from belonging to two trade unions. But in terms of the GWIU's closed shop agreement with James North, it meant that the company would be liable for censure and prosecution by the industrial council if it continued to employ NUTW members.

While the GWIU's tactic was undoubtedly aimed at ensuring its survival against the NUTW onslaught, it posed a gigantic headache for James North. No company enjoys being caught in the middle of a trade union membership war. James North took the sensible decision to test the workers' true feelings by conducting a secret ballot. The result was a resounding victory for the NUTW. Some 219 workers voted in favour of it, while only 43 opted for the GWIU.

But the GWIU did not take the matter lying down. It alleged ballot irregularities and worker intimidation, and has questioned the impartiality of James North's ballot auditors.

The NUTW's challenge of the Natal clothing industrial council's rejection was heard in the Industrial Court last week. No decision had been handed down by the time the FM went to press. But the GWIU did concede in court that the ballot results were accurate. The judgment will be crucial for determining the future of the GWIU's closed shop in the Natal clothing industry, into which the NUTW has made significant inroads.

NUTW general secretary John Copelyn tells the FM his union has organised some 5 500 Natal clothing workers — although not all fall within the GWIU's closed shop.

The closed shop emerged as a point of contention in another case heard last week in the Rand Supreme Court. This arose out of an application lodged in March by the National Union of Furniture and Allied Workers (NUFAW) for an urgent interdict preventing the Paper Wood and Allied Workers' Union (PWAWU) from recruiting workers in the furniture manufacturing industry. The furniture union, which disaffiliated from Tusca recently, argued that the PWAWU was acting in contravention of its

FOCUS ON OIL PRICES

At the beginning of this year the FM created a markets section to focus on and extend its coverage of foreign and domestic financial and commodity markets. This week it extends that coverage by including key oil prices, both spot and forward, quoted in international markets. See page 104
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own constitution, which did not cover furniture workers. The NUFAW's action stemmed out of the PWAWU's encroachment at Brits furniture factory Pat Corrnick. But the NUFAW obviously intended to stop its Fosatu rival from organising anywhere in the furniture manufacturing industry.

A complicating factor in the case is that the PWAWU had applied to have its scope extended before the NUFAW's application to the Supreme Court. By the time the matter came up for hearing last week, the extension had been granted. The hearing therefore revolved around costs and whether the NUFAW had been entitled to prevent the PWAWU from recruiting furniture workers at the time the application was lodged.

The NUFAW argued that employees who joined the PWAWU would be endangering their right to continued employment in the furniture industry because it has a closed shop. The PWAWU's legal representatives countered by saying employees had every right to belong to more than one union. The NUFAW stated in court that it intended amending its constitution to prevent this as did the GWIU. The FM went to press before the court passed judgment.

**Flashpoint issue**

These two cases vividly illustrate how the closed shop has become a flashpoint between the emerging and older unions. Tucsa general secretary Arthur Grobbelaar is a staunch supporter of the closed shop. "It is a legitimate means whereby trade unions can ensure that they retain their representation and representativity The Labour Relations Act provides various escape routes to keep them on their toes."

But while the emerging unions seldom have much in common with Tucsa, it would be far off the mark to assume that they are against the closed shop in principle. A leading Fosatu representative told the FM: "We feel the closed shop is a legitimate union demand. Fosatu does not accept that the closed shop is against freedom of association, but it has been legalised in SA because of minority and racial unions. The closed shop must be based on representivity. The industrial closed shop that some SA trade unions have was not based on that. Workers must also have a way of getting out of a closed shop in the event of a union losing support."

According to a National Manpower Commission (NMC) report on the closed shop issue in 1981, 50 industrial councils out of a total of 101 had 57 closed shop agreements. These covered about 150,000 workers, 25,000 of them union members. The report stated that certain unions are involved in up to eight closed shops. Of the exclusively white unions, 25% had closed shops, while of the unions which cater for whites, coloureds and Indians, 82% had closed shops. Only one black union had a closed shop. A senior government spokesman tells the FM these figures remain roughly valid.

The majority of these agreements contain a reciprocal clause — that employees are obliged to work only for employers who are party to the agreement, while employers can only hire union labour. The NMC's investigation of the closed shop arose from the Wiehahn commission's consideration of the practice. It reveals exactly how contentious the closed shop is. In Part I of the Wiehahn report the majority of commissioners recommended that the closed shop should be maintained, subject to constant surveillance by the NMC. However, government in its responding White Paper, favoured the minority view that future closed shops should be prohibited and that existing agreements should be maintained depending on the wishes of the participating parties. But it instructed the NMC to investigate the matter further.

After much deliberation the NMC's 1981 report recommended that the capacity to negotiate closed shops should be retained but that more safeguards should be considered. The NMC stated that "although there are strong philosophical and practical objections to the closed shop it is a long-established practice in SA the retention of which will have more advantages than disadvantages. It is a way of recognising that trade unions need some sort of security arrangement which is justified because of the role they play in the maintenance of industrial peace."

It added that a prohibition on future closed shops, despite possible merits, would result in profound disruption of a large number of stable employer-employee relationships.

In its White Paper on the fifth Wiehahn report, government accepted the NMC's recommendation — but decreed that a 90-day period should be allowed before an employee has to become a union member. That will not be the NMC's last word on the closed shop. It is shortly to release another report on safeguards.

There are many arguments for and against the closed shop — and they are not restricted to SA. According to Kate Jowell ofUCT's Business School, the International Labour Organisation (ILO) has not taken a stand on the issue despite the fact that it has adopted more than 156 conventions on labour issues. Thus, she says, could be seen as indicating the conference's acceptance of the practice. However, it could also be indicative of the difficulty of formulating a convention acceptable to the three parties involved in the ILO — international labour, management, and the organisation's various states' representatives.

Arguments for closed shops are:

- They contribute to industrial peace since they help in the development of larger and stronger trade unions. This obliges employers to pay due heed to them and to comply with agreements.
- They help prevent the establishment of a large number of trade unions in the same industry, so contributing to greater trade union stability.
- They aid trade union discipline, and consequently help employers too.
- It would be unfair for non-union members to derive benefits from the actions of trade unions without bearing the obligations of membership.
- They are so entrenched in SA that abolition will lead to disruption.

Some find these arguments compelling. But in the final analysis closed shops restrain both employees' and employers' labour choices. This goes against the grain of all that free enterprise represents. Just as workers should have the freedom to associate and to join the trade union of their choice, they should also have the freedom not to associate. In a country like SA this is a vital principle.
500 Reef workers on strike

By PHILLIP VAN NIEKERK

MORE than 500 workers at two Reef firms — Glaxo in Wadewille and Union Carriages in Nigel — remained out on strike yesterday.

At Union Carriages more than 400 members of the Metal and Allied Workers' Union (Mawu), a Fosatufi affiliate, have been out on strike since last Tuesday over the dismissal of a colleague.

A union spokesman said several workers had been arrested and charged under the Intimidation Act. Two appeared in the Nigel Magistrate's Court yesterday, and their cases were postponed.

The company spokesman refused to comment, but the Mawu spokesman said the workers had been given an ultimatum to return to work next week or face dismissal.

At British multinational Glaxo, about 120 members of the South African Chemical Workers' Union downed tools on Wednesday morning over wage demands and over a union recognition agreement.

A union spokesman said the strike was an "unilateral action" which had been called to coincide with the visit to South Africa by a member of the board from Britain and to embarrass the local company.

He confirmed that negotiations with the union had been delayed this week because of this visit.

Man left for dead in street still nameless

He had been badly assaulted and stripped to his underpants. It is believed he was exposed to the cold for at least a night — possibly longer.

A hospital spokesman said Mr X's condition was stable. It had improved slightly yesterday.

He has grey hair, is between 50 and 60 years old and has very blue eyes. There is an appendix operation scar on his stomach. He has no teeth.

Police have opened an investigation into the assault and are interviewing any witnesses, or anyone who may be able to identify Mr X, to contact Constable Van Zyl at John Vorster Square.

Anglo grant for genet

Mail Reporter

THE University of Stellenbosch yesterday received a grant of R500,000 from the chairman's fund of Anglo American Beers, for research in genetic engineering.

In announcing the donation in Johannesburg, the chairman of the fund, Mr Michael O'Dowd, said the donation was made because genetic engineering is seen as the technology of the future.

He said the company recognized that there were other areas in education which were a constant worry, such as black education, but one should not always be occupied with short-term problems.

Mr O'Dowd said the donation was, in particular, for
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Re-war
17 strikers are held in Nigel

By PHILIP VAN NIEKERK

At least 17 striking Union Carriage workers have been arrested in Nigel for alleged intimidation, a spokesman for the Metal and Allied Workers' Union (Mawu), said yesterday.

Two of the workers — Mr Samuel Sepe and Mr Joseph Vumendlum — appeared in court on Thursday, charged under the Internal Security Act and were released on R200 bail.

More than 400 Mawu members have been on strike since last Tuesday, in protest against the dismissal of a colleague. They have been given an ultimatum to return to work by 7am on Monday, or face dismissal.

The union spokesman — who gave the Rand Daily Mail a list of the detained workers — accused the police of trying to "break the strike" by detaining workers, but that "no amount of determination could shake the worker's militance".

By last night, the Police Directorate of Public Relations had not replied to a telex from the Mail requesting details of the alleged detentions.

Meanwhile, more than 400 workers at the Bosal Africa exhaust firm in Pretoria went on strike yesterday morning, demanding a 20% increase, which management was not prepared to grant, reports the Pretoria Bureau.

Mrs Dora Nowatha, the general secretary of the United African Motor and Allied Workers' Union said she received a phone call from Bosal saying the workers were on strike.

She said she went to the firm and found that workers had downed tools. She persuaded them to return to work.

"The management agreed to talk to us on Thursday to discuss the issue, which I think will not be difficult," Mrs Nowatha said.

A spokesman for the company, Mr J Lobbe, declined to comment.

At Glaxo in Wadeville yesterday, about 120 members of the South African Chemical Workers' Union, who have been on strike since Wednesday over wages, returned to their jobs, pending negotiations with the company.
MAY STRIKE CONTINUES

DURBAN - One hundred workers at a factory in New Germany entered their fifth day on strike yesterday after talks between the Metal and Allied Workers Union and Pineware Management broke down.

A spokesman for the union said the strike was caused over the company's refusal to comply with an agreement with the union to re-employ members who were retrenched about a month ago.
THE International Confederation of Free Trade
Unions (ICFTU) has expressed its concern at the
growing use of security legislation against striking
workers.

This trend has been becoming more and more
apparent in recent months.

The ICFTU has especially noted the case of Mr.
Leonard "Skokes" Shikakhane, the general secre-
tary of the Food Beverage Workers' Union, who is
facing charges under the Internal Security Act along
with 36 workers at Chubby Cheeks Poultry Farm in
Potchefstroom.

While the case was under way in the Potchef-
stroom Regional Court last week, police were busy
detaining 17 striking workers at Union Carriages in
Nigel and charging them under the Intimidation Act.
Metal unions’ split lets employers off hook

TWO weeks ago, three of the unions party to the Metal Industrial Council seemed on the verge of formulating a common response to the final pay offer by the Steel and Engineering Industries Federation of SA (Seifisa).

It was to be an important test of the effectiveness of the local co-ordinating committee of the International Metalworkers’ Federation (IMF), a remarkable show of solidarity between skilled and unskilled workers and a fundamental challenge to the bargaining structure of the council.

In the past weeks all three unions, while being unhappy with the offer, have responded differently and metal employers are breathing a lot easier because of that.

First the Steel, Engineering and Allied Workers’ Union (Seawusa) surprised everyone, including Seifisa, by deciding — albeit reluctantly — to be party to the agreement.

Then the SA Boilermakers’ Society (Sabs), which has acquired a reputation not only for being maverick but for being pragmatic, opted not to be party to the agreement, but supported its extension to all parties.

Finally, the Metal and Allied Workers’ Union (Mawu), also rejected the offer but criticised Seifisa for extending the agreement to non-parties.

HAD all three metal unions taken the same stance they could have exposed a serious flaw in the industrial council.

Because of the sheer size of the council which regulates wages and working conditions for some 380 000 workers — there are in effect two sets of negotiations one for skilled workers and one for unskilled and semi-skilled workers.

Seifisa refused a request to renegotiate the final offer with the three unions, who represent virtually all unionised unskilled and semi-skilled workers in the industry, though Sabs represents artisans as well.

Seifisa was in a position where it could then sign an agreement with the 10 artisan unions on the council and extend this agreement to cover all parties even though the unions representing unskilled workers were not party to the agreement.

It was precisely this situation that prompted one unionist to refer to the whole process as a “travesty of collective bargaining”.

It was on this crucial aspect that the three unions split. Seawusa became party to the agreement and Sabs (because it did not want to affect the council’s benefit structure) wrote to the Minister of Manpower supporting the extension of the agreement to non-parties.

Thus left Mawu very much on its own.

It criticised Seifisa for showing itself “completely contemptuous of the unskilled and semi-skilled workers” in the industry and for using the artisan unions to present a “facade of collective bargaining” but their choice of action was limited by the decisions of the other unions.

SABS’ stand has been one of the most interesting features of this year’s protracted Industrial Council negotiations.

Sabs told members in the union newsletter that it had taken the decision not to be a party to the agreement on “practical”, not “ideological” grounds.

That Sabs did not sign will have no effect on members who will receive their increases, anyway.

But the union has not tied its hands as far as further negotiations for improvements over and above the council minima. Nor has it agreed to anything which was “not the result of fair bargaining.”
THE common employer practice of selective re-employment during a strike has been challenged in the industrial court in Durban.

An application for a reinstatement order has been brought for four former employees of Niman & Lester, a Pinetown textile firm, following a strike at the firm in March this year in which only 75 out of 80 workers were reinstated.

The case is complicated by the company's argument that the workers were dismissed in terms of an agreement with the National Union of Textile Workers and senior shop stewards.

The presiding officer could restrict his judgment to considering the fairness or unfairness of the dismissals in terms of this aspect.

However, the workers' legal representatives have argued that the concept of selective re-employment is itself unfair.

If a ruling is made on this then the case of Mr Ephraam Hlophe and others versus Niman & Lester could join the two or three other landmark judgments of the industrial court which have seriously limited the powers of management.
DURBAN — The 100 Pineware workers at New Germany who were out on strike for five days last week were back at work yesterday, but the dispute is not yet over.

The workers said they went on strike last Monday because the company did not re-employ three retrenched members in accordance with an agreement between the company and their union, but employed three others.

A Pineware spokesman, Mr D J Cornelius, said all the workers were back at work yesterday, but he was not sure if the dispute was over.

"I cannot comment at this stage because we have not yet spoken to the representatives of the Metal and Allied Workers Union (Mawu) so we are not sure what is happening at the moment," he said.

The general secretary of Mawu, Mr Geoff Schreiner, said the dispute was definitely not over and the workers had decided to go back to work so the union could formally declare a dispute with the company — Sipa.
Fosatu men held in raids

By MONTSHIWA MOROKE

TWO members of the Federation of South African Trade Unions (Fosatu), are among five people who were detained by the Security Police in Davelton, Benoni, two weeks ago.

They are being held under Section 29 of Act 74 of 1953.

Lieutenant-Colonel Vic Heyns, a spokesman for the Public Relations Division of the South African Police, confirmed yesterday.

In one house seven members of a household, including a two-year-old child, were taken away to Fordsburg, the Soweto Police headquarters, and then detained at three Soweto police stations.

Among those still being detained are Mr Xblana Morden, 27, of KwaMashu, 23, organiser for the Chemical, Workers' Industrial Union, and Mr Zanele Maphala, organiser for the Paper, Wood and Allied Workers' Union.

Others are Mr Duke Madinda Golema, 30; Mr Deneus Wandi Gxokza, 24; and Mr Michael Vehle Mthwana, 32.

One of those detained and released 48 hours later is Mrs Violet Nkuna, 55, a widow, and her two-year-old grandson. Her son is one of those still detained.

A Johannesburg attorney said yesterday the security legislation under which the five are being held meant they were held incommunicado and would not be allowed access to family and friends.
Workers to take strike vote

Labour Reporter
WORKERS at a rubber company will decide in a factory ballot tomorrow whether to go on strike over a pay claim.
The clash is between the Howick firm BTR Sarmcol and the Metal and Allied Workers' Union.
A union spokesman said yesterday the company was threatening to effect increases which the workers had already rejected.
Wage talks broke down earlier this month. BTR Sarmcol had offered a 10.8 percent increase — from R1.43 an hour to R1.69.
Union members later marched to the factory offices with a petition calling for the talks to be reopened.
Two union representatives also attended the annual meeting of BTR South Africa after taking the unprecedented step of buying 100 shares in the company.

Waiting
They went to the meeting to protest about the wages at the Howick plant and to tell shareholders about the pay dispute.
An application has already been made to Minister of Manpower P.T.C. du Plessis for a conciliation board to be appointed. But both the union and the company are still awaiting a decision.
Mr John Sampson, the firm's administrative director, said yesterday he knew the union was planning to hold a strike ballot.
He said that if the conciliation board was not established within 30 days, the company would implement its own increases.
The union wanted a rise of about 26 percent, said Mr Sampson.
THE GIANT Futco bus company and two emerging trade unions have averted a legal strike after an arbitrator settled a long-standing wage dispute involving thousands of workers in the country.

The arbitrator has awarded the unions—the Transport and General Workers' Union and the Transport and Allied Workers' Union—a 15.5 percent increase across the board increase in their weekly pay, retrospective from January this year.

The award also involves a six percent interest on the back payment of over 8,000 workers in the country. The parties are to meet and negotiate the terms of the Labour Relations Act.

A spokesperson for the two unions said that they were happy the long-standing matter between them had finally been settled. "This is a victory for the unions," the spokesperson said.

Futco's financial executive, Mr. J. Coetzee, has confirmed the settlement. Standing wage increases which affect the workers from July to December last year, spokespersons from both parties said yesterday. The award was made between the parties after a mediator had failed to resolve the matter last year. If the arbitrator had failed to make the award it meant the matter would have been referred to conciliation—hence opening the way to a legal strike.
Putco workers settle for 15.5 pc pay rise

By Carolyn Dempster, Labour Reporter

More than 8 000 Putco bus workers are to get 15.5 percent pay rises after a year-long dispute with the company.

The award, made by an arbitrator in Johannesburg, has been hailed as a major victory by the two unions which declared the dispute the Transport and General Workers' Union and the Transport and Allied Workers' Union.

A crowd of about 350 Putco drivers gathered outside Amalegu House to hear the outcome of the three-month arbitration hearing, chaired by Mr. P K le Roux, a labour consultant from the University of South Africa.

Mr. le Roux made the increases retrospective for six months, which means that all Putco workers will receive an across-the-board rise of 15.5 percent back-dated to January in addition to the interest on the retroactive lump sum.

In terms of the judgment, Putco drivers will now receive a minimum increase of R16 and other transport workers a minimum rise of R9 or R10.
Mawu case dismissed

THE Industrial Court has dismissed an application by the Metal and Allied Workers' Union (Mawu) for the reinstatement of workers at Vetsak Company sacked during a dispute over wages and union stop order facilities.

The sacked workers had applied for reinstatement, arguing that their dismissal constituted an unfair labour practice in terms of the Labour Relations Act.

The hearing is a sequel to the dismissal of 272 workers employed by Vetsak, an agricultural implements manufacturer. They were fired during a dispute over wages and union stop-order facilities and the company later re-employed 71 percent of them.

Mr Peter Ngobeni and 60 others, all members of the union, were refused re-employment and applied for their reinstatement in the court.

According to the workers' statement, they gathered on the company's premises after making their demands. After discussions with management they were warned that if they did not return they would be fired.

They were subsequently sacked following a series of meetings. The counsel for the applicants argued that the workers had all participated in the strike and there was no reason why selective re-employment had taken place.

Vetsak's legal representative argued that the workers had participated in an illegal strike and had therefore been fired.

In his judgment, the president of the court, Mr J.C. Erasmus, said that the workers' counsel had not attacked the reason for the dismissal but the result of the re-employment.

From that premise, the president continued, the workers' representatives had tried to infer that the dismissal was unfair. These two concepts differed completely.

Under the circumstances he refused their application. However, the matter is only temporary because some of the workers fall under the Industrial Council and have applied to the Minister to appoint a conciliation board to hear the dispute.
Union in council U-turn

Mall Reporter

THE Paper, Wood and Allied Workers' Union (Pwawu) has decided to join the industrial council for the pulp and paper industry.

This represents a major change in direction for the union, an affiliate of the Federation of South African Trade Unions (Fosatu). In the past, it has refused to participate in the council.

According to an article in Fosatu Worker News, the decision was taken in order to "step up our fight against the hard-nosed paper bosses."

A Pwawu organiser said the union had put forward eight conditions for joining the council, four of which had been partially met.

She said the union would continue its fight for the right to plant-level negotiations.

Pwawu claims 9,000 members, 4,000 of whom are in the pulp and paper industry. This means Pwawu has more than three times more members than the total of the other unions sitting on the council.

The union says the decision to join the council paves the way for a resolution of the wage dispute with Mondi and means that from October, black workers will be represented in the council's wage negotiations for the first time.

- The National Automobile and Allied Workers' Union (Naawu) has negotiated a large minimum increase from R1,38 to R2,15 an hour for workers in the Eastern Cape tyre and rubber industry.

This was the first time Naawu had participated in the industrial council for the industry and the first time black workers had direct representation on the council.

A Naawu statement this week said the increases represented a "major step forward in the campaign to move minimum wages to an acceptable living standard in this industry."
COMPENSATION BIAS
The workmen's compensation system discriminates against the bulk of workers who are most likely to be injured at work, according to a study by University of Cape Town (UCT) researcher, Ihsaan Schroeder.
Compensation is calculated on the basis of a percentage of an individual's wages. Thus no fixed amount is paid to workers losing an arm, for example. Instead, compensation is determined by how much a particular worker earns. Thus all unskilled workers are, to some extent, discriminated against.
Schroeder adds that the granting of rebates to factories with low accident rates discouraged employers from reporting accidents.

DISMISSALS
Following procedure
Anyone who fails to comply with negotiated grievance and disciplinary procedures in labour matters does so at his peril. This is clear from an Industrial Court judgment which strongly endorses the concept that the law will support those who comply with negotiated procedures against those who deviate from them.
The court refused to reinstate a Siemens worker who claimed he had been unfairly dismissed because he had been selectively punished for a group decision taken by a number of workers. The company argued that disciplinary and grievance procedures negotiated with the Metal and Allied Workers' Union (Mawu) had been ignored.
The worker was employed in the winding section of Siemens's Isando plant, which operates a system of production target times. He had been warned for failing to reach his targets. A Mawu shop steward said workers found it difficult to comply with the target times and this had been drawn to management's attention.
The worker claimed that, in accordance with a group decision by workers in his section by which he felt bound, he refused to go to the supervisor's office to be warned for working slowly. He was fired for refusing to obey orders. This led to a strike involving 350 workers which was eventually settled after management threatened to fire workers who failed to report for work.
The company argued that the worker had not been dismissed selectively, since he had been fired before the strike for refusing to obey an order and that the workers had failed to follow the prescribed grievance procedure.
The court found that because the worker had not obeyed an order, his dismissal was lawful in terms of common law. It also found that there was no factual evidence that Mabizela had been dismissed in order to punish him selectively for participating in a collective decision.
Summing up the implications of the case, Siemens group industrial relations manager Bill Doyle told the FM, "This case shows that both parties are bound by the principle of fairness with regard to discipline and grievance procedures. If you have procedures, you must apply them. By applying them, you make sure that you eventually reach the best and fairest decision."
INDUSTRIAL COURT

Union loses a case

Employers will be encouraged, and trade unionists dismayed, by a new Industrial Court finding in a case involving the selective returhing of workers fired during a strike. The case is fairly clearcut and its outcome could give important guidelines for future employer conduct in strike situations.

It evolved from the dismissal in January

Employers counsel for the workers argued there was no reason why the 23% of workers who were not re-employed had been treated more severely than the 71% who were. All the workers participated in the work stoppage. Vetsak's legal representative argued that some workers had participated in an illegal strike and had therefore been fired.

The court found that all the workers had been treated in the same way. There was no reason, therefore, for a submission that some workers had been treated more leniently than others. The court also found that workers' refusal to return to work constituted a breach of their contract of employment and that in view of management's attempts to explain why their requests had been turned down, their action was unreasonable.

Dismissal

The court said the workers' counsel had not attacked the reason for the dismissal, but the result of the re-employment. From this he had tried to infer that the dismissal was unfair. "The fallacy of the argument seems to lie in the fact that the unfairness of the dismissal is not sought for the reasons for the dismissal, but in the result of the conclusion of the contract of employment. These two concepts differ completely," the court ruled.

As a result there was no onus on Vetsak to explain why it had re-employed some workers and not others.

The court's decision has led to union fears that employers may be deemed to be justified in dismissing any workers participating in a work stoppage no matter what circumstances led up to it.

If this is the case, some labour lawyers argue, the court will invalidate certain important sections of the unfair labour practice definition.

However, as the court's order is only temporary the matter is not yet settled. Some of the workers fall under the jurisdiction of industrial councils, although the majority do not. The majority have applied to the Minister of Manpower to appoint a conciliation board to hear the dispute. If the board fails to resolve it, the workers can apply for the court to hear the matter again.

But if the Minister refuses their request, or if he excludes the allegation of unfair dismissal from the conciliation board's terms of reference, they will have no further legal recourse.

The metal industry industrial council has failed to resolve the dispute and has been refused an extension to consider it. The 12 workers who fall under its jurisdiction may now appeal to the Industrial Court for a final determination. The motor industry industrial council, which covers four of the workers, has been granted an extension to hear the matter. If it fails to settle the matter, those workers can also return to court.

Reinstated two others before the court hearing.

The case arose out of demands, for a pay increase on union shop-stewards' facilities, made by Mossel Bay shop-stewards during a meeting with Vetsak's personnel manager. At a subsequent meeting management refused the demands and the personnel manager undertook to convey this news to Vetsak workers the next day. However, he could not attend the meeting and sent an assistant in his place.

The workers were dissatisfied with this and insisted that the personnel manager should address them.

The personnel manager and another management representative then arrived and asked the workers to appoint shop stewards to represent them. The workers did so and then returned to work. The shop stewards were told of management's decision. This message was conveyed to the workers who decided that they would clock in the next morning but would not work until management explained its decision to them.

According to the workers' statement, they gathered in the factory yard the next morning. Vetsak's chief manager Piet de Jager arrived and asked why they were not working. After wrangling about which management representative should address the workers, De Jager told them a wage increase was out of the question.

Recognition

A discussion about recognition of the union followed. De Jager then said that if the workers did not return to work their action would be regarded as an illegal strike. Management finally said that if work did not resume by 2pm the workers should collect their wages. At 4pm the workers clocked out and left.

On January 30 the workers arrived and found the factory gates locked. They were told that management was seeking advice from the industrial council. Later they were told to return the next day to be re-employed. On the Tuesday the workers applied for re-employment and were told to return the next day to find out whether they had jobs.

FOUNDATION'S CREED

The Urban Foundation — now seven years old — was established not only to eliminate injustice but to fight against institutionalised discrimination. Addressing the organisation's annual meeting, its chief executive, Jan Steyn, said: "The foundation is — and has to be — as accessible and efficient as possible in its activities, but the commitment with which it identifies and addresses its tasks comes from a desire to see a more just society in which the worth and dignity of every individual in SA is recognised and preserved."

The foundation, he added, should never forget that it is dealing with people, real individuals and families, with aspirations and emotions, with a desire to secure a better living for themselves and their families. It should continue to contribute to the reform of society, and thus provide the avenues through which people can improve the quality of their own lives.

"Only thus can the reform process in SA achieve its objectives of a more just society without foregoing stability and plunging into the abyss of violence, where the future of all our people, whatever their race, colour or creed, will be jeopardised for generations to come," he said.

Steyn ... staving off 'the abyss of violence'
300 VW workers post out on strike

By CLAIRE PICKARD-CAMBRIDGE

ABOUT 300 workers went on strike at the Volkswagen factory in Uitenhage this week following a dispute initially sparked off by a clash with a supervisor.

Mr Fred Sauls, national secretary of the National Union of Automobile and Allied Workers Union (Naawu), said most of the workers involved in the strike were members of the union.

He said the problem had been sparked off about two weeks ago following a dispute with a foreman which led to some workers downing tools in the assembly line.

As a result the body shop could not continue operating and workers in that section had been laid off temporarily without being paid.

He said the dispute had been settled in the assembly line, but workers in the body shop were still dissatisfied with the situation and wanted compensation for the period they had been laid off.

Mr Sauls said Naawu had lodged a grievance with management about compensation for the workers.

This was confirmed by a company spokesman, Mr Graham Hardy, who said the company would make a comment once the matter had been resolved.
Labour Reporter

ABOUT 200 workers at a metal factory staged a placard protest about pay at lunchtime yesterday.

The workers at Wespeco, in Mboti, Durban, said an increase in their wages was 'meagre.'

A spokesman for them said they had asked for an increase of 50c an hour to offset the increase in general sales tax. The company offered a rise of 20c an hour, in line with the Industrial Council agreement for metal workers.

The workers rejected the offer, and decided to stage lunchtime placard demonstrations in front of the administration building during each working day.

They aimed to carry on the dispute until the company agreed to reconsider its offer or to hold talks with the Metal and Allied Workers' Union.

Some of the placards read '20c can't buy a loaf of bread' and '20c is not even enough to feed dogs.'

The protesters were well-behaved, and returned to their jobs immediately after the 10-minute demonstration.

The workers said they had decided against strike action, and hoped that their peaceful demonstration would get the management to take notice of their grievance.

J Milburn, the firm's regional manager, said a statement would be issued by the company's head office in Johannesburg later.

'It is company protocol that all Press statements be made from one central source,' he said.
strike
over
Wages
Vote 911
THE Paper, Wood and Allied Workers' Union (PWA&WU) has announced its intention of joining the industrial council for the pulp and paper industry, ending its long-standing objections to serving on the council.

The union argues that they have three times as many members as the unions already on the council and, while they will be continuing their fight for the right to plant-level negotiations, there are a number of benefits to be had from joining.

Not least is that black workers will, for the first time, be directly represented in the council's wage negotiations.

Anyone who doubts the effectiveness of this need merely ponder the fruits of the National Automobile and Allied Workers' Union's (Naawu's) first effort on the industrial council for the Eastern Cape tyre and rubber industry. Minimum wages in the industry have been upped from R1,38 an hour to R2,15 an hour, an increase of almost 60%.
Workers to protest over new wage offer

Labour Reporter

NEARLY 4500 member companies within the Steel and Engineering Industries' Federation of South Africa will from this month have to pay higher wages to employees who are members of the Metal Industries Industrial Council.

The increase is part of a negotiated amendment to the main agreement of the Industrial Council, proclaimed in the Government Gazette of June 29, 1964.

Mr James Milburn, regional manager of Wispeco—one of the Durban companies within the federation—said in a statement yesterday that his company welcomed the introduction of the new minimum pay scales and would from this week be increasing the wages of staff involved accordingly.

But the workers at Wispeco have rejected the pay rise, pointing out that the increase of 20c an hour was "meagre. They want an increase of 50c an hour, which, they said, would cover the recent increase in cost of living and the rise in the general sales tax.

A spokesman for the workers said they had decided to hold lunch-time placard demonstrations on the company premises.

"We want management to take note of our dissatisfaction over wages. We will continue our protest until such time as they are prepared to negotiate wages with the Metal and Allied Workers' Union," he added.

A union spokesman yesterday confirmed that the workers were "not happy" with the latest increase and were staging peaceful placard demonstrations during their lunch-hour.
DURBAN.—In a 54% poll, 811 workers at a Howick rubber company, KTR Sarmcol, decided to take strike action to resolve a pay dispute, a spokesman for the Metal and Allied Workers' Union (Mawu) said yesterday.

'Mr Geoff Schreiner, general secretary of the Federated Affiliated Union, said no date had been set for the strike but members indicated that if the conciliation board was not appointed within two weeks they would consider taking action.

He said the company was threatening to put into effect a 10.8% pay increase which workers had already rejected. They are demanding 25% increases. — Supa.
THE protracted Putco wage dispute, finally resolved last week with the arbitrator awarding increases of 15.8% back-dated to January 1, was a good example of emerging unions exercising restraint and expertise to achieve their goals.

Because transport is classified as an essential service the unions involved — the Transport and Allied Workers' Union (TAWU) and the Transport and General Workers' Union (TGWU) — were barred by law from calling legal strike action.

Over a period of 11 months they plodded through the procedures of mediation and then arbitration, providing lengthy evidence on the cost of living and minimum living levels, proving Putco's ability to pay more and comparing the wages of their members with those of other bus companies.

Small wonder — when one considers this level of sophistication — that it is management that increasingly has to go on industrial relations courses to learn how to negotiate.

One thing, though, has disturbed the unions. Though the length of the dispute was, no fault of theirs nor their members, the fact that the arbitrator had the power only to back-date the increases for six months, meant their members lost out on the increases from July last year, when they where to have come into effect.
Striking workers at VW return to work

Post Reporter

ABOUT 300 workers who went on strike at the Volkswagen factory in Uitenhage last week returned to work yesterday.

Mr Fred Sauls, national secretary of the National Union of Automobile and Allied Workers' Union (Naawau), said shop stewards were holding talks with management and trying to clear up the matter through negotiation.

The workers had returned to work against the background of the talks.

The workers went on strike after a dispute initially sparked off by a clash with a supervisor which led to some workers downing tools on the assembly line.

As a result, the bodyshop could not continue operating and workers in that section were laid off temporarily without being paid.

The dispute was settled on the assembly line, but workers in the body shop were still dissatisfied. They wanted compensation for the period they had been laid off.

Mr Sauls said this grievance about compensation for the workers was being discussed with management by the shop stewards.
New deal for mothers

By PHILLIP VAN NIEKERK

The Chemical Workers Industrial Union (CWIU) has negotiated a wage agreement with a Pinetown company, NCS Plastics, which includes provisions for paid maternity leave which are the first of their kind in the country.

And setting a further precedent, the agreement also includes provision for two days paternity leave.

According to a statement released by the CWIU yesterday, the increases, which are to apply from July to September, range from 12.5% to 15.5% and include a guaranteed year-end bonus of one months pay.

The company has also agreed to pay 33% of normal wages for three months of obligatory maternity leave with a further three months optional unpaid leave.

There is also to be paid time off to attend post-natal clinics and mothers are guaranteed job security without any loss of benefit or good standing.

In its statement yesterday, the CWIU said this was the first time maternity leave had been negotiated with NCS plastics.

The union believed an important start had been made towards providing for proper child care for workers' children and signalled a move away from discrimination against women in the workplace.
Solidarity pledge by union

By PIPPA GREEN
Labour Reporter

THE 106 000 strong Federation of SA Trade Unions (Fosatu) has pledged itself to "building international worker solidarity" and effective worker organisation across national boundaries.

In a comprehensive international policy statement, Fosatu said it would also assist in increasing international pressure on and condemnation of the South African Government.

Referring to multi-national corporations (MNCs), Fosatu said it believed they had "excessive power which is used to the detriment of the workers both in South Africa and in the home countries of these MNCs".

Calling for international contact at all levels of union membership and leadership, Fosatu said it would "initiate and join any positive attempt to build international organisation within each multinational".

In a significant move, the federation has also said that, after "careful consideration", it had decided that international pressure for disinvestment in South Africa had had a "positive effect" and should not be lessened.

"Fosatu is definitely opposed to foreign investment that accepts the conditions of oppression maintained by this regime."

The federation has also warned the international trade union movement not to station permanent representatives in South Africa or to visit the country except by arrangement with local independent unions, as visits would be "used" by the South African Government to gain credibility.

The policy statement comes at a time of growing contact between South African trade unions and those overseas.
Pressure has worked, says Fosatu

By STEVEN FRIEDMAN

Labour Correspondent

The Federation of SA Trade Unions said pressure on foreign companies to disinvest from South Africa "has had a positive effect" and "should not be lessened".

However, Fosatu did not call for actual disinvestment by companies.

It said only that it was against forms of foreign investment that accepted "the conditions of oppression" maintained by the Government.

And it added that its own concern was to build a strong labour movement which would ensure that plants and machines presently inside the country would be retained in South Africa "for the benefit of all."

These points were contained in a section on disinvestment in a Fosatu statement on international policy, which was released yesterday. The policy was the result of decisions taken at a Fosatu central committee meeting in April.

Essentially, the Fosatu policy statement argued that pressure for disinvestment had had an impact on company labour policies but that it did not mean that local unions should seek actual disinvestment.

It argued that the chief priority of local unions should be to ensure that foreign investment acts in the interest of workers, rather than seeking to have it withdrawn.

In its statement, Fosatu said that as an union organisation "concerned with the jobs and livelihood of its members", it had to give "careful consideration" to the disinvestment issue.
Unions to back civic bodies

TWO Federation of South African Trade Unions' affiliates have resolved to actively support progressive community organisations in their fight against apartheid and exploitation.

The unions — the Metal and Allied Workers' Union (Mawu) and the Sweet Fruit and Allied Workers' Union — said they supported non-racial democratic organisations for the liberation of blacks in the country.

The resolutions were taken at a meeting in Reiger Park this week. The meeting was called to discuss community problems.

In a statement to The SOWETAN after the meeting the unions said that there were various problems affecting black "people in their residential areas:

- They were concerned about the high house rents, electricity tariffs, water bills, lack of recreational facilities, shortage of houses and schools in those areas.

"We feel that as workers lack of these facilities equally affect us and fighting against them will need a joint venture by all concerned organisations," the unions said.

The unions have also pledged to fight apartheid and exploitation of workers at factories.

Many workers were not earning "decent wages" to afford the high tariffs.

"We also call upon workers to unite against fighting the vexatious laws such as influx control, Group Areas Act, separate development and others.

"We intend informing employers to regard June 16 as a public holiday," they said.
Social work for unions

Mail Reporter

SEVERAL hundred members of the Metal and Allied Workers' Union (Mawu) and the Sweet, Food and Allied Workers' Union (SFAWU) resolved at a mass meeting at Reiger Park, Boksburg, at the weekend to build up "progressive community organisations controlled by workers." The meeting of East Rand members of the two unions, both of which are affiliated to the Federation of South African Trade Unions (Fosatu), was called to examine the links between trade unions and community organisations.

The meeting resolved to build up worker-controlled community organisations, to join already-existing "progressive community organisations" and to actively support the "nonracial democratic organisations of this country."
Fosatu spells out funds policy

By STEVEN FRIEDMAN
Labour Correspondent

The Federation of SA Trade Unions has reaffirmed its support for the use of overseas union funds by emerging unions — but has warned that local unions need to exercise "clear control" over foreign union funding.

This statement comes at a time when a National Manpower Commission report has urged the Government to clamp down on foreign funding of emerging unions.

It recommended that unions which do not receive most of their funds from their members be denied Government approval and hence be barred from operating.

Fosatu was barred from receiving foreign union funds by a Government order some years ago.

Its attitude to foreign funds is spelled out in a statement on international policy which was released this week. The statement is the result of a meeting of Fosatu's central committee in April.

It also reveals that Fosatu is against joining international union bodies to which national union bodies belong, but believes its unions should support international trade secretariats for unions in particular industries.

It criticises the actions of some foreign union bodies, arguing that foreign union money has been used to fight international political battles rather than build up unions, but does not name them.

Fosatu says local unions have required and "will continue to require" financial aid from the international union movement. This aid is, it says, "fundamental to international worker solidarity."

It believes a stage will be reached when it and its unions will be able to fund their own running expenses but that, even then, overseas union aid will be needed for "extra-ordinary projects to further develop the worker movement."

But it also charges that international union bodies are still "bedevilled" by "Cold War" politics.

It is against joining either the International Confederation of Free Trade Unions, which represents Western union federations, or two other federations comprised of Eastern European unions.

It adds that, because of these factors, local unions must develop control over and "clear policies" towards international union funding.

These funds have at times been used in South Africa, it charges, to "prop up non-existent unions and create disunity" and "can be used for particular political purposes rather than to assist in the development of unions."
Sexual abuse outcry

THE Foasta-affiliated Metal and Allied Workers' Union is considering legal action against an Isithebe metal factory, Kempar in KwaZulu, following a strike over sexual harassment and wages.

A union spokesman told The SOWETAN yesterday that workers had approached management following reports from women that an induna was forcing them to have sex with them.

However Kempar's manager told Mawu shop stewards that he was not prepared to fire the induna. Management also told workers that if they were not happy they were free to leave.

A shop steward was subsequently dismissed following numerous issues at the company which sparked off a strike.

After attempts by Mawu to resolve the issue, workers at seven Isithebe factories downed tools in sympathy. However the strike failed to break ground and workers were eventually forced to return to work, while Kempar workers were dismissed.

The spokesperson said that sexual harassment and other malpractices were rife in decentralised areas, like Isithebe. Mawu was having problems in fighting the practices because workers in "homelands" were not covered by South Africa's labour laws.
IT started with a cough.
Greta thought it was a winter's cold... until it didn't go away.

Monday was bad. It was the day she started her weekly stint at a cotton factory in Pinetown. It was always bad on a Monday. She had fits of coughing, she was almost suffocated. She wheezed.

She didn't relate any of these things to the place she worked. There were no signs which said "Beware! Cotton dust could be dangerous to your health."

Her employers, part of the multi-million rand textile industry in South Africa, did not take internationally-accepted safety precautions against brown lung disease.

Greta Maphumulo has worked in the cotton industry on and off since she was 19. At 55 she is a respiratory cripple.

"It's so hard to breathe. Especially when I walk up a steep hill or carry heavy things or get dressed," she said through an interpreter.

In 1976 the coughing started. She said the doctor employed by the factory suspected she had asthma, but cough medicine he prescribed did not help.

This year Dr Neil White, medical officer for the National Union of Textile Workers, diagnosed her illness.

"We tested the lung function of 4,500 workers in the industry. Using a spirometer, we found Greta had only 43 percent of her expected lung function."

"She showed the classic symptoms of brown lung."

Dr White said the disease could have been brought under control if detected early.

The solution is to prevent further exposure to cotton dust — which is being done now. Unfortunately in Greta's case the damage is permanent.

Soon after Greta's disease was diagnosed, she was told there was "no hope for any job."

She had worked most of her life in the cotton industry, but was now manumed by it. She felt angry she had not been warned of the hazard of cotton dust.

Now she spends her days at home in Umlazi, looking after her youngest child, Mildred, 14. And she is adamant she will not allow her daughter to enter the cotton industry.

"I don't know if I'll be able to get another job," Greta said. "Maybe I can get work as a domestic. I am doing a bit of sewing and taking peppermint cough mixture, but it doesn't help. It only helps if I lie down a lot."

She doesn't know if she will get compensation.

One of a handful of victims of the disease who have been compensated is John Hlela, 34, of Hammarsdale.

He worked for 10 years in a spinning department as a cleaner, using a compressed-air blower — a process which stirs up clouds of cotton dust.

Dr White said, "John Hlela showed marked symptoms of byssinosis. Initially he experienced chest tightness, usually at the beginning of the work week. And when he walked uphill he became short of breath."

"Eventually it became so bad that he couldn't breathe when he was working. He had to rush outside to get fresh air, otherwise he would collapse."

"He stayed away from work for three days and came back without a sick certificate. The company dismissed him as a result."

Dr White carried out a lung function test on Mr Hlela in July, 1981, and the result was 46 percent. Asthma treatment didn't help and he applied for worker's compensation.

In June, 1983, he was ruled 70 percent disabled and granted a R109-a-month pension.

By granting this compensation, said Dr White, the state had acknowledged that byssinosis was caused by cotton dust in the factory.
NEARLY 20,000 workers in the country's cotton mills are at risk from the killer disease, brown lung, because no safety standards are set down by law.

The insidious lung disease is caused by inhaling cotton dust over a long period of time. It leads to blocking of the lung passages, and if not checked early it is incurable and can be fatal.

Although the toll of respiratory cripples—written off as permanently disabled—is rising, South Africa lags far behind the rest of the world in formulating protective legislation.

Brown lung disease, or byssinosis as it is known medically, can be curbed. After thousands of American cotton workers were crippled by byssinosis in the 70s, stringent laws were brought in to reduce the hazard.

And after a great deal of scientific research, the World Health Organisation set a limit of 2.2 mg of cotton dust per cubic metre as the maximum safe level, above which workers risk becoming disabled.

Ten times

In South African mills, the National Union of Textile Workers has measured concentrations up to ten times greater than this safe level—an indication of the need for enforceable standards, said union general secretary John Copelyn.

For the past three years the union has investigated conditions in mills and come up with the following list of changes it would like to see introduced:

- Employers must warn workers that cotton dust can damage their health.
- Workers must be given masks to protect them from the dust.
- Workers must be allowed to monitor levels of cotton dust.
- Levels of cotton dust must be kept below the internationally-acceptable limit by using appropriate ventilation.
- Regular tests to be carried out on workers.
- Workers showing symptoms of brown lung disease should be given job security by being transferred away from dusty areas without loss of wages.

Fell short

Most cotton processing factories fell shockingly short of these requirements, said Mr. Copelyn.

There were no warning signs, no prescribed masks, no monitoring of dust levels was haphazard, and workers still risked being fired once they became crippled by the disease.

Mr. Copelyn said employers were aware of the danger of exposure to cotton dust and were guilty of neglect.

He said the Textile Federation had taken up the issue only after the union had "stirred up the dust." The union had campaigned for three years to warn workers of the danger of cotton dust and the union doctor screened thousands of workers for symptoms of the disease.

As a result, six disabled workers have been compensated for life and another 30 are applying for compensation.

Mr. Copelyn said the Textile Federation represented employers' interests and was "creeping into an area directly affecting unions. It is yearning to be able to make representations to the state that either no cotton dust standard be set or that no changes from the present practices of employers are required."

He recalled that in America employers bitterly opposed the high standards required for the safety of workers.

"The standards were challenged by employers, who said they were unfairly harsh on the industry, but all their attempts to get standards relaxed came to nothing."

Meanwhile, the Textile Federation has set up a special committee to investigate byssinosis, and the executive director, Stanley Schlagman, has slammed the union's campaign as "emotive and dramatic."

He said an investigation of the international scene over 16 months showed South African conditions warranted further study before laws could be formulated.
Employee victory on maternity rights

AN AGREEMENT signed between the Chemical Workers' Industrial Union (CWIU) and a Pinetown company, NCS Plastics, last week comes as a significant worker victory in the increasingly important field of maternity rights.

While most emerging unions are restricted at this stage to demanding unpaid maternity leave, which amounts to the right to return to work, the NCS deal is the first time a union has won the right to paid maternity leave.

The company has agreed to pay 85% of normal wages for three months obligatory maternity leave, with a further three months optional unpaid leave.

There is to be paid time off to attend post-natal clinics and mothers are to be guaranteed job security without any loss of benefit or good standing.

This, though it sounds quite sane and reasonable, is a right virtually unheard of in SA industry.

The plight of working mothers — the lack of legal protection and the hostility of many employers towards providing for their needs — was highlighted in a paper recently published by researchers at the University of the Witwatersrand.

They concluded that only trade union pressure on employers could start to change the vulnerable situation of mothers who often do the most unskilled, low-paid, labour-intensive jobs.

The NCS agreement also includes an unusual precedent that fathers have been granted two days paternity leave.

THE National Union of Furniture and Allied Workers (Nufaw) has been defeated in its attempt to prevent a Fosatу affiliate, the Paper, Wood and Allied Workers' Union (PWAU), recruiting members in the furniture industry.

In so doing it has further weakened the closed shop in the industry which — despite protests from established unions that it is a hard-won right serving the interests of workers — is seen as a means of preventing workers joining the unions of their own choice.

The attempt by Nufaw (which has a nationwide closed shop in the industry compelling every worker to belong to it) to block the PWAU is a good example of this.

Nufaw asked the Rand Supreme Court to stop the PWAU recruiting workers in the furniture industry after a dispute at a Brita factory, Pat Carrick, in which workers wanted to resign from Nufaw and join the PWAU.

The Rand Supreme Court handed down a judgment last week in which Nufaw's case was defeated
SA unions support pressure on Pretoria

By Carolyn Dempster, Labour Reporter

The Federation of South African Trade Unions (Fosatu) supports fully the policy of disinvestment and the application of international pressure on South Africa to bring about "social justice and democracy".

In an international policy statement released this month, the federation made a commitment to international worker contact in the pursuit of five goals.

- Build international solidarity in the struggle against the economic, social and political oppression of workers
- Build an effective organization to counter the power of the multinationals
- Support workers' struggles in other countries
- Ensure that the institutions of the international trade union movement are not used to create divisions and a loss of independence within the SA worker movement
- Assist in increasing the international pressure on the "present racist regime" in South Africa

Guidelines for the achievement of these goals Deal with financial assistance, international travel by union members, exchange of expertise and information and closer co-operation with workers in multinational corporations in Third World countries

"The dangers of foreign funding have already been seen in South Africa. It propels up non-existent unions, creates disunity and can be used for particular political purposes rather than to assist the development of trade unions".

Despite the implications disinvestment has for the jobs and livelihood of workers, Fosatu states that this policy has had a positive effect and should not be lessened.

Northcliff boulder: reward offered

By Shirley Woodgate

A R500 reward has been offered for information leading to the arrest of the people responsible for pushing a boulder down Northcliff Hill into a plush Frederick Drive home on Friday afternoon, causing damage estimated at R25 000.

The owners, Mr and Mrs Eric Felton, were in Natal for the Durban July at the time and are expected home at their home late today.

The domestic servant, Mrs Marie Bolokwe, said she saw three "big boys" throwing stones around on the hill above.

"They smashed one big rock down onto another and suddenly the whole mountain seemed to be moving. This huge boulder broke away and came down, smashing through the back fence and the garden bed full of birds, crashing into the dressing room wall!"

HOOLIGANS

The Felton's next door neighbour, Mr R Heddon, said it appeared that the massive boulder, which weighed a couple of tons and would take at least 20 men to move, was dislodged when the young hooligans loosen a rock high up the mountain.

"This smashed into the boulder sending it 200 or 300 metres down the face of the mountain in 20 or 30 seconds."

"In the process the avalanche caused sparks which started a veld fire," he said.

Mr Heddon said this was not the first time youngsters had hurled stones on Northcliff Hill.

Police are investigating the incident.

Bishop Bavin to head UK diocese

The Anglican Bishop of Johannesburg, the Rt Rev Timothy Bavin, has been appointed Bishop of Portsmouth, the church announced in London at the weekend.

The Rev Winston Ndungane, liaison officer for the Anglican Church, said: "Although we are saddened and distressed by his impending departure, we are nevertheless proud that one of our bishops has been called on to serve the church as bishop in an American dio-

Greedy robber first made a meal of it

A super-cool crook first enjoyed a meal at a Springs Restaurant before holding up and robbing the owner.

Police said the robber ordered a meal at the Lantern Restaurant in Fourth Avenue before handing up Mr Wayne Visser.

After eating, he went to the cash desk on the pretext of paying his bill. He took out a gas pistol and demanded money. When Mr Visser passed it he fired the gun into his face.

The robber then tried to grab cash, but a struggle ensued. He eventually got away with R50 - East Rand Bureau
Mawu sacks four organisers

FOUR prominent members and employees of the Metal and Allied Workers' Union (affiliated to Fosatu) have been dismissed from their posts as Eastern Transvaal organisers.

The organisers, Mr E Gondogwana (East Rand branch secretary), Mr S Ntuli (organiser), Mr A Zulu (Eastern Transvaal chairman and vice-president of Fosatu) and Mr D Sinabi (organiser), were expelled by the union's national executive at a meeting in Durban at the weekend.

According to the union this action follows months of internal politics and has effectively left workers in the East Rand and Eastern Transvaal without organiser support. The four organisers were earlier suspended following allegations of misbehaviour, according to a union spokesman yesterday.

The spokesman said that Mr Zulu's expulsion meant that he was also "fired" from his position as vice-president of Fosatu — one of the country's biggest trade union federations.

The organisers were dismissed after they were found "guilty" of certain misconduct and maladministration in the regions. They will be forced to vacate the union's offices with immediate effect.

The spokesman said that there was no fear that the union would split following their expulsion. In fact, he added, workers in those regions have been unhappy with certain irregularities. "We are capable enough to run the region without those men," the spokesman said.

In a statement to The SOWETAN, Mr Zulu said the union's leadership was controlled by a "tiny bureaucratic white elite" and blacks were not playing a major role in running the organisation.
Over 800 at Brits down tools for 50c

By Carolyn Dempsey, Labour Reporter

More than 800 workers downed tools at the Alfa Romeo plant in Brits yesterday in support of their demand for a 50c across-the-board increase.

Production was halted but negotiations between management and shop stewards of the National Automobile and Allied Workers' Union continued.

Alfa Romeo refused to continue discussions with workers in the presence of union officials.

They also refused to negotiate improvements in working conditions if the workers were not prepared to accept the 11c increase.

Mr N Bianco, managing director of Alfa Romeo, denied that there had been a stoppage and said there had been no halt in production, no action and no labour unrest at the Brits plant.

Discussions between the personnel manager of Alfa Romeo and the workers' representatives were continuing peacefully with proposals and counter-proposals being brought to the negotiating table, he said.
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Hotel waiter case settled

Labour Reporter

The case of the Mount Nelson waiter, who was dismissed for serving tartare sauce out of a stainless steel bowl, has been settled "to the satisfaction of both parties" in the Industrial Court.

Details of the settlement are confidential.

The waiter, Mr Willard Nodule, was granted a temporary reinstatement order by the Industrial Court in March, after his union, the Liquor and Catering Employees Union, alleged he had been unfairly dismissed.

The union, of which Mr Nodule is an executive member, claimed he had been "victimized".

The major reason given for Mr Nodule's dismissal was that he had served tartare sauce out of a stainless steel, instead of a silver bowl and had put the bowl on the table for guests to help themselves, instead of serving them.

General secretary of the union Mr Ted Frazer said a settlement had been reached in the Industrial Court which was to "the eminence satisfaction of both parties".

Anyone interested in the art of calligraphy can attend a calligraphy course being held in Wynberg on Thursday and Friday. The courses cost R40. To book: 777123.

The Bug Top Tussle, a musical play for children, is running at the Arena Theatre in Orange Street. Tickets are available from Computicket at the door.

The Just Us company presents Winnie the Pooh in the Nico Malan theatre foyer. There are two performances daily at 11am and 3pm. Tickets which cost R3.25 are obtainable from Computicket and at the door.
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- Top security.
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Big split threatens key metal union

By PHILLIP VAN NIEKERK
Mail Reporter

THE suspension of four leading union officials by the Metal and Allied Workers' Union (Mawu) — probably the most active emerging union in the metal and engineering industry — has sparked a bitter row and a potential split within the union.

Mawu's national executive has recommended that Mr Andrew Zulu, a vice-president of the Federation of South African Trade Unions (Fosatu), be expelled from the union following a Press statement last week in which he slammed Mawu for being controlled by a "tiny bureaucratic white elite".

Mr Zulu's statement was the first public utterance on the upheaval that has affected the union in recent months.

Among changes in the union are the replacement of the union's general secretary, Mr David Sebats, by Mrs T C Nabe, and the closing of the East Rand and West Rand branches to form one Reef branch of the union.

At a Mawu National Executive Committee (NEC) meeting at the weekend Mr Sebats and three other suspended officials — Mr E Godongwana, Mr S Nthu and Mrs N Sobah — were dismissed from the NEC for "financial mismanagement and gross misconduct".

The statement by Mr Zulu — who claims to be chairman of the Eastern Transvaal branch — contained a number of allegations against the NEC and two white union officials, and alleged that Fosatu of which Mawu is a member had backed the other side.

He alleged that all office equipment had been removed from the East Rand branch after a break-in by rival officials, that the branch's bank account had been frozen and transferred preventing them, from bailing out jailed workers at Union Carriages and that almost 25,000 workers were left without an organiser after the officials had been suspended.

The NEC said in a statement that they were not prepared to debate these issues in the Press and claimed Mr Zulu represented a small group of individuals with little support in the union.
Alfa workers down tools over pay dispute

Mail Reporter

MORE than 800 workers at Alfa Romeo's motor assembly plant at Brits, Brits Engineering, downed tools yesterday following a deadlock over wages between management and the National Automobile and Allied Workers' Union (Naawu).

Sources at the plant said there was no production yesterday and workers waited inside the factory gates while management held talks in the afternoon with Naawu representatives.

However, Mr V Bianca, the managing director of Alfa Romeo South Africa, denied there had been a strike at all and said they were still discussing the problem "very, very peacefully".

"The workers have expressed concern over the attitude of management and as a result decided to down tools," he said.

The statement said the company had also refused to allow Naawu officials to take part in the discussions yesterday morning but a union spokesman said last night that union representatives had taken part in negotiations in the afternoon.

It is not known whether an improved offer was made by the company, but negotiations are to continue today.
Putco workers will receive increases in two weeks' time

MORE than 8 000 Putco bus company employees are to receive an additional 6.75 percent increases in their pay packets within two weeks.

The announcement — hailed as a major victory — was made by the general secretary of the Cusa-affiliate Transport and Allied Workers' Union, Mr J Sihosana, who said the increases covered a period between July-December last year.

Mr Sihosana said that the new increase will also have an interest rate of 9 percent and the union saw them as "a move in the right direction for our members."

Two weeks ago, Putco bus workers received an increase of 15.5 percent following an award by an arbitrator after a year-long wage dispute with the bus company. These increases covered the period between January and July this year.

Essential

During the dispute, workers could not go on strike as the transport service is considered an essential service.

Mr Sihosana said that the increase was far better than the final offer made by Putco company before the dispute went to mediation and arbitration.

At the time Putco was offering a R4 a week increase followed by an additional R3 at a later date.

Putco's executive PRO, Mr Pat Rodgers, confirmed the increases. He said the new salary scales will be effected within two weeks.

He said the increases were neither a "victory or defeat" on both parties. The company has actually offered higher wages.

He praised both the TAWU and the Transport and General Workers' Union leaders for the type of patience they practised during the wage dispute.

The delay was unavoidable but the company was happy that the issue has been resolved, he said.
Nufawu plea dismissed

A RAND Supreme Court judge has dismissed an application by the National Union of Furniture and Allied Workers' Union preventing the Paper, Wood and Allied Workers' Union (Pawwu) from recruiting in the furniture industry.

Nufaw had asked the court to stop the Pawwu recruiting workers in the furniture industry after a dispute at a Brits factory, Pat Cormick, in which workers wanted to resign from Nufaw and join the Pawwu.

The judgment has been welcomed by Pawwu who said that it was "a major breakthrough for the union's strength." The union will no longer have problems in industry, the spokesman said.

However, the national secretary of Nufaw, Mr Laia Ram, told the SOWETAN yesterday that they felt the judgment was fair and will no longer continue with the case.

In papers before the court Nufaw argued that Pawwu was acting in contravention of its own constitution, which did not cover furniture workers. It contended that by so doing it was endangering their right to continued employment in the industry because it has a closed shop policy.

On the contrary the Pawwu contested the action and applied that its scope extended before the Nufaw's application to the court. Pawwu's counsel counter-argued that employees have every right to belong to more than one union.

**Costs**

The Nufaw had stated in court that it intended amending its constitution to prevent employees belonging to more than one union.

The application was handed down by the judge who ordered that Nufaw pay costs.

The Pawwu's victory over the Nufaw is the second following a battle with the South African Typographical Union, a Tusca affiliate, in the printing and packaging industry concerning the closed shop agreement.
A CALL for drastic changes to the industrial council system to make it more representative of workers was made by trade unionist Johnny Copelyn at a conference on labour law in Durban yesterday.

Mr Copelyn said industrial councils were collective-bargaining institutions, destructive of trade unionism and unrepresentative of most workers. He said they adopted undemocratic practices.

Mr Copelyn, who is general secretary of the Fosatu-affiliated National Union of Textile Workers, called for amendments to the legislation governing industrial councils to make it an obligation on unions in the council to consult workers before committing themselves to agreements about wages or conditions of employment.

Membership of the council should be opened to anybody with seating being based on a pro-rata representation in the industry, he said.

Speaking in defence of the industrial council as a collective-bargaining institution, Johannesburg labour lawyer Arthur de Kock said the system provided a number of benefits to employers and employees.

There was no law setting minimum wages for workers, but through the council employers could fix minimum wages by negotiation.
PRESS STATEMENTS

MATERNITY AND WAGE AGREEMENT WITH NCS PLASTICS

The Chemical Workers Industrial Union has entered into a Wage Agreement with NCS Plastics of Pinetown for the period July to December. Increases ranged from 12.8% to 15.9%. This is a guaranteed year end bonus of one month's pay.

An important feature of the agreement is Maternity leave. The Company will pay 33% of normal wages for 3 months obligatory leave and in addition, there is a further 3 months optional unpaid leave. There is paid time off to attend post natal clinics. Mothers are guaranteed job security without any loss of benefit or good standing. Two days paternity leave is also provided for.

This is the first time maternity leave has been negotiated with NCS Plastics and the Chemical Workers Industrial Union believes that an important start has been made towards providing for proper child care for workers' children and away from discrimination against women in the workplace. As far as we are aware these paid maternity leave provisions are the first of their kind in South Africa.

General Secretary, CWIU, 27 84

WAGE NEGOTIATIONS

MAWU has recently concluded plant level wage negotiations at the following factories: Glacier Bearings, K B W Valves, City Metal Products, W B Camerons and A P V Kestner (P M Burg).

The increase at Glacier Bearings will now bring the minimum starting wage to R99 per week and at K B W Valves to R89 per week.

At C M P and W B Camerons the shop stewards and management agreed to across the board increases of R14.85 per week which will now bring the minimum wage at both plants to R111.60 per week.

At A P V Kestner at Pietermaritzburg increases of up to 15% were agreed (R13.50 per week) which will now bring the minimum starting rates to R100.35 per week.

The Companies concerned (except KBW) are affiliated to SEIFSA and are party to the National Industrial Council for the Iron Steel, Engineering and Metallurgical Industries.

There are however some companies which are still refusing to negotiate wages with the Union at plant level. Hart — Wispeco, Ocean Manufacturing and McKinnon Chain.

At McKinnon Chain a court case is presently pending on this matter while at Hart and Ocean where disputes have been declared and overtime boycotts are operative, members are discussing taking industrial action to get these employers to discuss wages with the union stewards — strike ballots are expected to be held next week. At Wispeco in Mobjeni members have surrounded management offices at each lunch break this week demonstrating with placards but in silence over the Company's refusal to discuss wages with MAWU.

At Sarmcol in Howick where the union and the company are deadlocked over wages with the company proposing a new minimum rate of R67 a week, the union held a strike ballot on Wednesday. The results of this secret ballot were 911 members in favour of strike action and 4 members against in a 94 percent poll amongst members. No date has been finalised for the commencement of the strike but members have indicated that if no Conciliation Board is called then it will be within the next two weeks.

Union official commented: "We have concluded some useful wage agreements which we are satisfied with — as for those Companies who are refusing to negotiate wages or are intent on paying starvation wages, there are going to be endless problems for which their short-sighted management will have to bear the full responsibility.

G. Schreiner, Branch Secretary, MAWU 29 6 84
Sacked unionists hit back

By MZIKAYISE EDOM

THE four prominent members and employees of the Metal and Allied Workers' Union (Mawu), an affiliate of Fosatu, who were dismissed from their posts as Eastern Transvaal organisers have hit back against certain white officials within the union who want to take over its (Mawu) leadership.

The organisers, Mr Enoch Godogwane (East Rand branch secretary), Mr Sam Ntuh (organiser), Mr David Sibahu (organiser) and Mr Andrew Zulu (Eastern Transvaal chairman and vice-president of Fosatu), were expelled by the union's executive at a meeting in Durban at the weekend.

The four said yesterday they would defy the executive's decision to oust them and would continue with their duties as if "nothing has happened."

Mr Ntuh said: "We are not going to allow certain individuals in the union to intimidate us and for that matter to dismiss us without a clear and valid reason. We are going to defy the executive's order. Only the workers have the right to terminate our services."

For the past four months, Mr Ntuh said, certain white officials in Mawu and in Fosatu have been manipulating the national executive to dismiss them.

He said: "These whites have been planning for the past months to take over the leadership of Mawu, but it seemed we were the stumbling block and as a result the national executive was influenced to get rid of us in order that these whites should take over."

The organisers were dismissed after they were found "guilty" of misconduct and maladministration in the region.

Mr Ntuh, however, denied these allegations and claimed they were false.

A union spokesman had earlier told The SOWETAN this week that there was no fear that the union would split following the organisers' expulsion. He further said the four would be forced to vacate the union's offices with immediate effect if they refused to do so on their own.

Mr Jeffrey Vilane, the national president of Fosatu, his deputy Mr Maxwell Xulu and the union's general secretary, Ms Tembi Nabe were yesterday not available for comment.

This three were said to be attending the union's national executive meeting in Durban and will only be available tomorrow.
WORKERS from all over South Africa will converge on Milner Park on Saturday when the 12 000-strong Federation of South African Trade Unions (Fosatu) hold their annual festival and education workshop.

The festival includes choirs from various factories, worker plays, jazz, videos, and the launch of a new series of worker books run jointly by Fosatu and Havan Press.

In one of the plays workers will act out their 16-year recognition battle for their union, the National Union of Textile Workers, at Framo's New Germany textile mills. Also performing will be the African Jazz Pioneers and groups performing traditional Zulu dancing and singing migrant workers' songs.

The first in a series of worker books, "The Sun shall rise for the Workers", dealing with the metal workers' struggles on the East Rand, is to be launched.
Don't vote, says Fosatu

THOUSANDS of pamphlets calling on Indian and coloured workers not to vote for the new constitution have been widely distributed by the Federation of South African Trade Unions (Fosatu) at factory floors throughout the country.

The pamphlets — under the banner of Workers Unite — say the aim of this constitution is to deepen the racial divisions between workers because this will weaken the organisation at the workplace.

The distribution of the pamphlets is part of the campaign to enlighten workers about the elections for Indians and coloureds under the new constitution in August.

Oppressed

In the pamphlet the federation says: "We, the workers, are the most oppressed people in South Africa. It is we who suffer poverty wages, dangerous conditions, long hours of work and the destruction of our family life."

We know from our struggle that those problems can only be overcome by unity and organisation. The aim of this constitution is to deepen the racial divisions between workers because they know that this will weaken our organisation in the workplace.

"They are not only trying to divide whites, so-called coloureds and Indians but also African workers by putting them in separate bantustans," the pamphlet says.

(Report by Joshua Raboroko, of 61 Commando Road, Industria, Johannesburg)
LABOUR NEWS!

1400 striking workers fired

Mail Reporter

The Federation of South African Trade Unions (Fo-satu) Johannesburg shop stewards council have pledged their support for more than 1400 workers allegedly dismissed for striking at Illman Plastics.

In a strongly worded statement yesterday the council — which represents four Fo-satu unions — said they would not let the dismissals rest and appealed to other workers not to "divide" them by taking jobs at the company.

According to the statement, the workers, members of Fo-satu's Metal and Allied Workers' Union, were fired on June 27 after striking at four of the company's plants in protest against the dismissal of a colleague.

Negotiations for the workers' reinstatement had been held, but no settlement had been reached.

The council statement said they would "campaign in all our factories until the Illman management comes to their senses."

They appealed to Illman to continue negotiations on the workers' reinstatement.

The statement said the dismissals came at the same time as increases in general sales tax, rent, water and electricity and that the loss of employment to about 1500 workers would create problems for the community.

A spokesman for the company said about 59% of the council's statement was "science fiction" and that the board would study the complete statement before "maybe" responding to it.
Union battle at the Cape Sun

Labour Reporter

The dispute between 110 contract workers and the Cape Sun hotel has escalated into a bitter inter-union battle.

The workers, on strike in protest against their monthly wages of about R173, say they have R4 a month deducted from their pay for subscriptions to the Liquor and Catering Trades Employees' Union, which has a closed-shop agreement with the hotel.

The striking workers say they have joined the Commercial, Catering and Allied Workers' Union (Ceawusa), which is not recognized by the management.

"We did not sign any forms for this other union, but they are just taking our money," one worker said.

ACCUSED

The general secretary of the Liquor and Catering Union, Mr Ted Frazer, accused Ceawusa of being "only interested in power."

"It is too bad if workers have not signed joining forms. They still belong in terms of the closed shop. But we haven't dragged them into the union with a rope around their necks."

Meanwhile, the management of the Cape Sun has made several appeals to the strikers to return to work.

The strikers — wine-stewards, waiters, bar-hands, porters and cleaners — say they will not return until the management discusses their grievances.

SIMILAR

It is the second known stoppage at the Cape Sun.

Last October workers struck briefly over similar grievances.

A Cape Sun spokesman said it was "compulsory" to belong to the Liquor and Catering Union.
THE MATERNITY concession made recently by NCS Plastics in Pinetown is likely to benefit not only employees but also the company.

"I believe that we should look towards improved productivity," said Mr H F Drew, the group industrial relations manager. "By looking after our workers we encourage their goodwill and co-operation."

But the sad fact is that most companies apparently don’t share this viewpoint. Many prefer to dismiss a pregnant woman and employ someone else.

According to a paper recently published by researchers in the social science department of the University of the Witwatersrand, although maternity rights are not uncommon in South African companies, they are couched in general clauses.

This leaves far too much to the discretion of management. An example it gives is the existing agreement between ASSEMP (the employer’s association of the retail trade) and the retail unions.

A woman who has worked for two years or longer is allowed to go on maternity leave for up to six months and may be re-employed after this period.

This is not automatic, however. It depends on whether her work has been considered satisfactory or not by the company.

A woman who has not worked for two years has no protection at all.

Management not only has the right to refuse to re-employ her because the job is no longer available, but also to refuse to re-employ someone if she is seen as “undesirable.”

The first of the independent unions to negotiate a separate and comprehensive maternity agreement was the Commercial Catering and Allied Workers Union (CCEWAU).

This was concluded with the OK Bazaars two years ago. Mr Richard Blackwell, OK Bazaar personnel manager, regards the 12 months unpaid maternity leave given by his company as “most generous.”

“We guarantee re-employment after this maximum period of time and women who are members of the medical aid scheme and pension fund have the option of continuing their payments. This is a rare benefit in this period as well.”

What the UIF benefits amount to is this: a woman can claim 60% of her earnings from UIF but, since she is only entitled to one week’s benefit for every six weeks of contributions, this means she has to pay UIF to be eligible for 26 weeks benefit.

On the whole, the present arrangements for maternity leave are unsatisfactory, especially compared to the situation in Europe, where most countries have arrangements for 100% paid maternity leave with guaranteed re-employment.

Women workers at NCS Plastics, a Pinetown factory, have recently won a small victory regarding their rights to paid maternity leave. They have been awarded 33% of their normal pay for three months obligatory maternity leave, plus an option of a further three months unpaid leave.

The union — the Chemical Workers’ Industrial Union — is the first in South Africa to get a company to agree to paid maternity leave. NCS Plastics has also agreed to two days unpaid maternity leave.

"We have had moderate success with our demands. In one case we got a company to agree to guarantee re-employment, plus four months maternity leave.

"In another case we had to settle for the company simply making certain concessions regarding pregnancy.

"They agreed not to dismiss a pregnant woman and to give her preference should she want to return to work, but would only be prepared to re-employ her if there were a job available."

According to the Witwatersrand University paper, only trade union pressure on employers can start to change the position of working mothers. The most vulnerable to dismissal and exploitation by management.

Yet at ISCOR, for example, although seven unions represent workers, most women don’t belong to any of them, many because there is no union for clerical workers.

Jan Prinsloo, personnel manager, said, “We have a specific policy arrangement with the company and are not under much pressure from the unions to introduce other arrangements for maternity leave.”

Maternity leave is only one of the benefits being sought by trade unions.

Dr Anna Scheepers, president of the Garment Workers Union, although pleased to hear of the paid maternity leave, described NCS Plastics’ intention of allowing fathers two days’ unpaid maternity leave as a “mere concession to the principle.”

She feels it is important to establish a principle for paid maternity leave in order to emphasise the need for shared familial responsibilities.

"In Sweden there is fully paid maternity leave of one week for men. It is very important to accept that bringing up children is a combined venture.

"The least one can do is give paid maternity leave so that fathers can be at home for the first week of the baby’s life and help the mother.

"Her union has just concluded an agreement for 16 weeks unpaid maternity leave — a small step towards her ultimate goal.

"We had hoped for paid maternity leave, but the present economic situation does not help.”

Doro Cockerell
Fired Penge workers given hostel deadline

By PHILLIP VAN NIEKERK

ABOUT a third of the 1,700 sacked Penge asbestos miners were still at their hostel yesterday and had been given until the weekend to leave. Mr Pat Hart, the managing director of Gefco, owners of the Lebowa-based mine, said yesterday:

The workers were fired this week after failing to meet management deadlines to return to work after going on strike in protest against the company's annual wage increases.

A spokesman for the Black Allied Mining and Construction Workers Union (BAMCWU) said yesterday that they had briefed their lawyers and were considering legal action against the company over their dismissals.

Mr Hart denied reports that police were called in against the strikers, though he said he had contacted the South African Security Police and the Lebowa authorities to inform them of the strike "as a matter of routine".

He said the police who stood guard around the compound during the strike were the usual mine police and that they had not requested other police.

Mr Hart said he had refused to speak to BAMCWU because they were not recognized at the mine, though he conceded that during the strike the workers had requested he speak to the head office of the union.

The BAMCWU spokesman said the workers were holding a mass meeting with union officials last night where they would plan a course of action against the company.

He said according to his information all the workers — who were paid "poverty" wages of about R150 a month — were still at their hostel.

The National Automobile and Allied Workers Union (Nawu) and Alfa Romeo appeared close to resolving their pay dispute yesterday which has prevented any production at their Port Elizabeth plant for three days.

Mr N Bianco, managing director of Alfa Romeo South Africa, said the union was taking an improved company offer back to their members and he would know by today whether this had been accepted or not.

Workers downed tools on Monday in protest against the company's offer of 11c an hour across the board, but Mr Bianco said yesterday this had been improved to 16c an hour.
The Alfa Romeo plant at Brits was shut again yesterday as 813 workers continued their pay strike. Production halted on Monday over the increase offered by the management in negotiations with the National Automobile and Allied Workers' Union. After talks yesterday the management increased its offer from 11c to 16c. The union wants 50c — Labour Reporter
Black worker is author too

By Carolyn Dempster
Labour Reporter

"The Sun Shall Rise for the Workers" is the personal story of the struggle of an East Rand foundry worker and his union — the first in a series of worker books to be published by Raven Press Jointly produced with the Federation of South African Trade Unions, it is to be launched at the Fosatu Education Workshop at Milner Park this weekend.

"Ilanga Lizophumela Abasebenzi" is unusual in that it is told by a worker, is designed primarily for black workers and gives the worker's point of view.

Mandlenkosi Makhoba relates the story of his life from the time he first arrives as a migrant worker.

STRUGGLES

From a vivid description of hostel experiences to the difficulties migrant workers face in a barely competitive urban environment, Makhoba moves to the struggles by workers at the firm where he was first employed.

Here he was taken on as a furnaceman, faced daily by the dazzling glare of the liquid metal.

"There are many accidents at the furnace when we pour and when we carry pots," he writes.

"Very often the molten metal falls out of the pot and burns us.

"It can burn you from the waist down, mostly on the legs."

BURNED

The account continues:

"When the metal spills, it gets into your boots."

The author says the workers could use protective clothing "but the firm does not give them.

"If someone is not experienced we will always spill I have been burned so many times I can't count."

From a position of seeming helplessness, Makhoba recalls how the workers slowly turned to the Metal and Allied Workers' Union.

In spite of ultimately being dismissed from the firm for holding an illegal strike, and being arrested and allegedly beaten by the police, he concludes that workers are strong when united.

"We know that; when we make our unity, the sun shall rise for the workers."

Alfa and union deadlock

By PHILLIP VAN NIEKERK

THE Alfa Romeo assembly plant in Brits, Brits Engineering, has been closed down until Monday after the company and the National Automobile and Allied Workers' Union (Nawu) failed to resolve their wage dispute yesterday.

This means there has been no production this week at the plant, which was shut down by the company on Wednesday after workers began striking on Monday.

More than 800 workers downed tools this week after wage talks between the company and Nawu reached a deadlock last week, with the company offering an 11c across the board increase and the union demanding a 50c increase.

Yesterday's talks failed again to resolve the dispute after workers rejected an improved offer of 16c an hour.

Mr N Buwan, managing director of Alfa Romeo South Africa, said he had decided to close the plant and that talks with the union would be resumed on Monday.
Potential regional and international political gains for SA are equally dubious says Mandorp.

He concludes "Internal dissection (in SA) will proceed unless a political dispensation is achieved by agreement with, not imposition on, the African people."

UNION DEMARCATION
Closed shop threat

The Paper Wood and Allied Workers' Union (Puwawu) has been granted costs in a case involving a dispute with the National Union of Furniture and Allied Workers (Nufaw).

The judgment is likely to lead to a serious challenge to the Nufaw's closed shop in the furniture industry.

The case with a convoluted history. Earlier this year the Puwawu, which is affiliated to the Federation of SA Trade Unions (Fostatu), recruited a number of workers at Pat Corwick, a Brits furniture factory. Alarmed at this encroachment, the Nufaw made an application to the Rand Supreme Court for an urgent interdict to prevent its rival from organisng in the furniture manufacturing industry.

The argument the Nufaw used was that the Puwawu's constitution did not make provision for it to cover furniture workers. It said the paper union was therefore acting in contravention of its own constitution. The Nufaw also alleged that workers who did join the Puwawu would be endangered if they sought right to continued employment as it had a closed shop for the industry.

However, the Puwawu had applied to have its scope extended to cover furniture workers before the Nufaw's application came before the Supreme Court. By June, when the case came up, the extension had been granted. As a consequence, the hearing revolved around costs and who-

GEORGE MSIBI

Behind Swaziland's turmoil

George Msibi is one of the two most powerful members of Swaziland's Supreme Council of State (Liqoqo) which, in effect, governs the country. The FM spoke to him at the royal kraal at Lobamba.

FM: What is Swaziland's attitude to the dissolution of the Rampff Commission and its suggestion that most people in KwaNgwane oppose incorporation into Swaziland?

Msibi: The main point is that you cannot assess what the majority of the people want without fear of intimidation.

Throughout negotiations with SA, King Sobhuza made it quite plain that he was concerned about the land which was illegally alienated from Swaziland - not the people. He accepted that, if it had been a great deal of change in the human ecology of those border areas which could give rise to problems. Paramount in His Majesty's mind, however, was establishment of internationally acceptable borders, which we don't have, and which entails the return of certain land to us. We have to do.

KwaNgwane has 800 000 people and Swaziland 500 000. Does this not give you second thoughts about incorporation?

There are 800 000 people of Swazi extraction throughout SA. A very small part of them actually live in KwaNgwane. But we are aware of the problems. In 1982, before the King died, we had already set up committees to look into the economic, political and social ramifications of a sudden influx of people. It's going to cost money and it will not occur overnight.

A local newspaper reported SA Foreign Minister, Pik Botha, as saying recently that if Swazi wanted to talk to KwaZulu and KwaNgwane, it could forget the deal. So, what's the next step?

Botha said "talk". But talk about what? Do we negotiate or do we merely keep them informed? When the King started negotiations, he sent a delegation to KwaZulu. One King Zwelithini and Buthelezi. It was a question of informing people who are related and who will be affected. But we were not negotiating with KwaZulu authorities, there's no status whereby we can negotiate with them. They don't take our land, the Bechuanas do.

Secondly, they are not sovereign states, so there is no point in negotiating with them. We are concerned with border adjustments. What agreement can we sign with Buthelezi that would be recognised internationally? But we will talk to them because, if Buthelezi assumes a negative attitude, that's his business. But it is not going to stop us taking the border issue further.

Buthelezi has warned of violence if things are done over his head.

Buthelezi talks too much about bloodshed. These threatening and provocative statements should not be taken seriously. In any case, who would we say we were talking to? A chief of a section of the Zulus? The head of Inkatha, or what?

What is really happening in Swaziland, in view of the recent coup reports, the sacking of ministers, and with the Supreme Council of State, the Liqoqo, becoming more directly involved in government? Who is the real power in the land?

What took place since the death of the King has physically brought the Liqoqo into the government structure. This was done by His Majesty's Proclamation Amendment Decree of July 18, 1982. It stipulated that the Liqoqo would be responsible for advising the Queen Regent on all matters of state.

When the King died in August 1982, he had just appointed the (present) Liqoqo. Two months earlier he had constitutionalised this body. The Liqoqo is an ancient institution in Swaziland and took decisions in the past when the King was not of age.

The fitting-in of the Liqoqo as adviser to Her Majesty meant that the PM and the cabinet had to move down one level. This of course was resisted by the previous FM Mahandla (who) wanted to transfer executive power from the monarchy to the PM's office. The Liqoqo realised he was trying to destroy the heritage left by His Majesty and decided he should be removed as PM. This they caused the Queen Mother to order.

The Liqoqo is now seen to be directly involved in running the country. Which it always has been, in a quiet way. But was not Dzelule named as Regent before Sobhuza died but subsequently removed by the Liqoqo?

This is central to understanding the succession in Swaziland. The monarchy has two integral components - the King and the Queen Mother. At the beginning of a reign the king's natural mother is queen mother. When the queen mother dies, then a sister, who is within the royal house, takes over. When the king dies there has to be a queen mother to supervise the accession of the next king. In the case of Sobhuza, who reigned for 68 years, her mother died and his sisters took over until that lineage disappeared. Towards the end, it was decided to appoint one of the King's wives (she was not even a senior wife) who was chosen for one major reason, that she (Dzelule)
iner the Nufaw had been entitled to to prevent the Pwawu from recruiting furniture workers at the time the application was lodged.

In the hearing, legal representatives for the Pwawu argued that the furniture union was a corporate body apart from its members. The Nufaw therefore did not have the right to bring the application because it had not suffered any harm.

Mr Justice M B Labe, who handed down his judgment last week, found that in other circumstances the Nufaw would have had the right to approach the court on behalf of its members — although it had itself suffered no harm. But he also found that the Nufaw did not necessarily have the right to claim the relief it sought in the costs hearing.

The judge said the Nufaw had not come to court to claim relief for its members. Rather, it had sought to prevent the Pwawu from canvassing or accepting as members any workers employed in the industry who were eligible for Nufaw membership. Because Nufaw had used the fact that the Pwawu constitution did not cover furniture workers as the basis for its argument, it meant that the Nufaw did not have the right to seek relief.

URBAN BLACKS

Problem generation

The generation gap, pitting parents against their children in mutual incomprehension, is a problem in any society. In SA's black townships it seems to take on an added dimension of bitterness mixed with political overtones.

Academics attribute this largely to the growth of individualism among black youth, combined with the fact that they blame their parents for tamely accepting the indignities of apartheid’s impersonal relationships, resulting from housing congestion, urbanisation, industrialisation and long working and travelling hours, exacerbate the problem.

Certainly, many township parents seem to have little control over their older children. Parents see the availability of mass schooling as a privilege. The youngsters consider it an inadequately supplied right — and they demand equal education in a unitary school system.

The recent Pretoria school boycott, which resulted in the closure of six high schools for most of 1980, illuminates the point. Parents held public meetings and called on the 6,000 pupils to reject their leaders and return to classes after Minister of Education and Training Barend du Plessis threatened to close schools if the boycott continued.

Combined pressure

Some parents even suggested that their children should identify “the irresponsible leaders” to the authorities. The boycott continued, with pupils defying the combined pressure of their parents, the churches and community leaders.

The black township generation gap seems to have become more pronounced since the 1976 riots. During that period, youths formed what was really the ultimate authority in many black areas — an authority their elders defied at their peril.

The young tasted power, and they, either through organised groups or local hooligans, directed and controlled events in the townships. Circumstances have changed, but many are reluctant to recognise the fact.

In townships such as Soweto, the young claim their parents can do little to help them in matters related to education or the struggle for social and political change. Many say openly that their elders either do not fully grasp “the urban situation” or are “bent on spoiling its achievements for whites”. They also have to find suitable venues, to be approved by the board, at which candidates will sit for the examination.

There are nearly 3,000 part-time students studying for the JMB examination throughout the country.

SERVICE CONTINUES

Fears were dispelled this week that thousands of part-time students, most of them black, would be barred from writing Joint Matriculation Board (JMB) examinations if the board ceased to accept them as private candidates. The JMB decided at its annual Port Elizabeth meeting to continue accepting these candidates as before.

Several Johannesburg organisations involved in education had expressed “grave concern” at suggestions that JMB might cease to conduct examinations for part-time students.

At a meeting, representatives of the Sached Trust, Turret College, St Barnabas College, the SA Institute of Race Relations, and Council for Black Education and Research, drew up a statement which was sent to the JMB and appealing to the education body not to terminate its service.

The JMB has now decided to continue accepting part-time students studying for its examination. But it has stipulated that private candidates must be enrolled with a correspondence school or college. The correspondence school will also have to find suitable venues, to be approved by the board, at which candidates will sit for the examination.

Swaziland is basically satisfied with the situation. We regret that we had to use force but the problems are really the ANC's. I personally believe that there must have been a loss of control by the leadership over some of its cadres after the signing of the Nkomati Accord. Whether they have re-established control I don't know. We have collected practically all the fighting elements of the ANC and we are moving them gradually out of the country. But, the situation is not static because some are still entering the country from Mozambique.

Why was RV Damiil sacked as Foreign Minister?

He colluded with (sacked former finance minister) Salaya Nxumalo in an attempt to illegally remove executive power from Her Majesty.
Dismissed officials form rival union for metal workers

A new union, claiming to represent almost 20,000 metal workers on the East Rand, was formed this weekend at an Actonville meeting convened by the four union officials dismissed from the Metal and Allied Workers' Union (MAWU) earlier this month.

A crowd of about 400 workers gathered to form the United Mining, Metal and Allied Workers of South Africa and pledged to commit themselves to greater involvement in community struggles and to worker politics.

The split within the powerful MAWU, the largest union representative of black iron and steel workers countrywide, could signal future difficulties for the union on the East Rand.

At the core of the new union are hundreds of former members of MAWU's shop stewards' council on the East Rand who split from the union after the branch's union officials were suspended and then dismissed.

The four officials were said to have been dismissed for gross misconduct and financial mismanagement.
Metal workers split and rival union launched

By PHILLIP VAN NIEKERK

A MAJOR new union was formed on the East Rand this weekend when rebel shop stewards committees from at least 36 factories broke away from the Metal and Allied Workers’ Union (Mawu).

Mawu, a leading affiliate of the Federation of South African Trade Unions (Fosatru), is the largest black worker union in the steel and engineering industry.

The formation of the United Metal, Metal and Allied Workers of South Africa (Ummawosa) follows the sacking of two union officials, including the former general secretary Mr David Sibabi, by Mawu’s national executive last weekend.

In a statement last week Mawu said the organisers — Mr Sibabi, Mr Sam Ntuli, Mr Enoch Godongwana and Mr A Siqeta — were fired for financial mismanagement and gross misconduct.

Hundreds of former members of Mawu’s East Rand Shop Stewards Council gathered at a ball in Actonville, near Benoni, on Saturday to launch Ummawosa.

They declared themselves for worker control of the union, and a more politically active union, as well being opposed to bureaucracy and “white domination.”

The meeting was organised by the four sacked organisers and the vice-president of the Federation of South African Trade Unions, Mr Andrew Zulu, who has been facing expulsion from Mawu.

The split means Mawu has lost a huge chunk of its support on the East Rand, and a crucial area for worker organisation. A bitter inter-union war, with consequences for industrial peace, could be on the cards.

Already there is controversy over the refusal of the sacked officials to hand over the Benoni and Springs offices, as well as the union’s East Rand records, to Mawu.

And the workers voted to extend their organisation into the mines, which could bring them into conflict with other mine unions such as the National Union of Mine Workers (NUM).

Ummawosa claims to have membership at six mines already.

A proposal to insert the word “black” in the union name was rejected after other workers had argued that their problems were not with white workers but with “whites who joined us, not as workers, but as intellectuals.”

Mr Zulu has been elected acting president of Ummawosa.
Settlement reached at Alfa plant

The National Automobile and Allied Workers Union (Naawu) and Alfa Romeo have settled the wage dispute which sparked a strike of 800 workers at the company's plant at Brits.

The union accepted an immediate 10c an hour increase.

A further 4c increase will come into effect on October 1 this year, bringing the total increase this year to 37c.

A 17c increase was granted in January.

This increase is the highest negotiated at a Pretoria motor firm this year.

Naawu expressed satisfaction with the increase and is now looking to September, when negotiations on wages and working conditions for 1985 will begin.

Earlier this month, the Alfa workers demanded 50c across-the-board increase.

This was initially met by management offer of 11c.

Workers rejected this and downed tools.
Formation of rebel metal union is ‘a blow to union unity talks’

By PHILLIP VAN NIEKERK

The formation of a breakaway union from the Metal and Allied Workers’ Union (Mawu) was a blow to union unity talks, Mr Joe Foster, general secretary of the Federation of South African Trade Unions (Fosatu), said yesterday.

Mr Foster said the United Metal, Mining and Allied Workers of South Africa (Ummawosa) had split from Mawu at a time when unions were striving to unite in one federation and to amalgamate where more than one union operated in an industry.

He said Fosatu would discuss the whole issue over the weekend and decide on the future of Ummawosa in Fosatu. He said, “I don’t think we can support a breakaway union.”

Ummawosa, which is made up of a large section of Mawu’s former East Rand and Eastern Transvaal organisation, has claimed it has the support of more than 30 factories and 15,000 workers.

Workers at the union’s launch on Saturday said they stood for worker control, more political activism, less bureaucracy and opposition to white domination.

A spokesman for Mawu claimed yesterday that 45 East Rand factories (out of an estimated 70) had remained loyal to Mawu.

He said the union would continue to service these factories, despite the dismissal of four organisers on the East Rand, and that new organisers had been appointed from the shopfloor.

“Mawu denies the claim that worker control has not been honoured in the union. The decision to get rid of the organisers was taken by the national executive committee.”

“No member of the union has suffered any loss or will suffer any loss because of their suspension.”

“Prior to the split 45 factories in the East asked to be moved to the Western Transvaal branch because they were dissatisfied with the way the branch was being run.”

Mr Chris Dlamini, president of Fosatu, said yesterday that Mr Andrew Zulu, acting president of Ummawosa, was still, as far as he was concerned, vice-president of Fosatu.
Alfa workers resume

Mail Reporter

The wage dispute at the Alfa Romeo assembly plant in Brits, Brits Engineering, which closed the plant for the whole of last week, was settled yesterday and the workers have agreed to end their strike this morning.

Dr N Bianco, managing director of Alfa Romeo South Africa, said he was "very happy" with the deal because "with the increase in cost of living the workers need more money".

A statement by the National Automobile and Allied Workers' Union (Naawu) yesterday said the union had accepted an offer by the company for an immediate increase of 16c an hour, followed by 4c an hour in October.

A total of 800 workers went on strike on Monday last week, and the company closed the plant on Wednesday.

The Naawu statement said the deal brought the total increase at Alfa to an effective 37 cents an hour for the year, the highest yet negotiated.
Union attacks UIF card move

By STEVEN FRIEDMAN
Labour Correspondent

MIGRANT workers whose employers refuse to renew their contracts — or end them by firing the workers — will now see this fact recorded on their Unemployment Insurance Fund cards.

According to the director-general of Manpower, Dr Piet van der Merwe, this move is designed exclusively for workers from “independent” homelands whose UIF money is paid over to separate unemployment funds in the four homelands.

He said it was necessary for the authorities in these areas to know whether workers’ contracts had been terminated and that the change had been made for this reason.

But yesterday the Metal and Allied Workers Union issued a statement sharply criticising the move.

It charged that the move “prejudged” court cases in which the right of employers to terminate or refuse to renew contracts was being contested.

The UIF cards must be submitted to the authorities by workers if they have lost their jobs and want to claim unemployment benefits.

Employers are required to fill in on the card the reason the worker has lost the job: until now, three reasons were listed — resignation, retirement or “other”. Now a fourth has been added: termination or non-renewal of a contract.

Mawu’s spokesman said this would enable UIF authorities to identify whether workers were migrants.

If they were, they would not be able to claim benefits in the cities but would be sent back to the homelands to claim them.

“We also believe this new clause endorses the right of employers to end or refuse to renew contracts,” he said.

Dr Van der Merwe rejected this charge, adding that the change was the result of recent changes to the law allowing migrants from “independent” homelands to contribute to the UIF.
Labour Correspondent

MORE than 100 workers who were fired after a dispute in late 1982 at an East Rand metal company Screenex, and who brought a "test" case against their employer in the industrial court, are still awaiting the court's decision.

Yesterday their union, the Metal and Allied Workers' Union, criticised the delay and said the workers, who had been sacked, were losing money as a result.

Mawu said that, should the court order the reinstatement of the workers, it only had the power to backdate this for six months.

This meant that the delay was increasing the period for which workers would not be compensated even if they won the case.

The court's president, Mr B J Parsons, yesterday defended the delay.

He said the presiding officer in the case had almost completed his judgment and that it should be made known "in the near future".

He said the case had been a "long and complicated" one and that the presiding officer had had to give it considerable thought.

The Screenex dispute centres around the company's decision, in December 1982, not to renew the contracts of several migrant workers.

Workers charged that this was a violation of an agreement not to retrench without consulting worker representatives, and stopped work in protest.

They were then dismissed.

They later applied to the court for an order permanently reinstating them and the case was seen as a key test of the rights of migrant workers whose contracts are not renewed by their employers.

In a rare move, the court heard oral evidence from witnesses.
Alfa Romeo gives way in pay dispute

The wage dispute involving about 800 striking members of the National Automobile and Allied Workers' Union (Naawu) and Alfa Romeo company in Brits has been settled. The two parties reached a settlement when the union accepted an offer of 16 cents per hour effective from October 1. The increase means workers have received pay hikes totalling 37 cents for this year. They earlier received a 20 cents increase.

In a statement the union says that this increase is the highest yet negotiated by them and management this year so far.

The workers went on strike in support of wage demands and the company closed the factory on Wednesday.
Frame strikers tense as co-workers are laid off

BY STEVEN FRIEDMAN
Labour Correspondent

ALL but five of more than 300 workers at the Frame Group’s Consolidated Woolwashing and Processing Mills at Pinetown, struck for the second day running yesterday in support of wage demands, according to a spokesman for the National Union of Textile Workers.

But a statement by the Frame Group’s joint managing director, Mr Selwyn Lurie, said there had been a “partial” stoppage only, caused by a “handful” of workers who prevented others going to work.

Strikers gathered at their union office yesterday and the company was allegedly refusing to negotiate with the union.

According to an NUTW organiser, Mr Jabulani Gwala, the CWPM stoppage came amid tension at Frame’s biggest Pinetown mill, Frametex, over retrenchments.

Seven workers had been retrenched at Frametex yesterday, he said. While the unrest had not spread beyond CWPM, it was possible the dispute would escalate. More than 300 workers are employed at Frametex.

There have been a series of retrenchments at Frame Group mills recently, which the NUTW believes could spark unrest. The retrenchments are the subject of several key court actions.

The strike at CWPM was prompted by wage increases granted to workers at Frame’s Pinetown cotton mills, but not to workers at CWPM, which is part of the blanket division.

Mr Lurie yesterday defended this decision, saying Frame workers were only due for a wage increase in January.

Workers in the cotton division in the Durban area were given an “interim increase” this month to help them cope with increased inflation.

This had not been possible in the blanket division which had been “more adversely affected by the serious economic downturn aggravated by the drought and past mild winters”.

However, he said, employers had been considering “how to alleviate the plight” of blanket workers and the National Textile Manufacturers’ Association was discussing the wages of blanket workers at present.

The stoppage, he charged, could “prejudice” these discussions.

Mr Gwala said Frame has refused to negotiate with NUTW on the dispute. In his statement, Mr Lurie hinted at possible action against the strikers, saying that the strike could “prejudice the position of the workers at the plant concerned.”
HEALTH and safety has emerged as the major bargaining issue on the mines. Now it seems set to become a key source of conflict in the textile industry.

For some time, Ford's NUTW has been testing thousands of workers for byssinosis — a disease which, it says, is caused by exposure to cotton dust and could be fatal. Recently it said it had found more than 50 cases of the disease among workers at Frame group factories.

Frame replied by charging that there was no conclusive evidence that the disease was caused by cotton dust nor that it need be fatal.

The Textile Federation, which represents employers, has reacted equally sharply to NUTW's campaign, charging that it was emotive and misleading.

The Federation is seeking to counter NUTW by setting up its own byssinosis campaign which may also involve mass-testing of workers.

Recently the NUTW and Federation met to discuss the issue — but this meeting heightened tensions.

NUTW argued that worker leaders had a right to take part in any investigation into workers' health — the Federation said employers were better able to assess the effects of cotton dust and did not need union help.

Apparently, NUTW rejected this view as arrogant and left the meeting.

Should the Federation launch its own tests, NUTW may well urge workers — and companies where it has recognition agreements — not to co-operate.
DISPUTES

Legal strike threat

What would have been one of SA’s few legal strikes has been headed off with the appointment of a conciliation board to mediate in a wage dispute between the Metal and Allied Workers Union (Mawu) and the BTR Sarmcol rubber plant at Howick.

Tensions have been mounting between Mawu and Sarmcol where management and the union have had an uneasy and incident-prone relationship for many years. Observers see the appointment of the board as averting what might have been a final test of strength.

Mawu’s local branch secretary, Geoff Schreiner, says the union was poised for strike action and would have gone out into the streets last week had the CB not been appointed.

According to Schreiner, the union and management are deadlocked over a wage offer of 10.6%. At the end of negotiations a dispute was declared and the union pressed for the appointment of a conciliation board.

When the statutory 30-day period had lapsed with no moves towards appointing a

board, the union held a strike ballot in which the overwhelming majority of members supported industrial action. Management and the Department of Manpower were given an ultimatum, either re-open wage talks and appoint a board — or face strike action by the end of last week.

The official reason advanced for not appointing the board within the specified time was that the Department of Manpower is “over-burdened with applications” stemming from wage negotiations with unions outside the industrial councils.

Schreiner says there is hope that the fresh round of mediation will solve the impasse. Management too has shown its good faith by agreeing on a mediator and a date for the first session. But Schreiner says a lot will depend on how far management is prepared to yield, and the union reserves strike action as a weapon of last resort.

The prospect of the two parties reaching an interim agreement on wages in the light of the new developments must be regarded as reasonably good. But whether they can forge a sound long-term relationship is another matter.

Union-management relations at Sarmcol have an unhappy history. After 10 years there is still no proper recognition agreement between the two parties, though Sarmcol chief executive, Stewart Blackstock, notes that “much progress has been made” towards that goal.

The company once took the union to court on an unfair labour practice issue charging that it was negotiating in poor faith over severance pay. Union members once gatecrashed a shareholders’ meeting with the intention of bringing the company’s poor industrial relations record to the attention of senior management and stockholders.

Summing up the union’s attitude, Schreiner says: “Management is deluding itself if it believes it can get the union to accept second-class working conditions and a poor wage settlement. After 10 years of being out in the cold there is a high level of expectation.”
recession — they are party to a form of oppression by limiting competition.

However, some local liquor industry experts say a reference price itself does pose some intriguing problems. Customs and Excise may not have the manpower to police such a system. Invoices are easy to adjust through mutual arrangement between importers and suppliers, and it is a moot point whether brandy deserves any protection in the first place. It is hardly surprising that the investigating committee, including officers of the Commissioner for Customs and Excise and the Cape Wine and Spirit Institute, finds itself on the horns of a dilemma.

Liquor industry sources point out that some wholesalers and merchants are at present selling brandy at several rand a case less than the proposed minimum price. If they can afford to do this now, does brandy warrant reference price protection? Moreover, leading liquor retailers point out that Scotch whisky wholesalers spend twice as much per litre on whisky advertising than their brandy counterparts.

CITIZENSHIP

Using the loopholes

A rush is on among blacks to bypass government attempts to declare them citizens of independent homelands. Thousands have applied for citizenship of homelands that refuse to take independence — particularly KwaZulu and Lebowa.

Among those who have applied are people whom government regards as citizens of the independent homelands of Transkei, Bophuthatswana, Venda and Ciskei. Some people regarded as citizens of KwaNdebele, which is believed to be considering independence, have also asked for citizenship of non-independent homelands.

A spokesman for the KwaZulu government at Umjindi tells the FM his government has received 4,668 applications from non-Zulus who want to remain SA citizens, and 2,175 applications have so far been granted.

Speaking from Sibebag, the administrative capital of Lebowa, a government spokesman said thousands of Vhembe, Tswana and Ndebele, who traditionally belong to Venda, Bophuthatswana and KwaNdebele, have applied for Lebowa citizenship. He was unable to give precise figures.

The legal position that arises from a non-independent homeland granting citizenship to someone with whom it has no traditional or tribal affiliations is obscure.

The National States Citizenship Act of 1970 defines every black as having citizenship of a designated homeland while retaining SA citizenship for as long as the homeland is not independent. When a homeland takes “independence,” its citizens become citizens of a foreign state — although this status is modified by various bilateral agreements with SA.

Citizenship of a homeland is decided by place of birth, descent, language spoken or traditional affiliations. However, the Act does make provision for a non-independent homeland to grant citizenship to someone who would not normally be one of its citizens.

This can be granted on two grounds. One is “Zululand domicile” in the homeland area for five years. In such cases, the homeland authorities themselves can grant citizenship.

The other provision is for citizens of independent homelands to apply for citizenship of non-independent homelands. In this case, however, the homeland authority must make a recommendation to the Minister of Co-operation and Development, who will decide on the matter.

However, the main provisions for homeland citizenship, such as whether a person can speak the language of the homeland of which he wishes to be a citizen, allow ample room for maneuver for any person wishing to claim he is a rightful citizen of a non-independent homeland.

Citizenship of non-independent homelands carries clear advantages. Among them is retention of SA citizenship.

UNIONS

Mawu splits

The formation last weekend of the United Mining, Metal and Allied Workers' Union of SA (Ummwawosa) as a breakaway from the Metal and Allied Workers' Union (Mawu) resulted from longstanding tensions in Mawu. The split has serious implications for the union, for employers who have been dealing with it, for those who have been dealing with it, and for the Federation of SA Trade Unions (Fosatu) to which it is affiliated.

Ummwawosa was formed following an announcement last week by Mawu's national executive committee (NEC) that four top union officials had been dismissed. Former Mawu general secretary David Sibabi, his wife Nobantu and Enoch Godogwana were accused of financial mismanagement while Sam Nthi was accused of "misconduct." The NEC also recommended that Fosatu vice-president Andrew Zulu should be expelled from the union.

The expelled officials organised the meeting to launch Ummwawosa. At this stage, according to Ummwawosa, the new union has significant support. Nthi told the FM that workers at 38 east Rand factories have joined the new union giving it a membership of between 15,000 and 20,000. In addition, Nthi says Ummwawosa has members at six chrome mines in the eastern Transvaal.

According to Nthi, a number of factors led to the break. They are:

- Worker control. Nthi says Mawu had been operating without sufficient consultation with workers and claims the decision to dismiss the other officials was not referred to the union's membership.
- Political direction. Nthi says Ummwawosa believes there can be no distinction between the problems black workers face in the community and on the shop floor,

- White domination. While claiming that the new union supports non-racialism, Nthi says there had been widespread dissatisfaction about the dominant position white intellectuals held in Mawu.

Ummwawosa's membership claims were rejected by a Mawu spokesman. He estimated that it only has about 4,000 members.

Mawu's NEC attempted to resolve tensions in the union, he said, by splitting the Transvaal branch into two regions for the east and west Rand. Sibabi and the other dismissed officials were assigned the east Rand. However, workers at 45 east Rand factories appealed to the NEC to be placed under the west branch, meaning there would be no workers in the east Rand. As a result, the NEC decided to reamalgamate the branches.

The spokesman told the FM that there had been problems with the United Mining and Allied Workers' Union which had been started as a Mawu project to organise white workers. He alleges that Sibabi had organised one chrome mine and that after the Ciskei had opened a bank account without union permission, Mawu had instructed its new general secretary, Thembu Nabe, to inquire into Mawu's expenditure over the last year, he said.

Nthi told the FM that Mawu and Ummwawosa had different strategies. The former is in the process of expanding its membership base, he said, while the latter is more focused on organizing the majority of workers. He also suggested that the Ummwawosa split could represent a wider shift in the trade union landscape.
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Ummawosa was formed following an announcement last week by Mawu's national executive committee (NEC) that four top union officials had been dismissed. Former Mawu general secretary David Sibabi, his wife Nobantu and Enoch Godongwana were accused of financial mismanagement while Sam Ntuli was accused of "misconduct." The NEC also recommended that Fosatu vice-president Andrew Zulu should be expelled from the union.

The expelled officials organised the meeting to launch Ummawosa.

At this stage, according to Ummawosa, the new union has significant support. Ntuli told the FM that workers at 36 east Rand factories have joined the new union giving it a membership of between 15,000 and 20,000. In addition, Ntuli says Ummawosa has members at six chrome mines in the eastern Transvaal.

According to Ntuli, a number of factors led to the break. They are:
- Worker control. Ntuli says Mawu had been operating without sufficient consultation with workers and claims the decision to dismiss him and the other officials was not referred to the union's members.
- Political direction. Ntuli says Ummawosa believes there can be no distinction between the problems black workers face in the community and on the shop floor; and
- White domination. While claiming that the new union supports non-racialism, Ntuli says there had been widespread dissatisfaction about the dominant position white intellectuals held in Mawu.

Ummawosa's membership claims were rejected by a Mawu spokesman. He estimated that it only has about 4,000 members.

Mawu's NEC attempted to resolve tensions in the union, he said, by splitting the Transvaal branch into two regions — for the east and west Rand. Sibabi and the other dismissed officials were assigned the east Rand. However, workers at 46 east Rand factories appealed to the NEC to be placed under the west branch claiming there was no worker control in the east Rand. As a result, the NEC decided to reamalgamate the branches.

The spokesman told the FM there had also been problems with the United Mining and Allied Workers' Union which had been started as a Mawu project to organise mineworkers. He alleges that Sibabi had organised one chrome mine and that he and Zulu had opened a bank account without union permission. Mawu has instructed its new general secretary, Themba Nabe, to enquire into Mawu's expenditure over the last year, he said.

Ntuli told the FM Ummawosa still considers itself part of Fosatu, despite the split. This claim is likely to be discussed when the Fosatu executive committee meets this weekend. Zulu's position as Fosatu's vice president is also likely to be discussed.

**UNIONS**

**Mawu splits**

The formation last weekend of the United Mining, Metal and Allied Workers' of SA (Ummawosa) as a breakaway from the Metal and Allied Workers' Union (Mawu) resulted from longstanding tensions in Mawu. The split has serious implications for the union, for employers who have been dealing with it and the Federation of SA Trade Unions (Fosatu) to which it is affiliated.
Breakaways shatter unity, claims federation

By STEVEN FRIEDMAN
Labour Correspondent

The Transvaal region of the Federation of SA Trade Unions (Fosatu) has criticised a move by former officials of Fosatu's Metal and Allied Workers Union to break away from Mawu and form a new union.

In a statement yesterday, the Transvaal region charged that the newly-formed United Mining, Metal and Allied Workers Union of SA (Ummawosa) had "racist" policies and that the break-away had "split and confused metal workers".

It called on metal workers to reject the new union and remain loyal to Mawu.

The statement appeared to dash the new union's hopes of remaining part of Fosatu.

Ummawosa was formed last weekend after several prominent officials of Mawu's East Rand branch were expelled from the union.

At a meeting to launch the new union, which was attended by representatives of 33 factories, speakers charged that the split had followed worker dissatisfaction with white Mawu officials whom they accused of taking decisions without consulting union members.

They said Ummawosa would seek more active political involvement and implied that this had been blocked within Mawu.

Mawu has replied that 40 East Rand factories have remained loyal to the union and that the expulsion followed growing dissatisfaction with the expelled officials on the part of workers at these plants.

At Ummawosa's meeting, officials of the new union said they still considered themselves part of Fosatu.

However, in a statement issued yesterday by its Transvaal regional secretary, Mr Vivi Masina, Fosatu said its Transvaal regional executive had held a special meeting on Thursday to discuss the split.

It said the meeting had condemned the break-away, branding the action "a minority group who, because they are unable to win majority support, have split and confused metal workers".

It said the new union's formation "can only create confusion and break the unity we have fought so hard to achieve".

The break-away, it said, "can only assist management and the Government".

The rebel officials, it said, had been "properly expelled" by the Mawu executive.
Striking Pinetown mill workers fired

Labour Reporter

ONE hundred and forty-two striking Pinetown mill workers were fired yesterday after ignoring a return-to-work ultimatum after a week-long strike over pay.

Mr Selwyn Lurie, joint managing director of Consolidated Woolwashing and Processing Mills Ltd, a subsidiary of the Frame group — said yesterday the company would begin engaging new employees on Monday to fill the vacancies.

He said 130 workers had reported for duty yesterday and letters had been written to those absent from work, summarily dismissing them as they had failed to return to work in spite of warnings given to them last Friday and again yesterday.

But Mr Jabulani Gwela, a spokesman for the Fosatu-affiliated National Union of Textile Workers, said all the workers had decided at a meeting late yesterday to return to work on Monday on condition that none of the strikers was dismissed.

Mr Lurie told the Mercury letters of dismissal had been sent out already and as far as the company was concerned there was no change in its stand.

He said the NUTW was not recognised by the company. The Textile Workers' Industrial Union had a recognition agreement in the blanket industry.

The workers downed tools last Friday in support of their demand for more pay.
A split in the biggest black metal union, Fosatu's Metal and Allied Workers' Union, has led to the formation of a rival, the United Mining, Metal and Allied Workers' Union of SA (Ummawosa), and divided Mawu's East Rand branch, once its most prized asset.

Is the split a significant move, demonstrating black worker resistance to white intellectuals in the unions, or simply a power grab by a few union officials?

Estimates of Ummawosa's strength differ. It says it represents 15,000 workers in 38 factories and mines, Mawu says only about 4,000 workers in 30 of its 75 Eastern Transvaal factories have joined the rebels.

What is known is that 38 worker committees attended a meeting to launch Ummawosa and there was a high degree of worker participation.

The rebels -- including worker speakers at the meeting -- say the split is a reaction to white MAwu officials who took decisions without consulting workers.

They imply that they prevented Mawu taking a more active political role, which Ummawosa says it plans to do. Their sympathisers insist there are similar tensions in other unions which could prompt similar splits.

Mawu leaders say the rebels were expelled by its executive, a body composed of elected workers. They charge that 45 East Rand factories asked to leave the branch because they were unhappy with the expelled officials.

They thus suggest that the split is the work of officials who had been rejected by most of their members.

At this point, there is little hard evidence to suggest the split will be followed by similar moves elsewhere but it may provide a significant test. Until now unions operating without the aid of university-trained officials have fared badly but Ummawosa's leaders could prove an exception.

Most have a thorough training in unionism and have gained valuable experience from fighting factory battles. Though its size is in dispute, they have a worker following used to participating fully in union affairs.

All this should provide the ingredients of a well-run union. If Ummawosa does grow it will show that grassroots leaders within the better-run unions are able to flourish without aid.

If not, the split will be seen as merely a clash between individuals with little wider significance.
Ruling by the W

Bop man flogged for stock-theft

TEBOGO Mditwane of Lethlakane-Rapulane, Bophuthatswana, stole a pregnant goat and slaughtered it. The "people's court" heard about it and summoned him.

He went there and stood before the court — proudly holding the hide of the goat he had stolen.

As it turned out, he didn't keep his poison for long. The court found him guilty and he got a sentence he is not about to forget.

The people flogged him severely — as long as he lives he will bear the marks to remind him of the commandment he worked so hard to break.

Mditwane is blamed for the theft of 100 goats, 13 sheep and 20 cattle.

When the people flogged him, they sent him running. But he'll have to go on running forever — the villagers have denounced him and asked their chief to remove him from their village.

Pix: EVANS MBOWENI

The sun shall rise for the workers!

WHEN thousands of black workers packed Johannesburg's Milner Park Showgrounds last week for the Federation of SA Trade Unions Education Workshop cum-Festival, there was a disturbing message for the country's bosses.

And this message was:

The Sun Shall Rise For The Workers/Ilanga Ezikhophele Abasebenzi. The book is a slim tome which tells the story of Mandlenkosile Makhoba, a KwaZulu migrant, who took part in the miners' strike which hit the East Rand in 1980.

The book was launched at the workshop.

Makhoba's poignant story in this 36-page volume can only be ignored in the country's boardrooms at the peril of the bosses — especially in the light of the recent study Project Free Enterprise, which showed that black people prefer socialism to capitalism.

In a simple style, Makhoba, a member of the Metal and Allied Workers' Union, an affiliate of Fosatu, huts out at the bosses when he gets to the heart of the capitalism versus socialism debate.

"We came here to work for our families, but it is the white man who gets rich," he writes.

"I know because I have seen this town (Boksburg) grow. I have worked hard for 20 years, but have nothing in my hands. The wealth we have created has been stolen by the bosses."

He also discusses the Government's carving of the country into homelands for the black majority and limited urban rights for the favoured few.

He warns that it is a potential conflict area.

By ZB MOLEFE

**MANDLENKOSILE MAKHABA: Message for the bosses.**
'The story of one tells the struggle of all'

We make you rich.
We fool people make you rich.
You send us back home to die with empty pockets.
Empty dreams and dust in our lungs,
Chopped-off hands and your machines grinding in our brain.

We workers make you rich.
Dayshift, nightshift, overalls and sweat keep the foundries pumping steel,
Casting steel and casting money.

Don't worry brother,
Don't give up hope.
The sun shall rise for the workers.
Benoni, Boksburg, Springs. I go.
We shall make the people all the people rich.

A strike from The Sun Shall Rise.
Fosatu condemned splinter union

THE executive committee of the Federation of South African Trade Unions (Fosatu) has condemned the formation of a splinter union as a means of solving problems. This is the result of the formation of the United Mining Metal and Allied Workers Union of South Africa (Ummowosa) as a splinter group of the Metal and Allied Workers` Union (Mawu).

A statement issued by Fosatu said the executive decided that:

- Fosatu still regarded workers as members of Mawu and would take all steps to help resolve any problems within Mawu.
- The new union was not part of Fosatu or an affiliate.
- Ummowosa would not be allowed to use Fosatu offices.
- Andrew Zulu could no longer be vice-president of Fosatu because he was not a member of a Fosatu affiliate.
- A special central committee would be convened to discuss, assist and resolve any problems in Mawu and the Transvaal region arising out of the split.

The Fosatu executive was calling for full documentary information on the problem.

The statement said Fosatu believed the split was “not in the interest of workers when we are trying to build worker unity.”

“Fosatu will make all attempts to assist workers, but is not prepared to deal with those that have wrongly advised workers to form a new union,” it said.

“The Fosatu special central committee will also consider the draft constitution for a new federation.”

The Fosatu executive also condemned the detention of affiliate organisers Xolani Nduna and Zanele Mapela and organisers and shop stewards of other unions.

“Fosatu is completely opposed to South Africa’s security laws and the arbitrary powers they give to the State,” the statement said.

“This has led to barbarous and inhuman treatment of people detained.”

“Fosatu fully understands why the oppressed people of South Africa oppose this regime by all means and we believe that no matter what the alleged crime of a person, they must have the right to civilised and human processes of law.”

“Our brothers at present being detained are being denied this right and, if being the case, we call for their release.”
Factory workers to contest sackings after go-slow pact

The Daily News

THE sacking of nearly 500 workers at the Unipla factory in Cato Ridge will be contested by the workers in the Industrial Court in Durban today.

According to Miss Pat Horn, Natal branch secretary of the Paper, Wood and Allied Workers' Union, the entire workforce was fired in May after a go-slow campaign in protest against the dismissal of two shop stewards, fired for allegedly organising a May Day demonstration at the factory.

She said that although the workers had accepted their termination pay they did not consider themselves dismissed. An application would be made to the Court in terms of Section 43 of the Labour Relations Act, which provides for temporary relief for reinstatement pending the appointment of a conciliation board by the Minister of Manpower, MP TC du Plessis.

The woodwork factory had had labour problems for a considerable time, she said. Matters came to a head earlier in May when four shop stewards were fired following the demonstration.

Two were reinstated after the Paper, Wood and Allied Workers' Union intervened. The company refused to reinstate the other two — which led to a series of work stoppages and the go-slow campaign.

Company spokesmen were not available for comment last night.
Mawu may lose 7 plants

By STEVEN FRIEDMAN

Labour Correspondent

THE Metal and Allied Workers Union expected to lose “at most” seven East Rand factories as a result of the recent split in the union, a Mawu statement claimed yesterday.

At a meeting called by expelled Mawu officials to launch a new union, the United Mining, Metal and Allied Workers Union (Ummawoso), 38 Mawu factories pledged support for the breakaway move.

But Mawu charged yesterday that shop stewards from almost all its East Rand factories had attended a meeting at the weekend and pledged loyalty to it.

The statement implied that many factories had reversed their decision to support the breakaway.

Mawu also alleged that an investigation by its general secretary had revealed that as much as R7,000 had been spent by its East Rand branch without authorization, while the expelled officials controlled the branch.

Meanwhile, the Federation of SA Trade Unions said its executive met at the weekend and had decided to remove its vice-president, Mr Andrew Zulu, from office because he was one of Ummawoso's leaders.

The statement said Mr Zulu could not be president of Fosatu, “because he is not a member of a Fosatu affiliate”.

Repeated attempts to obtain Ummawoso comment were unsuccessful yesterday.

Fosatu said it would convene a special meeting of its central committee to “discuss and assist in resolving any problems in Mawu arising out of the split”, but would “only recognize Fosatu affiliates and their members.”
Detention without trial condemned

Labour Correspondent

THE Federation of SA Trade
Union has condemned the de-
tention without trial of two
organisers in Fosatu unions.

A statement by Fosatu fol-
lowing an executive meeting
at the weekend also attacks
the detention of organisers
and shop stewards in unions
not affiliated to Fosatu.

It said the two organisa-
tion, Xolani Nduna and Zanem-
vula Mapela were, together
with other detainees, being
denied "civilised and human
processes of law" and called
for their release.

Fosatu said it was "com-
pletely opposed" to the coun-
try's security laws.

It said it "fully under-
stands why the oppressed
people of South Africa oppose
this regime by all means and
we believe that no matter
what the alleged crime of a
person they must have the
right to civilised and human
processes of law."
**Fosatu slams security laws**

The Federation of South African Trade Unions (Fosatu) is completely opposed to South Africa's security laws and the arbitrary powers they give to the state.

In a statement after their executive meeting at the weekend, Fosatu said that it condemned the "untimed inhuman detention" of shop stewards and organizers of unions.

The statement said, "The detention of the unionists has led to barbarous and inhuman treatment of people detained. "We believe that no matter what the alleged crime of a person, they must have the right to civilised and human processes of law. Our members presently being detained are being denied this right and this being the case we call for their release," the statement said.

Referring to the newly-formed United Mining, Metal and Allied Workers' Union (Ummawosa), Fosatu said that it believed that the formation of the union was not in the interests of workers at a time when "we are trying to build worker unity."
New union denies claims

Labour Correspondent

WORKERS at all but two major East Rand metal firms had left the Metal and Allied Workers Union (Mawu) to join a "breakaway" union, the United Mining, Metal and Allied Workers Union (Ummawosa), an Umawoa spokesman said yesterday.

He was responding to a statement by Mawu in which it said that not more than seven factories in the area were likely to join the new union, which has been formed by officials recently expelled from Mawu.

The spokesman, Mr Sam Ntuli, also rejected Mawu charges that large sums of money had been spent by the union's East Rand branch without authorisation while the expelled officials controlled the branch.

Mr Ntuli added that Ummawosa still wanted to remain a part of the Federation of SA Trade Unions, despite decisions by Fosato's Transvaal region and its executive to condemn the breakaway.

"We believe Fosato should mediate in the dispute between us and Mawu — if they did, a solution could be found," Mr Ntuli said.

He also questioned a decision by the Fosato executive to remove vice president Mr Andrew Zulu from office because he had left Mawu to join Ummawosa.

"The executive cannot take this decision on its own. It must be taken by Fosato's central committee," Mr Ntuli said.

In its statement, Mawu said that, at a shop stewards' council meeting held at the weekend, worker leaders from factories at which Ummawosa claimed support had pledged loyalty to Mawu.

It suggested that factories which had originally endorsed the breakaway had rejoining Mawu.

Mawu also charged that, while the expelled officials were in control of its East Rand branch, over R4 000 was spent on a wedding without authorisation.

It charged that nearly R1 000 was missing from the union's head office account and that "as much as R7 000" of Mawu's money had been placed in an Umawosa bank account.

Mr Ntuli charged yesterday, however, that the shop stewards council meeting had been attended by "people who have no mandate from workers."

He said Ummawosa stood by its claim that 38 factories had left Mawu to join it.

He rejected the charges of financial mismanagement as "a joke."

"This dispute has been an issue for some time. Why do they only make the allegations now that we have broken away?" he said. The charges would be answered in full at an Umawosa Press conference today, he added.

700 workers still on strike

CAPE TOWN — The dispute at the Swiss multi-national asbestos product manufacturing plant, Evorite Limited, entered its fifth day yesterday as 700 workers continued their strike.

The workers downed tools last week in protest against the arrest of five shop stewards and the dismissal of a sixth.

Mr John Wayland, the manager of Evorite's Brackenfell plant, confirmed yesterday that the workers were still on strike.

The workers' demands that management withdraw the charges against the arrested shop stewards and reinstate the sixth, have been rejected.

The General Workers' Union (GWU) has accused the company of victimising shop stewards and "collaborating" with the police.

Evorite has denied the GWU's charge and has accused the union of "staging a confrontation."

Sapa
Maternity leave for sweet workers

service would be retained on the company's books for a period of twelve months after stopping work, provided they indicated in writing their desire to return to work.

- Women taking maternity leave would receive a lump sum payment equal to four weeks' pay.
- They would also continue to enjoy medical aid and pension benefits while on maternity leave.

The terms of the Kellogg agreement are:

- Women with 12 months' service would be retained on the company's books for a period of twelve months after stopping work, provided they indicated in writing their desire to return to work.
- Women taking maternity leave would receive a lump sum payment equal to four weeks' pay.
- They would also continue to enjoy medical aid and pension benefits while on maternity leave.

The terms of the Kellogg agreement do not go as far as those recently negotiated between Fosatu and the company's Chemical Workers' Industrial Union and the Pine town firm, NCS Plastics - which will prove quite a challenge for Kellogg workers.

A company spokesman yesterday confirmed the terms of the agreement.

The union's statement said the agreement had been negotiated by the union shop stewards committee and the company and would come into effect on August 1.

According to the statement, the terms of the agreement are:

- Women with 12 months' service would be retained on the company's books for a period of twelve months after stopping work, provided they indicated in writing their desire to return to work.
- Women taking maternity leave would receive a lump sum payment equal to four weeks' pay.
- They would also continue to enjoy medical aid and pension benefits while on maternity leave.

In the statement, Fosatu's president, Mr Chris Dlamini, who is also chairman of Kellogg's union, expressed appreciation to Kellogg management for their progressive thinking on this issue.

A company spokesman confirmed the agreement and noted that black workers at Kellogg did not have to contribute to the company's medical aid fund.

This meant, he said, that women on maternity leave would be able to enjoy medical aid benefits without contributing to the fund.
Court told of dispute over unionist

Labour Reporter

THE Industrial Council for the clothing industry came under attack at an Industrial Court hearing in Durban yesterday for allegedly failing to resolve a dispute over the sacking of a trade union activist.

The presiding officer, Dr D B Elers, reserved judgment.

Mr Chris Albertyn, who appeared on behalf of Miss Florence Ntuli, who was dismissed by the Natal Overall Manufacturing Company, told the Court that the functions of the council were to endeavour by negotiation or otherwise to settle disputes.

He said it had failed to do so in regard to the dismissal of Miss Ntuli — a member of the Garment Workers' Industrial Union, one of the parties which make up the Industrial Council.

Because of a closed shop agreement with the company, Miss Ntuli is compelled by law to be a member of the GWIU in spite of now having joined a rival trade union — the National Union of Textile Workers.

Arguing for her reinstatement, Mr Albertyn told the hearing that a letter setting out her grievances had been sent to the council, but it had made no genuine attempt to have the dispute resolved.

The matter now fell outside the jurisdiction of the council, he said.

Mr Jeff Pobh, representing the company, said he was not in a position to comment on criticism levelled against the council, but urged the Court not to pass judgment on the application for reinstatement until the company had filed its responding affidavits.

'Not neglect' He said the delay in submitting the papers was not through neglect. Miss Ntuli's refusal to cooperate by having the dispute resolved by the Industrial Council had led to the company delaying its reply.

Mr Pobh said it was not sufficient to merely write a letter to the council. The council should have been placed in a position to hear the dispute.

The company had agreed to abide by the decision of the council in the interest of good industrial relations, he said.
Sacked woodworkers to go to court

Labour Reporter

He said the workers' union had a major dispute with the management of the Industrial Court. The union's demand was for a substantial increase in wages, but the company had offered a much smaller increase. The union had refused to accept the company's offer and decided to take the case to court.

The workers claimed that the company had been unfair in its treatment of the workers. They had been working for the company for many years and were now being offered a pay increase that was not in line with the cost of living.

The company argued that the workers were being overpaid and that they should be willing to accept a smaller increase in wages.

The court will hear the case and make a decision on whether the workers or the company are right.

Mr. Blackman, the company's managing director, said that the company had been trying to negotiate a settlement with the union for months but had been unable to come to an agreement.

He said that the workers had been acting in a confrontational manner and that the company was trying to maintain a fair and reasonable wage increase for its employees.
Rival unions seek support of metal workers

The split within the Metal and Allied Workers' Union (Mawu) has plunged thousands of union members on the East Rand into a dilemma of divided loyalties.

Torn between two rival unions, more than 20,000 metal workers at 38 factories on the East Rand are at the centre of the continuing battle for support.

On one side is the United Mining, Metal and Allied Workers of South Africa (Ummawsa), formed by the four East Rand organizers dismissed from Mawu this month: Mr. Sam Ntuli, Mr. Z. Sipeta, Mr. E. Godongwana and Mr. David Sebabu.

CLAIMS SUPPORT

Ummawsa claims it has the support of 15,000 to 20,000 Mawu has the full support of the Federation of South African Trade Unions (Fosatu).

Mawu claims that the new union has support at only seven factories and that by the end of last week not one resignation had been received.

Tensions have been building up for two years. They emerged this month when four East Rand unionists now holding key positions in the new union were suspended and later dismissed by Mawu's national executive for alleged "gross misconduct and mismanagement of union funds".

At a Press conference last week the executive of Ummawsa gave the reason for the split as the dominance of Mawu by a "tiny bureaucratic white elite" which attempted to limit political options.

Ummawsa dismissed the accusations of financial maladministration as a smear tactic employed when the possibility of a split within Mawu became clear.

Spokesmen for the new union insist that the fundamental problem was bureaucratic dominance and manoeuvring by white intellectuals holding key positions in Mawu.

They maintain that:

- Tensions between white technocrats and worker leadership led to the splitting of the Transvaal into eastern and western branches.
- This culminated in the removal of Mawu headquarters from the East Rand to Johannesburg and the election of a new general secretary based in Johannesburg.

Mawu claims in a statement released this week:

- More than R4 000 of union money was spent on a wedding in 1983. Former general secretary Mr. David Sebabu denied misusing the money.
- Since the split, Ummawsa has deposited in its account as much as R7 000 in cheques made out to Mawu. Mawu shop stewards stated that the workers had never authorized this.

Fosatu regards the new union as racist, but the Ummawsa leadership declares it is trying to implement non-racial principles and worker control.
Maternity benefits deal for another Fosatu union

By Carolyn Dempster, Labour Reporter

Another maternity agreement has been negotiated by an affiliate of the Federation of South African Trade Unions (Fosatu)

This week the Sweet Food and Allied Workers' Union (SFAWU) concluded a maternity package for its female members at the Kellogg Company's Springs plant

RETAINED

In terms of the agreement, which comes into effect on August 1;

- Female employees who have completed a year's service will be retained on the company books for an additional 12 months provided they indicate their intention to return to work;
- Women taking maternity leave will receive a lump sum payment equivalent to a month's wages and will continue to get medical aid and pension benefits.

Mr Chris Dlamini, president of SFAWU, which is an affiliate of Fosatu, and chairman of the shop steward negotiating committee, expressed appreciation to the management of Kellogg for their "progressive thinking" on the issue of maternity leave.

IMPORTANCE

The agreement is the third such agreement signed by a Fosatu union within the past three months - an indication of the increasing importance the unions are beginning to place on maternity benefits.

To date the the most beneficial of the maternity benefits agreements signed by a Fosatu union has been the agreement between the Chemical Workers' Industrial Union and NCS Plastics of Pinetown.
Union tension stalks Frame’s Natal mills

THE country's oldest union recognition dispute — the 10-year battle between the Frame group and Fossatu’s National Union of Textile Workers — may be headed for a new escalation.

So say NUTW organisers who charge that recent company actions “seem designed to cause conflict.”

They claim Frame continues to back a rival union, Tucsa’s Textile Workers Industrial Union, in order to keep NUTW although it represents most workers at Frame’s New Germany complex.

It has now, they add, launched a retrenchment programme which is fuelling worker anger. Thus, together with repeated displays in court actions aimed at resolving the dispute, is increasing the risk of conflict, they say.

Recently, a Pinetown Frame mill, CWPM, struck over wages. The stoppage did not spread — but it is not part of the complex where the dispute has been centred and NUTW leaders say the danger of escalation remains.

Frame joint managing director Mr Selwyn Lure, says he knows of no tension at the mills. There will be no strike “unless someone sets out to cause one.”

He describes Frame as favouring TWIU or is provoking workers. Over the past few years, Frame has adopted a new labour relations policy and “the old image of us is no longer valid”.

If a major Frame stoppage did occur, the consequences could be even more serious than that of previous strikes.

Each Frame strike has been more violent than the last, and in 1990 strikers and company loyalists fought pitched battles.

This time, tension between TWIU and NUTW members, which have led to clashes at the company’s Pinetex mill, increases the threat of violence.

Frame’s New Germany plant is a complex of five mills which take up a large chunk of the industrial area. Unrest at one mill could spread quickly to others and to other plants in the area.

White residential areas close by could be affected. NUTW leaders insist they are working hard to prevent a strike. But they say a stoppage was only narrowly avoided earlier this month and the mills remain volatile.

Warnings of renewed Frame unrest come after the battle moved away from the factories and into the courts.

NUTW has been attempting to persuade Frame to recognise it by bringing a series of court actions against it. Frame replied with counter-actions, and up to 25 cases are now before the courts.

These first centre around charges that Frame favoured TWIU by granting it facilities denied to NUTW. Of late, most have centred around lay-offs.

According to NUTW organiser Mr Jabulani Gwala, retrenchments are a source of increasing worker unease.

NUTW wants these carried out in terms of a negotiated procedure, which would ensure that workers with longest service lose their jobs last.

But Frame insists on its right to implement its own retrenchment policy. This stipulates that workers are the first out and that “last in first out” (lifo) procedure be followed by unions should apply.

But where they are skilled or semi-skilled, their “competency” should decide the issue. Only where “competency” is equal should “lifo” apply.

This has resulted in a novel procedure. Workers are given “competency tests” and, if they fail, are retrenched or transferred.

Mr Gwala says workers have no idea what criteria are used in the tests. But there is widespread uncertainty and some believe “that they might as well strike because they are going to lose their jobs anyway.”

Thus, he says, has become bound up with the recognition battle. “Workers know the way their jobs will be protected is if the union is recognised.”

Up to now, he adds, NUTW has contained worker anger by urging members to wait for the outcome of the court cases. But, each time the union has won an action, Frame has appealed and few cases have been settled.

The Minister of Manpower recently refused to appoint a conciliation board to settle a dispute over retrenchments at Frame.

This, says NUTW, makes it difficult to persuade workers to be patient. The clashes at Pinetex increase the prospect of confrontation, says NUTW.

Mr Gwala claims TWIU members have assaulted NUTW members and Frame’s only response has been to discipline an NUTW member who was beaten by TWIU members.

The most recent incident occurred in late June and led to the dismissal of one NUTW member and the suspension of another.

The workers were later reinstated but had they not been, “there would definitely have been a strike which may well have spread.”

Mr Lure says the fighting involved intimidation from both sides and FRAME remained neutral. The clashes occurred outside company premises and the police did not intervene.

The suspended man was not disciplined, but taken off the job on full pay for "dealing with people on the outside".

He says that, if NUTW could prove it represented a majority Frame would consider recognising it — but it would also have to show "it could act responsibly".

Despite the reported tension within the mills, NUTW leaders believe they can avoid confrontation for the rest of the year.

But, say NUTW leaders, January is the crucial month. If the dispute is still bottled up in the courts then, they say, the complex could blow up.

They believe conflict could be avoided if Frame agreed to ballot workers on which union they wanted to represent them — and recognised that union.

Frame says it has not "definitely ruled out" a ballot but believes that, bearing in mind the rivalry between the two unions, any test of union support would lead to suspension that the result was "induced by intimidating means." It adds that it won't agree to any test until NUTW gives it evidence of its membership at the mills — something the union says it already has done.

So the hope for a settlement appears to be swath involvement by the courts, or the Government's dispute machinery.

Now that you've read the review, do you know where to find the book?

It's not in stock, we'll order it for you.
Metal wages settled outside the system

Labour Correspondent
SEVERAL Natal metal companies have ignored a call by the Steel and Engineering Industries Federation (Sefsa) and have negotiated wage increases with the Metal and Allied Workers Union (Mawu) outside the official industrial council system, a union statement said yesterday.

Mawu added that, in all cases, the wages negotiated were higher than those agreed between Sefsa and metal unions at recent council wage negotiations.

At the council, a 13% rise in the minimum wage to R1,75 an hour — R77,85 a week — was negotiated.

Although it is a member of the council, Mawu refused to sign the agreement and said it would seek to negotiate bigger increases at companies where it represented a worker majority.

Sefsa, opposed to negotiations outside the council system, urged companies not to negotiate individual wage agreements with unions.

In its statement yesterday, Mawu said it had recently completed wage negotiations with 10 Natal companies.

It said "most" of these were members of Sefsa and that the wage agreements between them and Mawu therefore "include and supplement the minimums offered by Sefsa at the national industrial council."

In all but one case, employers have agreed to a minimum wage of at least R50 a week, or R2 an hour, which Mawu regards as a "minimum living wage," according to figures contained in the union's statement.

According to the statement, the highest minimum negotiated is R121,50 a week at the Durban plant of Forder Krommenie. Two other firms, APV Kesters and Van Leer, have agreed to minimums of just over R100.

At Krommenie and Van Leer the new minimums come into force in January, while at Kesters it has been backdated to the beginning of July, the union says.
Workers win pay rise

Labour Reporter

WORKERS in the metal industry have won pay increases of up to 13 percent after wage negotiations between the Metal and Allied Workers' Union and 10 Natal companies, it was announced yesterday.

In a statement yesterday, Mawu said most of the 'substantive agreements' had been concluded with the Steel Engineering Industries Federation of South Africa (Seifsa) companies.

'Mawu rejected the minimum wages offered by Seifsa at the Industrial Council. However, all other unions with the exception of the Boilermakers' Society agreed to the employers' proposals of between 7 percent and 13 percent.

'Mawu therefore refused to be a party to the national agreement and undertook as it did last year to revert to plant-level negotiations to supplement Seifsa's national proposals.

'Seifsa, on the other hand, has issued a circular to employers calling on them not to negotiate with unions at plant level as, it has claimed, this will undermine a centralised bargaining system.'

The union said many Natal companies at Seifsa establishments had ignored the call and 'seen wisdom in talking to Mawu at the shop-floor level.'

Wage increases were concluded at APV Kestner (Pietermaritzburg), Pillar Naco (also Pietermaritzburg), City Metal Products (Isipingo), W B Camerons (Jacobs), Forbo Krommenic Jacobs, Metal Press (Mobeni), Van Leer (Mobeni), CT Industries (Pinetown), Glacier Bearings (Pinetown) and KBW Valves (Isipingo).
Highveld Steel faces threat of strike

By Carolyn Dempster, Labour Reporter

Black and white workers at one of South Africa's major steel producers — Anglo American's Highveld Steel and Vanadium Corporation — have agreed to hold a joint strike ballot within the next week.

Not only is this the first step towards a legal strike at the Witbank steel complex but it will be the first time black and white members of separate unions in the same plant have joined forces.

The two unions who will hold the ballot are the Metal and Allied Workers' Union (Mawu) and the South African Boilermakers' Society (SABS) who have a combined membership of more than 3,000 workers. Highveld's total workforce is just under 6,000.

The decision to hold the ballot follows the collapse of in-house negotiations earlier this month. Highveld management made the same offer as employers at the National Industrial Council negotiations — 20c increase for unskilled workers and 40c for artisans.

The offer was immediately rejected and a dispute declared by the Yster and Staal Um, the Amalgamated Engineering Union (both with all-white membership) and the South African Boilermakers Society Mawu, which was not at the first meeting, subsequently declared a dispute.

On July 12 a meeting of Yster and Staal and AEU members resolved to accept management's offer with the proviso that, should the economic situation improve, they would be able to re-negotiate.

But shop stewards representing Mawu and the boilermakers met this week to discuss future steps after the expiry of the 30-day conciliatory period after the declaration of the dispute.

PROFITS

The workers, who rely on overtime and 16-hour shifts to get by, feel that, in the light of the R84 million profit made by Highveld and its sister company, Scaw Metals last year the corporation can afford increases larger than those offered by the Steel and Engineering Federation in the national agreement.
Labour Correspondent

The homes of two prominent Uitenhage motor unionists - both shop stewards of the National Automobile and Allied Workers Union (Naawu) - were attacked with petrol bombs early on Monday morning, a union statement revealed yesterday.

Both the victims, Mr John Gomomo and Mr Samuel Mpushe, are full-time Naawu shop stewards at the Volkswagen plant in Uitenhage. Mr Gomomo is also a senior official in the Federation of SA Trade Unions (Fosatu), and active in community affairs.

Neither was injured in the incident, and, according to the statement by the union's president, Mr Jurie Harris, little damage was done. The attack took place about 3am on Monday.

In his statement, Mr Harris linked the incident with Fosatu's plans to campaign against the forthcoming coloured and Indian elections for the new Parliament.

According to Mr Harris, workers at Volkswagen had "feared to the shop stewards" yesterday morning on learning of the attack and demanded to be addressed by Mr Gomomo and Mr Mpushe.

"The workers expressed their support and viewed this exercise as an attack by the forces of oppression," he said.

In his statement, Mr Harris charged that previous attacks - in the 1970s - on cars and homes of Naawu officials had not led to any convictions in court.

"It is clear that this will again be the case," he said.

Mr Harris labelled the attacks as an attempt to "intimidate" the two shop stewards and to divert worker militancy in Uitenhage.

He also charged that it was an "attempt to create division between the so-called coloured and African workers in the area where worker unity has succeeded in overcoming racial divisions and a strong Fosatu base has been established."

This was especially the case now Fosatu was campaigning against the "racial elections," he said.

Mr Harris warned that the attacks could damage stable labour relations at Uitenhage plants. "The employer must not be surprised if, as a result of this stupid attack, workers decide, as a means of safeguarding their representatives, to take action without calling on the shop stewards."
Bomb attack condemned

Labour Reporter

A petrol-bomb attack on the homes of two shop stewards of the National Automobile and Associated Workers' Union (Naawu) in Uitenhage early yesterday morning has been condemned by the union's president, Mr. Junie Harris.

He said the attack was an "obvious attempt" to intimidate the shop stewards and create racial tension between coloured and black workers in the Uitenhage area.

Mr. Harris also warned employers not to be surprised if, as a result of the attack, there were repercussions on the shop floor.

Police are investigating the attack, which occurred at about 3 am.
Employers ignore Seifsa ruling

Union goes for in-house deals

18/84

By Carolyn Dempster
Labour Reporter

At least 10 Natal employers have flouted the directives of the Steel and Engineering Industries Federation of South Africa (Seifsa) not to negotiate in-house agreements.

The Metal and Allied Workers' Union (Mawu) announced on Monday that it had concluded successful plant agreements with 10 Natal companies and was involved in negotiations at three other plants.

The agreements will serve to supplement the national minimums negotiated by Seifsa at the Industrial Council last month.

This is in spite of the pressure which Seifsa has applied to member employer bodies not to negotiate outside of the council.

Following the 1984/85 national agreement, a circular was issued to employers calling on them not to negotiate with unions at plant level as this would undermine a centralised bargaining system.

However, both Mawu and the South African Boilermakers' Society refused to be party to the national agreement and announced their intention of negotiating for further increases at plant level.

The companies which have signed agreements with Mawu include A P V Kestner in Pietermaritzburg, Pillar Naco, City Metal Products in Isipingo and W B Camerons, Forbo Krommenie, Metal Press in Mccomb, Van Leer, CI Industries, Glacier Bearings and K B W Valves in Isipingo.

New minimum rates have been negotiated in five of the companies.
Chris may be axed

The axe may fall on Mr Chris Dlamini, president of the Federation of South African Trade Union, following allegations that he is supporting the newly formed United Mining, Metal and Allied Workers of South Africa.

The new union, which claims to represent about 20,000 metal workers on the East Rand, is a breakaway from the Metal and Allied Workers' Union (Mawu), affiliated to Fosatu. Ummawosa was formed on July 14 in Actonville, Benoni.

In an interview yesterday, Mr Dlamini said in the past few weeks he had been accused by some top officials of Fosatu that he was supporting Ummawosa.

Unfounded

He said: "These allegations are unfounded and I totally reject them. If Fosatu wants to get rid of me, they must stop making unfounded allegations against me."

The formation of Ummawosa followed the sacking of four prominent members and employees of Mawu from their posts as Eastern Transvaal organizers. The four are: Messrs Enoch Gondongwana (East Rand branch secretary); Sam Ntuli (organizer); David Shabi (organizer); and Andrew Zulu (Eastern Transvaal chairmain and vice-president) of Fosatu.

The four were expelled by the union's national executive at a meeting in Durban held in June for alleged misconduct and financial mismanagement. They have denied the allegations.

By Mzikayise Edom

At a Press conference held in Benoni recently, the four said they were fired because a "tiny bureaucratic white elite" was manipulating the leadership of Fosatu and that they were against these "white intellectuals."
Strike halts VW production

PORT ELIZABETH — Grievances about wage classifications and job gradings for workers in the engine plant of the Volkswagen factory in Uitenhage have resulted in a complete standstill in production.

VW's public affairs manager, Mr Ronnie Kruger, said yesterday that because of a strike — involving 140 members — and earlier this week took place in the engine plant, production was brought to a halt and the factory's 2,500 workers were sent home.

"It's a case of no engines — no cars," he said.

Asked how much money VW stood to lose because of the stoppage in production, Mr Kruger said he could not give a figure but that the plant usually manufactured 200 vehicles a day.

He said negotiations between management and workers' representatives were in progress.

"We hope production will resume on Monday or early next week."

Asked to comment on the petrol bomb attacks last month on the houses of two VW shop stewards who belong to the National Automobile and Allied Workers Union (Naawu), Mr Kruger said: "The bombs did not fall on our premises, so it does not affect us."

Efforts to contact the president of Naawu, Mr Jurie Harris, failed yesterday — DDC.
UNIONS

Behind Mawu's split

Tensions which led to the split in Fosatu's Metal and Allied Workers' Union (Mawu) are having a ripple effect reminiscent of previous troubles in the federation.

A splinter union — the United Mining, Metal and Allied Workers of SA (Ummawsa) — was formed some weeks ago following the dismissal of several key Mawu officials, who, it is alleged, were guilty of financial mismanagement and gross misconduct. Among them is former Mawu general secretary David Sibabi. The new union has claimed significant support on the East Rand.

At a press conference last week, Ummawsa officials levelled accusations against both Mawu and Fosatu — reflecting cynicism about Fosatu's claims to be democratic and frustrated over the federation's political direction.

Ummawsa's move came after the Fosatu executive condemned the formation of the new union. Fosatu charged that its vice-president, Andrew Zulu, who has aligned himself with Ummawsa, could no longer hold his position, since he had ceased to be a member of a Fosatu affiliate.

The two unions have continued to hurl allegations at each other — and to make conflicting claims to support at factory level. Ummawsa claims, and Mawu denies, that workers at all major east Rand factories, except two, have joined it.

In essence, Ummawsa officials say that although Fosatu professes to be democratic, in reality a tiny bureaucratic white elite tries to dominate it, instead of allowing members themselves to decide on the direction the federation should take. Denying that their stand has racist connotations, they stress that whites with skills are wanted in the unions, but that such people should not dominate and that black workers should make up the Fosatu leadership.

Ummawsa also charges that:

- White intellectuals feel that Fosatu must adopt one political direction and do not want to be opposed on this issue.
- Workers are discouraged from joining any of the major political movements, and
- The Fosatu executive committee does not have the power to strip Andrew Zulu of his position as Fosatu vice-president.

Fosatu general secretary Joe Forster denies these allegations. Regarding Zulu, he says Fosatu's constitution states that only people who are members of Fosatu affiliates can take up leadership positions in the federation. Zulu, being an Ummawsa member, is therefore not part of Fosatu.

He referred the FM to a recent statement by Fosatu president Chris Dlamini on the issue of white domination in which he said all decisions were discussed in the executive committees at all levels and that it was not possible for any officials to dominate the union, since they took their instructions from the executives.
CAPE SQUATTERS

End to the raids

An end could be in sight to the shack demolition raids on the KTC squatter camp outside Cape Town as the FM went to press. New negotiations were under way between Western Cape Administration Board officials and squatter leaders.

On Wednesday, for the first time in a week, board officials refrained from tearing down shelters at the camp, but they did visit the area. At the same time, the warm weather turned to cold and rain after an overnight storm.

However, Graham Lawrence, the board's director of labour and housing, warned that although no action was taken on Wednesday, the raids had not necessarily stopped: "No shack was demolished, partly because of the weather and because we have initiated new talks with Mr Oliver Memani, the camp leader," he said.

"I don't think you should read into this that the raids will stop Government policy is that there will be no squatters at KTC, and we stay within those parameters."

The talks, said Lawrence, were aimed at finding an alternative site for the KTC squatters. At the same time, both the board and squatter leaders were concerned at the increasing numbers of people moving into the camp. Memani said earlier this week that people were streaming onto the KTC site from Old Crossroads and that numbers had risen from the original 600 to more than 2,000.

A new group of squatters began building shacks on a site promised to the KTC people, but rejected by Memani. "As soon as people hear there is a place where the board won't raid, they move in," said Memani.

The site was vacated after board officials demolished shelters there for two days running.

Stormy debate

In another development, the Cape District Council (Dvco) has decided to continue demolishing squatter settlements in areas of the Peninsula if controls. The decision was taken after a stormy council debate this week.

A proposal from councillor Len Pother that the nine-year-old policy of demolitions be scrapped because it had failed to stop, or even discourage, squatters from entering the area, was defeated.

At the same meeting, Dvco secretary W R Vivier announced that supervision and co-ordination of all squatter problems in the Cape Town metropolitan area would be taken over by the Department of Constitutional Development and Planning. The department dropping the responsibility is Piet Koornhof's Department of Co-operation and Development.

MOTOR INDUSTRY

Assembling strength

Management in the motor industry has been complaining about tough times — but their assembly line workers are sitting pretty. They are among the country's highest paid workers. Whether they will be able to maintain their position now depends on a combination of economic conditions and union strength.

Until recently it was the militant eastern Cape motor workers who topped the wage scale for unskilled labourers. That position was won after a number of strikes in the Uitenhage area at the end of 1975 in which the National Automobile and Allied Workers' Union (Nawu) called for a minimum R2.50/hour wage. Some of the union's success can be attributed to the fact that, as signatories to foreign employment codes, many of the companies — Ford, GM, Volkswagen and BMW — are obliged to pay more than minimum wages.

But in the last year the wage gap between the eastern Cape workers and those in the Transvaal and Natal has closed. This too came about largely through concerted union activity and a number of strikes.

The two important (mainly black) unions in the motor assembly industry are Nawu, an affiliate of the Federation of SA Trade Unions (Fosatu), and the United African Motor Workers Union (UAMWU), which is affiliated to the Council of Unions of SA. The Motor Assembly Component Workers' Union of SA has a small presence in the eastern Cape but it has recently been affected by internal dissent.

Nawu is the dominant union with significant representation in every motor assembly plant in SA except Nisvan, near Pretoria, where UAMWU holds sway.

This year the union's members have been involved in a number of major strikes at BMW's Rosslyn plant: 1,500 workers struck for ten days in late January over dissatisfaction with an interim increase the company awarded after discussions with a works council. They returned to work after obtaining a management commitment to negotiate wages with the union.

In negotiations with Nawu, BMW agreed on a minimum across the board increase of 33c/hour — bringing the minimum wage in the factory to R2.73/hour. Other conditions included a compulsory year-end bonus, the introduction of an attendance allowance ranging from 5c to 12c/hour depending on length of service, voluntary overtime rates and the adoption of procedures to be followed in the event of overtime work. The agreement expires at the end of June 1985.

Workers at Alfa Romeo's Bruss plant struck for six days in July over a wage dispute. In the end they won a 16c across the board increase effective from July 1 to October 1, with an additional 4c from October 1 to December 31. From October the minimum wage will be R2.44 an hour. Negotiations with the Nawu for next year's wages open in September.

In April Nawu negotiated a minimum R2.20/hour wage with Sigma (now Amcor) management. Due to a productivity deal, workers are actually guaranteed a minimum wage of R2.40/hour and can earn up to R2.56/hour, depending on productivity.

In negotiations after the strikes returned to work, the parties agreed on an 18c across the board increase effective from July 1 and further 2c/hour increase from September. That will bring the min-

---
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mum up to R2 47/hour. It was also agreed that negotiations would be conducted annually in future instead of half-yearly.

Toyota, the only motor company making a healthy profit, has its plant in Natal. There the company has been paying a R2 65 minimum wage since the beginning of July. Naawu has 35% membership at the plant. A union spokesman tells the FM wages in Natal are directly influenced by what Naawu has achieved in other areas.

By contrast, eastern Cape wages have stabilised largely due to the fact that an 18-month agreement was negotiated on June 7, 1983. It expires at the end of the year. The eastern Cape motor industrial council’s minimum wage is R2 15/hour. This amount stands at a minimum of R2 26/hour if the industry’s year-end gratuity of approximately 4% of basic salary and an attendance allowance are included. A union spokesman tells the FM that the average actual wage is R2 70/hour.

Far lower wages in the motor components sector are far lower. The industrial council minimum is R1 11/hour — agreed in December last year. In terms of the agreement, it will rise to R1 50 from October. The lower wages in this sector is largely accounted for by the fact that components manufacturers are split among a large number of small companies — who lack both the resources and the vulnerability of the big motor companies.

Naawu and UAMWU both have presence in the motor components sector as has Fosatu’s Metal and Allied Workers’ Union (Mawu). But the key union is the Trade Union Council of SA’s Motor Industry Combined Workers’ Union (Micwu). These unions are all committed to increasing wages.

Signs of co-operation have already become apparent. Last year, in an unusual display of Fosatu-Tucsa co-operation, Naawu publicly backed Micwu’s wage demands. This year Micwu, Mawu, Naawu and UAMWU met to discuss future co-operation. Micwu and the Fosatu unions are all affiliates of the SA Co-ordinating Council of the International Metalworkers’ Federation. Naawu and Mawu have also applied to join the sector’s industrial council. This could spell trouble for the council’s two dominant unions — the Motor Industry Staff Association and the Motor Industry Employees’ Union of SA. Union strength will also be enhanced if the current unity talks initiative succeeds in creating a single union out of Naawu and UAMWU.

Naawu’s Taffy Adler tells the FM the union has a short-term aim to increase the component sector’s minimum wage to R2. Its aims for the assembly industry are clear; it wants a R3 50 minimum wage. But this demand is unlikely to meet favour among employers struggling with increased costs and low rates of exchange.

One employer told the FM, “If they are going to call for R3 50/hour they may be prepared to back off at R3/hour or lower. Otherwise they’ll have to strike for a long time.”

**BROWN ELECTION**

**Ready for the fray**

This week an unexpectedly large number of 168 Indian hopefuls were officially nominated as candidates to contest the 40 seats of the (Indian) House of Delegates in the new Parliament. No fewer than 77 are standing as independents and nobody is being given unopposed entry to the House.

As a result, the major parties — JN Reddy’s Solidarity, which is contesting all 40 seats, and Amchand Rahan’s National People’s Party (NPP), which is fighting in 38 — could suffer in some constituencies. In two of the 29 Natal constituencies, no fewer than nine candidates are standing.

The tantalising question is whether the Indian electorate, on August 28, will show the same interest in the election as the would-be parliamentarians.

Opponents of participation in the constitution say the large number of candidates reflects “opportunism” and religious-sectional interests. A contributing factor is the newness of Indian parties which have not yet established political bases.

The number of candidates does seem to reflect a high level of political awareness. The awareness is heightened by the fact that both opponents and supporters of participation in the new parliament have, of necessity, to focus their propaganda on the constitution itself and on its political implications.

The anti-participation Transvaal Indian Congress (TIC) claimed the nomination of the candidates as a “victory.” The TIC said the candidates lacked calibre and had a history of collaboration with government-created bodies such as the SA Indian Council.

Paradoxically, all the Indian parties (and the coloured Labour Party), are committed to destroying apartheid — from within. There are few policy differences between them, as was shown by the number of candidates who swapped parties in the run-up to nomination day.

In the parallel coloured elections for the 80-seat House of Representatives, on August 22, 207 candidates have been nominated. The smaller number of coloured independent candidates (33) testifies to the Labour Party’s dominance of the political scene.

Led by Allan Hendriks, the LP is the only party fielding candidates in all 80 coloured constituencies and is expected to gain a majority in the coloured house.

Labour’s main rival is the People’s Congress Party (PCP) led by Peter Marais. It is contesting 59 seats in the Cape and six in Transvaal, all five Natal seats, and one of the five Free State constituencies.

The other coloured parties, Arthur Booyzen’s Freedom Party is fielding 25 candidates, and the Reformed Freedom party, led by Charles Julies, is fielding 11.

The LP has been supported by its own MPs — including David Curry who is tipped for a Cabinet post.

Labour is also contesting some Indian seats but its candidates will run as nominal independents not to contravene the Prohibition of Political Interference Act.

Compared to the coloured situation, the Indian parties have had “no impact” yet; says Bootie Abramjee, NNP Transvaal leader and a candidate in Laudum. At this stage, he says, “the party will make the party,” rather than the other way around.

---
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Mass Cape rally against elections

By RIAAN DE VILLIERS
Labour Reporter

ALL emergent trade unions and major community-based political organizations active in the Cape and opposed to the new constitutional dispensation will join forces in staging a mass anti-election rally in Athlone on Monday night.

This was announced finally in a statement yesterday following a series of behind-the-scenes meetings this week between the organizations involved.

The rally is seen as an event of major political importance, as it will represent almost the entire spectrum of extra-parliamentary organizations opposed to the new dispensation.

Political organizations taking part are the United Democratic Front, the Cape Action League (CAL) and the Federation of Cape Civic Associations.

Unions include all those expected to unite in a new federation of independent unions later this year.

They are the National Automobile and Allied Workers' Union and National Union of Textile Workers, both Fosatu affiliates; the General Workers' Union, the Food and Canning Workers' Union and the Cape Town Municipal Workers' Association. Others are the Media Workers' Association of South Africa, a UDF affiliate, and two new emergent unions closely aligned with the UDF, the Clothing Workers' Union and the Retail and Allied Workers' Union.

'Boycott'

Mr A M Omar, who has been elected to chair the rally, said yesterday that its central theme would be a "call to the oppressed and exploited people not to vote on August 22 and 23 and to boycott the dummy apartheid elections."

"We call upon the working people of this land to unite and fight against every aspect of the so-called new deal and against all attempts to divide the working class," he added.

'The rally will be held in Fan City, off Hines Road, and will start at 7.30pm.

Tension

There have been varying degrees of tension between participating organizations in the recent past.

A major rift developed last year when independent unions refused to affiliate to the UDF. At the same time they said they were willing to cooperate with any organizations, including the UDF, opposed to the new deal.

This sparked off an acrimonious debate between various factions over the relationship between trade unions and community-based political organizations.

However, these tensions have abated considerably since then and observers say the rally is an important indication of the extent to which relations between unions and community organizations have improved.

There have also been tensions between the UDF, the CAL — affiliated to the rival National Forum — and the Federation of Cape Civics, an independent community organization.

"Yesterday's statement charged that there were "attempts to sow discord and division between the organizations" — and cited as an example a "mischievous report" which appeared in the Cape Times earlier this week.

It "condemned" these actions which it charged were "designed to disrupt the joint rally and united action to boycott the elections."

But participants were "determined to make the rally a success," it added.

'The Cape Times report stated the joint meeting was being organized and focused attention on the political debate between the UDF, the National Forum, CAL and Azapo as reflected in a recent issue of CAL's mouthpiece, Solidarity."

(Report by Riaan de Villiers, 77 Burg Street, Cape Town.)
Naawu unionists' homes petrol-bombed

THE homes of two National Automobile and Allied Workers' Union officials were petrol-bombed in Kwa Nobuhle township near Uitenhage this week.

National Naawu vice-president Johnny Go momo (right) told City Press that he was woken up by a large bang at 3.10 am on Monday. He discovered that part of his lounge was on fire and the curtains were engulfed in flames. With the help of his wife and children, he managed to put out the flames.

The damage caused was estimated to run into hundreds of rand.

About 20 minutes after that, shop steward Samuel Mpushe heard a noise on the roof of his house. When he investigated, he found an unexploded petrol bomb.

No damage was done.
VW shutdown over as wage strike ends

AFTER a three-day break in production last week, striking workers at Volkswagen in Uitenhage have returned to work.

The strike over grievances about wage classifications and job gradings started last week among the 140 engine plant workers, culminating in the factory's 2,500 workers being sent home on Wednesday afternoon.

Consequently production ground to a standstill for 2½ days. The factory manufactures about 200 cars a day.

According to the public affairs manager, Mr Ronnie Kruger, workers had agreed to return to work while their grievances were being discussed with management.

Discussions between management and the strikers, members of the National Automobile and Allied Workers Union would continue, he said.

The return to production would be staged in two parts, with the engine and final vehicle assembly working today and the paint and body shop staff working tomorrow.

This was the only way total smooth production could once again be achieved, he said.
A STATEMENT by Mawu last week illustrated the strength and weakness of its attempt to better the wages negotiated at the metal council by striking deals with individual employers.

Its Southern Natal branch has reached wage agreements with several employers who ignored a call from their employer federation, Seifsa, not to bargain with unions outside the council.

All raise minimum pay to well above the levels agreed at the council — and in all but one Mawu achieved its initial target of a “living wage” of R90 a week.

But they cover only 10 plants, not all of which are covered by the metal council.

Pay talks with six more firms are in progress, but most metal employers are still resisting demands for direct pay talks.
LEGAL strike ballots are becoming more common — but one due next week is particularly significant.

It will be run jointly at Anglo American's Highveld Steel by the SA Boilermakers Society (SABS) and Posata's Metal and Allied Workers Union and will take place from Monday to Wednesday.

Highveld, which negotiates its own wage agreement under the umbrella of the metal industrial council, offered unions the 7%-13% rise agreed at the council.

Two unions accepted this, but Mawu and SABS, both of whom refused to sign the main council agreement, declared a dispute. The ballot is the result.

Highveld is one of the most influential metal employers and a strike would be a key trial of strength between it and the two unions.

The ballot is also the first to be run jointly by an emerging and an established union.

SABS is not a typical established union — it has sought to co-operate with the new unions for some time — so the ballot may not mark a new era of joint action by unions from the two camps.

But it may show that attempts to bring some metal unions together through the local council of the International Metalworkers Federation, to which both unions belong, are bearing fruit.

There are still tactical differences between the two at Highveld. Mawu appears to favour a strike by all its Highveld members if they vote to down tools, while SABS wants more localised stoppages.
Wage increases for Putco staff

By STEVEN FRIEDMAN
Labour Correspondent

A WAGES agreement between the Putco bus company and trade unions will raise the pay of about 8 600 weekly-paid workers at the company by 12.3%, a company spokesman announced yesterday.

The spokesman also told Sapa fringe benefit improvements contained in the agreement would bring the total value of the package negotiated to just over 17%. The agreement is to be backdated to July 1.

Putco negotiates wages with two unions, the Transport and Allied Workers Union, which belongs to the Council of Unions of SA, and the Transport and General Workers Union, a member of the Federation of SA Trade Unions.

The agreement announced yesterday means that Putco workers have won two wage increases in little over a month. It came shortly after an arbitrator, appointed in terms of the country’s official settling machinery, settled a dispute between Putco and the unions which resulted from last year’s wage talks.

In June, the arbitrator awarded workers a 15.5% increase after the two sides had deadlocked, with Putco offering 6% and the unions demanding 30%-50%. This increase was backdated to the beginning of the year.

The two unions hailed this award as a victory, but noted that the arbitrator only had the power to backdate the agreement for six months. This meant workers received no increase for the period between the middle of last year, when the dispute occurred, and this January.

The fringe benefit increases in this year’s increase included adjustments to wage notches, paid public holidays and allowances for tools. Putco’s spokesman said yesterday.

Meanwhile, the Transport and Allied Workers Union has been recognised by Greyhound Bus Lines. The company and TAWU were due to sign an agreement at the company’s Chanderi plant yesterday.
The Volkswagen assembly plant in Uitenhage has been closed until further notice. This was announced by the industrial relations director, Mr. Brian Robinson. The strike over grievances about wage classifications and job gradings started last week among the 1,600 workers at the plant.

The company's management had called for the workers to return to work, but the strikers refused to do so. The company had already lost a large amount of production time due to the strike, and it was expected that the company would lose a significant amount more.

The situation was tense and there were reports of violence between the strikers and the company's security forces. The police had been called in to maintain order.

By Cathy Schneck, JF 18
VW plant closed after string of work stoppages

By Carolyn Dempster, Labour Reporter

The closure of the Volkswagen plant in Uitenhage, affecting 4000 workers, is the latest turn in a two-month running battle between management and the National Automobile and Allied Workers' Union.

The string of illegal stoppages, which Volkswagen's industrial relations director, Mr Brian Robinson, cited yesterday as the reason for the closure, began in mid-June.

The stoppages were sparked off by an altercation between a white assembly worker and a black worker, and the subsequent handling of the incident.

Mr Fred Sauls, general secretary of Naawu, said today that Mr Robinson's explanation for the closure was totally misleading.

He said the union had been amazed by the sudden closure of the plant and had sent a letter to Volkswagen requesting the appointment of an arbitrator to resolve the continuing dispute.

SCUFFLE

Should management have failed to reply by the end of the day, the union would take up the matter with the Industrial Council.

Mr Sauls said the dispute started on June 28 when a scuffle took place between a white worker, Mr J du Toit, and a black worker, Mr Johnson Gaika, in the paint shop.

The incident did not lead to a disruption in production and work resumed as normal.

The next day, the foreman called in Mr Gaika and informed him that an assault charge had been laid against him.

Union shop stewards were told the company was not prepared to accept fighting on the premises.

The first stoppage took place in mid-July when management sent Mr Gaika home and workers demanded that Mr du Toit also be suspended.

Management acceded to the demand of the workers.

The second stoppage occurred at the end of July when only Mr du Toit was re-admitted to the plant.
Another pay rise for Putco workers

By Carolee Demeyere, Labour Reporter

Two unions negotiating jointly on behalf of 8,000 Putco workers have won wage increases of 12.5 percent and numerous service benefits for their members.

The package, which comprises a 17 percent increase overall, was successfully negotiated between the Transport and General Workers Union, the Transport and Allied Workers' Union and the Putco bus company last Friday.

This is the second increase in just over a month.

In June an arbitrator awarded a 15.5 percent increase backdated to January.

The award followed a year-long dispute between the unions and the company.

In terms of the new 1984/5 agreement all employees will receive an additional paid public holiday each year.

Tool allowances are to be increased from R1 a week to R3 a week, maternity leave benefits now include a guarantee of re-employment, the funeral benefit fund has been extended and reimbursement for hospital fees has been marginally increased.

Miss Jane Barrett, general secretary of the TGWU, said the increase was satisfactory.

But she said the union was happiest about the various improvements in working conditions.

Although the TGWU is affiliated to the Federation of South African Trade Unions and the TAWU is a Council of South African Unions affiliate, the two unions have been working closely together in the arbitration hearings and the annual wage negotiations.
Brown lung: textile workers claim relief

DURBAN — Workmen's compensation claims have been made for 30 employees of a New Germany factory who are believed to have the potentially fatal brown lung disease.

These claims follow a health and safety campaign by Dr Neil White, medical officer of the National Union of Textile Workers, who screened 2,000 workers of the Frametex mill in May.

Brown lung, or byssinosis, is an insidious lung disease contracted by workers inhaling cotton dust. It blocks lung passages and is incurable if not detected in the early stages.

Dr White said his survey showed 30 people 'who can safely be said to have brown lung'.

They were screened by a radiologist to exclude diseases such as tuberculosis, which could show the same symptoms. They were then referred to another doctor for more examinations.

Dr White said he expected the claims to take about a year. He had written to the joint managing director of the Frame Group, Mr Selwyn Lurie, asking him to transfer the workers to a dust-free area.

Dr White, an authority on brown lung disease, said he was concerned at the lack of protection for the country's 42,000 cotton workers.

‘At the most conservative estimate, quoted by employers, the incidence of the disease is four people in 1,000.’

Mr Lurie said the group had only had one case of a worker with brown lung disease and he had been transferred to a dust-free section.

‘Our policy is not to retrench any workers found to have symptoms of byssinosis. Workers who show any symptoms of lung disorders are transferred to where there is less risk of cotton dust contamination.’

The textile federation was asked to research the problem internationally 18 months ago, Mr Lurie said, and overseas diagnostic equipment (the same used by the union) was being bought for the industry — SAPA.
VW shop clash 'not the only problem'.

From Page 1

Panel shop incident with a white colleague. The black worker had been kept out of the factory while the white worker remained.

- July 6: Workers downed tools, demanding that the white worker be given the same treatment as any other employee.
- July 12: Their demand was met and they returned to work.
- July 27: It was decided that because both employees were on full pay, they should be allowed to return to work while the company's labour relations section considered the matter and a decision was taken.
- July 30: The workers returned to work as agreed but the black employee was still refused permission to return to work. The white worker "experienced no problems."
Workers Unite

To our struggle!

Don't Vote – Make your contribution!

The people of this country need to be alert to the threat of Fascism and its front organizations. We cannot afford to let Fascism and its front organizations get a foothold in our country. We must be alert and resist their efforts to undermine our democratic rights.

Fascism is a cancer that must be eradicated at all costs. We must stand united against this threat to our democracy. We must vote and support candidates who will work to defeat Fascism and its front organizations.

By not voting, what do I achieve?

FOSANU

1947

Support democratic candidates and resist Fascism at all costs. Your vote is crucial in this fight against Fascism. Let your voice be heard and let your actions speak louder than words. Together, we can defeat Fascism and protect our democracy.
WHAT DO THE SELL-OUTS SAY?

This image seems to be part of a comic or cartoon-style illustration. It includes text and images, but the content is not clearly legible due to the style and quality of the illustration. It appears to be discussing topics related to workers and anti-work themes, with a focus on sellouts and puppetry, possibly critiques of political or social manipulations. However, the specific details and messages are not clearly discernible from the image alone.
Clash at VW shop 'only one of issues'

By CATHY SCHNELL

THE incident between a black and a white worker at Volkswagen in Uitenhage was only one of the issues raised by workers in the past month, the industrial relations director for the company, Mr Brian Robinson, said today.

He was responding to an allegation by the chairman of the Volkswagen branch of the National Automobile and Allied Workers' Union (Naawu), Mr John Gomomo, that the month-long spate of work stoppages stemmed from this altercation.

This incident had been handled by management strictly in terms of agreement procedures agreed to by the union and the company.

Moreover, previous reports had omitted to mention that a second case involving an alleged assault of a supervisor by the same employee was under review.

Until this case had been heard, the employee would receive full pay, Mr Robinson said.

The present situation remained "unchanged" and the plant would continue to remain closed, he said.

Two Naawu meetings were scheduled for today.

Mr Gomomo said the work stoppages and an alleged altercation involving a black employee and a white colleague would be discussed.

A letter outlining the workers' grievances and recommending that the dispute "either be taken care of by an arbitrator or by the Industrial Council" had been sent to Volkswagen management who had promised a reply later today, Mr Gomomo said.

He outlined events leading to the walk-outs:

- June 28: Union members were displeased with the treatment meted out by the company to a black worker involved in a...
VW management waits for Naawu

Post Reporter

The ball is now back in the National Automobile and Allied Workers' Union (Naawu) court with Volkswagen management in Uitenhage sitting tight and waiting to be contacted by the union.

The plant was still closed today, but management was keen to continue negotiations in order to resolve the situation as soon as possible, the industrial relations director for the company, Mr Brian Robinson, said.

Yesterday workers remained resolute not to resume production until they had received a "satisfactory report back" on unresolved issues.

They are expected to contact management later today.

The plant was closed on Tuesday after a series of work stoppages over the past month.

About 4 000 employees, mainly production staff, are affected.
Labour Correspondent

More than 100 workers fired by an East Rand metal company, who have been waiting since February for a key industrial court ruling on their attempt to win reinstatement, now face another delay before judgment is given.

The workers, who were fired by an Alrode company Screenex after stopping work when some migrant workers' contracts were not renewed, have been out of work since December 1982.

Their case is considered a key test of migrant worker rights.

The president of the court, Mr J F Parsons, said the court's ruling was nearing completion.

But it was learnt yesterday that the president, officer in the Screenex case, Mr A J Erasmus, SC, has called for fresh evidence to be heard on August 14.

In criticising the delay, the worker's union, the Metal and Allied Workers' Union, noted that, if workers were to win their case, the court only had the power to backdate their reinstatement for six months, which meant that the workers would already only be compensated for six of the 18 months they have been unemployed.

The Screenex case, in which workers allege they are the victims of an "unfair labour practice", is unusual in that the court called for evidence to be heard. These cases are usually decided by legal argument only.

Evidence was first heard last September, but the case was postponed and evidence was completed in February.

In commenting on the delay, Mr Parsons said the case had been a complex one which had raised several issues requiring "careful consideration"
Strike ballot will decide

Labour Correspondent

A KEY ballot, which could lead to joint strike action by workers across race and skill barriers, begins today at the key Witbank plant of Anglo American’s metal company Highveld Steel.

The strike ballot has been organised jointly by two unions, the Metal and Allied Workers Union (Mawu), and the SA Boilermakers Society, whose members include skilled workers.

It is the first to be organised jointly by them and is also believed to be the first legal strike ballot to be run jointly by an emerging union and an established union since the Government’s labour reforms were introduced.

The ballot will last three days and the result is expected to be known late on Thursday or early on Friday. It follows a deadlock over wages.

Highveld negotiates a separate “house agreement” with unions under the umbrella of the Metal Industrial Council and offered them the same 7%-13% increase offered unions on the council by the Steel and Engineering Industries Federation (Seifsa).

Two unions accepted this, but Mawu and the Boilermakers, both of whom refused to accept Seifsa’s offer at the council, rejected it and opted for a strike ballot.

Mawu members met last night in Lynville, the black township near Witbank, to discuss preparations for the ballot which is expected to favour a strike.

The general secretary of the Boilermakers Society, Mr. De van der Walt, has said that skilled members of the union will take part in the ballot, which follows discussions between shop stewards of the two unions.
4-month wage dispute settled

Labour Correspondent

A LENGTHY wage dispute between the Metal and Allied Workers Union (Mawu) and a Howick company, ETR Sarmcol — which led to a legal strike ballot and an overtime ban by the union — has been settled, a Mawu statement announced yesterday.

The statement said an unusual feature of the agreement ending the dispute was that workers would be allowed a half-day off every May 1, which is celebrated by workers as International Labour Day.

Mawu said this was "a worker holiday internationally and a day which Fosatu unions and other progressive groupings are seeking to have recognised in South Africa."

The statement also revealed that the agreement followed mediation, which is increasingly being used to settle labour disputes.

Mawu said the settlement would raise wages at Sarmcol by up to 35% more than the company's original offer. The new minimum wage would be R5.29 a month, which was "still pitifully low but 35% higher than originally scheduled."

Comment from the company could not be obtained yesterday.

The dispute between Mawu and the company lasted nearly four months and had several unusual features, including the appearance of Mawu officials — who had bought shares in Sarmcol — at the company's annual general meeting, where they criticised its labour policies.

It followed a key union recognition dispute between the two sides in which Sarmcol became the first employer to launch an industrial action against an union, charging it was guilty of "unfair labour practices." The case was settled out of court, but the two sides have not yet signed a recognition agreement.

It said the two sides had also agreed to try again to reach an agreement.

In its statement, the union also announced that a second wage dispute between it and a Natal company had been settled after mediation.

The company is MAN trucks of Pinetown and the agreement would increase minimum pay by 35% and other wages by up to 35%.

Mawu said minimum pay would rise to R5.29 a week and workers would also receive an increased leave bonus.
Pretoria firm ordered to reinstate 100 workers

By STEVEN FRIEDMAN
Labour Correspondent

THE industrial court has ordered a Pretoria motor components company CHT Manufacturing to reinstate 100 members of the National Automobile and Allied Workers Union (Naawu) who were fired in late February.

In a statement Naawu, which belongs to the Federation of SA Trade Unions, welcomed the decision and said it highlighted the "unacceptable and dehumanizing wages and conditions" in many components factories.

Naawu is conducting a major recruiting drive in components plants.

It has criticised conditions in these plants and vowed to campaign against them.

While welcoming the ruling, Naawu said it was disappointed that the court had reinstated the workers from August 7, not from the date they were fired.

The workers are to meet this morning to discuss whether to appeal against this aspect of the court's ruling.

However, a spokesman for CHT, Mr Lawrence Wilson, disputed the union's charges about conditions at the plant.

He noted that the court found that CHT and the union were equally to blame for the dispute. Had it endorsed Naawu's view of the dispute, it would have ordered that workers be reinstated from February.

Mr Wilson said his company accepted the ruling and would reinstate the workers.

In its statement, the union labelled the workers' firing as a "lockout".

It said it followed their refusal to work overtime in protest at the company's refusal to negotiate wages with Naawu.

It said the company then tried to get workers to sign a document agreeing to continue working overtime of up to 34 hours a shift.

These hours, it added, were "inhuman" and in breach of the law. When workers refused to sign, they were dismissed.

Naawu said the court held that workers had a "clear right to refuse to work such overtime" and their refusal to work was therefore not a strike.

It had also ruled that they were not compelled to work overtime at all.

Mr Wilson denied workers were locked out or forced to work 34 hours overtime.

He said the company offered the union a 15% pay rise, but Naawu had submitted a "ridiculous" wage demand, which would have raised minimum pay to R3,56 an hour for unskilled workers.

The document the company then asked them to sign simply asked them to agree to work overtime within the limits allowed by the law, Mr Wilson said.

He said as a result of the court order workers at CHT would no longer work overtime.
100 workers must get jobs back

THE Industrial Court has ordered the CHT manufacturing company in Roodepoort, Pretoria, to reinstate 100 members of the National Automobile and Allied Workers Union (Naawu).

The judgment was a result of a "ludicrous contract" of the workers by the company on February 24 this year.

The court hearing arose out of a refusal by workers to continue working overtime of up to 34 hours a shift which, "outside from its basic inhumanities, is a clear breach of current legislation limiting overtime to a maximum of 10 hours a week".

When workers refused to do this, said Naawu in a statement, management subsequently dismissed the entire workforce.

"The dismissal took place while the workers were still at work and the committee negotiating there was clearly no stoppage by workers at the time they were dismissed."

The court held that the workers had a clear right to refuse to work such overtime and that the refusal did not constitute a strike. The court ordered that the workers were not required to work hours in excess of the normal hours per week as provided by the Industrial Council agreement.

Naawu said: "We welcome the court's decision as it comes at a time when in the course of our recruitment drive we uncover more and more factories which have similar unacceptable and dehumanising wages and working conditions."

Naawu invited all workers at CHT to a meeting today at the Roman Catholic Church Hall in Soshangwe, near Pretoria, at 11 am.

Azapo steps up campaign

THE Azanian People's Organisation (Azapo) has intensified its campaign against the forthcoming Indian and coloured elections under the new constitution.

Azapo's meeting held in Lenasia at the weekend, noted that the election will result in the "conscription of the oppressed to fight their fellow brothers and sisters, and therefore orchestrate this intercommunal slaughter."

The meeting, attended by over 800 people, resolved to "strive for the unity of all oppressed as one monolithic and undivided Azanian nation and to oppose all these divisive measures."

It also resolved to isolate all those standing for election in all possible spheres namely, social, economical, political and sporting.

Azapo's vice-president, Mr Saths Cooper, confirmed the organisation's willingness to forge working relationships with other opposing groups so as to resist, combat and nullify the new dispensation.

Another speaker, Mr Frank van der Horst, president of the South African Council of Sport, urged Indians and coloureds to resist the racial programmes of a government that was trying to break the strength of the working class.

The general secretary of the Council of Unions of non-aggression, Mr E. Khhisi, who want to help us in our struggle against South Africa."

It would be failing the objectives of the SADCC if member countries started to establish new economic links with South Africa."

HARARE - Tanzanian President Julius Nyerere has urged the ANC of South Africa to discuss a "change of tactics" in the light of developments in southern Africa.

The President's appeal was contained in a lengthy interview with the Third World magazine, South Africa.

He commented that the ANC was at present "very worried" about the "understandings" which had been reached between Pretoria and some of its neighbours regarding the harbouroing of ANC personnel.

The ANC would have to sit down with the Frontline States and discuss changes of tactics to meet the new situation, said President Nyerere.

While saying that
VW shutdown ends; employees return to work

Post Reporter

THE week-long shutdown at Volkswagen, Uitenhage, came to an end today with all 4,000 non-production employees returning to work.

This follows the decision by members of the National Automobile and Allied Workers' Union (Naawu) to resume normal production today after an agreement reached by the union and the company on Friday over worker demands.

This decision was received favourably by Naawu members at a report-back meeting in Uitenhage yesterday.

An urgent meeting of the Industrial Council would be convened on Friday to consider the case, the communications manager at Volkswagen, Mr. Graham Hardy, said.

He added that full production would be phased in as soon as possible.

The chairman of Naawu's Volkswagen branch, Mr. John Gomo, could not be contacted for comment.
Workers to vote on industrial action

By Carolyn Dempster, Labour Reporter

More than 3,000 metal-workers at the Highveld Steel complex outside Witbank are to vote over the next three days whether or not to take industrial action in the wage dispute with management.

The ballot, which begins today, is being held jointly by the Metal and Allied Workers' Union (Mawu) and the South African Boilermakers' Society (Sabs).

The ballot is the first to be held jointly by an established and an emerging union and could lead to the plant's first legal strike by black and white skilled and semi-skilled workers.

Of the five unions represented at the complex, which has a workforce of more than 4,000—only the Yster en Staal-union has accepted Highveld Steel's offer of a 7-13 percent wage increase.

In separate negotiations on the in-house agreement which began last month, Yster en Staal, Mawu, the Amalgamated Engineering Union (AEU) and Sabs declared disputes with Highveld.

Yster en Staal later capitulated, leaving Mawu, AEU and Sabs still in dispute.

In a letter to these unions, management made it clear it was not prepared to budge on its offer.

While Sabs and Mawu have decided to take the first step towards legal industrial action, the AEU under the umbrella of the Confederation of Metal and Building Unions has neither accepted nor rejected the offer.

Mr. J.E. Faure, president of the confederation and chairman of the AEU, said his members would not be participating in the ballot.

"At this stage, we would not like to take any action which would jeopardise negotiations or prejudice other unions," he said.
The significance of May Day as an uprising began recognised by a Natal Labour Reporter. The agreement follows four months of negotiations. Union (Lewis) workers declared a dispute with management. The final wage offer was accepted by the union through mediation. The £350 minimum wage at the factory is raised to £35 a month. The wage was pitifully low. The wage was pitifully low.
Firm says no to Labour Day deal

Labour Reporter

WORKERS at a Howick rubber firm would not get full pay if they took time off on Labour Day, a company official said yesterday.

Mr John Samson, administrative director of BTR Sarmac, was commenting on a claim made by the Metal and Aluminium Workers' Union.

The union said that as part of a new wage agreement with the company, members should be given half a day off on May 1 each year for Labour Day, which is celebrated internationally.

Mr Samson said the demand for the extra day's paid leave had been rejected.

However, it was company policy to allow employees to clock off early to attend local celebrations or national religious gatherings.

So an employee would not be prevented from clocking out early on May 1, provided he did not do so before the lunch break.

Mr Samson said 'He would be paid only for the hours worked on that day, and his release would, in any case, be subject to suitable prior arrangements being made to maintain essential and continuous services.'

Mr Samson said the wage dispute with the union had been settled.

He said 'The new wage rates represent an increase of 15.8 percent, and will remain in force for 12 months.'
Key pay dispute settled

BY STEVEN FRIEDMAN
Labour Correspondent

A KEY wage dispute between the Sweet, Food and Allied Workers Union (SFAWU) and the Imhali Brewery of the KwaZulu Development Corporation (KDC) has been settled, a joint statement by the two sides announced yesterday.

But a key issue in the dispute — whether the brewery is covered by South African labour law or is under the control of KwaZulu — remains unresolved.

Meanwhile, about 600 workers at BB Bread in Natal, most of whom belong to SFAWU, staged a work stoppage on Monday in support of demands that the company grant workers a pay rise higher than that negotiated at an industrial council.

Their dispute with BB, which is owned by the food company Bakers and employs more than 600 workers, has been referred to the industrial council and is seen as a test of the union’s ability to win pay rises outside the council.

The Imhali dispute was seen as significant because it is a rarity for firms owned by homeland corporations to negotiate with the SFAWU at all levels of the brewery, as SA labour law does not apply in the homelands, but SFAWU used the disputes machinery set up by law after talks with Imhali deadlocked, arguing that the brewery is not located in KwaZulu and is thus subject to labour law.

Pay talks between the two sides began in October last year, with SFAWU demanding a minimum wage of R399 a month.

In March, they deadlocked and the union declared a dispute. The two sides also agreed to the appointment of a mediator, who was later appointed chairman of the conciliation board which attempted to settle the dispute.

At the board, the KDC disputed SFAWU’s argument that the brewery was subject to South African labour law. Because the issue remained unresolved, the board adjourned indefinitely to allow the KDC to submit documents to the Minister of Manpower.

But wage talks between the two sides continued, and they have now agreed on an increase which will raise minimum pay to R399 a month from the beginning of August.

A union spokesman said workers at other plants had been watching the dispute as they saw it as a test of whether they could win higher wages than those negotiated at the council.
More strikes loom

By JOSHUA RABOROKO

Johannesburg after strikes over wages and trade union recognition. Industrial action is threatening at Highveld Steel Complex near Witbank, where several hundred of the approximately 5,700 black and white workers voted in favour of the strike by late last night.

Disputes

The strike ballot was being held jointly by the Metal and Allied Workers' Union (Mawu), the South African Boilermakers' Society and other unions recruiting in the company, according to sources.

The unions declared disputes with Highveld during in-house negotiations which followed a deadlock in the Steel and Engineering Industrial Council. A Mawu spokesman said that after the voting they will go back to workers to decide on an industrial action or to try to persuade management to go back to the negotiation table.

In the gold industry over 90,000 workers may go on strike following a deadlock in the crucial conciliation board meeting between the Chamber of Mines and the National Union of Mineworkers (Num)

The deadlock in the board's negotiations opens the way for the first legal strike by black mineworkers.

The union's spokesman yesterday said that they have started on their reportback meetings with members.

The spokesman said that he could not say what indications the workers have taken, but agreed that at the union's national conference the workers had resolved to go on strike if other means could not be reached to dissolve the dispute.
A policeman keeps a watchful eye as striking Durban Corporation workers board a bus after their protest march along North Coast Road was stopped by police yesterday morning.

**Strikes hit council, two Durban companies**

**Labour Reporter**

TWO major Durban companies were hit by work stoppages yesterday which seriously affected production and resulted in the shutdown of one of the factories.

About 150 striking Durban Corporation workers, some carrying sticks, were stopped by police while marching along North Coast Road yesterday morning.

The workers, from the Electricity Department’s northern depot, had been on their way to the department’s head office in Alice Street to put forward demands for more pay, when they were stopped by police.

Production ground to a halt at the Umbilo factory of Hart Limited when hundreds of workers downed tools in support of a demand for more pay and the Dunlop Tyre Company factory in Durban was forced to shut down when its workers went on strike.

**Dissatisfied**

Hart Limited’s managing director, Mr E W Parrett, yesterday confirmed there was a strike, but declined to comment.

A spokesman for Dunlop last night said ‘Certain of the shop stewards are not working to the terms of the recognition agreement the company has with the Metal and Allied Workers’ Union.

As a result the workers are dissatisfied with the union and have asked to talk to the management directly.

‘The management had no option but to close the factory which will reopen today for normal shift operations. Discussions with the union are presently taking place,’ he added.

Dunlop Corporation’s electrical workers whose march was stopped were later transported in two Corporation buses to the department’s offices where they put their grievances to the management.

Some of the workers claimed they were paid R49 a week, which they described, as ‘starvation wages’. They were demanding a minimum wage of R55 a week.

Workers from the department’s three other depots in Durban also downed tools yesterday.

**Ultimatum**

Although workers from two of the depots returned to work almost immediately, others from the northern and southwestern depots had not and they had been given an ultimatum to do so by this morning or face dismissal, he said.

Services had not been seriously affected.
PRODUCTION at Volkswagen, Ustenhage was running smoothly with staff back in full force, the communications manager, Mr Graham Hardy, said today.

In order to phase the swing back into full production correctly, about half the non-production workers reported for work yesterday.

The entire labour force was present today.

Yesterday passed without incident, Mr Hardy said.

However, final resolutions of the dispute between the National Automobile and Allied Workers Union (NAAWU) and management still hinges on the outcome of the Industrial Council meeting on Friday.
Row as 400 strikers are fired

Labour Correspondent

ABOUT 400 workers at Simba-Quix's Isando plant were fired this week after strikers and their union charges that the sackings violate a company agreement not to fire strikers for three days after they have downed tools.

Simba, however, denies this, saying it fired the workers after they had stopped work four times in two weeks in protest at the dismissal of three workers.

The Sweet, Food and Allied Workers Union (SFAWU), which is recognised by Simba at the plant, said the workers struck last week in protest at the dismissals. It says they were fired on Monday.

A union spokesman said the agreement between SFAWU and Simba laid down a 72-hour "cooling off period" during which strikers would not be fired. This was taken to mean 72 working hours.

In a statement Simba's managing director, Mr J C du Toit, made no reference to the 72-hour clause.
No work, no pay
on Labour Day

By STEVEN FRIEDMAN
Labour Correspondent

WORKERS at a Howick
company BTR Sarmcol will
be able to clock out at lunch
time each May 1 to celebrate
International Labour Day —
but they will not be paid for
the work time they miss, ac-
cording to the company.

In a statement this week,
Sarmcol added that workers
would only be allowed to
leave early to celebrate May
Day "subject to suitable prior
arrangements being made to
maintain essential and con-
tinuous services."

The company said the deci-
sion was "in conformity with
the company's policy to em-
ployees to clock off early to
attend local celebrations or
national religious gather-
ings."

Sarmcol was reacting to a
statement by the Metal and
Allied Workers Union
(Mawu) which said an agree-
ment between it and the com-
pany would allow workers to
take half a day off on May 1
to celebrate Labour Day.

Allowing workers to cele-
brate May 1 is an unusual
move in South African fac-
tories, but Mawu says it and
other unions affiliated to the
Federation of SA Trade
Unions are pressing for
recognition of the day as a
worker holiday.

The union also announced
in the statement that it had
settled a four-month wage
dispute with the company
which led to Mawu holding a
strike ballot at the plant and
an overtime ban by workers.

Sarmcol's statement con-
firmed that the two sides had
agreed on a pay increase of
18,50c."
Unions 'flock' to strike ballot

Labour Correspondent

WORKERS of all races — including members of the all-white Mine Workers Union — have "flocked" to the polls to take part in a unique strike ballot at Anglo American's Highveld Steel in Witbank, unionists said.

They added that they were confident that almost all the more than 9 000 workers at the company would vote in favour of a strike.

The ballot, which began on Tuesday and ends today, has been organised jointly by the Metal and Allied Workers Union and the SA Boilermakers Society.

It is believed to be the first organised jointly by an emerging and an established union and covers all four plants owned by Highveld.

Between them, the two unions claim a membership of about 8 000 among Highveld's 9 000 workers.

The ballot was called after the two rejected a company wage offer which would have raised pay by between 7% and 13%.

Only members of the two unions may take part in the official strike ballot, but the unions have also organised an unofficial poll for members of three white unions at the plant to gauge their views on strike action.

The three unions all accepted the company's wage offer.

Mawu officials have reported "heavy polling" in the ballot so far. They added that a high turnout by workers who were not members of the two unions was a "noteworthy feature" of the poll.

"Even members of the Mine Workers Union are turning out to vote," a Mawu spokesman said. He added that a poll of well over 99% was expected.

While no ballots had yet been counted, he added, informal discussions with workers who had voted indicated that almost all had backed strike action.

The unions, he said, hoped a heavy turnout would persuade the company to improve the wage offer it had made.
Siemens workers in
three-plant stoppage

By Carolyn Dempster,
Labour Reporter

A three-plant stoppage
by more than 1 000 Sie-
mens workers took place
yesterday, less than 24
hours after the first na-
tional talks between the
company and the Metal
and Allied Workers'
Union (Mawu).

At 7am 500 workers
downed tools at the Sie-
mens Wattlelo plant.

Mr J Trotskie, execu-
tive director of Siemens,
said the only demand
made by the strikers,
who are all members of
Mawu, was for plant-
level wage talks.

The company refused
to accede to this demand
as Siemens is party to the
national Industrial Coun-
cil agreement and nego-
tiations.

Later in the day about
200 workers at Siemens
Cables plant in Rosslyn
and about 400 workers at
Isando walked out in
sympathy.

All were back at work
this morning.
ABOUT 500 members of the Metal and Allied Workers Union (Mawu) have begun a legal strike at a Durban company, Hart Limited, in support of wage and other demands. Mawu members also staged a one-day strike at Dunlop Tyre's Durban plant this week and Sapa reports that about 150 striking workers were stopped by police while marching along a road. The strike at Hart has halted all production at the plant and is believed to be the first legal stoppage by Mawu members. A statement said workers were demanding that Hart negotiate substantive matters with them but charged that management had refused all negotiations saying it was banned by its parent company — the Standard and Engineering Manufacturers of Industrial Council. A company spokesman said the dispute began because some Mawu shop stewards were not working according to the terms of the recognition agreement between the union and company. A statement rejected this, saying the union had tried "by all means" to use the procedures agreed between the two sides "but to no avail." It said the stoppage was prompted by Dunlop's refusal to agree to refer the firing of five union members to arbitration and that Dunlop had attempted to "block" the appointment of an official conciliation board to discuss the sacking.
Dunlop fires 500 strikers

OWN CORRESPONDENT

DURBAN — Three Durban companies have been hit by strikes. At Dunlop Tyre Company, 500 workers were dismissed today for not going on shift.

About 600 workers at Hart Limited, makers of aluminium pots and pans and plastic buckets and bowls, have entered their third day of a legal strike.

The Metal and Allied Workers' Union declared a dispute with the company two months ago because it refused to negotiate wages at plant level.

Last night Hart workers decided at a meeting to continue the strike until management agreed to discuss certain issues.

They said they were not prepared to accept the company's claim that it was "hamstrung" by its parent company (Melkor, which in turn is owned by Iscor) and its affiliation to the Steel and Engineering Industries Federation.

At Lever Brothers, about 500 workers were on strike yesterday over claims for a 20 percent pay rise next January.

This morning a "much larger group of workers gathered on the premises and refused to work" said a Unilever spokesman.
Police investigate union dossier

By Carolyn Dempster, Labour Reporter

A dossier containing details of alleged misappropriation of union funds by former officials of the Metal and Allied Workers' Union (Mawu) has been handed to the CID branch at John Vorster Square.

The police will now decide whether or not to prefer criminal charges against the officials.

This is the latest development in the saga of infighting which split the union last month.

Four Mawu officials from the East Rand branch were suspended and then dismissed by the national executive for "gross misconduct and mismanagement of union funds" in June.

The four, including former general secretary Mr. David Sebabi, claimed the allegations of mismanagement were a smear tactic to discredit the officials when the possibility of a split became imminent.

After being dismissed, the officials established a new union on the East Rand — the United Mining, Metal and Allied Workers of South Africa (Ummawsa).
cal party's ticket was widely applauded, as was the selection of Ferraro herself. A three-term congresswoman from New York, she brought a solid reputation as a lawmaker and party regular. She also has the personal advantages of being an Italian American Catholic who is both a mother, a successful lawyer, and a moderate feminist. Her husband John Zaccaro was described in the press as being a "successful real estate investor."

That was before the inquestive press began to investigate the exact properties with which the Zaccaro partners managed to have drawn hundreds of housing living code violations, and tenants universally complain that he turns the heat off in winter to save on fuel bills.

A week later, other properties were discovered — including one used as a gambling den in Clinton and another which is the headquarters of a pornography warehouse and distribution network run by organized crime. A third building, which houses Zaccaro's own offices, is shared by the editorial offices of such X-rated magazines as Smit, Screw and Whips and Chains.

Finally, it was disclosed that Ferraro is listed on a number of public documents as an officer of Zaccaro's firm, although she, with seeming truth, claimed she had never had a direct involvement in his business.

Ferraro promised her husband would make his private firm's tax records a matter of public record. He flatly refused to do so.

"Gerry, I won't tell you how to run the country. Don't tell me how to run my business," Zaccaro was reported as telling the would-be wife.

"If you are married to an Italian man, you know what it's like," Ferraro laughingly told reporters. Hardly a feminist comment. No one else laughed.

Drop out

Should Ferraro drop out of the race, thus sparing Mondale the embarrassment of trying to express sympathy for America's poor while his running mate is married to a slum landlord? To drop her would arouse echoes of the disastrous incident in 1972 when the Democratic nominee George McGovern dropped Senator Thomas Eagleton from the slate after it was discovered he had received psychiatric treatment several years before. But not to drop her risks offending the crucial block of black American voters Mondale needs to attract in full measure if he hopes to win. Just two weeks ago, the first black woman to be named Miss America Vanessa Williams was forced to abdicate after soft-porn photographs of her were published in a girlie magazine.

To keep Geraldine Ferraro after Vanessa Williams was given the sack could be seen as a clear demonstration of "the double standards" which blacks complain of in their dealings with American liberals.

The longer the dilemma persists the worse it will be for Mondale, Ferraro and everyone except Ronald Reagan.

STRIKES

All quiet at VW

An uneasy calm was restored to Volkswagen's Uitenhage plant this week after the 380 remaining employees of a unit in the five-day shutdown ordered by management on August 7.

An agreement reached on Friday between management and the National Automobile and Allied Workers' Union (Naawu) saw the first 2,000 of the 4,000 workers affected by the shutdown back to work on Monday, and the remaining 2,000 back at the fully operational plant on Tuesday.

However, a degree of tension remains. The issue which sparked last week's shutdown — an alleged assault by a black worker on a white operator — is to be heard on appeal by the Industrial Council for the industry tomorrow. A second inquiry relating to an alleged assault by the same worker on a white supervisor is yet to be heard.

Dissatisfaction among black workers about the "final warning" issued to the alleged assailant, and the presence on the spurious floor of the white workers during disciplinary hearings (the black worker was suspended on full pay pending the outcome of the hearings), led to last week's shutdown.

It is the "final warning," delivered to the black worker in terms of the company's internal disciplinary procedure, which will be heard on appeal by the Industrial Council. The second alleged assault has yet to be resolved.

Though the alleged assaults provided the flashpoint for illegal work stoppages and the eventual plant shutdown, company industrial relations director Brian Robinson tells the PM a number of other issues were involved.

These include grievances by workers over working hours, disputes regarding starting and stopping times, and disputes over pay grades. Robinson emphasizes, however, that whereas total employment at the Uitenhage plant was 7,300, the disputes arising from the alleged assaults were initially confined to a relatively small number of employees.

Paint shop

Says Robinson "Regrettably, however, the paint shop, along with the engine plant, is a nerve centre, and if work stops at either point, the entire production line is affected, making it unpractical and uneconomic to run the rest of the plant."

Naawu secretary Freddie Sauls was not available for comment, but it is understood that Naawu has taken a strong line on the issue of the alleged assaults.

The agreement negotiated with management on Friday resulted in the white worker — accused by the union of racial provocation — also being suspended. In turn, the union agreed to encourage its members to return to normal production on Monday, pending the hearings.

VW's works ... scene of 'racial confrontation'?
MAWU SETTLES WAGES WITH BTR SARMCOIL

MAWU at BTR Sarmcol have finally reached an agreement on wages after nearly four months of negotiations during which time the Union was forced to declare a dispute, hold a strike ballot and institute an overtime ban.

The final offer agreed to by the Union in the process of mediation which led to the resolution of the dispute was up to 59 per cent higher than what was originally offered by BTR Sarmcol.

Minimum wages at the factory will now be raised to R329 per month which is, as far as the Union is concerned, still pitifully low but nevertheless 19 per cent higher than originally scheduled.

Importantly, as part of the settlement the Union also negotiated that its members should be allowed a half day off on May 1st of each year – this being a workers holiday internationally (Labour Day) and a day which the FOSATU Unions and other progressive groupings are seeking to have recognised in South Africa.

Also as part of the settlement the parties have agreed to endeavour again to try and reach finality on a procedural recognition agreement which has still not been settled after many months of negotiation.

MAWU has also just settled a wage agreement with MAN (trucks) in Pinetown after mediation

In terms of the agreement minimum wages will rise by 28 per cent and other wages by up to 13 per cent. In addition the leave bonus will be increased by 100 per cent to become 2 weeks payable at the year end. Minimum wages are now R94.50 per week.

"We are satisfied with the 2 agreements though they took very long to conclude."

MAWU, South Natal, 13 8 84

UNIONISTS ARRESTED WHILE DISTRIBUTING ANTI-CONSTITUTION PAMPHLETS

ON Thursday 16 August at approximately 8 30 p.m. 7 shop stewards, 2 organisers of NAAWU were detained by the police. The 9 were distributing pamphlets as part of FOSATU's national campaign against the new constitution. After distributing leaflets in Eerstehuis, a township near Pretoria, the unionists were taken to Eerstehuis Police Station for questioning. Also detained were four members of the UDF who had been distributing pamphlets. Subsequently the police released three members and detained the remaining six shop stewards together with the 4 UDF members on grounds of failure to produce a pass. A legal representative subsequently informed the police that they were obliged to allow those detained to get their passes as all of them were bona fide residents of Mamelodi. By 11 30 p.m. the rest of the group were taken to the Mamelodi Police Station and released.

NAAWU sees those actions as clear intimidation and warns that it will not prevent them from continuing their campaign against this anti-workers racist constitution.

NAAWU, Pretoria, 17 8 84
Election: union men arrested

Seven shop stewards and two officials of the National Automobile and Allied Workers' Union were arrested last night while distributing anti-election pamphlets in Eerstesrus, the coloured township outside Pretoria.

The men were held just after 8 pm, and were then taken to Eerstesrus police station for questioning, a union spokesman said this morning. Four United Democratic Front members, who were also distributing leaflets, were arrested.

Six of the nine Naawu officials were kept in custody for failing to produce their passes. Naawu has condemned the arrests as pure harassment.

Police said the SAP requested six people to accompany them to the Eerstesrus police station.

Complaints of intimidation had been received from some residents of Eerstesrus. The six people were unable to provide satisfactory proof of identity and were requested to accompany the police to the charge office.

Two of the people produced their reference books and were immediately released. Four of the people could not produce proof of identity and were released later after they had obtained identity documents.
Food unions urge election boycott

By STEVEN FRIEDMAN
Labour Correspondent
UNIONS representing food workers have joined the growing list of emerging unions urging a boycott of elections for the coloured and Asian houses of the new three-chamber Parliament.

Yesterday, the Sweet, Food and Allied Workers Union (SFAWU), an affiliate of the Federation of SA Trade Unions, urged coloured and Asian workers to boycott the elections and called on its members to take part, together with "democratic and progressive organisations" in a fight for a non-racial society.

Earlier in the week, the Confederation of Baking and Confectionary Trade Unions, which represents mainly coloured and Asian workers, also called for a boycott of the elections.

All the major emerging union groups have called for a boycott.

In a statement yesterday, SFAWU said the new constitution "entrenches white minority control and brings in Indians and coloureds as junior partners of apartheid".

It said the three parliaments, together with homeland governments, would be used to perpetuate a system that would maintain the fundamentally unfair distribution of wealth in South Africa.

Only "opportunists" who took part in the new parliaments would benefit from them, the union charged.

The "vast majority" of coloured, Asian and black people would continue to be "condemned to housing shortages, rent increases, inferior education, low wages and poverty".

--Mail Reporter

THE United Democratic Front (UDF), Transvaal region, will celebrate its first anniversary with a rally at the City Hall in Johannesburg on Sunday, according to a newsletter released by the Transvaal region this week.

The UDF was founded on August 20 last year in Cape Town.

According to the newsletter, 600 organisations from all over the country are affiliated to the UDF, including trade unions, women's organisations, civic groups, political organisations, and youth and student bodies.

Similar rallies are planned in Durban, Cape Town, East London and other areas.

(Report by E. Friedman, 171 Main St, Johannesburg.)
Dunlop strikers dismissed, Hart strikers go on

About 500 striking workers at Dunlop Tyre Company in Durban were dismissed yesterday for not going back to their jobs and two other companies in the city were also hit by strikes.

At Dunlop, where workers went on strike on Wednesday and forced the factory to shut down, the 500 workers were dismissed this morning "for failing to return to work when their shifts started."

A spokesman for the Metal and Allied Workers Union, which has a recognition agreement with Dunlop, said they had met management on Saturday and were reportedly back to members on the day afterwards.

About 600 workers at Hart Engineering in Durban, manufacturers of aluminium pots and pans and plastic buckets and jugs, have entered their third day of a legal strike after the MAWU declared a dispute with the company two months ago because it refuses to negotiate wages at the plant level.

Last night, the striking Hart workers resolved at a meeting to continue their strike until management agreed to discuss substantive issues with their union.

They said they were not prepared to accept the company's claim that it was manned by its parent company (Metkor which is in turn owned by Ixora) and its affiliation to the Steel and Engineering Industries Fed-

ation of South Africa.

At Lever Brothers in Durban about 500 were on strike yesterday in support of a 20% pay increase in January 1985. This morning a much larger group of workers gathered on the premises and refused to work according to a Unilever spokesman.

Volkswagen and the United Automobile and Allied Workers Union (MAWU) agreed yesterday to refer their dispute over shopfloor allocation to arbitration, spoke- men for both parties said yesterday in Port Elizabeth.

The agreement was reached at a meeting of the Industrial Council held yesterday morning.

In a statement issued after the meeting Mr. Hendry Saul, the union's national secretary said, "We support the decision to refer this grievance to arbitration as the quickest way to finalising this case which has already continued too long."

"During his period of suspension Mr. Gaika (the affected employee) will be on full pay."

The union said it had to defend a member who seemed to have been treated unjustly.

The dispute stems from a fracas in June involving an African employee and a white colleague. — Sapa
Pretoria unionists held during leaflet campaign

By PHILIP VAN NIEKERK

NINE officials of Fosatu's National Automobile and Allied Workers' Union (Naawu) were allegedly detained on Thursday night for questioning while distributing anti-constitution leafletts, a Naawu statement said.

The Naawu statement alleged that two union members were arrested while distributing pamphlets as part of Fosatu's national campaign against the new constitution.

The statement said six of the detained union members and four organizers of the United Democratic Front were only released after a legal representative informed the police they were obliged to allow those detained to fetch their passports.

A spokesman for the SAP Directorate of Public Relations in Pretoria said police from Silverton had requested six persons to accompany them to the police station following complaints of intimidation received from coloured residents of Eersterust.

They were asked to give satisfactory identification, he said. Two produced their identity books and were released while the others did not, but were later released as well.

"Naawu sees these actions as clear intimidation and warns that it will not prevent us from continuing our campaign against this anti-worker racist constitution," the statement said.

The police spokesman denied they were harassing the Naawu people. "They were simply acting in the performance of their duties," he said.

Date for election of SP set

WEDNESDAY, September 3 has been set as the date for the nomination and election of a new State President, Mr. Chief Justice Pieter Rabie announced in a notice in today's Government Gazette.

The nomination and election would take place in the debating chamber of the House of Assembly in Parliament Building, Cape Town at 10am, the notice said - Sapa

Shots fired at NPP campaign offices

Political Reporter

SHOTS were fired at the offices of the National People's Party (NPP) in Laudium, Pretoria, this week and the windows at the homes of eight of their canvassers were smashed.

Mr. Yusuf Abrupe and Mr. Booke Abreupe, the NPP candidates in Laudium who spoke yesterday that three shots were fired at the NPP office late on Wednesday night. The shots damaged car belonging to two canvassers and the front door of the office.

He said police are investigating.

On the same night, windows were smashed at the houses of two of the canvassers. Earlier, windows at the homes of six canvassers were smashed, he said.

Laudium has been the scene of repeated claims and counter-claims of violence and intimidation by the NPP and the organizations campaigning for a boycott of this month's elections - Sapa

Methodists urged to abstain

CAPE TOWN. - The Methodist Church in the Cape has urged coloured and Indian members to abstain in this month's elections, in a statement reiterating the Church's view of apartheid as a heresy.

"It is our conviction that no meaningful change can be achieved within the framework of an apartheid system," the Reverend A. Hendricks, chairman of the Cape District of the Church, said yesterday.

In a pastoral letter to congregations and members at the request of the Church's 1984 Cape Synod, Mr. Hendricks said the Methodist Conference last year declared support for efforts to resist the new constitution.

The Constitution was rejected because it was "based on permanent racial discrimination and the exclusion of the black African majority" and that it lacked the legitimacy of popular consensus.

The Synod approved a motion asking Mr. Hendricks to urge Cape members not to vote in elections for either the House of Delegates or the House of Representatives - Sapa

UDF has backing in UK, Germany

By ANTON HARBER

THE United Democratic Front has received messages of support from the Labour Party in Britain and the Greens Party in West Germany on the eve of its first anniversary and at the climax of its campaign for a boycott of this month's elections.

In a telegram, the British Labour Party wished the UDF a successful rally tomorrow and pledged support for its opposition to the new constitution.

The Greens Party expressed solidarity with the UDF campaign "for a non-racial, democratic South Africa".

Other messages came from Archbishop Trevor Huddleston of the Anti-Apartheid Movement in Britain, the United Nations Special Committee Against Apartheid, the Anti-Apartheid Movement in West Berlin, the British Council of Churches, the Lutheran World Federation and various churches in the US and Canada.

The UDF will celebrate its first anniversary on the eve of the coloured elections with a major rally in the Johannesburg City Hall.

Speakers will include Mr. Cassam Saloojee, publicly supported by the UDF, Mrs. Albertina Sisulu, national president of the UDF, Father Smaagalis Mthathwa, a UDF patron, Professor Ismail Mohamed, chairman of the Transvaal Anti-PC Committee, and Mrs. Dorothy Nyembe, who was recently released after 15 years imprisonment.
Arbiter to settle dispute

VOLKSWAGEN and the National Automobile and Allied Workers' Union (Naawu) agreed to refer their dispute over a shop-floor altercation to arbitration at a meeting of the Industrial Council yesterday.

Naawu's national secretary, Mr Freddie Saula, said this was the quickest way of finalising the case which had already gone on too long.

"During his period of suspension the affected employee would be on full pay, he said.

"The union is adamant that it has at all costs to defend a member who, in the opinion of members in his area, seems to have been unjustly treated by management," he said.

It is not clear when the dispute is likely to be brought before an arbitrator."
Unionist's claim is settled

A HAMMARSDALE union organiser, Mfeseko "Prof" Smeke, has been paid R1 000 by the Minister of Law and Order in an out of court settlement following a R3 000 claim for wrongful arrest and assault by the police.

Mr Smeke works for the National Union of Textile Workers.

He claims that in March last year, five menloads of police — some armed with automatic weapons — stopped him as he was driving from Esikhaweni through Loskop on his way back to Hammarsdale.

He was taken to the local police station where he was kept for several hours and assaulted by three policemen, including station commander W Mbuli.

He says he was hit on the head with a rifle butt, slapped in the face, knocked to the ground and kicked.

According to Mr Smeke, he was made to stand on one foot with his arms in the air on two occasions — for about 30 minutes each time.

He also says he was questioned about a strike which was expected at the KwaZulu shoe factory at Loskop, and about what he and his union were doing about reaching an agreement with management.
Steel workers want industrial action

By Carolyn Dempster, Labour Reporter

Highveld Steel workers who took part in last week's joint ballot have voted overwhelmingly in favour of industrial action at the steel plant.

About 3,500 workers out of a total workforce of just over 4,000 voted for industrial action in support of wage demands at the Anglo American company.

The votes were counted in front of management on Friday after the conclusion of the three-day ballot, which was held jointly by the South African Boilermakers' Society and the Metal and Allied Workers' Union.

Among the Boilermakers' 600 members at the plant there was a 90 percent "yes" vote and 92 percent of Mawu's 2,846 members voted for industrial action.

In the third ballot, held to ascertain the extent of support for industrial action among members of other unions, white artisans at Highveld demonstrated their support in a surprising move.

Of the 206 members of the two other unions at the plant -- the white Mineworkers' Union and the Amalgamated Engineers' Union -- 461 voted against the advice of their union officials. Of these, 401 voted in favour of industrial action.

Only 23 "no" votes were counted.

General meetings of members are to be held this week to discuss further strategies and it is believed the ballot will be used to draw management back to the negotiating table.

Highveld has refused to offer increases higher than those negotiated at the National Industrial Council talks in June this year although the in-house agreement allows for separate negotiations.

The final offer made by Highveld was for increases ranging from 9.07 percent to 12.5 percent.

In its interim financial report, released last week, Highveld showed a record half-yearly turnover and an after-tax profit of R14 million for the six months to June this year. The interim dividend for shareholders was raised by 20 percent.
3,500 back strike in historic vote

By STEVEN FRIEDMAN
Labour Correspondent

ABOUT 70% of workers of all races at Anglo American's key Highveld Steel plant at Witbank have backed legal strike action in an historic ballot — and the unions which organised the ballot have asked the company to re-open wage talks with them.

The ballot was organised by the Metal and Allied Workers Union (Mawu) and the SA Boilermakers Society (Sabco) after their wage talks with Highveld deadlocked.

It is the first to be organised jointly by an emerging union and an established union representing skilled workers.

About 3,500 workers out of the 5,000 employed at Highveld's four plants and the Mapoch mine, which is owned by the company, voted to strike.

If a legal strike follows the ballot it will be the first to be undertaken jointly by white and black workers since the Government's labour reforms were introduced.

It was learned yesterday, however, that the two unions will not call a strike immediately but will now seek further negotiations with the company immediately after the ballot, they asked Highveld for further talks on their wage dispute.

A Highveld spokesman yesterday refused to comment on the ballot, or on whether the company would be prepared to re-open talks with the unions.

The results of the ballot indicate that more than 91% of Mawu's black members voted to strike in a poll in which 2,555 of its workers voted.

Among the boilermakers, 568 members — just under 70% — voted to strike.

The two unions also organised an unofficial poll among white workers who do not belong to either union, in which 701 workers — 45% of the total employed by Highveld — voted to strike.

Unions are regarded as high, and believe it could have a crucial bearing on the outcome of the dispute.

A union source charged yesterday that the pro-strike vote by white workers would have been higher had they not been "intimidated" by rival unions.

He claimed that these unions had told white workers that the rents for their company housing would rise dramatically if they voted in the ballot.

It is likely, however, that the boilermakers will seek the co-operation of the three unions which have already accepted Highveld's wage offer if talks are re-opened.
Mawu legal strike nearly over

The Metal and Allied Workers Union's first legal strike — at a Durban company Hart Limited — may be settled today or tomorrow, according to the union.

Labour Correspondent

But Mawu also announced it was launching court action against the tyre company Dunlop, which fired 1 200 union members for striking late last week.

Sapa reports that 1 500 workers at Lever Brothers in Durban continued their strike in support of a 20% pay rise yesterday, bringing the total number of workers on strike in Durban to more than 3 000.

Mawu disclosed in a statement that Dunlop workers had voted shortly before their firing to turn their strike into a legal stoppage and charged that the company's decision to fire them indicated that using the legal strike machinery offered workers little protection.

At Hart, about 600 workers struck in protest at the company's refusal to negotiate wages and working conditions outside an official industrial council.

But Hart representatives said they could not commit themselves to this before meeting their board of directors, as well as the Steel and Engineering Industries Federation, which is against wage bargaining outside councils.

At Dunlop, Mr Glenn Sutton, a company spokesman, said Sapa workers had continued a stoppage despite company warnings to both them and the union that this would lead to their dismissal.

They had ignored the warnings and were therefore fired, he added.

But Mawu said workers had voted to challenge their firing in court.
Union angry over absenteeism talks

Labour Reporter

A MAJOR Fosatru affiliate is angry about a meeting between a large textile firm and about 60 Cape Town doctors to discuss "sick certification".

The National Union of Textile Workers (NUTW), which was barred from the meeting between SA Nylon Spunners and the doctors in a city hotel last week, said it was "astonished at the company's attitude to labour relations".

The industrial relations manager of SANS, Mr Peter Richardson, said absenteeism cost the South African economy R1.5billion in lost productivity.

"PRIVATE SEMINAR"

He confirmed that SANS had held a "private seminar" last week with about 60 doctors "to share experiences in the area of sick certification".

"We hoped to learn more about the medical side of sickness absenteeism and hoped that the doctors in turn would gain a better understanding of the effect that sickness absenteeism has on the productivity of our operation."

An NUTW spokesman said "We are astonished that the company should dictate to the union where and how we should be involved in such an important question as absenteeism."

The dispute is rooted in union opposition to a company practice of sending supervisors to visit sick workers at home.
Sacked strikers to be replaced

Mercury Reporter

ABOUT 1000 Dunlop Tyre Company employees who were dismissed for allegedly striking unlawfully, will be paid off and recruitment will commence with a view to restarting production, a Dunlop spokesman said yesterday.

At Lever Brothers' Maydon Wharf factory, 1000 workers entered the sixth day of a strike after downing tools on Thursday.

At Hart Ltd in Umbilo, 500 workers are continuing a strike which began on Wednesday for the right to negotiate wages directly with their employers.

Ballot

Mr Ron Smith, Dunlop's group personnel manager, said employees had been fired because of unlawful industrial action.

A proper strike ballot had not been made although the union had been entitled to hold a ballot at any time since May. Dismissed employees would be paid off and replacements recruited with a view to restarting factory production next week.

A spokesman for Lever Brothers said discussions were continuing with representatives of striking employees.

Unlever workers had asked for a guaranteed 20 percent pay increase next January, but the company was unwilling to commit itself before assessing the economic situation at the end of the year.

Mr E W Farrell, regional director of Hart Ltd, said the company had remained open for those who wished to work.

The company continues to lead discussions with the two unions in an attempt to resolve the issues, he said.
Strikers nabbed

By JOSHUA RABOROKO

AT least 40 of more than 5 000 strikers have been arrested by police in countrywide industrial actions which have gripped most factories over wage demands.

The police used sjamboks and patrol dogs to disperse more than 400 workers at the Newcastle Carbochem Rubber Factory, according to the SAP's public relations division in Pretoria yesterday.

Forty workers were arrested, of whom 11 sustained dog bites and had to undergo medical treatment. Those arrested were expected to appear in the local magistrate's court yesterday on charges of holding a public meeting.

Col Heynes said the workers were warned after they had gathered outside the factory and started stopping motorists.

Meanwhile about 3 500 workers out of a total workforce of just over 4 000 voted yes to industrial action in support of wage demands at Highveld Steel in Witbank.

The votes were counted before management after the conclusion of the three-day ballot which was held jointly by the South African Boilermakers' Society and the Metal and Allied Workers' Union (Mawu).

In a separate incident, about 1 200 hourly-paid workers were dismissed for taking part in a legal strike at the Dunlop Tyre Company, a union official said yesterday.

More than 2 000 workers are still on strike at Lever Brothers and Hart Limited. A spokesman for the Chemical Workers' Industrial Union said the workers were demanding a 20 percent increase in wages.

About 2 000 workers at Siemens Cables Company in Pretoria have returned to work after going on strike over wage demands and other job-related issues.

A Mawu spokesman said that the workers returned after management had shown a willingness to discuss the issues involved.

In another labour unrest over 150 workers at Piu Penpak in Industria yesterday downed tools over wage demands. Late yesterday the workers' representative were making attempts to resolve the matter with management.
Police to probe union fraud

A DOCKET outlining details of alleged squandering of funds by a former member of the Foasta-affiliate, Metal and Allied Workers' Union, has been forwarded to the John Vorster fraud squad.

This was confirmed to The SOWETAN yesterday by a Mawu spokesman who said that on the basis of the information in their possession, the police will decide whether or not to press criminal charges against the officials.

Four members of the union were suspended and then dismissed by the national executive for "gross mismanagement of union funds" at the end of June.
Big boost for steel unions

Labour Correspondent

THE South African council of the powerful International Metalworkers' Federation (IMF) has thrown its weight behind two of its unions whose members have voted to strike legally at Anglo American's Highveld Steel.

In a statement yesterday, the IMF council said it was "with concern" the deadlock between the two unions, the Metal and Allied Workers' Union and SA Boilermakers' Society, and Highveld and called on Anglo American to "get the company back to the negotiating table."

The council represents 11 unions which include affiliates of the Federation of SA Trade Unions, the Council of Unions of SA and the Trade Unions Council of SA.

In an historic strike ballot at Highveld last week, 70% of workers of all races voted to strike. The ballot followed a deadlock in pay talks between the company and the unions.

In the wake of the ballot, the union has asked Highveld to re-open wage talks, but the company has not yet responded.

Yesterday's IMF statement issued by its permanent secretary, Mr Brian Fredericks, said the extent of the strike vote was "indicative of the dissatisfaction" of Highveld workers with the company's last wage offer.

It said it was "indeed surprising that an Anglo American company which recently announced record turnover figures and a healthy profit cannot accede to the workers demand of R2 per hour minimum wage, together with reasonable increases for all grades of employees."
CWL Union's Sasol office vandalised

Labour Correspondent

VANDALS have ransacked the Evander offices of the Chemical Workers Industrial Union (CWIU), a union representative said yesterday.

The offices are used to run the union's organising campaign at the Sasol 2 and 3 plants at Secunda.

CWIU's representative said posters had been ripped from the walls and other damage had been caused after unknown people had broken into the office and ransacked it.

This was, he added, the third incident of its kind in the past few months, but the most serious thus far.

In other incidents, a CWIU official in the Evander office received a death threat and posters outside the union's offices were ripped down.

After the latest incident, a message had been left in the union's typewriter linking CWIU with the banned African National Congress.

"This leads us to believe that the incidents are part of a concerted right-wing campaign to smear and harass the union during our organising campaign at Sasol," CWIU's representative said.

The union, which belongs to the Federation of SA Trade Unions, has been organising workers at the Sasol Secunda plants for some time and claims a membership of over 4,000 there.

Sasol has granted the union "stop order" facilities at the plant and has also extended, negotiating rights to it, although there is no formal recognition agreement between CWIU and the company.
Support for strike ballot

The South African Council of the International Metal Workers' Federation has come out in full support of Highveld Steel workers who voted last week for industrial action at the company.

The council yesterday called upon Highveld's parent company, Anglo American, to "get the company back to the negotiating table with the unions in an effort to resolve the dispute." Demands made by members of the two IMF affiliate unions -- the Metal and Allied Workers' Union and the South African Boilermakers' Society -- were "more than reasonable" in the present economic climate, the council said.

Conservation, far from being the aesthetic pursuit of a privileged few, is a national imperative, he said. "Wasteful exploitation of our natural and living resources means temporary gains at the cost of imperilling our future," he said.

The result of the strike ballot showed 75 percent support for industrial action among the 3,500 black and white workers at the company.

By Cameron Harty
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Summary on the student rampage

In September, a group of students who were fed up with conditions on campus, including overcrowded classrooms and lack of resources, decided to take action. They organized a strike, which quickly escalated into a full-blown protest.

The administration, meanwhile, was caught off guard. They had underestimated the students' determination and were unprepared for the scale of the protest.

In the end, the students' demands were largely met, but the experience left both sides exhausted and disillusioned.

By John Watt
SA backing for Scargill

Labour Correspondent

The Federation of SA Trade Unions (Fosatu) has sent a telegram to the British National Union of Mineworkers (NUM) expressing support for the British miners' strike.

In the telegram, Fosatu's general secretary, Mr. Joe Foster, says the formation of a broader federation of emerging unions next year could lead unions in the country to offer their British counterparts "more concrete support.

The text of the telegram addressed to the president of Britain's NUM, Mr. Arthur Scargill — appears in the latest edition of the newsletter, "Fosatu Worker News."

In the telegram, Mr. Foster says Fosatu "fully supports the NUM in its fight against pit closures."

"The fight for the right to work is particularly well understood by South African workers and is supported by our federation. We believe your victory will be a major step forward in the worldwide worker struggle for job security and for a rational society," the message reads.

"With the formation of a wider federation of South Africa's independent trade unions next year, we hope to be able to offer you more concrete support."
Lever Brother's strike still on

Durban — About 1,000 employees at Lever Brothers' Maydon Wharf factory have entered the eighth day of their strike for higher wages.

But a company spokesman said that after discussions between company management and the employees, there appeared to be some indication that the strike would soon end.

On Tuesday the company appealed to employees to return to work.

Meanwhile Hart Ltd in Umbilo has agreed to negotiate on a long service bonus for its employees within 10 days. This was the condition on which the Hart Ltd employees, who had been on strike for a week, returned to work yesterday.

The Natal branch secretary of the Metal and Allied Workers Union, Mr. Geoff Schreiner, said the agreement was "a step in the right direction."
Talks end metal union's first legal strike action

STEVEN FRIEDMAN

In this city, a legal strike by the Metal Workers’ Union (Mawu) at Hart’s Hart Ltd ended yesterday after the company agreed to open negotiations with the union on certain work conditions.

Hart’s 600 workers struck in support of demands that the company negotiate directly with Mawu stewards on wages and work conditions outside the official industrial council system.

The stoppage began a week ago after they voted to strike in a ballot.

The return to work followed agreement by the company to negotiate with Mawu stewards on long-service bonuses. But the union’s demand that its stewards negotiate on pay and other benefits remuneration scheme has not yet been met.

Mawu said the agreement was a step in the right direction and added that it hoped Hart would eventually follow the many Seisa companies which now negotiate at plant level on all matters affecting workers.

Sapa reports that Hart’s regional director in Natal, Mr E W Parrett, has confirmed the return to work.

The work force agreed to return to work today while negotiations with union shop stewards continue. It is on the basis of us negotiating certain conditions of employment that they agreed to return,” he said.
TRADE UNIONS

Moving to unity?

Representatives of all emerging trade unions with a total of over 250 000 members met in Cape Town last weekend to continue discussions aimed at forming a new federation of unions. A feasibility committee, which began meeting in April last year, appears to have made substantial progress following the withdrawal of a group of mainly general unions in March.

According to a press statement issued after the meeting, a constitution for the proposed new organisation has "virtually been finalised." A sub-committee will meet to draft a declaration of principles and "consider other outstanding matters."

Once each union has approved the constitution, the inaugural conference of the federation will be held. This is unlikely to happen until 1986.

The organisations taking part in the talks are the Federation of SA Trade Unions (Fosatu), which has nine affiliates; the Council of Unions of SA (Cuva — 11 affiliates); the Cape Town Municipal Workers' Association; the General Workers' Union, the General Workers' Union of SA and the Motor Assembly and Components Workers' Union of SA — withdrew from the talks. They had been accused of delaying progress and of organising workers in opposition to other unions involved in the talks.

A statement at the time said that the five would be welcome to rejoin the talks as soon as they had reconstituted themselves as industrial unions. Indications are that any return to the ranks will occur only once the new federation is a fait accompli — on the terms of the founding members.

For the participating unions themselves, the formation of the federation is only a step on the road to unity. Up to four of them are open to the same workers in a number of key industries. One important measure of their success will be the speed with which they move towards their avowed goal of one union per industry.

If the talks end in the formation of a single umbrella body for emerging unions, as opposed to the present two federations and numerous independent unions, they could have a major effect on industrial relations in SA.

Employers would be faced with a single union organisation, which would presumably exercise greater power than the present fragmented set-up, but would also benefit by being largely freed from the competing claims of different unions all trying to organise the same members.
LABOUR DISPUTES

Frame unravelled

A new dimension has been added to the bid by the National Union of Textile Workers (NUTW) for recognition at the Frame Group's New Germany factory complex. Last week, the union, which is affiliated to the Federation of SA Trade Unions (Fosatu), applied for a conciliation board to consider its claim to represent the majority of workers in the complex. This is a direct challenge to its rival in the complex, the Textile Workers' Industrial Union (TWIU), an affiliate of the Trade Union Council of SA (Tusca).

The struggle of the National Union of Textile Workers for recognition at the Frame Group's New Germany, Pinetown, factory complex ranks as the most complex legal battle in SA labour history. In the first of two articles, the FM examines the disputes.
dated Frame Cotton Corporation (CFCC)
The Nortex mill is owned by Consolidated Woolwashing and Processing Mills and Natal Knitting Mills by Natal Knitting Mills Frametex, which employs some 3,500 people, is the largest mill and is the key to the complex

Much of the litigation centres on a meeting between NUTW and Frame director Abe Frame in October 1982. At the meeting, according to NUTW, it complained that TWIU, which had been granted stop order facilities at Frametex, was being given preferential treatment. Abe Frame withdrew TWIU’s stop orders, and NUTW claims he undertook to recognize any union which could prove it had majority membership in any of the mills.

NUTW says it submitted over 2,000 membership forms signed by Frametex workers to CFCC. However, it claims management raised “bogus objections” to many of the forms and rejected the argument that it had a majority.

In April last year, CFCC recognised TWIU at Frametex on the basis that the majority of the New Germany Complex employees belonged to it. NUTW contended that CFCC had deliberately fostered the rival union and coerced its employees during working hours to resign from NUTW to join TWIU. It also argued that TWIU did not have the majority in Frametex, a point which was not disputed by the company, and that management had deviated from the undertaking made by Abe Frame to recognize unions on a mill-by-mill basis.

Litigation followed. NUTW applied to the Industrial Court for a status quo order to interdict CFCC from recognising TWIU at Frametex. In May, the court granted NUTW the order. Neither CFCC nor TWIU opposed the application. At the same time NUTW applied to court, it also asked the Minister of Manpower to appoint a conciliation board to hear the dispute. It claimed CFCC had committed unfair labour practice by favouring TWIU. Labour law decrees that where no industrial council exists — as in this case — the warring parties have to meet at a conciliation board before they can seek final relief in the Industrial Court.

In papers submitted to the Department of Manpower, CFCC stated that in situations involving recognition of unions, employees should not be deprived of the prerogative to test a union’s strength if necessary by weathering a legal strike.

Then came an event which changed the course of the dispute. A status quo order is valid for 90 days only. NUTW’s attorneys failed to extend the order in time and, despite attempts to have it renewed in the Industrial Court, it lapsed. On learning that the order had lapsed, CFCC intimated that it would accord recognition to TWIU at Frametex. In response, and because the Minister was still considering the appointment of the conciliation board, NUTW sought an interdict in the Durban Supreme Court. It alleged that the October 1982 agreement was a contractually binding arrangement preventing CFCC from recognising TWIU.

Deal struck

In September, in the course of the hearing, a deal was struck between the two parties. CFCC agreed not to recognise TWIU as the collective bargaining representative of its Frametex employees. CFCC also undertook not to grant TWIU facilities at Frametex. Both undertakings were made pending a refusal by the Minister to appoint the conciliation board, failure by a board to resolve the dispute and, in that case, the matter going back to the Industrial Court for final determination.

This placed NUTW back in the position it had lost when the status quo order lapsed. But, in return, NUTW made a major concession to CFCC. The union agreed not to use the argument that a contractually binding agreement had been concluded in October 1982. This had the effect of restricting the union to Industrial Court action and prevented it from taking the matter to the Supreme Court.

Later in the month, the Minister finally appointed the conciliation board. But both parties reported to the Minister that the board would not settle the dispute. As a result, the Minister directed 30 days later that the matter should be heard by the Industrial Court. In papers prepared for the hearing, NUTW alleged that CFCC’s “deliberate” fostering of the “sweetheart” TWIU constituted an unfair labour practice. It requested that CFCC should hold a ballot to determine which union had majority support.

But before the case could be heard, CFCC applied to the Supreme Court for a declaration that the dispute for which the Minister had appointed the conciliation board could not be settled in a manner previously in the Supreme Court. CFCC argued that the Industrial Court did not have the right to hear the case, since NUTW had conceded that no binding agreement had been given by Abe Frame and that there was no longer a dispute. NUTW contended that an agreement had been concluded, even though it was precluded from contending that it was contractually binding and that a breach of the alleged agreement was an unfair labour practice. The court accepted the union’s argument.

This would have opened the way for the case to go back to the Industrial Court. But CFCC sought, and obtained, leave to appeal against the Supreme Court’s judgment. It will be heard before a full Bench of the Natal Provincial Division on September 17.

There the issue rests for the moment. But NUTW’s new initiative in claiming that it now has a majority in the New Germany complex could change the whole complexion of the dispute. Much depends on whether the Minister of Manpower appoints the board and, if so, what he decides its terms of reference should be.
Go-slow workers lose their jobs

PORT ELIZABETH — Breaker-builder workers on a go-slow for higher pay at Goodyear Tyre and Rubber Company, Uitenhage, since early this week, have lost their jobs.

The director of public affairs at Goodyear, Mr Mike Selley, said today the workers had “voluntarily broken their contract” by not returning to work and were to be replaced.

He said management had repeatedly asked them to stay on at work while negotiations between the National Automobile and Allied Workers’ Union (Naawu) and management were under way.

On Tuesday, 200 workers in the radial tyre production unit had to be sent home because, as a result of the go-slow, there were not enough components.

“But already production has suffered temporarily,” Mr Selley said.

The 200 were all present today. This dispute is to be referred to the industrial council.

The secretary of Naawu, Mr Fred Saul, refused to comment on the issue — Sapa.

Strikers are fired

Own Correspondent

DURBAN — The 120 workers who went on strike at Dunlop Sports in Durban in solidarity with 1 200 colleagues who were fired last week, were all dismissed yesterday.

Mr Glenn Sutton, personnel manager for Dunlop, said the stoppages were unlawful and that when workers ignored warnings to return to work they were dismissed.

The 1 500 striking Lever Brother workers returned to work yesterday after being on strike for eight days in support of a 20 percent general wage increase.
Go slow tyre men have lost their jobs

PORT ELIZABETH. — Breaker-builder workers on a go-slow for higher pay at Goodyear Tyre and Rubber Company, Uitenhage, since early this week, have lost their jobs.

The director of public affairs at Goodyear, Mr. Mike Selley, said yesterday the workers had "voluntarily broken their contract" by not returning to work — and were to be replaced.

On Monday, 24 breaker-builders went on a go slow for increased pay.

Mr. Selley said management had repeatedly asked them to stay on at work while negotiations between the National Automobile and Allied Workers' Union (NAAWU) and management were under way. However, 23 of the 24 workers had continued to stay away, thereby severing their employment contract, he said. As a result, 23 new breaker-builder workers were being recruited.

On Tuesday, 200 workers in the radial tyre production unit had to be sent home because, as a result of the go slow strike, there were insufficient components.

The 200 were all present yesterday.

This dispute is to be referred to the Industrial Council.

The secretary of NAAWU, Mr. Fred Saks, refused to comment on the issue.
Union, firm dispute over foremen ends

BY STEVEN FRIEDMAN
Labour Correspondent

A DISPUTE between the Chemical Workers Industrial Union and a Wadeville company, Chesbrough Fords, has ended with the company agreeing that black supervisors can belong to the union.

The CWIU has agreed in exchange that supervisors will be represented by it in discipline cases only and that it will not negotiate pay for them.

This agreement comes at a time when, according to unionists, there are growing demands by black supervisors to join emerging unions.

They say the issue is "popping up increasingly" as more black workers become supervisors, but that employers often argue that the supervisors are part of management and should not be represented by a union.

According to a CWIU representative, Chesbrough Fords is one of a number of companies at which black supervisors have joined emerging unions.

The union says most supervisors at the plant belong to it and that many have been CWIU members for nearly two years.

Last year, however, a supervisor was fired, which led to a stoppage at the plant. When union shop stewards attempted to take up his case, they were told he was part of management and that they could not act on his behalf.

This led to a dispute which ended recently in an agreement allowing supervisors to be represented by the CWIU in discipline cases, but not if they have grievances. The union will also not negotiate pay for them.

This accords with what supervisors wanted—they didn't feel strongly about being covered by wage agreements," the CWIU's representative said.

A company spokesman, Mr Dale Ralph, confirmed the agreement, but added that supervisors would not be allowed to stand in union shop steward elections.

He said Chesbrough Fords had "grave reservations" about allowing supervisors to be represented by stewards, who were their subordinates in the factory.

If they were union members, they would also be "torn between union policy and their duty to management".

He said supervisors at Chesbrough Fords were more managing than workers.
Closed shop unfair, court maintains

Labour Correspondent

A THREAT by a Natal garments workers union to expel workers who join rival unions - which would cost them their jobs - has been thwarted by industrial court action.

The union is the Garment Workers Industrial Union, a member of the Trade Union Council of SA, which has a closed shop agreement in the industry forcing workers to belong to it.

It faces competition from the National Union of Textile Workers, a Federation of SA Trades Unions member, which has recruited most workers at the Pinetown clothing firm, James North Africa, and is recognised by the company.

Workers at the plant must remain members of the GWIU, unless they are exempted from the closed shop, but this has not prevented them from joining a rival union as well.

The GWIU, however, reacted to NUTW's campaign at James North by changing its constitution to allow the expulsion of workers who joined a rival union. The closed shop means that expelled workers would also lose their jobs.

It ordered workers who had joined NUTW at James North to appear at an inquiry into whether they belonged to the rival union.

NUTW challenged this in the industrial court, arguing that it was an "unfair labour practice".

The latest issue of Fosatu's newsletter, Fosatu Worker News, reveals that lawyers for the GWIU have now conceded that the threat to expel members for joining a rival "would be seen as an unfair labour practice".

As a result, it says, the GWIU has abandoned attempts to expel NUTW members.
Union threat to workers blocked

Mercury Correspondent

Johannesburg—A threat by a Natal garment workers' union to expel workers who join rival unions — which would cost them their jobs — has been thwarted by Industrial Court action.

The union is the Garment Workers' Industrial Union, a member of the Trade Union Council of SA, which has a closed-shop agreement in the industry, forcing workers to belong to it.

It faces competition from the National Union of Textile Workers, a Federation of SA Trade Unions member, which has recruited most workers at Pinetown clothing firm James North Africa and is recognized by the company.

Workers at the plant must remain members of the GWIU unless they are exempted from the 'closed shop', but this has not prevented them from joining a rival union as well.

The GWIU reacted to the NUTW's campaign at James North by changing its constitution to allow the expulsion of workers who joined a rival union. The 'closed shop' means expelled workers would also lose their jobs.

It ordered workers who had joined the NUTW at James North to appear at an inquiry into whether they belonged to the rival union.

The NUTW challenged this in the Industrial Court, arguing that it was an 'unfair labour practice'.

The latest issue of Fosatu Worker News reports that lawyers for the GWIU have conceded that the threat to expel members for joining a rival union would be seen as an unfair labour practice.

As a result, it says, the GWIU has abandoned attempts to expel NUTW members.

Now the NUTW is pressing for James North workers to be exempted from the closed shop so they can resign from the GWIU, but the Tusca union has the power to block this at the Natal garment industry's industrial council.

Although the settlement of the case does not create a precedent for similar disputes, it is likely to allay fears that other unions with closed-shop agreements would move to expel those who joined rivals.

Unions with closed-shop agreements covering black workers face competition from emerging unions in several industries and expelling workers who join these rivals would give them a powerful weapon.
Union shackled by Court order in tyre factory strike

Mercury Reporter

A STRIKE by hourly-paid workers at Dunlop Sports was declared unlawful yesterday after an order granted in the Supreme Court, Durban.

The Metal and Allied Workers' Union and its secretary, Mr W G Schreiner, were restrained from inciting any employee of Dunlop from taking part in, or continuing to take part in, the strike.

They were also restrained from inciting employees from taking part in any other unlawful strike, or in the continuation of such strikes.

Hundreds of workers at Dunlop's tyre factory were sacked last week after a strike in protest against the dismissal of five workers and the suspension of shop stewards.

Mr Justice Booyse, who heard the urgent application by Dunlop, postponed the matter until August 28.

In papers before Court, Mr Glen Richard Sutton, Dunlop's industrial-relations manager, said the present strike by workers at Dunlop was unlawful.

He said that since August 17 Dunlop's Sydney Road branch had been at a standstill. All production other than that of car tyres had ceased. The daily loss was R229 000.

Mr Sutton said that on August 20 the union had sent a telegram to a shop steward at Dunlop's Benoni branch. Only part of the telegram, outlining reasons for the stoppage at Sydney Road, had been shown to management.

He said that on August 23 a strike had begun at the Durban tyre branch after a document had been handed to the administration manager.

A similar document had been sent to Dunlop's biggest branch at Ladysmith. If a strike started there, it would end all Dunlop's tyre manufacturing activity, he said.

Mr Sutton said it was clear the Metal and Allied Workers' Union had embarked on a campaign to bring all of Dunlop's employees on strike to support the strike at Sydney Road.

He said the strikes were illegal. The reason for striking was not the dismissal of five workers in 1983, but other issues, including a dispute over interpretation of a recognition agreement between the union and Dunlop.

Meanwhile, workers who had been on strike at the company's Durban tyre branch returned to work yesterday.
1000 more back strike

ANOTHER 1000 workers at four Dunlop plants around the country have voted for a legal strike in the wake of management's sacking of 1200 workers at their Durban tyre plant this week.

The 1200 workers were dismissed only hours after they had a ballot to decide on legal strike action.

Two of the nation's factories came out in support yesterday and workers at the other two plants will also meet soon to decide when to begin their action.

The tyre plant workers originally declared a dispute when management sacked several Metal and Allied Workers Union members.

Sacked Dunlop workers have decided to approach Sicoa for support because Dunlop has a section which makes sports goods.
Case may curb right to fire strikers

Business/Labour

FEB 21/84
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Court hears of assault with chain in factory

VOLKSWAGEN SA (Pty) Ltd. discharged workers who fought at the motor assembly plant, a Uitenhage magistrate was told today. Before the court was Mr Johnson Gaika, of Tuins Street, Uitenhage, charged with assault with intent to do grievous bodily harm.

He is alleged to have punched, kicked and hit Mr Burger Steyn Delport with a length of chain on June 29. Mr Gaika pleaded not guilty.

He admitted that there was an incident that morning but said he grappled and exchanged blows with Mr Delport in self defence. He denied kicking or using a chain.

Mr Delport said at about 7.20am he saw Mr Gaika talking to a Mr Du Toit who said he didn't want to make a case against Mr Gaika. He was referring to an assault the previous day. Mr Delport said he told Mr Du Toit that he could not just drop the matter — such things could not be permitted at the factory.

He said he then turned and walked away. He heard Mr Gaika swearing at him. He said "vooetjies, wie is jy jou?"

He turned and asked who he was talking to and Mr Gaika ran and punched him in the face. He grabbed him and the two grappled on to the floor where Mr Gaika tried to gouge his eyes with his fingers. He asked a Mr Smit for help and the two were separated.

He ordered Mr Gaika to report to his office and walked off. He was then hit on the back with a chain.

At that stage a Mr Mon-dile grabbed hold of Mr Gaika and a Mr Bezudenhout took the chain. He walked to his office. That was the end of the fight. At no stage had he struck back because if he had done so he could not have brought the case.

He said he had walked at VW for 15 years and knew the policy of not allowing fights on pain of discharge.

He said he received medical attention for the injury to his face and also found that he had a bite mark on his back and that his hand was cut in the fall.

Under cross-examination he agreed that the charge sheet included an allegation of kicking. He agreed that there had been no kicking.

He agreed that he had only been struck one fist blow in the face, that he was not sure where it landed and that he had not been clowned as was alleged in the charge.

He also admitted that a civil claim that he had made against Mr Gaika was incorrect in that it alleged there were various fist blows and that he was kicked.

(Proceeding)

Mr W Smit was on the Bench. Mr F Botha appeared for the State. Mr G Huisman appeared for the defence.
Dunlop in court to halt strikes

By STEVEN FRIEDMAN
Labour Correspondent

In a dramatic move, the Dunlop Rubber Company has asked the Supreme Court in Durban to prevent members of the Metal and Allied Workers’ Union at two of its plants from striking in sympathy with strikers fired at its Durban tyre plant.

Its application is to be heard today.

It was launched on Friday, but Mr Justice Booyen postponed the case after Mawa said it had not had enough time to respond.

During Friday’s hearing, Mawa officials undertook to ensure that workers did not engage in any illegal strike action before the case was resumed this morning.

Dunlop’s action follows the firing of about 1,000 strikers at the Durban tyre plant who had downed tools in protest against disciplinary actions.

Mawa alleges the firings took place soon after workers had voted to embark on a legal strike and says it will challenge the dismissals in the industrial court.

The union also represents workers at a Dunlop plant in Ladysmith and at the Dunlop Sports plant in Durban, and the fired strikers called on workers at these plants to support them.

A second union, the Chemical Workers Industrial Union, represents workers at the Dunlop Industrial Products plant at Benoni. Workers at this plant were also urged to back the fired men.

In an apparent attempt to head off sympathy strike action at those plants, Dunlop launched a Supreme Court action in which it asked the court for an interdict preventing workers striking illegally.

A Mawa statement yesterday said the union had been served with papers by Dunlop on Friday, less than an hour before the court was scheduled to hear the company’s application. The company’s papers, setting out its case, ran to more than 100 pages, it added.

The union said it was unable to contact its lawyers before the hearing’s scheduled start and two union officials had been forced to appear before Mr Justice Booyen to request a postponement of the case.

The case was postponed until this morning, but the judge had asked Mawa’s representatives to confirm that they would act lawfully “at all times.”
Firm agrees to talks

By STEVEN FRIEDMAN
Labour Correspondent

A KEY metal employer Highveld Steel has agreed to re-open talks with two unions whose members recently voted to strike in an historic ballot at its four Witbank plants.

However, it is not clear whether the company is prepared to discuss with the unions the wage deadlock which led to the strike ballot.

The ballot followed a deadlock in wage talks between Highveld and both the Metal and Allied Workers Union (MAWU) and SA Boilermakers Society (SABS).

The unions rejected a company wage offer which was accepted by three unions representing skilled white workers and declared a dispute with Highveld.

In the first strike ballot to be organized jointly by an established and an emerging union, about 70% of Highveld's 5 000 workers voted to strike. This included about 400 white skilled workers who do not belong to either union but who took part in an unofficial poll.

In the wake of the ballot, the unions asked Highveld to re-open wage talks.

The general secretary of the SABS, Mr Ike van der Watt, said yesterday Highveld had agreed to meet his union and MAWU on Friday to discuss the dispute.
Strike threat over Frame union dispute

By STEVEN FREEMAN

The National Union of Textile Workers (NUW) has decided to put the case for a strike at a meeting of its executive committee today. NUW officials have said that they are prepared to take action to protect the rights of the workers employed at the Frame Group of textile companies. The NUW claims that the workers are being denied their rights under the law and that the company is not acting in accordance with the recommendations of the Industrial Relations Court.

The NUW has been in discussions with the company over the past few weeks, but the talks have broken down. The NUW has claimed that the company is not acting in accordance with the recommendations of the Industrial Relations Court, which has ruled in favour of the workers.

The NUW has threatened to take action if the company does not agree to the demands of the workers. The NUW has said that it will take all necessary steps to protect the rights of the workers.
By Carolyn Dempster, Labour Reporter

Highveld Steel and Vanadium Corporation announced yesterday it would reopen wage negotiations.

This comes after an overwhelming vote for industrial action last week at the Anglo American company.

The two unions who held the ballot, the Metal and Allied Workers' Union (Mawu) and the South African Boilermakers' Society (Sabs), were notified yesterday of Highveld management's change in stance.

The first meeting is to be held on Friday, Mr Ike van der Watt, general secretary of Sabs, confirmed.

He said he did not hold out much hope for the talks, which were likely to centre on wages, in view of the tough time the unions had had.

Anglo American declined to comment on the turnabout.

The industrial action ballot at Highveld Steel was historic in that it was the first time an established and emergent union, including black and white members, joined forces.

The ballot showed overwhelming support, with 75 percent of members of both unions (about 3,000 metalworkers) voting in favour of industrial action.

About 40 percent of white artisans who are members of the three other unions at the plant also participated in an unofficial ballot, and the majority indicated they too would support industrial action.
Dispute

with textile

group hots up

Mercury Correspondent

JOHANNESBURG—The National Union of Textile Workers has declared a dispute with the Frame group of textile companies, charging that the company refuses to recognise it even though it represents most workers at Frame’s New Germany complex of mills.

This is a significant escalation of the 10-year recognition dispute between the union and company.

The New Germany complex is a key centre of Frame operations and until now the NUTW has claimed to represent a worker majority at only one of the five mills.

Frame has refused to recognise it — partly because it has not been representative of workers in the complex as a whole.

After a recent organisng drive at the Pinetex mill — the second biggest in the complex — the NUTW claims to represent a majority in the entire complex.

It has asked the Minister of Manpower to appoint a conciliation board to settle the dispute.

If the board is appointed, and if it fails to settle the dispute, the union may strike legally or launch industrial court action against the company.

The Frame group’s managing director, Mr Selwyn Lurie, said yesterday it was too early to comment on the NUTW’s claim to represent a majority or on whether the company would oppose the application for a conciliation board.

‘The matter has been referred to our legal advisers and we are waiting for their assessment,’ he said.

The NUTW’s application for a conciliation board follows a protracted legal dispute between the two sides. More than 30 court cases are believed to be pending as a result of this.

Many of the cases challenge retrenchments at Frame mills and one deals with the company’s alleged refusal to stop deducting union dues from the pay of workers who resign from the NUTW’s rival at the mills, the Textile Workers’ Industrial Union.

The key dispute thus far has centred on the largest mill in the complex, Frametex, where the NUTW claims a worker majority and alleges that Frame is both refusing to recognising it and favouring the TWIU.

Meanwhile the NUTW claims to have recruited a majority in the complex as a whole and to entitle it to bargaining rights for the entire complex.

This is enough to give it a worker majority in the complex as a whole and to entitle it to bargaining rights for the entire complex.
Strike hits tyre firm's biggest plant

Labour Reporter

WORKERS at the Ladysmith branch of the giant Dunlop Tyre factory downed tools yesterday in sympathy with their colleagues at the company's tyre factory in Durban who were recently fired.

Mr Glen Sutton, Dunlop's industrial relations manager, said the workers were given 24 hours to return to work and by late yesterday the position had not changed.

The strike comes in the face of an urgent Supreme Court order on Friday restraining the Metal and Allied Workers' Union from taking unlawful industrial action against the company, he said.

According to Mr Sutton, about 180 workers, at the Ladysmith plant downed tools yesterday morning, but a union spokesman claimed that the entire workforce of more than 500 went on strike.

Intimidation

Mr Sutton said 'intimidation of members of the National Leather Workers' Union at the company's sports factory has precluded them from returning to work although they have expressed the wish to do so'.

He also confirmed that police were called to investigate a bomb threat at Dunlop's Sydney Road factory yesterday morning after an anonymous telephone call.

The union spokesman last night maintained that the Ladysmith strike was legal as it met all provisions in terms of the Labour Relations Act. He said the workers voted for strike action in a ballot conducted at the factory last week.

In papers before Mr Justice Booyzen in the Supreme Court, Durban last week, Mr Sutton said the Ladysmith plant was Dunlop's biggest branch. If a strike started there it would end all Dunlop's tyre manufacturing activity.

Dunlop's Sydney Road branch had been at a standstill since August 17 and all production other than that of car tyres had ceased.
Textile union is set for showdown

By Carolyn Dempster, Labour Reporter

The decade-long dispute between the National Union of Textile Workers (NUTW) and the Consolidated Frame Cotton Corporation is set for a final showdown.

This week the union declared a dispute with the corporation on the basis of its refusal to recognise a representative union at the New Germany factory complex.

And within the next two days, application will be made to the Minister of Manpower for the appointment of a conciliation board to consider the dispute.

The move comes after a vigorous recruitment and organising campaign in the complex's five factories of Pumetex, Frame- tex, Natal Knitting Mill, Nortex and Seltex.

Of these, Frametex with a workforce of 2600, Seltex with 600 workers and Pumetex with 1300 workers are owned by the Consolidated Frame Cotton Corporation (CFCC).

A spokesman for the NUTW said it was clear the union had majority membership at three of the five factories: Punetex, Frametex and the Natal Knitting Mill.

The membership was established despite fierce competition from a rival union, the Textile Workers' Industrial Union which is affiliated to the Trade Union Council of South Africa (Tusca).

If the Minister appoints a conciliation board, this will open a new avenue in the battle for recognition which has raged in and out of courtrooms for the past 10 years.

In March, the Natal Supreme Court rejected an application by the Frame group asking it to prevent the Industrial Court from considering the recognition dispute between the two unions.

This cleared the way for the NUTW to take the dispute to the Industrial Court.

However, in June, the Maritzburg Supreme Court granted CFCC leave to appeal against the judgment.

The appeal will be heard on September 17 by a full bench of the Natal Provincial Court.
Dunlop strike has spread to Transvaal

Labour Reporter

WHILE striking workers at the Ladysmith branch of the Dunlop Tyre Company returned to work yesterday following an ultimatum by the management, workers at the company's Industrial Products in Benoni downed tools.

Mr Glen Sutton, Dunlop's Industrial Relations manager, said the workers and the Metal and Allied Workers' Union had refused to give any formal demands.

'This is now taken by the company to be an unlawful strike,' he said, adding that the Ladysmith workers returned to work yesterday morning after the management gave them a 24-hour deadline.

Recruitment

'Recruitment and selection of workers for both the Durban tyre factory and Dunlop Sports is continuing. All other factories continued to operate normally,' he said.

Workers at the Ladysmith factory downed tools on Monday in sympathy with their colleagues at the company's Durban tyre factory who were fired recently.

The strike comes in the face of an urgent Supreme Court order restraining the Metal and Allied Workers' Union from taking unlawful industrial action against the company.

Mr Geoff Schreiner, secretary of the Fosatu-affiliated Metal and Allied Workers' Union, said last night that Dunlop's management was fully aware of the demands of the workers.

Ridiculous

'These have been communicated to them numerous times. It's ridiculous for them to assert that they are not aware of the workers' demands. Until such time as they are prepared to sit down in a civilised fashion and discuss those demands with the workers, the problems are going to continue,' he said.

Production at the Durban tyre factory has been at a standstill since August 17 following the dismissal of more than 1,000 workers. Production at the Dunlop Sports factory in Mobezi also ground to a halt about a week later.
Strike ends, but more likely

By STEVEN FRIEDMAN
Labour Correspondent

The third sympathy strike in two days at plants owned by Dunlop rubber company ended yesterday — but the Metal and Allied Workers' Union warned they could resume and there were fears yesterday that the continuing dispute at Dunlop could spread to plants which are not owned by the company.

In a surprise move yesterday, Mawu issued a statement claiming that all three sympathy stoppages — at plants in Durban, Ladysmith and Benoni — had been legal.

A court action brought by Dunlop, in which it is seeking an interdict barring the union from organising illegal sympathy strikes, is to be argued in the Durban Supreme Court today.

The sympathy strikes have been prompted by the recent firing of about 1,200 strikers at Dunlop's Durban tyre plant who stopped work in protest at disciplinary moves against Mawu members.

A further 120 strikers have been fired at Dunlop's Durban sports division, and Mawu claims that, in both cases, workers were fired while striking legally.

This week, Mawu members at Dunlop plants in Durban and Ladysmith struck in sympathy with the fired workers and, on Tuesday, members of the Chemical Workers' Industrial Union downed tools over the same issue.

Workers at the two Natal plants returned to work after being threatened with dismissal and Benoni workers returned yesterday, according to a CWIU spokesman.

Dunlop alleges that all three strikes were illegal, but Mawu says yesterday that all had been legal and added that workers had indicated "that unless matters are resolved they will again take lawful strike action".

Management sources reported yesterday that there were indications that the Dunlop dispute was being taken up by Mawu shop stewards at plants not owned by the company.

They said several employers had been approached by Mawu shop stewards who had asked what their stance on the dispute was. This, they added, had sparked fears that the dispute could spread beyond Dunlop plants.

Dunlop reacted to the threat of sympathy strike action by seeking an interdict against Mawu and its Natal secretary, Mr. Geoff Schreiner, preventing them from organising illegal sympathy strikes.

At an earlier hearing, the court granted the company an interim order barring Mawu from organising illegal strikes, but this order has now lapsed.

In its statement yesterday, Mawu said it had "consistently maintained" that the sympathy actions taken by workers were legal.
Conditions and pay are poor for women working in kwaZulu

Mrs Mahlangu pays a high price for being employed in Isithebe, kwaZulu, writes Carolyn Dempster. At the multinational textile company where she works, the starting wage is R15 a week and the working conditions are "too appalling". Across the "border" in South Africa, the same company operates another factory. Here, the starting wage is R45 a week and working conditions fall under the watchful eye of the unions and the Industrial Council for the textile industry.

Mrs Mahlangu (not her real name) has little option where she would like to work.

NO PROTECTION
She is locked into the homeland through South Africa's influx control laws. The factories in Isithebe are the only places she is likely to obtain a living, now and in the immediate future.

Union protection, for improvements in wages and working conditions, is also a distant hope. Mr M "Prof" Smeke, an organiser with the National Union of Textile Workers (NUTW) which is gathering membership in this growth area, was hesitant in naming the companies involved in this kind of exploitation. "They all feel they are doing the people a favour by providing work opportunities in these areas. "The impression they give is that if pushed, they are prepared to close down and move the factories elsewhere."

In fact, much of the incentive to the employers in starting up industries in the homeland was the lure of lower wages, he commented. For Mrs Mahlangu, the working hours may be the same as in the sister factory in Durban, but the workload is far greater.

MASS DISMISSALS
And, Mr Smeke says, the working conditions are pathetic and bear no comparison to the Durban factory. The NUTW's attempts to enlist the aid of the kwaZulu Government in the past in disputes with the Bata Shoe Company, owner of the KwaZulu Shoe Company, have proved fruitless. The disputes led to mass dismissals, selective rehiring and recruitment of non-unionised labour.

Mr Smeke believes there is no reason why future disputes, once they become volatile, should not follow the same route, with the kwaZulu Government ranged on the side of employers.
LABOUR

What is illegal?

Dunlop SA last week obtained a Supreme Court injunction restraining the Metal and Allied Workers' Union (Mawu) from organising "illegal" sympathy strikes around the country in support of industrial action at the company's Sydney Road plant in Durban. Strikes occurred, nonetheless, at Dunlop's Ladysmith factory and its industrial products plant at Benoni.

Did this place the union in contempt of court? Possibly not — although the whole issue is now embroiled in arguments over the legality of the strikes which the courts still have to decide.

Mawu argues that it is not in contempt because the injunction specifically forbids "illegal" strike action. The strikes, says Mawu, were not "illegal."

Dunlop disagrees. The company's industrial relations spokesman, Glenn Sutton, is adamant that the strikes were not legal.

The company has asked the court to extend the order, even though the judge observed that an extension would serve little purpose if Mawu persists with the view that its action is legal. In opposing the extension, on which judgment has been reserved, Mawu did, indeed, persist in its view.

Union compliance

Mawu's Natal branch secretary, Geoff Schreiner, says the union complied with all the necessary legal steps for a strike, both in the initial dispute, which arose from the alleged improper dismissal of four union members, and in subsequent actions.

Evidence on the legality of the strikes was due to be heard in the Natal Supreme Court on Thursday. Both sides had reason to hope for an unequivocal ruling — otherwise the scene could be set for another costly and drawn-out legal wrangle.
More strikes, says Mawu

By STEVEN FRIEDMAN
Labour Correspondent

Workers at plants owned by the Dunlop rubber company have decided to resume their sympathy strikes if the company does not reinstate fired workers at its Durban tyre plant, the Metal and Allied Workers Union warned yesterday.

Mawu also said in a statement that it was holding talks aimed at launching a consumer boycott of Dunlop sporting goods, as well as action against the company's tyres by workers in motor factories which it supplies.

It said it had held talks with the Natal Council of Sports, local motor and rubber unions, and with the British Trades Union Congress "with a view to developing solidarity action against Dunlop SA".

About 1,200 workers at Dunlop's Durban tyre plant were fired recently after striking in protest at the dismissal of five workers.

Later, about 120 strikers at its sports goods factory were also fired.

Workers at Dunlop plants in Durban, Ladysmith and Benoni subsequently went on strike, demanding reinstatement of the fired workers.

However, they returned to work after a company ultimatum to "return or face dismissal".

Dunlop said that all the strikes were illegal and has asked the Natal Supreme Court to grant an interdict preventing Mawu from organizing illegal strikes in its plants.

Mawu has defended the action, arguing that both the tyre plant strikers and those at the other plants followed all the required legal steps before striking.

The action was heard on Thursday, but judgment was reserved. A ruling is expected next week.

Mawu has said it plans to launch an industrial court action against the company challenging the five dismissals which led to the tyre plant strike and the firing of the strikers themselves.

In its statement yesterday, the union said worker representatives at the plants which had taken sympathy action this week had "resolved that further lawful industrial action will be taken if the company did not accede to the reinstatement of the five dismissed employees at the Durban tyre factory."

It said the tyre and sports plants were "at a standstill" and that workers who had "purportedly been dismissed" were meeting daily.

They had decided not to return to work unless the company met their grievances.

Mawu said it was prepared to submit the dispute over the firing of the five workers to either the industrial court or an arbitrator, and sharply criticized the company for not agreeing to this.
A series of strikes at plants owned by rubber company Dunlop are unusually important. A strike over dismissals at its Durban tyre plant led to the firing of 1200 strikers. Last week, workers at its plants in Durban, Ladysmith and Benoni struck in support of the fired strikers.

This showed an unusual degree of worker organisation — particularly as Dunlop workers belong to two unions — Metal and Allied Workers in Natal and Chemical Industrial Workers at Benoni.

But it was not entirely surprising the groundwork was laid by frequent meetings between tyre plant workers and those at other plants during a previous dispute.

And the fact that both unions belong to Fosatu obviously increased the scope for cooperation between them.

The dispute may escalate, Mawu has threatened further sympathy action and a public campaign against Dunlop. Employers say Mawu shop stewards at plants not owned by Dunlop are raising the issue.

The strike has also raised key legal issues. Dunlop says all the strikes were illegal and has sought a Natal Supreme Court order barring Mawu from organising illegal sympathy strikes.

Mawu said the strikes were legal and a judgment is due this week. It could set precedents.

And Mawu still plans to challenge the firings in the industrial court — which could test the court’s attitude to the firing of strikers.
A meeting took place between the Metal and Allied Workers Union, the SA Boilermakers Society and the management of Highveld Steel and Vanadium Corporation on Friday 31st August at Witbank. The management maintained its intransigent attitude and completely refused to change its offer. The unions then demanded a meeting with the Board of Directors of the Corporation and this will take place at Witbank on Tuesday 4th September.

The meeting was a result of management's agreement to reopen negotiations with MAWU and the Boilermakers Society following the very high vote by workers at Highveld and its Mapochs Mine in favour of industrial action.

At the meeting, one of the directors of the Corporation stated that in his opinion the ballot was a "farce" and accused the unions of fraud. He also admitted that the results of the ballot had not been discussed by the Board of Directors.

The union representatives pointed out that these opinions had been raised by management immediately after the ballot, and the unions had offered to repeat it. At that time, management stated that a repeat was not necessary because the result was in any case clear and the opinion of the employees was known to them to be a majority in favour of the unions' actions.

The union representatives also deplored the corporation's attitude in not discussing the results with the Board of Directors and said that it showed that Highveld Management was completely contemptuous of the opinions of their employees.

At the meeting, management again stated that Highveld Steel had played a very important role in framing the position taken by SEIFSA at the main Industrial Council negotiations and that the corporation had played a very central role in that negotiation. They repeated that because of this they had come to the house agreement negotiations with a fixed position.

The unions pointed out that Highveld's offer was the worst of all the house agreement negotiation offers and said that Highveld Steel had shown that it was only prepared to pay the minimum wages in the industry.

Highveld Steel and Vanadium is one of the most profitable companies in the industry and yet pays very badly. In general, the corporation is not prepared to spend money on the welfare of its employees. The majority of the employees live in disgustingly squalid conditions in the nearby township. For 15 years workers asked management to improve these conditions, but it was only after 18 months of union pressure that the corporation came up with some money to improve the living conditions.

MAWU believes that the corporation is not prepared to bargain in good faith. It is clear from management's statements that they entered the negotiations of the house agreement with no intention of bargaining at all. MAWU believes that this may well constitute an unfair labour practice.

From statements made by management at the meeting on 31st August and at previous meetings, it is clear that the corporation puts its dominant position in SEIFSA and SEIFSA's policies before its workers.

This is no surprise to MAWU. Highveld is a sister company of SCAW Metals, both of them being subsidiaries of the Anglo American Industrial Corporation (AMIC). At SCAW Metals management refused to dismiss more than 2,000 workers, many of them with very long service, without compromise its position as a "Pillar of SEIFSA".

MAWU believes that this reflects the dominant position of the Anglo American Corporation in the metal industry. AAC controls a large part of the industry through its shareholdings and exerts strong control over the rest of the industry through its complete dominance of SEIFSA, the employers' association. Clearly, AAC puts this monopolistic position before the interests of its employees, despite its public relations which purports to show the Corporation as enlightened and in favour of black advancement.

MAWU, Transvaal, 3rd September 1984.
Firm fights ruling over union dues

Pietermaritzburg Bureau

THE Consolidated Frame Cotton Corporation yesterday appealed in the Supreme Court against a decision by a magistrate interdicting the company from continuing to deduct union dues in favour of the Textile Workers Industrial Union (SA) from the wages of certain workers.

Mr Justice Broome and Mr Justice Nienaber reserved judgment in the matter.

Durban Magistrate Mr G J Botha granted an application in January this year by 19 workers from the Pinetex Mill, in Pinetown, for a court order declaring that deductions from their wages in favour of the TWIU were unlawful as they had joined another union, the National Union of Textile Workers.

In an affidavit, Mr Julius Sibole said that in September 1982 he and other workers had given written authorisation to the company to deduct union dues from their wages.

When they joined the other union a year later, they wrote to the company cancelling the stop order.

The company had responded that their authorisation could not be revoked except in accordance with the TWIU constitution.

Mr Sibole said if the company had in any way obliged itself to make the stop order deductions and remit them to TWIU, it had been done without the knowledge or consent of the workers.

'We would not have willingly bound ourselves to allow deductions to continue after our resignation from TWIU or retraction of the stop order authorisation,' he said.

In an answering affidavit, the joint managing director of the Frame group, Mr Selwyn Luter, denied that the workers had resigned from TWIU and claimed that they had notified only the company of this Frame, he said, was not authorised to receive the resignations.
US scare over cloud of toxic gas

NEW YORK — Chemists and fire-fighters yesterday worked through the night to stop an acid leak at a computer factory in Omaha, Nebraska. The leak had caused a cloud of gas — irritating to eyes and skin — to pass over the region. Hundreds of people were evacuated, but there were no reports of injuries.

Police asked people to evacuate the area around the Control Data Corporation plant, where nitric acid was leaking from an outdoor storage tank.

Residents of the east were advised to stay inside, close their windows and doors. Three workers were hospitalised.

"At least 10 000" people were in the path of the cloud of gas, according to a spokesman for the Millard Volunteer Fire Department.

Chemists said the concentration of the acid was only about 5%.

The acid is potentially lethal, but only at much higher concentrations.

The slow leak was discovered by an employee who noticed an orange glow around the tank — caused by the nitric acid reacting with air to form nitric oxide.

Fire-fighters pumped a water fog into the cloud to bring it down to the ground, and dug trenches to channel its flow away.

Chemists poured soda ash into the acid pocket to neutralise it. It is believed that the leak stopped and that the acid was neutralised.
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Deadlock in pay talks at Highveld

By Carolyn Dempster, Labour Reporter

Crucial talks between the board of directors of the Highveld Steel and Vanadium Corporation and two unions, the Metal and Allied Workers' Union (Mawu) and SA Blacksmiths' Society (SABS), deadlocked at midday yesterday when the company refused to budge on its wage offer.

The entire afternoon shift of workers at Highveld Steel stopped work and marched down to the administration block to await the results of the meeting — leading to a stoppage at the plant.

In a statement released today by Mawu, the union said that the chairman of Highveld Steel, Mr. Les Boyd, had told them the company would not change its offer in any respect whatsoever.

The offer (20c an hour for unskilled workers and 40c an hour for artisans) is the lowest made in house agreement negotiations and does not diverge from the minimums negotiated at the National Industrial Council for the Engineering Industry.

Mr. Boyd told the union that "even managers were dissatisfied with their salary increases" but they understood that the company could not afford to pay more.

Mawu said that the chairman rejected any possibility of arbitration or mediation.

With the deadlock, the way is now open for a legal strike by 3500 black and white workers at the sprawling steel complex outside Witbank.

The two unions won a 75 percent vote for industrial action in a strike ballot held at the plant two weeks ago.

"Both unions are of the opinion that the company is determined to provoke a conflict," Mawu and the SABS have stated.

A spokesman for Anglo American last night denied there had been a stoppage at Highveld Steel after yesterday's talks.
Strikers allegedly assaulted job-seekers

DURBAN — Strikers at a Hammarsdale textile factory assaulted a number of job-seekers at the factory, it was claimed yesterday.

The National Union of Textile Workers blamed the violence on delayed negotiations as 1200 of its members at the Progress Knitting and Textiles factory entered their 13th day on strike yesterday.

A report that strikers had attacked an employee with bricks on Monday could not be confirmed. Police said the area was quiet yesterday.

Workers went on strike over the dismissal on August 20 of a cutting-room worker, Mrs Joyce Nkosisi.

The NUTW branch secretary, Mr Obed Zama, said Mrs Nkosisi had allegedly threatened a supervisor with a pair of scissors.

A Progress spokesman, Mr LM Epstein, said workers had been told they would be dismissed if they did not return to work.

"On August 27, the secretary and the local organiser of the NUTW were told Mrs Nkosisi would be reinstated without loss of pay," said Mr Epstein.

Mr Epstein said former employees had been invited to apply for employment.

"Hiring new workers has been slow due to intimidation of work-seekers by unruly elements. There have been cases of stabbing and assault," he said. — Sapa
3 500 down tools over pay at Anglo steel works

By PHILLIP VAN NIEKERK
Mail Reporter

MORE than 3 500 workers from two unions downed tools at Anglo American's Highveld Steel plant at Witbank yesterday as the company refused to improve its in-house wage offer.

A spokesman for one of the unions, the Metal and Allied Workers' Union (Mawu), said black workers on all three shifts at the plant had stopped work at different times for three hours yesterday.

He said they had decided on industrial action at a joint meeting of members of Mawu and the South African Boilermakers Society (Sabs) on Tuesday night following the refusal of Highveld's directors to improve their offer.

Workers on the Tuesday afternoon shift marched to the company's administration buildings to hear the outcome of the talks, which were held in the wake of a strike ballot called by Sabs and Mawu.

In terms of the ballot, both black and white workers at the plant and at the Mapochs mine are now entitled to take legal strike action.

White members of the Sabs were holding a meeting last night to decide whether to join their black colleagues.

The Mawu spokesman said workers had been warned if they did not report for work that morning they would be locked out and if they did not report again on Friday they would be fired.

The wage dispute followed attempts by Mawu and Sabs to get the company to offer more in terms of their house agreement with Highveld.

The unions say Highveld's offer is the least favourable of all the companies negotiating house agreements over and above the industrial council wage agreement.

The Mawu spokesman said the union believed the dispute was not really over the company's ability to pay, but over Anglo's policy of preventing plant-level negotiations and bringing them under the centralised wage negotiations of the industrial council.

He said the company appeared to favour a confrontation as they had turned down requests that the dispute be referred to arbitration or mediation.

Last night a spokesman for the company declined to comment or even confirm the stoppages.
Steelworkers stage protest stoppages

By Carolyn Dempster, Labour Reporter

Industrial action was taken by more than a thousand day-shift workers at Anglo American’s Highveld Steel and Vanadium Corporation yesterday, following a deadlock in wage discussions.

Black workers on morning and afternoon shifts staged three-hour stoppages in the first industrial action at the steel complex.

According to worker representatives, those who participated in the stoppage were warned that if they pursued their actions the company would lock them out.

A spokesman for Anglo American yesterday declined to comment on the stoppages or alleged threats of lock-outs.

The action was taken after the collapse on Tuesday of talks between the Metal and Allied Workers’ Union (Mawu), the SA Boilermakers’ Society (Sabs) and Highveld Steel’s board of directors.

The meeting had been convened after the unions obtained a 75 percent ballot vote in favour of industrial action among their 3500 members.

Talks failed when chairman of the board, Mr Les Boyd, said the company would not change its offer a nine-to-13 percent increase.

According to Mawu, Mr Boyd told unions that Highveld should go back to the agreement negotiated at National Industrial Council level.
Union accuses transport firm of mass lock-out

By PHILLIP VAN NIEKERN

THE Transport and General Workers' Union (TGWU) has accused Southern Star, a company which ferries motor cars for General Motors, of locking out more than 100 workers.

A spokesman for the Fosatu-affiliated TGWU alleged that the workers were locked out earlier this week because the company wanted to replace them with non-unionised labour.

She said the company had some time delayed the signing of union's letters calling for recognition.

When they had eventually met management had raised "technical" objections to recognising the union.

On Monday a director of the company had addressed the entire workforce, instructed them to leave the premises and locked them out.

The TGWU spokesman said the lock-out was the culmination of several weeks of delaying tactics and that the company was simply "not willing to talk" to the union.

She said the union, which represented almost all the company's workers, believed the workers had been unlawfully dismissed.

The Rand Daily Mail was unable to get comment from the company yesterday.
Job seekers beaten by strikers, claim

Mercury Reporter

STRIKERS at a Ham- noord textile factory had assaulted a number of job seekers at the factory, it was claimed yesterday.

The National Union of Textile Workers blamed the violence on delayed negotiations as 1,200 of its members at the industrial township's Progress Knitting and Textiles entered their 13th day of strike yesterday.

A report that strikers had attacked an employee with bricks on Monday could not be confirmed. Police kept a close watch on the factory yesterday, but said the situation was calm.

Nearby shop owners said they had been warned to close their shops at noon as trouble had been expected. Police denied having told shopkeepers to do so.

Workers went on strike over the dismissal on August 20 of a cutting-room worker, Mrs Joyce Nkosi. NUTW branch secretary Obert Zuma said Mrs Nkosi had allegedly threatened a supervisor with a pair of scissors.

A Progress spokesman, Mr L M Epstein, said workers had defied the advice of union organisers on August 24 and had gone on strike.

The workers were told if they did not return to work they would all be dismissed. They did not return and were dismissed,' he said.

'On August 27 the secretary and the local organiser of the NUTW were told Mrs Nkosi would be reinstated without loss of pays,' said Mr Epstein.

Mr Zuma said the company had agreed to take back all the dismissed workers, except a shop steward and 10 others.

Agreed

'The strikers agreed Mrs Nkosi should go back to work, but the rest of the factory would stay out in sympathy with the 11 dismissed workers,' Mr Epstein said.

The taking on of new workers has been slow due to intimidation of work seekers by unruly elements. There have been cases of stabbing and assault,' he said.
Highveld threat to sack almost all

By Carolyn Dempster, Labour Reporter

Highveld Steel and Vanadium Corporation has threatened to dismiss almost its entire workforce if workers strike today.

The warning was issued yesterday by the management of the Anglo American company after 3500 workers had downed tools three hours before the end of the day shift at 1 pm.

It was the second day of industrial action at the steel complex since wage talks deadlocked on Tuesday.

Following the breakdown in negotiations between the Metal and Allied Workers' Union, the SA Boilermakers' Society and Highveld's board of directors, both black and white workers at the steel complex staged three-hour stoppages at the beginning of the morning, afternoon and evening shifts on Wednesday.

They were told that they would have their pay docked for the entire shift if they did not complete the full shift yesterday.

New notices were issued to the workforce yesterday warning that any industrial action would lead to dismissal.

A spokesman for the Metal and Allied Workers' Union said last night that the stance taken by management reinforced the workers' belief that it was pointless to follow the lengthy procedures for a lawful strike.

Members of the two unions at Highveld Steel and Mapochs Mine had so far complied with all the requirements of the Labour Relations Act.

But the chairman of Highveld Steel, Mr L. Boyd, said a legal strike could be declared only after a trade union had conducted a secret ballot.

"The vote that the unions conducted at Highveld was not secret, and it is therefore questionable whether the unions have complied with the requirements of labour law."

"A legal strike does not, moreover, deprive employers of their right to terminate the contract of employment if workers have broken that contract," he said.
100 bus drivers fired in
strike

Labour Reporter

Most of the 100 bus drivers employed by Ilanga Transport who went on strike yesterday were dismissed after ignoring a return-to-work ultimatum.

The strike, which started yesterday morning, disrupted bus services for thousands of commuters in the Inanda and Amootti areas.

Many people reported late for work and were again inconvenienced last night as they were forced to use other means of transport to get home.

The service was expected to be disrupted again today while replacement staff were hired, said Mr Edward Marshall, managing director of the KwaZulu-owned bus company.

He said the drivers had gone on strike, demanding the dismissal of a black member of the staff, but management had not been prepared to accede to their demand because of a lack of supporting evidence.

Breach

The strike is apparently being supported by the Transport and General Workers' Union with which the company has a preliminary recognition agreement, he said.

The grievance procedure had not been adhered to and the company considered the action by the drivers to be in breach of the agreement.

Mr Marshall said the strikers had been given an ultimatum to return by 1pm or be fired.

'Only a handful responded. The ultimatum was executed, resulting in the dismissal of all those who failed to return to their jobs,' he said.

Mr John Mawbey, branch secretary of the Transport and General Workers' Union, was not available for comment.
Labour Disputes

Highveld conflict

The wage dispute between two metal unions and the Highveld Steel and Vanadium Corporation led to a three-hour work stoppage on Wednesday after two meetings between the parties in the past week ended in deadlock.

According to union sources, workers at Highveld's five plants in Witbank failed to clock in as usual in the morning and began walking off the job. This followed a mass meeting of workers on Tuesday night at which they "expressed great dissatisfaction with the company's attitude."

Highveld, a subsidiary of the Anglo American Corporation, is a member of the Steel and Engineering Industries Federation of SA (Seifsa). However, it has "in-house" wage agreement which is negotiated outside the metal industry industiral council.

Tensions have been building up in the company's plants ever since the Metal and Allied Workers' Union (Mawu) and the SA Boilmakers' Society declared a dispute over this year's wage negotiations. A conciliation board subsequently failed to resolve the dispute. This opened the way for the union to call a legal strike.

In August, Mawu and the Boilmakers conducted an historic joint ballot to determine whether the workers wanted to strike. It was a surprise that an emergent, mainly black, union had undertaken such action with a long established union. More than 91% of Mawu's members and almost 70% of the Boilmakers' membership voted to strike. The two unions also conducted an unofficial poll in which nearly half the workers, who belong to neither union, also expressed support for strike action. A number of these workers belong to the conservative Amalgamated Engineering Union, Mineworkers' Union and the SA Iron, Steel and Allied Industries Union which restrict their membership to whites. Overall, 70% of the 5,000 strong workforce at Highveld Steel's four plants and its Mapocho mine at Witbank registered "yes" votes.

Despite the poll, however, negotiations between Mawu, the Boilmakers and the company were re-opened in an effort to avert the strike. Two meetings have been held since the poll. At both, the company refused to budge from its offer of 7%-13% increase. These are equivalent to the increases contained in the agreement negotiated at the metal industry industrial council earlier this year, which both Mawu and the Boilmakers refused to sign.

After Friday's meeting, Mawu accused the company of failing to bargain in good faith and suggested that this could constitute an unfair labour practice.

In a statement issued this week Mawu said the company's "was determined to provoke conflict." It said that management's refusal was aimed at preventing plant level negotiations. According to the union, Highveld chairman Les Boyd said the company would consider going back into the main industrial council agreement as there was no longer any reason for an "in-house" agreement.

Boilmakers' general secretary Be van der Watt told the FM he hoped the stoppage would bring management back to the negotiating table.

Highveld director Reg Callinan described the stoppage as a "little disturbance," and subsequently declined to comment.

The dispute has developed into a major test of strength between the two unions and the company and could have important implications for the future of "in-house" wage agreements in the metal industry.

SABC director general Riaan Eksteen in a speech to the Cape Town Press Club.

There is perhaps a fundamental difference between the broadcasting journalism and newspaper journalism that must be underlined. It is namely that the printed media, because of its specific nature, flourishes in the application of the art of pulpucking in its political reporting - mainly because of the fact that it is, the very few exceptions, coupled politically. In contrast, the SABC, because of its specific nature, cannot consider itself bound to the policies of any specific party and thus become the propagator of exclusively that message.

The UDF

A new force

The anti-constitution United Democratic Front (UDF) has proved itself a new political force in the land - primarily by its success in achieving its major objective, a low poll in the coloured and Indian elections. Whether it can now hold its disparate elements together to maintain a permanent political presence is another matter entirely.

It would certainly be overstating the case to say all who did not vote, let alone the voiceless majority, are active UDF supporters. Scepticism, apathy and confusion also played a part in the stayaway. However, most blacks probably do share the Front's vague ideals of "non-racial, democratic and undivided SA."

So far, the UDF's achievements have been strictly negative. It has functioned well in the politics of rejection where the target was one in which its varying affiliates could agree. It now aims to build and consolidate UDF support through its many affiliates to the point where it can realistically make political demands - such as the release of all political prisoners leading to a national convention.

Whether it will be able to maintain its unity and its growth where specific policies are at issue remains to be seen. In future, it is seen as competition from parties represented in government who will be able to achieve something for their constituents and to dispense some measure of government patronage.

There are more than 600 organisations affiliated to the UDF. Many, like the dozens of ratepayers' bodies which reflect the UDF's grassroots support. The organisation is broadly based, loosely organised, non-racial, has urban and rural constituencies, and contains older and younger members plus workers and professionals. In other words, it is wide open to strains caused by competing policies, approaches, and economic interests.

The detentions of UDF leaders prompted Alberta Susu, a UDF vice-president and the wife of imprisoned ANC leader Walter Susu, to say "It is clear that the UDF is playing the tune and the government is dancing to it."

About 25,000 people of all race groups attended what were reported to be highly enthusiastic rallies all over the country on August 19 to celebrate the UDF's first anniversary.

"A spirit of defiance against race rule is alive in the land," said Cas Salo joen in his introductory speech.

In the UDF's first year, he said "Masses have stood up to swell our movement and we speak with one tremendous voice from the Cape Peninsula to the northern Transvaal and from our eastern shores to Kimberley."

The idea of forming the UDF was first mooted by Allen Boesak, President of the World Alliance of Reformed Churches, at the last congress of the Transvaal Anti-SA Indian Council Committee (Anti-Sic) in January 1983.

A commission was then set up to look into the formation of a broad-based UDF, with the express purpose of opposing the new constitution and the so-called Kroonhof Bill on legislation affecting influx control and local government of blacks.

Seven months later, the UDF was launched at a 12,000-strong gathering in Michelle Plaat, Cape Town. Boesak and a number of banned people like ANC leader Nelson Mandela were made patrons of the UDF. No comparable political movement had been seen in SA in over 20 years.
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Interdict on union over tyre-firm strikes

Mercury Reporter

The Metal and Allied Workers' Union was interdicted by the Supreme Court, Durban, yesterday from instigating or inciting any unlawful strike or the continuation of strikes by hourly-paid workers at the Durban, Ladysmith, Benoni, East London and Port Elizabeth branches of Dunlop South Africa.

Mr Justice Booyzen granted the order pending the determination of an action to be instituted by Dunlop against Mawu and its secretary, Mr W G Schreiner, for a final order declaring the strikes illegal.

The union was also interdicted from inciting or continuing the strike by any of the employees where the matter causing the strike had or had not been the subject matter of an application for the establishment of a conciliation board, until.

The conciliation board has reported on the matter to the Minister of Manpower, but refused.

The expiry of a 30-day period from which the minister has approved the establishment of the board

The minister has refused to approve the establishment of a conciliation board within 30 days.

According to papers, Dunlop asked the Court to have the strikes by the hourly-paid workers at their Durban, Ladysmith, Benoni, East London and Port Elizabeth branches, and the inciting of the workers of Dunlop to be declared illegal.

Dunlop alleged that Mawu and Mr Schreiner instigated and procured the strike, which they knew to be unlawful under a claim to legality.

Mr Justice Booyzen said it seemed to him to be prima facie that Mr Schreiner did reach and sought to influence the minds of the employees to take strike action on August 17.

Even assuming that Mr Schreiner might have thought that the strike would be lawful, it still remained that he knew at the time that the employees were 'in the mood to strike' and he advised them that it would be lawful to do so.

Mr Schreiner's reading of a pre-prepared letter was concluded to advise workers to strike. Also it was clear at prima facie level that it reached and sought to influence the minds of the employees at other Dunlop factories to strike unlawfully in sympathy with those at Sydney Road.

Mr Justice Booyzen said he was satisfied that Dunlop had established a clear right to an interdict because the union would incite further strikes.

But he added that he was not prepared to grant any final relief because he could not find that oral evidence might not disturb the balance of probabilities.
Highveld Steel gives in to unions on cash position

By Carolyn Dempster, Labour Reporter

The Highveld Steel and Vanadium Corporation has agreed to disclose information on the financial position of the company.

It will give the details to the Metal and Allied Workers' Union and the SA Boilermakers' Society in a bid to avert an all-out strike by 3500 workers at the Anglo American-owned steel complex and Mapoch mine.

MEETING

Mr. T. van der Watt, general secretary of the Sabs, confirmed that officials from the two unions would be meeting the management of Highveld Steel tonight.

On the agenda will be whether the company can afford increases in excess of those offered at the in-house negotiations last month.

The concession by Highveld signifies a breakthrough for emergent unions who have been pushing for disclosure of financial information for use in wage negotiations for more than a year.

Until now, management has been fiercely resistant to the idea.

In a meeting between the unions and Highveld management on Monday night, the company representatives refused to refer the dispute to arbitration. However, they tentatively agreed to a union request to discuss the financial position of the company.

A packed meeting of more than 1000 black and white workers and artisans at the Lynville community hall last night resolved to allow union officials, shop stewards and union auditors time to meet management before embarking on further action.

Dr. B. Fanaroff, the branch organiser for Meduwu, said the workers had expressed extreme dissatisfaction with the company's refusal to improve its offer. All were in favour of further industrial action irrespective of the threat of firing.

The 3500 members of both unions have been holding back since last Friday when management warned employees that strike action of any nature would lead to instant dismissal.

A spokesperson for Anglo American declined to comment on the recent developments.
from other unions. This issue has been a major bone of contention between older SA unions and the emerging ones.

Another factor has to be considered in weighing up Tusca's chances of success with the emerging unions. Several of the more important emerging unions and the two major emergent federations are currently engaged in talks to form a new union federation. These have reached an advanced stage. They did not see fit to invite Tusca to participate.

Against this background, it is clear that Tusca has to tread warily when it chooses its new general secretary. But Grobbelaar will not be easy to replace. After the conference it was announced that there is no obvious successor. Acting general secretary Ruth Impje, who is highly regarded by many in Tusca, has indicated that she will not stand. Several other people have been mooted. Both himself, Norman Daniels of the Textile Workers' Industrial Union, Willie van der Merwe of the Artisan Staff Association, and even Andre Malherbe, former general secretary of the SA Society of Bank Officials, who is now labour adviser to the Johannesburg Chamber of Commerce. However, for a number of reasons (some are heavily involved in their own unions' affairs and Malherbe would be seen as a somewhat strange choice as he is firmly in the employers' camp) none may be suitable.

One person who cannot be ruled out is Van Tonder. He is now a Tusca vice-president, but he could step down from that post Van Tonder is seen as a good statesman with sufficient strength of character to guide Tusca through a rocky time. However, he is not viewed kindly by the emerging unions.

LABOUR DISPUTES

What is legal?

About 2 000 workers at several Dunlop plants in Natal have decided to continue their three-week-old strike, despite a court order restraining the Metal and Allied Workers' Union (Mawu) from organising illegal strike action. The workers' decision is the latest move in the dispute between them and the company, which has developed into a complicated legal wrangle.

Last month, 1 200 workers at Dunlop's Durban tyre plant were fired after striking over the dismissal of five colleagues. This was followed by sympathy strikes by Mawu members at two other Dunlop plants.

Dunlop responded by applying to the Natal Supreme Court for an interdict restraining the union from organising illegal strikes at its plants. Mr Justice Booyzen granted a temporary interdict. It subsequently expired, but last week he granted a second injunction against the union.

Mawu's Geoff Schreiner maintains that the strike it has organised are "legal." Consequently, he says, the industrial action will continue. Mawu has also announced that it is seeking to broaden support for the workers by appealing for a show of solidarity by overseas trade unions, other Federation of SA Trade Unions (Fosatu) affiliates and the SA Council on Sport.

The issue underlying the legal aspect of the dispute is whether the strike is, in fact, legal. This is still to be tested in court. Judge Booyzen, who has so far refused to make a definitive ruling on the matter, has called on both parties to file papers outlining their positions.

Schreiner is not optimistic that an early judgment will be delivered. He says Mawu's legal counsel has told him the union must be prepared for a protracted battle, and it could take up to a year to settle the case.

Schreiner says the union followed the procedures laid down in the Labour Relations Act — including applying for a conciliation board, allowing a 30-day grace period and conducting a strike ballot over a demand for the reinstatement of the five workers — before deciding to opt for a legal strike.

On the other hand, Dunlop says a multiplicity of factors influenced the strike decision and that the issue of the reinstatement
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of the five workers was not the sole motive for the workers' actions. Hence, it argues all the strikes were illegal.

Mawu rejects this contention. It says there are always a number of extraneous grievances tied up in a strike situation.

Last week Judge Booyzen argued that because the union had earlier shown a willingness to compromise by having the dismissals referred to arbitration, it had changed the nature of the dispute. In his view, the union's strike action was consequently "unlawful," but he conceded that he may change his mind on hearing further evidence.

If Judge Booyzen decides to maintain his view and the strikes are found to be unlawful, it could have ominous consequences for trade unions. It could mean, for example, that they would be unable to compromise in dispute situations and would have to stick rigidly to their demands.

According to Schreiner, the Dunlop dispute has raised a whole new set of questions. If companies can successfully seek injunctions against unions, it could severely curtail strike activity, since the majority of strikes in SA are by definition "illegal."

So far, the union has been able to avoid capitulation by strenuously defending the legality of its strike action. In so doing, it has frustrated Dunlop's legal moves, which were expressly designed to bring the matter to a speedy conclusion.

But whether Mawu can establish the legality of its action in a court of law remains to be seen. One thing is certain either way, the outcome will have far-reaching ramifications for labour relations in my opinion.

RICHARD SCHUSTER
Passing the buck

Richard Schuster is the Industrial relations adviser to Rennert Ltd, a division of Barlow Rand.

The Labour Relations Amendment Act of 1984, which came into effect two weeks ago, introduces some startling new principles into our law, some of which are of great importance to businessmen and trade unions alike.

Section 4(3) sets out to compel unions and employer organisations to comply with certain administrative provisions in the Labour Relations Act. It does so by making contracts reached between unions or employer organisations which have not complied with these provisions, unenforceable in any court, including the Industrial Court.

The administrative provisions referred to cover relatively mundane matters such as the maintenance by all unions and employers' organisations of registers of members, the retention of these and other important documents for at least three years, and the duty to furnish the Industrial Registrar with details of membership, office bearers and similar information.

No doubt, the Department of Manpower's intention was to give employers a reason to refuse to contract with unions that do not comply with these provisions and thereby put pressure on them to comply. An effect of this sub-section is that, for example, a wage agreement between an employer and a union will be unenforceable from the outset if the union has accidentally failed to notify the Registrar of the election of a new office-bearer.

The union may also escape the wage agreement during its period of operation if it believes it expedient to do so by the simple device of appointing a new office-bearer and deliberately not informing the department.

It is a fundamental principle of our law, however, that contracts should be enforceable by legal action. To allow a person unilaterally to escape his contractual obligations would be to destroy the element of certainty that is essential to commercial relations.

Although certainty might be less important in labour relations than in commerce, and although it is unlikely that there will be much litigation in this country based on collective agreements between employers and unions, both employers and unions in SA do believe that their agreements, whether procedural or substantive, should be enforceable by legal action.

It is also undesirable in principle to penalise a party to a contract for the over-zealous or deliberate misconduct of the other party.

Civil law sanction

One may even question the use of a civil law sanction to enforce purely administrative provisions. A more common and logical way is to enforce compliance via the criminal law. Perhaps it was deemed politically inadvisable for the State to have the task of prosecuting the so-called emergent unions to procure compliance with these provisions. The onus was therefore shifted onto employers.

Other practical consequences of this sub-section are:

- An agreement between an employer and his works council will now always be unenforceable, and
- If an employer lends money to an employee to assist him in buying a house, and that employee is a member of a union which has not complied with the prescribed administrative provisions, the employer will not be able to recover his loan by legal action if the employee defaults. This will only happen if the loan agreement was not part of the employee's service contract.

Conversely, if the employee and his employer entered into a profit-sharing scheme, the employee will not be able to hold the employer to his contractual obligations if his union has not complied with the prescribed administrative provisions.

Another possible result, although it may seem absurd, is that if a housewife who is an employer because she employs a domestic servant contracts with a builder who is a union member to extend her house, she will not be able to enforce that contract in court unless the builder's union has complied with the prescribed administrative provisions.

The builder will also not be able to claim payment from the housewife.

Section 4(4) is intended to oblige employers to send copies of their recognition agreements with unions to the department.

However, the actual wording means that only legally unenforceable agreements need be sent. Although this is presumably a mistake, it does mean that employers will not be obliged to supply the department with copies of enforceable agreements until the wording is changed.

The sub-section also requires that certain "implied agreements" should be sent to the department. By "implied agreements," the draftsman probably meant tacit agreements. However, this imposes an intolerable burden on employers as many informal agreements between them and their employees, although of no interest to any outsider, would be affected.

Finally, it is difficult to reconcile the department's stated policy on non-intervention in plant level bargaining, with a proviso which looks like a first step towards State involvement.
Dunlop strikers to be rehired

Mercury Reporter

MORE than 1000 Dunlop Tyre Company employees, who were fired following a strike last month, have been offered full reinstatement, the company said yesterday.

The Dunlop group industrial relations manager, Mr Glen Sutton, said negotiations with the Metal and Allied Workers Union had broken down this week when union officials had walked out of a meeting.

But in the interests of the workers, their families and the company, full reinstatement was being offered to all employees dismissed because of the strike, Mr Sutton said.

Some of the workers had already been rehired and more were returning.

The rehired workers would retain full pension and leave benefits, holiday bonuses and long service awards, and new engagement forms would not have to be signed.

"As before workers will be paid for hours worked," Mr Sutton said.

All outstanding money would be available on Monday and the reinstatement would begin at 7 a.m.

"We hope production will be back to normal as soon as possible," he said.

Striking workers at the Mobeni branch of a building materials manufacturer have agreed to return to work on Monday, according to a spokesman for the South African Allied Workers Union.

The strike by the entire workforce of more than 400 at the Blaikie-Johnstone factory entered its fourth day yesterday, but the South African Allied Workers Union managed to persuade the employees to return to work following talks with the company.

The workers went on strike on Tuesday after hearing they would not be paid for a period during which they had downed tools on Monday over a union recognition disagreement.

The general secretary of the union, Mr Isaac Ngcobo, said the workers agreed to return to work on condition the union make an appeal to higher management for full pay.

But a statement issued by the company earlier yesterday made no mention of the agreement.

"Management has continued to urge workers to return to work and to submit their grievances through representatives of their choice," it said.

"Meetings had been held with the union in an attempt to resolve the issue but the workers have not returned to work."
Unionist told to leave — then ...

'My boss tried to kill me'

TRADE UNION work cost Elias Skosana his job and nearly his life in a bizarre series of events apparently designed to bump him off.

A year ago Mr Skosana joined Fosatu’s Transport and General Workers Union, and approached a number of his fellow drivers to sign up with the union.

He says that on August 7 he was called to the company’s office and told he was being dismissed because he had made the other drivers join the union. He was told to leave the premises immediately.

The next day a security guard from the firm visited him and said he had been sent to tell him that if he was seen in or near any of the company buses again, he "would be shot".

Elias Skosana “My former boss wants me dead”

A few days later he was driving home in his car when he had a puncture. He caught a bus which belonged to his former company and went to Pinetown bus stop. "When I got off at the bus rank, I met my former employer who asked me aggressively why I had told the other drivers to join the union. "He then took out a gun and fired four shots at me. "I ran away, so he didn’t hit me."

Later Mr Skosana collected the spent cartridges and handed them over to the police.

A few weeks later, says Mr Skosana, he was near the company offices when his former boss tried to run him over with his Mercedes.

Mr Skosana has laid charges against the company official, and his lawyers have also begun industrial court action to get his job back.
1 400 return to work

DURBAN. — About 1 400 Dunlop workers returned to work yesterday, ending the month-long strike that brought the company's tyre production to a standstill.

The four-week dispute between Dunlop and the Federation of South African Trade Unions-affiliated Metal and Allied Workers Union (Mawu) took a dramatic and unexpected turn at the weekend when the company offered the workers unconditional reinstatement without any loss of service benefits.

The workers, who were all fired for taking strike action a month ago, met at St Anthony's Church, Greyville, yesterday morning to consider the new offer.

After discussing the offer for three hours they decided to return to work. They then began their march from the church to the factory in Sydney Road.

When they crossed Berea Road on their way to the factory, a contingent of police from the riot squad arrived and stopped them.

After a union official explained that they were returning to work the police allowed them to continue marching and assisted them by stopping traffic.

Mr Geoff Schreiner, spokesman for Mawu, said the company had decided to change its initial offer and was now offering a more reasonable deal — Sapa
Strikers return to Dunlop plants

By Carolyn Dempster, Labour Reporter

The four-week strike by 1,900 Dunlop workers in Durban and Ladysmith ended yesterday when strikers returned to work at three plants.

Their return signalled a significant victory for the Metal and Allied Workers' Union (Mawu) as Dunlop agreed to the unconditional reinstatement of the striking workers.

The strike was caused by the dismissal of five workers from the Dunlop Durban tyre plant last year.

Last week, negotiations between the company and Mawu broke down when Dunlop insisted that employees return as new workers — with a consequent loss in benefits — and under new conditions of employment.

These conditions were rejected at a meeting of Mawu members who resolved to continue the strike at the Durban tyre plant, the Sport Division and the Ladysmith tyre plant until management resolved their grievances and reinstated them.

CAPITULATED

Dunlop capitulated on Friday and the strikers clocked in on Monday morning after a victory march to the factory.

In a statement issued yesterday Mawu said it would meet British unions to hold more talks on the boycott of Dunlop products and the international campaign against the company which was planned before the dispute was resolved.

"Mawu believes that the workers at Dunlop have, through their unity and solidarity, won a massive victory against an anti-union company. They have demonstrated that the workers' movement has reached new heights," the statement said.

Mr Glen Sutton, industrial relations spokesman for Dunlop, was not available for comment.
Several hundred pamphlets calling for the boycott of Simba Quix products have been distributed by the Fosatu-affiliate Sweet Food and Allied Workers’ Union following the company’s refusal to reinstate sacked workers.

The pamphlets also call on the workers, their organisations and students to show solidarity with the dismissed workers, who have now entered their sixth week without employment.

About 422 employees of the company were dismissed last month after they had gone on strike over the sacking of three of their colleagues. The firing of the workers followed several discussions among the shop stewards, union officials and the company.

The company's managing director, Mr J C du Toit, said he was aware of the pamphlets calling for the boycott of their products, but he regretted that it was not the way to solve matters concerning workers.

“We obviously do not want our products to be boycotted and we will be sad if this happens. We hope to resolve the matter. We are hoping to meet Chambers of Commerce on the East Rand to discuss the envisaged boycott.”

The secretary of the union's shop steward committee Mr Paul Mounde of SOWETAN that two members were dismissed for refusing to work “double jobs.” One was sacked after being accused of throwing potatoes away.

Their dismissal angered members who sent representatives to negotiate the issue with management. Several other discussions were in a deadlock. Subsequently the workers were sacked.

“We are angered further by the management's willingness to hire scabs.”
LABOUR DISPUTES
Dunlop rehires

In a new development in the long-running dispute between the Metal and Allied Workers' Union (Mawu) and Dunlop, the company last week agreed to restate 1400 workers at its two Durban plants who had been fired for striking over the dismissal of five colleagues. Another 600 workers at Dunlop's Ladysmith plant who had also struck, but who were not dismissed, have returned to work. The 2000 workers had been off work for a month.

The dispute continues, however, as the union is still demanding the reinstatement of the original five dismissed employees. The union and the company will meet next week to discuss ways of resolving the matter.

A conciliation board has already been appointed to consider the dispute. But Mawu branch secretary Geoff Schreiner says the terms of reference granted to the board by the Minister of Manpower have made it unsuitable for dealing with the dispute. Says Schreiner: "The case of one of the workers is totally excluded from the terms of reference and, regarding the other four, the board may only look at and investigate the dispute revolving around levels of production and disciplinary measures related thereto. This excludes the possibility of taking up those dismissals as an unfair labour practice."

At next week's meeting, the union will offer the company the choice of reinstating the five or referring the case to arbitration or mediation. According to Schreiner, a deadlock is likely to result in further worker action.

Two weeks ago, Mr Justice Booyzen granted an interdict barring the union from organising or instigating illegal strikes at Dunlop plants. A further court hearing to consider whether the strikes were lawful will be held some time in the future. Mawu's view is that the strikes were legal and that any future strikes will also be legal. Dunlop has argued that the strikes were unlawful.

Legal advisers have told the union it could take up to a year before the matter is finally decided. Partly because it will take so long, Schreiner says: "The struggle will be fought out at the level of power rather than in the legal arena."

At the time of going to press, the FM was unable to obtain comment from Dunlop.
The Frame Disputes

Fairness questioned

In the second of two articles, the *FM* examines the background to the legal battles between the National Union of Textile Workers and the Frame Group.

Union recognition at the Frame Group's five-mill factory complex at New Germany is at the heart of its dispute with the National Union of Textile Workers (NUTW). Retrenchment has also emerged as a major issue Frame's retrenchment policy has been challenged in a series of court cases which have proved to be just as complex and drawn-out as the recognition battle itself.

Frame has been retrenching on a large scale at New Germany since the beginning of last year. Hundreds of employees have been affected. The group cites the recession, the introduction of more modern production methods, and attempts to improve efficiency and contain overheads to combat inflation as reasons for the programme.

Frame introduced a new retrenchment policy earlier this year which was negotiated with the Textile Workers' Industrial Union (TWIU) – NUTW's rival for recognition at the New Germany complex. It operates on the following principles:

- Unskilled employees are retrenched on the basis of last-in-first-out (LIFO); but where possible, are offered other jobs within the group.
- Acceptance of the offer is voluntary. However, if transfers are not possible, or are turned down, the workers are retrenched. Workers who accept transfers do so on the understanding that they are regarded as "last in" in their new departments – and are thus first in line for retrenchment.
- All other employees are required to undergo competency tests. In their case, retrenchment is on the basis that the least competent are retrenched first. Where vacancies exist, offers of transfer within the group are made in order of scores in the competence tests. As with unskilled workers, refusal of a transfer, or lack of a suitable vacancy, leads to retrenchment.

Length of service is not a criterion unless workers of equal competence are involved – in which case LIFO is applied. Any workers who refuse to take competency tests are regarded as having accepted retrenchment.

NUTW takes strong exception to Frame's retrenchment programme. Union general secretary John Copelyn says it is "subjective" and "grossly unfair" for the following reasons:

- His union was not consulted even though NUTW members are affected by it.
- The coupling of transfers with LIFO in their new departments has meant that some workers have moved only to be retrenched soon thereafter. Copelyn argues that this reflects a high degree of cynicism on the part of management as they would have to have known beforehand that they intended to retrench in the new department.
- The measurement of competency can only be a highly subjective process and allows management to retrench at will without sufficient justification.
- Frame has not tried to introduce alternatives to retrenchment such as reducing overtime or working short time.
- Management has not given retrenched workers any undertakings to re-engage them, and
- Unskilled employees have mainly been affected by the retrenchments placing extremely heavy burdens on skilled workers.

Frame Group joint managing director Selwyn Lurie denies Copelyn's allegations. He says that when NUTW members first challenged the group's retrenchment policy in court, counsel acting for them conceded that, given the state of the recognition dispute between NUTW and Frame at that time, it was not unreasonable for the group not to have consulted the union. Lurie also says that when workers are transferred this is done with the object of avoiding immediate retrenchment and in the hope that their employment with the company will continue as long as possible. However, if retrenchment subsequently becomes necessary in the new department, the workers already employed in that department would feel aggrieved if LIFO was not used. He emphatically denies Copelyn's allegation about management cynicism.

Lurie states that employees' competence is easily assessed objectively by the tests used by the group. If Frame was to accept NUTW's claim that LIFO is the only objective criterion for the selection of all employees for retrenchment, the group would find itself with an inefficient workforce as workers with greater ability would have to be retrenched at the expense of those who are less competent.

Lurie says Frame only retrenches as a last resort. Night work has been cut back and short time worked for many months. In addition, the group's mills have been shut down for short periods at various times in order to avoid short time and retrenchment. Workers took unpaid leave during those times.

Further, he says, given that competence is one of the criteria used in the selection of employees for retrenchment, it would be
unreasonable to expect Frame to offer the first right of re-employment to retrenched employees at the expense of other, and possibly more competent, new recruits. He denies that the retrenchment of unskilled workers has burdened skilled workers. Skilled workers had previously been made available at some stages but now certain unskilled operations had been allocated to them making them more productive and allowing the group to retain some unskilled workers.

NUTW members have challenged Frame's retrenchment programme in court. Industrial Court action has taken the form of applications for remittal by 10 workers retrenched in October last year by Consolidated Frame Cotton Corporation (CFCC), a Frame company which owns the Frame, Seltex and Pinetex mills at New Germany.

Three of the workers, one of whom was retrenched within days of being transferred to a new department, had had unbroken service of 20 years. Of the remaining workers, one had served for 19 years, one for 12 years, one for 11 years and the rest two to three years each. The retrenched workers also applied for the appointment of a conciliation board to consider whether the retrenchment policy constituted an unfair labour practice.

Reinstatement applications

When the reinstatement applications came before the Industrial Court, CFCC opposed them on the grounds that the court did not have the power in law to order reinstatement in situations involving retrenchment, and that its policy was not unfair to a capitalist society. CFCC argued that the word "restate" implies placing workers back in their previous positions.

Because the positions had been made redundant, and therefore no longer existed, it was impossible to do so. The court, however, upheld the union's argument and ordered the company to either restate the workers or pay their wages — pending the final outcome of the dispute. CFCC has taken the Industrial Court's decision on review to the Supreme Court. The case is due to be heard on November 16.

Meanwhile, CFCC has been obliged to pay these workers in terms of the Industrial Court's reinstatement ruling, although it has not paid for the current year. However, in May this year, CFCC stopped paying after taking the court's continued extension of the order on review. The workers are now considering whether to prosecute the company for refusing to comply with the reinstatement order.

In part, CFCC bases its application for a Supreme Court review on the fact that the retrenched workers refused to be represented on a conciliation board appointed by the Minister of Manpower at their request.

The workers did so because the Minister did not allow the board to consider whether the company's retrenchment policy constituted an unfair labour practice.

---

NUTW's Copelyn... alleging that Frame's retrenchments are unfair

Failure by the board to settle the matter would therefore bar the Industrial Court from considering whether an unfair practice was in fact involved — and its temporary reinstatement order would lapse. Copelyn has criticised the Minister for interfering in a matter which is best settled by the union and management.

 Acting on legal advice, the workers have taken the Minister's terms of reference for the conciliation board to the Supreme Court on review. The case is due to be heard on November 15, the day before the Supreme Court review of the Industrial Court's reinstatement decision.

Several other disputes over the retrenchment of NUTW members have also reached the courts.

---

BLANKET AGREEMENT

A new national industrial council agreement which raises minimum levels in the urban areas on average by over 16%, and by over 15% in the decentralised areas, has been concluded for the blanket industry.

The agreement was reached after protracted negotiations between the National Textile Manufacturers' Association (NTMA), the Trade Union Council of SA-affiliated Textile Workers' Industrial Union (TWIU), and the Textile Workers' Union (TvU), an affiliate of the Council of Unions of SA. It runs until January 1986.

TWIU general secretary Norman Daniels said he thought the increases were satisfactory, particularly in the light of the recessionary conditions prevailing in the textile industry. The agreement would assist greatly in stabilising the industry, he said. NTMA chairman Selwyn Laurie concurred.

One involves 25 workers retrenched by CFCC who applied to the Industrial Court to be reinstated as well as for a conciliation board to consider the dispute. CFCC applied for an interdict to the Supreme Court preventing the Industrial Court from hearing it, using much the same arguments as in the first retrenchment case. The case was heard on August 31. Judgment has been reserved.

A conciliation board was appointed for 19 of the 25 workers again without including consideration of the retrenchment policy as an unfair labour practice in the terms of reference. The board deadlocked at its meeting on September 10, but in this case too the workers intend taking the Minister's decision on review. The Minister's decision regarding the remaining six workers is expected shortly.

A similar retrenchment application was brought by NUTW on behalf of six members retrenched by CFCC's associate company, Consolidated Woolwashing and Processing Mills (CWPM) at its Pinetown mill. That mill falls under an industrial council and therefore in terms of labour law the dispute was referred to it. The council upheld CWPM's contention that its retrenchment policy is not an unfair labour practice.

Frame's legal battles are complex and their ultimate solution may still be far in the future. Whatever the price in union bitterness — and the group has argued that where recognition is concerned employers should be able to choose to test a union's strength, if necessary by weathering a legal strike — the various disputes may lead to legal clarification of some disputed provisions of labour law.

Both Frame and the union should, however, be aware that their continuing confrontation involves the danger of violence which could spread to industries and areas not involved in the union or group battles.
Motor men win 22% rise

Motor components workers at Dumaur Pty Ltd in Brits have won a 22% wage increase after negotiations between the National Automobile and Allied Workers' Union (Naawu) and management.

The new minimum wage at the company is R1.70 an hour, 50c more than the minimum set by the Industrial Council agreement for the motor industry.

Naawu members received a 17% rise in January. The latest increase brings the total increase for the year to 39%.

"While the new minimum falls far short of the union's R3.50 living wage demand, it represents a major improvement in the living conditions of our members," said a Naawu spokesman.

Emerging unions in the Western Cape is the title of a seminar to be held in Cape Town on October 4 by Andrew Levy and Associates.

Areas which will be addressed by a panel of labour consultants, lawyers and unionists include the closed shop and inter-union rivalry.

Speakers at the seminar will include prominent labour lawyers Mr Halton Cheadle and Mr John Brand, and Mr John Copley of the National Union of Textile Workers.

• As married women play an increasingly active role in economic life, the trend is towards smaller families.

This is the finding of a study by the International Labour Organisation into the relationship between fertility and female employment levels.

In Eastern European countries, where over 70% of women of child-bearing age have full-time jobs, the fertility rate averages 2.2 births a woman.

The researchers found that although there was a large measure of equality in the workplace, the sexual division of labour at home remained unchanged.

Women returned home from a full day's work to face more work, but men rarely did.

The fertility rate remained low in spite of State family allowances for children, six months' paid maternity leave for working mothers and an unbroken accumulation of social benefits such as pension funds.

When new programmes were announced, there was always a marked increase in birth rate, the researchers found.
Highveld lays cards on table

By Carolyn Dempster, Labour Reporter
Anglo American's Highveld Steel management has agreed to lay all its financial cards on the table after an unsuccessful preliminary round of negotiations with the Metal and Allied Workers' Union and the SA Boilermakers' Society (Sabs).

The meeting between the two unions locked in a wage dispute with management takes place today.

Mr Ike van der Watt, general secretary of Sabs, said management representatives had been reluctant to open their books to the union auditors at the first meeting held last week. "But they are now prepared to open up everything to us," he said yesterday.

After the union auditors, shop stewards and organisers have inspected the books, a report-back meeting with about 4,000 black and white members at the steel complex will be held tonight.

Mr van der Watt said the move by the company was a surprise as it indicated that management might not be able to afford increases over and above those negotiated at the national Industrial Council for the metal industry.

Highveld Steel management declined to comment.
Simba fires 400 strikers

More than 400 striking workers have been dismissed from Simba Quix and a boycott of Simba products has been launched.

The Simba workers' committee and Sweet, Food and Allied Workers' Union (SFAWU) today claimed Simba had refused to negotiate in good faith.

SFAWU is to apply for a conciliation board to resolve the dispute.

Mr J Naidoo, general secretary of SFAWU, said the strike began on August 10, sparked by the "unfair dismissal" of three workers.

Two of the workers had been dismissed for "refusing to take lawful instruction" and the third for "throwing a potato into a container and damaging company property".

Altogether 422 striking workers were fired.

Mr J C du Toit, managing director of Simba Quix Ltd, said a boycott did not resolve issues of this nature and was not in the interests of the economy, the community, the employees or the consumers.

Workers were fired after numerous attempts to persuade union officials to discuss the matter had failed.

He said the company had acted completely within the recognition agreement signed with the union and had done everything possible to resolve the dispute.
 RETRENCHMENTS

Luddism resurgent?

Motor assembly companies have been accused of failing to give sufficient consideration to the human and social costs of attempts to increase profits. The charge comes from the National Automobile and Allied Workers' Union (Naawu) following publication of figures showing that the industry is attaining the highest productivity levels since the 1961 boom.

While 1964 motor vehicle sales are expected to be the third highest ever - more than 12,000 up on last year - the average workforce is likely to be down by almost 4,500. Productivity for the first six months of the year surpassed that of 1960 and 1961 (see graph).

Hundreds of union members have been laid off and thousands of others are working short-time or being forced to take unpaid leave while plants are temporarily closed. Ford laid off 425 workers recently and closed its three plants for a week. One of these is now working a four-day week. General Motors has retrenched 229 employees and is working a 36-hour week while Alfa Romeo has been on a four-day week since the beginning of the year.

In August, Nissan decided not to renew the contracts of 240 temporary workers and is now working a three-day week. Projected workforce figures indicate that the declining trend is likely to continue for the rest of the year.

A spokesman for the National Association of Automobile Manufacturers of SA (Naawu) says the impact of recent monetary and fiscal measures has "regrettably led to a decline in economic activity and a fairly sharp reduction in the demand for new motor vehicles." This has forced many companies to reduce costs.

Other company sources say this is a result of the 1961 boom when many companies took on extra staff to cope with increased production. What is occurring now is a "correction" of the situation. Companies now have to make better use of labour to survive (Business September 14).

Naawu spokesman describes this as "nonsense." He says, "This phenomenon has less to do with the cyclical nature of the economy and more to do with investment and production patterns of the companies who look to increasing profit margins by using more productive machinery and techniques regardless of human and social costs."

Normal procedures inadequate

He adds that the industry is intensively engaged in working out ways of combating the consequences of the current "productivity drive by management." Normal retrenchment procedures are no longer seen as adequate.

Naawu recently made participation in a productivity scheme at a particular factory conditional on no jobs being lost as a result of productivity improvements. But, says the spokesman, the problem is deep-rooted and more comprehensive and permanent solutions will have to be found. Hence the far-reaching discussions within the union.

Ford's Fred Ferrera says that the figures belie the accusation regarding the industry's lack of social concern. He argues that the relatively high employment figures in 1962 and 1963, when sales were dropping, show precisely that this concern is "foremost in the minds" of companies in the industry. This is also indicated in the regular talks on the subject held with the union. The Naawu spokesman supports this viewpoint. "Retrenchments are a last resort, and such decisions are never taken lightly. If, however, an employer does not adapt to the prevailing situation the whole enterprise could be at stake, and this could, in the long term, lead to more rather than fewer retrenchments."

"The short working week is a responsible attempt by companies to come to terms with social problems caused by retrenchments," he adds.

He argues that it is necessary to look at sales figures in greater depth. Of this year's expected 417,500 vehicle sales, 267,352 occurred in the six months to June, before gas and interest rate increases. Prospects in the second half of 1964 are not encouraging.

The industry says the creation of job opportunities remains a top priority and hopes the high interest rates and severe monetary measures will be of short duration.

Nels Strydom, Nissan's human resources director, says the company has negotiated an agreement with the United African Motor Workers' Union (UAMWU) whereby no permanent workers will be retrenched before the end of the year.

Short-term contracts

However, the agreement allows the company to employ workers on short-term contracts. These workers' contracts are renewed only if circumstances permit. Nissan considers this to be a satisfactory solution.

The Naawu spokesman sees the short-term contract system as an "additional evil." He argues that it allows workers to accumulate a lot of service with the company - new temporary workers are often the same people who had previously been laid off - but because they are considered temporary employees, they forfeit many of the normal fringe benefits.

UAMWU general secretary, Dora Nowatha, whose union has majority membership at Nissan, would not comment.

As the recession bites deeper, retrenchment promises to be a controversial issue. Unions will continue to fight for the job security of their members while com-
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Companies attempt to maintain or improve profit levels by, among other remedies, the more productive use of labour.

Naawu is not convinced by management's arguments, which it sees as failing to address retrenchment as a long-term social and economic problem. The union sees a conflict between the industry's economic decisions and its social responsibilities. Time will tell whether the union, in its deliberations, will be able to find mutually acceptable solutions.
Simba chips in on boycott call

DURBAN — A boycott of Simba products would not help resolve the dispute over the sacking of more than 490 workers from the company's plant in the Transvaal, Mr J C du Toit, managing director of Simba-Qux, said yesterday.

He was responding to a call by the dismissed workers for a nationwide boycott of Simba products to protest against the dismissal of 422 striking black workers.

The strike was for the reinstatement of three dismissed workers.

Mr Du Toit said, "We don't believe that a boycott resolves issues of this nature. It's not in the interest of the economy, the community, the employees or the consumer. Simba still has more than 560 black employees in its service who would also suffer under a boycott."

The dismissal of the workers was "within the disciplinary code" of the recognition agreement between Simba-

Qux and the Sweet, Food and Allied Workers' Union (SFAWU), he said.

Nine meetings had been held between the shop stewards and the management to resolve their appeal for reinstatement.

He said the dismissals had been re-investigated and found to be fair.

A statement issued by a committee representing the dismissed workers said the management had refused to negotiate in good faith with union representatives and the men had gone on strike to get the management to listen to them.

"The company dismissed the entire black work force and employed coloureds," it said.

Mr J Naidoo, general secretary of the SFAWU, said the union was making urgent representations to the Minister of Manpower to appoint a conciliation board to resolve the dispute over sacking of the workers — Sapa.
How to spark off a strike

The strike called by the Sweet, Food and Allied Workers' Union (SFAWU) at the Sumba Quix factory shows how easily a strike can start if communications are allowed to break down.

The union claims that two of its workers were dismissed after allegedly refusing to carry out a task which was not part of their job.

John Beard, Sumba Plant Manager, however, claims that the workers were dismissed for allegedly not taking a lawful instruction.

Forklift

The workers' job was to stamp boxes containing chips which are usually brought to the department. One of the workers on the morning shift found that the supply of boxes had run out and requested her senior supervisor to ensure that, as normal, more boxes were brought in. The supervisor refused, saying the worker should get the boxes herself.

The worker then approached her section headwoman who in turn instructed the forklift driver to deliver more boxes for stamping. But the senior supervisor instructed that the boxes be returned. He again instructed the worker to get the boxes herself.

When she refused, the senior supervisor reported the matter to the plant manager who dismissed the worker. Another worker was instructed to do the same on the afternoon shift and when she refused, she too was dismissed.

Attempts by the SFAWU president, Chris Dlamini, to intervene were blocked after the Sumba management refused to discuss the decision to dismiss the workers.

"Members of the SFAWU stopped work after the Sumba management refused to negotiate with the union through the agreed channels," according to the workers.

Sumba Quix Managing Director, Jan du Toit, says that during his meetings with the union, shop stewards were unable to provide evidence which could influence management to reverse their decision.
Factory rejects allegation over 'sexual favours'

By PHILLIP VAN NIEKERK

MANAGEMENT at a KwaZulu appliances factory have rejected as "totally unfounded" allegations that an induna at the plant used his position to make demands for sexual favours.

Mr D Wright, the resident director of Kempar appliances in Isihebe, said he had been in the area for seven years but had never been confronted by any stories of indunas wanting to sexually harass staff.

The allegations are contained in several interviews recorded in the latest edition of Fosatu Workers News with workers fired from the plant after going on strike.

The workers claim that when they joined Mawa to fight the abuse, the induna warned them he was going to destroy the union.

Workers demanded the dismissal of the induna and went on strike, which resulted in the dismissal of the company's entire workforce.

Mr Wright said if the allegations were true they would have been brought to management's attention at the time.

"I have a copy of the agenda for that particular meeting in which the workers list two demands. There is no mention of sexual harassment."
Boycott: a crisp response

By PHILLIP VAN NIEKERK

A NUMBER of Reef community organisations, trade unions and commercial organisations have lent their support to the Sweet, Food and Allied Workers' Union (SAFWU) call for a boycott of Simba chips.

Mr Chris Dlamini, an SFWAU office-bearer and president of the Federation of South African Trade Unions (Fosatu), said yesterday that the African Chambers of Commerce of Tembisa and Natalpruit were refusing to stock Simba chips.

Trade union groupings which have expressed support include the Commercial, Catering and Allied Workers' Union (CCWU), the South African Allied Workers Union (SAAWU), Fosatu, the Council of Unions of South Africa (Cosatu) and the African Food and Canning Workers' Union.

The boycott was called following the dismissal of more than 400 workers from the Simba Quax plant in Isando during a work stoppage in August this year.

The union is demanding reinstatement for the workers who they say were unfairly dismissed — a charge which is denied by the company.
400,000 back Simba boycott

By Carolyn Dempster, Labour Reporter

More than 30 trade unions with a combined membership of 400,000 workers have pledged support for the boycott of Simba products following the dismissal of 422 Simba Quix employees.

The Sweet, Food and Allied Workers’ Union (SFAWU) launched the boycott last week.

Supporters of the boycott include the Federation of South African Trade Unions (Fosatu), the Council of Unions of South Africa, African Food and Catering Workers’ Union, South African Allied Workers’ Union, General and Allied Workers’ Union, and the Commercial, Catering and Allied Workers’ Union.

Mr. J. Naidoo, general secretary of the SFAWU, said the union would be notifying the International Union of Food and Allied Workers’ Associations in Geneva. The union has urged Simba Quix management to negotiate.

The 422 Simba workers were dismissed after striking on August 10 over the firing of three colleagues.

Mr. J. C. du Toit, managing director of Simba, said nine meetings had been held to discuss the dispute and the dismissals were re-investigated and found to be fair.

Numerous attempts to persuade officials to discuss the strike failed. The workers were fired within the terms of the recognition agreement.
Boycott a threat to chip business

By PHILLIP VAN NIEKERK

In the boycott of Simba chips gained widespread support, the company's business would be affected, Mr. J.C. du Toit, managing director of Simba-Quix, said yesterday.

He was responding to the Sweat, Food and Allied Workers Union's (SFAWU) claims of massive support for the boycott which was launched last week to win back the jobs of more than 400 workers fired at the company's Isando plant in August.

The boycott now has the backing of about 30 trade unions as well as numerous political and community groups such as the United Democratic Front, the Transvaal and the Natal Indian Congress, the Azanian Students Organisation, the Congress of South African Students, Nunas and Sasco.

The union has also said it will be notifying the International Union of Food and Allied Workers Associations, to which the SFAWU is affiliated, of the dispute.

Mr. Du Toit said the company did substantial business in the black areas and that the degree to which the business would be affected depended on how much support the boycott received.

He said the company might reconsider if new facts were presented by the union, but he had had nine meetings with shop stewards and union officials since the strike and was satisfied the workers had been fairly dismissed.

The workers were fired after taking part in a work stoppage in sympathy with three dismissed workers.

Mr. Du Toit denied SFAWU's charges that the company was racist to rehire coloured workers after firing black workers. "When we had to re-engage new staff, there were coloureds at the gate."

Mr. Jay Nudoo, SFAWU's general secretary said yesterday, "We urge Simba management to reconsider their decision and to negotiate with the union an amicable solution to the present dispute."
CONSUMER BOYCOTTS

A hot potato

The Sweet, Food and Allied Workers' Union (SFAWU) has called for a boycott of Simba-Qux products as part of a campaign against the company's decision to dismiss over 400 striking workers.

The workers struck on August 10 over the dismissal of three of their colleagues. The union, an affiliate of the Federation of SA Trade Unions (Fosatu), claims support for the boycott by the majority of progressive unions, community organisations and traders.

According to a union statement, two of the workers were dismissed for refusing to do "a double job" while the third was dismissed for "damaging company property. That is a potato." The union accuses the company of racism because the company said at a meeting it wished to hire coloured workers to replace the black workforce as it could "communicate better" with coloureds.

The company denies these allegations. Simba's managing director, Jan du Toit, says one employee was dismissed for spitting at the plant manager while being reprimanded for throwing potatoes at another worker. Another two women were dismissed for refusing to work. For some weeks they had been doing their tasks and "suddenly refused to continue."

Du Toit denies "completely and utterly" the allegations of racism. "Management would be stupid to say it preferred coloured to black employees and we have tape recordings of the meetings to prove that we didn't," he says.

He considers it too early to tell what effect a consumer boycott will have on the company. But he argues it will not help to

Simba workers...the chips are down

resolve anything. Says Du Toit, "A boycott is not in the interests of the economy; consumers or the 900 black employees we still have working for us.

SFAWU's president, Chris Dlamini, who is also the president of Fosatu, has announced that the union is appealing for the appointment of a conciliation board to consider the dispute. He called on the company to "set down with the union in order to resolve the dispute."

Du Toit tells the FM, "We will respond positively to such a move from the union. We would like the dispute to be heard in a just manner so as to prove who is right and who is wrong."
INDUSTRIAL COURT

Closed shop goes

In the first successful legal challenge of the closed shop, the Industrial Court has upheld an appeal by the National Union of Textile Workers (NUTW) against the Industrial Council for the Clothing Industry (Natal).

The judgment means that workers at Pinetown protective clothing manufacturer James North (Africa) who had joined the Fosatu union but were obliged to remain members of the Trade Union Council of SA-affiliated Garment Workers' Industrial Union (GWIU) are now free to resign from the GWIU without being dismissed. It also allows James North to deduct union dues for NUTW members by stop-order and legitimates bargaining at plant level within an industrial council structure. One of the arguments put forward in the case was that bargaining at plant level complements industry-level bargaining.

Legal battle

James North is a subsidiary of the multinational Siebe Gorman group. The court's highly significant decision is the outcome of a hard-fought legal battle between the two unions. It began last year when NUTW applied to the industrial council for membership, claiming it had organised the majority of James North's workers. The workers fell under GWIU's closed shop. The council, on which GWIU is the employer body, refused. It did so on the grounds that the NUTW was not sufficiently representative of workers in the clothing industry.

But NUTW's action prompted GWIU to take protective steps. Late last year, the Tusea union changed its constitution to empower it to expel any of its members who became a member of another union. Because GWIU had a closed shop, this meant that workers who did so risked losing their jobs with the company.

Meanwhile, tensions were rising in the factory. In February this year, James North held a secret ballot to determine which union had majority support. NUTW received 219 votes against GWIU's 43. Immediately after this, James North and NUTW signed a recognition agreement in which the company agreed to grant NUTW stop-order facilities for union dues and to support the union's application to the industrial council for an exemption from the NCMA's closed shop agreement with GWIU. The council rejected the application.

This led NUTW to challenge the rejection in the Industrial Court. GWIU's legal representatives gave the following reasons for opposing NUTW's application:

- GWIU had been in existence for 50 years and had effectively represented the best interests of clothing industry workers in Durban and Pinetown,
- NUTW was registered for the textile industry, which was quite separate from the clothing industry, and was not registered for the clothing industry in Durban and Pinetown,
- The Labour Relations Act discourages the proliferation of unions in an industry by refusing registration to unions where others that are sufficiently representative exist,
- The interests that NUTW intended to represent had been adequately represented by GWIU for 50 years,
- NUTW's claimed membership was insufficient to form a union likely to have any effect on collective bargaining within the industry, and
- For the above reasons and because the Industrial Registrar would be obliged to...
The NCMA made these points in supporting NUTW’s application:

☐ It believed in freedom of association, which has the natural corollary that workers should be allowed to belong to a union of their choice.

☐ NUTW was a growing force in the Natal clothing industry.

☐ If the exemptions were not granted, NCMA members could find themselves in the onerous position of having to resign from the NCMA and thereby also from the industrial council as a result of being faced with two alternatives—either ignoring the wishes of their employees by refusing to recognise NUTW and risking industrial strife, or to breach the council agreement by employing non-GWU people.

☐ The refusal of the application could lead to the ultimate collapse of the NCMA and thereby the council, and

☐ It was important to maintain the industrial council system in the clothing industry.

Industrial peace

Legal representatives for NUTW argued in the interests of industrial peace and to ensure that the closed shop was not used as a restrictive practice, the court should recognise that special circumstances existed for the council to grant the exemption.

The court found that the company faced a dilemma. NUTW was representative of the majority of its workers, yet because of the closed-shop provision in the industrial council agreement, it could not grant the union stop order facilities.

Workers who were GWU members by virtue of the closed shop were aggrieved at having to pay dues to a union they did not wish to belong to. However, if workers resigned from GWU, the company would not be entitled to continue employing them. The council had also refused NUTW’s application for exemptions for other agreements it had reached with James North about retraining and working short time.

In its judgment, the court noted: “From the above circumstances, the inference can be drawn that the refusal of the (industrial council) exemptions may jeopardise the formal relationship in existence between NUTW and the company, which in turn can lead to a stalemate position at the company’s premises, thereby frustrating the objects of the (Labour Relations) Act.” Thus, it said, was industrial peace.

NUTW general secretary John Copelyn tells the FM the union has already applied to the industrial council again for membership. Applications for exemptions from the closed shop for several other factories have also been lodged.
Union seeks conciliation board

BY JEANETTE MINNIE

THE Sweet, Food and Allied Workers' Union (SFAWU) has applied for a conciliation board to consider two unfair labour practice charges against Simba Quix.

The move follows a dispute in which 464 SFAWU members were dismissed by the company at its Isando plant in August. The first unfair labour practice charge is based on four arguments:

1. The company failed to negotiate in good faith on the dismissal of the first three workers,
2. The company refused to negotiate on the resulting conflict which led to the strike by another 464 workers,
3. The subsequent dismissal of the 464 workers,
4. After these dismissals the company hired workers on a racial and not economic basis. (Coloureds were employed in place of 464 blacks)

The second charge follows the dismissal of five workers who were on leave during the strike and who, the union alleges, were dismissed because they refused to resign from the union or in any way dissociate themselves from its activities.

The company has welcomed the application for a conciliation board, saying it would prove who was right and who was wrong.

It has indicated a willingness to reconsider the matter, but only if new facts emerge. Simba's managing director, Mr. Jas du Toit, has said that nine meetings of the company and union have been held since the strike.

He was satisfied the dismissals were justified.

The company, and especially Simba Chips, face a countrywide boycott over the dispute.

The SFAWU's general secretary, Mr. Jay Nadler, announced this week that East Rand members of the National African Federated Chambers of Commerce (NAFCOC) had come out in support of a boycott.

However, the majority of cafe outlets in East Rand townships will be affected by the decision.

Dozens of support committees for the boycott are being set up around the country, including in Durban, Maritzburg, Johannesburg, all East Rand townships and in Lenasia.

Support for the boycott has already been expressed by more than 20 trade unions, including community organisations which will urge their members to boycott Simba products.

The company has stated that a boycott would not be in the interests of the economy, consumers or its remaining 900 black employees.

The organisations which have come out in support of the boycott include the Federation of South African Trade Unions (Fosatu), the Council of Unions of South Africa (CUSA), the Commercial, Catering and Allied Workers' Union of South Africa (CCAWUSA), the National Federation of Workers (NFW), the African Food and Canning Workers' Union, the General Allied Workers' Union (GAU), the South African Allied Workers' Union (SAAWU), the Johannesburg Snooker Drivers' Association, the Associated Students' Organisation (ASSOC), the Congress of South African Students (Cosas), the Transvaal and Natal Indian Congress (TIC and NIC), the National Union of South African Students (NUSAS), the South African Council on Sport (SACOS) and Diakonia.

International support for the boycott may also arise from the SFAWU's decision to notify the International Union of Food and Allied Workers' Associations, to which the SFAWU is affiliated.
SIMBA profits could be chipped away as a countrywide boycott of their products started this week - backed by several trade unions, student organisations, churches and community organisations.

On Wednesday, Simba managing director J C Du Toit was in Cape Town for a meeting with the Western Cape Traders' Association, whose more than 2,000 members had promised their support for the boycott.

WCTA officials said that they represented business people's interests - but also saw itself as community-based, because its customers were members of the community.

"We take up community issues because our customers come from the community and we depend on them."

"When 464 people are dismissed - as in this case - it makes quite a dent. We hope to play a mediating role between Simba management and the Sweet port of three colleagues who were dismissed.

SFWU's Jay Nadoo said two of the three were sacked for refusing to work a double shift and a third for throwing a potato into a container.

After the 464 were sacked for their sympathy strike management allegedly told SFWU that they had problems communicating with the African staff and had decided to hire coloured workers "because it was easier to talk to them."

"When we challenged them about this racist attitude, they said it was their right to decide who they would hire and fire," Mr Nadoo said.

After the boycott spread, Mr Du Toit conceded that Simba's business would be affected because they did a lot of business in black areas.

Commenting on Simba's employment of coloured workers, he said the company had not been racist, but that when they had to hire colour-worke, "there were coloureds at the gate."

SFWU have started preliminaries for an application for a conciliation board hearing on all the sackings.
An end to the bitter seven-week-old dispute between Dunlop and the Metal and Allied Workers' Union (Mawu) may be in sight. Last week the company and the union agreed in principle to appoint a mediator who, it is hoped, will help produce a settlement of the wrangle over the dismissal of five union members.

This follows the return to work three weeks ago of 2,000 Dunlop workers at the company's three Natal plants. They had been on strike for almost a month. Dunlop's industrial relations manager, Glen Sutton, says the terms of reference and the identity of the mediator are still to be decided. The FM understands that discussions on these issues are fairly far advanced and the mediation is likely to occur towards the end of October.

Attempts to settle the dispute through the Labour Relations Act machinery failed when the Minister of Manpower, in appointing a conciliation board, decided to amend its terms of reference so as to preclude the possibility of the dismissals being declared an unfair labour practice.

The union decided not to participate in the board's deliberations for this reason.

A union spokesman expects the mediator initially to try to bring the two sides together. If this fails, the mediator is likely to make his own recommendations, which, although they will not be binding on either party, are likely to carry substantial weight.
FRIDAY night is when most people go out and enjoy themselves. Cyril Ramaphosa holds meetings.

The general secretary of the National Union of Mineworkers (NUM), who came to prominence recently in the union's wage negotiations with the Chamber of Mines, is working to build a stronger bargaining base - like the British miners have.

He has met his British counterpart. Mr Arthur Scargill, leader of the violence-ridden strike that has closed the coal pits in Britain, but won't say what was discussed.

At the May meeting, Mr Scargill did apparently promise "moral support", and Mr Ramaphosa frankly looks in the British union as a model. "For us to win convincingly against the chamber, the NUM has to become stronger, we need to build up a strong bargaining base like the British union has," he says.

As the NUM approaches its second birthday in December, Mr Ramaphosa, a 31-year-old lawyer, believes its stature and strength have been enhanced by its commitment to negotiating and reviewing through legal channels the recent pay dispute at eight mines.

The dispute - the first legal strike by black miners in South Africa - meant long hours for the softly-spoken attorney.

But he did not mind. "It's a fulfilling job that offers a sense of achievement with which I did not find in law. That was too mercenary for me."

Secet behind the switchboard at the NUM's Johannesburg offices, Mr Ramaphosa speaks about himself and the NUM.

Born in Soweto in November 1952, he went to school in Soweto and the Northern Transvaal and enrolled at Turffontein University in 1972 for a B-Proc degree. In 1974 he was elected branch chairman of the now banned South African Students' Organisation (Saso).

He was detained for 11 months and then denied entry to Turffontein in 1975. In 1976 he registered at Unisa, but was again detained. He re-registered the next year, signed up for his articles and qualified in 1981.

Disillusioned

But by then he was disillusioned, and began working for the legal unit of the Council of Unions of South Africa (CUSA). Mr Ramaphosa says that at Cusa's 1982 congress it was decided to form a miners' union. He was asked to head the organising committee and the National Union of Mineworkers was formed in December, 1982, and he was elected its general secretary.

In its first 20 months, the NUM has signed up 40,000 members out of a total black mine workforce of 450,000. And, says Mr Ramaphosa, it is aiming to recruit up to half the workforce by the end of June.

The NUM's first breakthrough came in June last year when the Chamber of Mines, the country's largest employers' body, officially recognised the union. This was the first time in 46 years the chamber had officially recognised a black trade union for miners.

A 15% pay raise for black, coloured and Indian miners was secured immediately. This year's negotiations brought a further 30% increase and a holiday bonus.

But there is still a long way to go. Mr Ramaphosa points out that the starting pay for a black miner is R185 a month, while that for a white miner is R590. And the most a black miner can hope to earn is about R500, while a white miner can aim for R3,000.

"We want a balance brought about here, and we want it like yesterday," he says.

Following the recent pay dispute, Mr Ramaphosa expects more resistance from the white Mine Workers' Union and the chamber itself as the NUM increases its strength.

On the plus side, he says, there has been a realisation by many miners that the NUM is prepared to fight for improvements. "This will encourage workers to join us," he says.

Seriously

Increased membership will mean greater bargaining power and being taken seriously by the chamber.

"I don't think they took us seriously over the last 18 months," he says. The chamber was "just going through the motions until a strike was threatened. Only then was a reasonable offer forthcoming."

Mr Ramaphosa points out that it would be impossible for South African miners to undertake a protracted strike such as that in Britain because "the employer has the right to fire workers, whereas in Britain after 20 weeks the miners have not been fired."

This was one of the risks in calling the strike in South Africa. But he also had a card to play. Mass firing would have meant a recruitment process that could have cost the mines up to a month of lost production.

Mr Ramaphosa does not rule out the possibility of sympathy strikes by NUM members with other striking unions. "By its very existence, a union can never shy away from politics. A worker's existence is a political nature," he says.

He points to informal control laws controlling a worker's mobility in a "supposedly open market", inferior black education and the homelands system which deprives people of citizenship rights.

The thousands of migrant workers, far from being the Achilles heel of the NUM, are its strength, he says. "They have nothing to lose: They don't have much stake in this country."

But Mr Ramaphosa realises that his legal, disciplined approach must achieve results, or the more militant miners might take things into their own hands. This was one reason why he was disappointed that some miners called in the police during the strike - thus negating the purpose of operating legally.

"My members asked themselves if it was worth it to play above board, because if the police acted just as if it had been an illegal strike."

He believes unions are inevitably vehicles that blacks will turn to for political, social and economic change, "because their legitimate political participation is denied"
Unions support boycott

MORE than 30 trade unions and community-based organisations representing over 400,000 people have pledged solidarity for the boycott of Simba products following the dismissal of workers at Simba Quick.

The boycott has been called by the Fosatu-affiliated Sweet Food and Allied Workers Union, which represents the majority of the 422 workers sacked by the company during August.

Unions and organisations who have pledged support for the boycott include the Council of Unions of South Africa (Cosatu), Fosatu unions, Food and Canning Workers Union, Sawa, General and Allied Workers Union and the Commercial Catering and Allied Workers Union.

Church, political and student organisations who have come out in support of the boycott are the UDF, Cosas, Transvaal Indian Congress, Natal Indian Congress, Azamani Students Organisation and the South African Council of Sport.

An SFAWU spokesman said that committees have been set up in different parts of the country to co-ordinate the support for the Simba workers. The union also intended notifying the international secretariat of the International Union of Food and Allied Workers' Associations in Geneva of the boycott.

"We have tried our best to persuade the Simba management to return to the negotiating table to resolve the dispute. Three workers were earlier fired and this followed the dismissal of the entire workforce, the spokesman said. The company's spokesman said that several meetings have been held by them and the union representatives in an attempt to resolve the matter. The dismissals had been investigated again and found to be fair.

Attempts to persuade union officials to discuss the strike had failed. The workers had been dismissed within the terms of the recognition agreement with the union.
Union calls for the release of leader

Mail Reporter

THE National Automobile and Allied Workers' Union (NAWU) has called for the immediate release of a union leader at Renault Africa in Randord. Mr Jerry Kau, who, it claims, was detained last week.

NAWU said in a statement yesterday that Mr Kau, a member of the Johannesburg and national executive of NAWU, had, since Wednesday, been held in terms of Section 28 of the Internal Security Act.

The statement said that since then he had been denied access to his family, his union and his legal representatives.

The NAAWU Transvaal Area Executive Committee met on October 6 to discuss his detention.

The committee condemned the detention of our comrades in terms of the unacceptable legislation. We note with concern that many people have died while being held incommunicado.

By late yesterday the South African Police had not yet replied to a telex request for confirmation of his detention.
Union threatens to quit paper council

By PHILLIP VAN NIEKERK
FOSATU's Paper, Wood and Allied Workers' Union (PWAU) — the biggest union in the industrial council for the pulp and paper industry — has threatened to quit the council only months after joining because of the employers' refusal to make a realistic wage offer.

The threat was made on Friday when the annual negotiations for the 10,000 workers covered in the council's industry-wide agreement began in Johannesburg.

A PWAU statement at the weekend said the union would seriously reconsider its position in the industrial council if the "employers persist in playing games".

Employer parties to the council include Anglo American's Mondi, Gencor's Sappi and Carlton and Harlow Rand's Nampak.

"The PWAU, which claims to represent about 5,000 workers in 11 mills, is demanding a minimum R5.80 an hour, from R4.50 an hour, with a minimum increase of between 60c and 80c an hour depending on grades.

"Other demands include a call for a 13th cheque holiday bonus, a reduction of the working week to 40 hours, a shift allowance of R2 per shift, declaring May 1 a public holiday and a service allowance of three cents per hour for each year.

"The employers restricted their offer to wages, offering seven cents an hour — a 5% increase on the industrial council's bargaining rate."
Unionist believed held in police raids

Argus Correspondent

JOHANNESBURG — East Rand trade unionist Mr Jerry Kau is believed to be one of 12 people held by police in the latest series of raids on homes and work places.

Another eight people are still in custody in spite of the dropping of charges against them in Vanderbijlpark last week.

Only nine of the total of 20 people held have been confirmed as detainees, at least seven of them being held under section 29 of the Internal Security Act, which provides for solitary confinement for purposes of interrogation.

"NO VISITS"

The National Automobile and Allied Workers' Union, of which Mr Kau is a national executive member, says he was removed from work in Isando on Wednesday and has since been denied visits by his family, his lawyer and the union.

Police have not confirmed or denied Mr Kau's detention.

Journalist and boxing manager Mr Theo Mthemba was reported at the weekend as being among the confirmed detainees.

* The Argus Bureau in East London reports that no charges have been laid against Mr Phala Ngqima, the freelance journalist who was detained in terms of the Ciskei National Security Act last week.
Boycott is weapon ready to be unleashed.

Business Day/Labour
'Unclear' labour
laws irk Seifsa

By DAVID FURLONGER
Industrial Editor

UNCERTAINTY over the legal
definition of unfair labour
practices is hampering the de-
velopment of industrial rela-
tions, it was claimed yesterday.

Mr J W Nelson, president of the
Steel and Engineering Industries Fed-
eration of SA (Seifsa), said that al-
though the new industrial council pro-
cedure encouraged unions to resolve
differences through agreed pro-
dcedures rather than strike action, there
were still serious problems.

The Industrial Court was causing
widespread debate with its increas-
ingly prominent role in the industrial re-
lations field, where there remained
widespread ignorance of what constituted
an unfair labour practice.

"The uncertainty arising out of the
current definition of an unfair labour
practice is inhibiting employers in the
conduct of their industrial relations.

"It is important that a formula be
found whereby the court can assist in
ensuring fair employment practices
without becoming directly involved in
both the structure and practice of col-
lective bargaining."

Mr Nelson was addressing Seifsa's
annual meeting in Johannesburg.

He said increasing fragmentation of
the trade union movement through
breakaway groups made it difficult
for employers to maintain stable bar-
gaining and consultation arrange-
ments.

He rejected claims that this could
be overcome by fragmenting existing
collective bargaining arrangements
within industrial councils.

"It is difficult to see how this could
function on a practical basis. This
would, in fact, lead to a highly unsta-
ble business environment which would
make long-term investment in the
metal industries unattractive."

Mr Nelson said metal industry em-
ployers had experienced a difficult
year in the labour relations field.

He criticised the rejection by the
Metal and Allied Workers' Union and
SA Bollermakers' Society of wage rise
offers ranging from 9.1% and 13.1%.
It said they rejected the deal because of
the minimum wage for lower-paid
employees.

"The severe recessionary conditions
limited the ability of the employers to
meet the aspirations of the trade
unions. Employers face a serious di-
lemma in that major increases in
wages in this area must lead to further
reduction in employment levels at a
time when unemployment is already
high."

Mr Nelson expressed concern at the
diminishing number of apprentices en-
tering the metal industries. The 1983
apprentice intake was 35% down on
1982, confirming the inadequacy of a
system in which on-the-job training
played so important a role.

Even the establishment of a Metal
Industry Training Centre had earned
little support from employers.

"The continuing imbalance in the
supply and demand for artisans con-
stitutes a serious limitation, not only
on the development of the industry,
but also on the wage structure, be-
cause it inhibits the attainment of a
more equitable distribution of income
between skilled and unskilled em-
ployees."

Mr Nelson said engineering indus-
try activity continued at depressed
levels last year, although the steep
drop from 1982 to mid-1983 ap-
peared to have been halted.

After falling 13% in 1982, steel pro-
duction in the first seven months of
this year had risen 15.8%. Ferrous
casting, after a 20% slump in 1983, was
up 2.3% so far this year.

The exception to last year's decline
was ferro-alloy. The industry in-
creased production by 12% in 1983,
and prospects this year remained
strong in anticipation of continuing
growth in demand and improved
prices from Europe and the US.

Mr Nelson predicted a continued
cutback in economic activity in the
immediate future and said Govern-
ment expenditure must be curtailed.

Recent "corrective action", such as
increases in GST and company tax,
curtailment of tax allowances and
high interest rates, were all inevita-
ble. But the extent of the economic
problem had led to unwelcome side-
effects.

"The economy is clearly in an ex-
tremely serious situation and the
recent social unrest, while possibly
 sparked by other factors, is not unrel-
ated to the very difficult economic
conditions and unemployment levels
pertaining."
Chips are down in boycott dispute

By PHILLIP VAN NIEKERK

SIMBA-QUIX'S management is to meet the Sweet, Food and Allied Workers' Union (SFWAU) today, to resolve the dispute which has sparked a potential nationwide boycott of Simba products, the firm's managing director, Mr Jan du Tolt, said yesterday.

The union has said it is prepared to settle, provided their sole demand is met. This is the reinstatement of 494 workers fired during a work stoppage in August. The stoppage was in sympathy with three colleagues who workers believed were unfairly dismissed.

"Mr Du Tolt said, "We are going into the meeting today with an open mind." A number of trade unions and community groupings have expressed support for the boycott, while other groups are awaiting the outcome of today's meeting, before deciding on whether to call a boycott.

Mr Du Tolt said Simba sales had not yet been hit by the boycott, but he could not say what would happen if the boycott went ahead.
Pulp union rejects employers 5% offer

By Carolyn Dempster
Labour Reporter

The Paper Wood and Allied Workers' Union (Pwawu) has attacked employers for "playing games" in the opening round of Industrial Council negotiations covering 10,000 workers in the pulp and paper industry.

Pwawu rejected outright the employers' offer of a five percent increase which would bring the minimum wage in the industry to R1.55 an hour.

Union demands included a minimum wage of R2.30 an hour, a 13th cheque, a 40-hour working week, May 1 as a paid holiday, an allowance of R2 a shift and a service allowance of three cents an hour for every year of service.

Employers represented at the talks in Johannesburg last week included Anglo American's Mondi paper group, General Mining Corporation's subsidiaries Sapp and Carlton Paper and the Nampak group which falls within the Barlow Rand fold.

Pwawu is the largest union represented in the Industrial Council negotiations, with 4,500 members at 11 mills. Other unions taking part in the negotiations are the SA Electrical Workers' Association, the SA Boilermakers' Society and the Amalgamated Engineering Union of South Africa.

Miss Refiloe Ndzuta, general-secretary of Pwawu, said the unions party to the talks had presented a united front.

"However, Pwawu will have to seriously reconsider its presence on the Industrial Council if the employers persist in playing games," she said.

This is the first year that Pwawu has been a party to the national negotiations. Miss Ndzuta said union officials would report back to their members.
Motor men stop work over arrest of leader

By Dorothea Dempster, Labour Reporter

In the first politically-motivated industrial action since the death in detention of unionist Mr Neil Aggett, workers at two Alfa-Romeo plants staged half-hour protest stoppages yesterday over the detention of worker leader Mr Jerry Kau.

Mr Kau, an executive member of the Johannesburg branch of the National Automobile and Allied Workers' Union (Naawu), was detained on October 3 while at work at Renault Africa in Isando, Kempton Park.

His detention under Section 29 of the Internal Security Act was confirmed this week by the police.

The two Alfa-Romeo plants fall under the jurisdiction of Naawu's Johannesburg branch.

In a statement issued after the stoppage yesterday, Naawu workers asked management to add its voice to the protest against the laws under which Mr Kau had been detained.

"Naawu members wish to make it clear that while brother Kau is the focus of their symbolic protest, they are protesting against the legislation under which many people are currently detained."

This is only the second time in recent labour history that workers have taken industrial action on an overtly political issue.

In February 1982 a nationwide work stoppage was observed by thousands of workers to mourn the death in detention of Dr Aggett, Transvaal secretary of the African Food and Canning Workers' Union (AFCWU).

Sapa-Reuter reports from Geneva that the International Metalworkers' Federation said yesterday that it was concerned about the detention of Mr Kau.

The federation, which links 170 unions in 70 countries, said in a statement that it had asked two affiliated unions in France to intervene with Renault.
Metals union pleased as wages are doubled

Labour Reporter
A wage agreement signed on Tuesday between the Rand Scrap Iron and Metal Company and the Metal and Allied Workers' Union (Mawu) has been hailed as a victory for collective bargaining.

More than 400 workers at Rand Scrap, a subsidiary of the major steel manufacturer Scaw Metals, are to receive substantial increases as a result of the agreement.

The minimum wage has been doubled from 65c an hour to R1.73 an hour and workers earning more than the current minimums in terms of the national Industrial Council agreement will all receive an increase of not less than 20c an hour.

In addition, the company has agreed to pay a service allowance of up to five cents an hour and a holiday bonus.

Agreement was reached after two and a half months of negotiations, and following the conclusion of talks, the union agreed to withdraw an application for a conciliation board.
Renault workers stage protest

Mail Reporter

ALFA ROMEO workers at two Johannesburg warehouses stopped work for half-an-hour yesterday in solidarity with the detained union leader Mr Jerry Kau, who is being held under Section 29 of the Internal Security Act.

Mr Kau, a worker at Renault Africa and a member of the Johannesburg and national executive of the National Automobile and Allied Workers' Union (Naawu), was arrested at work on Wednesday last week.

The South African Police directorate of public relations confirmed on Monday that Mr Kau is being held under Section 29 of the Internal Security Act.

A Naawu statement yesterday said the stoppage at the two plants was in protest against the detention of Mr Kau.

"Workers requested management to add its voice to the protest against the laws under which Brother Kau is detained," the statement said.

"Naawu members wish to make it clear that while Brother Kau is the focus of their symbolic protest, they are protesting against the legislation under which many people are currently detained."
SIMBA Quix management has agreed to hold a meeting with representatives from the Sweet Food and Allied Workers' Union (SFAWU) in a bid to settle the dispute and halt the boycott of Simba products.

Mr J C du Tont, managing director of Simba said the meeting was to be held yesterday with union representatives.

This follows repeated calls by SFAWU to the company to hold discussions over the dismissal of more than 400 striking Simba workers on August 10.

A total of 464 workers at the company's Isando plant went on strike over the alleged unfair dismissal of three colleagues whom they demanded should be reinstated.

Within a day of going on strike, 422 workers were fired in terms of the peace clause in the recognition agreement signed with the union, said Mr du Tont.

A new workforce was then taken on and last week, SFAWU and the Simba Workers' Committee launched a boycott of Simba products.

By the end of last week, a number of trade union and civic organisations, representing the support of some 400 000 people had offered their support to the boycott.

However, Mr du Tont said it was not yet possible to determine the effect or the extent of the boycott. At this stage it did not appear to be having any impact.
The Western Cape stands out as the region that has been least affected by the emerging power of new black-dominated trade unions. Where they have had an effect is in the food, stevedoring and motor assembly industries.

This could change. That was the consensus opinion at a seminar on "Emerging Unions of the Western Cape," organised by labour consultants Andrew Levy and Associates.

Only 25% of SA's economically active population is unionised. Yet, says Levy, union membership is doubling just about every two years — mainly due to the unionisation of blacks, coloureds and Indians. Black unionism is growing five times faster than that of whites.

The Trade Union Council of SA (Tucsa), with more than 400,000 members, remains SA's largest trade union federation. In the last year it has lost 100,000 members. Levy says this happened because of Tucsa's inability to recognise early enough the trend of the mass mobilisation of blacks which started in 1979 when blacks were legally recognised as "employees." Tucsa will not be able to maintain its numerical superiority for more than another 18 months, he predicts.

In its place will come the emerging unions. The African Food and Canning Workers' Union and the General Workers' Union have been active in the western Cape for a long time now. Expectations are that other emerging unions will start to make their presence felt. The United Democratic Front (UDF) affiliates, Clothing Workers' Union (Clowu) and Retail and Allied Workers' Union (Rawu) are active already.

In addition, the Commercial, Catering and Allied Workers' Union of SA (Ccawusa) 
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has a small presence. The National Union of Textile Workers (NUTW), an affiliate of the Federation of SA Trade Unions (Fosatu), is also active.

Employers will have to face two major issues in dealing with emerging unions: pressure to bargain at plant level as opposed to industry level and the closed shop.

The new unions are the "lusty children" of industrial relations, says Levy. They are fundamentally different from the established unions. The Fosatu unions, which have successfully built themselves on a shopfloor base, are the most competent of the emerging unions. Levy says it is likely that they will have prior experience of any strategies that western Cape employers use if they attempt to resist unionisation.

NUTW general secretary Jack Rupert spoke about demands employers could expect from Fosatu unions. They would want access to factories, stop order facilities, acceptance of shop stewards and their right to take up grievances and represent workers in disciplinary hearings, sole right to bargain and the right to bargain at factory level. Industrial action would not be ruled out — provided it did not mean the loss of any rights won at factory level.

Lawful and fair

The role of the Industrial Court and the impact it is having on industrial relations was outlined by Unisa law school academic Peter le Roux. Before 1979, if an employer wanted to take action against employees, he merely had to ask himself whether he was acting lawfully. But now that the concept of an unfair labour practice has become entrenched in SA labour law, they also have to question whether their actions are fair, as it is possible for lawful actions to be unfair labour practices.

The emerging unions have not been slow to utilise this loophole in the law, and have made significant gains in the Industrial Court. As a result, the court had gained acceptance and legal action had become an alternative to striking. Recently, however, the Minister of Manpower had been excluding the consideration of unfair labour practices from the terms of reference of conciliation boards. This has been perceived as unwarranted interference and has raised questions about the value of official dispute-settling procedures.

Leading labour lawyer John Brand dealt with union recognition and closed shops. Brand said it is generally recognised that a major disadvantage of closed shops is that they can have an adverse affect on an individual's right to freedom of association and also be used to restrict access to skilled jobs.

Anomalies in the law after the Wiehahn-inspired amendments to labour legislation had resulted in the compulsory unionisation of large numbers of Africans through closed shops. Brand labels the process as one of the "grosset abuses of the closed shop in modern labour law."
CLIVE THOMPSON

Problems with strike law

In the field of labour law, the tension between lawful conduct and fair conduct continues to plague the development of a coherent body of rules for the regulation of the major areas of conflict between employers and unions.

After some initial hesitation, the Industrial Court tackled the question of individual unfair dismissals head-on and proceeded to apply the International Labour Organisation's standards with remarkable acuity. Notwithstanding perfunctory notice periods in employment contracts, the court decided that a dismissal should be for good cause only and be preceded by a fair inquiry.

An employer's contention that a dismissal which complied with the contractual notice period and which was otherwise lawful could not be unfair was effectively rejected by the court in *Muir v Harlours Manufacturing.* The objects of labour peace advanced by the Labour Relations Act were to take precedence over the formal and artificial "agreement" on termination assumed by the individual contract.

Unfortunately, the court's treatment of larger-scale issues, usually involving trials of strength between unions (as opposed to employees) and employers, has been rather less salutary. Perhaps struck by the stringency of recent criticisms which have come its way from certain employer parties and over-awed by the prospect of challenging the boundaries of managerial prerogative on really telling issues, the court has demonstrated a conservatism that comes close to an abdication of its rule-making function. The result has been that the emerging law on strikes is shot through with confusions and that one looks largely in vain to the 1984 clutch of decisions for guidance on the subject.

At least one steady theme does emerge: workers who ignore negotiated and statutory dispute procedures and who engage in wildcat action will have a tough time in securing relief through the court. Thus judicial attitude underscores the premium placed by the Act on collective bargaining. However, the virtues of the bargaining process have apparently been overlooked in pronouncements on other features of labour disputes.

Trade unions like to argue that all strikes are provoked by management. The Industrial Court could not be accused of being uncharitable if it regarded this proposition with a measure of scepticism. Where many dismissals have followed in the wake of strike action, the court's first inquiry should be to ascertain who was responsible for the breakdown. Should it be established that the strike was indeed triggered by provocative managerial behaviour, especially behaviour which itself amounts to an unfair labour practice, the court should not be chary in reinstating the affected workers. Instead it has tended to engage in an exercise to determine whether the parties' conduct has been lawful rather than fair. The practice has been to assess whether the dispute can be characterised as a lock-out or a strike and, if it decides on the latter (which, given the nature of labour disputes, it usually must), it declines to give relief. Only the grossest managerial action meets with a reinstatement order, and then normally a qualified one.

Arbitrary and selective dismissals or rehirings in the course of labour disputes are also expedients which deserve short shrift before the court. The court's hesitation to abolish and are a deviation from the basic legal principle that like cases should be treated in like manner. In *Ngoembo v Vetsak,* however, the court was not impressed by these considerations and came to the startling conclusion that, provided an employer was legally entitled to dismiss, he was also at liberty to rehire as he saw fit. Instead of viewing the dispute in question as a whole, it scanned the sequence of events and then homed in on a particular segment which it declared to be decisive. If one accepts only a careful assessment of the equities of the total situation can lead to sound industrial relations and labour stability, this piecemeal approach grounded in narrow common law notions must be eschewed.

A more discerning and contextual treatment can be found in the decision in *Mynheer.* Here the court had to decide whether the otherwise lawful dismissal of workers on a legal strike would also be fair. It concluded that under certain circumstances such dismissals could be unfair, and noted that one of the factors that needed to be taken into account was whether the parties had negotiated in good faith during the strike. It also indicated that selective dismissals and rehirings could constitute unfair labour practices.

The principles regulating individual unfair dismissal have crystallised out after a relatively short period of uncertainty. Despite the clear guidance available in the more developed jurisdictions abroad, and despite an accommodating domestic statute, the weighty issues of collective action and mass dismissals remain unaddressed in this country. In the interregnum, self-help will presumably prevail on all sides.

---

*in my opinion*
Trade unions are wondering whether their recent successes in the Industrial Court set the true pattern for future decisions — or whether the parameters are changing. Two recent decisions that went against them in Natal have raised doubts.

In the case of the Paper Wood and Allied Workers' Union (PWAUW) v Uniply, the union sought the reinstatement of two shop stewards who it alleged had been unfairly dismissed. In a separate action, it applied for the reinstatement of the entire workforce, which had been dismissed following a strike over earlier dismissals.

The court found that the shop stewards had not been unfairly dismissed. There was insufficient evidence to justify dismissal. In the case of the remainder of the workforce, it found that they had precipitated their own dismissal by walking off the job and not following strictly the procedures laid down in the Labour Relations Act.

A similar judgment was handed down in the case of the National Union of Textile Workers (NUTFW) v Lanetex. In this instance, two workers were allegedly unfairly dismissed. The firing was followed by the dismissal of two shop stewards who protested on their behalf. Then, finally, the entire workforce, who had come out in support. Here the court found that the workers

and the two shop stewards had, in fact, been unfairly dismissed and ordered their reinstatement.

But it did not reinstate the other workers because they had acted unilaterally and, in so doing, had placed themselves outside of the law.

Both judgments, says labour lawyer Chris Albertyn, create serious problems for trade unions. "It appears," says Albertyn, "that the courts are not coming to the assistance of workers facing mass dismissal where the proper procedures have not been followed."
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Bid to end dispute at Simba Quix

Mail Reporter

EFFORTS to resolve the dispute between the Sweet, Food and Allied Workers' Union and Simba Quix are continuing after the company and the union met on Tuesday.

The dispute has sparked off a boycott of Simba products.

Mr Jan du Toit, managing director of Simba Quix, said this week's meeting was a preliminary to a meeting to be held next Tuesday.

At this meeting they would try to resolve the dispute.

A spokesman for the union — an affiliate of the Federation of South African Trade Unions (Fosatu) — said yesterday the boycott would not be called off until there was a settlement.

The union is demanding the reinstatement of 464 workers fired at Simba's Isando plant after stopping work in August in sympathy with three dismissed workers.

Mr Du Toit said Tuesday's meeting had simply been an exchange of viewpoints and was not meant to be conclusive.

"We agreed to go back to our directors and the union officials agreed to go back to their executive with the different viewpoints which were expressed at Tuesday's meeting.

"I remain hopeful that a settlement to the dispute is possible," Mr Du Toit added.

He would not say what exactly had been offered and discussed at the meeting.
Mawu deals out increases for workers

Mail Reporter

A PAY deal pushing up the minimum wage of workers by 103% has been signed between the Metal and Allied Workers' Union (Mawu) and Anglo American's Rand Scrap Iron.

The settlement — which covers 400 workers — follows the declaration of a dispute by Mawu against the company, part of Anglo's giant Scaw Metals group.

A Mawu statement following the settlement said the union had now agreed to withdraw its application for a conciliation board after two months of "tense negotiations".

The agreement means a rise from R0.85 to R1.73, which is an increase of R9.88 a week or 103% for the minimum wage in the company.

There is also to be a minimum across the board increase of not less than 20c per hour, a service allowance of up to 5c per hour and a guaranteed leave bonus.

A Mawu spokesman said this agreement was a great victory for the unity of the workers in the Rand Scrap company.

"These workers had earlier won a decrease in the working hours for women employees without loss of pay," he said.

The Rand Daily Mail was unable to get comment from the company yesterday.
Union attacks Interstate industrial court's decision to reevaluate workers' rights.

Key Industrial Court ruling will affect rights of migrant workers.

The court ruled that the contrato de trabajo, or contract of work, is a legal document that protects the rights of both employers and workers. The court decided that the contrato de trabajo should be reevaluated to ensure that workers' rights are protected.

The decision was made by the Supreme Court of the United States, which ruled in favor of the workers. The court stated that the contrato de trabajo is a legal document that should be enforced to protect workers' rights.

The decision has implications for the labor market, as it could lead to an increase in workers' rights and protections.

However, the decision has not been without controversy, as some employers have expressed concern about the potential impact on business costs.

The decision is likely to be a point of discussion in future labor negotiations, as both employers and workers will need to adjust to the new legal framework.

In conclusion, the Key Industrial Court ruling on the contrato de trabajo is a significant milestone in the labor movement. It serves as a reminder of the importance of workers' rights and the need for legal protection in the labor market.
Fosatu warns US firm in kwaZulu

By Carolyn Dempster, Labour Reporter

An American subsidiary company operating in kwaZulu has been warned by the powerful Federation of South African Trade Unions (Fosatu) to get its house in order or get out of the country.

Fosatu has accused the company, Tidwell Housing (Pty) Ltd., of exploiting the homeland labour situation by paying poverty wages and effectively ignoring sound employment practices.

Fosatu sent a detailed memorandum to the company's operations and employment practices to the kwaZulu Government, the American labour attaché and major metal unions in the United States.

Fosatu focuses on the "gross injustices" allegedly perpetrated by Tidwell since it started operations in South Africa in February this year.

Tidwell, a manufacturer of light mobile homes, began operating in Danskraal, kwaZulu on February 27, employing between 150 to 200 workers from the nearby Ezakheni township.

Fosatu alleges that the company pays a starting wage of R77 a month, 450 percent less than the minimum rate required by the Sullivan Code and R277 less than the supplemented living level calculated for Ladysmith in August.

The equivalent starting salary in Ladysmith, "over the border" in South Africa, is said to be R300 a month.

Fosatu also claims the company offers no sick pay cover, no lay-off benefits, no hourly rate of pay, no overtime rate and no services at all.

It says that weekly hours of work are not fixed and that, when employees endeavoured to establish what the rates for hours of work were, they were peremptorily dismissed by the production manager, Mr. Wayne.

Requests by the Metal and Allied Workers' Union (Mawu), an affiliate of Fosatu, to hold recognition discussions with the Tidwell management had met no response.

When the employees took matters into their own hands, four of the five members of the union's steering committee and one other worker were fired.

The remaining employees then refused to return to work and they were dismissed, said the branch secretary for Mawu.

New applicants were rejected if they confessed to union membership and those who were employed were made to sign contracts of employment containing 25 clauses, the breach of which would lead to instant dismissal, claims Fosatu.

Fosatu said it wished to highlight the massive benefits derived from the homeland situation by a growing number of foreign investors.

Mr. J. Rheebone, managing director of Tidwell, said he could not comment on the allegations as he had been in the country for only three weeks and had taken over the position from his predecessor, Mr. Dye.

He referred The Star to the company's attorney, Mr. C. Botha.

Mr. Botha told The Star the Tidwell workforce was a "happy labour force" and the "least said about the whole affair the sooner the better." He said he had no further comment on any of the allegations.

Mawu filed papers in the Natal Supreme Court this week suing the company for victimisation of union members under labour legislation which still applies in kwaZulu.
SFAWU accuses SAP of intimidation

Labour Reporter

The Sweet Food and Allied Workers' Union (SFAWU) today criticised the South African Police for what it called "blatant intimidation" in the Simba Quix boycott.

According to Mr Jay Naidoo, general secretary of the union, police swooped on the chairman and the secretary of the Simba Quix workers committee, questioned them and then confiscated stickers and pamphlets on the Simba boycott.

IN Volvement

Mr Walter Mbekela and Mr Paul Mosime were taken to the Thembisa police station by police in riot uniform and interrogated about the union's involvement in the boycott which has been running for three weeks, said Mr Naidoo.

"We condemn the police interference in the legitimate struggle of Simba workers to gain reinstatement."

"Our union is presently involved in discussions with Simba Quix management and these could be jeopardised by the unwarranted and arbitrary action of the police."

Reacting to the allegations, a spokesman for police headquarters in Pretoria said they were not prepared to comment on routine investigations. He said that any person with a complaint against the SAP should sign a sworn statement and the matter would be investigated.
A SIGN of worker willingness to take action over a non-workplace-based political issue was the half-hour stoppage at two Alfa Romeo workshops in Johannesburg last week.

The workers were expressing solidarity with yet another victim of the country's security laws, Mr Jerry Kau, who is being held under Section 11(B) of the Internal Security Act.

Mr Kau, a worker at Renault Africa and a member of the Johannesburg and national executive of the National Automobile and Allied Workers' Union (Naawu), was arrested at work almost two weeks ago.

While the primary focus of the stoppage was Mr Kau's detention, the union statement said "Naawu members wish to make it clear that while Brother Kau is the focus of their symbolic protest, they are protesting against the legislation under which many people are currently detainted."
THE Metal and Allied Workers' Union's angry response to the Industrial Court's judgement last week in the Screenex case, is a further sign of emerging unions' growing disenchantment with the official labour system.

The Industrial Court is the carrot that was until recently enticing many black unions into making use of the system. It was also criticised by employers as being too pro-union.

Now it's looking less attractive.

In the Screenex case Mr J A Brasmus found, in a dispute over the dismissal of 10 migrant workers, that the question of lay-offs did not arise for them because their contracts had expired.

Thus, if this ruling is accepted, a migrant worker, who is always on a fixed-term contract, is not subject to the same criteria of "fair retrenchment" as other workers. He is effectively denied the same security of employment.

Mawu attacked the judgement because, it alleged, it contained factual errors, placed migrants outside the protection of the law and denied them full trade union rights.

Mawu said: "The court's decision emphasises that migrant labour contracts are purely an instrument of repression of workers and give them no legal rights or protection. Mawu believes that unions will have to re-evaluate their entire attitude to the Industrial Court in the light of recent judgements."

In fact, the union claimed, the Unemployment Insurance Commissioner had prejudged the outcome of this case a few months ago by including a provision in the UIF contributors card for "ending of contract" as a different reason for termination of employment than "retrenchment".

AN UNDERLYING issue of the Screenex case is the credibility of the Government's official labour relations system.

In a country where most representative black organisations refuse to have anything to do with the system, labour relations is one small island of participation: some of the most fiercely independent unions have registered and joined industrial councils and routinely make use of the industrial court.

The rewards of the system are, however, being increasingly questioned.

Last month the National Union of Mineworkers (NUM), after the country's first legal black miners' strike, questioned the value of going through all the legal channels.

The strike also brought to the fore the continuing contradiction between reform to labour relations — allowing unions to join trade unions and bargain wages — and other elements of the labour system, such as migrant labour.

Unions have also questioned the Minister of Manpower's decision to exclude from the terms of reference of conciliation boards the consideration of unfair labour practices.

Other recent decisions of the court, the Labour Relations Amendment Act of 1984, the National Manpower Commission's report on registration and a host of other events, have led many unions to believe that a new wind of change is blowing.

All of this coincides with turmoil in the black townships and a militant political climate...
SFAWU condemn assault on Mbeleka

By SELLO RABOTHATA

THE Sweet, Food and Allied Workers Union (SFAWU) yesterday issued a statement condemning the "deliberate assault on the chairman and the secretary of the Simba workers committee as a blatant act of police intimidation."

According to the general secretary of the union, Mr Jay Naidoo, chairman Mr Walter Mbekela, and the secretary, Mr Paul Moslems, said they were picked up by police in not uniform last Monday night.

"According to them, they were first assaulted before they were even questioned. It was only learnt later that the police investigated.

Mr Naidoo said the two men were taken to the Tembisa police station where they were interrogated at length about the union involvement. The police then allegedly confiscated all stickers and pamphlets and promised to visit them again.

In the statement SFAWU said "We condemn the police interference in the legitimate struggle of the Simba workers to gain their reinstatement. This undemocratic action only highlight the fundamental injustice and lack of democracy in the present system.

"Our union is presently involved in discussions with the company's management to resolve the present dispute and these can be jeopardised by the unwarranted and arbitrary action of the police."
Mawu signs wage agreement

By NKOPANE MAKOBA

Mr Moses Mayekiso Mawu’s branch secretary told The SOWETAN: "This agreement was a great victory for the unity of the workers at the Rand Scrap. These workers had earlier won a decrease in the working hours for women employees without loss of pay.

Increase

He further said Mawu has also won increases from other companies falling under the Steel and Engineering Industries Federation of South Africa (Seisa). He said this shows that Seisa’s policy that companies must not negotiate outside the industrial council structures is not working and shall not work.

“We have been fighting this policy for ages and the companies seem to be seeing the point that good industrial relations are based on bargaining in good faith,” he said.

Meanwhile Mawu has had reports from workers in Wadeville, Atrode and Benoni areas that organisers from the splinter union, the United Mining Metal and Allied Workers of South Africa (Umawoza) have recruited workers at some factories by telling them that they are part of Mawu and Fosatu (Federation of South African Trade Unions).

“We warn workers not to believe these people. The people who started the splinter union were dismissed from Mawu by the workers national executive committee for misconduct.

“Umawoza has nothing to do with Fosatu. The Fosatu central committee resolved to oppose them and not let them into any of their offices.

Fosatu has also pledged its support to Mawu,” a spokesman said. Workers who want to join Mawu are advised to come to the union offices at World Centre, 48 Railway Street, Germiston or at Morena Stores, Katlehong, or in Benoni at CNA Buildings, Prince Avenue. These offices are still in the same places as before."
Union disappointed by court decision

MAWU is deeply disappointed and dissatisfied with the judgment from the Industrial Court in the Screenex case.

After a delay of nearly 2 years after the event, and 8 months after the end of the trial, the court has issued a judgment which contains several errors of fact. The judgment also seems to remove from migrant workers much of the measure protection they enjoyed from the law.

At the same time, the Minister of Manpower has refused to appoint a conciliation board in the Vetsak case. This will now result in the anomalous situation of 45 workers dismissed by Vetsak being blocked from the industrial court, while others who are covered by the jurisdiction of the industrial councils of the metal and motor industries will be able to take their cases to the court.

Clear

Taken together with other recent judgments of the Industrial Court, particularly in the Transvaal, it is clear that the court has drawn back from the progressive role it played in establishing some rights for workers. It appears that the minister concurs with the recommendations of the NMC that unfair dismissals would be unfair labour practices only if they concerned the replacement of white workers by black workers.

MAWU believes that unions will have to re-evaluate their entire attitude to the Industrial Court in the light of recent judgments and of the minister’s refusal to appoint conciliation boards in dismissal disputes.

Judgment

The Screenex judgment delayed by more than 8 months after the trial, contains a number of factual errors, among which are the following:

1. The court states at p 13 that the 1981 amendment to the Labour Relations Act had the consequence that migrant workers now had a right to acquire rights in terms of the Section 10(1)(B) of the Urban Areas Act.

2. The court refers to a non-existent act, the 'Black Workers Areas Act' at p 20.

3. The court refers incorrectly to benefits which workers acquire if their employers are affiliated to Seifsa. Workers do not automatically acquire all these benefits, such as medical aid.

The court unfortunately failed to give any judgment as to whether the company’s refusal to negotiate with the union was an unfair labour practice.

It is also disappointing that the court stated that it could not investigate whether or not the employer-employee relationship was continuous, as ‘all the relevant parties to such an enquiry are not before the court’.

It is also disappointing that the court distinguished the Screenex case from that of MAWU versus Mauchle, on the grounds inter alia that the Mauchle case did not “have to deal with a migrant labour contract but with an ‘employment relationship that goes beyond the statutory requirement’.”

It is clear that this judgment places migrant workers outside the protection of the law and refuses them full trade union rights. It also makes them second class members of the Industrial Council.
Worker's body slams SA detentions

By JOSHUA RABOROKO

THE South African Council of the International Metalworkers Federation has condemned the recent spate of detentions without trial of people, especially trade unionists, in South Africa.

In a statement the federation's secretary, Mr Brian Fredericks, called on the Government to immediately release all detainees.

Several people, including trade unionists Mr Jerry Kau, national executive member of the National Automobile and Allied Workers Union, have been detained by police recently.

In the statement, Mr Fredericks said that the detention of trade union leaders who have no access to lawyers, their families and unions "is unacceptable and deplorable".

"Detentions of this nature have only the effect of making workers and their unions more angry and determined to fight with all the means at their disposal, and at this oppressive action by the South African Government.

"This council calls for the immediate release of all detainees. We support whatever action our affiliate Naawu has taken and intends to take and assure the union of our solidarity.

"We have informed our affiliates in the major industrialised countries of the world of Kau's detention and they have expressed concern and support to the members of his union and family," the statement says.

Naawu, which is affiliated to the Federation of South African Trade Unions (Fosatu) and several emerging black trade unions, have also condemned the detention of the people.

They have called on the Government to charge or release the workers who have been detained during the recent unrest and industrial action.
Detention rouses overseas ire

Mail Reporter

THE South African council of the International Metalworkers Federation (IMF) has hit out at the system of detention without trial following the detention of a trade union leader, Mr Jerry Kau. Mr Kau, a national executive committee member of the National Automobile and Allied Workers' Union (Naawu) and a worker at Renault in Johannesburg, has been held under Section 29 of the Internal Security Act for almost two weeks.

His detention has already sparked worker stoppages at two Alfa plants and Naawu has called for international bodies to express concern at the action.

In a statement yesterday the IMF council condemned the recent spate of detentions, particularly those of trade union leaders, as "unacceptable and deplorable". Naawu is an affiliate of the council, which represents more than 100,000 workers in metal and related industries.

The IMF said they had informed affiliates in the industrialised countries of Mr Kau's "plight".

Factory workshop incident described in court

By CHRIS REN Nie
An incident at the Volkswagen factory in Uitenhage, between a white man and a black which had “far reaching effects” in the motor industry, was described in the Uitenhage Magistrate's Court today.

Mr Ntutuza Johnson Gaika, of Tulis Street, Uitenhage, is charged with assaulting a workshop foreman, Mr Burger Steyn Delport, on June 29 this year.

Mr Jacobus du Toit told the court that following an incident between him and Mr Gaika the previous day, he was being interviewed by a shop steward, Mr Smith.

He told the court Mr Gaika had hit him under the chin when they argued about instructions he had given, but that he had not wanted to make a report.

When he was telling Mr Smith that he had nothing against Mr Gaika and did not wish to make a complaint, Mr Delport intervened.

Mr Delport said if he had hit the “kaffir” he would have been fired and insisted that a report be made.

Mr Gaika had told Mr Delport to keep his nose out of the affair. He then hit Mr Delport and they grappled on the ground.

Mr Smith pulled Mr Gaika off but while Mr Delport was still on the ground, Mr Gaika kicked him in the face.

They grappled again and Mr Gaika throttled Mr Delport with his own tie. Mr Du Toit said he did not see Mr Gaika hit Mr Delport with a chain.

Cross examined, Mr Du Toit admitted he knew the incident had far-reaching effects.

He also admitted that he did not make a statement to the police about the incident until August 28, the day the trial started.

He contradicted himself several times about the reason for the delay, whether it was because of a misunderstanding or that the police had forgotten to take a statement from him.

He denied that he had refused to make a statement at any time.

Further cross-examined he admitted that the relationship between him and Mr Gaika was very good and that there had been no problem between them.

He admitted they often played the fool and during the incident the day before he had been pushed in fun and had fallen, which was the reason he did not want to make a complaint.

He denied that Mr Delport had sworn and used the term “kaffir” when he intervened.

He said Mr Delport had misunderstood the position but he had not told Mr Delport he was wrong.

(Proceeding)

Mr W Smit was on the Bench.
Mr F Boes appeared for the State.
Mr G G Hussmann appeared for the defence.
SA union's dispute is taken overseas

FOR the first time in South African labour history, a union has referred a dispute with a West German multinational to the International Labour Organization and the European Economic Community.

The Metal and Allied Workers' Union (Mawu) has referred its dispute with Transvaal Alloys, a subsidiary of Nord Deutsche Alle- rsme of Hamburg, to the International Metalworkers' Federation (IMF) in Geneva.

The IMF will present the dispute to the ILO and the EEC, according to a statement issued by Mawu yesterday.

Mawu said it had set out the circumstances of the dispute in which more than 200 workers were dismissed from the vanadium mine and plant at Middelburg, Transvaal, last year.

The union accuses Transvaal Alloys of breaching clauses of an agreement with the ILO and the EEC's code of conduct for companies with subsidiaries in South Africa.

The union accuses the company of:
- Paying "starvation" wages of $2.50 per hour, well below the minimum specified in the codes.
- Denying workers trade union rights and representation.
- Subjecting workers to racial discrimination.
- Breaching international standards of human rights and freedom of association.
- Subjecting workers to unfavourable wage benefits and working conditions.
- Failing to consult, examine grievances and attempt to settle disputes.
- Failing to alleviate suffering caused by the migrant labour system.

According to Mawu, Mr. Brian Fredericks, the IMF secretary in South Africa, has undertaken to assist the workers — Seba.
For the first time in South African labour history, a union has referred a dispute with a multinational to the International Labour Organisation and the European Economic Community.

The dispute between the Metal and Allied Workers' Union (Mawu) and Transvaal Alloys, a subsidiary of Nord-Deutsche Affinerie of Hamburg, has been referred to the International Metalworkers' Federation (IMF) in Geneva.

A spokesman for Mawu said the IMF would present the case — arising out of the dismissal of 200 workers — to the ILO and the EEC.
Reinstate 90, union tells ice cream firm

Mail Reporter —

THE FOOD Beverage Workers' Union of South Africa has demanded the immediate reinstatement of about 90 workers at the Dairy Maid Ice Cream Corporation's plant in Olifantsfontein and have threatened to take Industrial Court action if the demand is not met.

The workers were dismissed by the company in February after the entire workforce of about 300 held a work stoppage in support of a demand that a white employee who had allegedly assaulted workers be dismissed.

Just over 200 workers were subsequently reinstated but not the remaining 90. The union has dismissed a settlement proposal by the company to compensate the dismissed workers, who include union representatives, and to re-employ them on a selective basis when vacancies occur.

The union has handed the case over to legal representatives and claims that more than two dozen unfair labour practice charges can be brought against the company.

Neither the plant manager nor the managing director of Dairy Maid could be reached for comment yesterday.
Dismissals: Fosatu to take court action

The Federation of South African Trade Unions has filed papers in the Natal Supreme Court applying for an order declaring invalid the dismissal of workers employed by an American company operating in KwaZulu.

According to a spokesman for the Metal and Allied Workers' Union, which is affiliated to Fosatu, they applied for an order on the basis that the dismissal constituted an "unfair labour practice."

Fosatu has also sent a memorandum to the KwaZulu government, the United States labour attaché and major American metal unions, alleging that Tidwell Housing Company (Pty) Ltd, an American subsidiary operating in South Africa, was exploiting black workers.

In the memorandum Fosatu says the company was paying a starting wage of R77 a month, 460 percent less than the minimum rate required by the Sullivan Code.

Fosatu has also accused the company of exploiting the homeland labour situation by paying poverty wages and effectively ignoring sound employment practices.

Tidwell, a manufacturer of light mobile homes, started operating in KwaZulu in February this year and employed between 150 and 200 workers from the nearby Ezakheni township.

The union contends that requests to hold recognition discussions with the Tidwell management had met with no response. Employees took the matter up with management, but one of them was fired.

The remaining workers then refused to work and they too were sacked, according to a spokesman for the union.
Carlton Paper workers strike

Mail Reporter

MORE than 150 workers at the Carlton Paper mill at Wadestown, Gerewilson, have been on strike since Wednesday in protest against the dismissal of a fellow worker.

A statement from the company said the strike began after a worker had been dismissed earlier this month for "threatening to kill another worker" in June.

It said the Paper, Wood and Allied Workers' Union had objected to the dismissal and declared a dispute on July 16.

"In terms of the recognition agreement between the union and the company, the dispute-resolving procedure — including the use of an independent mediator — was followed, but this failed to resolve the dispute," the statement said.

The worker, who had been suspended on full pay since June 23, was finally dismissed by the company on October 8 when the union rejected Carlton's proposal that they seek arbitration, the statement said.

The Rand Daily Mail was unable to get comment from the union yesterday.

"Production is not being affected, as contingency plans have been put into effect," the company statement said.
A FURTHER meeting aimed at resolving the dispute between the Sweet, Food and Allied Workers' Union (SPA/WU) and Simba Quix is to be held on Monday.

The dispute arose from the dismissal of 484 workers for participating in a work stoppage in August this year.

Mr. Jay Naidoo, general secretary of the SPA/WU, said Monday's negotiations on the issue would be "crucial" and that hopefully a settlement would emerge.
Firms paying ‘starvation rates’ to black workers

Labour Reporter

THE Fosatsu-affiliated Metal and Allied Workers’ Union yesterday accused certain British and American-owned companies in KwaZulu of paying black workers ‘starvation wages’ and refusing to recognise trade unions.

Mr Jeff Schreiner, branch secretary of MAWU, told a Press conference in Durban yesterday that the trade unions were powerless to take legal action against the companies because of the lack of effective labour legislation in KwaZulu.

The South African Labour Relations Act does not apply in KwaZulu. In 1980, the KwaZulu Government passed an amendment to the LRA. However, whether this is legally valid is in considerable doubt.

Stoppages

For all practical purposes legislation may or may not apply in KwaZulu but in any event cannot be enforced because no machinery exists, and to use the law as a union would require the formation of a separate union in KwaZulu, he said.

Industrial action, including work stoppages, as a means of getting employers to accept reasonable demands of workers often resulted in instant dismissal. Employers would then ‘selectively’ re-engage workers, leaving out union activists, he said.

He said attempts to get the KwaZulu Government to intervene also failed because, he alleged, the Government had given an undertaking to industrialists not to get involved in labour matters as one of the key incentives of attracting industrialists to KwaZulu.

Mr Schreiner said his union was having difficulty with the management of an American-owned Tidwell Housing (Pty) Ltd, based in a ‘border industrial area’ at Peters Outside Ladysmith and falling under KwaZulu.

The second company is Mintex S A (Pty) Ltd, which is based at Isibhebe.

Mr Richard Lyster, a labour lawyer attached to the Legal Resources Centre, said that ‘a free for all’ situation had been created in KwaZulu by the lack of basic conditions of employment.

‘Employers reaped advantages without any form of minimum wages or conditions of employment, resulting in a grossly exploited, underpaid and over-worked labourforce,’ he said.

Higher wage

Mr Lyster said he was bringing an application before the Supreme Court against a company in KwaZulu for allegedly contravening the Wage Act on ‘criminal grounds’.

Mr R J Rebone, managing director of Tidwell Housing, was not available for comment yesterday.

Mr J A Venter, managing director of Mintex Ply Ltd, said yesterday that his company paid its black workers a ‘much higher wage than the lowest paid workers in areas’.

He denied that his company had refused to recognise trade unions, saying that the recognition talks broke down after an illegal strike. ‘We are still prepared to talk to any union which has the support of more than 50 percent of the workers’.

Mr Venter said there had been no ‘pact’ between the KwaZulu Government and industrialists on non intervention in labour disputes.
FOSATU CENTRAL COMMITTEE PRESS STATEMENTS

THE FOSATU Central Committee re-affirmed its commitment to the struggle for a truly democratic South Africa. FOSATU is implacably opposed to the racist apartheid policies of this government and the detention without trial that it uses to silence opposition. FOSATU therefore has no hesitation in supporting the basic democratic demands being made by the students in the Transvaal and elsewhere. FOSATU believes that these demands should be immediately and unequivocally met by the responsible ministers.

The Central Committee appointed a senior committee to monitor and co-ordinate FOSATU's response to the situation.

THE FOSATU Central Committee elected a vice-president. He is Thembinkosi Mkalipi, the Chairman of the Eastern Province Region of FOSATU. Thembinkosi Mkalipi is a senior shop steward at a paint factory and is also a national executive member of FOSATU's Chemical Workers Industrial Union. Recently he was nominated by FOSATU to represent them at the British Trade Union Congress.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

THE FOSATU Central Committee reaffirmed FOSATU's condemnation of the apartheid policies of the SA regime. These policies are quite clearly designed to ensure the continued oppression and exploitation of South Africa's workers.

FOSATU noted with concern and anger the increased efforts to use the homelands policy to further exploit workers. Present policy is designed to destroy jobs in existing areas and move these jobs to decentralised areas in the homelands. These areas are designed to be union free zones. As a result there is gross exploitation. FOSATU can show cases where workers earn less than R15 per week.

As FOSATU affiliates have started to organise in these areas they find that companies were promised that there would be no unions in these areas. They find that there is no legislation to protect workers and that homelands have been given power to pass separate legislation. This is designed to divide and weaken our existing unions.

South African companies and multinationals are taking full advantage of these horrors of apartheid. Companies dismiss union members and refuse to negotiate or recognise unions.

Recently two multinationals - Mintex (UK) and Tidwell Housing (USA) - have refused to recognise MAWU, dismissed all workers on strike and rehired new workers at lower wages.

FOSATU is fully committed to supporting workers in their struggle against this oppression.

FOSATU demands that the full freedom to organise in terms of the ILO Conventions in these areas. FOSATU condemns all employers, particularly multinationals, and their allies who continue to take full advantage of the South African apartheid structures.

FOSATU CENTRAL COMMITTEE,
21.10.84

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
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Since September close to 100 people have been killed, numerous people injured in riots that have swept across African townships in Johannesburg. Many people have been detained including a NAAWU shop steward at Renault Africa in Kempton Park. Recently, Le Grange, Minister of Law and Order, announced that the army had moved in to control unrest in Soweto.

Rejected at the polls by a vast majority of urban blacks, accused of incompetence and corruption by black political organisations and now dealt a body blow by a spate of resignations, the black local authorities, part of the third tier of government, are fast becoming an example of how the new constitution doesn’t work. Political Reporter GARY VAN STADEN writes:

In the Vaal Triangle three council members have died and the rest went into hiding for weeks following widespread riots. All Lekoa councillors have been asked to resign over their handling of the rent increases which led to the unrest. In Soweto councillors’ homes were bombed and their businesses attacked amid calls for the resignation of all three Soweto councils Dobsonville, Diepsloot and Greater Soweto.

An opposition party in Vosloorus, on the East Rand, has applied to the Supreme Court to declare the last round of elections there invalid.

It all adds up to a serious credibility gap that threatens a vital link in the new constitution.

At a recent Press conference called by the Government at the height of the Soweto unrest two Cabinet Ministers, Mr Louis le Grange (Law and Order) and Mr P W de Klerk (Home Affairs) said they recognised the validity and authority of the councils.

They said that any discussions about rent increases (and presumably any other black grievances) would be discussed only with these authorities.

Challenged on the point that the average percentage poll in township council elections was well below 20 percent and that some, in fact, were less than 10 percent, Mr le Grange said the percentage poll made no difference.

He said the Government recognised the councils as being representative of the people they served.

The only trouble is that even allowing for a large slice of apathy, it is painfully obvious that the vast majority of urban blacks do not agree.

The credibility of the councils is not helped by the fact that at the first sign of trouble, the Development Boards stepped in to help.

It has reinforced allegations that the councils are nothing more than Government puppets manned by community sell-outs.

Frequent claims of irregularities that arise with regard to council allocation of houses, business rights and community privileges is another contributing factor to the crisis of credibility.

Deep rooted suspicion exists with regard to people who are seen as being willing to earn salaries to do the oppressors’ work for them.

The councillors, however, see themselves as performing a necessary function.

While all this is part of the problem it is still not, constitutionally speaking, the major one.

That problem is, and will remain under the present system, the issue of the impending collapse of the only tier of government where urban blacks are supposed to have a say.
The whole world saw just how much the people in the Vaal hated the councillors. Three were killed and most of them lost their houses and businesses. Many are still in hiding.

People say they hate the councillors because they are “greedy sharks” and because they are “puppets” of the government.

In the last election, very few people voted for the councillors. For example 33 thousand adult people live in Evaton - and only 535 voted.

What does all this mean? It means that the government’s system of town councils in the township is a failure. And so it also means that the government’s new law, The Black Local Authorities Act, is also a failure. Learn and Teach had a look at this new law.

The government passed The Black Local Authorities Act last year. The government called this a new deal. They said Africans will have a bigger say in the running of the townships. But this deal was not so new - the old community councils didn’t get more powers. They only got more work to do.

The old community councils are no more. We now have “town and village” councils. The old community councils did things like collecting rent and chasing “squatters” out of backyard shacks.

Under the new law, the councils must do things that the administration boards always did - like managing the sewerage, electricity and water.

So the councils have more to do but they don’t have more money to do it with. All the money must come from the people in the townships. The government will not use taxes they get from rich people and companies for the townships.

A few months ago one newspaper wrote: “For many years the government has starved the townships of money. The rule is simple. Africans must pay for their own houses and services. If they can’t afford it, they must go and live in the homelands.”

The same paper wrote: “It is the workers and their families in the townships who will have to pay for the councils. Workers, who can now hardly pay for rent, transport and food, will have to pay more for everything.

“Even if the council push up rents, service charges, electricity levies, liquor prices and dog taxes, they will still not solve their many problems. They will try by squeezing the workers for more and more.

“That’s why the Lekoa town council had to put up rents - and that’s why the people were so angry.

The government says the councils will give people more say in the running of their townships. They say townships will have more power over their own affairs.

But this is not true. The councils won’t have much power. Look at what the government minister can do to the councils.

They can set up or close down councils.

They can give the councils extra powers or take them away.

If nobody votes in the town council elections, then he can just put anybody into the council.

If he doesn’t like the work of a council, then he can tell the council what to do. Or the government can do the work of the council.

Many people say the government doesn’t really want to give people a say in the way their townships run. They say the government wants the councils to do all the dirty work in the townships - like charging more for rents. Then the people will blame the councils for all the problems in the townships - and not the government itself.

“People can see what the government is trying to do”, says a man from the Vaal Civic Association. “We can see that the government is using the councils to make us pay for things in our townships. We even pay the salaries of the councillors. So who can blame the people for their anger?”

“Over the years, as the government has tried to put a new face on apartheid, these councils have undergone many name changes - they were originally called Native Advisory Boards, which then became Urban Bantu Councils, then Community Councils and now town councils.

But although the name has changed, their powerlessness virtually remains the same.”

(FOSSATU Worker News
February 1984)
Government of Africans in Urban Areas
(Black Local Authorities Act 1983)

* Control of the lives of Africans in urban areas remains firmly in the hands of the Minister of Co-operation and Development.

* Directors of local government, who are appointed by the Minister, have the final say on the internal operation of city/town/village councils.

* The Minister has the power to dissolve councils, appoint people to vacancies on the councils, remove council members from office.

* Local city/town/village councils are elected but have limited power and very few financial resources.

* All urban Africans are expected eventually to exercise their national franchise in the homelands.

In late August Vaal triangular residents were told their rent would be increased on September 1. The move was technically illegal as the proposed increases had not even been sent for ministerial approval, let alone gazetted.

Protest demonstrations took place in Sebokeng which prompted the Lekoa Community council, a local authority in the area, to say the increases would go ahead regardless and that residents were lucky the proposed R6.30 rise was not higher.

Apparently a last-minute decision to postpone the increases was taken because they had not been gazetted.

But in what was to prove a fatal error, the residents were not told. A work stayaway and school boycott were called for Monday September 3 to protest against the rent rise. What really happened that Monday morning will probably never be known.

What is clear is that the township of Sharpeville went on the rampage. At the end of the day the death toll was 31. Nearby Sebokeng and Evaton followed suit and after a week of rioting all three townships had been transformed into something resembling the centre of Beirut. Sporadic outbreaks of violence followed in Kaibeng, Vetosrus, Daveyton, Tembisa and the grant of them all, Soweto.

(Star 21.9.84)
Caught in the crossfire

KHULU SIBIYA reports on a torrid week of violence

SOWETANS were caught in a no-win situation this week when the Release Mandela Committee called for a one- day stay-away from work in protest against high rents, low wages, influx control and community councils.

The stay-away, called for Monday, was met with mixed feelings from Soweto residents. Thousands of people heeded the call - thousands ignored it.

Those who stayed at home did not have it easy. They were subjected to teargas from the police and people seen in groups were fired on with teargas and shot by police.

And Sowetans who ignored the call, had to face the wrath of the youth. After being waylaid on street-corners they were stoned, pulled out of taxis and beaten up.

The pamphlets calling for a stay-at-home were distributed two days before Monday.

Some residents claimed they only received the pamphlets on Sunday night, and as a result did not have enough time to respond positively.

One elderly person said youngsters who threw stones at their parents overlooked the fact that they were being supported by the same parents. "They don't own houses. But after throwing stones and burning vehicles, they still come home at night and expect to be fed by the very people whose jobs were put at stake."

Despite stone-throwing, looting and burning of cars, Soweto did not, however, have as many casualties as the Vati Triangle, Welkom and Tumahole.

Observers attribute this to political discipline. They say that in areas where there is strong political organisation and mobilization, there is also strong discipline.

The RMC called for the resignation of Soweto mayor E T Tshabalala and his councillors.

The organisation said people should stay away in "unity, cooperation and understanding."

It demanded that the Government issue a public response to their grievances by Tuesday. But the Government ignored the call.

The situation in Soweto remains tense with police in "hippos" and vans patrolling the streets.

An RMC spokesperson said the organisation was satisfied with the response.

Now the army moves in

DEFENCE FORCE troops have joined police patrolling Soweto, police in Pretoria said last night.

Lieutenant Henry Beck, of the SAP Public Relations Directorate, denied newspaper reports that 21 battalion, stationed near the township, was being used.

"Other units of the army will be used (to help police)," he said.

A Johannesburg Sunday- day newspaper yesterday quoted Mr Ephraim Tshabalala, the Mayor of Soweto, as saying 21 battalion would be moved into Soweto.

"There won't be any mercy if the army moves into Soweto. There will be more deaths than now, and this is something we cannot afford."

The paper quoted him as saying:

Earlier in the day, a South African Defence Force spokesman refused to comment, saying it was "purely a police matter."

When first questioned by Sapa, Lieutenant Beck would not confirm the presence of troops, but said: "The Minister of Law and Order has said the army will be used if necessary and that goes for 21 Battalion as well - Sapa."

Motor men stop work over arrest of leader

By Carolyn Dempster, Labour Reporter

In the first politically-motivated industrial action since the death in detention of unionist Mr Neil Aggett, workers at two Alfa- Romeo plants staged half-hour protest stoppages yesterday over the detention of worker leader Mr Jerry Kau.

Mr Kau, an executive member of the Johannesburg branch of the National Automobile and Allied Workers' Union (Naawu), was detained on October 3 while at work at Renault Africa in Isando, Kempton Park.

His detention under Section 29 of the Internal Security Act was confirmed this week by the police.

The two Alfa-Romeo plants fall under the jurisdiction of Naawu's Johannesburg branch.

In a statement issued after the stoppage yesterday, Naawu workers asked management to add its voice to the protest against the laws under which Mr Kau had been detained.

"Naawu members wish to make it clear that while brother Kau is the focus of their symbolic protest, they are protesting against the legislation under which many people are currently detained."

This is only the second time in recent labour history that workers have taken industrial action on an overtly political issue.

In February 1982 a nationwide work stoppage was observed by thousands of workers to mourn the death in detention of Dr. Aggett. Transvaal secretary of the African Food and Canning Workers' Union (AFCWU).

Sapa-Reuters reports from Geneva that the International Metalworkers' Federation said yesterday that it was concerned about the detention of Mr Kau. The federation, which links 170 unions in 70 countries, said in a statement that it had asked two affiliated unions in France to intervene with Renault.
Judgment reserved in Textile Workers' Union case

Supreme Court Reporter
JUDGMENT has been reserved in an application for review of an Industrial Court decision relating to stop-order facilities for trade union subscriptions.

The application was made by the National Union of Textile Workers (NUTW) and opposed by the Industrial Council for the Cotton Manufacturing Industry (Cape).

The Industrial Court dismissed an appeal by the NUTW against a refusal by the Industrial Council to grant Table Bay Spinners an exemption from the agreement which would allow the company to make stop-order deductions from wages of NUTW's members.

Mr M Brassey, for the NUTW, told the Supreme Court, Cape Town, that the Industrial Council had refused the exemption to protect the council and its members, which included the Textile Workers' Industrial Union but not the NUTW.

Mr Justice Vos was sitting with Mr Acting-Judge Berman. Mr Brassey was assisted by Miss M A Barker and instructed by Cheadle, Thomson and Haywood. Mr J J Gauntlett, instructed by Silberbauer, appeared for the Industrial Council.
THE detention of Mr Jerry Kau, a National Automobile and Allied Workers' Union (Naawu) executive member and a worker at Renault, has focused attention on other unionists who have been inside since June.

They include Mrs Rita Ndzanga, treasurer of the General and Allied Workers' Union (Gawu), Mr Amos Masondo, the organising secretary of Gawu; Mr Kolani Nduna, an organiser of the Chemical Workers' Industrial Union; Mr Zanezvula Maphela, an organiser of the Paper, Wood and Allied Workers' Union; and Mr Amos Nkosi, a shopsteward of the Commercial, Catering and Allied Workers' Union.

All are being held under Section 29 of the Internal Security Act.

The continued detention of these unionists without trial is creating much interest internationally and is hardly a showcase for SA labour reform.
Unions back demands of 'Vaal students'

By PHILLIP VAN NIEKERK

The Federation of South African Trade Unions (Foatsu), the country's largest emerging group of unions, has declared its support for protesting students in the Transvaal townships.

After a central committee meeting, Foatsu issued a statement yesterday reaffirming its commitment to "the struggle for a truly democratic South Africa.

The statement said Foatsu was implacably opposed to the "racist apartheid policies" of the government and the use of detention without trial to silence opposition.

"Foatsu therefore has no hesitation in supporting the basic democratic demands being made by the students in the Transvaal and elsewhere."

The central committee also noted "with concern and anger" the use of "hostile" companies for "taking full advantage of the horrors of apartheid."

Foatsu claimed that present government policy was designed to destroy jobs in existing areas and to move these jobs to centrally located areas in the homelands.

"These areas are designed as new-union-free zones, as a result of which there is gross exploitation," the statement said.

Foatsu could show cases in which workers' earnings were less than R15 a week, it said. As their affiliates had begun to organise in these areas, they had found that companies were promised there would be no unions in these areas.

Companies which allegedly dismissed union members and refused to negotiate or recognise unions were Mintax, a British company, and Tidwell Housing, a United States company.

"They have refused to recognise Mawu (Metal and Allied Workers Union), dismissed all workers on strike and rehired new workers at lower wages," Foatsu said.

"Foatsu has elected a new vice-president: Mr Thembinkosi Mkelo."

---

Note: The text may contain historical references that are not relevant today or may contain language that is not considered appropriate in modern contexts. It is important to understand the historical context in which this news report was written.
Legal move against US firm over pay

Mercury Reporter

LEGAL action is being taken against an American company, operating in Ladysmith, for allegedly contravening the Wage Act.

Labour lawyer Richard Lyster, who is attached to the Legal Resources Centre, said an application was being brought before the Supreme Court, Pietermaritzburg, against Tidwell Housing.

"We allege that the company has contravened a clause of the Wage Act which prohibits a company from victimising people such as trade union activists.

"Five people, all elected employee representatives on a steering committee of the Metal and Allied Workers' Union, were dismissed in July this year," he said.

"The union is supported by a majority of the workforce and it was seeking recognition. The five people were dismissed under circumstances which overwhelmingly suggest victimisation for trade union activities."

Mr Lyster said the matter would probably come before the Court in about six weeks.

The union recently alleged that certain British and American companies operating in KwaZulu were taking advantage of the fact that the South African Labour Relations Act did not apply in KwaZulu.

No machinery existed for enforcing what little labour legislation there was in KwaZulu and unions were powerless to take action against companies.

The managing director of Tidwell Housing, Mr RJ Rebone, would only say that the allegations against the company were untrue.
Fosatu slams foreign firms in homelands

Labour Reporter

The central committee of the 150,000-member Federation of South African Trade Unions (Fosatu) has charged that multinationals take advantage of South Africa's apartheid structures.

The committee expressed its concern and anger over what it calls increased efforts by multinationals to use the homelands policy to exploit workers.

South Africa's present decentralisation policy, it said, was designed to destroy jobs in existing areas and move them to homeland areas demarcated "union-free zones". Here there was no legislation to protect workers as the homelands had been given power to pass separate legislation. As a result there was "gross exploitation" with some Fosatu workers earning less than R15 a week, said the committee.

"South African companies and multinationals are taking full advantage of these horrors of apartheid. Companies dismiss union members and refuse to recognise or negotiate with unions," said the committee.

The federation has demanded full freedom to organise in these areas in terms of the conventions of the International Labour Organisation.

The committee reaffirmed its commitment to struggle for a truly democratic South Africa and its opposition to the apartheid policies of the Government.

---

A senior Fosatu committee has been appointed to monitor the union's response to the demands of thousands of boycotting school pupils and has extended its support for their basic demands.

Mr Thembinkosi Mkalipu, a senior shop steward with the Chemical Workers' Industrial Union, has been elected a vice-president of Fosatu.
Union-Simba talks on

Mail Reporter

ANOTHER meeting is to take place between the Simba Quix company and the Sweet, Food and Allied Workers' Union which is demanding the reinstatement of 464 workers dismissed by the company at its Isando plant in August after a work stoppage.

The dismissal has sparked off a wide scale boycott of Simba products.

The managing director of Simba, Mr Jan du Toit, would not reveal details of the talks held with the union on Monday — and described as "crucial" by a union spokesmen last week — but said that another meeting would be held "soon."

Mr Du Toit said yesterday that the important thing was that the two parties "were still talking."

Union spokesmen could not be reached for comment.
NEGOTIATIONS between the National Allied Automobile Workers Union (Naawu) and Volkswagen management are continuing today in a last-minute bid to reduce the number of people to be retrenched tomorrow.

On Monday, Volkswagen announced that 650 employees would be retrenched at the end of the week.

Mr Brian Robinson, the industrial relations manager at Volkswagen, confirmed today that negotiations had been held yesterday and were continuing today.

So far no decision has been taken on whether Volkswagen will follow Ford's example and close earlier than usual for the Christmas break, according to the community relations manager, Mr Gavin Cowley.

He said the people to be retrenched would know who they were tomorrow. Discussions were still under way as to how best to break the sad news to them, Mr Cowley said.

He said the company had used the 'lifo' (last in, first out) principle in determining who would be retrenched.

Mr Les Ketteldas, regional secretary of Naawu, was not available for comment.

Naawu was also scheduled to hold a meeting last night to discuss the possible implications of the negotiations between Ford and Pretoria-based Amcar.
Fosatu 'backs workers' struggle'

By JOSHUA RABOROKO

THE Federation of South African Trade Unions (Fosatu) has condemned all employers, particularly multinationals and their allies, who continue to take full advantage of apartheid by paying "starvation wages."

In a statement to The SOWETAN, Fosatu says recently two multinational companies — Mintax (Britain) and Tidwell Housing (of USA) — refused to recognise its affiliate, Metal and Allied Workers' Union (Mawu) and dismissed all workers on strike and rehired workers at lower wages.

"Fosatu is fully committed to supporting workers in their struggle against oppression," the statement says, adding, "South African companies are taking full advantage of these horrors of apartheid. They dismiss workers and refuse to recognise, or negotiate with unions."

Fosatu's attack comes amid reports by the British Labour Party's research department which revealed that seven of the British companies in South Africa were paying wages below the minimum living level to at least 1700 workers.

Anger

Another 39 companies named in the report paid wages lower than the recommended Commonwealth Market Level to 9,000 workers in a wide cross section of South Africa, according to the report.

In the statement Fosatu has noted with "concern and anger" the increased efforts to use the homelands policy to further exploit workers.

"Present policy is designed to destroy jobs in existing areas and move these jobs to decentralised areas in the homelands. These areas are designed to be union free zones.

"As Fosatu affiliates have started to organise in these areas they find that companies were promised that there would be no unions in these areas. They find that there is no legislation to protect workers and that homelands have been given powers to pass separate legislation.

"This is designed to destroy and weaken our existing unions. These policies are clearly designed to ensure the continued oppression and exploitation of South African workers and should be condemned," the statement says.
More Simba talks

THE Fosatu-affiliates Sweet Food and Allied Workers Union is to hold another round of crucial talks with Simba Quix management next Monday in an attempt to end the widespread boycott of the company’s products.

The union’s chairman, Mr Chris Dlamini, said that the past various meetings between the parties took place in a “conciliatory spirit” and he was hoping that the dispute will be resolved soon.

The row was sparked off after the company had dismissed about 420 employees following a strike at the plant. Workers resorted to this after three colleagues were sacked.

Boycott

The union has since launched a boycott of the company’s products in an attempt to pressurize management to reinstate the workers and eliminate “scabs” at the plant.

The boycott, which has entered its sixth week, took a dramatic turn when two union officials — Mr Paul Mosune, chairman of the branch, and Mr Walter Mbeleki, secretary — were held and questioned and boycottickers confiscated from the union’s offices.

Mr J C du Tott, managing director of Simba, yesterday confirmed that a meeting was held but said that a date would still have to be set after consulting with Njwa chairman, Mr Dlamini.
Steel industry cuts over 70 000 jobs

By PHILLIP VAN NIEKERK Mail Reporter

AN INCREASING number of retrenchments by steel and engineering firms are threatening to further shrink the metal industry, which has shed more than 70 000 jobs since the recession began.

The industry is one of the most sensitive to general conditions of recession in the economy.

It has been plunged deeper into recession by the slump in motor sales, which has hit component suppliers, and a general cutback in spending by government, large companies and consumers.

Mr Sam van Coller, the executive director of the Steel and Engineering Industries Federation of South Africa (Seifa), told the Rand Daily Mail retrenchments were increasing at the moment.

This was borne out by the Metal and Allied Workers' Union (Mawu) who said there had been an "exceptionally high" number of retrenchments since May, the last time the metal industrial council released employment figures.

According to Mr A de Jager, "secretary for the council, there were 377 815 workers employed in the industry in May -- a drop of more than 70 000 since the industry recorded a high of 453 566 in May 1981.

The number of whites employed had shrunk by more than 20 000 in that time, while the number of blacks -- who make up a much higher proportion of the workforce -- has fallen by more than 45 000.
More will be axed by Ford

26/10/87 E.P.71 (140A)

By CATHY SCHNELL

IT has been reliably learnt that Ford will retrench between 300 and 400 salaried and hourly paid workers next Friday.

This could bring the number of people retrenched at Ford during the past two months to more than 800.

Negotiations to reduce the number to be retrenched will be held between Ford management and the National Automobile and Allied Workers Union (Naawu) on Monday, Naawu's regional secretary, Mr Les Ketteldas, confirmed today.

Mr Ketteldas said Naawu had been advised that retrenchment would take place within the next two to three weeks.

He had heard about 300 people were to lose their jobs.

The director of industrial relations at Ford, Mr Fred Ferrera, declined to comment at this stage.

On September 7 Ford retrenched 425 employees and shut down its entire Port Elizabeth plant for five working days.

Earlier this week Ford announced that it would close two weeks early for the Christmas break this year — on November 30 instead of December 13 — and re-open on January 7.

Mr Ketteldas said the three-day meeting with Volkswagen this week, to reduce the number of people to be retrenched today, had proved fruitless.

A total of 680 employees will be retrenched. Those who will be put off will be named today.

Mr Ketteldas said unless restrictions were lifted on hire purchase rates, the present unhappy situation might deteriorate further.

The Government should drastically reconsider its recently introduced fiscal measures, which were restrictive, especially on the motor industry.

The social implications of wide-scale retrenchment were already bad and would get much worse if the situation continued, he said.

To date about 1,224 Port Elizabeth motor industry employees have been retrenched within the past two months.

Today the Ford branch of the executive committee of Naawu issued a statement on recent Press reports speculating that Ford is in the final stages of negotiations with Amcar, a move which see the production of its Escort models shifted from Struandale in Port Elizabeth to the Transvaal.

In the statement, Naawu expressed its "outright condemnation" of secret negotiations between Ford and Amcar without consultations with the workers and said such a move was "a sure recipe for an industrial relations disaster".

The present discussions between Ford and Amcar clearly underlined everything the union was struggling for, the statement said.

The Naawu branch pledged its full support for the efforts by Amcar and Ford to find a just solution to the problem and demanded:

● That there be full consultation with the union by both companies on the implications of the negotiations on its membership at both plants.

● A guarantee that no jobs would be eliminated as a result of these rationalisation plans.

● Full information on the plans of both companies for the next 10 years on investment and the implementation of new technology.

The branch said it had noted the belated outcry from civic, business and political leaders on the possible transfer by Ford of certain of its production facilities to the Transvaal.

It was "surprising" that some of the people in high civic and political offices publicly declared that the automobile companies in the Eastern Cape were fulfilling their social responsibilities required of them and were playing a meaningful role in the well-being of the community.

The statement said the current situation proved that their faith in the good intentions of these companies was misguided.
Fosatu leader slams govt’s ‘new deal’

The president of the Federation of South African Trade Unions, Mr Chris Dlamini, yesterday called on workers to unite and “fight the unjust laws” in the country.

In an interview with The SOWETAN, Mr Dlamini said that black people were faced with increases in house rentals, terrible conditions and bad education in schools.

He said the Local Authorities Act which had been set up by the oppressive Government could never serve the interests of workers, who needed to fight community councils, through joining civic associations in the communities.

“Workers cannot remain backseaters. We should stand together with others in our trade unions, in our civic associations and in our political organisations to fight against oppression and exploitation.

“We must not isolate ourselves in the liberation struggle of black people,” he added.

Mr Dlamini also declared his federation’s support for students protesting in Transvaal townships. He re-affirmed the union’s commitment to the “struggle for a truly democratic South Africa.”

Fosatu was opposed to the “racist apartheid policies” of the Government and the use of detention without trial to silence opposition.

“We therefore have no hesitation in supporting the basic demands being made by students in the Transvaal and elsewhere,” said Mr Dlamini.

He added, “We must fight the bosses in the factories and we must unite in the communities.”

“We must fight starvation wages which most bosses pay to our people and join forces with unions.”
Mawu hall burnt down

By ZB MOLEFE

"ONE of the main Transvaal venues of the Metal and Allied Workers' Union was extensively damaged by a mysterious fire this week.

"We are alarmed, and we definitely suspect foul play," said 'Transvaal general secretary Moses Mayekiso.

He told City Press the fire—which destroyed the Rookkopjes Catholic Mission Hall at the Bots Old Location—caused damage estimated at R20 000.

"Now the workers will have nowhere to hold meetings without breaking the law," he said.

Police are investigating.

SIX

Sexts — compared to 44 percent of the women.

Another area where men and women differed was sex without love — 86 percent of the women and 59 percent of the men said they found it difficult to have sex with a partner they did not love.
Talks may end Simba boycott

Labour Reporter

A crucial meeting which could end the widespread Simba boycott is to be held within the next few weeks between Simba management and representatives of the Sweet Food and Allied Workers' Union (SFAWU).

SFAWU is demanding the reinstatement of 464 workers dismissed from Simba's Isando plant on August 10. The union has already held two preliminary rounds of talks with management.

The workers were dismissed after striking in support of three colleagues who were sacked.

The Simba boycott was launched last month after Simba had already employed new staff to fill the vacant positions.

Mr. J.C. du Toit, managing director of Simba, confirmed today that a meeting was to be held but said the date would be set after consultation with SFAWU president Mr. Chris Dlamini.

Simba was analysing the detail of what had been discussed at last Monday's meeting, he said.
LABOUR relations and rates of pay in the homeland areas are increasingly becoming a focus of union interest as unionisation moves from the metropolis towards the margins of industrial activity.

It is in these areas, where unions are finding it almost impossible to organise, that they are encountering the full contradiction of labour reform in an apartheid society.

The Federation of South African Trade Unions (Fosatu) last week launched a stinging attack on the "gross exploitation" in the homeland areas and on the Government's "apartheid" policy of decentralisation.

The policy was designed to destroy jobs in existing industrial areas by moving them to the decentralised areas in the homelands which were designed to be union-free zones.

Among those taking advantage of the system are multinational companies based in Britain and the United States.
Thousands of more jobs are on the line.
Union warned over ‘secret’ talks

Motor Trade Reporter

The National Automobile and Allied Workers Union (Naawu) has warned two motor manufacturers that their secret negotiations ‘is a sure recipe for an industrial relations disaster’.

Naawu’s statement concerns rationalisation talks between the Ford, Elizabeth-based Ford Motor Company, and Amcor Motor Holdings, based in Pretoria.

Speculation is rife in industrial circles that Ford might move part of its production to the Transvaal.

The statement, issued by the Ford branch executive committee of Naawu said: ‘We warn both companies that their secret negotiations without consultation with the workers that will eventually be affected thereby is outrightly condemned by Naawu and is a sure recipe for an industrial relations disaster’.

The statement said Naawu had carefully considered the little information in press statements relating to the rationalisation talks between Ford and Amcor.

Naawu’s statement noted that the belated outcry from civic, business and the so-called political leaders on possible transfer by Ford of certain of the production facilities to the Transvaal.

Naawu has continuously highlighted and condemned the motives of companies that would do everything in the interest of protecting the profits of shareholders at the expense of the workers, the statement said.

The branch committee pledged its support for membership at both plants in their efforts to find a solution.

It made three demands:

- Full consultation with the union by both companies on the implications of negotiations on its membership at both plants.
- A guarantee that no jobs would be eliminated as a result of rationalisation plans, and
- For full information on the plans of both companies for the next 10 years on investment and implementation of new technology.

Ford public relations manager Dirk Pieterse said his company had not received any statement from Naawu.

He said Ford had already stated that the talks between the two companies would not be made public.

We’ve said we are talking and will say no more until the discussions are complete’.

Meanwhile, Volkswagen South Africa has laid off 680 workers, both wage and salary earners.

A spokesman said certain sections of the production line would be closed between November 6 and November 13.
2-day work stayaway planned in Transvaal

A two-day work stayaway has been planned for all major industrial areas of the Transvaal next week. Leading trade union groupings — representing about 300,000 workers — have thrown their weight behind the call in protest against Government response to student, civic and worker grievances. It will be the first time since the nationwide stoppage over the death of trade unionist Neil Aggett that a wide range of unions and civic organisations have combined forces in protest action.

The intention of the stay-home will be to make an impact on the Government and shake it into answering student and worker demands, says the Transvaal Regional Stayaway Committee.

The Federation of South African Trade Unions, the Council of Unions of South Africa, the South African Allied Workers' Union, township civic associations, youth groups and student bodies are involved.

The Release Mandela Committee, Federation of South African Women and United Democratic Front Soweto Committee are also key participants.
Unrest
the focus
of talks

Mail Reporter

DISCUSSION of the present unrest will feature high on the agenda of the Metal and Allied Workers' Union (Mawu) when they hold their annual general meeting at KwaThema stadium, near Springs, on Saturday.

Thousands of metal workers from throughout the country are expected to attend the meeting, which will review the union's stand on wage negotiations for the metal industrial council.

A Mawu spokesman said union members would also debate the issue of the new super federation of emerging unions which is in the process of being formed.
Simba to reinstate 396 dismissed workers

Labour Reporter

The nationwide boycott of Simba Quix products ended today after Simba management agreed to reinstate 398 employees dismissed in August. The settlement signifies a major victory for the Sweet Food and Allied Workers who launched the boycott in support of their demands for the re-employment of the dismissed members.

A joint statement released after a final round of negotiations between the two parties yesterday said the dismissed workers would be re-employed and return to work on January 2. Agreement was also reached on financial relief for the workers in the interim. Terms of service will be the same as before their dismissal.
Dispute — and boycott — end

Labour Reportèr

THE Western Cape Traders’ Association, representing about 2,000 black retailers, has announced it will not support a boycott of Simba-Quix products following the settlement today of a 10-week labour dispute.

The dispute, between the Fosatu-affiliated Sweet, Food and Allied Workers’ Union and Simba-Quix Ltd, followed the dismissal of about 450 people who downed tools to protest against the dismissal of three fellow-workers.

In a joint statement, the company and union said today that all the workers would be reinstated two months from now.

"WILL CEASE"

The boycott of Simba products in the Transvaal and Natal would "immediately cease", the statement said.

The WCTA, of which the local Simba distributor is an affiliate member, threatened last month to support the boycott if a settlement was not reached.

The assistant secretary of the WCTA, Mr E. Samsohen, said today it was no longer necessary to boycott the product.

OFF SHELVES

The WCTA, which held a series of talks with Simba’s managing director, Mr. Jan du Toit, to discuss the dispute, said although it had not officially called a boycott, some Peninsula traders had already taken Simba products off their shelves.

He appealed to them to call off the boycott.

The union and the company said the dismissed workers would be re-employed at the firm’s Isando plant on January 2.

The company and the union had agreed to financial relief for the workers until then, the statement said.
URBAN BLACKS

Appeal for funds

Black local authorities are again urged by the government to boost their "dented image" by providing alternative sources of revenue and make it possible for them to stop building shelter with increased service and rent charges.

Says Tom Booy, chairman of Daveyton Council and of the East Rand Urban Councils' Association (Eruca): "The situation in the townships is serious. We are unpopular and the recent rent increases have worsened the position. The government must help us. We must be seen by residents to be serving their interests. Otherwise, there's no hope whatsoever."

His association met Gerrit Viljoen, Minister of Co-operation and Development, in Pretoria last week to seek relief.

But, says Booy, it is a pledge of promising to delay the privatisation of liquor outlets and sorghum beerhalls in black townships, Viljoen merely advised the councillors how to negotiate for other sources of revenue.

The black councils want the development board to transfer to them all assets falling under their jurisdiction, including land, buildings, houses, hostels and trading sites.

In addition, they would like revenues collected from licences and fines to be paid to the councils," says Booy. "We also want the R2 monthly labour levy paid by employers for every worker. We believe all these, together with proceeds from the sale of liquor and beer from bottlestores and beer-halls in the townships, will go a long way towards solving our housing problems."

The lack of revenue, which has resulted in councils raising rents, and water and electricity charges, has long been a bone of contention since last year.

In Soweto, the local council threatened to go court to stop government selling liquor outlets to private enterprises.

FOREIGN INVESTMENT

Border disputes

Disputes between the African and Allied Workers' Union (Mawu) and two multinational corporations could reverberate in the campaign to bar foreign investment in SA.

Mawu accuses American mobile home manufacturer Travelaire and the British motor components company Lucas of failing to recognise a representative union and of victimising employees by dismissing them because of their union membership. Tidwell is also charged with paying wages which are one-fifth of minimum rates recommended by the Sullivan code.

The union has demanded that both companies should reform their industrial relations practices or "get out of SA." It also calls on the government of KwaZulu and the US, and the US union movement, to support its campaign against Tidwell. The company is not a Sullivan signatory.

The dispute is complicated by the fact that there is uncertainty about whether Tidwell, which is located in the Pipers industrial area near Ladysmith, is in SA or KwaZulu. The difference is crucial as SA labour law differs considerably from that in KwaZulu which has its own equivalent of SA's Labour Relations Act.

But KwaZulu's chief labour officer, Africa Khanyile, says Peters is a "released area," falling under the SA Development Trust, and therefore subject to SA legislation. Other contrary opinions have been given by the Ladysmith municipal council, the KwaZulu Development Corporation and the Department of Co-operation and Development.

Mawu's national branch secretary, Geoff Schreiner, says that Tidwell's minimum wage of R18/week and average wage of R25-R30 are the lowest in the area and less than a quarter of wages paid by other companies operating in the same market. Thus, he believes, has allowed Tidwell to undercut the other companies.

Tidwell's personnel manager, Judy Wade, tells the FM the company is not prepared to recognise the union. Says Wade, "We are doing as much for our employees as anyone else could, and do not need outsiders to make decisions for them."

continued on page 51

EDUCATION SEMINAR

The crisis in black education and "the role the private sector can play in the black high school education process" is subject of a seminar organised by a new black education group called Educational Catalysts in Southern Africa (ECASSA) next month.

ECCA, which is headed by Springs businessman Boge M Mhabogane, intends focusing attention on the negative aspects of private donations to black schools, their adoption of individual schools and bursaries.

In addition, suggestions will be made on how such donations, school adoption and bursaries "could be converted to positive catalysts for achievement and self-pride among pupils in particular and the black community in general."

The seminar, scheduled for Wednesday, November 21, takes place at the Milner Park Holiday Inn in Johannesburg. It will be opened by FM Editor Stephen Mulholland.

Invited to participate are Professor W L Raubenheimer, head of the department of nuclear physics at Stellenbosch University, D M Mphahlele, chief education planner in Lepheka, and L P G Kabane, a Soweto businessman and former school teacher.
Wade confirms Mawu's figures on wages but argues that they "are substantially the same as those paid by other companies in the area." She says other conditions at the factory "are good because we comply with the Basic Conditions of Employment Act regarding annual leave, sick leave and overtime pay."

The Mintex dispute concerns 220 workers dismissed for striking over the dismissal of a fellow worker. Mawu charges that when the company subsequently re-employed some of the workers it did so on a selective basis and excluded a number of shop stewards and other union activists.

Mintex MD, Adrian Venter, denies Mawu's allegations. He says the company, which is in KwaZulu, "is prepared to talk to any union with majority membership" and had in fact started recognition negotiations with Mawu before the strike.

According to Venter, the company had already filled most positions when the strikers applied for re-employment and there were only 80 vacancies. These were filled without regard to their union status.

He says the recognition talks broke down because of Mawu's "policy of confrontation."

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS

Changes since 1979

Bustling activity in South African industrial relations in the five years post-Wienbahn years emerges from a study conducted by the University of Stellenbosch's Graduate School of Business. Led by the school's Professor "Blackie" Swart, it shows that the manufacturing sector has been the main target for unionisation since 1979 - followed closely by the trading sector and the mining industry.

Swart released preliminary results at the recent Institute for Personnel Management conference. They are based on the responses of some 1,500 organisations (mainly companies and local authorities) and 57 unions representing 450,000 workers. Most organisations that responded are large employers. Some 70% of the respondents unions were established groups, although there was some response from the emerging unions.

The Stellenbosch researchers found that 27.3% of the organisations had been approached by unions for recognition of some type since 1979. Of these, 27% were in the mining sector, 37.8% in manufacturing, 14.5% in contracting, 30.5% in trading, 8.8% in finance and 17.8% local authorities.

Says Swart: "These figures give an indication of the extent of the decentralisation which has taken place in collective bargaining away from industrial councils towards individual companies and organisations. We assume that the majority of approaches were from emerging unions, although a union like the Mineworkers' Union..."
1 600 jobless — and relief fund dries up

Argus Bureau
PORT ELIZABETH — The National Automobile and Allied Workers' Union relief fund — set up to help retrenched workers waiting for unemployment benefits — has run dry.

The announcement by Mr Freddie Sauls, the national secretary of Naawu, today coincides with the retrenchment of another 235 workers by Ford Motor Company.

Mr Sauls said that all available money in the fund had been used up — "but the union will continue to honour its pledge to retrenched members who contributed to the fund, by using money from other sources".

11 CENTS

Union members had been contributing 11c a week to the fund, but the large number of retrenchments — more than 1 600 in the motor industry in the past two months — had proved too great a drain.

He said the fund had been launched to bridge the six-week gap between retrenchment and the beginning of unemployment benefits.

"If a person has worked for a year, he will get 45 percent of his salary for just two months. If he has worked three years, he has a six-month cushion."
Dispute ends as Simba reinstates 400 workers

By PHILLIP VAN NIEKERK

In an end to one of the key labour disputes of the year, Simba Quix has agreed to reinstate all the more than 400 workers fired at their Isando plant during a work stoppage in August.

The settlement also ends the nationwide consumer boycott of Simba products, which was used to put pressure on the company to re-employ the workers.

The settlement - which was announced in a joint statement by Simba and the Sweet, Food and Allied Workers' Union (SFAWU) - was reached at a meeting in Isando yesterday between SFAWU officials and Simba representatives.

The statement said that in terms of the settlement, the dismissed workers would return to work in two months' time, while the boycott of Simba products would cease immediately.

The workers were dismissed on August 13 for taking part in a work stoppage in sympathy with three colleagues who they believed had been unfairly dismissed.

Yesterday the Federation of South African Trade Unions (Fosatu), the SFAWU, the Workers' Boycott Committee and the workers called on all people and organisations who supported the boycott to cease all boycott action as a "satisfactory settlement" had been reached.

The joint statement said that the company and the union had agreed on financial relief for the workers until January 2, and the re-engagement would be on terms agreed upon by the parties and conditions of service equal to those that existed before dismissal.

Mr Joe Foster, the general secretary of Fosatu, said yesterday the federation fully supported and endorsed the terms of the settlement.

After yesterday's meeting, both parties expressed appreciation for the "understanding and sensible attitude" of the other during the final negotiations.

"The parties committed themselves to better co-operation in the future," the statement said.
SOUTH AFRICA'S motorworkers face a bleak future as the wheels gradually come off one of this country's major industries.

A total of 1 234 workers have been laid off in the past two months — and a further 400 are expected to lose their jobs today at Ford.

Countless families are headed for a bleak Christmas — and even bleaker time beyond that.

Times of hardship lie ahead. Many of those retrenched have told City Press they are already battling to survive, and have little hope of finding new jobs.

Last week, at the giant Volkswagen plant near Uitenhage, 680 workers were laid off.

They joined the 425 retrenched by Ford in September and the 129 laid off by General Motors.

Last week, Ford announced that another 400 workers would be retrenched this week — bringing to 800 the number of people retrenched at Ford during the past two months.

National Automobile and Allied Workers' Union secretary Les Kettels contributed City Press the union had been told the retrenchments would take place within the next two weeks.

Things are still bright, too, for the thousands lucky enough to escape the big axe.

Every Friday afternoon, they go home with bank packets following the company's decision to cut 129 jobs today.

Last week Ford announced that another 400 workers would be retrenched this week — bringing to 800 the number of people retrenched at Ford during the past two months.

National Automobile and Allied Workers' Union secretary Les Kettels told City Press the union had been told the retrenchments would take place within the next two weeks.

Things are still bright, too, for the thousands lucky enough to escape the big axe.

But, as Mr Kettels told City Press, economic climate
No work, no cash — and nowhere else to go

LAST WEEK, 680 shocked and bewildered workers filed out of the Volkswagen plant in Uitenhage. They had been retrenched and had very little to look forward to.

They walked quietly, with very heavy hearts, away from the jobs which some had held for more than four years.

The men told City Press they had started work that morning not knowing they would be retrenched.

During the day they were given letters telling them they would no longer be needed.

They were comforted by their colleagues. But it was little comfort — where else do you get a job in times like these?

Their colleagues had problems of their own, anyway. Initially 1 600 workers were supposed to be laid off, but Naawu had managed to trim this to 680.

Still there were the questions. Who “escaped”? And who was next?

The retrenched workers each received five days’ severance pay for every two years of completed service, and the cash equivalent of leave still due.

One of them, Samuel Rafane, 48, a father of seven children, told City Press he was the breadwinner in the family, “with a very sick mother.”

“I feel very sad, I did not expect it. I knew it only today.”

“I have been working continuously for three years without missing a day.”

“But, I have no record,” he said — and wept.

But the irony of it all is that this year’s car sales are expected to be the third highest ever — more than 12 000 up on last year.
A large number of black Transvaal workers appear to have heeded a call for a two-day work stoppage made by various organisations and trade unions.

The call was made last week by the Transvaal Stayaway Committee which demanded that the Government attend to various black grievances.

Massive support for the regional stayaway resulted in a 50 to 90 percent absentee rate on the Reef and in the Vaal Triangle today — marking the protest as the most widespread industrial action in more than a decade.

East Rand and Vaal Triangle companies were the worst hit by the action with reports ranging from a total no-show to a trickle of 10 or 20 percent of the workforce.

Brigadier Jan Coetzee, divisional commissioner of police in Soweto, said only a small percentage of the workforce had heeded the call there.

Major employers have adopted a sympathetic approach, saying the workers will not be dismissed, but they will receive no pay for the time they are away.

GEF's group personnel manager Mr J. Lingenfelder said about 60 percent of the 3,000 black workforce had taken part in the stayaway.

Some OK branches closed

OK Bazaars industrial relations spokesman Mr Keith Hartshorne said the trend seemed to be an 80 to 90 percent stayaway in the Vaal and in the East Rand, with a 25 to 30 percent absenteeism in the Pretoria-Johannesburg region.

Some OK branches were not operating at all, but things were not as bad overall as it seemed at first.

At AECI's Modder factory, which employs 900 workers, stayed away.

At Chloride SA, only a few of the company's 470 workers stayed for work this morning. Personnel manager Mr Alan Maguire said those that did clock in were unhappy about being at work, so they were sent home.

Pilkington Flat Glass in Springs reported a 90 percent stayaway by its 600-member workforce.

The stayaway has the support of the 150,000-member Federation of South African Trade Unions (Fosatu) and the Council of Mining Staff Reporters

Brigadier Jan Coetzee, Divisional Commissioner of Police in Soweto
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RECESSION... most people may not know exactly what has caused it, but they know the recession is all around them and making them suffer. And fresh signs of this suffering are bursting into the open every day.

‘Asinamahl!’ - We have no money. We cannot pay. This cry is heard in a new township every week as rents rise beyond people’s means or bus fares go up.

Food, which can only be bought after rent is paid and money put aside for busfare to work, costs more and more. Mealie-meal up in July, bread and sugar increases this month. Milk prices are expected before the year ends - not even basic foods are easy to afford.

‘Awukho umsebenzi - sorry no jobs’. People, desperate to find work see this saga at factory after factory. Up to three million workers in South Africa are unemployed, most of them black.

And the numbers are growing. In 18 months, 70,000 workers in the metal industry lost their jobs.

“The government can’t be expected to pay.” The effects of cuts in government spending on things people need are felt everywhere. Hospital and clinic costs have doubled, the bread subsidy has dropped and the price risen.

The gap between white and black pensions has widened.

These problems are dumped on unpopular rulers who cannot cope. Vail-Town Councils inherited a R3.5 million debt and a shortage of 11,000 houses. Hendrickse now has 180,000 homeless families for his ‘own affair’. KwaZulu and Lebowa both closed new applications for pensions - no money left.

The recession is everywhere and growing. So is opposition. Rent protest meetings are spreading—Rathanda, Sharpeville, New Brighton, to name just a few in Alexandra, Lamontville, Mdantsane and Onverwacht. Residents have boycotted buses.

There were 176 strikes in the first half of this year involving a record number of 50,000 workers. Most were sparked off by wages.

The political causes of this situation are clear. The majority of South Africans have no meaningful political rights, cannot live where they like, and are forced to accept inferior education, housing, health and welfare.

The economic roots are less obvious. The newspapers don’t help much, talking about exchange and interest rates, balance of payments deficits, stagnation and fiscal drag as if every reader knows what all this means.

This is unacceptable because they are talking about the wealth produced by the majority of South Africans and the poverty of millions. The reasons for recession are complicated but they can be explained.

How were profits made before? What’s going wrong now?

Up to 4,500 motor workers will have lost their jobs by the end of this year. Does that mean all South Africans have adequate transport and no new vehicles are needed? 30,000 civil engineering workers have lost their jobs since 1982. Is that because houses, classrooms and good roads for all have now been built?

Motor car manufacturers, construction companies and others produce what is needed but only if they make a profit at the same time. To do that they have to get as much value out of their machines, materials and workers as possible.

In one day workers produce goods worth far more than the wages they receive. In spite of this employers try to keep wages as low as possible. It is easier to control the cost of labour power than to keep machinery and materials costs down—these have to be bought from other profit-making companies.

South African employers have always used the migrant labour system and the pass-laws to keep wages down. Workers who qualify to work in urban areas will have the threat of expulsion to the bantustans hanging over their heads. This weakens their power to bargain and organise.

And employers have also avoided paying wages high enough to support migrant workers’ families in the bantustans. They are expected to support themselves off the land.

Employers have used other tactics to keep profits up. Companies have tried to increase efficiency by taking over other firms or joining up with them.

A company which controls a large slice of any industry has a big say in what that product will cost. Tongaat-Hulett for example controls 70 percent of all sugar sales in South Africa.

Huge corporations have steadily taken over South African economic life—ten giant companies, including Barlow Rand and Anglo-American control 70 percent of the country’s wealth.

These corporations don’t just operate in one industry. Anglo for example owns gold mines, insurance companies, buildings, factories, steel mills, paper plants and farms.

One of Anglo’s food companies, Tiger Oats, has interests in milling wheat and in baking. Because it supplies itself with flour it is able to keep the price of its raw materials down, and profits up.

But the most important means of keeping profits up is still getting as much work out of workers as possible—- as cheaply as possible.

Putting pressure on workers doesn’t work completely in employers’ favour. While it does make higher profits possible it also causes frustration and discontent among workers which is reflected in absenteeism, accidents at work, damage to property and strikes. All of these reduce productivity and profits.

But business needs to pressurise workers now more than ever because their costs are going up. The interest rate has been raised to 23 percent. That means that a factory owner who borrows R100 from a bank for one...
Recession raises spectre of tidal wave of jobless

By Carolyn Dempster, Labour Reporter

There is a real danger of a tidal wave of unemployment as the recession bites deeper and companies resort to structural rationalisation and retrenchment.

Over the past three months, official unemployment figures have climbed alarmingly and the grim prognosis is that the worst is still to come, with really sharp cutbacks over the next few months and in the New Year.

The number of registered black unemployed recorded by the Department of Manpower has risen dramatically - from 29 602 in June to 30 744 in July. A further 3 370 became unemployed in August when a total of 34 114 were registered.

But this is only a fraction of the total number of retrenched or unemployed workers, many of whom have not registered with the department.

THE FIGURES

The Central Population Survey, conducted by Central Statistical Services in June this year, put the black unemployment figure at just under half a million - 50 000 more than in June 1983 when unemployment peaked.

White, coloured and Indian unemployment figures have not shown such a dramatic increase but it is accepted that the first to lose their jobs are the unskilled or contract workers.

Unofficial estimates place the total figure for all population groups at three million unemployed - and rising.

Employers' reactions to the deepening recession have been markedly different from actions taken in 1982 and 1983 when the downturn was expected to level out and the upswing was anticipated in mid-March 1984.

"Companies retrenched heavily but they didn't slash away at their staff component and there certainly wasn't the degree of re-structuring, retrenchment and rationalisation which we are seeing now," said a spokesman for the Metal and Allied Workers' Union (Mawu).

It would appear that employers no longer regard the cutbacks as moves to maintain productivity and profit levels but are thinking more in terms of rationalisation in the long-term and survival in the short-term.

The Industrial Council for the Iron, Steel, Engineering and Metallurgical Industry records a drop in the number of jobs from 385 000 in May 1983 to 322 000 in May this year - and from 454 000 in November 1981.

Since August, Mawu has seen the loss of more than 2 000 members through retrenchment - about five percent of the total membership of 40 000 - with up to 1 000 more retrenchments threatened in December and January.

In cases where the union has managed to negotiate agreements covering severance pay, workers have at least had some recompense but the majority face a future of slow starvation in the homesteads.

The prospect of a growing army of urban jobless and its impact on the social and political arena can also not be discounted.

As the economic position worsens, employers are turning to retrenchments and rationalisation as a normal part of survival.

And it seems that these cutbacks could be permanent. Unofficial estimates put the number of unemployed for all races at three million - and rising - and many jobless black workers face the prospect of slow starvation in the homelands.

The situation raises important social and political implications.

Major companies who have already retrenched include Union Carriages, Dorbly, Defy, Siemens, GEC, Scottish Cables and Koeberglite.

By far the worst hit has been the motor manufacturing industry. Since June most of the major motor manufacturers have reduced working hours, plant closure and, finally, retrenchments in an attempt to grapple with the economic squeeze.

About 4 500 workers in the motor and components industries have already lost their jobs with a further 5 000 jobs threatened before the year end. According to the National Association of Automotive Manufacturers of South Africa, Nama-

The motor union are now fighting for their members as never before.

Mr Des East, general secretary for the Motor Industry Combined Workers' Union (Mawu), said the union had experienced a sharp increase in demands for benefits from all over the country.

Membership had remained stable but this was only because of an active recruitment drive. If rumours of Ford's impending transfer of certain of its operations from Port Elizabeth to the Pretoria area were true, about 3 000 union members in component factories would stand to lose their livelihood, he added.

Another facet of the retrenchments which signifies that the rationalisation currently under way is likely to be permanent is a swing away from employer compliance with the "Last in, first out" principle.

DEMANDING

According to union spokesmen, employers are increasingly demanding that retrenchments be effected according to performance, so that skilled employees are retained.

Mr Ike van der Walt, general secretary of the South African Boilermakers' Society, said the unions were fighting this.

He believed that retrenched workers had a slight chance of getting their jobs back when the upswing came.

His union had suffered a drop in membership from 54 000 to 48 000 in the past three months, he said.

He attributed the sudden sharp cutbacks partly to the "false optimism" which employers had sustained for so long.

"They were waiting for an upturn at the beginning of the year and it didn't materialise. Now there is an over-reaction to the situation," he said.

Mr Renald Hofmeyr, director of industrial relations for Barlow Rand group, agreed that there was unlikely to be massive re-employment when the economic situation improved thousands would remain.

Cutbacks in State spending and the shelving or postponement of massive construction projects are also taking their toll.

A spokesman for the Electricity Supply Commission (Escom) said negotiations were under way to postpone construction of the multi-million-rand Matjuba power station by two years.

A spokesman for Steen- miller, one of the key contractors involved in the negotiations, said that up to 10 000 jobs could be lost if the entire project were postponed. A definite decision will not be made until November 7.

While the retrenchments have continued, employers have learned, through industrial action and the Industrial Court that the issue needs to be handled with kid gloves.

From experience gained in the past few years, unions have learned to negotiate settlements including severance pay benefits.

But a judgement handed down by the Industrial Court recently holds an ominous note for migrant labourers. In terms of the Screene judgment, failure to renew a migrant worker's contract does not constitute retrenchment.

Unions fear that many employers are now waiting for the end of the year and the expiry of contracts to get rid of hundreds of employees who they can no longer sustain economically.

THE reenchtrenches in the metal industry have led the Metal and Allied Workers' Union (Mawu) to question whether the industry will ever reach the same employment levels again.

"It looks like a permanent restructuring of the industry is taking place," a Mawu spokesman said this week. "At the onset of a recession, they tend to retrench fewer than were retrenched during a recession."

This is not just because machines are replacing people, but that employers are demanding more elbow room from their employees.

Primed by the latest word on productivity, management is requiring fewer workers to do the same amount of work, says Mawu.

What might also be a cost-cutting exercise is the proportionately high drop of white workers employed in the industry more than 20 000 in three years.
Union attacks UIF card move

By STEVEN FRIEDMAN
Labour Correspondent

MIGRANT workers whose employers refuse to renew their contracts or end them by firing the workers will now see this fact recorded on their Unemployment Insurance Fund cards.

According to the director-general of Manpower, Dr Piet van der Merwe, this move is designed exclusively for workers from "independent" homelands whose UIF money is paid over to separate unemployment funds in the four homelands.

He said it was necessary for the authorities in these areas to know whether workers' contracts had been terminated and that the change had been made for this reason.

But yesterday the Metal and Allied Workers Union said it was a statement deploring the move.

It charged that the move "prejudged" court cases in which the right of employers to terminate or refuse to renew contracts was being challenged.

The UIF cards must be submitted to the authorities by workers if they have lost their jobs and want to claim unemployment benefits.

Employers are required to fill in on the card the reason the worker has lost the job. Until now, the reasons were listed - resignation, re-termination or "other". Now a fourth has been added - termination or non-renewal of a contract.

Mawu's spokesman said this would enable UIF authorities to identify whether workers were migrants.

If they were, they would not be able to claim benefits in the cities but would be sent back to the homelands to claim them.

"We also believe this new clause endorses the right of employers to end or refuse to renew contracts.

"This right is being challenged in several court cases at the moment and the new cards are prejudging the issue," he said.

Dr Van der Merwe rejected this charge, adding that the change was the result of recent changes in the law allowing migrants from "independent" homelands to contribute to the UIF.

New deal sought for long-term unemployed

CLAIMS that the country has an adequate insurance for the unemployed have been dented further in a memo by five advice groups.

Firstly, it points out that the biggest group of jobless enjoys no protection at all - the long-term unemployed, including those who have never found any job at all.

Much of the country's unemployment is not a result of ups and downs in the economy. There are simply not enough jobs to go around and this trend is increasing.

But the Unemployment Insurance Fund provides benefits only for those who have worked for some time and then only for six months.

The memo calls for a subsistence scheme to provide the long-term unemployed with some income.

It suggests a very modest sum - a third of the UIF for an unskilled labourer - to be paid to the long-term jobless, but the call is certain to prompt outrage from free marketeers who will see it as yet another financial burden for the State and thus the tax-payer.

They might care to ponder the effects on stability of a growing army of permanently unemployed who have no source of income at all.

The report also notes that large groups of farm workers, domestics, seasonal workers and many in the public service are still excluded from UIF.

Citizens of independent homelands now rely on separate funds in these areas whose efficiency is, to put it mildly, in some doubt.

Those who receive UIF get only 45% of their last wage - the memo suggests 60% - and there are persistent charges that incompetence and hostility by officials mean result in long delays before the jobless receive their money.

To top it all only a small portion of UIF contributors receive benefits - 5% in 1979 - partly because of worker ignorance of the UIF and because of administrative and other obstacles, it says.

It charges that many employers also delay or prevent UIF payments by not filling in workers' UIF cards or other forms as the law requires. It wants these employers prosecuted.

The memo comes at a time when a committee of the Unemployment Insurance Board is looking at changes to the UIF system.

Whether it will recommend changes which will bring UIF closer in line with schemes elsewhere in the West remains to be seen.
Les — a fighter trying to stave off knock-out blow for workers

LES Kettleats is a fighter — and the champion of people's rights to fair conditions and fair employment in the motor trade.

As secretary of the Eastern Province branch of the National Automobile and Allied Workers' Union he straps on gloves when climbing into the negotiating ring with such opponents as industry executives and Government officials.

More than 10,000 members of NAAWU in the Port Elizabeth area depend on his punch for their livelihood.

Mr Kettleats's latest bout is against the spate of recent retrenchments in the local motor industry. The union would prefer a company to put its whole staff on three-day working weeks than fire some workers while others remain on full time.

It was he who hammered home an agreement whereby major employers agreed to a "last-out-first-in" system to give priority to their own former staff members once they began recalling workers.

And it is he who is pressing employers to agree to lay-offs on a "rotation basis" — whereby nobody will be fired, but staff will be put off work in alternating shifts.

An important motivation for this move is that it would mean nobody would break service, which means workers would still qualify for pension and Unemployment Insurance Fund benefits.

The response to this suggestion, however, has not been favourable.

So many NAAWU members found themselves in financial difficulties after periods of service had been broken that the union had recently introduced its own "retrenchment benefit scheme" to provide some form of relief, said Mr Kettleats.

"We accept there are problems with the economy and that companies are in financial trouble, but Port Elizabeth has the highest unemployment rate in the country and something must be done to rectify that.

"We are also constantly pointing out the severe social implications of all these retrenchments, but industry is concerned only with financial considerations — whereas ours are personal."

Mr Kettleats said feelings over the retrenchment issue among union members, especially those whose security was threatened, were running high.

"It is a delicate issue which could prove explosive."

Regarding the reason for the industry's crisis, he was in no doubt that car sales, already slowing, would drop still further "unless the Government's restrictive economic measures are lifted."

He believed too many car manufacturers existed in each area, and was "crazy" to continue producing vehicles in an already-saturated market.

"The new hire-purchase restrictions (which provide for a higher deposit and a shorter period of time which to pay for the product) puts new cars right out of range for a lot of people.

"Who can afford to buy a new car now? Families who used to run two cars will learn to do with one.

"This is bad news for motor manufacturers, but it is worse for the industry's workers."

Bleak future for black labourer

RAYMOND Mbilane, 27, is studying a road traffic regulations book to take his driving licence examination — even though he knows his chances of finding a job as a driver are slim.

But as he points out, he must do something constructive with his spare time now that he no longer has a job.

He was retrenched last week for the second time in the four years by a local car-manufacturing company.

The first time was two years ago, and only for two months before he was recalled — but he realises he won't be recalled again.

As a labourer earning R2.69 an hour he accepted that he was a frontline employee — among those who stood to lose their jobs before any others when lay-offs were ordered.

Mr Mbilane showed me a "reference" which verified the period for which he had worked for the company but made no mention of his attributes or capabilities, though he had always prided himself on both performance and punctuality.

"I don't know when or where I will get another job. Maybe next year... maybe not," he said as he prepared to cook a simple evening meal over a primus stove in the sparse and neat, but small, kitchen of his Port Elizabeth home.

Because Mr Mbilane's four-year period of service was broken when he was first retrenched he does not qualify for Unemployment Insurance Fund benefits.

He has no formal qualifications to find alternative employment. Neither is his wife, Lusia, employed.

At the forefront of their concern is their one-year-old chubby and cheerful daughter, Nandipha. "There are too many people out of work here. There are not enough jobs. I will take on anything," he said.

Murray Calitz — retrenched

"I thought I was a failure. It took a lot of convincing by my family and friends for me to accept that my retrenchment wasn't a personal thing, that it wasn't a reflection on me or my worth.

"Without them I might not have recovered. I am grateful to them for all the emotional and financial help they gave.

"My pension was chopped and my record of continuous service severed."

Mr Calitz said that as he had taken up the option of resigning in preference to having "services terminated" stamped on his record, he was excluded from any Unemployment Insurance Fund benefits — even though he had contributed to the fund for 16 years.

He had been employed in the motor industry all this time — but now wanted to change careers as he believed the motor trade was too insecure.

He is understandably slightly embittered. "Everyone speaks of loyalty to one's company — but what of a company's loyalty to its employees? I never received housing subsidies like Government, provincial or municipal workers do. There's a lot that needs doing to set the industry back on its feet."

"I was in a time which followed Mr Calitz's retrenchment he and his wife, Elize, introduced ways to save on the house hold budget.

All non-essential expenditures, such as entertainment and extra clothing, were cut out, and the family halved its weekly fuel consumption.

Food was the last item on which they considered saving. "I'd rather pay more for food now than for hospital bills when my children become undernourished."
senger car production, much of which comes out of old plant in Port Elizabeth.

There would be several advantages to moving Ford production to Pretoria. The plant is newer and labour is less militant. There would also be enormous savings on transport. Steel has to be hauled to the coast from the Transvaal and finished vehicles transported back again to the major markets.

Amer is still making huge published losses. Ford is probably also losing money even though it is producing more vehicles than it did last year.

This illustrates one of the ironies of the business whereby profits eluded many companies even in the so-called good years. For example, the boom of 1981 forced the industry to make profit-sapping efforts to fill demand. Total staff employed rocketed 38% between 1980 and 1982 to cope with a sales increase of less than 20% in the record year for 1981 — and key factory workers were flown in from Europe on short-term contracts which included accommodation at lavatory rates.

Out-of-stock components also had to be flown in at great expense to supplement those already delivered. Production was not in optimal sequence when they finally arrived.

After catching up with the last boom, production capacity is now too great and is adding to unit costs (see "Idle but costing").

The industry expects total sales of 415,750 vehicles, including 279,000 cars, this year, but 57% of these sales have already occurred in the period January-June. For the rest of the year, and for part of 1985, sales should fall to pre-1980 levels — making capitalisation even worse.

Rand slide costs

At the same time costs are rising. Since last year the rand has fallen about 40% against the yen and 20% against the Deutschemark. Import prices of locally-made cars still constitute about 50% of production cost, so currency changes alone have added 10%-20% to costs before inflation.

But car price increases, currently running at about 12% a year, are not covering the extra costs.

"I'm not prepared to lead the pack in raising prices as it could turn off the market completely," says Wilking.

Mercedes Benz MD Morris Shenker says "It is almost impossible to increase prices at the same rate as costs, because they are rising too fast and the competitive situation inhibits it even for luxury vehicles."

Some sources say under-recovery on costs in small and middle range cars is partly due to the pricing policies of market leader and star profit performer Toyota, which tends to set industry prices. It is probably in the best position to do this by virtue of its 20% share of the car market.

Toyo at is probably the only manufacturer working at full capacity, including a little overtime. This is despite the fact that its component assembler the Renault 5 recently ran out, giving further room for making Toyota.

Plans are now being implemented to ease output from the present 430 vehicles a day to 520 next year.

Figures released in the local motor publication "Wheels" show that on average each Toyota worker produces about 25 vehicles a year compared with figures ranging from seven to 15 for companies such as Amer, Ford, Nissan and Volkswagen. It could be argued that the figures are not strictly comparable because some companies produce more of their own components in-house than others. Nonetheless, few in the industry would deny Toyota's efficiency.

Toyota's other advantage could stem from its product range. It did not follow the rush into hatchbacks such as the Mazda 323, VW Golf and Datsun Pulsar after the 1979 oil crisis. Thus it did not take off as expected after oil prices slumped, and neither did Toyota opt for more advanced but more expensive front-wheel drive, preferring to stick with its reliable cheap-to-build conventionally-designed Corolla.

Coupled with a well-run and fully-loaded plant, this must have given it cost advantages as well as an edge on reliability which gives credence to its advertising slogan "Everything keeps going right. Toyota."

Another star performer has to be Mercedes Benz. Its figures are not published but Shenker says "Our organisation is profitable and has been since 1969."

Thus he attributes largely to "turning out a car that fits the image of efficient production facilities, a good dealer organisation, careful planning and the fact that we have always tried to recognise the limits to what we can sell. Our planning does not go wild on what the market will take."

BMW also makes profits although it is now working a four-day week at its recently enlarged facilities.

These manufacturers have demonstrated that motor companies can make profits in SA. Ironically Toyota is SA-owned and Mercedes held a majority of the SA shareholding until only recently when the German parent company bought control.

If others are to make profits too there seems little alternative to rationalisation. Most of the 14 vehicle makers here have had their chips in the ring for too long to take them out now. But the wait for the takeoff is becoming painful.
RATIONALISATION TALKS BETWEEN FORD AND AMCAR

THE Ford Branch Executive Committee of NAAWU has carefully considered the little information in press statements relating to rationalisation talks between Ford and Amcar.

The Branch Executive Committee also noted the belated outcry from civic, business and so-called political leaders on possible transfer by Ford of certain of its production facilities to the Transvaal.

It is surprising that some of these persons in high civic and political offices, during the struggle for a living wage, resulting in the industrial unrest in the Eastern Cape automobile industry, publicly praised and declared in press reports that the automobile companies in the Eastern Cape were fulfilling their social responsibilities as is required of them and were playing a meaningful role in the well-being of the community.

The current situation proves that their belief in the goodwill of these companies is misguided.

NAAWU has continuously highlighted and condemned the motives of companies that would do everything in the interest of protecting the profits of shareholders at the expense of the workers.

For upholding this position NAAWU has been under attack from the media, civic leaders and leaders of the Coloured Labour Party.

The present threats by Ford clearly confirm the correctness of NAAWU's position.

NAAWU has over the years relentlessly fought for an improvement in the standard of living of its members, better working conditions, adequate representation of workers in the factories, equal employment and job opportunities and improved job security.

The present discussion between Ford and Amcar clearly undermines everything the union is struggling for.

We warn both companies that their secret negotiations without consultation with the workers that will eventually be affected thereby is outrightly condemned by NAAWU and is a sure recipe for an industrial relations disaster.

The Branch Committee pledge its full support for the membership at both Amcar and Ford in their efforts to find a just solution to this problem and with this in mind demands -

1. Full consultation with the union by both companies on the implications of the negotiations on its membership at both plants.

2. A guarantee that no jobs would be eliminated as a result of these rationalisation plans.

3. Full information on the plans of both companies for the next ten years on investment and the implementation of new technology.

Ford Branch Executive Committee of NAAWU
26.10.84
Support for work boycott attributed to role of Fosatu

The overwhelming support for the work stayaway on the East Rand and in the Vaal Triangle has been attributed in part to the major role played by the Federation of South African Trade Unions (Fosatu) together with other unions organised in these areas.

A spokesman for the Fosatu sub-committee on the Vaal unrest and a member of the Transvaal Stayaway Committee said today that in highly organised factories in the Springs, Benon, Katlehong and Kempton Park areas, a 100 percent stayaway was recorded.

Among the unorganised factories, no more than 10 to 20 percent of the labour force had arrived for work for the second consecutive day today.

Police maintained a visible presence in kwaThema, Springs, Daveyton and Benon, and sources claimed that armed police had tried to persuade hostel workers to board Putco buses and return to work. Police had not commented at the time of going to press.

WORKER RESOLVE WEAKENS

In Alexandra and Soweto, worker resolve seemed to be weakening as increasing numbers of people caught public transport during the day.

Putco has reported decreased passenger loads in most parts of the PWV At Tembisa it has transported a mere 100 people today against 36 000 normally carried by this stage.

Mr Rogers said passenger figures had not dropped so sharply since the unrest of 1976.

Major retail chains continued operations in spite of the stayaway, and a spokesman for the OK Bazaars said none of the store’s outlets had been closed.

It was incorrectly reported in The Star yesterday that some of the branches had closed down operations.
PRESS STATEMENTS

SIMBA BOYCOTT CALLED OFF

UNION and Simba settled to day 1.11.84.

Simba agreed to:

* reinstate all the workers with the same conditions, job and wages
* to reinstate the agreement, and to be negotiated for improvement
* all workers to resume duties from 2 January 1985 since the company shut down on the 20 December 1984 and need to swiftly notify and pay off the present workforce
* to offer through union's request an interim relief of R60 000, payable in 2 instalments, i.e. November and December 1984.

SFAWU therefore request all FOSATU affiliates and all other organisations which actively participated or supported the boycott to sincerely announce to their members the complete calling off of the boycott

Sweet Food and Allied Workers Union
1.11.84

WISPECO STRIKE

OVER 300 members of the Metal and Allied Workers Union today entered the third day of their legal strike against local window frame manufacturers, Wispeco, a company which is part of the Metkor group.

The strike centres around the company's total refusal to negotiate any substantive matters whatsoever at plant level with MAWU and in particular severance pay for employees who are retrenched.

The company has just embarked on a massive retrenchment programme some 20 per cent of the workforce but refuses to negotiate any form of severance pay for the retrenched.

The company claims that it has chosen their national industrial council for the Iron and Steel and Metallurgical Industry as the sole forum where it will negotiate with trade unions and claims all collective bargaining of any substantive nature must occur through this institution.

Thus strike by MAWU members who followed the procedures laid down in the Labour Relations Act to make the action lawful and which has been supported by employees of other trade unions and non-members is similar to the steps taken against Hart Ltd, which is also part of the Metcor group.

The strike at Hart Ltd, involving some 600 employees which took place some three months ago was eventually resolved where the company agreed to negotiate a long service allowance for employees with MAWU at plant level

MAWU is of the opinion that the position adopted by Wispeco Ltd, is totally naive and wholly unworkable in that collective bargaining has to take place at a whole range of different levels depending on the issues to be negotiated. This is the pattern which has developed internationally and indeed even SEIFSA the giant Iron and Steel Employers Association has suggested that matters such as severance pay could be handled at plant level. The right to discuss ones wages and unemployment conditions directly with ones employers is fundamental – the refusal of such a right can only lead to substantial industrial unrest.

Metal and Allied Workers Union
6.11.84
Most of Secunda's workers dismissed

Labor Reporter

Sasol, this morning, told most of its 6,500 Secunda workers they had dismissed themselves by observing the two-day regional stayaway and asked them to collect their pay tomorrow.

Ultimatums were issued to morning-shift workers by the management of Sasol 2 and 3 in Secunda last night and a return-to-work deadline of 10.30 am was set.

The assistant general manager of Sasol, Mr. Rohn Hugo, today said notices had been distributed to all employees warning them the stayaway constituted a breach of their contracts.

Most employees who participated in the stayaway live in hostels in the eMbalenhle township.

The Chemical Workers' Industrial Union (CWIU), which claims a representative majority at the plants, held a meeting there at 4.30 am today but failed to persuade workers to return.

They refused to enter buses laid on to transport them after the meeting, and in spite of an extension of the deadline to 11.30 am most failed to return to work.

The afternoon and night-shift workers have been warned to return within two hours after the normal clock-in time.
Sasol fires 90% of workforce

Mail Reporter

SASOL yesterday dismissed 90% of its workforce — believed to be 6,000 — for not coming to work despite warnings that failure to do so would constitute a breach of their employment contract.

In a statement last night Sasol said workers were repeatedly requested to resume duties yesterday.

They were told that those who had not reported for duty by 11am yesterday would automatically be regarded as having been dismissed.

Thousands of workers stayed home yesterday — especially on the East Rand — on the final day of the two-day stayaway called by the Transvaal Stayaway Committee.

Stayaway figures released by Federated Chamber of Industries members were:

Kempton Park 100%, Springs 80%, Germiston 65%, Wadeville 50%, Industries between five and 50%, Boksburg up to 98%, Denver 20%, Vanderbijlpark 50%, Benoni 50%, Beecroft 50%, Elandsfontein 20%, Randfontein 3% and Sandton 20%.
Sasol's sacked 6 000 will wait to be evicted

By Carolyn Dempster and Langa Skosana

Buses were waiting and a makeshift pay-out point had been erected in the Secunda township of eMbalenkile to prepare for the removal of the 6 000 Sasol workers who were dismissed yesterday for taking part in the two-day regional stayaway.

Quiet return to work after stayaway

By Staff Reporters

Normality returned to Transvaal townships today as workers streamed to work after observing a two-day stayaway in protest at the Government's intransigence in attending to black people's grievances.

The stayaway was accompanied by violence in which at least 22 people, including one policeman, have died since Sunday.

The army was deployed to help police in the townships, but this has not been confirmed or denied by police spokesmen.

Workers in townships of the East Rand, Vaal Triangle, Johannesburg and Pretoria went to work today without incident.

In Tembisa, the scene of intense violence over the two days, thousands of residents flocked to work.

Several people who had managed to sneak to work yesterday were severely assaulted when

While a mass meeting of dismissed workers at the eMbalenkile township hostel this morning resolved to wait to be evicted, police with dogs patrolled the township in helicopters and vans with dogs.

More than 6 000 workers at Sasol's two Secunda plants — Sasol 2 and 3 — were told yesterday that they had "dismissed themselves" by observing the stayaway and failing to meet return-to-work deadlines.

Arrangements have been made to pay out the workers and send them home by 6 pm tonight, a spokesman for Sasol said.

But the company has given a verbal undertaking to the Chemical Workers' Industrial Union (CWIT) that the workers will not be unlawfully evicted from the hostels.

Workers who arrived at the gates of Sasol 2 and 3 this morning were turned away by security and told they were no longer employees.

Mr Michak Ravuku, branch chairman of the CWIT, said the workers would not voluntarily be sent back to the homelands to starve.

Workers urged to unite

The Minister of Manpower, Mr Pietie du Plessis, today called on workers involved in the mass stayaway of the last two days to stand together and not allow themselves to be exploited for purposes which were not in their interests.

"The fact that there had to be such widespread victimisation and intimidation to force people to stay away from work proves that certain revolutionary and political cowboys do not have the popular support they claim," he said.

"Intimidation is one of the lowest, most undemocratic and unchristian tactics that can be used to make people subscribe to your particular political view."

The Minister said there was adequate provision in existing labour legislation for all workers of every race to improve their working conditions. Illegal strikes served only to cause unnecessary hardship, he said. — Political Correspondent.
**SADF involvement should be quite clear**

The police will not issue statements on future joint South African Police-Defence Force operations.

"The State President himself as well as prominent members of the Government have already spelled out the situation clearly," said a spokesman for the Police Division for Public Relations in Pretoria today.

"The Defence Force assisted us in the past and will do so in future whenever it is required," the spokesman said.

"When members of the Defence Force are seen taking part in a police operation, their involvement should be quite clear and the issuing of statements unnecessary."

Some vehicles of the Defence Force which moved into Tembisa on Monday to help quell fierce rioting during the two-day stayaway, were seen pulling out of the area today.

Police however continued to patrol the township and armed soldiers in a Casspir stood guard near the shop of Tembisa mayor Mr Lucas Motlhwa, one of the few shops to escape being stoned and set alight during the riots.

A road grader of the East Rand Development Board started removing debris which had been used to barricade the streets.

**Dismissed Sasol workers will wait to be evicted**

**From Page 1.**

But most of them wished to avoid bloodshed and would not resist management attempts to get them out of the hostels.

The CWIU has sent a telex to Sasol advising it that any attempts to remove the workers from the hostels will be regarded as unlawful action.

In a statement released today, Mr Rod Crompton, general secretary of the CWIU, accused Sasol of using the stayaway as a means of getting rid of the union.

By refusing to allow the workers to return to work, the corporation was sustaining massive losses "which, with its access to taxpayers' money, it seems prepared to sustain to an extent not possible in the private sector," he said.

Unofficial estimates are that Sasol has lost about R12 million due to the stayaway.

But a spokesman for Sasol said production had not been unduly affected over the two days and recruitment of a new labour force would begin immediately.

**Stayaway ends quietly**

**From Page 1.**

They returned in the afternoon despite the presence of troops and police in Casspers.

At Kalafong Hospital outside Pretoria, at least 17 people from Atteridgeville -- including two youths who died -- were treated for bullet wounds, superintendent Dr G Jouber confirmed.

John Pheto (17) of 44 Masebule Street and Wallace Ramskin (13) -- died during confrontations with police. Both were shot in the neck.

The police public relations officer in Pretoria, Major Quinton Papenfus, said policemen had used only rubber bullets "which could not cause death."

"If people feel the deaths in Atteridgeville were caused by police, I strongly deny this because we did not use sharp ammunition but only rubber bullets and teargas to disperse mobs."

The allegation that the youths were killed by police would be investigated, he added.

Only 24.6 percent of the 2,832 East Rand pupils scheduled to write biology and physical science matric examinations yesterday turned up.

No pupils attended any of the East Rand's 53 schools and all pupils in the Vaal Triangle and Atteridgeville continued to boycott classes yesterday.
Thousands of workers paid off at Sasol

By JEANETTE MINNIE and SIPHO MOCOBO

As thousands of Sasol workers who heeded the stayaway call were paid off yesterday, Fosatu charged that "Sasol, a State-linked company, had chosen to provide massive industrial relations confrontation" and said the union organisation was looking for the support of other unions to take action against Sasol.

A Sasol spokesman said yesterday 2,500 had been paid off yesterday and Sasol had begun recruiting from the homelands.

Sasol replied accusing the Chemical Workers Industrial Union, a Fosatu affiliate, of "surreptitiously organizing a secret walk out" which could have seriously harmed the industry.

Sapa reports the Minister of Home Affairs and National Education, Mr F W de Klerk, yesterday warned that the Government would not tolerate destabilising activity in any sphere, including that of labour relations.

Mr De Klerk said the principle of South African labour legislation - keeping politics out of employer/employee relations - was under pressure and trade unions were being seen by some as a launching pad towards political power that bypassed the normal political democratic process.

Speaking at the annual congress of the Motor Industry Employers Union in Cape Town, Mr De Klerk said, "Political rights will be achieved by everyone through evolutionary constitutional development. South Africa cannot afford to allow its labour and economic spheres to become a political battlefield."

Sasol's workers were paid off at a field near Secunda's eMahleni Township.

A contingent of armed police in camouflage uniform sealed off the field and some manned roadblocks at the entrance of the township, scrutinising every vehicle entering the township.

Workers were getting their wages from about 11 security vehicles with the guards standing by.

The eMahleni hostel which housed thousands of
Thousands of workers paid off

Sasol employees were almost half-empty by 4pm as many had either already left or were still waiting for transport to fetch them. Hundreds of buses and private vehicles were packed with employees leaving Sasol.

Fosatuu said it believed Sasol had made a "gross error" and unless the company revised its decision, the cost in terms of production and future industrial relations would be "extremely high." The Chemical Workers Industrial Union (CWIU), a Fosatuu affiliate, accused Sasol of using the two-day work stoppage as an excuse to rid itself of the union at its Secunda plants.

Concerning the police presence, the union statement said: "The case with which Sasol has been able to direct and control the heavily armed police and army contingents allowed management to intervene at critical moments. For example, hippo drivers drove through a huge meeting of workers inside the Sasol hostel.

Despite this extreme provocation union stewards have so far succeeded in preventing any violence erupting.

A Sasol spokesman said "at this stage" the company would not reconsider re-employing dismissed workers.

He said Sasol had threatened to evict all hostel dwellers and people in company housing by 5pm last night but the union had threatened to challenge that in court.

---

PLANNING RETIREMENT
SENATOR PARK IS YOU
SOUTH AFRICA'S NO. 1
VILLAGE IN WHITE

We give you: One and two bedroom units; each with modern kitchen and lock-up garage.

1 BEDROOM UNIT — R54 000 — DEPOSIT: R1
2 BEDROOM UNIT — R76 000 — DEPOSIT: R1

BENEFITS TO YOU:
- 24 hour security
- Sick bay
- Intercom
- Library
- Card room
- Outdoor chest
- Frailcare unit
- Clubhouse with restaurant
- Pool
- Chapels
- Banking and postal facilities
- Fulltime nursing services
- Sleep well
- Care well
- Communicate
- Relax
- Relax
- Relax
- Relax
- Relax
- Exercise
- Convenience
- Convenience
- Convenience
- This is the only development where we offer you frailcare within your own home without separating you from your beloved.

Become part of this exclusive village in the beautiful Eastern Transvaal where you can enjoy your retirement.

INTER
WONINGS (EDMS) BPK
HOMES (PTY) LTD
Massive show of force made workers go home — union

By Carolyn Dempster, Labour Reporter

A massive show of force by police and army units at Sasol hostels in Secunda yesterday forced many of the 6,000 dismissed workers to return home, the CWIU's general secretary said today.

Mr. Rod Crompton said that in one incident four Hippos and four Land-Rovers containing South African Defence Force personnel surrounded the hostel block in shikahlembi where the CWIU's shop stewards' committee was meeting.

"Stewards ran for their lives, some jumping from second-floor windows and balconies. One union official was caught and detained," he said.

Police said the claims could not be confirmed and the situation in Secunda had been reported as quiet.

By late last night more than 2,800 of the workers had been paid off and 43 buses dispatched to various homelands.

The employees were told they had "dismissed themselves" after failing to report for work on Monday and refusing to heed management deadlines to return to work.

A Sasol spokesman said production had not been affected and the recruitment of new employees was in full swing.

He conceded the situation could not go on "indefinitely" and said work usually done by skilled employees would be contracted out.

Union allegations that the mass dismissal constituted an unfair labour practice were dismissed.

"We would not fire that number of people without taking expert legal advice," the spokesman said.

"We cannot allow grievances which have nothing to do with our labour relations to affect the running of the plant," he said.

The 150,000-member Federation of South African Trade Unions (Fosatu) today lashed Sasol for its "deliberately provocative" action.

"If the mass dismissal was carried out on the instruction of the Government, then it is that kind of insensitive provocation that gave rise to the stayaway," Fosatu's general secretary, Mr. Joe Foster, said.

Fosatu's central committee fully supported the stayaway "as an act of protest against specific Government policies and against the state of civil war that has been created in the Transvaal townships."

Sasol had now chosen to provoke a massive industrial relations confrontation by responding to the stayaway with mass firings, Mr. Foster said.

"Sasol has made a gross error and unless its decision is reviewed, the cost in terms of production and future industrial relations will be extremely high."

*See Pages 3 and 13, World section.*
Pay-off... and a grim future for Sasol workers

Hundreds of grim-faced workers at the Sasol plant in Secunda in the Eastern Transvaal reluctantly vacated their hostels last night.

They had been ordered to leave after taking part in a politically motivated two-day work stoppage.

The workers told touching stories of the bleak future they faced when they reached their homelands after repatriation.

About 30 buses laid on by Sasol ferried the workers to their homes.

Some workers were confused and near tears.

Police in riot gear kept a watchful eye as the workers were paid off and taken away.

A worker from Kuskmahoeek in the Ciskei, Mr Mzwengose Dantsy, said he had been without work for almost two years before he got a job at Sasol.

WORK

"Just when I thought I had found a job this is what happens," he added.

His wife and child and some of his relatives sometimes went without food because of lack of employment and the drought that ravaged the area, he said.

Without a job, he went on, his situation was going to be worse.

Influx control, said Mr Dantsy, added to his miseries.

He said the law required that he get permission from local authorities to reside and work in any area in South Africa.

This would be difficult because prospective employers would not want to employ a striker.

He said he joined the strike because he did not want to be the odd-man-out when the majority voted for staying out.

He felt that scabbing would be risky so he decided to join.

He understood the purpose of the stayaway was to protest against an increase in his fares in Secunda and also in sympathy with students who were boycotting classes on those days.

"I did not expect the company to take such drastic action and dismiss us without consultation with our union leaders," he said.

ACTION

"I believe there is something wrong and the authorities will have to put this right," Mr Patrick Lethabela, from Herschel in the Transkei, said that although he believed the workers were right to take part in the strike, he was shocked and dismayed at the action of the Sasol management.

"I think the company should have just docked our pay for the days we were absent from work," he added.

He said he had two small children who had to be fed.

He did not know what he was going to do.

Mr Thomas Chauke, an electrical operator from Gazankulu, is one of many skilled workers who live in three or four-bedroomed houses, which they rent from Sasol.

He and his colleagues are also affected by the general order and have to leave at the end of the month.

He said he had just bought a new kitchen and bedroom suite for his home and would have to carry the furniture back to Gazankulu.
Bid for metal unions merger

By JEANETTE MINNIE

THE Metal and Allied Workers' Union (Mawu) has approved a resolution calling for the merging of all metal unions into one powerful union.

At the recent annual general meeting of Mawu, which was held on the East Rand and which was attended by more than 4,000 workers, the workers urged that such unity talks commence as soon as possible.

The resolution said if was necessary to build one 'strong union which could effectively oppose the giant metal employers' association, the Steel and Engineering Industries Federation of South Africa (Seifsa).

The resolution calling for unity was closely linked with other resolutions condemning Seifsa for its "manipulative" role in wage negotiations and further stating that in 1984 Mawu would concentrate on fighting for a "living wage."

Resolutions on wider community issues were also approved, including one condemning the State for its action during township unrest.

November 9, 1984
Fosatu's chief detained in stayaway raids

By Jo-Anne Collinge and Carolyn Dempster

In the latest crackdown on people involved in the Transvaal two-day stayaway, police today detained Mr Chris Dlamini, president of the 115 000-member Federation of South African Trade Unions (Fosatu).

Mr Dlamini was arrested by police early today at his Springs workplace, a company spokesman said.

Fosatu has contacted international trade union secretariats to get their support in protest at the detention of Mr Dlamini.

Several key Transvaal Regional Stayaway Committee members were also detained yesterday in separate raids.

These are: committee chairman, Mr Thamalakane Mokate, who also represents the Soweto Area Committee of the United Democratic Front; Mr Moses Mayekiso, Transvaal organiser of the Metal and Allied Workers Union and a Fosatu member; and Mr Thembu Nontlantane of the Municipal and General Workers Union of South Africa.

Others being held are Mr Peter Magopa, regional chairman of the Congress of South African Students (Cosas); Mr Obed Bapela, a co-ordinator with the Media and Research Services (Mars), and a youth.

SOLITARY

Mr Mokate, Mr Mayekiso, Mr Nontlantane, Mr Magopa, and Mr Bapela are being held in terms of section 29 of the Internal Security Act, which provides for indefinite solitary confinement.

A fourth committee member, Soweto Youth Congress president Mr Gupa Monareng, is also reported to be in custody but his detention has yet to be confirmed.

Fosatu's general secretary, Mr Joe Foster, said: "This action will serve only to further inflame and polarise the situation.

UDF spokesman Mr Trevor Manuel said it would prove ineffective in the present climate.

Police have not yet confirmed the detention of Mr Festus Mothupi, branch chairman of the Chemical Workers' Industrial Union, who was held in Randfontein on Wednesday.

See Pages 3 and 4.
The Sweet, Food and Allied Workers' Union (Sfawu) has called off its boycott of Simba products and the company has agreed to reinstate more than 400 workers dismissed in August for striking over the sacking of three of their colleagues. It is still not clear whether the workers, whose sacking led to the strike, will be re-employed.

In terms of the settlement, the strikers will resume work at the beginning of January in order to give the company time to lay off workers who were hired to replace them. All strikers will receive a payment to tide them over to January, but management refuses to reveal precise amounts.

The settlement has raised questions whether the month-long boycott had any effect in bringing the company to terms. Simba MD Jan du Toit says "it is impossible to quantify the effect of the boycott" but it appears that adverse publicity was a prime consideration.

Du Toit says Simba did not suffer financially except for a few isolated instances in which company salesmen reported they were unable to sell their goods to a number of black-owned shops. He admits that the effect the boycott was having on the company's image was far more disturbing.

The FM was unable to contact Sfawu for comment.
Sasol workers confused
By Carolyn Dempster and Chris More

Only a trickle of the 6,000 dismissed Sasol workers remained in the township of eMahlalele yesterday, as the last of the hostel dwellers were paid off and bused home.

Confusion surrounded the position of skilled and semi-skilled workers in Sasol houses in Extension 4 of the township.

Some of the dismissed workers believed they had been given until the end of the month to get out, while others were told they would have to report back on Monday morning.

But a spokesman for Sasol said no notice had been given to those who occupied the houses, nor would any action be taken against them. He said there were 517 workers who resided in the houses.

MALICIOUS

In response to a query by the Federation of South African Trade Unions (Fosatu) that Sasol's action in firing the workers who participated in the two-day stayaway had been carried out on the instruction of the Government, the spokesman said this was a "malicious, gross untruth".

"Any intimation that the Government or any other governmental agency either instructed or expressed a wish in this regard is a gross untruth."

The bulk of the workers had been paid off and only a few had not yet collected their wages, he added.
Bleak future awaits fired Sasol 6000

HUNDREDS of grim-faced workers at the Sasol plant in Secunda, in the Eastern Transvaal, reluctantly vacated their hostels on Wednesday night after being ordered to leave the premises following their participation in a politically motivated two-day work stoppage.

The workers told touching stories of the bleak future they faced when they reached their homelands after repatriation.

About 30 buses laid on by Sasol ferried the workers, some of whom were confused and near tears, to their homes.

Police

Police in riot gear kept a watchful eye as the workers were paid off and taken away.

One of the workers from Kenkamahoek in the Ciskei, Mr Mzwemkos Dantsya, said he had been without a job for almost two years before he got a job at Sasol.

"Just when I thought I have found a job this is what happens," he said.

His wife and child and some of his relatives sometimes went without food because of lack of employment and the drought that ravaged the area, he said.

Without a job, he said, his situation was going to be worse.

Influx control, he said, added to his miseries. He said the law requires that he gets permission from local authorities to reside and work in any area in South Africa. This would be difficult because prospective employers would not want to employ a striker.

He said he joined the strike because he did not want to be the odd-man-out when the majority of the people voted for staying out. He felt scabbing would be nasty so he decided to join.

Protest

He understood the purpose of the stayaway was to protest against an increase in bus fares in Secunda and also in sympathy with students who were boycotting classes on those days.

Mr Patneck Lethabela from Herschel in the Transkei said although he believed that the workers were right to participate in the strike, he was shocked and dismayed at the action of the Sasol management.

"I think the company should have just docked our pay for the days we were absent from work," he said.

He said he had two small children who had to be fed. He did not know what he was going to do.

- The East Rand region of Inkatha has sent a telegram to the management of Sasol 2 and 3, asking them to reinstate the 6000 workers who were fired.
Unions lauded for stayaway campaign

THE overwhelming support for the work stayaway on the East Rand and in the Vaal Triangle has been attributed in part to the major role played by the Federation of South African Trade Unions together with other unions organised in the areas.

A spokesman for the Fosatu Sub-committee on the Vaal Unrest, and members of the Transvaal Stayaway Committee, said yesterday that in highly organised factories in the Springs, Benoni, Katlehong and Kempton Park locals, a 100 percent stayaway had been recorded.

This was as a result of the industrial action being fully discussed at shop floor level. At least 80 percent of the factories in these areas are organised by Fosatu unions.

Among the unorganised factories, no more than 10 to 20 percent of the labour force had arrived for work for the second day.

A Fosatu national spokesman said in the federation's view, the solidarity shown by workers had shown how important it was to consult organised workers before taking such action.

"It also quite clearly shows willingness to protest against Government policy on these issues," he added.

**Presence**

Police maintained a high presence in Kwa-Thema, Springs, Daveyton and Beumo, and sources in the township claimed that armed police had attempted to pressure workers to board Putco buses and return to work.

In Daveyton, police were also reported to have gone on house-to-house searches telling workers to report at the factories, but with little success.

In Alexandra and Soweto, worker resolve seemed to be weakening as increasing numbers of people caught public transport into urban and industrial areas during the course of the day.

Putco has reported decreased passenger loads in most parts of the PWV at Tembisa if it transported a mere 100 people yesterday and is "sending in only an occasional bus escorted by a police hippo", public relations executive Mr Pat Rogers said.

The proportions of normal loads being carried yesterday were KwaThema 7 to 10 percent, Vosloorus 30 to 40 percent, Alexandra 80 percent, Soweto 60 and 90 percent, Mamelodi normal, Ekangala (Bronkhorstspruit) 70 to 90 percent.

**Tense**

The situation in both townships was reported as quiet but tense as police patrolled the streets.

A spokesman for the Transvaal Chamber of Industries said the stayaway seemed to be concentrated on the East Rand and in the Vaal Triangle, and in these areas it was quite widespread.

Major retail chains continued operations in spite of the stayaway, and a spokesman for the OK Bazaars said none of the stores outlets had been closed. It was incorrectly reported that some of the branches had closed down operations.

"In most cases our black staff constituted only 50 percent of the total workforce, so we are able to continue operations as normal," said the spokesman.
Sasol comes under attack

By SELLO RABOTHATA

The Federation of South African Trade Unions yesterday condemned the decision by Sasol's management to sack its entire workforce following the two-day Transvaal stayaway this week.

In a statement released by the general secretary of the federation, Mr Joe Foster, Fosatu said: "The workers were prepared to return to work on Wednesday but were kept out by management — an action which is seen as being deliberately provocative."

The statement added that Fosatu supported and participated in the stayaway as an act of protest against specific government policies and against the state of civil war that has been created in the Transvaal townships. Employers should not have intruded in this act of protest as Fosatu believes to do so would only direct the anger towards themselves.

Senseless

"Yet Sasol — a State linked company — has chosen to provoke a massive industrial relations confrontation. If this mass dismissal has been carried out on the instruction of the Government then it is just this kind of senseless and masochistic provocation that gave rise to the stayaway protest. "If as our affiliates believe Sasol is merely using this stayaway as a convenient excuse to rid itself of the union then the company is making a major mistake. It cannot hope to replace 6,000 workers, a large proportion of whom are skilled, without sustaining major losses. Who will pay for all these losses — the taxpayer and the consumer?" Foster added.

Fosatu also believes Sasol management has made a gross error and unless they review their decision, the cost in terms of production and future relations will be extremely high.
Fosatu chief detained in police swoop

By ANTON HABER
Political Reporter

POLICE yesterday detained Mr Chris Dlamini, the president of the Federation of SA Trade Unions (Fosatu) and one of the leading figures in the trade union movement.

Mr Dlamini was held under Section 29 of the Internal Security Act while at work at the Kellogg's factory in Springs yesterday morning.

His detention is likely to have major repercussions both locally and internationally, and particularly among the 110 000 members of Fosatu's affiliates.

Mr Dlamini is also president of the Fosatu-affiliated Sweet, Food and Allied Workers' Union (SFAWU).

It is believed his detention is part of the police clampdown on those responsible for the organisation of this week's two-day work stayaway.

Earlier, Security Police raided and searched the regional offices of Fosatu and a number of its affiliates in Germiston.

They also took photographs and details of all the union's officials who were present.

Meanwhile, the police division of public relations has confirmed the detention earlier this week of six people, including four members of the committee that organised the stayaway.

They are Mr Thami Mah, Mr Themba Notohlane, Mr Moses Mayekiso and Mr Oupa Moka, members of the Transvaal Regional Stayaway Committee, and Mr Obed Bopela and Mr Peter Mokgaba, both under Section 29.

However, police said they were unable to confirm the detention of Mr Dlamini.

JEANETTE MINNIE reports that Fosatu has begun informing overseas trade unions of developments surrounding the stayaway, including the detention of Fosatu officials and others.

Fosatu officials at yesterday's Press conference, from left: Mr Clement Mbuyisa, vice-president of the Paper, Wood and Allied Workers' Union; Mr Rod Crompton, general secretary of the Chemical Workers' Industrial Union; Mr Jay Naidoo, general secretary of the Sweet, Food and Allied Workers' Union, and Mr Chris Bonner, branch secretary of the Chemical Workers' Industrial Union.

The township unrest and the recent dismissal of 6 000 Saso workers.

At a Press conference in Johannesburg yesterday, Mr Jay Naidoo, the general secretary of the SFAWU, said the aim was for these unions to take the issues up with their government and for these governments to in turn take up the issue with the South African Government.

Mr Joe Foster, the general secretary of Fosatu, is presently in Europe attending the convention of the International Confederation of Free Trade Unions and he has already urged major international union representatives to take up the issues.

Fosatu has also decided to declare the coming festive season a "Black Christmas" and will urge all its members not to celebrate and not to buy anything special other than essential goods.

And at the next round of unity talks this month between the major trade union federations, which include Fosatu and the Council of Unions of South Africa (Cosatu) and major independent unions, the issue of unified trade union response to the recent events will be high on the agenda.

Mr Naidoo condemned the police raids on Mawu and Fosatu's Germiston offices as an "invasion of our legitimate rights without any reason".

Cosatu, the second major trade union federation who supported the stayaway call, yesterday released a statement declaring its unconditional support for all unions and unionists who were presently under "state attack".
Union federation issues call for ‘Black Christmas’

Christmas 1984 has been declared a “Black Christmas” by the 115 000-member Federation of South African Trade Unions (Fosatu)

The call has gone out to all affiliates and union members not to buy anything other than essentials over Christmas in protest at the police detention of Fosatu president Mr Chris Dlamini and Transvaal organiser Mr Moses Mayekiso, and the mass dismissal of 6 000 Sasol workers.

“As a trade union movement, we feel we have nothing to celebrate,” Mr J Naidoo, general secretary of the Fosatu-affiliated Sweet Food and Allied Workers’ Union (SFAWU) told a Press conference in Johannesburg yesterday.

Other steps the federation has taken in response to the detentions and mass dismissals of Sasol workers, 4 000 of whom belong to Fosatu’s Chemical Workers’ Industrial Union, are:

- Fosatu general secretary Mr Joe Foster has raised both issues with international union federations currently attending the conference of the International Confederation of Free Trade Unions (ICFTU) in West Germany.

- The German trade union federation DGB has been asked to raise the issue of the detentions and dismissals with the German Government and urge that the matter be raised with the South African Minister of Foreign Affairs, Mr Pik Botha, who is visiting West Germany.

- A possible boycott of all Sasol products is being discussed by Fosatu regional committees.

- All affiliates are contacting their respective International Trade Union Secretariats to inform them of the detentions and mass dismissals.

- A special edition of Fosatu Worker News, mouthpiece of the federation, is being published this weekend and it will concentrate on the events which led up to the Sasol dismissals and the stayaway.

In addition to these actions, a special Fosatu executive committee meeting has been called for next week to discuss further possible action.

Other unions involved in the stayaway action — including the 150 000-member Council of Unions of South Africa (Cosatu), the 100 000-member South African “Allied Workers’ Union” (SAAWU), General and Allied Workers’ Union, Commercial Catering and Allied Workers’ Union (CCAWUSA) — will also be consulted on their possible participation in the “Black Christmas.”

A meeting of the union groupings involved in the unity talks has also been scheduled for mid-November and the action taken against Fosatu officials and members will be high on the agenda, said Mr Naidoo.
Sasol firings 'morally right' by Carolyn Dempster

Sasol was "morally right" in its decision to dismiss 2,400 workers who took part in the two-day stayaway this week, and would not tolerate the interference of its operation by unrelated actions, the corporation's senior general manager, Dr Dirk Mostert, said last night.

The dismissed workers made up 38 percent of the workforce at the two oil-from-coal plants at Secunda.

Dr Mostert denied claims that the mass dismissal was carried out on the orders or behalf of the Government, or that it was a political decision — despite the fact that seven of Sasol's 11 board directors are Government appointees or have direct State links.

He said the dismissal decision was carried out by the corporation's senior management, and the action was "unavoidable" because of the sophisticated nature of the plants, which depend for their safe operation on a high labour force reliability.

Dr Mostert said that because of the extraordinary measures and precautions taken by the company, there had been no loss of production so far.

In response to claims that Sasol utilised the heavy police and army presence to oust the dismissed workers from their hostels, Dr Mostert said it had not called in the police.

But it would have been "highly irresponsible" not to have requested protection for employees subject to intimidation, and the company communicated with the police regarding protection during the paying-off process.

He said the company was not answerable for the action of police in Hipsos during a mass union meeting during the stayaway.

Dr Mostert denied that the army had been called in to assist with the running of the plant.

115 000-member Federation of
Workers' Union (SFAWU) told a
press conference last night that it could not buy anything other than to the president Mr Chris Dlamini and 500 Sasol workers.

"We are not satisfied," Mr J Naidoo, general secretary of the Federation, said.

"We want to be heard and we want to be satisfied," he said.

-- end --
Union tells of worker anger at Sasol

BY JEANETTE MINNIE

The Chemical Workers' Industrial Union (CWIU) said yesterday that unlike the "gleaming futuristic" image most whites had of Sasol, for workers the plant meant "danger, arduous working conditions, barracks-like hostels, racial oppression, rumours of men killed in accidents during the night and whisked away and, generally, a very repressive environment."

The general secretary of the CWIU, Mr Rod Crompton, said the union told workers they were exempt from the two-day work stayaway call, but that the workers insisted on supporting the call.

At a Federation of South African Trade Unions (Fosatu) Press conference yesterday, Mr Crompton said Sasol workers were given exemption because of the nature of the Sasol plant as a "State project" and because the union had only recently organised itself at the plant.

"However, given the pent-up anger and frustration of Sasol workers at this stage, they insisted on observing the stayaway and decided to follow it with a bus boycott on their return to work."

He said the workers had intended to stage a bus boycott from Monday this week because the bus company, United Transport, had refused to negotiate with the union about workers' grievances over transport.

When they heard of the Fosatu work stayaway call for Monday and Tuesday, they decided to join that instead and to hold the bus boycott afterwards.

Mr Crompton sketched the following events from Monday:

- On Monday more than 90% of the workforce stayed away in the hostels complex the stayaway was 100%. A large contingent of army and police vehicles stationed themselves at the hostel gates and the township.

- At 8pm on Monday helicopters dropped thousands of pamphlets on the hostels threatening them with dismissal if they did not return to work by 10am the next day, and thus "angered" workers.

- Shop stewards and organisers held an all-night meeting and it was agreed that a general meeting would be held early in the morning and that the union would recommend a return to work.

- On Tuesday a meeting of 5000 workers took place in the hostel grounds at 6am. The union had persuaded the management to allow the meeting and to keep the police and army out of it. But during a break in the meeting, while shop stewards were meeting, two "bishops" drove into the crowd of assembled workers. The stewards managed to prevent violence but the meeting broke up and workers were now determined to stay away.

- A meeting between the union and management was arranged and while union representatives were waiting for management, the build-up of army and police presence increased substantially and a sniffer machine also made its appearance.

- About noon, management said it was no longer prepared to have any dealings with the union since the employees had been dismissed.
Sasol 'morally right' to fire 5 400

Weekend Argus
Correspondent

JOHANNESBURG — Sasol was "morally right" in its decision to dismiss the 5 400 workers who participated in the two-day stayaway, and would not tolerate the interference of its operation by unrelated actions, the corporation's senior general manager Dr Dirk Mostert has said.

Those dismissed constituted 38 percent of the total workforce of 12 015 at the corporation's two Secunda plants.

Dr Mostert refuted allegations that the mass dismissal was carried out on the orders or the behest of the Government or that it was a political decision, in spite of the fact that seven of Sasol's directors are government appointees or have direct state links.

"Unavoidable"

He said last night the decision to dismiss them was carried out by the senior management of the company, and the action was "unavoidable" owing to the sophisticated nature of the plants which depend for their safe operation on high labour force reliability.

Dr Mostert said that owing to the extraordinary measures and precautions taken by the company, there had been no loss of production so far.

He added there was not likely to be any loss of production in the period that it took to recruit and re-train a replacement black workforce, which had already begun.

Dr Mostert denied the army had been called in to assist with the running of the plant, and said the remaining Sasol workers, including 1 600 black workers, were keeping the two plants going.

Sasol is the only company to have dismissed workers for participation in the stayaway, while other companies who traditionally have adopted a hard industrial relations line have opted for a "no work, no pay" approach.

The Chemical Workers' Industrial Union, of which 4 600 of the dismissed workers were members, has claimed that Sasol, aware of its symbolic image in South Africa, could not tolerate the concept of its workers participating in a politically motivated stayaway and let it pass unpunished.

POLITICAL comment in this issue by M van Schalkwyk and H Robertson. Headlines
Front supports call for a 'Black Yuletide'

By SARAH SUSSENS

THE United Democratic Front has come out in full support of the call for a Black Christmas. Earlier this week the Federation of South African Trade Unions (Fosatu) called on all member unions and affiliates not to buy anything other than essentials this Christmas.

The call was a response to the detention by police of Fosatu president Mr Chris Dimmba and Transvaal organiser Mr Moses Mayekiso and the sacking of 6,000 Sasol workers.

In a statement issued yesterday, the president of the United Democratic Front, Mrs Albertina Sisulu, said it was impossible for any South African of conscience to celebrate Christmas as a joyous occasion.

"Brutal!"

"Events throughout the Transvaal and other parts of the country have reached tragic proportions," she said.

"More than 1,000 oppressed people have been killed by the brutal forces of apartheid. More than 200 people are currently in detention without trial. 6,000 workers have been dismissed and the educational structure has collapsed with tens of thousands of black scholars facing a bleak and uncertain future."

"The full might of the SADF has been mobilised in order to intimidate and frighten residents into submission."

"The root cause of the suffering is the evil system of apartheid which our people have decided to challenge and destroy.

"In this context it becomes impossible for any South African of conscience to celebrate Christmas as a joyous occasion."
Sasol union accuses Govt

By Angus Macmillan

THE firing of 6 000 black workers at Sasol 2 and Sasol 3 could spark a new confrontation between labour unions and the Government.

The workers were dismissed on Wednesday after taking part in the campaign organized by the Transvaal Regional Stayaway Committee.

Sasol denies any Government involvement in the wholesale dismissals, but the Chemical Workers Industrial Union (CWIU) and some industrial relations consultants suspect a Cabinet hand in the decision.

CWIU general secretary Rod Crompton says: "We know the decision came from high places. A company without strong Government connections could not fire so many workers just like that. The recruiting, screening and training costs would be prohibitive."

He claims there was collusion between Sasol and the army to disturb worker meetings and give ultimatums to return to work.

Insisted

CWIU representatives arranged exemption for its 4 000 Secunsa members not to take part in the stayaway, but Mr Crompton says they insisted on joining.

Sasol assistant general manager Robin Hugo calls accusations of Government involvement in the dismissals a gross and malicious untruth.

"We are a private company listed on the Johannesburg Stock Exchange. The Government had absolutely nothing to do with our decision to dismiss the workers."

"We first warned workers on the Thursday before the stayaway was called not to take part."

An Industrial relations consultant says Government involvement in the firings is likely, especially after Mr F W de Klerk's comment on the campaign.
Nightmare the jobs end

WHEN SOME of the 8500 Sasol Two and Three workers were reported for duty on Tuesday morning and were turned away, it was the beginning of a nightmare.

Within hours they met with Chemical Workers Industrial Union shop stewards to plan their next move.

They agreed that their representatives would immediately drive to Johannesburg and contact their lawyers. The rest would stay behind.

But it was not to be — seconds later their hostels were surrounded by heavily armed policemen in camouflage dress.

They were ordered to pack all their belongings into plastic bags and leave.

Hostel inmates told City Press that one of their organisers, Tacha Motloung, was assaulted by the police and arrested.

When the workers trooped into an open space outside the Emathombo hostel, the message sank in.

A neat row of buses on the side of the road faced a larger of payroll vans with police lines behind them.

They were being paid off by Sasol.

The workers boarded the buses marked with their places of origin — OwaQwa, Bushbuckridge, KwaZulu and Transkei.

"This is very sad. This is something bigger than Sasol. We could not turn back after our solidarity with what was happening to blacks in the two days during the stayaway," said Manene Yoliwa from the Transkei's Oumbu district, who worked as an operator for 18 months.

"Maybe this is the beginning of something, but I can't say what. There is no time for us to feel sorry or afraid. We must show Sasol that we are brave," said Maxwell Mayekiso from Queenstown.

He suffered a double blow — his brother Hamilton also lost his job.

Queues formed at the payroll vans as men and women collected their pay packets and slowly walked to the buses which would take them home.

A few fortunate ones went back to their rented rooms in the township to wait — uncertain of their future.

Young Mary-Jane Mahlangu summed up the painful situation.

She left Vrede, her
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A neat row of buses on the side of the road faced a larger of payroll vans with police lines behind them. They were being paid off by Sasol.

The workers boarded the buses marked with their places of origin — QwaQwa, Bushbuckridge, KwaZulu and Transkei.

“This is very sad. This is something bigger than Sasol. We could not turn back after our solidarity with what was happening to blacks in the two days during the stayaway,” said Marin Yolisa from the Transkei's Qumbu district, who worked as an operator for 18 months.

“Maybe this is the beginning of something, but I can’t say what. There is no time for us to feel sorry or af-

HEAVILY armed police in camouflage dress mingled with thousands of Sasol workers who were paid off and sent to their homes this week.

rado. We must show Sasol that we are brave,” said Maxwell Mayekiso from Queenstown.

He suffered a double blow — his brother Hamilton also lost his job. Queues formed at the payroll vans as men and women collected their pay packets and slowly walked to the buses which would take them home.

A few fortunate ones went back to their rented rooms in the township to wait — uncertain of their future.

Young Mary-Jane Mahlangu summed up the painful situation: She left Vrede, her home in the Free State, in 1981 to seek employment at Sasol. Her job at the giant petrol plant meant a world of difference to her parents — she was the sole breadwinner.
Disturbance outside factory ends quietly

Post Reporter

THERE was anger, but no violence, outside a factory in Neave Township today when a crowd of between 700 and 800 people started shouting at one another, according to the managing director of the firm.

Mr Francois de Selliers, managing director of Indutex, where there was violence between dismissed workers and job seekers last week, said he believed there were more problems between the two groups.

On Friday about 200 striking workers were dismissed by Indutex for repudiating the terms of their contract when they refused to return to work on Friday. They then reportedly attempted to prevent job seekers from entering the factory premises.

The workers, led by the National Union of Textile Workers, refused to return to work unless a security official was dismissed.

Mr De Selliers said that when the police arrived today he asked them to keep a low profile, which they did.

He said the crowd later calmed down and all was quiet.

Mr De Selliers said he had hired some new workers on Friday and was busy training them.

He said he was not re-hiring dismissed workers "at this stage."

Mr De Selliers said he might hire more people in the course of the week, but was not doing so today.

Mr De Selliers said some of the people outside his factory were ex-workers who were waiting to be paid.
Unions demands to govt

Labour Report

TENSIONS between the government and the independent trade union movement mounted further yesterday with the Federation of South African Trade Unions (Fosatu) and seven Western Cape unions demanding the release of trade union leaders and others detained over the past week.

In a statement after a special central committee meeting at the weekend, Fosatu also announced that “detailed and far-reaching” decisions had been taken to “protect Fosatu and ensure the release of those detained”.

These would be referred to all regions and affiliates for their approval and implementation, followed by a report-back to a Fosatu executive meeting.

Fosatu would also contact other unions to support it in its actions: “Fosatu is not prepared to stand by and watch its leadership being detained.”

The Fosatu campaign follows the detention of Mr Chris Dlamini, its president, and two Transvaal union officials in the wake of last week’s two-day stayaway.
Another Fosatu man 'held'

By ANTON HARBER
and JEANETTE MINNIE
SECURITY POLICE are
believed to have detained
another leading figure in
the Federation of SA
Trade Unions (Fosatu), Mr Banga-
lwe Solo, bringing to four
the number of unions in
detention without trial.

At the same time, Fo-
satu, which represents
about 110,000 workers, has
handed a notice "to protect
Fosatu and ensure the re-
lease of those detained".

Fosatu said in a state-
ment that it was not pre-
pared to stand by and see
its leadership detained A
spokesman added that
these were not just "empty
words".

However, no further de-
tails were given, except
that decisions taken in this
regard at a weekend meet-
ing have been referred to
the regions for approval.

According to Mr Solo’s
lawyers, he was detained
on Saturday morning and is
being held under Section 29
of the Internal Security
Act.

Mr Solo is an East Rand
organiser for the Fosatu-affil-
ated National Union of
Textile Workers. He was
also the information officer
of a special Fosatu com-
mittee formed recently to
monitor the unrest situa-
tion in Transvaal town-
ships.

The police directorate of
public relations said yest-
tereday that it was unable to
confirm the detention.

Last week, police de-
tained Mr Chris Dlamini,
the Fosatu president, Mr
Moses Mayekiso, the Fo-
satu representative on the
Transvaal Regional
Stayaway Committee, and
Mr Themba Nolutshane, of
the Municipal and General
Workers’ Union of SA.

They were held in a gen-
eral sweep on people in-
volved in last week’s two-
day work stayaway. Police
are also holding Mr Jerry
Rau, also of Fosatu.

In a statement yester-
day, Fosatu said "Detailed
and far ranging decisions
have been taken by a spe-
cially formed central com-
mittee to protect Fosatu
and to ensure the release of
those detained."

Fosatu totally con-
demned the detention of its
office holders and officials.

The detentions were a
"direct attack on unions" and
it would be asking oth-
er unions to support it in its
actions, Fosatu said.

The Fosatu central com-
mittee will also ask other
unions to consider imple-
menting the proposal for a
"Black Christmas" in the
Transvaal as a national
campaign urging all mem-
bers not to celebrate and
not to buy anything apart
from essential goods.

And a number of Cape
Town trade unions have
said they consider the de-
tention of Mr Dlamini as an
attack on the trade union
movement as a whole and
the detention of members of
the stayaway committee
as "grossly provocative".

In the meantime, the
"take action" motion in
Fosatu was postponed.

Fosatu's general sec-
tary, Mr Mxolisi Nkosi,
said that he would not be
in a position to make any
decision on the "take ac-
tion" motion in Fosatu until
the situation at the central
committee meeting was
clarified.

He added that Fosatu
would not take any action
against those detained un-
til the situation was clari-
ted.

The detentions were a
"direct attack on unions" and
it would be asking oth-
er unions to support it in its
actions, Fosatu said.

The Fosatu central com-
mittee will also ask other
unions to consider imple-
menting the proposal for a
"Black Christmas" in the
Transvaal as a national
campaign urging all mem-
bers not to celebrate and
not to buy anything apart
from essential goods.

And a number of Cape
Town trade unions have
said they consider the de-
tention of Mr Dlamini as an
attack on the trade union
movement as a whole and
the detention of members of
the stayaway committee
as "grossly provocative".

In the meantime, the
"take action" motion in
Fosatu was postponed.

Fosatu's general sec-
tary, Mr Mxolisi Nkosi,
said that he would not be
in a position to make any
decision on the "take ac-
tion" motion in Fosatu until
the situation at the central
committee meeting was
clarified.

He added that Fosatu
would not take any action
against those detained un-
til the situation was clari-
ted.
Unions may declare ‘black Christmas’

Labour Reporter

The largest black labour body in the country, the Federation of SA Trade Unions, is to consider a nation-wide campaign to declare a "black Christmas" this year to protest against Government action against trade unions.

The 150,000-strong federation, which played a key role in the two-day stayaway in the Transvaal, condemned the detentions of its president, Mr. Chris Dlamini, and officials Mr. Moses Mayekiso of the Metal and Allied Workers’ Union and Mr. Agilizewe Solo of the National Union of Textile Workers.

At a specially convened Postu central committee meeting this weekend, the Transvaal region suggested that workers declare this a "black Christmas" and not celebrate the end-of-year holidays.

AFFILIATES

"Fosatu is not prepared to stand by and watch its leadership being detained. We see this as a direct attack on unions and we will be contacting other unions to support us," said a federation spokesman.

The Transvaal region's proposal for a "black Christmas" will be discussed by all Fosatu affiliates and regions.

Fosatu also said it wished to "state clearly" why hundreds of thousands of Fosatu members in the Transvaal stayed away.

"We believe this is necessary because there has been too much focus on reports of violence and too little on the issue."

AGE LIMIT

Fosatu said it supported the stayaway because it wanted:

- A "clear announcement" on removing the age limit in schools;
- Democratically constituted student representative councils in schools;
- The army removed from Vaal Triangle townships “and a stop to police harassment of residents”;
- The suspension of rent and bus fare increases.

(Report by P. Green, 122 St George's Street, Cape Town)
Textile strikers hope for solution

Post Reporter

A SOLUTION to the differences between Indutex management and the strikers should be found by tomorrow, the leader of the National Union of Textile Workers, Mr. Gaardonald Ngawana said today.

Last week about 300 Indutex workers downed tools after their demand that a fellow worker be fired was not met.

They consequently lost their jobs.

Mr. Ngawana maintained none of the strikers had re-applied for jobs — "only the scabs."

The strikers were united in their standpoint not to back down, he said.

Meanwhile a spokesman for Indutex said crowds of job seekers were still queuing outside the factory and more would be taken on or re-hired today.

Management has refused to fire the man the workers want dismissed because he "has done no wrong."
before a company disciplinary hearing. These matters prompted NUTW to make a successful application to the Industrial Court for an urgent interdict to:

- Restrain Jaguar from requiring or permitting its employees to work overtime in contravention of the BCEA;
- Restrain Jaguar from locking out any NUTW members, terminating their employment contracts or refusing to re-employ any workers in order to compel its employees to comply with its demand that they work overtime on Saturdays.

This is the first instance in which this type of application has been made successfully in the court as labour lawyers have been daunted by the very narrow view the court has taken of its powers in this regard in the past. NUTW claimed that:

- Overtime work is a voluntary matter and could not be a breach of contract to refuse to work it;
- The overtime the company was demanding exceeded the limits laid down in the Basic Conditions of Employment Act;
- The dismissal and threatened dismissal of workers who refused overtime work constituted a lock-out and that the lock-out was illegal because Jaguar had not referred the dispute about working overtime to the industrial council.

At a meeting on May 14, Jaguar, which recognises the National Union of Leather-workers, agreed in principle to recognise NUTW with the proviso that it should be recorded in a written agreement. Jaguar undertook to prepare and submit a draft agreement to NUTW. However, the union claims the company failed to submit the promised draft despite several requests that it do so. As a result NUTW referred the dispute to the Industrial Council for the Leather Industry in June.

Soon afterwards Jaguar sent a draft recognition agreement to NUTW. The union responded by arranging a meeting for July 2 to settle the dispute which had been referred to the industrial council and to discuss the draft agreement. NUNTEU's hitches held up the recognition negotiations and disputes arose over the union's claim that management had agreed to grant it stop order facilities and access to the factories.

From the union's side matters came to a head when its members decided to institute a ban on overtime work on Saturdays to pressure Jaguar to recognise NUTW. The union conducted a boycott on August 27 in which 650 of 677 workers voted in favour of an overtime ban. NUTW claimed that the overtime ban was a form of a legal strike because the industrial council had not settled the recognition dispute that had been referred to it.

The union also claimed that the overtime Jaguar was expecting its workers to work contravened the overtime limits laid down in the Basic Conditions of Employment Act (BCEA) which had come to apply to the factories because the industrial council agreements covering them had expired.

In response, the company said it would dismiss any employee who failed to work overtime and disputed NUTW's claim that the overtime ban was legal as the council believed the recognition dispute had been settled by the despatch of the draft recognition agreement.

The company also said the overtime ban would be illegal because:

- The union had widened the terms of the dispute originally referred to the industrial council to include the issues of stop orders, factory access and refusing to enter into bona fide negotiations with the union;
- The ballot had not been conducted properly; and
- An overtime ban would constitute a breach of the employment contract as overtime work was a well-established practice and had been accepted by the workers for a reason.

The company threatened to:

- Seek an interdict restraining NUTW and its members from the threatened overtime ban;
- Dismiss any employee who failed to work overtime without an acceptable reason;
- Seek an order from the Industrial Court for a status quo order restraining the introduction of an overtime ban on the grounds that it would constitute an unfair labour practice. It has subsequently lodged an application with the court.

The union was successful in its application to the Industrial Court for a status quo order restraining the introduction of an overtime ban and staff were summoned to appear.

**Quotable**

Anglovaal chairman Basil Hersov in his annual report:

The increasing urbanisation of the SA population continues to constitute a major factor in the planning of the future of the country. This is a matter of particular concern to the private sector because of the close connection between urbanisation and economic growth. Urbanisation is an inevitable and irreversible process, requiring carefully considered initiatives rather than futile and expensive attempts to counter its progress. Urbanisation must be accepted and converted into a positive element in our situation. This would not only help to stimulate the country's economic growth, but, by encouraging formal and informal sector businesses, would help to relieve unemployment.

Several private sector leaders have recently called for joint private sector, public sector and community involvement in formulating a national urbanisation strategy. It cannot be emphasised too strongly that the current concentration on only one element, namely the control over the movements of people, remains a politically facile and dangerous response.

It is clear from our own experience and that of other countries that large-scale forcible relocation of people should not and cannot form part of a long-term response to urbanisation. Accordingly, government's continued use of removal in the pursuit of certain ideological patterns of resettlement is unacceptable from the point of view of the private sector at large, and strenuous representations in this regard have been made by a variety of private sector sources.
LABOUR DISPUTES
Retrenchment ripple

Retrenchments in the metal industry have become a major point of contention between trade unions and employers, as two current strikes in Durban vividly illustrate.

At window-frame manufacturer Wispeco, which is a member of the Steel and Engineering Industries Federation of SA (Seifsa), 950 members of the Metal and Allied Workers' Union (Mawu) have been on a legal strike since November 2. The strike has brought to a standstill as workers who are members of two other unions — the SA Borlers' Society and the Electrical Industrial Workers' Union (EWIU) — are also out.

Tensions at the plant have been building up for some time. Mawu originally declared a dispute some months ago because of Wispeco's refusal to negotiate substantive issues with the union at plant level. The company states that it is not prepared to support plant-level bargaining on issues that are covered in the main agreement of the giant National Industrial Council for the Iron, Steel, Engineering and Metallurgical Industry.

Wispeco subsequently retrenched 95 workers from all three unions, including a senior Mawu shop steward, and refused to negotiate on severance pay with Mawu outside the industrial council. This brought matters to a head, and Mawu members, who had qualified to go on a legal strike because of the council's failure to settle the dispute, downed tools.

Says Mawu's Geoff Schrenner: "The position adopted by Wispeco is totally naive and unworkable. Collective bargaining has to take place at a whole range of different levels, depending on the issues to be negotiated. This is the pattern that has developed internationally, and even Seifsa has suggested that matters such as severance pay could be negotiated at plant level. The workers are caught in a situation in which Seifsa is saying one thing and the company another."

Schrenner drew a parallel between this dispute and a legal strike which occurred some months ago at another Durban metal company, Hart, in which the issue was also plant level versus industrial council bargaining. The Hart dispute was resolved when management agreed to negotiate a long-service allowance for workers at plant level. Wispeco spokesman countered that an agreement had been reached with the boilermakers and the EWIU that the retrenched workers would receive payment for 10 shifts in lieu of notice. "Management cannot agree to demands that would result in employees with different union affiliation receiving different benefits," he said.

At Dobryl Marine, between 250 and 300 members of the General Workers' Union (GWU) have been on strike for the past month over the retrenchment of 15 employees, among them the plant's senior shop steward. Winnell Diaman, GWU's Dave Lewis has accused the company of victimising Diaman. The union has lodged the dispute with the metal industrial council and has applied to the Industrial Court to have the workers reinstated.

The union claims that it has warned the company's board of directors in the past that Dobryl's retrenchment policies would lead to conflict. Lewis says the conflict is caused by three provisions of Dobryl's retrenchment procedures.

- The company gives as little notice as possible of retrenchments. This prevents full discussion on alternatives to retrenchment.
- In this case, the possibilities of voluntary early retirement by some employees and the relocation of others were not considered.
- It does not follow the system of last-in, first-out (lifo) properly. Many of the 16 who were laid off, including Diaman, were long-serving employees. They were retrenched because they had only recently been transferred to new departments and were regarded by management as first in, and lifo.

- Retrenched workers do not receive severance pay and are normally given only one week's notice.

Dobryl says the retrenchments were carried out in terms of a single agreement between the company and the union. The required two weeks' notice was given to the union and alternatives were discussed "at length." Management has also denied that the lifo system was being instituted unfairly.

In a statement, Dobryl said, "Since the dismissals, many employees have indicated that they wish to return to work, but fear intimidation." The company states that a number of violent incidents have occurred.
A long and winding road

SA troops in southern Angola were packing their bags this week to complete the final withdrawal to Namibian soil after next week's high-level meeting of the SA-Angolan Joint Monitoring Commission (JMC). But it is merely the first step on what diplomats predict will be a long and winding road to a Cuban withdrawal from Angola and a SA withdrawal from Namibia.

SA's withdrawal from Angola will mean the successful conclusion of the Lusaka Agreement of February 17. It will also mean the end of an SA occupation of Angola - that last lasted some eight years and has claimed the lives of many young South Africans, Namibians and Angolans.

Sources in Pretoria say SA is "anxious" to move out and the Angolans seem equally anxious to make it happen. The process of phased withdrawal has been delayed for months because of continued SwaPl militancy activity in southern Angola. According to military sources, activity has virtually ceased.

The two components of the JMC will temporarily be based in the neighbouring border villages of Oshikango and Santa Clara. According to the Lusaka Agreement, the JMC will have to disband 30 days after reaching the Namibia frontier. But SA is going to propose at next week's meeting at N'Giva that a more permanent body, the SA-Angola Joint Peacekeeping Commission, be formed to monitor the border violations. The Angolans have already indicated that they are willing to take part in "joint border patrols" with SA.

Next week's "practical co-operation agreement" will also include an agreement on the Rucacana-Cahoonie water and hydro-electrical scheme on the Namibia-Angola border. Co-operation ceased when SA invaded Angola in 1975.

SA's reply

The JMC meeting will be followed by a meeting between SA Foreign Minister Pik Botha and US Under Secretary of State for Africa Chester Crocker, when Botha will formally give SA's reply to the Angolan government's recent proposals for a Cuban withdrawal. That will be followed by a high-level meeting between SA, Angola and the US. It could all happen in the next two or three weeks, the FM was told.

After the tripartite meeting, the FM understands, the role of the US will diminish when SA and Angola start the long and rocky road to agreement on a Cuban withdrawal and Namibian independence with a series of ministerial meetings. Further peace talks between the Namibian administration and the SWAPO leadership are also on the cards.

Angolan president Jose Eduardo dos Santos's statement this week on his government's proposals at an independence celebration in Uige, northern Angola, is said to be much more harsh than the actual proposals given to Crocker and was obviously meant for internal Angolan consumption.

It is clear there is still a vast distance between SA's position and the Angolan proposals on the timing of a Cuban withdrawal. SA's compromise seems to be that the Cubans must leave Angola at the same rate that the SA troops leave Namibia under the settlement plan contained in Resolution 435. All Cubans must be out by the time the SA troops are down to 1 500. Dos Santos said this week the Cubans will only leave Angola when the United Nations Transition Assistance Group (Unita) is in place and SA troops down to 500.

But a far more serious threat to a settlement in Angola and Namibia is the strength, popularity and threatening attitude of the rebel movement Unita. President Jonas Savimbi's threat this week to attack Luanda on December 20 if he is not drawn into the negotiations is taken seriously after his dramatic successes in the last few months.

SA and the US agree that Unita has become such a powerful factor, militarily as well as politically, that it must be part of a solution. But Luanda is adamant they will not talk to the "bandits." One pre-condition for a Cuban withdrawal is that SA must stop all aid to Unita. It seems the thinking in Luanda is still that Unita can be beaten if it has no SA support. Most observers agree this is wishful thinking.

The big boot

The irony of last week's Sasol dismissals is that members of the Chemical Industrial Workers' Union (CWIU) - the bulk of the company's workers - had been exempted from participating in the stayaway organiser because Sasol was newly unionised.

That the workers nevertheless chose to show solidarity with the stayaway indicates the extent of black grievances. Sasol's response was uncompromising. The dismissals - of 6 500 workers, according to the union, and 5 400, according to the company - are in stark contrast to the tolerance shown by other Transvaal employers.

By the end of last week, the workers had been paid off and evicted from the company hostels under the watchful eye of a massive police contingent to face the journey back to the homelands.

In the aftermath, there have been dark whispers that the dismissals were ordered by State authorities to make an example of workers who "destabilise" the SA economy. Sasol has denied this. Says senior GM Dirk Mostert: "Sasol is a public company in the private sector and the decision to dismiss workers was a Sasol management decision." He stresses that it was a business and not a political decision and that the company took the only action it could have after it had issued numerous warnings to the workers to return.

According to the company, the Sasol 2 and 3 plants at Secunda are dependent on "a very high degree of labour force reliability" for their safe operation. The plants need to be kept going continuously and the "non-availability of personnel could result in serious production losses and endanger the safety of the plant and employees."

Sasol claims that the two Secunda plants have not suffered any production losses and that "no production losses are foreseen." Mostert attributes the maintenance of production levels so far to "loyal Sasol workers who have made a tremendous effort."

The remaining workers, who represent 62% of the total original workforce, he says, have been pulled off non-essential
SHEILA CAMERER

The English Nats

Sheila Camerer is the National Party MP for Rosettenville.

Why can't the FM reset being same about English-speaking Nats? I think the editorial writers responsible of operate on the basis that we're not for real or, at best, that we're a tricky bunch with doubtful antecedents and nowhere to go. They maintain a head-in-the-sand attitude to the fact that the public representatives among us are a large and burgeoning body of voters of modern political persuasion who, though English-speaking, are solidly behind the government for very solid reasons.

I think the FM has missed the new spirit among English-speakers, the willingness to get into the political mainstream. Perhaps it still suffers from the political death wish syndrome of the English-speaking intelligentsia be seen to protest as you commit political suicide but do nothing to effect practical, workable changes to our political structures. It's all very well in the heart of the atmosphere of northern suburbs dinner parties but it seems inappropriate in a newspaper which usually plays a constructive role.

It seems to me that the FM's editorial approach to the subject is that credit is given grudgingly, faint praise is preferable and curt remarks about the person taking the place of criticism of his or her ideas. There has been an awkward lack of in-depth comment — for a financial newspaper — about the appointment of Kent Durr to the post of Deputy Minister of Trade and Industry. He is a dynamic, young English-speaking MP who was elected on a National Party ticket several years ago to represent a predominantly English-speaking part of Cape Town. Then there was that Newsmaker on Dr Dennis Worrall's, our new ambassador in London, dubbed by the FM as "an apostle for apartheid." If the FM is honest it will acknowledge that never in recent history has SA's ambassador to the Court of St James been so well qualified for the job, in fact, he has been one of the chief architects of reform.

With its ivory tower posture towards English-speaking Nats the FM is ignoring the fact that we are very much representative of the changing face of white politics in SA. There is no doubt that all of us are fairly new Nats representing what is a fairly new constituency for the NP. I accept that it is only recently that the English-speaking voter supported the NP in large numbers, the case I'm pointing being the Referendum a year ago.

Frontline magazine pointed out last year that based on its calculations well in excess of 500,000 English-speaking voters now supported the NP.

This calculation is certainly borne out by my own experience, having been involved in two election campaigns since the Referendum my own in Rosettenville and the present by-election in Primrose.

In Rosettenville our election day figures showed that in the one predominantly Afrikaans-speaking area of the constituency we scraped in. In the other English-speaking area it was a walkover. In Primrose I have canvassed several streets where virtually all the residents are English-speaking. I have found two Protes, one of whom may vote Nat against the CP and the rest are Nats in bloc. This is somewhat different to the experience of canvassers in the predominantly Afrikaans-speaking areas.

The reasons why English-speakers are now supporting the government are:

□ They want to encourage the government to pursue its reform policies.
□ They recognize and support the State President's efforts to South-Africanize the National Party and create a broadly-based South-Africanism.
□ (Most important of all) they want to be part of the political decision-making process again.

In other words, the broad mass of English-speaking support for the government is reformist in its motivation and their public representatives reflect this. We are at the forefront of the reform movement in the National Party and yet we are treated as, at best, fainly controverosly by an apparently reform-minded newspaper. You advocated a "Yes" vote, remember?
UNIONS AND POLITICS

Behind the stayaway

Nothing that has happened in this highly traumatic year did as much to jolt white South Africa as last week's stayaway by the Transvaal's urban black community. And so it should have been.

According to labour analysts, between 300 000 and 800 000 workers participated in the mass protest - making it the biggest in SA history.

It was not the violence which accompanied it that shocked. Sadly, most people have become accustomed to almost daily reports of death, mayhem and destruction. Nor was it the effective re-statement of how dependent this country is on the contribution of black workers - and how vulnerable commerce and industry are to the withdrawal of their labour. That is keenly recognised. The impact came from the realisation of exactly how deep the level of black discontent has become.

It was this factor which led union groupings like the Federation of SA Trade Unions (Fosatu) and the Council of Unions of SA (Cusa) as well as the independent Commercial, Catering and Allied Workers' Union (Cewusa) to support the call for azaibhulanhu ("we don't ride"). As the Labour Monitoring Group (see box) has pointed out, the stayaway marks a new phase in the history of protest against apartheid - the beginning of united and concerted action by organised labour, students and community groups. And the unions are playing a key role.

The prospect of a stayaway arose when the Congress of SA Students (Cosas), an affiliate of the United Democratic Front (UDF) which has been in the thick of the education protests, called on student, community and worker organisations to get together to discuss the education crisis and civic and labour problems.

Unrealistic demands

When it became apparent that a stayaway was on the cards it became certain that other UDF-affiliated trade unions and organisations would support it. Hence the participation of the SA Allied Workers' Union (Saawu) and the General and Allied Workers' Union (Gawu), both of which have long been associated with black community political issues, the Vaal Civic Association, the Federation of SA Women, the East Rand People's Organisation, the Release Mandela Committee - and other UDF organisations, although the UDF itself as a collective body was not involved. The United Mining, Metal and Allied Workers of SA (Ummawasa), which split from Fosatu's Metal and Allied Workers' Union in mid-

The effectiveness of last week's stayaway was largely attributable to the involvement of the black unions. This was the first large-scale involvement of organised labour in politics since the Wiibahn reforms - and presaged new directions in black politics as a whole.

year (and is widely expected to join the UDF), also joined in.

The umbrella Transvaal Regional Stayaway Committee - which organised the protest made demands which included the withdrawal of armed and police from the townships, and a halt to rent increases. In addition, all detainees and political prisoners were to be released, and all dismissed workers reinstated. "Unfair" gat and taxation were to be withdrawn, and there were some educational demands, too.

That student representative councils be democratically elected in black schools, and the age restrictions on black pupils be abolished, along with corporal punishment. It was obviously unrealistic to expect that all these demands would be met. Yet, given the disparate aims of the organisations involved, it is natural that they should have been articulated.

There is no doubt that without the contribution of Cusa, which is a UDF affiliate, Cewusa and particularly of Fosatu, the stayaway would not have been as effective as it was. It has given rise to a perception that unions have crossed the Rubicon which divides purely union interests from political issues.

Why did Fosatu - whose almost exclusive concentration on shop-floor issues has accounted for its strength and success - become embroiled in the stayaway? Since its formation in 1979 the federation has avoided direct political action. The two notable exceptions were the one-hour nation-

WHERE IT HIT

Stayaway Participation Rates by Sector

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>% Participation</th>
<th>Metal</th>
<th>Chemical</th>
<th>Food &amp; Transport</th>
<th>Auto, Building</th>
<th>Retail</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90-100</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80-89</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70-79</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60-69</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-59</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Below 50</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>24</strong></td>
<td><strong>12</strong></td>
<td><strong>5</strong></td>
<td><strong>12</strong></td>
<td><strong>7</strong></td>
<td><strong>71</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Labour Monitoring Group

Fosatu's Erwin ... articulating a need for 'clear protest action'
wide work stoppage after the death in detention of trade unionist Neil Aggett in 1982, and the campaign this year against the coloured and Indian elections. Therein lies the answer.

Says Fosatu’s education secretary Alec

Erwin “Our attitude is clear. If something affects our organisation and our members we will respond. This action was undertaken because the situation in the Transvaal is very serious — in our view close to civil war — and needed clear protest action.

Cosas came up with the initial student demands. We chose to back them and added other issues like getting the army out of the townships. However, we will only undertake such action in serious situations and when our members feel it is appropriate.”

Some labour observers have drawn attention to other factors. They point out that one of the issues underlying the Um Dumawasa/Metal and Allied Workers’ Union (Mawu) split was a deep-rooted dissatisfaction with Fosatu’s reluctance about political involvement. This is hotly denied by Erwin, who told the FM: “There was division in the Mawu leadership, and corruption, but we were perfectly happy that the Um Dumawasa split did not relate to political issues. That was a rationalisation in hindsight on their part.” Nonetheless, Erwin does acknowledge that there are tensions within Fosatu, although he says the federation does not regard these as being unhealthy.

What of the response of employers? Unions report that, barring Sasol, which in one of the biggest mass dismissals sacked 6,500 workers — decimating Fosatu’s Chemical Workers’ Industrial Union in the Transvaal — very few employers took action against their employees for participating in the stayaway.

According to Tony Ewer, chairman of the Transvaal Chamber of Industry’s Labour Affairs Committee “A lot of soul-searching was done among employers. I think there was a lot of sympathy for the situation many of their employees found themselves in, in view of the intimidation that took place preventing them from getting to work.” Ewer stated unequivocally, however, that employer response would harden if there are any more stayaways, as has been rumoured.

In general, white reaction has been to blame it all on agitators. Then, in evaluat-
ing what it means, to question why the black masses indulged in an action obviously against their economic interests at a time of high unemployment. And there was alarm at revolutionary statements and threats of a general strike from the Transvaal Regional Stayaway Committee's Tham Mah (see page 56).

There was intimidation. But to focus on only that is to miss the point. Industrial sociologist Professor Eddie Webster of Wits has defined a stayaway as "a general withdrawal of labour which does not (usually) arise out of a specific workplace dispute but articulates broader political and sometimes economic demands."

Erwin states: "This was action against certain government policies rather than against employers. Sasol? We expected to pay some costs. To have stood back and done nothing would have created serious problems between our members and their children."

In such a situation the fact that blacks cannot exercise their political rights in the central Parliament means that unions with black members inevitably come to articulate their grievances. This is a reality which no statute like the Labour Relations Act's prohibition on union affiliation to political parties can hope to quash. A basic problem is that the liberalism which has been so marked in the labour field since the Wehahn Commission has not been matched in other spheres. "Unions everywhere in the world - but in SA in particular - are obliged to take up political issues," says Erwin.

The massive response to the stayaway has raised fears that emotions will run so high that someone will call for a general strike. But it does not follow that the large black union federations will indulge in stayaways at the drop of a hat. Says Erwin: "We don't entertain any illusions as to how difficult it is to pull off a stayaway unlike other organisations which don't have membership on the factory floor." However, not all unions share Fosatu's sentiments.

Ummawosa, for instance, told the FM that it would support any future stayaways. What is pertinent is that union groupings like Fosatu and Cusa understand the limitations of stayaways. As Webster has stated, stayaways "remain demonstrations, not organised challenges. Clearly the danger of dismissal is considerably greater in periods of high unemployment. Finally, lacking co-ordinated organisation and the financial resources for a long strike, workers cannot stay out for long."

Cusa general secretary Phiroshaw Camay has stated: "Right now another stayaway would just weaken our position. We would just lose effect if we did that. Employer attitudes would be much tougher. We cannot pursue all our demands in a stayaway. We can only use it in some instances. One uses stayaways for issues of principle and core issues. Workers have been battered for a whole year in reenactments, unemployment, bad pay, GST, township rents increases - it's all cumulative. There are irretrievable forces acting in our community and we needed to react to them."

Unfortunately, while there is to be law enforcement, the police do not seem to have helped matters - and the presence of the army in townships is regarded as provocative. Law and Order Minister Louis le Grange would do well to reconsider the handling of the unrest. For example, the detention of the stayaway organisers and especially of Fosatu president Chris Diamini has only added to an inflammatory situation.

"The stayaway was a very clear show of mass discontent with specific government policies. It was the clearest and most substantial message that has got across for many decades," says Erwin.

If government ignores what happened last week it threatens the future of all South Africans. It is clearly folly to believe that homeland leaders and community councillors are the real black leaders. Like it or not, it is organisations like the African National Congress and black trade unions that really count. It is to them that government should be talking.
HALTON CHEADLE

Labouring the law

Halton Cheadle spent last week in the eye of the Sasol storm. As assistant director of Wit's Centre for Applied Legal Studies and a widely respected expert in labour law, he's played a prominent role in hammering out guidelines and precedents in SA's rapidly evolving labour relations field for some time now.

Cheadle (35) handles public-interest and test cases, usually for trade unions. As legal representative of the Chemical Workers' Industrial Union (CWIU), the Sasol case in which 6,800 workers were dismissed and sent home for participating in last week's stayaway has been one of the most harrowing he has handled.

"The company set 11.30 Tuesday morning as the deadline for the workers' return. Normal production would have resumed a mere 10½ hours later. Now a new workforce must be trained, and normal production is months away.

Sasol's motive could have been a crude attempt to "teach the union a lesson." Cheadle believes, or even a straightforward move to break the union. "If the move was sanctioned by government, then most likely it's intended to break the stayaway weapon once and for all."

Cheadle speaks fast and directly, not pulling punches. He's forceful, routinely dominates any gathering he's in, and can be boisterous. He's hyperactive - and needs to be, with the workload he shifts. In addition to teaching a full LL B in labour law, he's often away from Johannesburg, where he lives with his wife and two daughters, sorting out strikes and handling delicate negotiations between management and workers. "But I'm going to have to start pacing myself," he admits.

Cheadle's concern with labour goes back to the beginning of the Seventies' wave of black consciousness. Very much the golden boy, both his political science honours degree and his Wits LL B were attained cum laude. He captained the Natal Currie Cup swimming team, won university colours, and was news editor of the university newspaper - the type who normally ends up a Rhodes scholar. But Cheadle took a different route.

While still a political science honours student in Durban, he became involved in organising textile workers. Thus grew out of his involvement in the Wages Commission, a Nusas research project, and led to the formation in 1973 of the National Union of Textile Workers (NUTW), now one of Frostu's most successful and aggressive unions.

Nostalgically, he recalls: "We were absolutely green, but 10 years ahead of anybody else. Few people knew anything about labour relations or labour law. We negotiated the first recognition agreement in SA, with Smith and Nephew, drawn from an American factory agreement. I'd got hold of. That was the beginning of the strategy of fac...

Cheadle ... handling delicate negotiations between management and workers
Textile workers were at the vortex of the 1973 strike wave," Cheadle says. "Because we knew enough to predict it, they thought we caused it," and government slapped a banning order on him and fellow unionists early the following year. During the hiatus, he studied law. When his order was lifted in 1976, he was armed to tackle the booming labour law field.

Among the test cases he's handled are Metal and Allied Workers' Union versus Sobar in 1982, the first case in which employees were reinstated by the Industrial Court when the court adopted the International Labour Organization's principles of fair termination. NUTW versus Stag Packing, which changed the common-law rule of reinstatement of employees, and the James North case, in which the NUTW cracked a Tuscan union's closed shop.

Cheadle is also involved in NUTW's current recognition battle with the Frame Group and recently won the first interdict in the Industrial Court in a case involving NUTW and Jaguar Shoes. On top of that, he edits SA's first industrial law journal, and a layman's publication on employment law.

The most exciting creative period for labour law is probably over now, he thinks. "But in a few years we've established legal rights that took decades to achieve elsewhere."

Though the Industrial Court is becoming more conservative, and unions will increasingly be thrown on the defensive, there's still plenty of scope for development in the field, Cheadle says. "Major issues like the closed shop have to be hammered out. The duty to bargain in good faith is another instance -- an employer may enter into an agreement and then not consult the union as agreed. New types of recognition agreements, industrial council constitutions and, of course, arbitrations will provide a lot of work."

He argues that the State, by placing limits on the Industrial Court's jurisdiction, is effectively diluting its function as a moderator in collective bargaining. "Disputes won't be eliminated, they'll just take another channel."

Similarly, as homelands crack down on unionisation, so unions will take their bargaining to SA head offices and press for industry agreements. After the East Rand and the Witwatersrand are organised, Cheadle thinks, Bophuthatswana will become "the new frontier." If so, this will provide more than adequate scope for this combative labour fund.

JURGEN BURMEISTER

Rapid exit man

Jurgen Burmeister's sudden move from Southern Sun (SS) to Sun International (SI) has attracted much speculative comment. Some of it concerns the barking of dogs and the caravan moving on Sol seems to have called and Jurgen moved on -- amid some tension.

By a strange coincidence, a SS senior executive on his way to work one morning drove past the Sandton home of SI chief Sol Kerzner. Parked outside Sol's home was Burmeister's distinctive dark blue BMW. In the view of the senior executive it should not have been there. Why was it there?

It seems that, inside, over breakfast, Kerzner and Burmeister were discussing jobs terms for the latter. Burmeister was about to take the gap and quicker than he thought.

By the time he got to his SS office, alarm bells had begun to ring. The next afternoon, Burmeister was out of SS and into SI, back, he believes, where he belongs.

"The terms of my new job were only finalised the day I joined," Burmeister says. Four days later he was already throwing his weight around. "I changed the whole format for the Cascades roof-wetting ceremony," he says. "If our ad agency has to work through the night, so be it. I call this maintaining high standards rather than bullying. It'd rather be the most respected man in the business than the most popular I strive for perfection."

Burmeister is emphatic that dissatisfaction with SS was not the reason for his departure. "Sometimes in one's life opportunities present themselves that one..."
FOSATU EXPLAINS

WHY WE STAYED AWAY

A SPECIAL Federation of SA Trade Unions central committee meeting in Johannesburg last weekend spelled out the reasons why its members participated in last week's big worker stayaway.

"We believe it is necessary to do this because there has been too much focus on reports of violence and too little on the issues," said a statement after the meeting.

Fosatu said it took part in the stayaway because it wants:

- The removal of the single limit in black schools
- Democratically constituted SRCs in black schools
- The removal of the army from townships and an end to police harassment of residents.

"These factors directly affected our members as workers and parents and we took the action because of this," the statement said.

"We therefore totally condemn the detention of Fosatu office-bearers and officials who carried out Fosatu instructions."
A DURBAN Wispeco steel window-frame plant came under heavy fire this week from the Metal and Allied Workers' Union.

More than 300 workers have been on a legal strike since November 2 after recent retrenchments.

In a statement yesterday Mawu said that the strike was called because the company refuses to negotiate any serious matters at plant level – particularly severance pay for retrenched workers.

The Wispeco plant is part of the giant Meteor steel and aluminium group.

The union says the company's Jacobs plant has embarked on a massive retrenchment program involving 20 percent of the black workforce, "but refuses to negotiate any form of severance pay."

On November 2, 80 hourly-paid, and 15 monthly-paid workers were retrenched.

Mawu argued that Wispeco's action was unworkable, because collective bargaining had to take place at different levels depending on the issues to be negotiated.

"This is the pattern which has developed internationally," said the statement.

"The giant iron and steel employers' association, Seifsa, has suggested that matters such as severance pay could be handled at plant level."

"The right to discuss wages and unemployment conditions 'directly' with employers is fundamental. The refusal of such a right can only lead to substantial industrial unrest," Mawu's statement said.

Similar union action was taken three months ago against Hart, also part of the Meteor group. Eventually the company agreed to negotiate with Mawu for long-service allowances for employees at plant level.

Wispeco managing director S. Savage told City Press that a retrenchment procedure had been agreed on by all the parties concerned.
By Deon Delport

SECRET talks between top trade unionists and businessmen were interrupted by the detention this week of Piroslaw Camay, general secretary of the Council of Unions of South Africa (Cusa).

Mr Camay was detained on Wednesday — "right in the middle of consultations", the industrialists said angrily.

The leader of the 150 000-strong union council was a top negotiator at the talks.

"Now we have no one to talk to," said Dr Johan van Zyl, executive director of the SA Federated Chamber of Industries.

He said informal discussions opened with Cusa and the Federation of South African Trade Unions (Fosatu) after rumours persisted about a second stayaway being planned.

The discussions were directed at preventing the occurrence of more unrest.

"At the best of times it is not at all easy to talk to the trade unions, but we were making considerable progress in getting our viewpoint across that a second, longer stayaway would be very bad for all concerned," Dr van Zyl said.

"Then, right in the middle of the consultations, Mr Camay was held. Suddenly the whole issue becomes very emotional and the danger exists that people won’t behave rationally.

The arrest of Chris Diamansi, president of Fosatu was "almost the final straw", Dr van Zyl said.

"He is president of a national labour federation that is the equivalent of our own organisation.

"Unions and employers were united in anger this week at the police action against union leaders. Grave fears were expressed that the detentions placed at risk the labour relations built up after the reforms of the Wiehahn Commission.

"Normally there is not much trade unions and employers agree on, but now the entire framework of labour relations is in danger," said Dr van Zyl.

A top businessman agreed: "Union leaders should be back in their own communities trying to calm the people down. They would be doing a lot more good there."

This week, as the country’s major employer bodies prepared to meet the Minister of Law and Order Louis le Grange, to discuss the wave of detentions, businessmen expressed fears that a second stayaway supported by the unions would be disastrous.

"Employers will simply not be as sympathetic during a second stayaway, especially after what happened at Sasol," an industrialist said.

"People will be fired in their thousands or even tens of thousands, and this could lead to a bloodbath. Other people will get in on the act, the criminal elements and the thugs, then the police will get involved and we will have a very ugly situation."

Members of the Afrikaanse Handelsinstituut (AHI), the federated Chamber of Industries (PCI) and Association of South African Chambers of Commerce (Assocom) are "very upset" at the "bad overreaction" of Minister of Law and Order Louis le Grange to a warning from the three bodies that the detentions threatened labour peace.

A top-ranking labour expert said the detentions of "very senior officials of the two black trade union federations has created a climate of high conflict for the unions in which to decide whether or not to join a second stayaway and has bedevilled our relationship with them."

The three organisations said in a statement that the detention of the trade union leaders was a "precipitous step that can only exacerbate a very delicate situation.

"What is fundamentally at stake are the harmonious and productive relations between employers and a large portion of their workforce.

Though Thursday, office bearers of the three organisations were swamped with calls from members, very supportive of the statement, and less friendly calls from Mr le Grange’s office.

In his response on Thursday night at a public meeting in Virginia, Mr le Grange said the combined statement was an "extremely serious matter which left the Government disappointed and saddened."

Mr le Grange also argued that if the three organisations had issued their protest without the backing of all their members then there had been abuse of the name of each organisation.

"This was a bad overreaction on his part," said one top figure in the industrial world.

"His argument is crazy. He was in a spot.

"The normal policy is one of divide and rule but he cannot do that with the Afrikaanse Handelsinstituut on the scene — that was our bullet-proof vest."
Industex refuses
to hire workers
fired after strike

Post Reporter

MANAGEMENT at Industex is refusing to rehire former employees who went on strike. This was confirmed today by the managing director of Industex, Mr. Francois de Selliers.

Just over a week ago workers at Industex downed tools and refused to return to work unless a colleague was fired.

The original demand that a colleague be fired was no longer the main issue in negotiations between management and the National Union of Textile Workers, Mr. De Selliers said today.

He said management was now making a few demands.

Mr. De Selliers confirmed that no strikers would be re-hired.

He said legal advisors had cautioned him about rehiring strikers who wanted their jobs back because the process of re-employing on a selective basis might be considered unfair labour practice.

The factory was still taking on new staff, but not at such a rapid rate. He was hoping negotiations with the union would succeed so that part of the original labour force could be taken on again. He said there had been considerable production losses during the past few weeks.

He confirmed that job seekers were still queuing outside the factory today.

The leader of the the National Union of Textile Workers, Mr. Gambio Ngwawana, could not be contacted for comment today.
Printing company lays off 41 workers

By JEANETTE MINNIE

FORTY-ONE workers of the Printpak company in Industria, Johannesburg, were retrenched on Friday, allegedly without warning. Printpak is a subsidiary of the Nampak group.

A spokesman for the Paper, Wood and Allied Workers' Union said the workers were told on Friday morning they would be without jobs from midnight on Friday.

Fired workers included contract workers and two shop stewards.

The spokesman said that on Wednesday management asked for a meeting with the union about retrenchments.

The meeting was held on Thursday when the union was "merely informed that retrenchments would take place and the matter was non-negotiable.”

Management also refused to provide information about who would be retrenched.

The managing director of Printpak, Mr Tony Rudston, said the company had been forced to retrench because of the recession.

Mr Rudston said retrenchments were a management prerogative and not an issue for negotiation with the union.
Sasol terms for taking staff back

Sasol today announced it would consider applications for re-employment by the 5 400 Secunda workers dismissed earlier this month after participating in the two-day regional stayaway.

A spokesman for the oil-from-coal corporation said the re-employment of the dismissed workers would be subject to certain conditions, but membership of a union would not have any relevance in the matter.

"It has been decided that these applications will be sympathetically considered together with other applications, provided such ex-employees can satisfy Sasol that they were not guilty of intimidation or incitement to participate in the stay-away and that they were victims of such intimidation or incitement," he said.

"Appointments will be based on merit. Factors such as reliability, loyalty, competence and other attributes which normally play a part in the selection of staff will obviously be taken into account."

TRADE UNION

"Whether or not an applicant belongs to a trade union will not have any relevance in considering the suitability for appointment."

Altogether more than 1 000 new workers have been recruited for the Sasol 5 and 3 plants and both plants have been operating normally and at full production since the stay-away on November 5.

"After 15 days of continuous operation, nothing has happened to change Sasol's view that they can continue to operate at full production — albeit with extraordinary efforts."

Sasol has denied claims by the Chemical Workers' Industrial Union (CWIU) that the army is being used to fulfil functions at the two plants.

There are still a handful of the dismissed employees in the Sasol hostel accommodation in eMbabane township, and about half of the 250 Sasol houses are occupied by the ex-employees.

The CWIU has notified the International Federation of Chemical and General Workers' Unions in Geneva of the sackings, and the IFU has undertaken to mount protest action over the Sasol dismissals.
SASOL yesterday announced it would consider applications for re-employment by the 5,400 Secunda workers dismissed earlier this month after participating in the two-day regional stayaway.

A spokesman for the oil-from-coal corporation said the re-employment of the dismissed workers would be subject to certain conditions, but membership of a union would not have any relevance in the matter.

"It has been decided that these applications will be sympathetically considered together with other applications, provided such ex-employees can satisfy Sasol that they were not guilty of intimidation of incitement to participate in the stayaway, and that they were the victims of such intimidation or incitement," he said.

"Appointments will be based on merit, factors such as reliability, loyalty, competence, a stable record of service and other attributes, which normally play a part in the selection of staff, will obviously be taken into account.

"Whether or not an applicant belongs to a trade union will not have any relevance in considering his suitability for appointment."

 Altogether more than 1,000 new workers have been recruited for the Sasol 2 and 3 plants, and both plants have been operating normally and at full production since the stayaway on November 5.

"After 15 days of continuous operation, nothing has happened to change Sasol's view that they can continue to operate at full production - albeit with extraordinary efforts."

Sasol has denied claims by the Chemical Workers' Industrial Union that the army is being used to fulfil functions at the two plants normally carried out by Sasol security staff.

There are still a handful of dismissed employees in the Sasol hostel in Embalenhle Township, and about half of the 250 Sasol houses are occupied by the ex-employees.

The CWIU has notified the International Federation of Chemical and General Workers' Unions in Geneva of the sackings, and the IFCU has undertaken to mount protest action overseas over the Sasol dismissals.
90 dismissed Sasol workers stage protest

By Carolyn Dempster,
Labour Reporter

A peaceful placard protest by about 90 of the 6,000 Sasol workers who were recently dismissed was mounted outside the corporation's head office in Rosebank yesterday afternoon.

Bearing banners reading "We demand our jobs back" and "Our pension funds are running Sasol", the group of workers, based in from Secunda, marched on the Baker Street headquarters.

Passers-by gawked at the phalanx of black workers in the middle of the exclusive suburb and a contingent of police and traffic officers maintained a low presence.

A shop-steward of the Chemical Workers' Industrial Union (CWIU) then requested that all of the demonstrators be permitted to see Sasol's share register. In terms of the law, any member of the public is allowed to see the register.

However, the demonstrators only reached the offices at 4:30 pm and were told that they could not see the register as it was after office hours.

The bus was delayed for about half an hour when it was inspected by police and traffic officers in Leandra township en route from Secunda to Johannesburg. Mr Thandisa Mthuphi, a union member, was also searched before the bus was allowed to proceed.

After standing outside the offices for about half an hour, the workers returned to the bus to go back to eMbalenhle townships in Secunda.

Most of the dismissed workers interviewed by The Star were skilled or semi-skilled operators who said they thought they might get their jobs back. "We want re-instatement, not re-employment," said one Sasol worker.

A spokesman for the corporation said he had no comment to make on the demonstration.

He said that Sasol would stand by its statement that applications for re-employment would be considered, but that no definite procedure had been agreed upon whereby intimidators and instigators could be distinguished among those re-applying for jobs.

He said applications would be considered on a fair and equitable basis.

If Sasol was considering intimidation as a criterion for re-employment, then this must mean the re-employment of all of the 6,000 dismissed workers - or they had all been subjected to massive intimidation by the army and police, said Mr Rod Crompton, general secretary of the Chemical Workers' Industrial Union today.

The CWIU would find it difficult to end local and international pressure on the corporation unless a settlement was reached through negotiation with the union.

Any attempts to circumvent the process of negotiation was liable to end in an unworkable settlement, he added.
Fired Sasol men hold demo outside firm’s HQ

By PHILLIP VAN NIEKERK

ABOUT 100 former Sasol workers, fired for participating in the recent two-day stayaway, yesterday demonstrated outside the company’s headquarters at Rosettenville, in Johannesburg’s northern suburbs.

A spokesman for the workers said they had intended to inspect Sasol’s share register, but had been held up by police searching their bus en route and had arrived from Secunda at 4.20 pm, 10 minutes before closing time.

Barred entrance to the building, the workers stood outside holding placards saying “We demand our jobs back”, “A hungry man is an angry man” and “Our pension money was used to deport us”. White employees leaving the building ailed nervously past them and police eyed the situation warily.

But after about 15 minutes the workers returned peacefully to their bus.

In a clear change from their earlier policy of not re-employing any of the 5,400 workers sacked after the stayaway, Sasol announced this week that they would take back some of the workers under certain conditions.

A statement, by Sasol’s public relations officer, Mr. R. Hugo, said workers would be re-employed if they could satisfy the company that they were victims of intimidation and incitement.

Worker leaders have interpreted that as a sign that Sasol is having difficulty finding replacement labour for the workers.

Following the demonstration Mr. Hugo refused to comment other than to say the company had “taken note” of it and that they would be re-employing workers on a “fair and equitable” basis.

Yesterday, Mr. Rod Crompton, general secretary of the Chemical Workers Industrial Union, said any settlement had to be negotiated with the union and if the company was considering intimidation as a criterion for re-employment, all union members should be re-employed as they were all subject to massive intimidation — by the army and police.
Army's Goldenhuys ... calling for a ministerial meeting

The ANC and that technical experts of the two countries should meet to discuss the future of the Ruacana-Calueque hydro-electrical scheme.

The Angolan were asked to propose a date and place for the meeting, but the FM understood it would take place very soon and will probably be held at Cape Verde. However, the Angolans may decide to await SA's reply to their Cuban withdrawal proposals before setting up the meeting. A tripartite SA/US/Angolan meeting is then expected to be held to negotiate the Cuban withdrawal.

Major union organisations have rejected taking part in stayaways in the near future. Reports have been circulating among businessmen in the townships recently that a five-day stayaway is planned for November 26.

Some unions believe the rumours come from sources wishing to harm the trade union movement. They fear a stayaway now would cause a hardening of employer attitudes.

The Federation of SA Trade Unions (Fosatu) says the organisation's executive "wishes to state quite clearly that Fosatu has not called for, nor will it participate in, any stayaway called for November 26." It says Fosatu believes those calling the stayaway are attempting to create chaos, and calls on government to give an assurance that the "security services" are not spreading the rumours.

Commercial, Catering and Allied Workers' Union of SA (Ccwawa) president Jonas Ledwaba says his union has not been consulted about any future stayaway call and “as far as Ccwawa is concerned there is no stayaway planned.” A spokesman for the United Metal, Mining and Allied Workers of SA also says the union does not support the call.

Council of Unions of SA (Cusa) acting general secretary Mahomola Skhosana tells the FM that Cusa is not party to any such a call and will not participate. He says a stayaway now will negate the achievements of the November 3 and 6 stayaway.

CUSA

A show of unity

After its failure to get through the agenda for its bi-annual conference some weeks ago because of inter-union dissent, the Council of Unions of SA (Cusa) emerged from its reconvened conference last weekend proclaiming that unity had been achieved.

Hanging over the conference was the detention of Cusa general secretary Phirosho Camay, who was picked up by security police in the wake of the Transvaal stayaway on November 3 and 6.

According to a Cusa spokesman, the conference was primarily taken up with discussion on three issues:

- Camay's detention and that of other unionists connected with the stayaway;
- The election of office bearers;
- Participation in talks with the Federation of SA Trade Unions (Fosatu) and four independent unions aimed at forming a "super" federation.

Cusa said the conference had unanimously confirmed Camay's position as general secretary and condemned his detention as well as that of all other detainees Cusa's participation in the unity talks was also confirmed.

On the surface, this is a remarkable turnabout from the disunity of recent months. The Cusa conference was initially scheduled for October 6 and 7, but was postponed. At the time, Camay said a postponement had been made necessary because most of the council's 12 unions were in arraers with their affiliation payments which would have made them ineligible to participate.

Then, at the Hammanskraal gathering on October 27 and 28, the coherence of Cusa was placed under severe pressure as a result of the walkout by its most powerful affiliate, the National Union of Mineworkers (NUM). Uncertainty clouds much of what happened at the abortive Hammanskraal conference and officials of Cusa affiliates have been tight-lipped. Nevertheless, the FM understands that several council unions — those in the building, automobile and metal industries — failed to attend. The FM also understands that conflict over relationships with the Urban Training Project (UTP), a body providing educational services for Cusa union members as well as for several other unions, also marred the conference.

According to one source, NUM's position was that the UTP's services attacked the educational body for being "intellectualist. At one point, some delegates are said to have physically attacked others.

In contrast to Hammanskraal, the Cusa spokesman said all the council's affiliates had been present at last weekend's conference. However, a NUM spokesman told the FM the union had only sent observers to the conference, since its executive had had to travel to Namaqualand, where the union had formed a new branch. The FM has also received an unsubstantiated report that the Cusa-affiliated SA Black Municipality and Allied Workers' Union was not present.

According to the Cusa spokesman, the UTP and other issues will be discussed at a meeting in December.

Meanwhile, Cusa has elected Mahomola Skhosana, an organiser, as its acting general secretary. James Mdawamwe, president of the Food, Beverage and Allied Workers' Union, as its president; and Amos Makusha, president of the Transport and Allied Workers' Union, as its vice-president.

For the present, it seems that Cusa has managed to overcome much of its internal dissent. However, only time will tell if the cracks have merely been papered over.

DETENTIONS

Business's dilemma

Events in the past week have highlighted differing perceptions among employers and government on how to deal with political labour unrest.

For the most part, recent meetings between Law and Order Minister Louis le Grange and major employer organisations are likely to focus on whether trade unionists should be treated as legitimate worker representatives or as subversive elements best handled through the machinery of the Internal Security Act.

Following the detention of at least seven trade unionists and several other community leaders, apparently in connection with the stayaway of two weeks ago, Assocon, the Afrikaans Handewerksraad (AH) and the Federated Chamber of Industries (FCI) last week called on the government "to enter into top-level discussions with key industrial, commercial and labour organisations as soon as possible."

In their unusual joint statement, the three organisations strongly question the wisdom of the detentions which are described as a "precipitous step" which can "only exacerbate a very delicate situation."

It adds that "like the government, the private sector is anxious to preserve stability in the economy. That, though, is where employers and government part company."
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Ledwaba says his union has not been consulted about any future stayaway call, and as far as Ccawusa is concerned, there is no stayaway planned. A spokesman for the United Votic, Miners and Allied Workers of SA also says the union does not support the call.

Council of Unions of SA (Cusa) acting general secretary Mahloloma Skhosana tells the FM that Cusa is not party to any such a call, "and will not participate." He says a stayaway now will negate the achievements of the November 5 and 6 stayaway.

CUSA
A show of unity

After its failure to get through the agenda for its bi-annual conference some weeks ago because of inter-union dissent, the Council of Unions of SA (Cusa) emerged from its reconvened conference last weekend proclaiming that unity had been achieved.

Hanging over the conference was the detention of Cusa general secretary Phumashaw Camay, who was picked up by security police in the wake of the Tranevaal stayaway on November 5 and 6. According to a Cusa spokesman, the conference was primarily taken up with discussion on three issues:
- Camay's detention and that of other unionists connected with the stayaway;
- The election of office-bearers, and
- Participation in talks with the Federation of SA Trade Unions (Fed) and four independent unions aimed at forming a new "super" federation.

Cusa said the conference had unanimously confirmed Camay's position as general secretary and condemned his detention as well as that of all other detainees. Cusa's participation in the unity talks was also confirmed.

On the surface, this is a remarkable turnaround from the dysfuncion of recent months. The Cusa conference was initially scheduled for October 6 and 7, but was postponed. At the time, Camay said a postponement had been made necessary because most of the council's 12 unions were in arrears with their affiliation payments and would have made them ineligible to participate.

Then, at the Hamanskraal gathering on October 27 and 28, the council of Cusa was placed under severe pressure as a result of the walkout by its most powerful affiliate, the National Union of Muneworkers (NUM).

Uncertainty clouds much of what happened at the abortive Hamanskraal conference and officials of Cusa affiliates have been tight-lipped. Nevertheless, the FM understands that several council unions those in the automobile and metal industries - failed to attend. The FM also understands that conflict over relationships with the Urban Training Project (UTP), a body providing educational services for union members as well as for several other unions, also marred the conference.

According to one source, NUM which does not use UTP's services, attacked the educational body for being "intellectual." At one point, some delegates are said to have physically attacked others.

In contrast to Hamanskraal, the Cusa spokesman said all the council's affiliates had been present at last weekend's conference. However, a NUM spokesman told the FM the union had only sent observers to the conference, since its executive had had to travel to Namaqualand, where the union has formed a new branch. The FM has also received an unsubstantiated report that the Cusa-affiliated SA Black Municipality and Allied Workers' Union was not present.

According to the Cusa spokesman, the UTP and other issues will be discussed at a meeting in December. Meanwhile, Cusa has elected Mahloloma Skhosana, an organiser, as its acting general secretary, James Mochumweni, president of the Food, Beverage and Allied Workers' Union, as its president, and Amos Mabuza, president of the Transport and Allied Workers' Union, as its vice-president.

For the present, it seems that Cusa has managed to overcome much of its internal dissent. However, only time will tell if the cracks have merely been papered over.

DETENTIONS
Business's dilemma

Events in the past week have highlighted differing perceptions among employers and government on how to deal with political labour unrest.

Forcorming meetings between Law and Order Minister Louis le Grange and major employer organisations are likely to focus on whether trade unionists should be treated as legitimate worker representatives or as subversive elements best handled through the machinery of the Internal Security Act.

Following the detention of at least seven trade unionists and several other community leaders, apparently in connection with the stayaway of two weeks ago, Asscom, the Afrikaanse Handelinsituut (AHI) and the Federated Chamber of Industries (FCI) last week called on the government "to enter into top-level discussions with key industrial, commercial and labour organisations as soon as possible." In their unusual joint statement, the three organisations strongly question the wisdom of the detentions which are described as a "precipitate step" which can "seriously exacerbate an already delicate situation."

It adds that "like the government, the private sector is anxious to preserve stability in the economy." That, though, is where employers and government part company.
Ledwaba says his union has not been consulted about any future stayaway call and "as far as Cawusa is concerned there is no stayaway planned." A spokesman for the United Metal Mining and Allied Workers of SA also says the union does not support the call.

Council of Unions of SA (Cusa) acting general secretary Manolomola Shoksana tells the FM that Cusa is not party to any such a call "and will not participate." He says a stayaway now will negate the achievements of the November 5 and 6 stayaway.

CUSA
A show of unity

After its failure to get through the agenda for its 5th annual conference some weeks ago because of inter-union dissent, the Council of Unions of SA (Cusa) emerged from its recommended conference last weekend proclaiming that unity had been achieved.

Hanging over the conference was the detention of Cusa general secretary Phroshaw Camay, who was picked up by security police in the wake of the Transvaal stayaway on November 5 and 6.

According to a Cusa spokesman, the conference was primarily taken up with discussion on three issues:
- Camay's detention and that of other unionists connected with the stayaway;
- The election of office-bearers, and
- Participation in talks with the Federation of SA Trade Unions (Fosatu) and four independent unions aimed at forming a new "super" federation.

Cusa said the conference unanimously confirmed Camay's position as general secretary and condemned his detention as well as that of all other detainees Cusa's participation in the unity talks was also confirmed.

On the surface, this is a remarkable turnaround from the disunity of recent months. The Cusa conference was initially scheduled for October 6 and 7, but was postponed. At the time, Camay said the postponement had been made necessary because most of the council's 12 unions were in arrears with their affiliation payments which would have made them ineligible to participate.

Then, at the Hammanskraal gathering on October 27 and 28, the cohesion of Cusa was placed under severe pressure as a result of the walkout by its most powerful affiliate, the National Union of Mineworkers (NUM).

Uncertainty clouds much of what happened at the abortive Hammanskraal conference and officials of Cusa affiliate have been tight-lipped. Nevertheless, the FM understands that most trade unions — those in the building, automobile and metal industries — failed to attend. The FM also understands that conflict over relationships with the Urban Training Project (UTP), a body providing educational services for Cusa union members as well as for several other unions, also marred the conference.

According to a source, NUM, which does not use the FM's service, attacked the educational body for being "inefficient." At one point, some delegates are said to have physically attacked others.

In contrast to Hammanskraal, the Cusa spokesman said all the council's affiliates had been present at last weekend's conference. However, a NUM spokesman told the FM the union had only sent observers to the conference, since its executive had had to travel to Namakuland, where the union had formed a new branch. The FM has also received an unsubstantiated report that the Cusa-affiliated SA Black Municipality and Allied Workers' Union was not present.

According to the Cusa spokesman, the UTP and other issues will be discussed at a meeting in December. Meanwhile, Cusa has elected Manolomola Shoksana, an organiser, as its acting general secretary, James Madawazane, president of the Food, Beverage and Allied Workers' Union, as its president, and Amos Mabuzza, president of the Transport and Allied Workers' Union, as its vice-president.

For the present, it seems that Cusa has managed to overcome much of its internal dissent. However, only time will tell if the cracks have merely been papered over.

STAYAWAYS
Unions reject calls

Major union organisations have rejected taking part in stayaways in the near future. Reports have been circulating among businessmen and in the townships recently that a five-day stayaway is planned from November 26.

Some unions believe the rumours come from sources wishing to harm the trade union movement. They fear a stayaway now would cause a hardening of employer attitudes.

The Federation of SA Trade Unions (Fosatu) says the organisation's executive "wishes to state quite clearly that Fosatu has not called for, nor will it participate in, any stayaway called for November 26." It says Fosatu believes those calling the stayaway are attempting to create chaos, and calls on government to give an assurance that the "security services" are not spreading the rumours.

Commercial, Catering and Allied Workers' Union of SA (Cawusa) president Jonas

DETENTIONS
Business's dilemma

Events in the past week have highlighted differing perceptions among employers and government on how to deal with political labour unrest.

Forbidding meetings between Law and Order Minister Louis de Grange and major employer organisations are likely to focus on whether trade unions should be treated as legitimate worker representatives or as subversive elements best handled through the machinery of the Internal Security Act.

Following the detention of at least seven trade unionists and several other community leaders, apparently in connection with the stayaway of two weeks ago, Amcucom, the Afrikaanse Handelsunie (AHU) and the Federated Chamber of Industries (FCI) last week called on the government "to enter into top-level discussions with key industrial, commercial and labour organisations as soon as possible." Their request was largely ignored by the government.

In their unusual joint statement, the three organisations strongly questioned the wisdom of the detentions which are described as "precipitous steps" which can "only exacerbate a very delicate situation." They added that "like the government, the private sector is anxious to preserve stability in the economy. That, though, is where employers and government part company."
Strike ‘over’ as plant re-hires men

BY CATHY SCHNELL

THE strike at Industex is over as far as the company is concerned.

The managing director, Mr Francois de Selliers, said today the company had no option but to re-hire workers if minimum production levels were to be maintained.

A continued poor production level could have led to stoppage of production by the company’s major customers, thereby creating temporary unemployment for tens of thousands of workers employed by clients, their suppliers and customers. This could have caused social disruption.

Mr De Selliers said he assembled the workers at the factory yesterday and told them he would re-employ strikers on a selective basis.

The strike was over as far as he was concerned, he told them.

The president of the National Union of Textile Workers, Mr Gandonald Ngqawana, criticised the firm’s decision to re-hire some of the strikers.

He said some strikers going back to work had split the solidarity of the strike action. “Scabs” had been going round encouraging strikers to return.

Mr De Selliers said he planned to replace the 1 000 strikers with newcomers and about 480 strikers chosen on a selective basis.

Productivity had suffered greatly and it was time the unacceptable level of unrest at the plant over the past 10 months came to an end.

He said strikers who would not be re-employed would be paid gratuities. He had also offered to improve the pensions of all the workers.

Management and the National Union of Textile Workers had been unable to come to an agreement and Industex had been forced to deal with the situation itself, said Mr De Selliers.

Requests by the union to re-hire all the strikers had been unacceptable because of unrest in the workplace, he said.
"A DEMAND was made last night for a high-level probe into what a director of Toyota Manufacturing in Durban described as an unprovoked police attack on some of the company's workers at Prospecton yesterday."

Mr Bob Devlin, personnel director of Toyota Manufacturing, accused the police of lashing out with truncheons in a "totally unnecessary" action.

They had also fired teargas and rubber bullets to disperse a crowd of workers and 25 employees had been injured, three of the them seriously.

Mrs Helen Suzman, law and order spokesman for the PFP, immediately demanded an investigation into the incident and called on the Minister for Law and Order, Mr Louis le Grange, to get cracking on it.

Mr Devlin said the company had had a problem in the past with black women selling yuba outside the factory at lunchtime and had called on the police to remove them.

Yesterday a number of workers were unhappy about the yuba sellers being removed but Mr Devlin spoke to them in Zulu and told them not to allow themselves to be provoked.

"Our blacks didn't do a thing. They just stood there while the Indian policemen arrested the women and put them into their vehicle," said Mr Devlin.

"Suddenly three riot vans raced up and armed white policemen with dogs spilt out. As soon as the Indians saw them they ran back to their van and grabbed long rubber truncheons.

"They started beating everyone in sight. The workers scattered in panic and ran in all directions. Some of them tripped and fell and were hurt, others were badly hurt by the truncheons.

"I just stood there in the midst of all this and couldn't believe my eyes. Why wasn't I shot? I just don't know.

Confusion

"Then someone threw a can or stone and the white policemen started firing rubber bullets and teargas," he said.

"It was total confusion and panic. I've never seen anything like it. The attack was completely unprovoked."

Mr Devlin said the incident had been reported to Toyota's head office and it was being taken seriously with the Commissioner of Police, Gen Johan Coetzee.

A police spokesman said the trouble started while policemen from Isipingo had been busy with a normal crime prevention patrol.

When workers had started throwing bottles and stones at the policemen the Durban Reaction Unit was called to help.

Police fired rubber bullets and teargas to disperse the crowd. Fifteen blacks had been arrested, and according to the spokesman there were no reports of injuries.

"Two police vehicles had been damaged during the unrest, the spokesman said.

"Mrs Suzman said: "The eyewitness account is absolutely horrifying. It is totally unacceptable that innocent bystanders should be attacked by the police in the way described, and if the story is true, and I cannot imagine a person in this position would invent such a story, then the strongest possible measures must be taken against the riot policemen who unleashed such havoc among the workers."

Untimely

"We are already in the midst of a very tense situation in South Africa and incidents like the one described must make things worse. I call on the Minister of Law and Order to get cracking immediately on an inquiry and to take the necessary steps thereafter. The police are there to maintain order, not to cause chaos," she said.

The minister was not available for comment last night.

A senior spokesman at Police Headquarter in Pretoria, said that as the matter had apparently been referred to the Commissioner of Police for investigation it would be untimely to comment now.

A 64-year-old worker, Mr A. Mthethwa, who suffered a blow to the head, said he had been returning from a store nearby when he saw police beating people at the main gate.

Many had tried to seek refuge in the main building but a crowd jammed the door.

"We could not get in and then the police came from behind and hit us," he said.

Another victim, Mr Jackson Hadebe, 35, said he had also been returning from the store and had been hit with a rubber bullet.

"They were hitting people without any reason. I was hit in the back with a baton and then shot in the chest. He hit me backwards and I fell into the water drain," he said.

"They shot at people inside the factory from outside the gate, canteen windows were smashed and new cars were full of bullet holes," he said.

Mr William Shezi, 32, said he saw police firing from outside the factory gate at workers inside.

"I was eating lunch on the grass outside the building when I stood up to see why people were running away. I got hit in the knee with a rubber bullet," he said.

A driver, Mr Emmanuel Gumede, 35, said he had been crawling under the fence to get away when he was hit on the back and the head.

"They hit everybody, whether they were drinking yuba or not. I didn't do anything wrong," he said.

The National Automobile and Allied Workers' Union yesterday expressed shock and anger at the police action.

The union's organising secretary, Mr Edwin Masepe, said he could not understand why the police had attacked the workers.

"I am submitting a full report of the incident to the union headquarters in Port Elizabeth so that the matter may be taken up with the police at the highest level.

"We want a full investigation into the police action," said Mr Masepe.
Teargas used to disperse Natal workers

Mail Correspondent

DURBAN — Police used truncheons, teargas and rubber bullets to disperse a crowd of workers at a Toyota plant in Prospecton in Durban yesterday. Dozens of employees were injured, some seriously.

Mr Bob Devlin, the personnel director of Toyota Manufacturing, described the police action as "totally unnecessary."

In the past, he said, police had been called in to remove women selling "jubas". Yesterday he had heard a group of women urinating and men shouting.

"I saw the workers weren't happy about the "jubas" sellers being removed so I went down and spoke to them in Zulu and told them not to allow themselves to be provoked."

"Our blokes didn't do a thing. They just stood there while the Indian policemen arrested the women and put them into their vehicle."

"Suddenly three riot vans raced up and armed white policemen with dogs spilled out. As soon as the Indian policemen saw them they ran back to their van and grabbed long rubber truncheons. They started beating everyone in sight. The workers scattered in panic and ran in all directions."

"Then someone threw a can or a stone and the white policemen started firing rubber bullets and teargas," he said.

Mr Devlin said 25 people were hurt, three of them seriously. The incident was being taken up with the Commissioner of Police, General Johan Coetzee.

A police spokesman said the trouble started while policemen from Isipingo were busy with a normal crime prevention patrol.

When the workers started throwing bottles and stones at the policemen the help of the Durban Reaction Unit was called in.

The policemen fired rubber bullets and teargas to disperse the crowd. Fifteen blacks were arrested. There were no reports of injuries.

Mrs Helen Sozman reacted sharply to the alleged unprovoked attack and called for an immediate high-level inquiry.

"The eyewitness account is absolutely horrifying. It is totally unacceptable that innocent bystanders should be attacked by the police in the way described, and if the story is true, then the strongest possible measures must be taken against the riot police who unleashed such havoc amongst the workers."

The National Automobile and Allied Workers' Union yesterday expressed shock and anger at what it called "brutal police action against workers at the Toyota plant at Prospecton."
Stayaway challenge

Say I
not y

Please don’t do it

RUMOURS of another impending stayaway — and this time a very long one — are irresponsible, senseless and very dangerous.

As reported today in this newspaper, leading trade unions have rejected calls for another stayaway and distanced themselves from the move in no uncertain terms.

What we want to know is: Who is behind the rumour — and what are their intentions?

We live in very grim economic times. Unemployment figures around the country are a cause for alarm.

While workers have fought a battle for a better deal in the last few years, in a very responsible and disciplined way, there is growing evidence that many of the major employer bodies have developed a welcome sensitivity to both these workers and their unions.

The Eastern Cape, for example, has become a very depressed area where many people face bleak futures.

The motor industry has laid off many workers. Rumours are also rife that many of the major employers are also considering shutting down.

The situation is the PwV area doesn’t instil any confidence, either. One has only to take a walk to the unemployment bureau to see the thousands of people queuing there for jobs that do not exist.

It is against this background that there needs to be a national strategy — both from trade unions and the private sector — to deal with the situation. Urgently.

This is why talk of stayaways right now is completely irresponsible. It will meet with massive resistance from our communities and can stoke violence.

It is a situation we would hate to see developing, a situation that can only bring pleasure to the enemies of black unity.

SOUTH Africa’s largest independent worker movement has challenged the State security services to distance themselves from mysterious calls for a stayaway next week.

The Federation of SA Trade Unions told City Press there were “persistent rumours” of security service involvement in the stayaway calls, and urged the Government to give a “categorical assurance” that its services were not involved.

Fosatu general secretary Joe Forster said: “We believe those calling for the stayaway are deliberately trying to provoke people in order to create a chaotic and undisciplined situation — and give the State a pretext for further bannings and detentions.”

“In view of the persistent sources of these rumours, we call on the police to respond.”

DPSC calls protest day

By KHULU SIBITA

The Detainees’ Parents’ Support Committee has declared November 29 a day of protest against the repression and widespread detentions that have swept the country.

Political organisations, civic associations, trade unions and other movements and individuals have been urged to observe this day.

Pray for the Vaa

By ZB MOLEFE

The call was endorsed by World Alliance of Reformed Churches president Allan Boesak at a press conference.

The DPSC has also backed the call for a “black Christmas.”

Details on how this year’s Christmas is to be celebrated will be released later.
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The call was endorsed by World Alliance of Reformed Churches president Allan Boesak at a press conference.

The DPSC has also backed the call for a “black Christmas.”

Details on how this year’s Christmas is to be celebrated will be released later.
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The call was endorsed by World Alliance of Reformed Churches president Allan Boesak at a press conference.

The DPSC has also backed the call for a “black Christmas.”
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Pray for the Vaa

By ZB MOLEFE

The call was endorsed by World Alliance of Reformed Churches president Allan Boesak at a press conference.

The DPSC has also backed the call for a “black Christmas.”

Details on how this year’s Christmas is to be celebrated will be released later.
SOUTH Africa’s largest dependent worker movement has challenged the State security services to distance themselves from mysterious calls for a stayaway next week.

The Federation of SA Trade Unions told City Press there were “persistent murmurs” of security service involvement in the stayaway calls, and urged the Government to give a “categorical assurance” that its services were not involved.

Fosatu general secretary Joe Foster said: “We believe those calling for the stayaway are deliberately trying to provoke people in order to create a chaotic and undisciplined situation — and give the State a pretext for further bannings and detentions.”

In view of the persistent sources of these rumours, we call on the Government to give categorical assurance that its security services are not involved in the call.

Fosatu is one of several major worker organisations to have distanced itself from the mysterious calls for a week-long stayaway from Monday.

The Council of Unions of SA and the SA Allied Workers’ Union joined Fosatu in instructing its members not to heed the call.

Sawu pointed out that its efforts were presently concentrated on the “black Christmas” campaign, and that it would not support the stayaway call.

By ZB MOLEFE

**Stayaway challenge to State:**
Say it’s not you

**DPSC calls protest day**

Dettees’ Parli Support Committee has declared November 29 a day of protest against the repression and widespread detentions that swept the country.

Political organisations, civic associations, trade unions and other organisations have been urged to observe this day.

The call was endorsed by World Alliance of Reformed Churches president Allan Boshoff at a press conference.

The DPSC has also backed the call for a “black Christmas.”

Details on how this year’s Christmas is to be celebrated will be released later.

By KHULU SIBIYA

**‘Pray for the Vaal’**

METHODIST ministers in the unrest-torn Vaal and East Rand areas have called on all Christians to join them tomorrow in a 24-hour vigil to pray for peace.

By TEBELLO RADEBE

Regional Methodist chief Vivian Harris said: “The pain and suffering experienced by people in recent weeks is all too apparent. We cannot stand by and watch the suffering continue.”

The students claim to have the support of the teachers in their attempt to have the staff members permanently reinstated.

By CP CORRESPONDENT

LAMONTVILLE High School students and some staff members are unhappy about the dismissal of a teacher and the temporary suspension of a clerk.

The students claim to have the support of the teachers in their attempt to have the staff members permanently reinstated.
THE demonstration by dismissed Sasol workers outside the corporation's headquarters in Johannesburg last week is a sign that the outcry about the mass dismissal of most of Sasol 1 and 2's black workforce will not die down for some time. The workers, who hired a bus in Secunda, wanted to see Sasol's share register to find out which private sector companies have bought into the majority state-owned corporation.

The Chemical Workers' Industrial Union (CWIU) has not yet given up the fight to save the jobs of the thousands of workers who were fired for participating in the two-day stayaway. Alerting shareholders -- particularly if they are foreign multinationals -- is seen as one possible means of putting pressure on Sasol.

At the same time, Sasol has changed its previous stance that it would not re-employ any of the dismissed workers and has agreed to take workers back under certain conditions. These are that the workers prove they were not responsible for intimidation and incitement and that they were in fact victims of intimidation and incitement.

The CWIU replied that if the company was considering intimidation as a criterion for re-employment, all union members should be taken back as they were all subjected to massive intimidation by the Army and police.
Consumer power developing into a major weapon

LABOUR WEEK by PHILLIP VAN NIEKERK

IT was clear from the recent boycott of Simba products that the use of consumer power is developing into a major weapon for emerging unions.

Now it seems that the use of trade union power is developing into a major weapon for consumers.

Workers at Anglovaal's Hartbeesfontein mine near Klerksdorp, who have recently joined the National Union of Mineworkers, have organised consumer boycotts of local taxas and trading stores.

Claiming that they are "being robbed," the workers have decided to exert their organisational muscle to deal with soaring prices.

The workers say the shops near their hostels have been overcharging and selling rotten food and that shopkeepers have been rude and insulting to workers.

So worker delegations have visited shops in the area to express their complaints and hand out lists of prices which they say the shops should be charging.

They have also launched a boycott of the local taxi association for allegedly overcharging them for trips into Klerksdorp and have approached a rival taxi association for transport.

It is not surprising that the organisation of this form of consumer action should take place in migrant worker hostels where the workforce makes up a community on its own.

In these circumstances, trade union action is almost automatically community action.
AFTER years of resisting joining the industrial council for the pulp and paper industry because they wanted to negotiate wages at plant level, For- sati’s Paper, Wood and Allied Workers’ Union (PWAU) became an industrial council member this year.

The union was forced into this position by the refusal of some of the major employer parties — Anglo’s Mondi and Gencor’s Sappi — to negotiate at plant level. Which is why the recent deadlock of industrial council talks between PWAU and the employers are especially significant.

The employers have now agreed to break the deadlock by negotiating at plant level.

So what the PWAU could not achieve outside the council, it achieved by joining the council. That is, ironically, not having to negotiate at the council.
Buthelezi plea for sacked Sasol workers

BY JEANETTE MINNIE

THE Chief Minister of KwaZulu, Chief Gatsha Buthelezi, yesterday appealed to Sasol to re-employ workers it had fired recently and to give them preference over other job seekers.

Sasol sacked more than 6,000 workers at two Secunda plants earlier this month after they supported the two-day work stayaway.

Chief Buthelezi made the plea at a meeting with Sasol's managers, Mr Paul Kruger and Mr W de Waal, in Johannesburg yesterday.

He told them the workers had asked him to intercede on their behalf.

But the Chemical Workers' Industrial Union (CWIU) said in a statement yesterday that 800 Sasol workers, including dismissed employees as well those still employed at the plant, had rejected attempts by Sasol to negotiate with homeland leaders, community councillors and other non-union groups and had reaffirmed their allegiance to the union.

"At no stage have union members requested this intervention. They called upon Sasol management to stop avoiding its responsibility and to negotiate with the mandated representative - the CWIU," the statement said.

The workers had also rejected Sasol's conditions of re-employment, which include that workers should prove they were not "instigators" in the two-day work stoppage and that they had not "intimidated" fellow workers.

Another condition was that the workers would lose all their previous service benefits.

Chief Buthelezi proposed yesterday that workers who were prepared to sign a "simple" declaration that they were not organizers or "intimidators" in the stayaway should be re-employed.

But he advised the company against trying to entice a witchhunt.

The CWIU statement called for all workers to return to Secunda to apply for their jobs to test the Sasol management's statement that union membership would not be a criteria in re-employing workers.

Chief Buthelezi asked that re-employed workers should be taken on with newcomer status - but that after a three-month probationary period they should be reviewed and have the benefits of their previous service restored to them.

He also told the Sasol managers that if anything came from yesterday's discussions "it would considerably strengthen the hand of leaders such as myself who have constantly urged people to accept that it is only the politics of negotiations which will salvage this country from ruin." In a brief statement after the meeting with Chief Buthelezi, Sasol said because it operated a highly sophisticated chemical plant, a stable workforce was imperative to its operations. It had therefore been compelled to act firmly when employees failed to return to work.

It said it would consider re-employing workers under certain conditions.
Assault case judgment later

By CHRIS RENNIE

JUDGMENT in the trial of a Volkswagen factory worker who allegedly assaulted his foreman is expected in the Uitenhage Magistrate's Court during March next year.

Mr NtutuJh Johnson Gaika was charged with assaulting Mr Burger Steyn Delport with intent to cause grievous bodily harm at the factory on the morning of June 29. He was alleged to have used his fists, feet and a chain in the assault.

At the close of the State case yesterday afternoon Mr G G Husamen who appeared for Mr Gaika argued that there was no evidence before court on which a reasonable man could convict. He pointed out that there were five different versions of the alleged incident not one of which could be reconciled with any of the others.

He analysed the evidence given by the three State witnesses and detailed the contradictions that occurred. He applied for Mr Gaika's discharge.

The magistrate Mr W Smit conceded that there were contradictions, improbabilities and even aspects that were irreconcilable in the evidence. But it was common cause that an incident had occurred and he felt there was a case for Mr Gaika to answer.

Mr Husamen then closed the defence case and said he wished to submit written heads of argument that would cover the facts the quality of the evidence and the law. This would be made available to the court in advance. The case was postponed to March 1 next year.

Mr F Botha appeared for the State.
Buthelezi sees Sasol over firings

Mercury Correspondent
JOHANNESBURG—The Chief Minister of KwaZulu, Chief Gatsha Buthelezi, appealed to Sasol yesterday to accept its recently fired workers for re-employment and to give them preference over outsiders.

More than 600 workers were dismissed by Sasol at its two Secunda plants earlier this month after they supported the two-day work stayaway call.

He made the plea at a special meeting here yesterday morning with the manager of Sasol, Mr. Paul Kruger, and the manager of Sasol II, Mr. W. de Waal.

Chief Buthelezi said he was interceding for workers who had appealed to him to do so.

But a statement released yesterday by the Chemical Workers' Industrial Union (CWIU) said that 600 Sasol workers, including dismissed employees as well as workers still employed at the plant, had rejected attempts by Sasol to negotiate with homeland leaders, community councils and other non-union bodies and had reaffirmed their allegiance to the union.

'At no stage have union members requested this intervention. They called upon Sasol management to stop avoiding its responsibility and to negotiate with the mandated representative—the CWIU,' the statement said.

Proposed

Workers at the meeting also rejected Sasol's conditions of re-employment, which include that workers will have to show that they were not 'instigators' in the two-day work stoppage and that they had not 'intimidated' fellow workers. They will also lose all their previous service benefits.

Chief Buthelezi proposed that people who were prepared to sign a 'simple' declaration that they were not organisers or 'intimidators' in the stayaway should be re-employed.

He advised the company against trying to use its work force as part of a witch-hunt.

He said that if employees were to be forced to prove their 'innocence', they could do so only by dissociating themselves by name from those who were the 'intimidators'.

'While such naming may be of value to the company, I believe that it borders on using the work force as part of a witch-hunt and this is not really sound management.'

Sasol said yesterday it had explained to Chief Buthelezi that as Sasol operated a highly sophisticated chemical plant, a stable work force was imperative.

'Sasol explained the basis on which its recruitment was currently taking place, including the sympathetic consideration which would be accorded to ex-employees under certain conditions,' a statement said.
Over 3000 were laid off this month

MORE than 3 000 black workers have been retrenched from their jobs this month.

Trade unionists and employers have predicted that more workers will be laid-off when factories go on vacation for the Christmas holidays next month.

About 540 workers, members of the United African Motor and Allied Workers' Union, in Rosslyn near Pretoria, employed by Nissan, have been retrenched by the company.

UAMAWUSA's assistant general secretary told The SOWETAN yesterday that they battled hard to reduce the number because management had originally intended to retrench 870 workers.

They have also managed to negotiate a wage agreement with management for the rest of the workers at the plant. The wage package includes improved working conditions and an attendance bonus.

He indicated that more than 360 employees at Motorware - Magnus Truck Corporation near Pretoria are to be retrenched, but "we are still locked in negotiations with management on the aspect."

A spokesman for the Fosatu-affiliate Metal and Allied Workers' Union (Mawu) said that more than 500 of its members at different companies have been laid-off this month following the country's economic recession.

"We are battling to negotiate a better deal for them with management. However, employers have indicated that they have no choice because of the country's economic recession," he said.

African Cables in Vereeniging is to retrench some 750 workers; in Port Elizabeth, Ford has retrenched 1 150 workers and Volkswagen in Uitenhage has retrenched 680 employees.

Nissan's industrial relations director, Mr C V Strydom, confirmed the retrenchments, but said he could only supply details at a later stage.

Meanwhile General Motors has retrenched 449 workers and will shut down for an extended 7½-week Christmas holiday. Altogether some 5 000 workers in the motor manufacturing industry have been retrenched since January this year.
Trade Union officials granted damages

Labour Reporter

Four trade union officials were awarded a total of R3 000 arising out of a claim for damages against the Minister of Law and Order in the Magistrate's Court, Durban, yesterday.

The Magistrate, Mr K A Templeton, also granted Mr Jayaseelan Nadoo, general secretary of the Sweet, Food and Allied Workers' Union; and organisers Miss Renee Roxx, Mr Thembenkosim Masando and Mr Matsayingsaba Ngcobo, costs of the application.

The claim follows their arrest by police in September last year while they were recruiting members outside the Beacon Sweet factory in Mokopane.

Missing

Evidence before the Court was that the four were arrested and taken to the Montclair Police Station and detained for about five hours before being charged. Police also confiscated pamphlets which the union officials distributed outside the factory, their lawyer, Mr Chris Albertyn, told the Court.

He said the charges were later withdrawn, but about 50 or 60 completed membership application forms were missing when the police returned the confiscated goods to them. They sued the minister for wrongful arrest, unlawful detention and malicious prosecution.

According to police evidence, at the time of the incident, there had been unrest in the nearby Lamontville township and the police suspected that the pamphlets which were being distributed outside the factory at the time could have been linked with the unrest.

Crowd

But it was established that there was no link between the information in the pamphlets and unrest in the township.

The Court was told that a large crowd had gathered outside the factory gates and the four were arrested after refusing to leave as the crowd was obstructing pedestrians.

In his judgment, Mr Templeton said the plaintiffs had corroborated each other and described two of them as 'confident witnesses'. He said there had been a contradiction in the police evidence about the crowd at the scene. It had also taken the police some two hours to charge the four after they had been arrested and taken to the police station.

He upheld the claim and granted the plaintiffs damages of R750 each in addition to their costs of the application.
By PHILLIP VAN NIEKERK

ABOUT 400 workers at a Durban company, Wispeco, have voted to continue their legal strike over retrenchments which is now entering its fourth week.

Their union, the Metal and Allied Workers' Union (Mawu), has also announced plans to launch a national campaign against the approach to retrenchments of the giant Derby-Metcor group, of which Wispeco is part.

A statement by the Union yesterday said it had made "repeated" efforts to resolve the dispute with the company and had put forward a number of options, all of which had been rejected.

Wispeco workers also voted to refer various disputes, such as the alleged steward, to the industrial council.

The Rand Daily Mail was unable to get comment from Wispeco yesterday but in a previous statement, Wispeco said that 95 workers had been retrenched under a procedure agreed on by all parties.
Firm accuses strikers of assaulting staff

Labour Reporter

THE management of a strike-hit Durban window frame factory yesterday accused strikers of assaulting staff members who were helping maintain production.

The allegation was made by Mr James Milburn, Natal regional manager of Waspco, as the work stoppage by about 400 employees at the Moberi factory entered its 19th day.

The assaults have been reported to police for investigation, Mr Milburn said, adding that further reports of intimidation had also been received from employees who reported back to work.

"It is believed the intimidation is being incited by certain retrenched employees who refuse to leave the company's premises," he said.

Almost the entire black workforce downed tools on November 2 after the retrenchment of 95 employees.

Mr Bobby mortar, a spokesman for the Pesa-affiliated Metal and Allied Workers' Union, said yesterday that the workers were protesting at the company's refusal to negotiate severance pay.

"The union has made repeated efforts to resolve the dispute with the company and has put forward a number of options, but all these have been rejected by the company."

Mr Milburn said the company had urged the union to take the matter to the Industrial Council to seek a peaceful and orderly solution, but it refused to follow this option.

"Instead they have initiated strike action which will cause considerable hardship and suffering to employees of the company. The action is affecting not only Mawu members but also employees who are members of other unions which have not declared any dispute."

Management was led to believe by both the Engineering and Industrial Workers' Union and the SA Boilermakers' Society that their members were unwilling participants in the strike and that as a result of intimidation they were being prevented from resuming their duties," he said.
SASOL SACKINGS

Conditional hiring

Dismissal of more than 6 000 Sasol workers in the wake of the recent 48-hour stayaway has created problems for the corporation — despite protests that normal production is being maintained.

Last week Sasol announced that it had received numerous applications from former employees during its recruitment drive. It said their applications would be "sympathetically" considered provided they could satisfy the company that they were "not guilty of intimidation or incitement to participate in the stayaway and that they were victims of intimidation or incitement."

Mindful that discrimination against members of the Chemical Workers Industrial Union (CWIU) would bring charges of victimisation, Sasol was careful to state that union membership would not be taken into consideration.

Last Friday Sasol PRO Robin Hugo told the FM that nearly 2 000 workers who had not previously been employed by Sasol had started work in the Secunda plants and that a few thousand other return applications were being processed. He refused to divulge what methods Sasol would use to establish whether the dismissed workers complied with the company's criteria.

According to the CWIU's Chris Bonner, large numbers of workers have been streaming back to be interviewed although it was not yet clear how many dismissed workers had been re-employed. She said former workers were being asked:
- Why they stayed out on November 5 and 6,
- Why they had not heeded management ultimatums to return to work,
- Whether they could name people responsible for causing the stayaway. Some workers have been told that if they name just one person they will get their jobs back.
- Shop stewards who gave negative replies to questions about whether they had led the stayaway were being asked to name people who had.
- Whether they would participate in further stayaways, and
- About their work records and their relationship with their seniors.
WAGE NEGOTIATIONS

Recession blues

The annual wage negotiations at African Explosives and Chemical Industries (AECI) have reached a critical point as unions report the company's latest offer back to their members. Twelve unions are negotiating on behalf of the 15,000 workers at AECI's Modderfontein, Somerset West, Midlands (Sasolburg) and Umbogintwini plants.

According to a union source, the company has rejected the unions' 20% demand and has made a counter offer of 13% for lower-paid workers and 10% for more skilled ones. AECI's offer will raise the minimum wage in the company to R400 per month.

The SA Chemical Workers' Union (Sacwu), an affiliate of the Council of Unions of SA, represents the majority of black workers while the SA Allied Workers' Union (Sawu) represents a small portion. Other unions involved include the SA Boilermakers' Society, the Amalgamated Engineering Union, the SA Iron, Steel and Allied Industries Union, the SA Electrical and Allied Workers' Union, and five other all-white conservative unions.

Boilermakers' assistant general secretary Okkie Oosthuizen says he "doubts that the unions will accept the company's offer." He foresees the possibility of a dispute being declared with the support of most of the unions.

The black unions, though, are likely to tread cautiously this year. Last year's wage dispute led to the first-ever national legal strike by more than 8,000 Sacwu and Sawu members.

Breakthrough

According to PAWU, this constitutes a breakthrough as previous efforts to convince the two companies to negotiate outside the council have been unsuccessful. The irony is that PAWU, an affiliate of the Federation of SA Trade Unions, has been a vociferous critic of the industrial council system. It only joined the council after Sappi and Mondi refused to negotiate at plant level.

There has been speculation that the reason the two companies agreed to this step, after resisting it for so long, is that they could not agree on whether to increase the wage offer at the council. Spokesmen for both Sappi and Mondi declined to comment. The two other major companies in the industry, Nampak and Carlton Paper, have already granted PAWU this concession.

Industrial council negotiations in the troubled eastern Cape motor industry are in progress. The parties are tight-lipped about developments, although one employer source says some clarity about whether any agreement is imminent should emerge this week after a further meeting between the parties.

The decline in the motor vehicle market has led to thousands of retrenchments in recent months. There has also been unconfirmed speculation that the amalgamation of Ford and Amcar will lead to a "rationalisation" programme which will shrink the Ford plant and make up to 2,000 more workers redundant.
How did you come to be an organiser?

I was working in SASOL II I met with CWIU shop stewards and organisers I became one of the secret recruiters for the Union.

In May 1984, the Union was looking for another organiser. The SASOL workers elected me to that position. The BEC accepted the SASOL workers’ suggestion.

What are conditions like at SASOL?

Bad. The plant and hostels have an atmosphere like a military camp. Workers feel very oppressed.

Working conditions are bad. Many accidents occur. We are treated badly by the foremen. The pay is very low, about R1.50 per hour. When you try to challenge management, you are told you can go back to the homelands, there are thousands of unemployed workers wanting to take your place.

Why did workers participate in the stay away even though they had been given an exemption.

They believed it was right to support other workers in their struggle. The issues being protested were their issues - the treatment of the schoolchildren, the use of the police and army to harass people in the townships, rents, busfares etc., etc.

They were feeling angry at many things at this time - the attitude of SASOL management, the United bus company which transports them to work.

You were detained - what exactly happened?

When the soldiers rushed, JJ (another CWIU organiser) and I jumped out of the window. We were on the 2nd floor. When I landed I injured myself. JJ got away.

They pointed machine guns at me and told me not to run. I was put in a Hippo lying on my stomach so nobody could see me. At the police station they made sure no-one was looking when they took me out.

They told me they were holding me until they could get the situation under control. They would let me go once all the workers were out of the hostels and had gone home.

I explained the legal position to them - that our lawyers had had an undertaking from SASOL not to unlawfully evict the people from the hostels.

Then I was interrogated and asked many questions. The SB who interrogated me tried to win my confidence and pretended to be my friend. I could see he wanted me to tell him everything.

All the time they were phoning the township for a report on what was going on and telling me how the workers were taking their pay and getting on the buses.

They asked me if I was aware that other organisations were trying to infiltrate the unions.

They asked what workers were doing being involved in student politics. I explained that those are our workers' children - also workers are trying to avoid confrontation and violence with students.

They asked if I got more pay in the union or when I worked at SASOL? They could not believe I left my job at SASOL for less pay in the union. These people could not understand commitment to the organisation.

Later when they were satisfied that most of the workers had been bussed back to the homelands they released me from the PAYE tax deducted from workers pay.

SASOL is the pride and joy of white South Africa. How dare black workers challenge such an institution.
SASOL: THE REAL STORY

As the meeting took a break for a shop steward caucus, two ‘hippos’ drove into the hostel grounds and towards the workers. Workers scattered. Now they were totally determined not to return to work.

At the deadline time of 10 a.m. and again at 11.30 a.m., buses drew up outside the hostels ready to take workers to the plant. They left empty.

Management announced over the hostel intercom that workers were now dismissed.

Early on Wednesday morning about 5000 workers marched to the plant. They were turned away. They were accompanied all the way by ‘hippos’ and police vehicles.

POLICE IN HIPPOS ARRIVE

Workers then held a general meeting to decide on strategy. They decided:

* they would not collect their pay
* they would not leave their hostel rooms or houses

However, their decisions could not be carried out...Just as the meeting was coming to an end, a large contingent of police/Army drove into the hostel grounds in ‘hippos’ and landrovers.

They circulated around the hostel complex. Workers say the soldiers were pointing their guns at them saying “we’ll be coming for you at 6 p.m.” 6 o’clock was the time management had put in their pamphlet for workers to be out of the hostels. In the meantime the union lawyers had compelled SASOL to extend the time by 2 hours.

At about 10 a.m., shop stewards gathered in a 2nd floor room.

Hippos and landrovers charged at the hostels. Shop stewards and organisers filed for their lives, jumping out of windows and scattering. One organiser, T Mofupi, was captured and detained. He was released later that evening.

The word was put out that the police were looking for the shop stewards and union leaders and they had to go into hiding.

Workers decided they were not prepared to be massacred. They began to pack their belongings and collect their pay.

Special pay offices had been set up outside the hostels, and over 40 buses were waiting to take workers back to their various homelands.

By evening all but a few hundred were gone.

HELECOPTERS DROP PAMPHLETS

At 6 p.m., helicopters flew over the hostels and dropped thousands of pamphlets. The pamphlets threatened to dismiss workers if they did not return to work by 10 a.m. on Tuesday.

At an all night meeting, shop stewards and organisers decided to advise workers to return to work.

A general meeting of 6000 workers was held at 6 a.m. inside the hostel grounds to discuss SASOL’s pamphlet. Workers stood firm with their decision.
Union men in victory

Four SWELT, Fand Allied Workers' Union organisers have won their case against Law and Order Minister Louis le Grange for wrongful arrest, unlawful detention and malicious prosecution.

Thembinkosi Mavundu, Matangaba Ngcobo, Jay Naidoo and Renee Roux were awarded a total of R3,000 plus costs.

The four brought the case after they were picked up outside a factory while trying to recruit new members.

Police reaction unit members picked them up, confiscated their pamphlets and took them to the police station where they were charged.

When they appeared in court this week, the case was withdrawn.

The court said the cops involved had contradicted themselves on a crucial point during their evidence.
FOSATU PRESS STATEMENT

A Special FOSATU Central Committee received reports from all regions on the outcome of shop steward meetings with their employers. It also received reports from a delegation that met a number of major employer organisations. It is our view that employers are unable to influence a stubborn, misguided and misinformed government.

FOSATU has therefore decided on certain actions. It will put these proposals to other unions seeking their support. These actions will be far ranging and implemented in the next two months. The actions will be a response to the detentions, the attack on unions and the SASOL dismissals.

FOSATU is also convinced that employer involvement in the charges to be laid under Section 54 of the Internal Security Act will be disastrous to future industrial relations. The quality of industrial relations in the future will be irreversibly altered. We believe that certain government and certain major employers are not fully aware of the implications of charging union leaders. FOSATU believes that the governments actions are good cause for the protest being carried out in the United States of America. These protests are indeed justified moral support to detained union leaders.

FOSATU also received report-backs from all regions and locals on the proposed black Christmas. It was agreed that at present an effective national campaign could not be organised at such short notice as factories are now closing and many workers have already returned home with their purchases. In view of this a call for a campaign could be divisive rather than unite people. FOSATU will therefore not campaign for a black Christmas. However, we believe that the present circumstances leave little to be happy with. We therefore call on all members to make a symbolic gesture over Christmas of showing black on their clothing or houses as a sign of mourning.

2.12.84
Factory workers continue strike

Labour Reporter

ABOUT 400 striking employees of Wispeco, a window frame factory at Mophet, unanimously resolved to continue their legal strike which entered its fourth week yesterday.

Mr Bobby Marie, a spokesman for the Postau-affiliated Metal and Allied Workers' Union, said the workers were protesting against the company's refusal to negotiate severance pay for employees who were retrenched recently.

"The union has made repeated efforts to resolve the dispute and had put forward a number of options but these have all been rejected by the company," he said.

At a meeting this week, workers unanimously resolved to continue their strike action and instructed union officials to refer various other disputes to the regional Industrial Council for the Iron, Steel, Engineering and Metallurgical Industries, he said.

Mr James Milburn, regional manager of the company in Natal, said in a statement to The Mercury that the "dispute setting procedure" of the Industrial Council failed to resolve the dispute, and the company urged the union to take the matter to the Industrial Court to seek a peaceful and orderly solution.
By Carolyn Dempster, Labour Reporter

The 115 000-member Federation of South African Trade Unions (Fosatu) is to take strong action in response to the detention of prominent trade union leaders, the State's "attack on unions" and the mass sacking of Sasol workers earlier this month.

Fosatu has also warned that employer involvement in the charging of union leaders will irreversibly alter the future course of industrial relations.

A special Fosatu central committee meeting at the weekend decided to launch the actions as part of phase two of a campaign in response to the detentions, crackdown and mass dismissal of Sasol workers.

The committee did not detail its plans but said that certain proposals would be put to other unions for their support and the actions would be "far-ranging and implemented in the next two months".

Among those detained were Mr Chris Dlamini, president of Fosatu, and Mr Pirosbaw Camay, general secretary of the 150 000-member Council of Unions of South Africa.

"It is our view that employers are unable to influence a stubborn, misguided and misinformed Government," said Mr Joe Foster, general secretary of Fosatu.

"Fosatu is also convinced that employer involvement in the charges to be laid under section 54 of the Internal Security Act will be disastrous to future industrial relations," he added.

After discussion at regional level, the federation has decided that a call for a "Black Christmas" would be divisive, rather than uniting workers, and an effective national campaign could not be mounted at such short notice.

Instead of a ban on Christmas purchases, Fosatu is calling on all its members to make a symbolic gesture over Christmas as a sign of their concern at the detentions and their rejection of the Government's actions.

This includes showing black on their clothing or houses as a sign of mourning.
The Government and big business are equally to blame for the intolerable conditions in the black townships that have led to widespread rioting in the past months.

In a hard-hitting editorial, Fosatu News, mouth-piece of the Federation of South African Trade Unions (Fosatu), calls on the Government and big business to find "real solutions to the problems they have created."

The wave of unrest in the townships culminated in a successful two-day stayaway by thousands of black workers in the PWV area at the beginning of last month, backed by the major union federations, including Fosatu.

In a rare joint statement last month, Assocom, the Federated Chamber of Industries and the Afrikaanse Handelsinstituut, condemned the detentions following the stayaway and called on the Government to either charge or release the detainees.

The three organisations later held meetings with the Minister of Law and Order, Mr Louis le Grange.

In the editorial, Fosatu asks how long big business can afford to "sit idly" on the sidelines professing not to be political.

"They say they deplore the repressive actions of the Government, but it is clear that they have benefited from these oppressive policies," it said.

"South Africa has become an industrial giant at the expense of the welfare of its workers. The townships were built to provide dormitories for the millions of workers that big business desperately needed."

"But in order to keep the profits high, as little as possible was spent on providing workers with decent living conditions. And because only a basic education was needed to operate the machines in the factories, little money was spent on schools, technical colleges and universities for the country's blacks."

Fosatu said the two-day stayaway was a demonstration of deep-seated discontent among township residents as a result of high unemployment, increased food prices, bus fare and rent hikes, inadequate housing, low wages and poor education.

"But once again it is met by the repressive fist of the Government. The townships are virtually occupied by the police and the army - worker and progressive leaders are detained," the editorial said.

"Contrary to what the present Government believes, it will not be able to forcefully suppress the growing discontent in the country's townships forever. Nor can it afford to ignore the justified demands being made by workers and students."

"It is time that the Government and big business began to consider real solutions to the problems they have created."

"Is it unfair for workers to demand to live in reasonable conditions? Is it unfair for workers to demand the right to work and receive a living wage? Is it unfair for workers' children to demand a decent education?"

"Fosatu says no, it is not unfair. These are basic human rights. Fosatu will not surrender until these have been achieved," the editorial said.
Union action on detentions soon

Own Correspondent

JOHANNESBURG — The Federation of South African Trade Unions (Fosatu) will launch a "far-reaching" campaign in the next two months in protest at the detention of several of its leaders and the sacking of union members by Sasol.

A Fosatu statement yesterday said the campaign, which might be backed by other unions, was a result of the "inability" of employers to persuade the government to release detained unionists.

It attacked "employer involvement" in police investigations into the detainees' roles in the recent stay-away.

At the same time, Fosatu said it could not support a planned boycott of shops over the Christmas period and asked its members to make a "symbolic" gesture of mourning.

Fosatu said the current protests by American activists were "justified morale support to detained union leaders." "Certain actions," in response to the detentions and firings, had been decided on at a special central committee meeting over the weekend. These would be put to other unions to seek their support, and would be implemented over the next two months.

Fosatu declined to give details until other unions had been consulted. But the latest issue of Fosatu's newspaper, Fosatu Worker News, suggests that "international solidarity action" will play a part in the campaign.

Several key Fosatu officials, including its president, Mr Chris Dinani, have been detained in the wake of the recent stay-away by hundreds of thousands of Transvaal workers.

Police have been gathering information from employers and journalists — a move which is believed to precede a trial of the stay-away's alleged organizers.

Meetings

Fosatu said its central committee had heard reports from all regions on meetings between shop stewards and their employers over the detentions and the recent firing of 6,000 Sasol workers, and reports on meetings between Fosatu and major employer bodies.

"It is our view that employers are unable to influence a stubborn, misguided and misinformed government," Fosatu said.

It was also convinced that "employer involvement" in the charges to be laid under section 54 of the Internal Security Act (against the detainees) would be "disastrous to future industrial relations."

Fosatu believed the government and "certain major employers" were not fully aware of the implications of charging union leaders. It warned that the course of labour relations could be "irreversibly altered."
Unions launch 2-month protest over arrests

By STEVEN FRIEDMAN
Labour Correspondent

THE Federation of SA Trade Unions is to launch a "far-reaching" campaign in the next two months to protest at the detention of several of its leaders and the sacking of union members by Sasol, a Fosatu statement said yesterday.

It says the campaign, which may be backed by other unions, is a result of the "inability of employers to persuade the Government to release detained unionists. It also attacked employer "involvement" in police investigations into the detaine's role in the recent Transvaal stay away.

Fosatu said it had decided at a special central committee meeting over the weekend on "certain actions" in response to the detentions and firings, and added that these would be put to other unions to seek their support. They would be implemented over the next two months.

It declined to give details until other unions had been consulted. But the latest issue of Fosatu's newspaper, Fosatu Worker News, suggests that "international solidarity action" will play a part in the planned campaign.

Several key Fosatu officials, including its president Mr. Chris Dlamini, have been detained in the wake of the recent stay away by hundreds of thousands of Transvaal workers.

Police have been gathering information from employers and journalists - a move which is believed to precede a trial of the stayaway's alleged organisers.

In its statement, Fosatu said its central committee had heard reports from all regions on meetings between shop stewards and their employers over the detentions and the recent firing of 6,000 workers by Sasol, as well as reports on recent meetings between Fosatu and major employer bodies.

"It is our view that employers are unable to influence a stubborn, misguided and misinformed Government," Fosatu said.

It was "also convinced" that "employer involvement in the charges to be laid under section 34 of the Internal Security Act (against the detaine's) will be disastrous to future industrial relations."

"Fosatu believes the government and certain major employers were "not fully aware of the implications of charging union leaders."

It added that current protests by civil rights activists in the United States "are indeed justified moral support to detained union leaders."

On the call for a Christmas shopping boycott, Fosatu said an effective national campaign could not be organised "at such short notice" as factories were now closing and workers were returning home with their purchases.

It suggested its members "make a symbolic gesture over Christmas of shedding black on their clothing or houses as a sign of mourning."


Workers continue 4-week-old strike

Mail Correspondent

DURBAN — About 400 striking employees of Wsipeco, a window frame factory at Mobe, unanomously resolved to continue their four-week-old legal strike.

Mr Bobby Marie, a spokesman for the Fosatu-affiliated Metal and Allied Workers' Union, said the workers were protesting against the company's refusal to negotiate severance pay for employees who were retrenched recently.

"The union has made repeated efforts to resolve the dispute and had put forward a number of options, but these have all been rejected by the company," he said.

Mr James Milburn, regional manager of the company in Natal, said in statement that his company urged the union to take the matter to the Industrial Court to seek a peaceful and orderly solution.

"To date Mawu has refused to follow this option," he said.
New forum for biscuit men

A new negotiating forum for the biscuit industry, covering biscuit workers in Natal and the Transvaal, has been set up following the collapse of the industrial council in August this year.

The council disintegrated after the Sweet Food and Allied Workers' Union (SFAWU), which is affiliated to Fosatu, was blocked from becoming a party to the council negotiations by a trade union affiliate of the Trade Union Council of South Africa (Tucsa).

In order to bargain with SFAWU, the industry's two major biscuit producers — Bakore and Fedbisco — withdrew from the council and joined with the union to form a new bargaining forum.

However, the negotiating course has not been an easy one. SFAWU together with the minority unions put forward a demand for a 32 percent across-the-board increase and a minimum weekly wage of R110.

LABOUR BRIEFS

The employers' response was an offer of a 12.5 percent raise and a refusal to accept demands on overtime pay, working hours and public holidays.

The dispute has now gone to mediation in an attempt to bridge the gap between unions and employers.

The Black Health and Allied Workers' Union of South Africa this week signed a recognition and procedural agreement with Pretoria Wholesale Druggists.

This is the third agreement the union has notched up since its inception a year ago and signifies that it is a growing force to be reckoned with on the pharmaceutical front.

A sudden rush for jobs in the platteland has prompted the organisation ROEP (Restore Our Endangered Platteland) to appeal to farm managers and platteland business concerns to contact them if they need personnel.

The increasing flow of inquiries, says ROEP, comes from a diverse range of people as doctors, businessmen and women, teachers and other professional people.

Those interested in securing a platteland position, or finding a platteland employee should contact Dr G H Craven at 0490 1630 or write to PO Box 29, Steylerville 6250.
Factory recognises May Day

JOHANNESBURG — An Eastern Cape glass factory, Pilkington Glass, has become the first employer in decades to allow workers to take May 1, International Labour Day, as a paid holiday. The company agreed to this in recent negotiations with the Chemical Workers' Industrial Union, according to the latest issue of Fosatu's newspaper, Fosatu Worker News. May 1, May Day, is celebrated by workers in many countries as a holiday in honour of the labour movement and worker rights. — DDC
9,000 Sasol Workers Join Fosatu Union

Correspondent:

The 9,000 Sasol workers at the Sasolburg plant recently voted to join the Federation of South African Trade Unions (Fosatu). This move is significant as it represents a growing trend among workers in South Africa to organize and demand better working conditions and benefits.

The decision to join Fosatu was made following negotiations with management over issues such as wages, working hours, and safety. Workers at Sasol have been seeking improvements in these areas for some time, and the vote to join Fosatu is seen as a step towards achieving these goals.

The union has promised to support the workers in their efforts, and management has agreed to engage in open and transparent dialogue to address the concerns raised by the workers. It is hoped that this collaboration will lead to a resolution of the issues and a better working environment for all.

The decision to join Fosatu is a testament to the workers' commitment to improving their working conditions and securing better terms of employment. It also highlights the importance of trade unions in representing the interests of workers and advocating for their rights.

Fosatu's role in this process is crucial, as it provides the workers with a voice and a means to negotiate with management. The union's support and advocacy are expected to play a key role in achieving the workers' objectives.

In the meantime, negotiations continue between management and the union, with the aim of reaching a mutually acceptable agreement that benefits both parties. The workers remain committed to their goal of improving their working conditions, and the union is standing by them every step of the way.
Sasol's attitude to unions will be tested again

By STEVEN FRIEDMAN
Labour Correspondent

THE attitude of Sasol to dealing with emerging unions is to be tested again—only weeks after it fired about 6,000 workers who took part in the recent Transvaal work stayaway.

In a surprise development yesterday, the Chemical Workers' Industrial Union (CWU), which represented most workers fired during the stayaway, said it had recruited most of the 9,000-plus workers at four coal mine shafts owned by Sasol at Secunda.

The CWU is affiliated to the Federation of SA Trade Unions (FoSatu).

It said it had asked Sasol for stop order facilities—automatic deduction of union dues by management—at the four mines and it is believed that this may lead to a demand for full recognition at the mines.

This means the CWU is likely to retain a strong presence in Secunda despite the sackings and could help it re-establish a foothold in the Sasol II and Sasol III plants.

The two plants rely on the mines for the coal used in Sasol's oil-from-coal process.

Before the mass sackings, the CWU had stop orders at Sasol II and III and was about to be granted full negotiating rights.

It claims the sackings were designed to keep it out of the plants. Sasol has denied this.

The CWU suggested in a statement yesterday its request for stop order facilities would again test Sasol's stance on dealing with it.

"It will be interesting to see whether or not Sasol management is sincere in its statements that the dismissal of workers was not aimed at ridding itself of the CWU," the union said.

A union representative said a letter had been sent to Sasol last week asking for stop orders at the mines. No reply had been received yet, she added.

A Sasol spokesman, Mr Robin Hugo, said yesterday the company had no means of verifying what the CWU membership at the Secunda mines was and implied that the company had not yet received the stop order request.

"If an application for stop order facilities is received from the CWU, it will be considered on its merits," he added.

Meanwhile, Mr Hugo said yesterday that Sasol expected that the process of employing workers to replace those fired would only be completed in February next year.

He said the company had received 4,000 applications for jobs from new workers and a further 3,000 from fired workers.

Mr Hugo was commenting on a CWU claim that Sasol had taken back some drivers and administrative workers fired during the stayaway. He denied this.
Key dispute is settled with help of mediation

By STEVEN FRIEDMAN
Labour Correspondent

A key industrial court case, which was to have tested whether companies must bargain on wages with majority unions outside an official industrial council, has been settled with the aid of mediation.

But, while the union which brought the case, the Metal and Allied Workers Union (Mawu), says the company agreed to discuss wages with it, the company, McKinnon Chain, denies this. It says it did negotiate with the union — but only on long-service bonuses and a change in job grades.

The dispute arose in Maritzburg where the company, with other metal employers, had been resisting Mawu’s demands that it bargain over pay directly.

In doing so, they are supporting their employer federation, the Steel and Engineering Industries Federation (Seifisa), which is against wage bargaining outside the councils.

McKinnon Chain grants workers pay increases over and above those granted at the council and Mawu argued that these should be negotiated with it, rather than decided by the company alone.

Mawu declared a dispute with the company, the first step towards testing the issue in the court. A ruling by the court would have had effects throughout industry, as many employers are against bargaining wages outside councils.

The latest issue of Fosatu Workers News, newspaper of the Federation of SA Trade Unions, to which Mawu belongs, says the company reacted to the dispute by suggesting further settlement talks.

The union agreed on condition that a mediator, an advocate Mr Paul Pretorius, was called in.

McKinnon Chain’s managing director, Mr John Samuel, this week denied that the increase was discussed with the union. “We negotiated on a long-service bonus and on job grades only,” he said.

Mr Samuel said the company raised wages by transferring workers to a higher job grade and it had agreed that the union could suggest changes to the grading system.

“They suggested some changes which obviously affected the pay of a few employees. But only a couple of our 130 workers at the plant had their gradings changed as a result,” Mr Samuel said.
Three detained trade union leaders released

By MAURITZ MOOLMAN

AT LEAST three union leaders were released from police custody yesterday in the wake of an increasing international outcry against what South African unionists describe as "union bashing" by the Government.

The three are Mr Chris Dhlamin, president of the Federation of South African Trade Unions (Fosatu), Mr Jethro Dhalis of the Transport and General Workers Union and Mr Bangthwe Solo of the National Union of Textile Workers.

A police spokesman said yesterday that he could only verify their release today. A spokesman for Fosatu, however, said he had spoken to the three after their release.

They were among a number of union leaders arrested last month. Mr Dhlamini was arrested on November 10 while at work. He was held under Section 29 of the Internal Security Act.

The police swoop also included a leader of the Council of Unions of South Africa (Cosatu), Mr Phroshaw Canay.

The trio's release follows on the recent row between the Minister of Law and Order, Mr Louis le Grange, and South African businessmen over the detention of union leaders.

They asked that the unionists be released or charged as soon as possible.

The Free South Africa Movement, formed two weeks ago by the black foreign policy group TransAfrica, has staged protests outside the South African Embassy in Washington since November 21 over the detentions.

It widened the protests this week to South African consulates in New York, Los Angeles and Boston.

In a Washington protest early this week, three union leaders were arrested, bringing the number of Congressmen, labour leaders and black activists arrested since the protest began.

Three Fosatu members held a press conference in the United States this week in an effort to muster foreign support against Government action on its members.
Labour Reporter

THE five-week legal strike by 400 employees of Wispeco ended yesterday. But, according to a spokesman for the workers, they would refuse to work overtime until their grievances had been resolved.

The work stoppage, which seriously disrupted the company's production of window frames, started on November 2 after the company embarked on a retrenchment programme and dismissed 56 workers.

According to Mr Bobby Mars, a spokesman for the Metal and Allied Workers' Union, the dispute was over the company's refusal to negotiate severance pay with the union.

After a lengthy meeting this week the workers decided to return to work with immediate effect and instructed the union to refer the dispute to the Industrial Court.

In the meantime, they would be registering their protest by banning overtime work and imposing a work-to-rule attitude, he said.

Mr Mars said the meeting also discussed the use of 'scab' labour during the strike. "It was noted that these employees were paid far in excess of what black workers earned for the same jobs and that their presence on the premises could have seriously inflamed racial tension."

Mr James Milburn, regional manager of the company in Natal, yesterday confirmed that 238 strikers arrived at the company's premises and indicated that they were prepared to return unconditionally.

"At a meeting held with shop stewards this morning, management were advised that the workers wished to return to work as normal and that the strike action had now been terminated."

"Discussions will continue with representatives of the union in an attempt to resolve outstanding matters," he added.
3. detained union leaders released

Own Correspondent

JOHANNESBURG — At least three union leaders were released from police custody yesterday in the wake of an increasing international outcry against what South African unionists have described as "union bashing" by the South African Government.

The three released yesterday afternoon are Mr Chris Dlamini, president of the Federation of South African Trade Unions (Fosatu), Mr Jethro Dlulua, of the Transport and General Workers Union, and Mr Sambuzwe Solo, of the National Union of Textile Workers.

A police spokesman said yesterday that he would only be able to verify the report today. A spokesman for Fosatu said he had spoken to the men after their release.

They were among a number of union leaders arrested a week after the two-day stayaway at the beginning of last month, including a leader of the Council of Unions of South Africa (CUA), Mr Phiroshaw Comes.

The Free South Africa Movement has been staging protests outside the South African Embassy in Washington and South African consulates in New York, Los Angeles and Boston.

† Stayaway Five in court, page 2
The Transvaal Stayaway

AUGUST

Nationwide campaign against the constitution is primarily on the grounds that it excludes any African participation.

AUGUST 21

Ten leaders of UDF and affiliated organisations detained. In following weeks more are detained bringing number to 18.

AUGUST 30

Elections for coloured House of Representatives 700 000 people register. All parties organise boycott of elections against lack of implementation. In protests around country, 112 people are arrested - 103 are charged.

AUGUST 10

Elections for Indian House of Delegates Widespread protest in Lenasia where police use rubber bullets, teargas and sjamboks on 1000 strong crowd. About 300 people injured. Police report 44 "incidents" in Transvaal Police lower than those for coloured elections.

AUGUST 29

School boycott spreads from Pretoria to East Rand schools in protest against sexual abuses, inadequate conditions, age limit on school attendance, and refusal to allow student representatives into council meetings.

SEPTEMBER 2

Large anti-rent meetings in Vaal townships. Stayaway recommended if rent increases are not dropped. Rent increases authorised by community councils, elected on very low pools. Blacks identify local authority with new constitution.

SEPTEMBER 3

Thousands of residents respond to calls by local civic association and other Vaal organisations for one-day stayaway in protest against rent increases. Protest march to administration board offices broken up by policemen and police. Violence breaks out. Fourteen die, many injured. Residents attack councillors' houses. Police enter school premises in Mangooni. One person seriously injured.

SEPTEMBER 4

A crowd of about 5 000 outside Vaal Administration Board offices. While delegation negotiates with police, councillors and administration board officials, rent increases are declared. Residents' demands not met. Councillors agree to call urgent meeting to discuss rent issue. Violent student boycott classes. 500 pupils march on a police station, demanding release of pupils arrested previously last week. Warning by police to disperse is ignored. Police fire teargas at crowd. Pupils flee, throwing stones at pupils boycotting in Khatleleng. 4 700 pupils in Daveyton 1 800 in Thokoza, 10 000 in Soshanguve and 4 800 in Tembisa, where classes are suspended. Classes also suspended at Maseru High School in Alexandra.

SEPTEMBER 7

Official death toll in Vaal rises to 29. Real number suspected to be much higher. Unrest in Thabong.

SEPTEMBER 8

About 3 000 attend funeral of unrest victims in Katlehong and 8 000 in Daveyton. Ignoring chief magistrate's order and ban on weekend gatherings, one person killed, one seriously injured by police after attempts to set alight Katlehong mineworkers' homes.

SEPTEMBER 10

Students in Warmbaths boycott, demanding resignation of their principal.

SEPTEMBER 11

All meetings of more than 1000 people in Vaal banned. Police break up social gathering of 1700 people. 368 people detained this week.

SEPTEMBER 12

Black schools closed early.

SEPTEMBER 13

Soweto Cosas branch secretary Bongani Khuze shot dead by police.

SEPTEMBER 16

More funerals for unrest victims in Katlehong, Thokoza and Evaton. 195 arrested after funeral in Evaton.

SEPTEMBER 17

One day stayaway called in Soweto. Mass clashes between police and residents.

SEPTEMBER 20

Walter Makaatsho, 14, killed during clashes with police in Soweto. Sixteen killed so far under age of 15.

SEPTEMBER 22

120 people arrested at funeral in Sharpeville. 132 in Bophelong for illegal gatherings.

SEPTEMBER 23

598 arrested at funeral in Sebokeng. They appear in court three days later. Bail refused.

NOVEMBER 2

UDF official Murphy Morobe and Vaal Civic Association chairman Lord McCammon detained. All members of civic leadership now either dead, in detention or in hiding.

OCTOBER 3

Unrest spreads to Duduzula and Tshokane Post office and beerhalls burnt.

OCTOBER 6

Law and Order Minister announces army will be used to quell township unrest.

OCTOBER 10

Funeral of unrest victims in Kwa Thema and Tshakhane in East Rand.

OCTOBER 11

Soweto branch executives of Cosas and Avam detained. Students and teachers most hit by detention. 170 out of 300 people detained this year in this category.

OCTOBER 12

Funeral of Nicholas Siphiwe Mhudiwa. Blair Gordon is killed when crowds stone his brother's car.

OCTOBER 22

One-day stayaway in Kwa Thema.

OCTOBER 25

Seven thousand troops and police enter and order off Sebokeng at night. 350 people arrested by 8.30 am. Firing rises. Operation Palmetto moves to other Vaal townships. Army performs similar operation in Tembisa.

OCTOBER 29

Official numbers of dead by this date 131.
Behind the stayaway

Nothing that has happened in this highly traumatic year did as much to jolt white South Africa as last week's stayaway by the Transvaal's urban black community. 

And so it should have. 

According to labour analysts, between 300,000 and 800,000 workers participated in the mass protest — making it the biggest in SA history. 

It was not the violence which accompanied it that shocked. Sadly, most people have become accustomed to almost daily reports of death, mayhem and destruction. Nor was it the effective re-statement of how dependent this country is on the contribution of black workers — and how vulnerable commerce and industry are to the withdrawal of their labour. That is keenly recognised. The impact came from the realisation of exactly how deep the level of black discontent has become.

It was this factor which led union groups like the Federation of SA Traders Unions (Fosatu) and the Council of Unions of SA (Cusa) as well as the independent Commercial, Catering and Allied Workers' Union (Ccawu) to back the call for azaakhutuza ("we don't ride"). The Labour Monitoring Group (see box) has pointed out, the stayaway marks a new phase in the history of protest against apartheid — the beginning of united and concerted action by organised labour, students and community groups. And the unions are playing a key role.

The prospect of a stayaway arose when the Congress of SA Students (Cosas), an affiliate of the United Democratic Front (UDF), which has been in the thick of the education protests, called on students, community and worker organisations to get together to discuss the education crisis and civic and labour problems.

Unrealistic demands

When it became apparent that a stayaway was on the cards it became certain that other UDF-affiliated trade unions and organisations would support it. Hence the participation of the SA Allied Workers' Union (Sawu) and the General and Allied Workers' Union (Gawu), both of which have long been associated with black community political issues, the Vaal Civic Association; the Federation of SA Women; the East Rand People's Organisation; the Release Mandela Committee; and other UDF organisations, although the UDF itself as a collective body was not involved. The United Mining, Metal and Allied Workers' Union of SA (Ummawosa), which split from Fosatu's Metal and Allied Workers' Union in mid-year, (and who are widely expected to join the UDF), also joined in.

The umbrella Transvaal Regional Stayaway Committee — which organised the protest — made demands which included the withdrawal of the army and police from the townships, and a halt to rent increases. In addition, all detainees and political prisoners were to be released, and all dismissed workers reinstated. "Unfair" tax and taxation were to be withdrawn, and there were some educational demands, too.

The effectiveness of last week's stayaway was largely attributable to the involvement of the black unions. This was the first large-scale involvement of organised labour in politics since the Wiehahn reforms — and presages new directions in black politics as a whole.

— that student representative councils be democratically elected in black schools, and the age restrictions on black pupils be abolished, along with corporal punishment. 

It was obviously unrealistic to expect that all these demands would be met. Yet, given the disparate aims of the organisations involved, it is natural that they should have been articulated.

There is no doubt that without the contribution of Cusa, which is a UDF affiliate, Ccawu and particularly of Fosatu, the stayaway would not have been as effective as it was. It has given rise to a perception that unions have crossed the Rubicon which divides purely union interests from political issues.

Why did Fosatu — whose almost exclusive concentration on shop-floor issues has accounted for its strength and success — become embroiled in the stayaway? Since its formation in 1979 the federation has avoided direct political action. The two notable exceptions were the torchlight nation-wide work stoppage after the death in detention of trade unionist Neil Aggett in 1982, and the campaign this year against the coloured and Indian elections. Therein lies the answer.

Settos' education secretary Alec Erwin: "Our attitude is clear. If something affects our organisation and our members we will respond. That action was undertaken because the situation in the Transvaal is very serious — in our view close to civil war — and needed clear protest action.

Cosas came up with the initial student demands. We chose to back them and added other issues like getting the army out of the townships. However, we will only undertake such action in serious situations and when our members feel it is appropriate."

Some labour observers have drawn attention to other factors. They point out that one of the issues underlying the Ummawosa/Metal and Allied Workers' Union (Mawu) split was a deep-rooted dissatisfaction with Fosatu's reluctance about political involvement. That is clearly denied by Erwin, who told the FM "There was division in the Mawu leadership, and corruption. But we are perfectly happy that the Ummawosa split did not relate to political issues. That was a rationalisation in handbooks on their part." Nonetheless, Erwin does acknowledge that tensions within Fosatu, although he says the federation does not regard these as being unhealthy.

WHERE IT HIT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>% Participation</th>
<th>Metal</th>
<th>Chemical</th>
<th>Food</th>
<th>Auto, Building &amp; Transport</th>
<th>Retail</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90-100</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>42</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80-89</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70-79</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60-69</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-59</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Below 50</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totals</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>71</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Labour Monitoring Group

Percentage stayaway

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attendediaville</th>
<th>60%</th>
<th>Pretoria</th>
<th>25%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

[Map of stayaway participation rates by sector]
What is the response of employers? Unions report that, barring Sasol, which in one of the biggest mass dismissals sacked 6 500 workers—declinating Fosatu’s Chemical Workers’ Union in the Transvaal—very few employers took action against the employees for participating in the stayaway.

According to Tony Ewer, chairman of the Transvaal Chamber of Industries’ Labour Affairs Committee “A lot of soul-searching was done among employers I think there was a lot of sympathy for the situation many of their employees found themselves in, in view of the intimidation that took place preventing them from getting to work.” Ewer stated unequivocally, however, that employer response would harden if there are any more stayaways, as has been rumoured.

In general, white reaction has been to blame it all on agitators. Then, in evaluating what it means, to question why the black masses indulged in an action obviously against their economic interests at a time of high unemployment. And there was alarm at revolutionary statements and threats of general strike from the Transvaal Regional Stayaway Committee’s Thami Makhulu (see page 56).

There was intimidation. But to focus on only that is to miss the point. Industrial sociologist Professor Eddie Webster of Wits has defined a stayaway as “a general withdrawal of labour which does (unusually) arise out of a specific work-place dispute but articulates broader political and sometimes economic demands.”

Erwin states: “This was action against certain government policies rather than against employers Sasol.” We expected to pay some costs. To have stood back and done nothing would have created serious problems between our members and their children.”

In such a situation the fact that blacks cannot exercise their political rights in the central Parliament means that unions with black membership inevitably come to articulate their grievances. This is a reality which no statute like the Labour Relations Act’s prohibition on union affiliation to political parties can hope to quash. A basic problem is that the liberalism which has been so marked in the labour field since the Wehahn Commission has not been matched in other spheres. “Unions everywhere in the world — but in SA in particular — are obliged to take up political issues,” says Erwin.

The massive response to the stayaway has created fears that emotions will run so high that someone will call for a general strike. But it does not follow that the large black union federations will indulge in stayaways at the drop of a hat. Says Erwin: “We don’t entertain any illusions as to how difficult it is to pull off a stayaway — unlike other organizations which don’t have membership of the factory floor.” However, not all unions share Fosatu’s sentiments. Umnumwa, for instance, told the FM that it would support any future stayaways.

What is pertinent is that union groupings like Fosatu and Cusa understand the limitations of stayaways. As Webster has stated, stayaways “remain demonstrations, not organised challenges. Clearly the danger of dismissal is considerably greater in periods of gloom and unemployment. Finally, lacking co-ordinated organisation and the financial resources for a long strike, workers cannot stay out for long.”

Cusa general secretary Phirosha Camay has stated: “Right now another stayaway would just weaken our position. We would just lose effect if we did that. Employer attitudes would be much tougher. We cannot pursue all our demands in a stayaway. We can only use it in some instances. One uses stayaways for issues of principle and core issues. Workers have been battered for a whole year retribution, retrenchment, unemployment, bad pay, get, township rents increase — it’s cumulative. There are irretrievable forces acting in our community and we needed to react to them.”

Unfortunately, while there has to be law enforcement, the police do not seem to have helped matters — and that presence of the army in townships is regarded as provocative. Law and Order Minister Louis le Grange would do well to reconsider the handling of the unrest. For example, the detention of the stayaway organisers and especially of Fosatu president Chris Dlamini has only added to an inflammatory situation.

“The stayaway was a very clear show of mass discontent with specific government policies. It was the clearest and most substantial message that has got across for many decades,” says Erwin.

If government officials areமwhat happened last week it threatens the future of all South Africans. It is clearly folly to believe that homeland leaders and community councillors are the real black leaders. Like it or not, it is organisations like the African National Congress and black trade unions that really count. It is to them that government should be talking.”

STAYAWAY PATTERNS

Last Monday’s and Tuesday’s stayaway elicited an average 60% response in the PWV area — with anything up to 800,000, and not less than 300,000 people participating. It was most successful where stong trade union organisation and community and student organisations coincided. The numbers involved in the stayaway are considerably higher if the approximately 400,000 students who boycotted school on those two days are included.

There are the findings of the Labour Monitoring Group (LMG), an academic body which has produced a preliminary analysis of the stayaway. The group used the SA Labour and Development Research Unit’s directory of trade unions as its data base and attempted to contact workers in areas which have a recognition agreement with an independent union. Responses were received from 71 firms. Six firms refused to divulge information.

Other findings of the group are

- Unions have given overwhelming support to the stayaway with some 70% of the companies in their sample reporting a stayaway rate of over 80%.
- The unionised factories were concentrated in the East Rand and the Vaal — the areas where the stayaway rates were highest.
- The LMG points out that even though it could not canvass the Pretoria area, because of the limitations of its sample group, it is known that the stayaway in Atteridgeville was almost total. However, commuters from that area went to work as usual. The pattern was similar in Brits with township dwellers supporting the stayaway and commuters working normally.
- The areas where the stayaway was most intense were the East Rand and Atteridgeville — school attendance was also negligible. It seems, the LMG says, that workers readily identified the demands of the students for democratically elected student representative councils with their own struggle for independence.
- All sectors where unions were present were equally affected. Mining was an exception, with lack of participation being attributed to isolation from the townships and the aftermath of the recent strike.
- The stayaway did not weaken on the second day 56% of establishments maintained the same level of stayaway on both days, 20% weakened, and 24% actually intensified on Tuesday. This is seen as significant, as in the past extended stayaways have failed — such as the call for a five-day stayaway in November 1976 which simply petered out.
- There was no significant difference in the response of migrants and township dwellers to the stayaway. The LMG says that migrants formed a significant proportion of the workforce in 20 of the 71 establishments surveyed. In five of these there was more than 90% participation. The high level of migrant worker involvement, the LMG comments, suggests a critical role being played by the influence of Inkatha on the Rand. Forced to choose between loyalty to Inkatha and to their unions, many supported the stayaway. Inkatha chief Gadsa Buthelezi’s vocal opposition to the stayaway call distances him even further from the mainstream of opposition in SA, the LMG claims.
- None of the employers interviewed envisaged disciplinary action. The most common response was to deduct wages for the two days’ absence. Some employers treated it as paid leave; others, more sympathetic, accorded employees accounts of intimidation and paid wages in full.

The LMG states that Sasol’s hardline approach revealed the vulnerability of workers during a stayaway. Most employers are likely to be met by a harsher management response. Already some employers are calling for a return of the workforce, and could well use stayaways as a pretext for retrenchment.”
THAMI MALI

'We have the power'

Thami Mali was chairman of the Transvaal Regional Stayaway Committee (TRSC) which organised last week's two-day stayaway. Although the TRSC is not affiliated to the United Democratic Front (UDF), the 37 TRSC organisations, including one of the major emerging labour federations, are. Mali spoke to the *Mail* a day before he was detained under section 29 of the Internal Security Act. According to prison regulations, Mali's picture cannot be published.

FM: You say the aim of the TRSC is to make the country ungovernable so as to make government sit down and talk. Assuming government agrees, what will you call for?

Mali: The minimum demands of the people are contained in the Freedom Charter. Of course, the people will have to come forward and lay these out. But even if such a call is made, it cannot be to the TRSC. There are leaders of the people of SA and there are leaders of the workers of this country.

Who?

The leaders of the people have been jailed for life: Nelson Mandela and others, and there are leaders of the people in exile. These are the people the government should talk to, not us. We want those people back and we are standing for the same ideals: we want change in this country, we want to live normal lives in a free non-racial country that will accommodate anybody — nobody will be driven into the sea.

You have said there will be further and more effective stayaways in future.

Exactly, because the demands that led to the call for a stayaway have not been met. In fact, the situation has worsened because of the reaction of the Sasol management in dismissing 6 500 workers. One of the demands that came particularly from the trade unions (in the stayaway campaign) was for the reinstatement of all dismissed workers, including the 446 Sumba workers who, subsequently, were reinstated. But the fact remains workers are being repressed daily.

(Education and Training Minister) Gerrit Viljoen has said nothing to solve the education crisis, which is part of the reason for us calling the stayaway. Back in the townships the problems of rents, electricity, fake water meters, still remain unresolved. Moreover, there is the coming Putco fare hike.

Chief Gatsha Buthelezi has warned that stayaways are ill-advised until there is black unity. Are you worried about a backlash by workers since the stayaway resulted in the dismissal of workers at Sasol?

Our people have actually proved that they are not going to listen to Gatsha Buthelezi's reactionary advice. Anything that he advises is treated with suspicion.

What he said was not different from the pamphlets distributed by the police over the weekend (before the stayaway). The unity he talks about is not genuine. We will never at any stage think of forming a unity force with Inkatha. The unity he talks about is forming an alliance with him. He must get out of the system first, then we can consider such an alliance.

As to a backlash, because of the reaction of the State to whatever we do, we know that every step we take in our liberation struggle has some boomerang effects. We know that in calling for a stayaway we might suffer here and there, but if the suffering will shorten our sorrow then sacrifice is the price we are willing to pay.

Are you sure that Fosatu will support further stayaway action?

Yes, because we are fighting for a just society that will be ruled by the working class and this is what Fosatu is fighting for. It wants a government that will take care of the needs of the working class and the unions. More than ever before, people have realised that their struggle at the factory floor will never be solved until the whole system of government has been changed.

And student organisations have also realised that their problems in education will never be solved until the problem of the workers have been solved and until the problems of the community have been solved. All these problems will be solved if we change the system of government.

Is that realistic? For one thing it is not clear the stayaway was an overwhelming success.

The stayaway was a tremendous success. Taking into account that we are operating under very trying circumstances and with the State having the advantage of TV and the media on its side. Despite that, propaganda thousands stayed away.

What about the charges of intimidation?

Aside from a few reported cases which were isolated, thousands decided to stay away without any intimidation. Where people were met on their way to and from work, they were political activists at all times tried to educate our people and discuss the issues with them.

For example, the hostel dwellers, in previous stayaways there were problems (convincing them) and we realised we had not done our work there. This time we did a lot of groundwork there before we produced the stayaway pamphlets. The first meeting convened by COSAS was on October 10. We decided to go to the communities and assess our strength there. We sat down and spoke to people and got their views because some people have a very low level of politicisation. We got a very good response.

Can you categorically that nobody was threatened, that anyone was free not to stayaway? How much control do you have, since there seems to be a criminal element?

The feeling of ordinary people in the township is that we will not tolerate people who allow themselves to be bought for the perpetuation of their own exploitation. Why, after being spoken to and after they understand, do these people decide to go against their people and be fellow travellers with the enemy?

People just can't understand this because we believe that we the oppressed people have more than ever before to stand together. We should not at any stage allow ourselves to be bought for the perpetuation of our own exploitation. That is why people are angry with the councillors.

Sometimes it is not easy to go against the people. For instance, it becomes difficult on my part to convince people not to loot a Putco bus. The reason is Putco is seen as an ally of the government. It receives a government subsidy and the government is always siding with it. They see Putco as part of the system, as with the railways.

What did the stayaway achieve?

It has actually shown that we have power in our hands. It showed that we can bring the machinery of this country to a standstill.

Our duty is to stop up resistance and create an ungovernable situation and actually force the State to declare some of the area as liberated zones,' he said.

Mr. Mali said the stayaway had proved that trade unions and student and community organisations, rather than Chief Buthelezi's Inkatha enjoyed the support of the people.
Stayaway ‘did not advance the struggle’

By ANTHONY JOHNSON

Political Correspondent

STAYAWAYS, school boycotts and hunger strikes are weapons all contain the potential to seriously harm the very people they are intended to help, according to a paper drafted by Azapo’s central committee.

The paper delivered by the Rev Joe Seoka at Azapo’s fifth national congress in Cape Town yesterday, notes that these three weapons of struggle “are from enhancing the people’s efforts towards liberation, may alienate the people from a process wholly dependent for success on their participation.”

Staying away from school or work stoppages were bargaining tools that had to be used with much care, as they “are not immune from possible perversion.”

He said the recent two-day stayaway on the Reef had not advanced the working-class struggle in South Africa but had rather antagonised and alienated a sizeable portion of this class.

While some saw the stayaway as a colossal success by virtue of the overwhelming “support” it commanded others viewed it as “a creation of adventurous and glory seeking minds.”

Mr. Seoka said the stayaways were so caught up in the “passion for self-gloration that they had not considered the possibility that about 7,000 workers could be dismissed from Sasol.”

“And thus 7,000 workers had learnt a very bitter lesson never again to heed the calls for stayaways, for only distress and suffering flows from them.”

The two-day stayaway he said, came at a time of economic depression when management wanted an excuse to fire workers or dismiss workers without giving full benefits.

Thus management gained an upper hand in a situation where it was supposed to have suffered.

“The stayaway there fore militarised against the short-term interests of the black working class as a result it will be very difficult in future organisations or groups to call the masses into concrete action.”

Mr. Seoka said the boycott or stayaway was basically a weak weapon.

Stayaway hailed as highly successful

By Susan Plenung

The two-day stayaway by workers in protest at the Government’s failure to deal with black grievances has been hailed as an “absolute success” by the United Democratic Front (UDF), the Johannesburg Democratic Action Committee (JDAC) and the Federation of South African Trade Unions (Fosatu).

Mr. Frank Chikane, Transvaal vice-president of the UDF, and Mr. Chris Dlamini, Fosatu president, told a meeting at the University of the Witwatersrand this week that the organisations which called for the stayaway would not have done so if they had not been entirely confident of success.

Ms. Joanne Yawhite, chairman of JDAC, also hailed the stayaway highly successful, estimating that 90 percent of workers in the Vaal triangle, 80 to 85 percent on the East Rand and large numbers on the West Rand had stayed in the townships for the two days.

“People’s protests against the Government were ignored so they decided to move into a situation of crisis,” said Mr. Chikane.

“This crisis is not accidental but a historical reality. Also, it is not just another June 16, 1976 but a permanent on-going crisis which cannot be wiped out by any army or police force.”

He stressed that the Government could continue arresting the leaders of the UDF and the people but the crisis would only grow.

“This is because the people are determined to govern themselves — and they cannot all be put in jail.”

Referring to Chief Gatsha Buthelezi’s condemnation of the stayaway call, Mr. Chikane said “History will prove that Chief Buthelezi has no support among the people. And when history has taken its course the people will govern.”

Azapo congress told: Stayaways can harm the cause

By SELLO RABOTHA

SCHOOL BOYCOTTS, hunger strikes and work stoppages — a critique, said that far from enhancing peoples efforts towards liberation, stayaways may alienate the people from a process wholly dependent for success on their participation.

Rev. Seoka said hunger strikes are a weapon accompanied by limitations. The same can be said about school boycotts against Bantu Education. For it is only when people begin to understand that Bantu Education must be transformed into a struggle against the political situation that they begin to appreciate the shortcomings of a fight against Bantu Education.

He said “Stayaways, like the other weapons, are not immune from possible perversion. The two-day stayaway of the past month is a case in point. There are two diametrically opposed interpretations attached to it.”

The one sees the stayaway as having been a colossal success by virtue of the overwhelming support it commanded. The other views it as a creation of an adventurous and glory seeking mind. “There is only one correct and objective interpretation and this is derived from a dispassionate assessment.”

Thus, said Rev. Seoka, thousands of workers learned a better lesson — never again to heed calls for stayaways, for only distress and suffering flows therefrom. The two-day stayaway, far from advancing the working-class struggle in the country, had antagonised and alienated a sizeable portion of the working class.

That the workers’ salaries were pruned by employers without the committee responsible for the stayaway raising its fingers was a worse indictment.

Potent weapon

Rev. Seoka said the concept of boyscotts or stayaways can become a very potent weapon in the hands of the oppressed or powerless people. In almost all instances where the boycott tactics have been successful, the following aspects have been observed:

• The careful selection of the target;
• The methods to be used;
• The time duration;
• Full knowledge of the consequences by the participants; and
• The leaders of such boycotts cannot and must not rely on attempting to enforce the boycotts.

At the time of going to press the Azapo congress was due to hold elections for national office bearers. Hot favourites for Azapo president appeared to be Soweto’s Ismael Mkhabela with keen competition from Mandla Nkos, also from Soweto.
Buthelezi attacks Cosas and UDF

By Langa Skosana

The Chief Minister of kwaZulu, Chief Gatsha Buthelezi, yesterday said the recent unrest in South Africa’s black townships was a cumulative effect of the anger of blacks against the system of apartheid.

He told about 15,000 people gathered in Soweto for a prayer meeting that the best strategy against apartheid was the unity of blacks against those who enforce apartheid.

“Our non-violent approach does not mean we are cowards. I say to you that if they burn your house you should burn their houses too,” the Chief Minister said.

He said the Congress of South African Students (Cosas) was an organisation gone mad.

“Cosas works among your children exhorting them to lose their lives on township streets. Cosas will fail and in failing they will drag your children down with them, and destroy the things you strive for,” said Chief Buthelezi.

“We are angry because we are politically oppressed, we are angry because we are made stateless, we are angry because our people are poor and because they suffer desperate hunger and want. And we are angry because all the strife is so needless and so senseless,” he said.

He said anger did not have to be violent to achieve anything. Anger could be cold, calculating and determined in effect.

“anger must sustain efforts that will in the end bring about radical change,” he added.

Sapa reports that Chief Buthelezi also attacked the United Democratic Front.

“The UDF national leadership, before the UDF threw its weight behind the national stayaway, used an underhand power-play to deceive the world that the stayaway was democratically decided.”

Chief Buthelezi told the people “Black South Africa knows there is no easy victory in the struggle. They know that those who are power-hungry will seize on anything and make anybody pay any price for their own glorification.”

“You, the ordinary people of South Africa, know full well that the South African Government cannot be toppled overnight. You know that when violence erupts in your townships, and when that violence becomes inward-directed and you yourselves are the victims of it, that Pretoria laughs at you. You know that those who say they can reduce this country to a state of impotence tomorrow, are vain in their stupidity.”

Buthelezi on attack in Soweto

CHIEF GATSHA Buthelezi, president of Inkatha and Chief Minister of Kwa-Zulu, yesterday made a blistering attack on the United Democratic Front and the Congress of South African Students as those responsible for recent attacks by blacks on blacks.

Addressing thousands of followers at the Jabulani Amphitheatre, Soweto, he said he was not against strike and stay-at-home calls, but was “opposed to any tactics and strategies which are dictated to the masses by the few, and which are forced on the people by criminal acts of intimidation.”

“I am opposed to all attempts to use Black Power in strategies which will fail. I am opposed to using the phrase ‘Black Power’ which results in the suffering of the ordinary people, but which gains nothing for the ordinary people. I am opposed to the use of Black Power to boost the image of certain people and organisations in the eyes of the masses.”

“Do you want to suffer? Do you want to lose your jobs? Do you want to go hungry? Do you want your children to die so that these few can hit newspaper headlines?“

“We have had strife in our townships now for months. A great many people have died. Others have been brutally beaten up, and yet others have lost everything they possess as their homes have been attacked and their property destroyed,” he said.

Chief Buthelezi made his visit to Soweto at a time when unrest has hit the entire Pretoria, Witwatersrand and Vaal complex, with scores of people in detention, more than 100 dead and many others injured.

Chief Buthelezi was welcomed into Soweto by deputy mayor, Mr Isaac Buthelezi, who made the welcoming address. Mayor Mr Ephraim Tshabalala was also present.

In his speech Chief Buthelezi said many people preached black unity, but were engaged in black against black activities. He said this was his fourth visit to the Transvaal in which he had canvassed for black unity.

“This in itself should indicate to each and every one of you how much I am committed to the unending quest for black unity. Throughout my political career, I have always regarded black unity as a priority in the black struggle for freedom,” he said.

Referring to the situation of confrontation he said “experience in black politics has taught me that whenever the flames of black anger are raging, and however justified they may be there will always be those who, because of their political bankruptcy, would exploit this anger and misdirect it.”

“Black people seem to have forgotten who their enemy is, and black people seem to be fighting their own shadows now, instead of directing their anger in such a way that all reap its benefits.”

He said the Government had given credibility to the UDF by detaining its leaders and Thami Maile. According to Chief Buthelezi, the UDF and some leaders were manipulating the situation for their own ends.

He also slammed the Congress of South African Students and blamed a lot of intimidation on it.
FOSATU PRESS STATEMENT

THE special FOSATU Central Committee meeting wishes to state clearly why FOSATU members participated in the stay-away. We believe that this is necessary because there has been too much focus on reports of violence and too little on other issues.

Our reasons for supporting the stay-away are:

* We wanted a clear announcement removing the age limit in the schools
* We wanted democratically constituted SRC's in the schools
* We wanted the army removed from the townships and a stop to police harassment of residents
* We wanted a suspension of rent and bus fare increases

These factors directly affected our members as workers and parents and we took the action because of this.

We therefore totally condemn the detention of FOSATU office bearers and officials who carried out FOSATU instructions. We call for the immediate release of Chris Dlamini, Moses Mayekiso and Banglwze Solo and for the release of all persons detained under the Security Legislation.

FOSATU is not prepared to stand by and watch its leadership being detained.

Detailed and far ranging decisions were taken by the special Central Committee to protect FOSATU and ensure the release of those detained. These will be reported back to all Regions and affiliates for their approval and implementation. The first report back will be to the FOSATU Executive on the 17th November.

FOSATU sees this as a direct attack on unions and will be contacting other unions to support it in its actions.

The proposal made by the Transvaal Region for a "Black Christmas" will be referred back to all Regions and affiliates of FOSATU for consideration as a national campaign.

The Central Committee committed itself to the full support of CWU and the SASOL workers.

FOSATU Central Committee
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THE Transvaal town of Piet Retief is becoming a focus of black unionism.

Fosatu's Paper, Wood and Allied Workers Union (PWAWU) is organising in the area and claims worker majorities at four companies and a membership of about 800.

In August, it formed a shop stewards council there.

It began recruiting in the area because Anglo American's Mondi Paper has a mill there and PWAWU sought to organise all Mondi mills.

Predictably, PWAWU says pay and conditions in the area lag far behind those in the cities and that police have intervened to question union members.

But Piet Retief is a key forestry centre and PWAWU seems determined to extend its influence there.
Union calls off Durban strike

By STEVEN FRIEDMAN
Labour Correspondent

ABOUT 400 Metal and Allied Workers' Union (Mawu) members have called off a four-week legal strike at a Durban company, Wupco -- but have decided to take other action against the company and the Dorbyl-Meteor group, which owns it.

The workers have decided not to work overtime at Wupco and to begin a work-to-rule after they return, the union said in a statement issued last week.

Mawu also announced plans for a campaign against Dorbyl-Meteor next year that would include an attempt to block loans to it from the Metal Industries Group Pension Fund. The union sits on the board of the fund, which covers black workers in the metal industries.

The Wupco strike was prompted by the company's refusal to negotiate severance pay for retrenched workers with the union.

The company says this should be discussed at the metal industrial council, but Mawu rejects this.

It says the Steel and Engineering Industries Federation (Selisa), which represents metal employers, has said that severance pay should be negotiated between unions and individual companies.

Mawu is taking industrial court action against Wupco on this issue.

A motion the group be refused loans from the pension fund was "strongly endorsed" by the meeting.
The head worker of compartment No 3 was ordered to leave the operation on the 7th of March by the firm that took over the firm's operations. The order was issued on the 7th of March by the firm that took over the firm's operations. The order was issued by the firm that took over the firm's operations. The order was issued by the firm that took over the firm's operations. The order was issued by the firm that took over the firm's operations.

It has taken only a week to re-establish the electrical system and restore the electrical system. It has taken only a week to re-establish the electrical system and restore the electrical system. It has taken only a week to re-establish the electrical system and restore the electrical system. It has taken only a week to re-establish the electrical system and restore the electrical system.

The bus garage continues to operate. The bus garage continues to operate. The bus garage continues to operate. The bus garage continues to operate.

The electrician refused to return after the message was received. The electrician refused to return after the message was received. The electrician refused to return after the message was received. The electrician refused to return after the message was received.

The firm's management wished the workers to be loyal to the firm. The firm's management wished the workers to be loyal to the firm. The firm's management wished the workers to be loyal to the firm. The firm's management wished the workers to be loyal to the firm.

The union crackdown reaction still to come
Cusa threatens national strike

Own Correspondent

JOHANNESBURG — The 165,000-member Council of Unions of SA (Cusa) says it will launch a national strike unless Sasol reinstates 5,500 workers fired for taking part in the recent Transvaal stay-away and agrees to negotiate with their union.

Cusa also announced yesterday that it had launched a consumer boycott of Dairy Maid Ice Cream in support of 90 members of its Food, Beverage Workers' Union who were fired by the company after a stoppage in Pretoria in February.

These decisions were taken at a meeting of Cusa's joint executive council in Johannesburg at the weekend.

The meeting also decided that Cusa would continue to take part in talks aimed at uniting major emerging unions in a new federation.

It has been suggested that some Cusa unions were unhappy about continuing to take part in the talks.

Cusa's decision to support a national strike in support of the fired Sasol workers comes a week after the Federation of SA Trade Unions (Fosatu) decided on "action plans" to protest against the arrest of union leaders and dismissal of Sasol workers.

It said it would seek support of other unions before releasing details. Most of the workers fired during the dispute belong to Fosatu's Chemical Workers' Industrial Union (CWIU).

The Cusa decision is given added significance by the fact that there has been tension of late between the CWIU and Cusa's SA Chemical Workers Union.

In a statement released after the meeting, Cusa said it had agreed to "support the struggle" of the dismissed Sasol workers.

If Sasol did not reinstate the workers and agree to negotiate with CWIU over the firings, Cusa and its affiliates would "take all necessary steps to ensure the reinstatement of all dismissed workers, even if this means a national strike," it said.

On Dairy Maid, the statement said the meeting had heard a report on the dispute from the Food, Beverage Workers' Union (FBWU) and had agreed to support the union's call for a national boycott.

It said it would seek support for this from other unions.

The FBWU has already taken industrial court action against Dairy Maid, which is part of the Barlow Rand group, alleging that it is guilty of a wide range of "unfair labour practices."
Cusa threatens national strike

The Council of Unions of South Africa and its affiliates have threatened to call a national strike if the sacked 6,000 workers at Sasol are not reinstated.

The decision to call a strike was taken by the union's joint executive council at a meeting held in Johannesburg at the weekend.

In a statement, Cusa said it supported the struggle of the dismissed workers at Sasol and appealed to management to reinstate the workers without any loss of benefits.

It urged Sasol management to continue to discuss with the Chemical Workers' Industrial Union over the dismissed workers.

The workers were sacked after a two-day stayaway from work organised by several trade unions, including Cusa and the Federation of South African Trade Unions (Fosatu).

In the statement, Cusa said that it supported a boycott of Dairymaid Ice Cream Corporation products following the dismissal of workers at the plant near Pretoria.

The boycott was called by Cusa-affiliate, Food and Beverage Workers' Union, in an attempt to pressurise management to reinstate the workers dismissed early this year.

Cusa has made it clear that it will take all necessary steps to ensure that the Sasol workers were reinstated even if it means a national strike which will be arranged through a national strike committee.

Cusa also endorsed the present unity talks aimed at forming a giant trade union federation in the country. The talks have been going on for over two years and it is hoped that they will be completed next year.
Union action ends EL car plant stoppage

EAST LONDON — Swift union action at the Car Distributors Assembly plant here yesterday solved a 90-minute work stoppage over the proposed retrenchment of 280 workers.

This was confirmed yesterday by the Port Elizabeth-based regional secretary for the 21,000-strong National Automobile and Allied Workers' Union (Naawu), Mr Les Kettledas, and a spokesman for Mercedes-Benz South Africa, Mr Richard Wagner.

The brief stoppage by about 500 day-shift workers took place during negotiations between the management and the union yesterday following the retrenchments on Friday.

Work along the assembly line and the paint shop is expected to be back to normal this morning following the early shutdown yesterday when the negotiations reached a compromise.

The compromise is that the 280 retrenchments will not be final. The workers will be laid off for two months and if there is an improvement for the badly affected motor industry following the severe HP restrictions and the new fringe benefit tax, the workers will be rehired.

"This is the crux of the agreement we reached. The matter will be renegotiated again next year and the union will obviously try its level best to prevent outright retrenchments." Mr Kettledas said.

Asked what alternatives there were if the outlook for the motor industry did not improve, Mr Kettledas said: "We will then have to look at short time which was discussed today. Other alternatives include early retirement of people near pensionable age without the loss of any benefits. "We will also have to do away with all overtime except in extreme emergencies."

Mr Kettledas felt short time could not be ruled out when the phased in re-opening of the plant started on January 7.

He said it was clear the government would have to do something about the severe HP restrictions which were affecting car sales, in turn causing major problems for the workers.

Mr Wagner confirmed the compromise for the two-month period and said it was difficult to say how many workers were involved in the stoppage.

He said tough conditions in the economy had led directly to the proposed retrenchments.

"The new fringe benefit tax did not help either and all these adverse economic conditions added up to make the market far from buoyant and necessitated the action which the company regretted.

"We are hoping the market will improve in the first quarter of next year and we will be able to rehire the 280 workers of our 4,500-strong workforce."

Mr Wagner said all the laid-off workers would get all the benefits to which they were entitled, including bonuses, holiday pay and lay-off pay.

He confirmed that short-time had been discussed but that management were not in favour of it as past experience had shown that it affected quality.

"Being one of the country's biggest private companies and one of the country's largest firms, in the industry (the plant's productive capacity is 174 units a day), the firm naturally prides itself on its outstanding quality and would not want anything to affect it," he said.

"It was agreed after discussions with the union that to protect jobs and all the rest, the least painful option will be the layoff of the 280 workers and management will meet the union on a monthly basis to reassess the situation."
EAST LONDON — Tough conditions in the economy have led to 280 workers being laid off at the Mercedes Benz car plant here, a statement released in Johannesburg yesterday by Mercedes Benz said.

A spokesman for CDA in East London — which assembles Mercedes cars and trucks and Honda cars — said “in discussions with the National Automobile and Allied Workers Union, we reviewed production needs for 1985 and agreed that we must immediately lay off 280 of our 4500 workers.”

During yesterday morning’s discussions with the union, some workers at the plant halted work. After the lay-off agreement, union representatives addressed the workers and normal working is expected to resume today.

“We will meet the union on a monthly basis to review the situation as it develops,” It has been agreed that we will seek to employ the 280 people laid off, but that at the end of two months any who have not been employed will automatically be retrenched.”

The CDA plant started a phased Christmas shutdown on December 7 and will be closed for annual holidays from Friday.

It is due to start reopening on a phased basis from January 7 next year.

Mercedes Benz, which relies on company fleet orders for about two-thirds of its annual sales, is conducting urgent talks with the government in an effort to cushion the expected drastic effect on sales of the new fringe benefit tax.

Mr. Richard Wagner, spokesman for the public relations firm representing CDA, said a refusal by the government to grant relief would have a serious effect on Mercedes Benz, which this year achieved record sales.

During the whole of 1983, 15 607 Mercedes Benz cars were sold. So far this year sales totalled 14 471.

Union Intervenes P6
Union action solves stoppage

EAST LONDON — Swirl union action at the car distributors' assembly plant here yesterday solved a 90-minute work stoppage over the proposed retrenchment of 280 workers.

This was confirmed yesterday by the Port Elizabeth-based regional secretary for the 21,000-strong National Automobile and Allied Workers' Union (NAAWU), Mr Les Kettleides, and a spokesman for Mercedes Benz South Africa, Mr Richard Wagner.

The brief stoppage by about 500 day-shift workers took place during negotiations between the management and the union yesterday following the retrenchments on Friday.

They reached a compromise agreement that the 280 retrenchments will not be final. The workers will be laid off for two months and if there is an improvement for the badly hurt motor industry following the severe hire-purchase restrictions and the new fringe-benefit tax, the workers will be re-hired.

Mr Wagner said tough conditions in the economy had led directly to the proposed retrenchments.
PE firm to give workers May Day as paid holiday

Argus Bureau

PORT ELIZABETH — A glass factory here has accepted a worker demand that May 1, International Labour Day, replace Founder’s Day as a paid public holiday.

Founder’s Day, April 6, recalls Van Riebeek’s landing at Table Bay in 1652.

Public relations officer for Pilkington Shatterpruff Glass, Mr Neville Schonegeval, said the Strandale division of the company, a separate negotiating entity with the company, had asked for the day to be made a paid public holiday during recent discussions.

“We by law we must give eight paid holidays a year, and in addition there are two unpaid holidays which we have traditionally also paid — Founder’s Day and Kruger’s Day.

“We gave the union the option of replacing one of those days with May Day, and the union chose to replace Founder’s Day,” he said.

According to Fosatu Workers News, before the 1960s many companies had allowed workers to take May Day as a paid holiday, but that the practice had gradually died out during the 60s.

It is believed the company’s decision makes it the only major manufacturing concern which officially recognises May Day in South Africa.
Textile dispute to go to court

Labour Correspondent

A LONG-RUNNING recognition dispute between Fosatu's National Union of Textile Workers (NUTW) and the Frame Group of textile companies will come to a head in the industrial court early next year.

This means that several attempts by the Frame group to prevent the dispute from being decided in court have now failed.

The dispute centres around the company's New Germany mills, where NUTW claims to represent a worker majority.

It charges that Frame has refused to recognize it, despite this and that the company has attempted to keep NUTW out of the mills by recognizing Tuesa's Textile Workers Industrial Union.

This is an "unfair labour practice", says NUTW, which sought an order preventing Frame from recognizing the rival union.

The company denies that NUTW represents most workers at the mill complex.

The case could have a crucial bearing on NUTW's 11-year battle to win recognition at the New Germany mills.
Fosatu's gain is Tucsa's loss

By STEVEN FRIEDMAN
Labour Correspondent

UNIONS affiliated to the Federation of South African Trade Unions (Fosatu) have made gains at the expense of rivals in the Trade Union Council of SA (Tucsa) in two industries.

In the transport industry, Fosatu's Transport and General Workers Union recently won a secret ballot at Transvaal plants owned by Normans Transport in which workers were asked to choose between it and Tucsa's African Transport Workers Union.

In the leather industry, workers at a Nigel tannery, Honey and Sons have left Tucsa's Transvaal Leather Industrial Union and joined Fosatu's National Union of Textile Workers.

These developments are revealed in the latest issue of Fosatu's newspaper, Fosatu Worker News.

It says that, at Normans Transport, 10% workers voted to be represented by TGWU and only four voted for the Tucsa union.

At Honey and Sons, it charged, workers had been unaware that they belonged to a Tucsa union until they discovered that union dues were being deducted from their pay.

About 90% had now joined NUTW and were pressing management to deal with the Fosatu union, it said.
Union scores a first with minimum wage increase

By STEVEN FRIEDMAN
Labour Correspondent

AN HISTORIC wage agreement signed yesterday at the Toyota motor company's Durban plant is the first in the country to bring workers' minimum pay to R3 an hour.

The agreement was reached in negotiations between Toyota and the National Automobile and Allied Workers Union (NAAWU), which belongs to the Federation of South African Trade Unions (FOSATU). It covers the 3,500 workers at the plant and will raise minimum pay to R3 an hour by July.

A joint statement by Toyota and NAAWU said that the rate was the highest negotiated minimum wage in the country.

The union yesterday hailed the agreement as "historic" and said it had been the first in the country to negotiate a R2 an hour minimum wage for workers — with Eastern Cape motor employers in 1981.

The union made history in 1980 when its members struck at the Volkswagen plant in Uitenhage demanding a "living wage" of R2 an hour.

The strike was settled when employers agreed to pay a R2 minimum by Oct.

Subsequently, all Fosat unions pressed for wage increases which brought minimum pay to R2 an hour and the impact of this campaign has been felt in bargaining throughout the country.

Since then, NAAWU has reacted to rises in the cost of living by increasing its "living wage" demand to R3.50 an hour. Yesterday's agreement is the nearest it has come to achieving this.

"The agreement means that our living wage target is now in sight for the first time," a NAAWU spokesman said.

The agreement provides for an 18c an hour increase in January and a further 17c in July. As the present minimum is R2.65, this will bring the minimum to R3 by the middle of next year.

Minimum wages at other motor plants range between R2.40 and R2.73.
THE INDUSTRIAL CONCILIATION BOARD has been asked to resolve a dispute between 800 workers and the management of their factory at Howick after 18 months of negotiations ended in a deadlock this week.

Workers at B T R Sarmcol downed tools earlier this week over severance pay for 18 retrenched workers and for the lack of a 'recognition agreement'.

The deadlock arose between representatives of the workers, the Metal and Allied Workers' Union (Mawu), and the management of the factory.

If the Conciliation Board did not succeed in breaking the deadlock in the required 30 days, the union would consider various other possibilities, a Mawu spokesman said.

A spokesman for the factory said it was shutting down for Christmas and no one was available for further comment.
'NO MORE FOOD FOR LAID-OFF WORKERS'

THIS week's retrenchments at East London's Mercedes Benz plant worsened the lot of thousands of black motor industry workers - they face a bleak future.

Trouble at the plant started when 'Car Distributors and Assemblers reviewed production needs' in discussions with the Port Elizabeth-based National Automobile and Allied Workers' Union CDA, which assembles Mercedes Benz and Honda cars, then laid off 280 of the 45 000 black workers.

Ford, General Motors and Volkswagen have already closed till February - affecting 13 000 black jobs.

By ZB MOLEFE

Mercedes Benz and Honda cars, then laid off 280 of the 45 000 black workers.

Ford, General Motors and Volkswagen have already closed till February - affecting 13 000 black jobs.

ZAMDELA residents went on rampage on Wednesday night burning down shops and locking horns with the police.

They went on to burn Lekota mayor Essau Mahlata's butchery, tycoon Paul Mofokeng's shop and a bus belonging to the Vat Transport Corporation.

CHRISS MLANGENI, 'Black workers have little chance of surviving'.

Kobese told City Press that his union had al-
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R5 500 for sacked dairy employees

DURBAN. — Three former employees of Clover Dairy in Durban were paid out a total of R5 500 in an out-of-court settlement following a dispute over their sacking.

Their lawyer, Mr Chris Albertyn, confirmed on Monday that the dispute had been settled shortly before the matter was to have been heard in the Industrial Court. The settlement had been reached with the other party conceding defeat.

The dispute involved Mr Ncoda Dlamini, Mr William Msomi and Mr John Dhlomo, who are members of the Sweet, Food and Allied Workers' Union. The company also undertook to find them other work.

The three were dismissed in March after refusing to carry out a managerial instruction, following work stoppages at the plant. — Sapa.
Factory engages white pupils after dispute

Pietermaritzburg Bureau

ABOUT 50 white schoolboys have been employed temporarily by a Howick factory, following refusal by 111 employees to work during the company's annual Christmas shut-down.

This follows recent unrest at the BTR Sarmcol Rubber factory when about 800 workers downed tools as a result of a dispute with the management.

The Industrial Conciliation Board has been asked to resolve the dispute between the workers, represented by the Metal and Allied Workers' Union and the management.

In the meantime, it was confirmed in a statement issued by Sarmcol that 111 union members working in the engineering department had advised last week that they would not work during the annual close-down in an attempt to disrupt operations further.

The factory is closed from December 14 to January 9 next year. During this period the engineering department is responsible for an intensive programme of maintenance, repair and servicing of plant and equipment in preparation for the new year.

As a result of the refusal of the workers to work, the management has made alternative arrangements including temporarily employing schoolboys to assist them.

A spokesman said the factory had advertised by word of mouth and soon had more applications than they could handle.

"The response has been very good. We had to turn many boys away, since this is an ideal opportunity for them to earn some money," he said.

About 50 boys, most of them pupils at the Howick High School, were employed.

He said the work required of the boys was that of untrained and unskilled labour.